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PREFACE
The following collection of chapters is
based on a revision of the drafts of J.S.
Mundrey, Rail Consult India, for the
forthcoming 5thEdition of RAILWAY
TRACK ENGINEERING. The collection is
the result of intensive
revision and
modification works. This includes the incorporation of several new modern aspects,
updated information,
illustrating and delineating pictures, many redesigned and
glossed-up graphs and figures as well
corrected and re-arranged tables. The challenge
had been, to bring the drafts of Mr. J.S.
Mundrey into an uniform, user and reader
friendly and as well into an economical compacted layout. As far as possible the physical/
technical measurements have been uniformly
converted into International Standards of
Units (ISU). The conversion rates for the outdated units into ISU`s are given.)
The Austrian Track Machinery Manufacturer has to be thanked for sponsoring and for
contributing high quality picture material.
Although the elaboration contents many modern aspects, methodologies, standards and
systems of other world railways, Mr. J.S. Mundrey has predominantly mend his work to cater for
Indian Track Men in their daily duties. This book serves to teach and train Permanent Way Men
and to help decision makers. Permanent Way Men of other World Railways in developing
countries, especially on the Indian Subcontinent, in the Middle and Far East, Africa, Saudi Arabia
and Australia will find this compendium helpfull in fullfilling their daily duties in finding solutions.
The Message of this Compendium is:

Rail-Track Quality is no Luxury. Quality cuts Overall Life Cycle Costs.
Modern Rail-Tracks demand modern proactive and preventive maintenance managementstrategies, methodologies and to optimize the all-important RAIL-ON-WHEEL interaction. Track
Quality has to match the traffic load it has to carry.
To achieve Track Quality modern on-track machinery is of all-importance.
The Track Deterioration Rate – the loss of stability, bearing capacity and alignment
parameters over the time under given traffic load - is a direct indicator for the TRACKQUALITY. A low quality track deteriorates by far faster than a high quality track and is therefore
by far more costly to maintain and repair.
OVER-ALL LIFE CYCLE CONSIDERATIONS are nowadays a key-issue of railways over
the globe in maintaining their rail services in an economical way. Quality demands a high input in
investment costs, which will pay off over the time.
Constructing NEW RAILWAY LINES is a big challenge for India. Future nasty accidents can
be anticipated by appropriate designing and constructing the alignments to become safe from the
beginning or at an early stage. This is often hampered by not adequately funding of the
projects. Important and prestigious projects are linking the Kashmir Valley Railway with the
national grid from the rail-head Katra, the construction of new rail infrastructure in the
North-East Frontier States, the Dedicated East and West Freight Corridors for high axle-load
and the envisaged High-Speed Lines.
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INTRODUCTION: FUNDAMENTALS OF MODERN
RAIL-TRACK TECHNOLOGY
By Dr. F. Wingler, December 2015

MODERN RAIL TRACK TECHNOLOGY helps to cut LIFE CYCLE COSTS.
LIFE CYCLE COSTS CONSIDERATIONS are a tool for economical
TRACK STRATEGIES and to push-up modern Track-Technologies.
University Professor JOHN RUSK, Oxford, UK, 1819-1900, gave a quotation, which can
be evaluated as a summing-up for economical proof on basis of QUALITY, LIFE CYCLE
COSTS and LIFE CYCLE COSTS CONSIDERATIONS:

“There is hardly anything in this world, that some man cannot make a little worse
and sell a little cheaper. And the people, who consider price, only are this man`s
lawful prey.
It is unwise to pay too much, but it is worse to pay too little. If you pay too much,
you sometimes lose some money on the long run. On the other hand, if you pay too
little, you sometimes lose everything, because the thing you bought was incapable
of doing the thing it was bought to do. The common law of business balance
prohibits paying a little and getting a lot – it can`t be done. If you deal with the
lower bidder, it is well to add something for the risk you run. And if you do that,
you will have enough to pay for something better!”
“Quality is never an accident. It is always the result of high intention, sincere
effort, intelligent direction and skilful execution. It represents the wise choice of
many alternatives”.

Private mining corporations with their own HEAVY-HAUL rail-roads in Africa, Australia,
Brazil and Norway/Sweden have a sense for OVERALL LIFE CYCLE COSTS inclusive
the AGGREGATED HINDERANCE COSTS, generated when the trains can only run
under speed restrictions, under lower traffic density or cannot run at all. The private
undertakings know about the importance of INITIAL TRACK QUALITY, STATE-TO-THE
ART RAILROAD TECHNOLOGY and the all-important WHEEL-RAIL INTERFACE. They
have learned to manage the wheel-rail sytem at its optimum by looking out for track
friendly rolling stocks (bogies), by target profiling both wheel treats and rail heads for low
friction and wear and by rail and wheel-flange lubrication. This is called “Friction
Management”. The economy has pushed the technology already to the performance with
43.5 t axle-load. Developments are under way to increase the axle-load up to 45 t; see
Keith Borrow, PILBARA´S HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPION FLEXES ITS MUSCLES in IRJ,
International Railway Journal, November 2015 Volume 55, Issue 11, page 20ff.
Private heavy-haul operators know:

Without a well bearing, well drained and stable blanket, sub-soil, subgrade and formation there will no stable rail-track under given traffic
load.
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Heavy-Haul in Australia catering 43.5 t Axle-Load

In state owned railways mostly one section feels responsible only for the track and the
other section only for the rolling stocks. There is often a lack of mutual
understanding, responsibility and cooperation between the disciplines. This has the
result that often rail-tracks do not match the traffic-load they have to carry vice-versa.
The developments of tracks and rolling stocks when running apart are not in compliance.

Fundamentals of Rail-Road Technology in a Nutshell:
“A TRACK IS ONLY AS GOOD AS WHAT IS UNDERNEATH”;
“A TRACK IS ONLY AS GOOD AS ITS WEAKEST SPOT, BECAUSE A TRAIN MIGHT
DERAIL ON SUCH A SPOT”;
“WITHOUT PROPER WELL BEARING AND WELL DRAINED SUBSTRUCTURE)
SUBSOIL, SUBGRADE, FORMATION AND BLANKET) NO STABLE RAIL-ROAD”;
“THE LONGIVITY DEPENDS ON DRAINAGE AND IF THE WATER CAN BE TAKEN OUT
AND KEPT AWAY FROM THE TRACK-BED”;
“WATER IS THE ENEMY OF THE RAIL-TRACK”;
“CLEAN AND UNFOULDED BALLAST IS THE BLOOD OF THE RAIL TRACK”;
”TRACK QUALITY IS NO LUXURY”;
”A LOWER QUALITY TRACK DETERIORATES FASTER THAN A HIGHER QUALITY
TRACK”;
“ONE HAS TO MANAGE EFFECTIVELY THE ALL-IMPORTANT WHEEL - RAIL
SYSTEM”;
“WITHOUT SOUND AND HEALTHY RAIL-TRACKS OF HIGH QUALITY, MATCHING THE
TRAFFIC-LOAD/VOLUME, NO MODERN RAILWAY SERVICE WITH CLOSE-TO-ZERO
MORTALITY RATE IS POSSIBLE!!!”

A railway consists not only of individual components viewed separately, but of an
ENTITY of the ”ROLLING STOCK/WHEEL - TRACK” System. Rail-Road and RailVehicle interact actively. Defective tracks ruin rolling stocks and ruined bouncing,
yawing, rolling and
12

pitching rail vehicles distort and deteriorate the already poor tracks further in an
INTERACTIVE MUTUAL SELF DESTROYING SYSTEM.

The individual components of a rail-road, sub-soil, sub-grade, formation, sub-ballast
(blanketing, formation protective layer (FPL), ballast, sleepers, rails and fastening
materials behave interactive and have to be treated as an entity. Strategies must be based
on treating the track as a whole structure rather than treating the individual elements or
components. Each of the components interacts with the other components individually.
Strengthening only one component to a level well beyond the strengths of the other
components will provide only incremental and inefficient overall strength improvements.
As an typical example: Sri Lankan Track Policy and Strategy of the last decades has
clearly demonstrated, that the “SOLO FIDDLE ON THE SUPERSTRUCTURE
COMPONENTS” (sleepers, rail fastenings, rails) without a proper appropriate sub-grade,
sub-soil and formation strengthening and without taking the water out and keeping the
water away from the track-bed by a proper surface water drainage management led
only to a further degradation of the rail-roads; see also Mike Knutton and Malcom
Owens in IRJ, International Railway Journal, August 2004, p. 25.

The track must:
•

guide vehicles in a smooth way without risks of derailments and without excessive
wear and tear of rails, wheels and rolling stocks,

•

take up vertical and horizontal vehicle forces,

•

off-load these forces via the track grid and ballast/sub-ballast bed onto the bearing
formation, sub-grade and sub-soil,

•

ensure high riding comfort, passenger comfort, satisfaction and safety,

•

high availability for train traffic under low OVERALL LIFE CYCLE COSTS and low
AGGREGATED HINDERANCE COSTS (costs generated, when the trains are not
running or only with speed and traffic load restrictions).

The RAIL-WHEEL SYSTEM transmits vertical and horizontal forces onto the track.
Furthermore the track is subjected to the influence of longitudinal forces arising because of
changes in temperature. It gets stressed by the acceleration and brake deceleration efforts
of the rail vehicles. The track is also stressed by quasi-statistic, low frequency and
dynamic force components of high frequencies (wheel roaring on corrugated rails).
The figure below schematically represents the WHEEL-TRACK-SYSTEM. The individual
parts of this system are linked by components exerting elastic and damping effects. The
elastic and damping elements between vehicle bodies, as well as between bogie and
wheel set, are well known, and their behaviour can be very well expressed mathematically.
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SCHEMATIC DEMONSTRATION OF THE WHEEL-TRACK SYSTEM
From the TRACK COMPENDIUM, Track System Substructure Maintenance Economics by B.Lichtberger,
Eurail press, HAMBURG, 2011, p.21, ISBN 978-3-7771-0421-

Graph by B. Lichtberger
Schematic Demonstration of the Wheel-Track System

The track itself with its elasto-plastic properties cannot be expressed by an exact analysis
because of the inhomogeneous behaviour of the ballast bed, the formation protective layer
(FPL) or blanketing material/sub-ballast on top of the bearing formation, sub-grade and
sub-soil. Empiric parameters and connections found out by experiments are used for this
purpose.

The strength of these forces is a function of the axle-load, of changes in wheel-loads
when negotiating curves or in case of unequal loading, of braking and starting forces
and the rolling of ovalized unbalanced wheels on a defective track.
The track grid has to distribute these forces in such a way that the maximum admissible
values for ballast compression below the sleepers and the admissible compressive strain
on the bearing soil will not be exceeded.

A rail-track on rigid concrete sleepers needs therefore a better bearing and wider
formation and a thicker damping ballast cushion with harder ballast stones under
the sleepers than a rail-track on wooden or timber sleepers. This means that when
changing from wooden sleepers to concrete sleepers the bearing formation has to be
strengthened, widened, and a thicker ballast spreading, best with harder ballast stones
on a sub-ballast bed, provided, otherwise the formation will be damaged. SteelSleepers have the advantage of longevity and toleration of troublesome and
narrow formations with less ballast; but they do NOT TOLERATE WET MUD.
The bottom of concrete sleepers touches the ballast stones only by an area of 10 to 11 %.
Moving or “dancing” concrete sleepers crush the ballast edges to dust, forming a slurry
with water and fouling the ballast bed and its elasticity. With under-sleeper pads the
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contact area can be increased from 10 to 35 % and the tamping intervals prolonged by
2.75 times.

In Austria lacing the sole of the concrete sleepers with a rubber pad has become standard.
This increases the life-time of the ballast and the track by up-to 38 % and reduces
maintenance expenditures:

Under-Sleeper Pads for Concrete Sleepers cutting Life Cycle
Costs; Drawings by Getzner, Austria

It must be considered by all railway men, engineers inclusive the top management that in
order to run the traffic at appropriate speed, the rail-wheel and track-rail vehicle interactive
forces have to be well understood.

“It is urgently necessary to remind the responsible persons repeatedly about the
mechanism of wheel-rail interactivity in order to secure the safe rail-wheel contact”. = Prof.
Dr. Klaus Rießberg, Technical University of Graz, Austria, in ETR 10/2007, Eurail press, Hamburg,
page 621.

It has to be well understood that without comprehensive drainage and formation/sub-grade
rehabilitation, reengineering and strengthening a moribund track cannot be brought to a
level matching the traffic load in order to render a smooth, risk free and overall economical
train service.

It must be understood, that the main track structure is provided by the ballast, sub-ballast
(blanket) and the well-drained compact broad and well bearing formation. A Broad Gauge
concrete sleeper single track needs a 7.5 to 7.80 m wide top formation. The solo fiddle on
the superstructure only with rail, sleepers and fastenings provides only a short lasting and
jugglery cheaper alleviation.

The QUALITY can be estimated by the DETERIORATION RATE under given Traffic
Load, by the loss of Alignment Parameters and Track Support Modulus with the time under
given traffic load; (see the contributions of Prof. P. Veit and Dr. B. Lichtberger in RTR Special,
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MAINTENANCE AND RENEWAL, July 2007, ISBN 978-3-7771-0367-9, DVV Media Group GMBH,
Hamburg, Germany).

The LONGIVITY of a Track Rehabilitation depends, if the water has been taken out and
kept away from the track bed, and if the bearing capacity of the formation had been
strengthened. The formation is by 40% responsible for the elasticity of a rail-road.
DRAINAGE of the track is the single most important factor for proper maintenance. Proper
drainage is vital as excess water reduces the bearing capacity of the sub-soil as well as its
resistance to shear. Water in the sub-grade or sub-soil is mostly the cause for a
misalignment-memory effect; see M.M. Agarwal in INDIAN RAILWAY TRACK, 15th revised edit., reprint 2007, Prabha
& Co., Delhi, India, ISBN: 81-900613-1-3, page 461, 229, 233.; Dipl. Ing. Dr. P. Veith in RTR Special MAINTENANCE &
RENEWAL, July 2007, ISBN 978-3-7771-0367-9, Eurail press, Hamburg, page 11.

Track engineers should be aware that very often the memory for track defects,
misalignments and settlements is buried in the uneven and faulty formation, sub-grade and
sub-soil with fluctuations of the bearing capacity subjected to climate seasons and rain
down fall patterns. Seasonable fluctuations of the ground water level can contribute to the
MEMORY EFFECT. An appropriate surface-water management is therefore essential.
The intervention threshold for formation rehabilitation is given, when the support
modulus falls below 10 MN/m². Given norms, parameters and values for the BEARING
CAPACITY OF THE FORMATION (measured by the plate load bearing test or by the
dynamic plate load method; see Chapter 18) as well for the characteristic soil parameters
as compaction ratio, water content, plasticity parameters, shear strength, the tensional and
expansion behaviours, effective tension should be known (see Dr. B. LICHTBERGER in TRACK
COMPENDIUM, 2nd edition, ISBN 978-3-7771-0421-8, Eurail press, Hamburg, Germany, 20011, Chapter 7/8; RDSO
Pamphlet “Guidelines and Specifications for Design of Formation for heavy Axle-Load,; Report No. GE: 0014,
2009, Lucknow, India).

The specific tracks should be determined by their TRACK SUPPORT MODULUS in the
unit [N/mm²] or [MN/m²] or [MPa], measured as deflection of the track under given load.
According Prof. A. Kerr, FUNDAMENTALS OF RAILWAY TRACK ENGINEERUING, Simmons- Boardman,
Books, Inc. Omaha, NE 68102, USA, ISBN: 0-911382-40-2, page 89, for a wooden sleeper track with dog
spikes a Modulus of approx. 6 N/mm² is sufficient whereas for a track with the stiff
concrete sleepers the Modulus should be in the range of 40 N/mm². The stiffer concrete
sleepers transmit to the sub-grade a higher pressure and may create sub-grade failures
where none existing, when wooden sleepers were used.

By physical laws the track stability, stiffness parameters and moduli have to be

increased by 62%, if one wants to increase the train speed from 80 to 100 kmph under
the same traffic load. The necessary increase of stiffness and strength goes
logarithmic with the velocity. With increase of the train speed not only the short wave
length misalignments but also the long wave misalignments have to be rectified to a
minimum of few millimetres.
The strength of a rail-track is determined by the bearing capacity of the well-drained
formation. The fatigue of a low quality track under increasing train-load stress can
be proportional to the 4th or 5th power (exponent) of the load, as can be the damage to
the ballast. The damage inflicted by the traffic-load onto a poor quality track is by
exponents higher than onto a good quality track. A bad quality track deteriorates much
faster than a good quality track. The quality of a track can be measured in physical
terms by the deterioration rate, by the loss of alignment and the track support
modulus under given traffic load with the time.
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The loss of quality under traffic stress of a track, which is not in compliance with the
traffic load, causes an immense increase in routine-maintenance expenditures. Since a
poor quality track deteriorates much faster than a high quality track under the same traffic
load stress, a poor quality track needs much higher maintenance costs, which can be 10fold higher. It is highly uneconomical to render a railway service on a poor quality track not
matching the traffic load; see Prof. R.A. Smith, Vice President of Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
London, UK, in IRJ Vol. 949, Issue 2, Feb. 2009, page 9; A. Beck et al. in Permanent Way Technology
Management, Netz AG, German Federal Railway, in ETR, Vol.4, page 159, 2009; B. Lichtberger in DER
EISENBAHN INGENIEUR (EI), 06/09, page 11, 2009.

The INITIAL TRACK QUALITY after track renewal is of the highest importance for the low
TRACK DETERIORATION RATES and LONGIVITY (low LIFE CYCLE COSTS, LCC).
The deterioration rate is dependent on the current quality. The original initial track quality
can never subsequently be reproduced by maintenance and certainly never exceeded. A
high quality track deteriorates slower than a low quality track. Track quality can be
measured in physical terms by the deterioration rate, the loss of alignment with the time
under the given traffic load. Therefore TRACK QUALITY is no LUXURY, but it is an
economic necessity; see Prof. Dr. P. Veit, TRACK QUALITY – LUXURY or NECESSITY? In RTR SPECIAL
Maintenance & Renewal, Eurail press, Hamburg, ISBN 978-3-7771-0367-9, July 2007, page 8, and Dr. B.
Lichtberger, THE TRACK SYSTEM and its MAINTENANCE, ibid., page 14.

It should be realized that it is uneconomical to run a rail service on the lowest possible
track quality level at the threshold next to accidents and derailments with numerous speed
precautions and under heavy wear and tear inflicted onto the rolling stocks – on a rail-road
not matching in its quality the traffic load it carries, in order just to keep the trains running, and on a track, which needs maintenance “nearly as every train goes”.

“For successful implementation of a TRACK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (strategic
planning, track policy) it is essential that detailed guidance lines are available for
the maintenance units to carry out all track operations in an appropriate manner.
Thus there is a need for track maintenance manuals, which describe the
methodology for carrying out all track maintenance operations. Most of the world
wide railway systems have track maintenance manuals, which incorporate all the
technical information required by the track man for maintenance of tracks in a safe
and efficient manner”; see contribution technical paper APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY FOR RAILWAY
TRACK CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE by J.S. Mundrey to the conference of the heads of the Railway
Organisation of BIMSTEC/GANGA MEKONG DELTA COUNTRIES, held in BANKONG on 3-4th Dec. 2007.

Available Books, Gazettes and Literature for Experts in
FUNDAMENTAL RAIL-ROAD TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING WORKS and
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Indian Railways and its Track Structure
Gauge Conversion: Indian Railway`s Farewell to Meter and Narrow Gauge

Down the Memory Line: Meter Gauge in Karnataka/Goa; Castle Rock - Kulem, 2008

Shatabdi Broad Gauge Train
Revised by Dr. Frank Wingler, JANUARY, 2016
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Chapter

1

Indian Railways and its Track Structure
1.1 EVOLUTION OF THE RAILWAY TRACK
Railway transportation system is a great invention of the 19th Century. It opened a new horizon
for the mankind, enabling closer interaction between communities and faster movement of materials
and goods. The essential elements in its development are simple. In order to reduce the friction
between the wheels of carriages or wagons and the road surface, stone slabs and wooden beams
were laid flush with the road surface in the tramways of collieries in England in the middle of the
eighteenth century. Wrought iron plates were later fitted to the wooden beams. Subsequently, an
angle iron with one leg vertical was fixed to the iron plate to guide the wheels. A further
improvement was the replacement of the wooden beams by cast iron supported at the ends. Modern
railway systems employ high quality steel rails for heavy hauls and high speed operations.
For years attempts were made to build a steam engine. In 1776 Watts perfected one. On 27th
September 1825 the first public rail-transport opened from Stockton to Darlington in England with
the Steam Locomotive “LOCOMOTION” engineered by Georg Stephenson. Diesel and electric
Locomotives with high power rating and efficiency have replaced worldwide the Steam
Locomotives. Steam Traction has become uneconomical. Some Steam Locomotives have survived
on mountain cock-wheel Railways and to haul touristic trains on scenic routes.
1.2

STRUCTURE OF RAILWAY TRACK

The railway track is a structure consisting of parallel rails with their sleepers, fittings and
fastenings and ballast etc., to provide a road for trains to transport passengers and freight.
1.3

GAUGE; Fig. 1.1

The gauge of a track is the distance between the inner edges of the rail heads, measured at 16
mm below the top surface:

Fig. 1.1: Gauge
The most widely used gauge around the globe is the 1435 mm Standard Gauge. The East India
Company intended to adopt the standard gauge of 1435 mm in India as well. This proposal was
challenged however by Mr. W. Simms, Consulting Engineer to the Government of India under the
Governor Lord Dalhousie (1848-56). Mr. W. Simms recommended for the trunk routes the wider
Broad Gauge with 1676 mm (5'6''). That time one thought that the Indian Broad Gauge will evolve
as the “Standard Gauge” in South-East Asia. But this did not realise. The Railways in most
countries of this region had been constructed with 1000 mm (MG) or 1067 mm (CAP) Gauge. The
only neighbour country, which adopted the Indian Broad Gauge, was Sri Lanka, although Meter
Gauge would have much better suited the topography. Especially on the SL “gruelling Upcountry
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Line” climbing from sea level to the summit at nearly 2000 m the tight 17-18 Degree Broad Gauge
Curves on a ruling gradient of 1 in 44 are a big maintenance problem.
In 1871 the Government of India wanted to build cheaper railways for the development of the
country, and for regional lines all over India the tighter 1000 mm or Meter Gauge was introduced.
For thinly populated areas, mountain railways and for other miscellaneous purposes two more
Gauges with widths of 762 mm (2'6'') and 610 mm (2') were chosen (Sentences revised and
modified). Nowadays most of the MG Lines had been converted to BG or are under Gauge
Conversion. The MG Network is fast shrinking. In South India the last train on MG from
Thiruvarur to Pattukottai was running June 2012. Only the “Ooty” Hill Train of Southern Railway
has been left on MG. On 15 March 2015 the first BG Inspection Train reached Silchar coming from
Lumding in Assam. The first passenger train from Silchar to Guhawahati had been flagged off on
21th November 2015. The first Broad-Gauge train from Badarpur reached Agartala in Tripura on
13th January 2016. The public BG service is supposed to operate in March 2016. Only few pocket
MG networks in Gujarat: Jetalsar-Jhanaghat-Dhas, and of Northern Railway in the Bareilly-SitapurLucknow-Gonda Region are left as well as the MG lines in Gujarat/Rhajastan: Botad-AhmedabadUdaipur, Jaipur-Sikar-Churu and Akola-Mhow; see Annexure, Page 41.

Last Journey Punalur-Sengottai 19th September 2010

First BG Passenger Train Silchar-Guhawati flagged off at Silchar 21th Nov. 2015
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The scenic Heritage Railways on 2 ft. NG Neral - Matheran, 25 km; New Jalpaiguri –
Darjeeling, 88 km; on 2 1/2 ft the 96 km Kalka-Shimla and the 164 km Joginder Nagar-Pathankot
will remain. The 199 km 2 ft NG from Gwalior to Sheopur is already proposed for Gauge
conversion. The balance left of the once largest 2 ½ ft. Network of the Satpura Lines of South
Eastern Railway in the Nagpur Area once over 1000 km, which has diminished to around 300 km in
the last decade is already envisaged for Gauge conversion. From the once 359 km 2 ½ ft NG
Network around Dabhoi in the Vadodara Region not much is any more left; see Annexure.

Darjeeling NG Railway; near Ghum

ZDM-3 #701, Dual-Cab; Kalka-Shimla

Some of the new Metro Tracks have been evolved in the 1435 mm Standard Gauge.
For the current situation see: INDIAN RAILWAYS LIVING ATLAS – INDA RAIL INFO;
indiarailinfo.com/atlas.
Dedicated High Speed lines around the globe are built in 1435 mm Standard Gauge. Spain with
its 1668 mm Iberian Broad Gauge had to switch for High-Speed to the International 1435 mm
Standard Gauge. And for High-Speed India will need dedicated new routes in 1435 mm Standard
Gauge (SG), as the Japan International Cooperation Agency (ICA) recommended it.
BG and SG have a higher Transport Capacity allowing higher Load, but are more costly to build
and require flatter gradients and leaner curves than Meter or Cape Gauge.
1.4

CHANGE OF GAUGE

Break of gauge creates transport bottlenecks and imbalance to tranship passengers and freight.
The Conversion of MG and NG to BG lines in order to yield uniformity became in India
inevitability. Up to 850 km of MG/NG are being currently converted into BG every year. In the last
years this Conversion rate has slowed down. By Gauge-Conversions new alternative routes have
become available easing the pressure on the existing BG network.
1.5

AXLE-LOAD AND TRAIN RESISTANCE

Axle-load is the weight on the two wheels joined by an axle. The hauling capacity of
locomotives is limited by the axle-load (W) of the driven axles and the friction (adhesion)coefficient (U) between the wheels and the rails. The value of the U is the highest at the start and
decreases progressively with increasing speed. On the other hand, the train resistance is at about 5
kmph at its minimum, beyond which it increases in proportion by the square of the speed.
The power of a locomotive has to be slightly in excess over the hauling capacity to take care of
the climatic conditions, the power required for auxiliary systems and the acceleration reserve at the
maximum defined speed. Increasing the power without increasing the axle-load does not help in
pulling heavier loads, but only results in wastage of power. Axle-loads are linked with the track
structure. Heavier axle-loads require stronger track structures, which is expensive. It requires
several years to renew or strengthen a track. Heavier axle-loads also affect the bridge structures.
Therefore considerable thought has to be given while fixing a higher (maximum) axle-load of the
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locomotives to run in India. The maximum locomotive axle-load is generally limited to 22.5 metric
ton [t] for BG and 13.0 metric ton [t] MG. Heavier axle-loads have, however, been permitted for
some of the freight locomotives required to run at less than permissible speed of the sections.
While pulling a train, a locomotive has to overcome various resistances, which depend upon the
friction of wheels on rails, journal friction, wave action of rails, speed, and the tightness of the
curves and the gradients. The grade resistance is equal to the grade multiplied with the weight of the
train in metric tonnes. The resistance on a curve varies with the Degree of the curvature and the
gauge. The following values have been considered appropriate for Indian Railways:
- The following considerations are made under the fact, that due to earth gravitation the MASS
of 1 kg develops onto its support a FORCE of 9.81 N (say 10 N) 1. 4.0 N/metric ton/Degree of curvature for BG.
2. 3.0 N/metric ton/Degree of curvature for MG.
3. 2.0 N/metric ton/Degree of curvature for NG.
For computing the starting capability of a locomotive, the value of the friction (adhesion)coefficient (U) at the starting point is important. The value of the friction (adhesion)-coefficient is
normally taken between 0.25 and 0.3, depending upon the driving axle configuration and the bogie
design. In the case of individual driven axles with electric motors as with the Diesel-electric
Locomotives WDM-2, WDM-3, WDM-4 and YDM-2 and electric locomotives such as WAG-1
and WAG-3 the value of U is generally taken 0.25 - 0.27; max.0.3 for the “High Adhesion Bogies”.
Wherever possible, the values of starting resistance and rolling resistance of the locomotive and
the rolling stocks at various speeds are determined on the basis of actual field trials. Based on these
values, the hauling capacity of locomotive for a particular type of rolling stock is determined.
For instance the hauling capacity of a WDM-2 locomotive having an axle-load of 18.8 t with
6-powered axles and intended to haul passenger (ICF) coaches is worked out as under:
Maximum starting effort (“dispatchable tractive effort” in [kN]) H = No. of Axles x Axle-load x
9.81 (say: 10) x Static-friction (Adhesion Coefficient (U) = 6 x 18.8 x 10 x 0.27 = 304.5 kN.
Note that the MASS of one ton acts with a FORCE of 9.81 kN, say 10 kN.
Loco-Resistance at start
= 6.15 kN (observed value on the basis of trials).
Draw-bar pull available at the start
= 304.5 – 6.15 = 298.35 kN
Starting-Resistance for ICF coach
= 38.6 N/t (value based on field trials).
298.35
Capacity of the locomotive at start for ICF = ---------- x 10 = 77.29 kN.
38.6
1. On a tangent level track at a speed of 100 kmph the tractive effort of this locomotive is 50.0
kN. The value is based on the performance trials; Fig. 1.2. Due to ageing of the power
equipment, 90 percent of the above is considered as the available tractive effort. Maximum
dispatchable starting effort H [kN] = No. of Axles x Axle-load [metric ton] x 10 x Staticfriction (Adhesion-Coefficient) (U) = 6 x 18.80 x 10 x 0.27 = 304.50 kN.
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Fig. 1.2: Tractive Effort vs. Speed-Curve for WDM-2 Loco; Graph modified by F. Wingler
= 50.00 x 0.9 = 45.00 kN.
= 9.40 kN (as observed during the performance
trials).
Therefore, Draw-bar Pull available
= (45.00 – 9.40) = 35.60 kN.
Rolling-resistance of ICF coaches load at 100 kmph = 36.17 N/metric ton (based on trials).
Therefore, the Weight of the train, which this locomotive can haul on a level straight track at
100 kmph,
Draw-bar Pull
35.60
= ---------------------------------------------- = --------- x 103 = 9850 kN; say: 985 metric ton
36.17
Rolling-resistance of the trailing stock
Therefore, the available tractive effort
Loco resistance at the speed of 100 kmph

total tonnage
985
No. of coaches which can be hauled = ------------------------------- = ------- = 19.7 (say: 19)
average weight of a coach
50
2. On a 1° curve and 1 in 400 gradient the trailing load, which the same locomotive can haul,
would be reduced due to the grade and the Curve-resistance. Grade-resistance of the
locomotive = Gradient x Weight of the locomotive
1
= ------ x 112.80 x 10 = 2.82 kN
400
Curve-Resistance of the Locomotive = 0.04 x Degree of curve x Weight of the
= 0.041 x 112.80 x 10 = 0.451 kN; say: 0.45 kN
Locomotive [t] x 10
Therefore the available Draw-Bar Pull = 35.60 – 2.82 – 0.45 = 32.33 kN
Curve-Resistance of trailing load

= 0.45 kN/t

1
= -------- = 0.025 kN/t = 25.0 N/t.
400
Therefore, total rolling-resistance at a speed of 100 kmph of the trailing load = rolling
Resistance on a tangent level track [N/t] + curve-resistance [N/t] + grade resistance
= 36.17 + 4 + 25.0 = 65.17 N/t.
Therefore the load, which the same locomotive can haul at 100 kmph,
Grade-Resistance of trailing load
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32.33
5020
= --------- x 104 = 5020 kN ; No. of Coaches = --------- = 10 (say)
50 x 10
65.17
1.6

LOCOMOTIVES ON INDIAN RAILWAYS

1.6.1 General
The term “Diesel or electric” for locomotives refers mainly to the energy source. A Diesel
locomotive generates its power by a Diesel-engine, whereas an electric locomotive the electric
power is tapped from an over-head catenary.
A Diesel Locomotive transmits the power to the axles by a hydraulic or hydro-mechanical
torque-converter or electrically by an alternator (generator) feeding with current the axle mounted
electrical traction-motors.
The main-line Diesel locomotives of Indian Railways are mainly diesel-electric. Dieselhydraulic locomotives are used for shunting and for the Narrow Gauge lines.
An electric locomotive draws the electric current directly from an overhead catenary.
Nowadays worldwide for BG, SG and MG (not for NG) the drive solutions use mostly axle-hung
nose suspended type traction motors driving individually the axles of Diesel-electric or electric
locomotives. The torque transfer to the wheel-set is provided by an integrated axle mounted drive
system with a suspended gearbox casing the axle as well (like a bearing), and thus is hung from the
axle at one end while the other end (nose) is suspended on the bogie frame. The gear of the motor
meshes with the gear on the axle. On NG locomotives, where there is not enough room for an axlehung driving electric motor, the axles are mechanical driven. Fig. 1.3 delineates the axle-hung and
nose-suspended drive:

IRICEN
From Pamphlet "INVESTIGATION OF DERAILMENTS" by IRICEN, August
2014; wiki.iricen.gov.in/doku/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=iricen_books...of...; Page
232-292

1.6.2 Designation of Locomotives
There are two systems to designate locomotives based on
1. Gauge, power source and service and
2. Wheel and traction arrangement
• Gauge, Power Source and Service; Table 1 (above).
Note: For instance, WDM stands for a BG Diesel Mixed Traffic Locomotive. The designation also
carries a suffix indicating a particular design in the relevant group, eg.: WDM-2, WDM-4, WCG-2
and so on.

● Wheel and Traction Arrangement
Numerals stand for the numbers of idling axles in each bogie or on the locomotive frame,
which are not power-driven with the only function to carry a part of the locomotive weight thus
reducing the axle-load.
Alphabets (capital) stand for number of driven axles in one frame. The frame can be either a
bogie, which can turn or a rigid frame of the locomotive structure. If the frame is a bogie, which can
turn, or a pony axle, which can move side-wards, an apostrophe “ ' ” is affixed. If the axles are in a
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frame fixed onto the engine frame, as for example with Diesel shunting locomotives or with steam
locomotives, there will be no apostrophe affixed. If the Locomotive is of articulated design, then
between the numerals there is a “+” inserted.
For example:
“A” is the designation for one driven axle, “B” for two driven axles and “C” for three driven axles.
Individually driven axles are suffixed with ZERO: “0”. If the axles are coupled by a crankshaft
or by a cardan drive-shaft as in Diesel-hydraulic transmission, there will be no “0” affixed.
The Indian so-called “Pacific-Type” Steam Locomotive of the WP Class with the wheel
arrangement of 4-6-2 according the elder British/American notation is according the modern
notation a 2'C1' Locomotive with a 2'-2' tender.
The BG and MG Indian Main-line Diesel and electric Locomotives are mainly of B0'-B0' and
C0'-C0' arrangements.
The Indian NG Diesel-hydraulic locomotives have the following arrangements:
1'B'-B'1' (with pony wheels), B'-B', B (NDM-6 of the 2 feet Matheran and Darjeeling
Railways) and B + B (NDM-1, an articulated Diesel-hydraulic Locomotive evolved by
JUNG, Germany, for the 2 ½ feet Kalka-Shimla Railway, but later modified in India for the
2 feet Matheran Railway).
Common axles and traction arrangements with their designations are delineated in Fig. 1.4a:

Figure 1.4a: Designations for Axles and Traction Arrangements; Graph by IRICEN modified
by F. Wingler

1.6.3 Locomotives and Bogie Types
There are various types of locomotives on the Indian Railways. They may be functionally
different with different features such as bogie design, number and type of traction motors etc.. The
study of the features (wheel base, wheel arrangement, suspension, axle-steering and wheel diameter
ect.) and critical maintenance parameters of locomotive bogies is of prime interest from the point of
view on rail-wear, track parameter distortions and distortions of track alignments as well under the
aspect of derailments; see Chapter 20.
A list of bogies for common locomotives of Indian Railways is given in Table 1.2; see also
Paragraph 20.13.5 and "INVESTIGATION OF DERAILMENTS" by IRICEN, August 2014;
wiki.iricen.gov.in/doku/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=iricen_books...of...; Page 232-292
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www.railinfaneurope.net.

Fig. 1.4b: Diesel-electric C0'C0' WDM-2 Locomotive
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1.6.4 Salient Features of Indian Locomotives; revised by F. Wingler
The salient features of typical locomotives used on the BG and MG on Indian Railways are
designated in Table 1.3:

Fig. 1.4c: ZDM-4A at Palampur, NG Kangra Valley Railway
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1.7 GRADES
1. Ruling-Gradient: The steepest grade which exists in a particular section is called “RulingGradient” as it limits the maximum weight of the train, which can be hauled by a
locomotive on that particular section.
2. Momentum-Gradient: It is the grade steeper than the ruling-gradient. This can be
overcome by a train due to its own momentum gathered on its run.
3. Pusher-Gradient: When the grade is so steep as to necessitate the help of an extra engine
for pushing the train, it is called the “Pusher-Grade”. The extra engine so used is called
Banking-Engine.
4. Ghat-Sections: Sections which have a considerable length of grades of 1 in 200 or steeper
are called “Ghat-Sections”.
5. Grades in Station Yards: The grades in station yards have to be sufficiently flat in order
that
(a) un-connected vehicles, left standing on the tracks, do not start moving on their own due
to the effect of gravity, coupled with the effect of a strong wind and/or a gentle push.
(b) Locomotives, which have to overcome a higher starting-resistance, are not encumbered
with further resistance due to steep grade.
In Indian Railways the maximum gradient permitted for all gauges in station yard is 1 in
400, whilst a gradient of 1 in 1200 is recommended.
On a single line, the length of station yard, where this flatter grade is required to be
provided, shall be 50 m beyond the outermost points at either end. On a double line, it shall
be from home signal to the last stop signal of each line.
6. Grade Compensation on Curves: If curve happens to fall on a ruling-grade, it will not be
possible for a train to overcome the resistance caused by the gradient and the curve. In such
cases either the train-load is decreased or the gradient is flattened. This flattening of the
grade is called “Grade Compensation on Curves”. For example, the compensated grade for
a BG 3° curve on 1 in 100 ruling grade sections can be determined as follows:
(a) Ruling-grade
= 1 in 100 = 1.0 percent
(b) Curve-resistance of BG
= 0.04 percent per Degree of curve
(c) Curve-resistance for 3°
= 0.04 x 3 = 0.12 percent.
(d) Therefore, compensated (maximum)
= 1.00 – 0.12 = 0.88 percent
(e) Grade that shall be permitted on 3° curve = 100/0.88 = 1 in 113.6, so that grade and
curve-resistance do not exceed ruling Gradient-resistance.
1.8 SHEDULES OF DIMENSIONS
To ensure uniform Degree of vehicular movement safety over any gauge system, certain
dimensions for railways have been laid down in each country. The Indian Railway board has
specified these dimensions in the booklet ‘Schedule of Dimensions’. These dimensions are stated
in two schedules, which are as follows:
1.8.1 Schedule I; Fig. 1.5 and Fig. 1.6
The Dimensions given in this Schedule-I have been classified under two heads namely for
‘Existing Works’ and for ‘New Works’. Existing Works means the works, which existed before the
issue of the Schedule of Dimensions (2004).
New Works would include altogether new constructions, additions of new lines/structure, gauge
conversion and doubling.
The Dimensions, except for existing works, are to be observed on all 1676 mm gauge on Indian
Railways unless prior sanction has been obtained from the Railway Board through the
Commissioner/Chief Commissioner of Rail Safety to execute the new works, which would infringe
this Schedule of Dimensions:
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Fig. 1.5: Standard Dimensions out of Stations (B.G.)
Railway Bord`s Letter No. 2012/CE Do/SD/IRDSOD/0103, 18.11.2013
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Fig. 1.6: Standard Dimensions out of Stations (M.G.)
1.8.2 Schedule II
This schedule gives the Dimensions, which violate the dimensions of Schedule I, yet they have
been permitted to continue, of course with restrictions of speed as are considered necessary. The
structures when altered shall however be rebuilt to comply with Schedule I.
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The standard Dimensions in India, among other things, specify the minimum track centres,
minimum clearances required for safety, Degree of sharpest curves, minimum angle of crossing and
maximum sizes of the rolling stock.
1.8.3 Loading and Construction-Gauge
The loading-gauge represents the maximum width and height to which a vehicle may be built
or loaded. Bridges, tunnels, platform sheds and other structures are so built, that their sides and top
remain clear of the loading gauge. The construction gauge is obtained by adding necessary
clearance to the loading gauge. On BG in India the maximum height and width of the vehicles
recommended in the loading gauge are 4720 mm (15′ 6") and 3660 mm (1β′ 0") respectively; for
MG the dimensions are 3430 mm (11′ γ") and 2745 mm (9′ 0") respectively. Appendix I gives a set
of important Dimensions for BG and MG as prescribed by the Indian Railway Board. Standard
Dimensions, which are being adopted on the BG and MG system of Indian Railways, are given in
Fig. 1.5 and Fig. 1.6 respectively.
1.9 OVER-DIMENSIONAL CONSIGNMENT
A consignment when loaded on a rolling stock, whose length, width, height or anyone of these
exceeds the Standard moving Dimensions, is categorized as Over-Dimensional Consignment
(ODC) or Out of Gauge Load.
1.9.1 Package Dimensions
Taking into account the dimensions of the rolling stock generally used on Indian Railways, the
packages, exceeding the following Dimensions, are treated as ODCs; Table 1.4:

1.9.2 Classification of Over-Dimensional Consignment
ODCs are classified into A, B, and C as under; Table 1.5:

Movement of an ODC is allowed only after carefully scrutinizing the structural clearance
available on its route.
1.10

COINING OF WHEELS AND CANTING OF RAILS

The wheel-treats of railway vehicles are sloped. The slope of the surface along the
circumference forms a part of a cone; Fig. 1.7. The coning of the wheels keeps them on straight
tracks central, thereby reducing the wear of wheel flanges. If the wheels go at any moment out of
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their central position, they have to run unequal distances on the rails. Therefore the wheels retreat
till they are at the central position again. This helps in smooth riding.
The outer rail of curve is longer than the inner rail. The coning of the wheel enables the wheel
to tread the longer distances on the outer rail with its greater diameter near the flange, and the outer
part of the wheel of smaller diameter covers the smaller distances of the inner rail. This reduces
slipping and skidding of wheels, a phenomenon which not only increases resistance in haulage and
speed but also causes lot of extra wear on rails and wheels.
A further resistance is resistance caused by the angular (Yaw-Angle) trailing wheels. This
resistance caused by the so-called “Stick-Slip” adds to the resistance caused by slipping, and it
causes wheel squeal. The Stick-Slip by Yaw-Angle causation is a major factor contributing to curve
resistance, and it yields in a vector force causing gauge widening.
On rails laid flat, coning of rails will subject the rails to eccentric loading at the inner edge. This
would create problems in both rail design and maintenance. To avoid these, rails are not laid flat but
are tilted inwards at the slop of 1:20, which is the slope of the wheel cone. This is called “Canting
of Rails”; Fig. 1.5:

Fig. 1.7: Coning of Wheels and Canting of Rails
1.11 INDIAN RAILWAYS: AN OVERVIEW
The Railways are the principal mode of transport in India. Indian Railways carried in 2011-12
about 23.0 million passengers per day and about 2.7 million metric ton freight traffic on a network
spread over 64 600 route km touching 7146 stations.
The network consists of Broad, Metre and Narrow Gauges, totalling 115 062 track km. Gauge
wise break-up as has been in March 2014 is given in Table 1.6. The present route-kilometres in
2016 for MG and NG are far less; see Paragraph 1.3:

Indian Railways fully Government owned functioning under the Ministry of Railways through
the Railway Board, whose members are also ex-officio secretaries to the Government of India. The
apex body entrusted with the management of this mega enterprise is led by the Chairman Railway
Board (CRB). Members of the Railway Board include Financial Commissioner, Member Traffic,
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Member Engineering, Member Mechanical, Member Electrical and Member Staff, who represent
their respective functional domains. For administrative purposes, Indian Railways is divided into 17
Zones, each headed by a General Manager. Zonal Railways are further divided into smaller
operating units called “Divisions”. There are presently 68 Operating Divisions in, each under a
Divisional Railway Manager. In addition, there are a number of Production Units, Training
Establishments, Pubic Sector Enterprises and other Offices working under the control of Railway
Board.
The functional heads of departments in a zone are responsible for the efficient functioning of
their department. The departments are: finance, personal, civil engineering, mechanical engineering,
electrical engineering, signal and telecommunication engineering, operation, stores, medical,
security etc. Similar delegation of responsibility exists at the divisional level.
Indian Railways is among the few railway systems in the world, which earns a profit. In 201112 with a total earning of 104153.5 crore Rupees, it made a modest profit of 1126 crore Rupees,
after paying a dividend of 5656 crore rupees and making allocation to depreciation reserve fund,
development fund, pension fund etc..
Broad Gauge, constituting over 91 % of the route length, generates most of the traffic output of
Indian Railways. With the uni-gauge policy adopted by Indian Railways, most of the metre and
narrow gauge tracks are being progressively converted into broad gauge. Some hill railways have
acquired heritage status. They are well patronized by the national and international tourism, and
they will remain in meter and narrow gauge. Adequate funds are provided to continue their
operation.
Indian Railways is constantly acquiring advanced railway technology, which includes: Modern
track structure consisting of continuously welded high UTS rails, mechanised maintenance
monitoring and renewal of track (these are discussed in various chapters of the book), modern
signalling and telecommunication system, induction of modern high output rolling stock, adoption
of modern technique in railway operation such as containerisation, unit train movement, heavy haul
trains etc.
The maximum permissible speed of Indian Railways is 150 kmph for passenger trains and 100
kmph for goods trains. A passenger train with a maximum permissible speed of 150 kmph has been
introduced on New Delhi – Agra Section. Research and development work is always in process to
increase the speed to international level.
The Indian Railway’s quadrilateral links the four metropolitan cities of Delhi, Mumbai,
Chennai and Howrah. It is commonly known as the Golden Quadrilaterals. Together with the
links Delhi-Chennai and Mumbai-Howrah it adds up to a total route length of 10 122 km. It carries
more than 55% of revenue earning freight traffic of IR. The existing trunk routes Howrah-Delhi on
the Eastern corridor and Mumbai-Delhi on the Western corridor are highly saturated, the line
capacity utilization varying between 115% and 150%. The surging power needs requiring heavy
coal movement, booming infrastructure construction and growing international trade has led to the
conception of the Dedicated Freight Corridors along the Eastern and Western Routes to fulfil the
demand of additional capacity of rail freight transportation.
In the first phase, Government of India has approved construction of two corridors - the Eastern
DFC (1841 route km) and Western DFC (1500 route km) - spanning a total length of about 3347
route km.
Indian Railways is the single largest user of manpower in the country. It has about 1.31 million
persons on its rolls. Another 0.1 million would be engaged in railway related activities. To train
such a large workforce, Indian Railways has set up the following five centralized training centres
besides there are over 270 training institutes for various disciplines, located in the Zonal Railways.
● Railway Staff College, Vadora.
● Indian Railway Institute of Civil Engineering, Pune.
● Indian Railway Institute of Signal Engineering and Telecommunication Engineering,
Secundarabad.
● Indian Railway Institute of Mechanical Engineering, Jamalpur.
● Indian Railway Institute of Electrical Engineering , Nasik.
● Indian Railways Institute of Transport Management, Lucknow.
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● The Indian Railway Institute of Financial Management, Secundarabad (planned).
● Jagjivan Ram Railway Protection Force Academy, Lucknow.
With the mechanisation and modernisation of Indian Railways a gradual decrease of 3% per
year in the workforce, mainly in the unskilled category, is contemplated.
For research and development, Indian Railways has its own captive unit, the Research, Design
and Standard Organisation (RDSO) at Lucknow. RDSO plays the role of a technical advisor to
Railway Board, Zonal Railways and Production Units. It has been instrumental in identification and
assimilation of technology suitable for Indian operating and climatic condition and has ensured
rightful adaptation of imported technologies, wherever felt necessary. One of the major roles of
RDSO is to develop and maintain standards and specifications, which ensures that all different
technologies are able to work together as a system and also allows IR to operate seamlessly without
any technological limitations. RDSO is working for the improvement in quality of service both in
the areas of passenger and traffic and freight traffic.
Following Public Sector Undertakings operate under the control and guidance of the Ministry
of Railways:
1. Rail India Technical and Economic Services Limited (RITES): RITES provides
comprehensive consultancy services from concept to commissioning in the field of railways,
urban transport, roads and highways, airports, inland waterways, ports and harbours, ropeways, manufacturing industry and information technology. It has established itself as a
leading international consultancy organization in the public sector with recognition by
multilateral funding agencies and experience in over 65 countries in Africa. Middle East,
Latin America etc. RITES is also engaged in export packages for rolling stock and spares.
2. IRCON International Limited: IRCON has built itself as an International Railway
Construction Company. In the last few years, IRCON has also diversified into the
construction of roads, buildings, bridges, flyovers, airports etc.
3. Centre for Railway Information Systems (CRIS): The Centre for Railway Information
Systems (CRIS) is a registered autonomous society under the Ministry of Railways set up to
provide Information System for the Indian Railways. It develops and maintains the major IT
systems deployed on the Railways for passenger ticketing and freight invoicing, freight and
passenger train operations management of train crews and management of fixed and rolling
assets.
4. Indian Railways Finance Corporation Limited (IRFC): IRFC has been set up to partly
finance the development of Indian Railways. It raises funds through market borrowing by
issuing bonds and taking long terms loans from banks and other financial institutions/Life
Insurance Corporations and other external sources.
5. Container Corporation of India Limited (CONCOR): The business conducted by
CONCOR is characterised by three distinct activities, i.e. of a carrier, a terminal-operator
and a Container Freight Station (CFS) operator.
6. Konkan Railway Corporation (KRC): Konkan Railway, 760 km long, the first Railway
project in the country executed on BOT (Build, Operate and Transfer) principle, was formed
with equity participation of Government of India along with the four state viz., Maharashtra,
Goa, Karnataka and Kerala
7. Railtel Corporation of India Ltd (RailTel): The Railtel Corporation of India Limited
(RailTel) has been incorporated for modernization of IR’s communication network for safe
and efficient train operation and for revenue generation through commercial exploitation of
its telecom network. RailTel with exclusive seamless Right of Way along 64.600 km of
railway track has already connected 4107 stations till March 2012 and is working to
ultimately cover all important railway routes across the country.
8. Indian Railway Catering and Tourism Corporation Ltd (IRCTC): IRCTC has been set
up as an extended arm of IR to upgrade, professionalize and manage the catering and
hospitality services at stations, on trains and other locations and to promote domestic and
international tourism through development of budget hotels, special tour packages,
information and commercial publicity and global reservation systems. IRCTC is also
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providing facility for booking railway tickets through internet. It has also set up plants for
the manufacture and bottling of mineral water, Railneer, to supply the railway passengers.
9. Rail Vikas Nigam Limited (RVNL): RVNL is a special purpose vehicle launched by the
Government of India to undertake project development, financial resource mobilisation and
execution of projects on a commercial format using largely non budgetary funds. The
projects are expected to remove the capacity bottlenecks on the golden quadrilateral and its
diagonals and to augment port connectivity.
10. Rail Land Development Authority (RLDA): Rail Land Development Authority (RLDA)
was set up in for commercial development of the Indian Railways Act for Commercial
Development of vacant railway land for the purpose of generating revenue by non-tariff
measures for IR.
11. Dedicated Freight Corridor Corporation of India Ltd. (DFCCIL): Dedicated Freight
Corridor Corporation of India Ltd. (DFCCIL), a special purpose vehicle has been created to
undertake planning and development, mobilization of financial resources, construction,
maintenance and operation of Dedicated Freight Corridor.
12. Mumbai Railway Vikas Corporation Ltd. (MRVC): Mumbai Railway Vikas Corporation
Ltd. (MRVC), a joint venture between Ministry of Railways and Government of
Maharashtra, has been created to implement the railway work of Mumbai Urban Transport
Project (MUTP). The Corporation executes the projects identified and is also actively
involved in the planning and continuous development of Mumbai suburban rail system.
APPENDIX 1.1
Important Schedules of Dimensions for BG and MG
1
2
3
S
Description
BG
No.
[mm]
1. Minimum distance centre to centre track:
(a) For existing works:
4725
(b) For new works or alteration to existing works:
5300
2. Minimum radius of curve:
175
3. Minimum clearance of check-rails for a curve:
44
4. Minimum clearance of check-rails at level crossing:
51
5. Maximum clearance of check-rails at level crossing:
57
6. Minimum depth of space of wheel flange from RL:
38
● Buildings and Structures
7. Minimum horizontal distance from centre of track
to any structure from RL to 305 mm above RL:
(a) For existing works:
1675
(b) For new works alteration to existing works :
1905
8. Minimum horizontal distance from centre of
track to any structure except a platform from
305 mm above RL for BG and 3,200 mm for
MG such as water column etc.:
2135
9. Minimum horizontal distance of any telegraph
post measured from centre and at right angle
to the nearest track:
Ht + 2135
10. Minimum height above rail level
(a) For a distance of 915 mm on either side
of centre of track for overhead
structures (for BG):
4875
37

4
MG
[mm]
3660
3960
109
41
51
57
35

1370

1906
Ht + 1980

__

(b) At centre of track for overhead
structures (for MG):
(c) With DC electric traction, this dimensions
for BG and minimum height above
RL or for a distance of 1220 mm on either
Side of centre of track for MG:
(d) Where 25 kV, AC, traction is likely to be
used min. height above AC wire for a
distance of 1600 mm on either side of the
centre track for:
(a) Light overhead structures such as
foot over bridge:
(b) Heavy overhead structures such as
road overhead or flyover bridge:
11. (a) Minimum height above RL to the lowest
wire of any portion of a guard or guard
cradle under conditions of max. sag:
(b) Minimum horizontal distance measured
at right angle to the nearest track to any part
of rigid and well-founded post, carrying
electrical conductors:
(1) From RL to 305 mm above RL
(a) For existing works:
(b) For new words of alteration to existing
works:
(2) From 305 to 4420 mm for BG and
3200 mm for MG above RL:
12. Minimum height above RL for telegraph,
telephone and other such low tension
wires crossing a railway:
● Interlocking and Signal Gear
13. Maximum height above RL of any part of
interlocking for signal gear for a width of
1600 mm for BG and 1320 mm for MG
Tunnels, through and seem throw girder bridges:
14. Minimum distance from centre to centre of track
(a) For existing works:
(b) For new works and alteration to existing works:
15. Minimum horizontal distance from centre of track
to any structure. Height above RL:
(a) From 0 to 305 mm:
(b) From 305 to 1065 mm for BG and
and 685 mm for MG:
(c) From 1065 to 3355 mm for BG and
from 685 to 3503 mm for MG:
(d) From 3355 to 4420 mm for BG and
from 3505 to 4420 for MG:
(e) From 4420 to 5870 mm for BG:
● Safety Refuges
16. Maximum distance apart of refuges in tunnels:
17. Maximum distance apart of trolley refuges:
(a) On bridges with main span of less
than 100 m:
38

3810

5410

4190

6250

6250

5870

5410

6860

6100

1675

1370

1905

___

2135

1905

6100

610

64

25

4495
4725

3960
__

1905

1370

1905 to 2360
2360
2360 to 2135
2135 to 915

1370 to 1905
2135
2135 to 1065

100 m

100 m

100 m

100 m

(b) On bridges with main span of
100 m or more:
(c) On ballasted deck bridges:
● Station Yard
18. Minimum distance c/c of track
(a) For existing works:
(b) For new works or alteration to existing works:
19. Maximum gradient in station yard:
(a) Recommended gradient in station yard:
● Platform
20. Horizontal distance from centre of
track to face of passenger or goods
platform coping:
21. Horizontal distance from centre of
track to face of any platform wall:
22. Height above RL for high passenger
platform:
23. Maximum height above RL for low passenger
platform for BG:
24. Maximum height above RL for good platform:
25. Height above RL for end loading platform
for BG:
● Buildings and Structures
26. Minimum horizontal distance of any building on a
passenger platform from centre of track:
(a) From platform level to 305 mm
above platform:
(b) From 305 mm above platform
level to 3430 mm for above RL for BG
and 2970 mm for MG above RL:
(c) From 3430 to 4115 m for BG and
2,970 to 3,200 mm for MG:
27. Maximum horizontal distance from centre
line of track to pillar, column, isolated
structure on passenger platform or any
building on goods platform:
(a) From platform level to 305 mm above
platform level:
(b) From 305 mm above platform level to
3705 above RL for BG and 3200 mm
of MG above RL:
(c) From 3705 to 4115 mm above:
28. Minimum horizontal distance from centre
line of track pillar, column, isolated lamp
or similar structure on goods platform:
(a) From platform level to 305 mm above
platform level:
(b) From 305 mm above platform level to
3980 mm for BG and 3200 mm of
MG above RL:
39

a refuge over
each pier
50 m

a refuge over
each pier
50 m

4265
4725
1 in 400
1 in 1200

4265
4420
1 in 400
1 in 1000

Max. 1680
Min. 1670

1345

Max. 1905
Min. 1675

1345

Min. 760
Max. 840

305
405

455
1065

__
685

1295

---

5180 to 5330
5330

4850 to 5000
5000

5330 to 5810

5000 to 4550

4570 to 4720

3020 to 3180

4720
4720 to 3180

3180
----

3960 to 4110
4110

3020 to 3180
3180

(c) From 3980 mm above RL to
4115 mm above RL for BG:
29. Minimum height above rail level for a width
of 1600 mm for BG and 1145 mm for MG
on either side of centre of track, of the
roof or any continuous covering in
passenger station:
30. Minimum height above RL for a width of
1600 mm for BG and 1145 for MG on either
side of centre of track of a signal gantry
or FOB in a passenger station:
31. Minimum horizontal distance centre of
track to any structure:
(a) From RL to 305 above RL:
(b) From 305 to 3355 mm for BG and
3200 mm for MG:
(c) From 3,355 to 4115 mm for BG and
3200 mm to 3960 for MG above RL:
(d) From 4115 to 6248 mm for BG and
3960 to 5485 mm for MG above RL:
● Points and Crossings
32. Maximum clearance of check rail
opposite nose of crossing or wing
rail at nose of crossing:
33. Minimum clearance of check rail
opposite nose of crossing and at
heel of switch rail and of wing rail
at nose of crossing:
34. Maximum radius of curvature for slip
points turnouts of cross-over roads:
35. Minimum angle of ordinary crossing:
36. Diamond crossing not to be flatter than
37. Minimum length of tongue rail:
38. Minimum length of train protection,
point locking or fouling treadle bar:
39. Clearance between toe of open switch
and stock rail:
40. Recommended Clearance:
● Workshop and Running Sheds
41. Minimum distance from centre to
centre of track:
42. Recommended distance from centre
to centre of track:
43. Minimum clear distance from centre
of track to any isolated structure
such as a pillar in:
(a) Workshops:
(b) Running sheds:

40

4110 to 3810

-----

6250

5485

6250

4420

1675

1370

2135

1905

2135 to 1980

1905 to 1145

1600

1145

48

44

44

41

218 m
1 in 16
1 in 8 ½
3660

116 m
1 in 12
1 in 8 ½
2145

12 800

12 200

Min. 95
Min. 115

Min. 89
Min. 100

4570

3810

5260

4570

2285
2515

1980
2135

ANNEXURE
Meter Gauge in Service left 2016
See: Indian Railways Living Atlas - India Rail Info; http://indiarailinfo.com/atlas
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Iron and Steel
Rails

Transport of Factory Flash-Butt welded Jindal 363 m long Rail-Panels on “Spaghetti Trailer”
Pict. by Jindal Steel

Long milled Rails – a Prerequisite for “Higher-Speed” Rail Tracks
“Long Rails will last longer” – Union Pacific, USA, is now going for 440 m Factory
Schlatter flash-butt welded Rails shipped from Japan to USA

Revised by Dr. Frank Wingler, JANUARY, 2016
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2

A. Iron and Steel
2.1

IMPORTANCE OF IRON AND STEEL IN TRACK

Rails, rail-fastenings and many other track components are made from iron and steel due to
their certain fundamental characteristics enabling them to withstand varying stresses and strains,
which these components are subjected to.
The properties of iron are influenced by heating and cooling. Indiscrete heating and cooling can
create problems. The formations of iron alloys with other elements such as carbon, manganese and
silicon etc. change the properties of iron. It is expedient to have a reasonable idea about the
metallurgical behaviour of these materials and how they are produced.
2.2

IRON FROM IRON-ORE

Iron is produced traditionally from iron-ore. Iron, which is mainly iron-oxide, is mixed with
carbon (coke) and a flux (lime-stone), and the mixture is heated in a blast furnace. The carbon
(coke) burns to produce Carbon-Monoxide (CO) and heat. CO is a highly reducing gas, which
reduces the iron-oxide to iron. The iron melts due to the high temperature generated as the coke
burns in the blast of hot air. Other impurities are absorbed by the flux to form a slag, which being
lighter than iron floats on the surface. The slag also protects the iron from further re-oxidation. The
molten iron is tapped from blast furnace and cast into pigs. This is called “Pig-Iron”, and this
process of producing iron from iron-ore is known as “Smelting of Iron-Ore”.
2.3

ELEMENTAL IRON

Pure iron exists at room temperature in a crystalline form known as “Alpha-Iron”. It is the
magnetic allotrope of iron, moderately hard and ductile. When heated to 760° C it loses its magnetic
property, and at 910° C its crystalline structure is transformed into Gamma-Iron. The iron
undergoes a significant change as a result of this rearrangement of atoms. It becomes softer and
more ductile. The process is reversed if the iron is allowed to cool slowly to its original
temperature.
2.4

CARBON: ROLE IN IRON AND STEEL

As a liquid metal from the blast furnace solidifies, it takes up the Gamma form and in this state
it can take up to 1.7% solid carbon into solution. The iron in this form is called “AUSTENITE”. If
there is excess of carbon in the liquid, it combines with iron to form a compound called
“CEMENTITE” (Fe3C). With carbon level of 3% and above and dependent upon the cooling rate,
“free GRAPHITE” – also called “GREY IRON” – will be precipitated from solidifying liquid at
the same time as the formation of austenite. On further cooling, the austenite itself transforms into
Alpha-Iron (a low carbon content phase) called “FERRITE” and a lamellar structure called
“PEARLITE”. PEARLITE is composed of alternating layers of FERRITE and CEMENTITE.
When final cooling has been achieved and dependent upon cooling rate and presence of other
elements particularly silicon, pig-iron can have a structure of PEARLITE and GRAPHITE called
“GREY- IRON” or of PEARLITE and CEMENTITE called “WHITE-IRON”, or of PEARLITE,
GRAPHITE and CEMENTITE is called “MOTTLED-IRON”.
Blast furnace pig-iron is generally not suitable for the production of castings. It is further remelted and refined to obtain steel.
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2.5

STEEL FOR RAILS

Steel is an alloy of the element iron with a very small percentage of carbon and other elements
such as manganese. Steel is made from pig-iron by heating it once again till it melts. Then oxygen is
blown through the melt, which combines with some of the carbon to reduce the proportion of this
element in the alloy. To produce steel the carbon content must be brought below the percentage at
which free graphite will be formed in austenitic phase (i.e. less than 3%).
With a carbon content as high as 2%, the steel consists of granules of cementite in a matrix of
pearlite. As the carbon content decreases to 0.8%, the proportion of free cementite in the alloy
reduces to 0.8%. When slowly cooled through the austentic-pearlite transformation, the steel
consists entirely of pearlite. Below this carbon content the steel takes the form of a mixture of
ferrite and granules of pearlite, considered ideal for rail steel.
Normal and wear resisting rail steel of grade A and B contains 0.45% to 0.8% (by weight)
carbon. Hence, the rail steels are usually referred to as pearlite steel with medium to high carbon
content.
2.6

CONVENTIONAL RAIL MAKING

After conversion from pig-iron to steel, the steel is traditionally in the form of an ingot, formed
by pouring the molten steel into mould and allowing it to cool slowly. In producing a rail, the steel
passes through two further processes. In the first, the ingot is reheated until it is white hot and then
rolled out into a strip having a rectangular cross section and has become about three to four times as
long as the original ingot. This strip is then cut into sections called “Blooms”, which are either
further processed immediately or allowed to cool for storage. The final process involves heating
again the bloom to white heat and further rolling it through a series of specially shaped rollers to
produce the final rail-section. A bloom, which started off around 4 metre long, will roll out at least
36 m of finished rail.

2.7

MODERN STEEL MAKING PROCESS; CONCAST ROUTE

In the modern steel making process through concast route, the newly smelted iron from the blast
furnace is taken in the liquid form to the convertor by employing “ladles” (heavy steel cylinders
with refractory lining). The convertors through a continuous concast process convert the liquid steel
directly into blooms. The process eliminates energy loss, which normally occurs in the conventional
steel making and thus is quite cost effective, apart from its other technical advantages. Such a
process route for rail production has been adopted in a modern rail rolling mill in India, put up by
Jindal Steel & Power Ltd (JSPL). Fig. 2.1 explains the steel making process adopted by JSPL.
JSPL has adopted the state of art technology in reducing hydrogen content in rail steel and
continuous casting method for producing the right quality of rail steel.
Fig. 2.2 shows the process flow chart of rail rolling adopted by JSPL. Ultrasonic and eddycurrent testing system has been installed.
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Fig. 2.1: Steel Making Process

Fig. 2.2: Process Flow-Chart of Rail Rolling
2.8

CONTINUOUS CASTING PREVENTS PIPING

Piping, a common defect in conventionally produced rails, gets completely eliminated in the rails
produced through the concast route. Piping occurs because cooling and solidification sets in
immediately when the liquid steel is poured into an ingot mould. The parts of the ingot, which cool
first, are the sides, which are in contact with cold walls of the mould; and even more so the free
surface at the top of the mould, which is exposed to the natural atmosphere. Quite quickly a skin of
solid steel begins to form at these surfaces, and as soon as this happens, the exterior form and
dimensions of the ingot are determined. However, as the molten steel continues to cool, it shrinks.
Since the centre of the ingot cools and solidifies last, liquid steel is constantly being drained
towards the colder outward region, until the originally level top surface of the ingot is sucked
inwards in the shape of solid vortex, and in the middle of this surface a narrow tube or pipe leads
down into the upper part of the ingot. As a result of this, nearly 10% of upper portion of ingot is not
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fit for rolling; hence, it is cut off and fed back into the stock of refined steel. Even so sometimes the
vortex extends further down the ingot than usual, and when this happens it persists through the
bloom and rail rolling process to finish up as a very narrow pipe shaped void in the body of the rail.
In the continuous cast process there is no thus ingot, and no piping can occur. A potential rail
defect is therefore completely eliminated.
2.9

SIGNIFICANCE OF ROLLING PROCESS IN RAIL MAKING

Rolling process in the making of rails imparts many beneficial effects to the properties of rail
steel. The grain structure of steel is refined during rolling, and the oriented cast structure (harmful to
steel) is destroyed. The metal becomes more homogeneous, diffusion of segregated alloys is
promoted and undesirable brittle films are broken up. The cracks, blow-holes and porosity
(provided the metal around them has not got oxidized) get welded. The toughness and ductility of
the steel gets enhanced. During rolling, steel properties acquire some direction bias in as much as it
has better properties along the rolling direction.
2.10 EFFECT OF OTHER CONSTITUENTS ON RAIL MAKING
Normal grade steel has the following chemical composition:
Element
Percentage
Carbon
0.45 - 0.60
Silicon
0.05 – 0.35
Manganese
0.95 – 1.25
Phosphorous
0.04 max.
Sulphur
0.04 max.
The implication of carbon in rail steel has already been discussed. Phosphorous and Sulphur are
present as impurities mainly because they form a proportion of the naturally occurring iron-ore and
it is difficult to eliminate them altogether in the smelting and refining process.
Silicon is also present in most steels obtained from the refractory materials used in the lining of
blast furnace and steel convertor. Siliceous materials are also generally present in most of iron-ores.
Generally, silicon at controlled level is beneficial to the properties of steel and is added deliberately
to liquid steel prior to making ingots or continuous castings to remove excess oxygen from steel.
This process is called “Killing” of the steel and is most essential. The other common element used
for killing steel is aluminium. But silicon is preferred for rail steel production, as oxides of silicon,
which solidify as inclusions in the solidified steel are less harmful than aluminium derivatives
during subsequent service life of rails.
In contrast, sulphur is a highly injurious impurity. At high temperatures, involved in steel
making, sulphur combines with iron to form iron sulphide (FeS). This is soluble in molten steel, but
is incapable of blending with steel in the solid state. Consequently, as the molten steel solidifies,
FeS is ejected from the solid part of the ingot and is deposited as a thin layer along the grain
boundaries of steel making the steel useless. To prevent the formation of FeS, Manganese (Mn) is
added to the steel at the conversion stage. The sulphur and manages form Manganese-sulphide, and
most of it floats off the surface of the molten steel in the slag. The remaining MnS forms
independent globules, which get distributed throughout the steel during solidification. MnS is
harmless unlike FeS.
Manganese readily combines in solution with steel and its derivatives; so it has no
disadvantageous effect on the properties of steel. On the contrary, it is advantageous as it increases
the hardness of steel thereby improving its strength and toughness.
2.11 NITROGEN AND HYDROGEN
There are two other impurities in steel making. Both these impurities make the steel brittle but
in different ways. The nitrogen gas, which forms four-fifths of the atmosphere, tends to be absorbed
by molten steel during the manufacturing process. This was particularly so when the steel was made
in a Bessemer Convertor, because the blast used was air. In the open hearth or other steel making
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processes where pure oxygen is used for the blast, the problem of nitrogen gas impurity in steel
does not exists.
Nitrogen dissolves in the liquid steel, and because of its small atomic size, the nitrogen atoms
are located between the iron and carbon atoms, making up the bulk of the steel. As such it increases
the strength of steel, but there is corresponding reduction in ductility. This is responsible for the
reduced carbon level specified for Acid Bessemer rail steel (0.4 to 0.5%) compared to Open Hearth
rail steel (0.5 to 0.6%). The reduced carbon level in Acid Bessemer steel is compensated by the
nitrogen content.
Water (either as vapour or chemically combined as for example in rust) can come in contact
with steel at various times during the purification process. The hydrogen formed by the break down
of water during steel making is in the form of atomic hydrogen. The hydrogen atoms are the
smallest elemental atoms, but they are interstitial; so, they move freely by diffusion within the
liquid and solidified steel. Solidified steel contains many cavities (on microscopic and sub
microscopic level) and the hydrogen atoms diffuse preferentially to those sites forming molecular
hydrogen. As more and more hydrogen molecules gather in the cavities, they exert an increasing
pressure on the metal surrounding the cavities. If sufficient hydrogen is present in the steel, the
build-up of the pressure causes small fracture within the steel. These fractures are known as
"Hydrogen Flakes" or "Shatter Cracks", which, under the influence of various forces, act on the
rail in service initiating fatigue cracks. These cracks grow and finally cause a brittle fracture of the
rail. This type of failure with its characteristic fracture feature is known as a “Tache Ovale".
Higher strength steels are more prone to hydrogen embrittlement than low strength steels.
Therefore, the higher strength wear resistant rail steel requires more careful control procedures to
reduce the risk of fractures. Although modern steel making techniques, combined with controlled
cooling of the finished products, reduce the hydrogen content of modern rails to 1-2 parts per
million, this defect still remains. Analytically seen, this is a manufacturing defect, which the track
engineers should be aware of.
2.12 CARELESS HEATING AND COOLING OF RAIL STEEL
One of the most important and fascinating features of the behaviour of steel is that if a piece of
ordinary carbon-steel is made red hot and then immersed in water, it becomes extremely hard.
The process of cooling a hot metal quickly is called “Quenching”. It may be achieved with cold
water, oil, by a blast of cold air and in several other methods. In metallurgical terms, it can be
explained that steel above a temperature of 910° C consists of austenite based on the crystalline
structure known as “Gamma Iron” and that it changes to ferrite and/or pearlite based on the Alphairon as it cools slowly to normal temperature. When it is rapidly quenched, the iron crystals still
change from the Gamma form to the Alpha form, but the carbon atoms do not have sufficient time
to combine with iron atoms as cementite; hence, the formation of pearlite is no longer possible. The
surplus carbon atoms become trapped in the crystalline structure and distort it. The amount of the
type of distortion depends on the proportion of carbon in the steel, but in all cases the resultant steel
becomes harder than either pearlite or austenite. If sufficient carbon is present in the alloy,
extremely hard material is produced known as “Martensite”. Under the microscope it looks like a
uniform mass of needle-shaped crystals, but in fact it is disc-shaped.
The problem with martensite is that it is not only very hard, but also very brittle. In the making
of steel tools etc., the finished product can be made less brittle by tempering, which involves
reheating the steel slightly to induce the carbon atoms to rearrange themselves. During tempering,
the martensitic structure changes towards to equilibrium structure of ferrite and cementite.
Rail steel contains sufficient carbon for a fully martensitic structure to develop if it is cooled
rapidly enough. However in the manufacturing of rails, the objective throughout is to achieve a
fully pearlitic structure. It is an important part of the rail-maker’s skill to ensure that at each stage in
the processing the product is allowed to cool slowly enough to ensure a return to the desired
crystalline structure.
When in track, the rails sometimes have to be made very hot (e.g. for welding) and sometimes
become very hot by accident (as in wheel burns). In such situations, if the rail gets hot enough to
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change to austenitic structure and then is carelessly allowed to cool quickly, there is every
likelihood of the formation of martensite in place of pearlite/ferrite in the heat-affected zones. This
will soon crack under traffic leading to a complete rail fracture. This can occur more often with
wheel burns, where the volume of steel affected is very small in comparison with the rest of the rail.
In alumino-thermic welding, it can be prevented by suitable measures to control the rate of cooling
of weld.
2.13 AUSTENITIC MAGANESE STEEL (AMS) FOR CROSSINGS
Austenitic Manganese Steel (AMS) is produced by adding a comparatively large dose (around
12.5%) of manganese to high carbon-steel (i.e. steel containing about 1.2% carbon) during the steel
making process. This steel, which possesses austenitic structural properties at normal ambient
temperature, is extremely tough and shock resistant. In the ‘raw’ state AMS is relatively soft
(Brinell Hardness is 200, slightly softer than normal grade rail steel) but in use it becomes
extremely hard very quickly (BH of 400 to 500). AMS is extensively used by railways throughout
the world in the form of castings to make mono-block crossings.
2.14 MODERN DEVELOPMENTS IN RAIL STEEL
Since the inception of railways, there has been a continuous search for obtaining longer service
life from the rail.
Rails experience wear during their service life, which is greatly increased on sharp curves. This
phenomenon becomes more severe on the railway systems, operating at higher speeds, with heavier
axlle-loads and with increased traffic density.
Research and development work carried out on rail steel has shown that rails can be made wear
resistant by increasing the hardness value of the rail steel.
In rail steel, there is a direct relationship between the tensile strength and the hardness value.
With higher UTS steel, there is corresponding increase in hardness. Normal grade rail steel
(medium Manganese) has a tensile strength of 700-900 N/mm2.. It has a hardness of 200-270 BHN.
Grade 880 (90 UTS) rails have a hardness of 260-295 BHN.
Fig. 2.3 gives a relationship between the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and the hardness for a
range of wear resisting rail-steels:

UTS [N/mm2]
Fig. 2.3: Relationship between Tensile Strength and Hardness for a Range
of Wear-resisting Rail Steels
As the hardness of the rail steel increases, its wear rate in service goes down. Fig. 2.4 shows the
effect of hardness on the wear rate:
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Hardness (HV)

“HV” is a number of the so-called “Vickers Hardness Test”
Fig. 2.4: Effect of Hardness on Abrasion Resistance
2.14.1 Methods for increasing Hardness of Rail Steel
The hardness value of the rail steel can be increased by:
1. Changing its chemical composition by adding Chromium, Vanadium etc. (High alloy rails),
2. heat treatment/controlled cooling of conventional rail steel and by
3. a combination of methods 1. and 2. above.
Table 2.1 gives the chemical composition of various rail steels including heat treated rails:
Table 2.1: Chemical Composition of various Rail Steels

Rail makers have produced for many years rails of high wear resistance by changing the
chemical composition. Additional wear resistance was achieved by the use of alloy steel e.g. with
one percent Chromium. But this made it more notch and thermally sensitive than with conventional
carbon-steel rail. Such rails also incurred a high risk to breake if not properly handled.
High-alloy steels have also a greater sensitivity to welding. To avoid brittleness at the rail weld,
it is necessary to pay special attention to the cooling down period during the welding of rails. The
minimum cooling time of Chromium-Manganese steels, in the temperature range of 800-5000 C, is
about 220-200 seconds. As a consequence the flash-butt welding machines have to provide after
shearing-off process reheating of rails, to keep the cooling rate within the safe range.
The method of increasing hardness of rail steel by heat treatment/controlled cooling of plain
carbon-steel provides a better option. But volume hardening of the complete rail leads to lower
ductility causing breakages on rail foot. Head-hardened rails, where only the rail-head is hardened,
give the best results. Head-hardened rails also provide a good safeguard against the phenomenon of
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rolling contact fatigue of rails, which lately is becoming a great safety hazard in the heavy haul and
high speed operation.
2.14.2 Hardness across the Rail-Section of a Head-hardened Rail
Fig. 2.5 shows a typical full section hardness profile of a head-hardened rail. It may be noted
that the process produces head hardening deep into the rail-head, allowing sufficient margin for rail
grinding required to be carried out during the service life of the rail. Rail foot is not hardened and
thus it maintains the ductility of the standard rail.

Fig. 2.5: Hardness across the Rail-Section
With the advancement in the technology of head hardening of plain carbon rails and their
satisfactory performance in service, alloy steel rails are no longer favoured for general railway
operation. Efforts are continuing to develop a maintenance free rail by taking both the routes i.e. by
the manipulation of the cooling rate of plain carbon-steel and by the use of alloy steel subjected to
controlled cooling technology. Bainitic steel is a product of this development, which is discussed in
a succeeding Paragraph.
2.14.3 Heat treated High Performance Steel by Voestalpine
Steel manufacturer Voestalpine, Austria, (an acknowledge Leader in Rail Steel Developments
and in forefront of rail manufacturing technology) has developed three types of head-hardened rails
named by them as “Head Specially Hardened) Rails (HSH)”. They are:
1. 350 HT HSH Rails.
2. 370 LHT HSH Rails.
3. 400 UHC HSH Rails.
2.14.4 350 HT HSH Rails
The track performance of rail steel grade 350 HT HSH during the trials conducted in the
INNOTRACK project has confirmed the following improvement in comparison to the Standard 90
UTS grade rails:
1. Three fold higher resistance to wear and formation of corrugation.
2. Three fold higher resistance to rolling contact fatigue (RCF) due to later track initiation and
slower crack propagation.
The resulting benefits claimed are:
1. Halving rail maintenance costs.
2. Tripling the operational rail service life time.
3. 50% reduction of the life cycle costs (LCC).
These rails are recommended for use on mixed traffic and high speed lines.
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2.14.5 370 LHT HSH Rails
The improvements achievable with the use of 370 LHT HSH when compared to heat treated rails
350 HT are:
1. Two fold higher resistance to wear and formation of corrugation.
2. Two fold higher resistance to rolling contact fatigue (RCF) due to later crack initiation and
slower crack propagation.
The benefits when compared to R 350 HT are:
1. Halving rail maintenance costs.
2. Doubling the operational rail service life time.
3. 50% reduction of the life cycle costs (LCC).
These rails are recommended for use on mixed traffic and freight networks.
2.14.6 400 UHC HSH Rails
The operational performance of 400 UHC HSH Grade has been characterized by:
1. Highest resistance against wear of all pearlitic rail steels.
2. Maximum resistance against formation of corrugation.
3. Highest resistance against rolling contact fatigue.
These rails are recommended for use on high tonnage and narrow curves, on mixed traffic lines
and on heavy haul railways.
2.14.7 Jindal Steel and Power Limited (JSPL) Initiative
JSPL has acquired in India the state-of-art technology for producing head-hardened rails in their
rail rolling mill located at Raigarh. At an additional cost of about 10%, JSPL’s head-hardened rails
conforme fully to IR Specifications and are expected to give a three times longer service life
compared to the standard 90 UTS rails cutting life-cycle cost of rails on IR considerably.
2.14.8 The INNOTRACK Project
The INNOTRACK project is an initiative of European rail community supported by
International Union of Railways (UIC) for the development of cost effective high performance
infrastructure for the rail systems, to meet the challenges posed by escalating train frequencies, high
speeds, heavy axlle-loads, less time for maintenance and growing budget restraints.
Among more than 35 participants, Voestalpine was one of the core members of the consortium.
On successful completion of the INNOTRACK project in 2009 guidelines for the use of heat treated
rails have been brought out in the form of graphs; Fig. 2.6 and 2.7:

Radius [m]
Fig. 2.6: Guidelines for Head treated Rails
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Radius [m]
Fig. 2.7: Guidelines for Head treated Rails
Fig. 2.7 provides the guidelines for the use of head-hardened rails vis-à-vis the standard grade
rails. Fig. 2.8 gives the guidelines for the use of the different steel grades depending upon the radius
of curvature and tonnage carried.
2.14.9 Bainitic Steel, a new Generation Rail Steel
It is believed that pearlitic steels have reached virtually their limit for further technical
advancement. Rail manufacturers are therefore looking forward to the next generation of rail steel,
which is surfacing in the form of bainitic rail steel.
Pearlite comprises a mixture of relatively soft ferrite and a hard brittle iron carbide called
“Cementite” taking the form of roughly parallel plates. It achieves a good resistance to wear
because of the hard carbide and some degree of toughness as a result of the ferrite’s ability to flow
in an elastic/plastic manner.
Fig. 2.8 shows the microstructure of a pearlitic rail steel. The cementite is white and ferrite is
black. The inter-lamellar spacing is about 0.3 microns.

Fig. 2.8: Pearlite

Fig. 2.9: Bainite

Correct choice of alloys and an intermediate cooling rate can produce during the manufacture of
rail steel a bainitic structure. This structure, like pearlite, normally contains ferrite and carbide. But
in this case the ferrite is semi-coherent with the high temperature austenite phase, from which it was
formed. Alloying additions are made to prevent the formation of carbides resulting in very fine
interlath films of austenite, which are retained between the ferrite plates. The structure is composed
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largely of low carbon carbide free bainite with some retained austenite. Fig. 2.9 above shows the
micro structure of a bainitic rail steel:
The high strength bainitic rails with 0.35% carbon has a higher tensile strength and a longer
elasticity compared to pearlitic rail steel.
The research and development for producing a comparatively maintenance free long life rail is
presently being spearheaded by three companies in the railway world:
1. British Steel Track Products: A Low carbon baintic alloy steel has been developed by
British Steel, which has been patented worldwide. This new steel has the advantage of forming
the desired structure under normal conditions. The new steel shows significantly improved
toughness, a wear rate reduction of 25% and highly resistant to rolling contact fatigue defects.
Its development is still in a trial stage.
2. Voestalpine (Austria) have developed new rail steel named DOBAIN®, which is
described by them as the world’s first maintenance free rail with respect to rolling contact
fatigue (RCF) management. Dobain is a heat treated banitic steel grade having hardness of 340410 BHN, the hardness adjustable depending on the loads to which the rail will be exposed.
Dobain has similar properties as that of Pearlitic steel grade; the added strength is achieved by
the dispersed nature and the orientation of the constituents pearlitic and cementite in this
particular micro structure. This is achieved by utilizing Voestalpine’s HSH heat-treatment
process, where the rail is dipped into a liquid medium to accelerate the cooling process. Thus a
RCF-resistant bainitic micro structure is achieved through an effective online heat treatment
rather than expensive alloying.
Dobain bainitic steel is expected to have a useful life, at least double that of standard grade
steel. Rail grinding will only be required once or twice during the life time of the rail as
compared to the standard grade rail requiring grinding at least 10 times during this period.
Voestalpine claims that bainitic steel grade developed by their competitors would cost almost
twice as much as that of Voestalpine due to the need for additional alloys, with further
drawbacks in the form of decreased weldability and conductivity and increased thermal
expansion creating additional stresses in the rails.
Weelding of Dobain bainitic rails is somewhat difficult and needs special precaustions.
3. Nippon Steel Corporation (Japan) has developed a Hyper Eutectoid (HE) rail steel to
meet the challenges coming from bainitic rail steel. They claim that their HE rails provide great
resistance to the development of RCF defects, need much less grinding, have lower rate of crack
propagation and an increase the grinding interval by three to four times, thus have a much
increased service life.

B. Rails
2.15 FUNCTION OF A RAIL
The main function of the rail is to offer the rigid tyred wheel rolling on it a hard and unyielding
surface. The other prime functions are to act as beam and transmit the wheel loads to the sleepers
and to guide with the wheel treat/flange the vehicles in the desired direction.
Besides the above, the secondary functions of the rail are to convey return traction current and
to carry in track circuited areas electric current for signalling.
2.16

REQUIREMENT OF RAIL-SECTION

The basic principle for the design of a rail-section is to have an optimum weight of steel,
consistent with maximum possible stiffness, strength and durability to provide continuous level
surface and adequate lateral guidance for the wheels rolling on it.
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2.16.1 Optimum Weight
A is designed for normal weight, which provides for the most efficient distribution of metal in
the various components, each of which is designed to perform its function. The main components of
the rail are:
1. Head: The depth of the rail-head is kept adequate enough to cope with the wear during the
service of the rail.
2. Web: The web should be sufficiently thick to bear the load coming on it and allow for loss
due to corrosion.
3. Foot: The foot should be so wide that the rail is stable against overturning and the load on it
is distributed over a large area of the sleeper. Its thickness should give the rail adequate
vertical and lateral stiffness and allow for loss due to corrosion
2.16.2 Stiffness
The moment of inertia of the rail-section is the true index of its stiffness. An efficient and
economical design provides for the maximum moment of inertia per unit weight of rail consistent
with all other factors. Vertical stiffness of the rail should be adequate to enable the load to be
transmitted to several sleepers underneath. The lateral stiffness should be sufficient to enable the
rail to withstand the lateral forces subjected under the given traffic load.
2.16.3 Strength
The strength of the rail-section is reflected in the modulus of its section. The section modulus of
the rail and that of the fishplates should be adequate to keep the rail and fishplate stresses within the
permissible limits. An efficient rail design provides for the highest possible ratio of the section
modulus of the fishplate to the rail. For a well-balanced design, the disparity between the tension
and the compression section modulus values of the rail and a pair of fishplates should be the
minimum.
2.16.4 Durability
Some of the factors having a direct or indirect bearing on the design and affecting the service
life of the rail are:
1. Wear: The head thickness of the rail should allow adequate margin for vertical wear. The
rail-table and gauge face should have hard wearing surfaces to give longer rail life.
2. Rail-end Batter: Batter is caused by the continuous hammering action of the wheels at railends. The amount of batter depends upon the width and hardness of the rail- head stiffness
of the joint, type of joint support and quality of maintenance of joints.
3. Hogging: Vertical stiffness of the rail-section plays an important role in reducing hogging
of rails.
An efficient rail-section also provides in addition for (a) certain wearing out of the fishing
planes in service, (b) ease of rolling and cooling in rail mills and (c) weldability into long welded
rails.
Some of the requirements of rail-section conflict with each other. Therefore compromise has to
be struck to evolve an integrated and economic design.
2.17 TYPES OF RAILS
For a quiet long time double-headed and bull-headed rails were popular in some world railways;
Fig. 2.10:
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.10: Type of Rails: (a) double-headed, (b) bull-headed, (c) flat-footed
As rails wear mainly on the head, it was thought that double-headed rail could be inverted after
one side head had worn out. However, it was found that the old foot had also worn out at the sleeper
supports and did not produce good running after it was inverted to become the head. Bull-headed
rails with the head appreciably larger than the foot were then introduced. These rails maintained
better alignment but were expensive.
In 1840 flat-footed rails were first introduced on US rail-roads. The performance of these
rails on the track has been found to be superior to the other two types for the same weight. Flatfooted rails have more lateral strength, the number of fastenings is few and their tendency to get
loose is less. Presently these rails are being used universally all over the world.
2.17.1 Nominal Weight of Rails
The evolution of the rail-section can be linked to its weight in pound per yard or kilogramme per
metre [kg/m]. In the early days, the axlle-loads were small and the rails were light. As the traffic
density increased, axle-loads were increased and heavier rails were introduced. Heavier rails are
also being introduced on high-speed routes, as it has been found that track geometry can be better
maintained with them.
2.17.2 Standard Rail-Section; Main Features
The rail-section has been standardized for all main line railways as the flat bottom (FB) rail. Fig.
2.11 shows a typical cross section of a wheel-set on a rail, with the names given to the different
components. The reason for the shapes of the various parts of the rail is discussed in following
Paragraphs with particular reference to the 60 kg U.I.C. rail; Fig. 2.12c.

2.17.3 Rail-Head
The shape of the rail-head is a combination of curves of three radii varying from quite sharp to
very flat. These are designed to fit with the shape of the wheel tyre to form a combination, which
will both have good riding qualities and minimize contact stresses. One of the features of a well
matched combination of wheel-tyre and rail-head is that, when the axis of the wheel-set coincides
with the longitudinal axis of the track and the rail is at its correct inclination, the point of contact
between the two is very close to the centre of the rail, since it minimizes the twisting effect, which
an eccentrically applied wheel load will have on the rail. By keeping the wheel-rail contact area
away from the gauge corner, shelling and fatigue damage is reduced. Side-wear is also reduced. It
also implies a practical limit to the overall width of the rail-head, which in the case of 60 kg. U.I.C.
rail is 74.3 mm. The rail-head has sides, which slope outwards at 1: 20. This is to compensate for
1:20 inward slope of the rail. This makes it simpler to control gauge and also ensures that when side
wear takes place the associated gauge widening is minimized; see also Annexure.
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Fig. 2.11a: Wheel on Rail; Graph modified by F. Wingler
Notes:
A Point of contact between wheel and rail.
B Flange clearance 13 mm approximately.
C Track gauge measured between vertical inner faces of rail 1676 mm for BG.
D Back to back gauge measured between vertical inner faces of wheel types.
E Plane of measurement of gauge 16 mm below plane of rail running table.
Even when the rails are welded into CWR, it is often necessary to join them together by
fishplates. The lower faces of the head and the inner part of the upper faces of the foot are so
designed as to maximize the efficiency of the fishplates in transmitting the longitudinal forces
associated with the bending of the rail-end under wheel loads and to allow wear on the mating
surfaces to be taken up by retightening of the fish-bolts. The design of the fishing surfaces also
ensures alignment of the rail-ends without any contact between the rail web and the fishplates.
Note: On a straight track, where the wheel-set is trailing central, the contact area (A) of a unworn new conic wheel treat on a un-worn new prismatic rail runs not on the centre line of the rail
head but shifted to the gauge side. The contact area resembles more to an Isosceles Trapezoid or a
Pyramidal Patch than to an Ellipse; Fig. 2.11b; see also Annexure and Paragraph 20.7.2:

Graph by F. Wingler

Fig. 2.11b: Wheel-on-Rail Contact Area
But the geometrical shape of the contact area varies strongly with the wear of wheel and rail.
2.17.4 Rail Web
The thick, sturdy web of the rail is designed to give the rail adequate shear strength to guard
against failure, particularly around fish-bolt holes, even under impact loading over dipped joints.
Another feature to note here is the generous radii of the transitions between the head and the web
and between web and the foot. These fillet radii, as they are called, are necessary to combat the
curving forces, which may be as high as 35% of the axle-load. The obliquity of the direction of
application of the resultant wheel loads and the asymmetry of the point of application of resultant
wheel loads results in the development of the secondary stresses within the rail itself, particularly at
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the fillets between the head, web and foot. The comparatively large fillets radii are provided to keep
down these secondary stresses to avert the possibility of fatigue failure.
2.17.5 Rail Foot
The rail foot is kept broad enough to give stability to the rail against overturning and provide
ample space for the clips to hold the rails effectively. The rail base is made flat from underneath to
distribute the oncoming wheel loads on the sleepers properly. The much flatter slope of the surface
towards the outer edge of the foot is provided as a table upon which the rail clips may rest. The
surface is kept plane rather than curved to enable precise control over deflection of the clip and to
minimize contact stresses between clip and the rail.
2.18

RAIL-SECTIONS OF INDIAN RAILWAYS

Following rail-sections have been standardized for the Indian Railways for the BG, MG and
NG; Table 2.2:
Table 2.2: Rail-Sections

Fig. 2.12a to Fig. 2.12c give the dimensions of these rail-sections in millimetres [mm].
2.18.1 Evolution of Rail-Section on Indian Railways
Rail-sections from 50 to 90 lb/yard are based on the revised British Standard (RBS). Prior to
1957 the 90 lb/yard rails with N + 3 (N is the length of rail in yards) sleeper density was considered
adequate for BG main lines for steam locomotives up to 22.9 t axle-load at 96 kmph for an annual
traffic density of 10 GMT.
The 52 kg/m rail-section was designed 1959 for 128 kmph and an annual traffic density of up to
about 20 GMT.

Fig. 2.12a: IRS 52 kg F.F. Rail-Section
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Fig. 2.12b: British Standard F.F. Rail –Sections

A =
G
=
Ix
=
Wx =

76.86 cm²
60.34 kg/m
3055 cm4 (cm2 x cm2) (Moment of Inertia)
335.5 cm3 (Section Modulus)
Fig. 2.12c: UIC 60 kg F.F. Rail-Section
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The 52 kg/m rail-section is an Indian Railways design. This section, besides being heavier, has
many improved features over the 90 lb rail-section, such as thicker head for greater wear, greater
height for more stiffness and steeper equal fishing planes for the even wear of fishing surfaces. Foot
width of the 52 kg/m rail-section has been kept almost same as that of the 90 lb/yd section for easy
rail renewal on old sleepers. For Higher-Speed lines and for lines with heavy traffic density, the
UIC standard 60 kg/m section has been adopted. Having with 150 mm a greater foot-with than the
52 kg/m section with 136 mm it can be used only on sleepers designed for this rail-section.
2.19

INDIAN RAILWAYS STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS (SERIAL NO. T-12-2009)
FOR FLAT BOTTOM RAILS

The present specification adopted in 2009 specify the requirements of the Prime rail and
Industrial Use (IU) rails having tensile strength (UTS) of 880 MPa, 1080 MPa CR and 1080 MPa
HH.
Note: 10 MPa = 10 MN/m² = 10 N/mm² = 0.981 kgf/mm² (say: 1 kgf/mm² or 1 kp/mm²);
[MPa] = 106 Pa (“Pascal”); [MN] = 106 N (“Newton”); [kgf] – (“kilo gram force”) , 1 kgf = 1
kp - (“kilo pond”).
[kg] - (“kilo gram”) is the unit of a MASS and not of a FORCE. Due to earth gravity
the Mass of 1 kg (1000 cm³ water at 40 C) acts with a force of 9.81 N (say: 10 N) on its
support.
2.19.1 Scope
This specification applies to Flat-Bottom Rails. It specifies quality of the steel, manufacturing
process, chemical composition, acceptance tests/retests, qualifying criteria and other technical
conditions of supply.
2.19.2 Classification of Rails
52 kg/m, 60 kg/m, 68 kg/m and ZU-1-60 rails shall be classified as class ‘A’ and class ‘B’
based on allowed tolerance in end-straightness as specified in Paragraph 2.20.3.
2.19.3 Marking on Rails
● Brand Marks
Brand marks shall be rolled in relief on one side of the web of each rail at least every 3.0 m.
The brand marks on the rails shall be clearly legible and shall be rolled in letters in relief at least
20 mm in height and minimum 1.0 mm above surface of the web of the rail.
The brand mark shall include:
1. The rail-section.
2. The grade of steel, i.e.:
Grade 880:
880
Grade 1080 HH:
1080 HH
Grade 1080 Cr:
1080 CR
Grade 880 Cu-Mo:
880 CM
Grade 880 Ni-Cr-Cu:
880 NC
Grade 880 Vanadium:
880 VN
Grade 880 Niobium:
880 NB
3. Identification mark of the manufacturer.
4. Month (using roman numbers) and last two digits of year of manufacture.
5. Process of steel making:
(a) Basic Oxygen: 'O'.
(b) Electric: 'E'
● Hot Stamping
Each rail shall be identified by a numerical, alphabetical or combined alphabetical and
numerical code, which will be distinctly hot stamped at least once every 4.0 m on the web in
figures and letters at least 15 mm high from which following information can be obtained.
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1. The number of the cast from which the rails has been rolled with letter ‘C’.
2. Number of the strand.
3. For rails from change over bloom, cast number should be the preceding cast number with
prefix letter 'B'.
● Cold Punching
Following should be cold punched on one of end face of each rail:
1. Inspecting Agency Id and Group ID.
2. Shift No. in which product inspected.
3. Date of Inspection.
● For IU Rails
In addition to marking mentioned in this specification the letter ‘IU’ (Industrial Use Grade)
as the case may be in 15 mm size shall be stamped on both end faces of rails.
2.19.4 Colour Code Rails
Colour Code Rails shall be painted as per colour code given in Table 2.3 to distinguish grade,
class, length and other special requirements. Paint of good quality shall be used with the prior
approval of the Inspecting Agency:
Table 2.3: Colour Codes

● Common lengthwise Colour Codes:
1. No paint on gauge/non-gauge face indicates 'B' rails.
2. Yellow paint on each end face on web region indicates 13 m, 26 m, 130 m and 260 m
length.
3. Blue paint on each end face on web region indicates 12 m, 25 m, 129 m and 259 m length.
4. White paint on each end face on web region indicates 11 m, 24 m length.
5. Green paint on each end face on web region indicates 10 m length.
2.20 RAIL LENGTH
The length of rail depends upon the maximum length-size, which the manufacturers can produce
at a reasonable cost. Longer rail lengths require expensive arrangements at the rail mills for their
controlled cooling, stacking and handling. Another limiting factor is the problem of transport.
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Traditionally for Indian Railways, the rails were being supplied by the rail mills in standard
lengths of 13 m to 12 m for BG and MG respectively.
Longer rail lengths have the advantage of requiring less number of rail-welds. Rail weld is a
known source of weakness in track structure and is therefore to be avoided to the extent possible.
The rolling of rails in longer lengths is therefore encouraged. Rail rolling mills have been directed
to supply rails to Indian Railways in lengths of 260 m and above by welding the rolled rails in
integrated flash-butt welding plants. The new rail rolling mill, set up by Jindal Steel & Power Ltd.
(JSPL) in India, is rolling rails to a length of 121 m each. JSPL has put up an integrated flash-butt
welding plant to weld the rolled rails into longer panels of up to 484 m.
Bhilai rail rolling mill will also be rolling long rails of 65 m each. They will be further welded
into longer rail panels in a flash-butt welding plant located near by.
Special rail transport trains are being deployed for the transport of long rail panels; Fig. 2.12c.
These trains will transport long rail panels to the rail laying sites at a speed of over 80 kmph, cutting
out zonal flash-butt welding plants from the transport circuit. This system will not only save
considerable cost but will also reduce damage, presently occurring in handling and transport of
rails.
Long rail panels are a prerequisite for “Higher-Speed” Tracks.

Fig. 2.12c: Rail Trailer with long Rail Panels (Londa, India); Pict. by F. Wingler
A rail piece of less than the standard length used in the track for closing a rail gap is called
“Rail Closure”. For smooth running it is essential that:
1. Any rail closure likely to remain permanently in the track is longer than 5.5 m.
2. Closures should be located neither near to each other nor in proximity to:
(a) Junctions of different types of rails and/or sleeper.
(b) Bridges, level crossings and ash pits.
2.20.1 Quality of Rail Steel
The steel rails on analysis shall show that it conforms to the chemical composition and
mechanical properties to the limits given in Table 2.4a-c.
2.20.2 Permissible Variations in Dimensions
For prime quality rails the actual weight computed by weighing short pieces of rails, not less
than 300 mm each in length, shall fall within 0.5 % below and 1.5 % above the calculated weight.
For IU rails the actual weight computed by weighing short pieces of rails, not less than 300 mm
each in length, is not less than the calculated weight for each section of rail by more than 1.5%.
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Notes:
1. So = Cross-sectional area of Tensile Test piece [mm²].
2. * 0.035 Maximum for finished rails.
3. The chemical composition specified as above is applicable to the Ladle Analysis and Product
Analysis.
4. Manufacturers shall ensure that chemical composition according Ladle Analysis also satisfy
the requirements of the chemical compositions as above.
5. ** Desirable value.
6. *** Frequency to be mutually agreed by purchaser and manufacturer.
2.20.3 Tolerances in Sectional Dimensions; for Prime Quality Rails
Table 2.5: Tolerances/Remarks for prime Quality Rails

2.20.4 Tolerances in Sectional Dimensions; for IUC Rails
Table 2.6: Tolerances in Sectional Dimensions for IUC Rails

2.20.5 End Squareness
The deviation from square in both horizontal and vertical directions shall not exceed 0.60 mm
on a length of 200 mm.
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2.20.6 Straightness
The straightness of the whole rail shall be judged by naked eye. But in case of doubt, the
affected portion shall be checked using a 1.5-m straight-edge. The maximum permissible deviation
shall be 0.7 mm measured as the maximum ordinate on a 1.5-m chord of. Wavy, kinky and twisted
rails shall not be accepted.
2.20.7 End Straightness
The tolerances for end straightness shall be as indicated in Table 2.7:
Table 2.7: Tolerance for End-Straightness

2.20.8 Freedom from Defects
The rails must have throughout a uniform section and must be sound, straight and free from all
detrimental defects, which have unfavourable effects on the behaviour of rails in service.
Such defects include, among others, cracks of all kinds, flaws, piping or lack of metal etc. The
absence of harmful internal defects shall be ensured by continuous on-line ultrasonic examination.
2.20.9 Surface Quality
1. Hot Marks:
Depth of rolling guide marks any where on the rail should not exceed 0.5 mm. A maximum
of two guide marks are allowed per rail. The width of each rolling guide marks should not
exceed 4.0 mm. Depth and width of guide marks must conform to the following:
Depth [mm]
Minimum width [mm]
Maximum width [mm]
0.5
1.5
4.0
0.4
1.2
4.0
0.3
0.9
4.0
2. Cold Marks:
Depth of longitudinal or transverse cold formed scratches anywhere on the rail should not
exceed 0.5 mm.
3. Seams:
Rails with seams greater than 0.2 mm in depth are not acceptable and shall be ground.
On the running surface of the rail, dressing shall be limited to 0.3 mm deep and in other
places limited to 0.5 mm deep.
4. Protrusions:
All protrusions in the head or foot of the rail shall be ground to match the parent
contour. Protrusions on web greater than 1.5 mm height and 20 mm square shall be ground.
All protrusions affecting the fitment of the fishplate shall be ground.
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During examination on the inspection banks, any shrinkage cavity, inclusion and
segregation visible to the naked eye shall result in rejection of such rail or cutting-out of the
defective portion and re-examination.
2.20.10 Qualifying Criteria
The following tests shall be done for each rail-section, grade and class, annually or after any
change in the process of manufacture, which may affect the result.
1. Residual stress measurement.
2. Fracture toughness measurements.
3. Fatigue test.
4. Inclusion rating level.
2.21 DEFECTS IN RAILS
These can be divided into three broad categories:
1. Defective Rail Steel:
These may be defects in the rail steel such as unsatisfactory chemical composition,
heavy segregation, inclusion, piping or flakes.
2. Defective Rolling of Rails:
These defects appear on the rail-surface during rolling in the steel mills. Some of the
prominent defects are:
(a) Seams: Seams on the rail-surface appear as very fine lines and may be caused by
blow-holes near the surface, cracks in the ingot or by faulty rolling.
(b) Lap: A lap is caused in the rolling mill when some protruded piece of metal is rolled
on the surface of the rail-section.
(c) Guide Marks: This are surface marks, usually straight and caused by the guidance
of rolling mill striking against the rail-section.
(d) Mill Defects: These are other defects, which may originate in the steel mills. They
may include deformations, cavities or entrapped foreign material.
3. Service Defects:
Imperfection, damage or deformation develops in rails during their service life leading at
times to their premature renewals. Some of the important ones are described here:
(a) Battered and Crippled Rail-ends: The impact of running wheels causes the rail-end
to be hammered down and flattened. Such flattened rail-ends are called battered or
crippled rail ends. This occurs particularly when the joint gaps are excessive and
fishplates do not fit snugly thereby not supporting the rail-end firmly. Rail-end
battering is measured as the difference between the height of the rail at the rail-end
and a point 30 cm away from the rail-end. Rail-end battering up to 2 mm is classified
as average and beyond that up to 3 mm as severe.
(b) Hogged Rails: A hogged rail is one, which is having its end or ends bent downwards
in a permanent set. Correct spacing and firm packing of joint and shoulder sleepers
can help minimize the development of hogged joints. Hogging is measured at the
centre of the joint with 1-m straight edge placed centrally on the rail-table, after
loosening the fish bolts.
(c) Wheel Burns, Scabbing, Flaking, Shelling and Squats or Black Spots: These are
often associated with abnormal traffic effects such as heavy axlle-loads, high density
of traffic and flat spot on tyres and skidding of wheels due to severe braking. With
the progressive increase in axlle-loads and speed of the trains, the rolling contact
fatigue of rails, which manifest itself in the form of head-checking, squats etc. is
becoming a major problem worldwide. This type of service defects is discussed in
the succeeding Paragraphs.
(d) Slipping and Skidding of loco driving wheels cause wheel burns. They invariably
give rise to hardened spots often accompanied with cracks, which lead to rail
fractures. The rails under all the driving wheels are simultaneously affected with
wheel burns.
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(e) Scabbing is a defect in which patches of metal of varying dimensions get dislodged
from the surface of the rail-table, not necessarily confined to gauge corners.
(f) Shelling is the progressive fracture in the form of horizontal separation of metal from
the rail-head near the upper gauge corner.
(g) Flaking is similar to shelling but occurs near the gauge corner on the rail-surface.
(h) Squats or Black Spots are progressive cracking of the visible running surface of the
rail on sections of track used both by fast and heavy slow trains. It starts usually
from a wheel-burn. In its final stage it develops into transverse cracking, which
eventually leads to a rail fracture; Fig. 2.13a:

Fig. 2.13a: Rail-Squat Defect; Pict. by F. Wingler
Although definite causes have yet not been established for shelling and flaking, these are
associated with differential work hardening of the rail-table and the flow of metal depending upon
varying pattern of loading.
2.22 ROLLING CONTACT FATIGUE (RCF); see also ANNEXURE, Page 103
RCF is a natural consequence of bodies in rolling contact. It manifests itself in rails in the form
of Gauge Corner Cracking (GCC) and “Head-Checking”. While head-checking is located towards
the rail centre line, usually 15 to 25 mm from the gauge face, GCC, in contrast is found at the gauge
corner itself. Fig. 2.13b and Fig. 2.13b show a typical head-checking phenomenon along with a
longitudinal section through cracks:

Fig. 2.13b: S-Type Head-Checks

Fig. 2.13c: Longitudinal Section through HeadCheck/Cracks

RCF is a well known phenomenon to branches of engineering focused upon bodies in rolling
contact such as bearing design or tribology (the study of frictional contact). Essentially, any two
bodies in rolling contact have the potential to damage one another in several ways, depending upon
the severity of the contact pressure and the shear or “tearing” forces in the contact patch. The
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contact patch in rail-wheel interaction is about the size of a 25 pence coin or 3 cm²; see Fig.2.11b
above.
RCF is on increase since heavy haul Locomotives with three phase asynchronous tractionmotors ply on the tracks. The cause is most probably a torsion vibration (about 80 Hz at 100 kmph).
When the wheels roll over a rail, stress occurs in the rail and may even exceed 1000 N/mm².
Under such stress, the material does not remain stable, but individual points of expansion are built
up resulting in cracks (called “Rachetting”). Damage can be in the form of surface cracks, wearing
away or plastic flow of the materials themselves.
In Fig. 2.14 the basic process is described graphically. For the sake of explanation, the rail is
depicted as composed of adjacent plates or laminates. Since the pressure and forces are high enough
to cause plastic distortion of the laminates near the surface, an accumulation of metal dislocation
occurs with each wheel pass until cracks occur at the surface.

Fig. 2.14: Contact Patch Pressure and Forces causing Surface elastic Deformation of the Rail
Microstructure, leading to RCF; Graph from B. Lichtberger
In the initial stages of growth the cracks are quite short and grow at the shallow angle. On
occasion, some can grow quite long and change from a shallow to a steep angle following a path
similar to the laminate boundaries. This tends to occur, when the surface length approaches 30 mm
and represents a great increase in the chances of a rail fracture.
2.22.1 Practical Steps for Permanent Way Engineers to deal with RCF
Fig. 2.15 depicts the three RCF modes as a function of curvature and also briefly lists the primary
recommended actions to minimize RCF:
1. Tight Curves – Mode 0 (Radius of curvature up to 800 metre): Since the prime factors
are the curve radius itself and the stiffness of the bogies, the primary tactic is to grind the
rails so that contact in the gauge corner area is reduced. This will increase the amount of
gauge face contact and must be addressed by proper lubrication.
2. Mid Range Curves – Mode 1 (Radius of curvature 800 m to 2000 m): Since the prime
factor in this mode is the conformity of the wheel and rail, the system is extremely sensitive
to small alignment changes. The primary tactic therefore remains grinding since it will
reduce the conformity by the metal removal process. Track alignment is also important since
small changes when coupled with conformity can produce high forces. Any ground curve
should be lubricated as usually.
3. Shallow Curves and straight Track – Mode 2 (Radius of curvature above 2000 m): The
primary factor in this mode is track geometry, especially lateral alignment, since it can lead
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to the ‘converging’ of the wheel and rail and subsequent RCF forces. Twist can also cause a
lateral reaction in the bogie and is often noted in crossings.

Fig. 2.15: RCF Inition Modes as Function of Curvature and recommended Track Base
remediation. Overlapping Influence rather than distinct Boundaries exists between Modes (ol
2.23 RAIL-CORRUGATION
Rail-Corrugations are periodic undulations, which form under traffic on the running table of a
rail. They vary in wavelengths from 30 mm to 300 mm or even longer. In the case of shorter
wavelength corrugation, it becomes troublesome at amplitudes from peak to trough of 0.1 mm or
less. Amplitudes of 1 mm or more occur over the longer wavelengths. The interaction between the
wheel and the rail, when passing over short wave corrugation, produce an unpleasant high noise
level. Such rails are called “Roaring Rails”. The corrugated rails are also subjected to excessive
vibrations under moving wheel loads. Track with corrugated rails need frequent maintenance, and
the track components wear out faster, causing in particular severe damage to concrete sleepers.
Considerable research has been carried out on the cause of rail-corrugation, and the present
findings are as follows.
The wheel set and the rail are parts of two independent mass-spring-damper systems. The two
systems are connected at the contact area. Corrugation develops, when the interaction between the
two independent damper systems affects the adhesive conditions across the contact area in an
unfavourable manner.
Rail-corrugations can be prevented in ballasted track to a certain extent by:
1. Procurement of new rails with smoother surface finish.
2. Better rail weld geometry particularly the top surface.
3. Welding of rails into continuous lengths including switches and crossings.
4. Selection of rails with appropriate head hardening.
5. Use of more resilient rail pads.
6. Rolling stock with better suspension characteristics particularly in respect to primary
suspension of wagons.
7. Reduction of unsprung mass on locomotives/E.M.U. stock.
8. Increasing the sleeper density and ballast cleaning.
In controlled condition (e.g. on ballast-less track) there are prospects of designing a corrugation
proof track. But on conventional ballasted track the variability of the stiffness and damping of the
ballast is such that occasional corrugation is inevitable. The only remedy therefore lies in its
correction by grinding or the use of harder Steel like Bainit-Steel/”DOBAIN”.
2.24

RAIL GRINDING

See: Aden/PKU: Presentation of "Railgrinding Machines" S.E. Railway; www.slideshare.net/.../rail-grinding-machineabasic-approach

To remove corrugations, pitting, scabbing, rolling contact fatigue defects and other surface
defects, grinding of rails is carried out. Rail grinding trains are equipped with grinding mechanism
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to remove rail-corrugations and other rail-surface defects. These grinding trains are also equipped
for complete re-profiling of the rail-table, often needed to treat the worn-out rails at curves.
The earlier version of grinding trains were all equipped with rotating grinding wheels, but on
account of environmental and output considerations, new types of trains equipped with planing,
milling and rubbing equipment have come into the world market.
Following are the types of trains presently being deployed on the world railway systems for the
treatment of defects at the rail-head:
1. Conventional Rail Grinding Trains; Fig. 2.16a and Fig. 2.16b
These are general purpose grinding trains found to be quite effective for dealing with the
problems generally encountered on most of the railway systems, which include: Shelling,
spalling, side wear, plastic flow, dipped welds, corrugation, RCF defects as well as for noise
control and improving the riding quality.
Indian Railways have procured two such trains from Loram (USA), which have recently
been put in service. Important features of these trains are discussed in greater details in the
succeeding Paragraphs:

Fig. 2.16a: LORAM Rail Grinding Train; Pict. by LORAM

Fig. 2.16b: Rotating Grinding Wheels; Pict. by LORAM
2. Rail Milling and Grinding Trains; Fig. 2.17a and Fig. 2.17b
Linsinger, Austria, has developed rail milling and grinding technology incorporated in their
machines. The machines process the rail-head by circumferential milling combined with
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circumferential grinding. They can re-profile the rail-head and can also be deployed for
preventive maintenance.

Fig. 2.17a: Rail Milling Train SF06-FFS Plus; Pict. by LINSINGER

Fig. 2.17b: Milling Cutter-Head; Pict. by LINSINGER
3. Rail Grinding Machine with oscillating grinding Stones
These machines use oscillating grinding stones in place of rotating grinding wheels. Grinding
is performed by the oscillating movement of the grinding units combined with the continuous
forward movement of the machine. A working speed of 1200 m per hour can be achieved
removing material of 0.05-0.07 mm thickness per pass. These trains have particularly found
favour in metros and suburban rail networks, as their operation is less noisy and free from any
sparking hazard; Fig. 2.18:

Fig. 2.18: Rail grinding Machine and oscillating grinding Stones; Pict. courtesy Plasser&Theurer
4. High Speed Grinding Trains; Fig. 2.19a and Fig. 2.19b
High speed grinding trains developed by Vossloh (Germany) are the only trains operating at
a working speed of 25-60 kmph. This speed enables the trains to work without traffic blocks and
traffic disruption. High speed grinding is based on circumferential grinding. The grinding stones
are angularly positioned and pulled over the rail. The material removed per pass is up to 0.01
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mm. Cyclic grinding of rails adopting HSG technology prevents the development of surface
defects. The hardened metal layer of the rail-surface, known as "Rolling Contact
Fatigue" (RCF), is removed before cracks can emerge; see Annexure. The longitudinal and
cross profiles of rails are conserved simultaneously for an efficient and safe rail-wheel contact.
This prevents major defects from growing, and thus costly rail maintenance is awarded.

Fig. 2.19a: High Speed Grinding Train; Pict.: Vossloh

Vossloh

Fig. 2.19b: Angular positioned Grinding Stone
5. Rail Planing Machines; Fig. 2.20a and Fig. 2.20b
When the rail-head profile deteriorates beyond the economic intervention by grinding
machines, the target profile can be reinstated by deploying a rail planing train. Plasser&Theurer
has developed the SBM 250 rail plaining machineperforming this operation. This machine
planes-off the deformations in the rail-head in a few passes using a variety of planing tools
reproducing the required rail profile. Such machines can save the deformed rail, and they
prevent its premature replacement.
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Fig. 2.20a: SBM 250 Rail Planing Machine; Pict. courtesy Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 2.20b: Planing Tools
2.25 EVOLUTION OF VARIOUS TYPES OF RAIL GRINDING
Rail grinding was first introduced in the 1930’s to control corrugations and reduce noise,
vibration and vertical dynamic forces. This early grinding may be considered as a corrective or
remedial grinding as it is undertaken after rail-surface defects appear.
Four primary types of rail grinding have evolved over the years:
1. Initial grinding.
2. Corrective grinding.
3. Maintenance grinding.
4. Preventive grinding.
2.25.1 Initial Grinding
Initial grinding is performed on rails, which are freshly laid during new construction or after rail
renewal. Initial grinding corrects construction damage and removes the “decarbonised” surface area
of the rail-head, where the mechanical properties are poorer than in the deeper layers. The removal
of 0.30 mm from the rail surface guards against the formation of squats.
2.25.2 Corrective Grinding
Corrective grinding removes rail-surface defects after they have formed, and is achieved by
removing substantial amounts of metal from the rail-head. This requires multiple passes at slow
speed to remove following defects:
1. Rail-corrugations.
2. Plastic deformation of the rail transverse profile.
3. Rail-surface defects.
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2.25.3 Maintenance Grinding
Maintenance grinding is aimed to remove rail-surface fatigue cracks, reshape the rail transverse
profile and to remove rail-corrugation at defined intervention thresholds.
The chosen intervention thresholds are designed to ensure that the level of rail damage remains
within acceptable limits.
2.25.4 Preventive (Cyclic) Grinding
Preventative grinding is light. Frequent grinding removes a thin layer of material from the railsurface so as to control surface fatigue. The typical metal removal rate is approximately 0.2
mm/cycle (“Magic Wear Rate”). The “Magic Wear Rate” is achieved, when the surface material
wears due to natural wear and grinding is just enough to prevent surface fatigue cracks from
propagating and causing fatigue failures. This is explained in Fig. 2.21:

Fig. 2.21: The Principle of “Magic” Wear Rate; B. Lichtberger
Preventative grinding is used for minor corrections of the transverse profile of the rail for best
possible wheel-rail contact conditions.
Preventative grinding may be applied to new rails to establish the required transverse profile of
the rail, to remove mill scale and the soft surface layer of the rail, to correct any long wave length
rolling defects, weld alignment defects and ballast imprints etc.
2.26

RAIL GRINDING MACHINES ON INDIAN RAILWAYS

Indian Railways have commissioned two rail grinding machines, which have started working on
pre-selected routes. It has been decided to go for ‘Preventative Gradual Grinding’ approach initially
on Indian Railways and switch over to preventive grinding after the rail-surface is improved.
Preventive rail grinding is mostly adopted as a regular track maintenance strategy, where a single
pass grinding at high speed is carried out frequently to remove the cracks in initial stages and
restore back the desired profile. In preventive gradual grinding, the removal of the metal will be
more than the preventive grinding by giving a single pass at medium speed on straight track and
three passes on curves. Thus the engineered rail profiles will be achieved gradually after few cycles
of grinding. The salient features of the machine are given below.
2.26.1 Salient Features of Rail grinding Machine
1. Rail grinding machines are equipped with high productivity grinders consisting of 72 stones
i.e. 36 stones for the left side and 36 stones for the right side rail.
2. Each stone is rotated by an independent electric motor of 30 HP. The speed of rotation is
3600 RPM.
3. Each motor can be tilted at a desired angle in isolation from +70o (towards gauge-face) to
30o (towards field side).
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4. The machine is capable of grinding through 10o curves (after removal of check-rails) and up
to 3% gradients.
5. The machine will work in traffic block, but no power block is required during the grinding
operation.
6. Grinding can be done in either direction without the need for reversing the machine
7. The machine can grind plain as well as curved track (without check-rails), tracks in tunnels,
tracks on bridges (guard-rails on bridges are not an obstruction), glued joints, fish-plated
joints. However, level crossings, points and crossings, SEJs and axle counters create
obstructions and are to be skipped while grinding. It has also been observed that joggled
fish-plates provided on the high rail of sharp curves also create an obstruction and should be
removed before grinding as far as possible.
8. The machine is capable of grinding at a speed ranging from 2.4 kmph to 24 kmph. However,
the speed is kept between 8 and 20 kmph during grinding. The travelling speed of the
machine without grinding is 80 kmph.
9. The machine can remove 0.2 mm of metal on an average while grinding at 10 kmph.
10. There is no need of any speed restriction on the track after grinding or on the adjacent track
during grinding. However, trains carrying inflammable materials like Naphtha etc should
not be run on the adjacent track during grinding operation as a precaution.
11. It is ensured during grinding operation that metal deformation does not take place and the
temperature should not rise beyond 350o C, so that there are not metallurgical changes in the
rail
12. Water is not required for grinding operation but water is sprinkled on to the sleepers and on
cess with the help of tie sprays and ditch sprays respectively to make the area wet to avoid
cases of fire due to sparks generated while grinding.
13. The average diesel consumption is found to be 85 litres per km and average water
consumption is 1100 litres per km of grinding.
14. It has been decided to give a single pass at 15 kmph for the straight track and three passes
for curve track. The first pass on curve will be at 18 kmph, and the speeds for the second
and the third pass will be given by the Grind Data Management System (GDMS) software.
15. The machine is having two laser based rail profile measurement systems (known as KLD) to
measure the rail-head profile before and after the grinding. The after ground profile is
compared with the TARGET RAIL PROFILE by the machine software, and an index
known as GQI (Grind Quality Index) is displayed during the run. GQI gives an indication as
to how close or away we are from the target rail profile.
2.26.2 Target Rail Profiles
1. One of the main purposes of rail grinding is to make Rail-Wheel interaction favourable so as
to have the optimum area of contact between wheel and rail to reduce stress. Since RailWheel interaction will change from straight to curved track, from mild to sharp (tight) curve,
from high rail to low rail, the target rail profiles also need to change for these situations.
NRC Canada has designed four target rail profiles/templates for Indian Railways, namely
Contact Point Central (CPC), Contact Point Field (CPF), High Sharp (HS) and High Mild
(HM). As the name suggests, in CPF profile the contact of the wheel on the rail will shift
towards the field side, while in CPC the wheel will make the contact with the rail in the
centre.
2. CPC and CPF profiles will be used for straight track, while HS profiles are for high rail of a
tight curve and HM for high rail of a mild curve. For the the low rail of a tight curve CPF
profile will be used, and for low rail with mild curve CPC profile will be used
3. A curve is said to be tight, if it is more than 1.2 Degree.
4. Two profiles have been designed for the straight track. CPC would be used on ‘Down’ track
and CPF will be used for ‘UP’ track. The idea is to have half of the straight track with CPC
and the balance with CPF. In case of long stretches of single line track, half of it will be
demarcated for CPC and the other half of CPF. In case we have only one profile, say CPC
for the straight track, the wheels through their journey will mostly contact the centre of the
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rail, thereby wearing out more at a particular location. This will result into development of
hollowness/stress raiser in the wheel causing high stress concentration during Rail-Wheel
interaction. To even out the wear of the wheel, the contact is shifted from the central portion
of the rail towards the field side for half of the track.
5. The process of designing of target rail profile is known as “Pummeling”. For the design the
sample wheel profiles for a number of wheels from coaching stock as well as freight stock
are collected with the help of “MINIPROF for Wheels”. These wheels are made to run on a
proposed target rail profile in simulation mode in software known as “Pummeling
Software”, and the stress pattern generated by these wheels on the surface of the rail is
studied. This exercise is repeated for number of proposed target and rail profiles, and the rail
profile giving the least stress concentration on the rail is selected as target rail profile.
6. The target rail profiles recommended for adoption are given in the Table 2.8 below:
Table 2.8: Target Rail Profiles Templates for Different Tracks

2.27

HOW RAIL GRINDING WILL HELP

1. Rail grinding can be used to reshape the rail-head to pre-decided engineered rail profiles so
as to have a favourable rail-wheel interaction, thus reducing the contact stresses and
maintain favourable steering of the wheels. This will result in reduction in damage to the rail
and wheel surfaces.
2. Rail grinding will shift the contact of majority of the wheels from the damaged area on the
rail, thus avoiding further growth of defects in damaged region.
3. Rail grinding will avoid the contact of the tread of wheel on misaligned welds, thus resulting
in reduction in hunting on straight track and avoiding consequent damage.
4. Rail grinding will remove the cracks in the initial stages of their development, thus avoiding
their growth deeper into the rail and reduction in rail/weld failures. The cracks will not be
allowed to grow in high growth zone and will be ground in initial stages when their growth
is slow.
5. With the passage of traffic, the rail radius gets flattened and tends to go towards wheel
radius. This results in large lateral slip of wheel causing hunting and damage on rail-surface.
Rail grinding will restore the rail crown radius, thus reducing lateral slip of wheel on the rail
surface.
6. Rail grinding will remove the white martensitic layer on rail top, which is the cause for
development of cracks due to its brittle nature.
7. Due to difference in hardness of rail and Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) near welds, dip
formation starts in the vicinity of the weld due to differential wear. This weld dip also
promotes RCF in various forms including squat formation. The dip formation will be
avoided by regular rail grinding.
8. Rail grinding will help in reduction of wear due to reduced contact stresses by adoption of
engineered rail profiles.
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9. Where other surface defects such as wheel burns, scabs, low or high welds etc. exist on rail,
grinding will help to taper down the defects after each grinding pass so as to reduce the
damage due to these defects
2.28

ADVANTAGE OF RAIL GRINDING

The advantages that will accrue by rail grinding can be summarized as given below:
1. Increased Rail and Wheel Life: The life of the rails is reported to increase by 70-80% or
even more after rail grinding.
2. Improved Reliability of Assets: The defect generation rate is reported to reduce to onefourth on some of the railway systems. So reduction in failures will lead to reliability of
train operations.
3. Less tractive Resistance and therefore less Fuel Consumption: Due to lesser impact,
there will be saving in fuel consumption. The saving in the fuel is reported to be 6% or
more. Improved Reliability of USFD Testing: Due to smooth and cleaner rail-surface, the
reliability of USFD testing will improve.
4. Reduced Track Geometry Deterioration: The track geometry will retain for longer period
and the requirement of tamping of the track should come down. The requirement of tamping
is reported to be reduced by 30%.
5. Reduced Degradation of Ballast: Due to lesser impact, the degradation rate of ballast will
come down. This should result in reduction in the frequency of deep screening of track.
6. Less Noise: The noise level goes down by 10-12 dB after rail grinding.
7. Reduced Derailment Proneness: The overall improvement in rail wheel interaction will
result in better safety performance.
2.29

LONGITUDINAL RAIL PROFILE MEASURING EQUIPMENT

The evolution of longitudinal rail profile measuring equipment has resulted in highly accurate
measurement, which can be used to monitor rail noise problems and to assure the quality of rail
grinding and weld straightening. Recent European standards have indicated the wavelengths of
interest for the different types of corrective maintenance. This has been given in Table 2.9:
Table 2.9: Wavelength Range Considerations

2.30 FLATTENING OF RAIL-TABLE
This mostly occurs on the low rail running-table on curves. It is usually caused by combination
of high contact stresses and high lateral forces, which are produced by heavy axlle-loads, smaller
diameter wheels, large un-sprung mass and by lower speed than the equilibrium speed running on
canted tracks. Flattening or piping of rails is an indication that the rails are unequal to the task they
are meant for. Under such conditions, heavier rails with higher UTS are the right solution.
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Flattening of Rail-Table of the low rail in curves is also caused by the angular trailing of the
wheel-treat on the running-table (“Angular Attack”; “Yaw-Angle Causation”; “Stick-Slip”) and by
the friction, when on tighter curves (tighter than 1.5 to 2 Degree) the different length of high (outer)
and low (inner) rail (= gain) is not any more compensated by the wheel-conicity. This is the case
when the curvatures are too tight for the compensation of the gain in length by the conicity of the
wheels. The “Curve Squeal” is mostly caused by the angular wheel trailing/“Stick-Slip”/“YawAngle“. The Remedy lays in a “Friction Management“ with a Top of Rail (TOR), wheel flange and
running rail corner Lubrication with Friction Modifiers; see Paragraph 2.34.
2.31 CORROSION OR RUSTING
Corrosion is caused not so much by dampness but by the acid gases dissolved in the film of
moisture coating the rail. These gases are present everywhere in small quantities, but they are in
abundance in industrial and coastal areas. Incidence of corrosion of rails is high near water columns,
ash-clearing pits, wet tunnels and in passenger yards receiving excessive discharge of night soil
from trains. Rails subjected to regular fast traffic corrode less than disused rails. For protecting rails
against corrosion, the practice on Indian Railways is to apply one coat of zinc chromate/red iron
oxide primer followed by three coats of bituminous emulsion. Before the coats are applied the
surfaces are thoroughly de-scaled and cleaned.
2.32 WEAR OF RAILS
The wear of rails is divided into two categories: (a) On the sides of the rail-head and (b) on the
top or table of the rail-head; see Fig. 6.12 in Chapter 6. Side wear of rail occurs on curved tracks.
The centrifugal thrust of the wheel flanges against the side of the outer rail results in the grinding
action that causes the side wear of rail. Guiding force on curves depends upon the tightness of the
curve, the rigid wheel base of the rolling stock, the angle of attack of the wheel flange on rail etc..
Rolling stocks with a low centre of gravity exerts greater wheel flange pressure on the sides of
the rail-head, especially if heavy traction motors are laterally unsprung. This explains the heavy side
wear of rails on curved tracks of electrified suburban lines worked by multiple unit stocks.
Top table of the rail gets worn out due to the abrasive action of rolling wheels over the rails. In
dry areas, where there is a constant blowing of sand or dust, extra wear occurs due to the grinding
action of the sand or dust particles between the wheel and the rail-table. In wet weather the rails are
lubricated by rain water, and wearing is diminished. Rail-wear also occurs when brakes are applied.
Wear on the rail-table occurs on curves due to skidding and slipping of wheels rigidly connected by
the axle, as it has to cover unequal distances at outer and inner rail, and due to the friction caused by
angular wheel-trailing.
2.32.1 Permissible Limit of Rail-Wear
1. The following factors are considered in determining the maximum limit of vertical railwear:
(a) The limit based on the strength of worn out rails to carry maximum axlle-loads at safe
speed
(b) Reduction in the depth of head of rail to a point beyond which there would be risk of
the wheel flange striking the collar of fishplates.
(c) The head being worn down to a cross-section so as to risk the shearing of the under
edge. For passenger trains the permissible limit is based on strength i.e. (a) same as
stated above. The other two limits would apply to unimportant yard lines and sidings.
2. Limits of lateral wear and angle of wear are fixed considering the strength of worn out rail
and the risk of wheel mounting the rail causing derailment.
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2.32.2 Measuring Wear of Rails
Rail-wear is determined by (a) actual weightment and (b) taking rail-profiles at ends after
opening the joint and taking the rail-profiles with special profile-measuring gadgets, which can
measure rail-profile while the rails are still in track.
The reduction found in the area of worn-out rail-profiles indicates the loss of rail-section caused
by wear.
Computerized rail-wear measuring devices are now available on the international market. They
are fitted with sensors, which on contact with rail plot its profile and indicate the wear in the railsection.
2.32.3 Rail Profile Measuring Car
Indian Railway have recently procured a rail profile measuring car, which can measure the rail
profile, when hauled by a locomotive or put in consist of a fast train. Illuminating the rail-head
through a laser slot and recording it digitally, usually stereoscopically, the car measures the rail
profile.
The measured rail profile is determined by comparing it to stored target profiles. Subsequently,
the measured actual profile is compared to the target profile to calculate the rail-head wear. With
the help of these digital photographs it is also possible to determine the rail inclination and track
gauge.
Typical output from the rail profile-measuring car is given in Table 2.10 below:
Table 2.10: Output from Profile-Measuring Car

2.33

METHODS OF REDUCING RAIL WEAR

Rail-wear is less on a well-maintained track with fittings and fastenings in perfect order, as the
vehicles on such a track have smoother roll. Other methods employed to reduce rail-wear are:
1. Maintaining Track Gauge: Maintening a little tighter track gauge for passenger trains helps
to reduce rail-wear. But for goods trains with their aggressive box ‘N’ type wagons a wider
gauge is helpful to reduce rail-wear. For mixed traffic gauge traffic of Indian Railways,
maintaining the correct gauge (1676 mm) is the best option.
2. Provision of Check-Rail on Curves: Check-rails are traditionally installed on the inner rail
of tight curves in England. Contintental European Railways and American Railswas do not use
Curve Check-Rails, because they create a lot of trouble for only little or no overall benefites.
Curve Check-Rails on Indian tracks are a relict from the times under the British. The inner face
of the wheel rubs against the check-rails and the flange of outer wheel is prevented from coming
in contact with the outer rail-head. Curce Check-Rails create maintenance headaches. More
economical is a curve without Check-Rails, but with Rail-Lubrication.
3. Rail Lubricators: An important method of reducing wear on curves is the use of lubricators.
The function of the lubricators is to grease the gauge face of the outer curve or “high” rail-head
where excessive wear occurs. This reduces the friction and consequently the rate of wear.
Lubrication can be carried out manually or by mechanical devices attached either to locomotives
or to rails, the latter being more common. On long curves more than one lubricators are installed
on suitable locations to get the optimum results. On Indian Railways Rail and Flange lubricators
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have been installed on many sections. These sections use graphite grease for lubrication, which
has been found effective in reducing wear.
Box `N` wagons in use in Indian Railways have been found quite aggressive on track leading
to wear of rails and the wheel flanges. Lubrication on rail gauge-faces in continuous lengths on
Box ‘N’ routes, which include straight tracks as well, has helped in:
● Energy saving in the form of less locomotives fuel/power bill due to the reduced
rail/wheel friction,
● obtaining longer life from rails and wheels, and
● reducing derailments, as wheels have less chances of mounting on lubricated rails.
Whereas the frequency of rail lubrication adopted on tangent tracks of Box ‘N` routes differs
from one zonal railway to the other, a weekly cycle of rail lubrication is generally adopted on
curves, SEJ’s and points and crossings.
In the last few years, the friction at the wheel rail interface has been assumed a matter of
considerable research as it has been found that friction management both at the rail-table and at the
gauge site can bring down the rate of wear both for the wheels and the rail, thereby generating
considerable saving in railway operation. The present state-of-art is discussed in greater detail in the
succeeding Paragraphs.
2.34

FRICTION MANAGEMENT AT WHEEL-RAIL INTERFACE

Friction plays a major role in wheel-rail interface processes particularly in adhesion, breaking,
wear and rolling contact fatigue damage, formation of skid flats, steering and hunting of
locomotives and car bogies, wheel squeal and wheel climb resulting in derailment. Particular
influences on wheel-rail interface performance is from the so called “Third Body Layer”. “Third
body layer” consists of materials, which come to exist between the rail and the wheel contact
surfaces. The composition and properties of this “third body” are influenced by the presence of
lubricants, sand, wear debris, surface roughness, environmental conditions, material properties and
hardened layers resulting from wheel-rail interaction.
Inputs to the layer include iron oxides from oxidation of rails and rail-wear, silica mainly from
locomotive sand, hydrocarbon from oils or grease applied or migrated, brake shoe debris and other
contaminants.
The wear at wheel-rail interface is greatly influenced by the surface temperature. High
temperature causes chemical and structural transformations of “third body layer” resulting in
additional surface stresses, changes in coefficient of friction and wear rate.
World over railways apply lubricants at the wheel-rail interface to control rail and wheel wear,
reduce lateral force in curves and economise in locomotive energy (fuel) consumption.
2.34.1 Types of Lubrication
There are three types of lubrication systems:
1. Mobile Lubricators: These lubricators, mounted on rail car/motor trolleys, apply lubricant
to the gauge corner of the rail.
2. Locomotive flange Lubricators: Locomotive flange lubricators apply grease or solid
lubricant to the wheel flange, which is then transferred to the gauge side of the rail-head.
3. Wayside Lubricators: These are of three types viz. (a) mechanically, (b) hydraulically or
(c) electrically driven. These lubricators are installed on curves attached to the rails.
Proper maintenance of wayside lubricators is important. Common problems are improper
adjustment of applicators, leaking or failed grease horses or ineffective pump mechanism.
The effectiveness of lubrication is evaluated by measuring the coefficient of friction. Friction
measuring instruments (Tribometer) have been developed for such measurements. While rough
unlubricated rail-surface may have a coefficient of friction of about 0.6, surface covered with 40 to
60 % lubricant will have a coefficient of friction of 0.25 to 0.30, and a 100 % lubricant covered
surface will have a coefficient of friction of less than 0.15. One can imagine the advantages that
accrue with such low level of friction.
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With efficient lubrication an energy saving of 6 to 12 % can be achieved on railway sections
with sharp curves. The rail and wheel wear rate also comes down considerably.
2.34.2 Problems of Lubrication:
1. Excessive lubrication and migration of the lubricant to the rail-head or wheel tread surface
can cause wheel slip, which reduces locomotive traction limits and can cause wheel skid
flats and rail wheel burn.
2. The contamination of the track, which occurs particularly near the track mounted
lubricators.
3. Large difference in the effectiveness of lubrication of high and low rails may promote rail
rollover in curves.
4. The adverse influence occurrence on the bogie steering characteristics and the lateral wheelset forces.
5. When the running surface coefficient of friction of one rail in a curve becomes very
different (more than 0.1-0.15).
6. Hollow worn wheel threads can negate many benefits achieved by lubrication.
7. The enhancement of the contact fatigue growth on gauge corner of rails and running
surfaces of wheels.
2.34.3 Friction Control and Management
The coefficient of friction, as it relates to railway operation, falls into three general categories:
(a) Low friction - 0.2 or less, (b) intermediate friction - 0.2 to 0.4 and (c) high friction - 0.4 or
greater.
The objectives of friction management are to maintain the coefficient of friction in the following
manner:
● At wheel flange-rail gauge interface at the low level,
● at the wheel tread-top of rail interface of freight cars at the intermediate level and
● at the wheel tread-top of rail interface of locomotives at high level.
Friction Management is a concept that allows by careful selection of specific materials (friction
modifiers) the development of layers, which obtain desired wheel-rail frictional characteristics.
2.34.4 Friction Modifiers.
1. Low Coefficient of Friction modifiers (LCF) with coefficient of friction 0.2 or less are used
to reduce friction at the wheel flange-rail gauge face interface. Solid lubricants are examples
of these types of friction modifiers.
2. High Friction Modifiers with intermediate ranges of coefficient of friction (from 0.2 to 0.4)
are used at the wheel tread-top of rail interface to reduce rolling resistance of freight cars, to
combat growth of short pitch corrugation, to reduce hunting or to eliminate wheel squeal.
3. Very High Friction Modifiers (friction enhancers) are applied to increase locomotive
adhesion and promote braking effort.
2.34.5 Rail Lubrication Scenario in India
In India, Rail & Flange (R&F) lubricators have been in use for long. These lubricators have a
small tank of 1 to 2 litre capacity with a nozzle, which oozes out grease as and when a wheel flange
presses its actuator. These require lot of maintenance effort and have thus mostly gone out of use.
Most commonly used method are manual application of graphite grease on the gauge face of outer
rail in curves at a weekly or any other pre-determined frequency.
With the increased awareness of the techno-economic advantages, that accrue with the
installation of modern designs of rail and flange lubricators, Indian Railways have installed 12
lubricators as a trial measure.
In the hydraulic lubrication system the power block actuator converts the passing train wheel
energy into impulses of hydraulic power for the motor pump through a closed loop hydraulic
system, which delivers consistent pressure. The actuator is adjustable to compensate for train speed
and worn rail profile. It requires little maintenance and is easy to install; Fig. 2.22a and Fig. 2.22b:
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Fig. 2.22a: Portec M&S 761 Hydraulube;
hydraulic Wayside Lubrication System
on Indian Ghat Section; Pict. RDSO

Fig. 2.22b: Hydraulic Power Block

The electronic lubricators are electronically powered, the electrical energy obtained from solar
systems or from the electric mains. The system in electronic lubricators consists of a rail mounted
magnetic sensor (Fig. 2.23), a battery, a gear motor-pump and a material distribution system of
hoses and applicators attached to the rails.

Fig. 2.23: Electromagnetic Wheel Sensor
The system operates with the passing of wheel over the magnetic field of the rail mounted
sensors. The sensor transmits a signal to the control box with every passing wheel, which turns on
the grease pump for a pre-selected duration. The applicator oozes out grease beads in both cases at
the gauge face of the rail. These beads rise up towards the gauge corner on coming in contact with
the wheel flange. The wheel flange picks up the grease beads from rail face and carries the grease
along the rail.
The performance of both the types of lubricators has been found quite satisfactory in as much as
the rail-wear has come down by 50%. The incidences of wheel slipping and stalling of trains, quite
common with manual lubrication, have reduced as the grease does not climb to the rail-table.
2.34.6 Recent Developments in the Field of Rail Lubrication:
Recent developments in the field of friction management are in respect to 1. top-of-rail
lubrication and 2. locomotive adhesion enhancers:
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1. Top-of-Rail (TOR) Lubrication:
Top-of-rail lubrication in friction management is intended to further obtain energy
savings and improve curving performance of freight wagons. For this purpose,
intermediate types of friction modifiers are used with the friction coefficient of 0.35.
Lubricants (friction modifiers) are applied to the top of both rails directly behind the
locomotive. The amount and characteristics of a lubricant should be such that most of
the lubricant is consumed by the end of the train, thus preventing the slip of the
locomotive wheels of the next train. The coefficient of friction should range from 0.25
to 0.45.
Field simulated tests have shown that average energy savings ranged from 10 to
13%. Curving forces were reduced from 5 to 45% depending on curvature and the
wagon type. The noise levels were also reduced. Top-of-rail lubrication is still in the
testing stage.
2. Locomotive Adhesion Enhancers:
Sand, which is widely used to increase locomotive wheel adhesion, is a simple material,
but it creates many complex, costly problems starting from maintenance of sanders and
repair of abrasive effects on wheels and rail and further the damages inflicted upon
many components of the track structure. VHPF modifiers, which were intended to
reduce or eliminate sanding, enhance the coefficient of friction to the 0.4-0.6 range.
They are necessary for high power and high adhesion locomotives that are required for
heavy haul operations. Many companies offer different types of these modifiers. For
instance, one VHPF is based on a thermosetting polymer stick, that is applied directly
to the wheel tread of locomotives. Locomotive adhesion enhancers are still at the test
stage.
Fig. 2.24a and 2.24b indicate the modern method of applying friction modifiers at the top-table
and on the vertical side of the rail-head. The lubricators used in this application are much superior
to traditional greases and do not migrate to other vulnerable locations. Wear reductions of up to
eight times have been claimed with their long term use.

Fig. 2.24a: Low Coefficient of
Friction Application (LCF)

Fig. 2.24b: Liquid High Positive
Friction Application

In view of the considerable economic advantages that these two developments in the field of rail
lubrication offer, Indian Railways may be adopting these technologies in not too distant a future,
particularly on many heavy haul routes.
2.35

TURNING AND TRANSPOSING OF RAILS

On tight curves the outer rail becomes side-worn to an extent that it can no longer remain in
service. Since the wear is limited to gauge face only, it is a common practice to turn the rails, end of
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end, thus exposing the unworn face to traffic. This method can be adopted only on jointed tracks as
turning of L.W.R. is not physically possible.
On L.W.R. tracks, the same purpose can be served by transposing of the rail. In this process, the
outer face of the inner rail becomes the gauge face of the outer rail and vice-versa.
While carrying out the work, it is necessary to take into account the differences in the lengths of
the two rails and take suitable measures to adjust the same.
2.36

SERVICE LIFE OF RAILS

The rail-section committee of the Indian Railways, while assessing the life of 52 kg/m rails,
considered that the Belgian method givews a rational basis to compute the service life of rails. The
method is based on limiting the vertical wear of the rail to uch an extent that the wheel flanges of
worn out tyres do not graze the fishplates. For 90 lb/yd rails such limiting rail-wear is taken as 6
mm. It is also assumed that under normal traffic conditions 20 GMT of traffic wears down the railtables of 90 lb 72 UTS rails by about 0.5 mm. The service life of 90 lb 72 UTS rails is taken on the
assumption that Tas 20 x 6/0.5 = 240 GMT (say: 250 GMT).
The majority of rail failures have their origin in fatigue. Fatigue is a cumulative process
accelerated by corrosion and wear, so that the longer the rail remains in track, the more fatigue
damage it accumulates leading to development of fatigue cracks or fracture if not detected in time.
Rails are therefore often removed from the tracks as an insurance against fatigue failure long before
they have worn down to a section too weak to carry the maximum permitted axle-loads. In the
absence of any reliable measure of cumulative fatigue damage, rails are usually renewed after a
certain GMT of traffic.
Experience with 90 lb/yd rails in the Indian Railways has shown that although the wear limit of
6 mm taken for computation of service life of rails in the Belgian formula is not reached in many
cases, rails are reported to have accumulated enough fatigue damage to warrant renewal after 250
GMT of traffic. To determin the service life of rails the Belgium formula holds ground as an able
criterion for rail renewal. The service life of various rail-sections on Indian Railway is indicated
under this criterion in Table 2.10.
2.37

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS AND FATIGUE IN RAILS

The most common cause of failure of rails is fatigue. Failure by fatigue mostly occurs in three
stages:
1. The initiation of the crack.
2. The growth of the crack.
3. Final fracture.
Stages 1. and 2. of the fatigue process occur by repeated loading of the rails due to the passage of
wheels. Stage 3. is caused by one loading event, which may be abnormally severe or the final
occurrence under normal load.
The initiation of a crack, Stage 1., may require millions of repeated loadings. During this time
there is no way of detecting the forthcoming crack. The growth of the crack, particularly in its early
stages, may also require the application of million or more loading cycles. Stages 1. and 2. therefore
take place over a period of often over years, and during this period, when there is no perceptible
change in the shape or dimension of the rail, it is just not possible to observe any fatigue failure. It
appears all of a sudden as a brittle fracture during a period of increasing load. Such an incidence can
only be detected by applying flaw detection techniques from time to time to enable the removal of
defecting rails in time.
The stresses in the rail are just a fraction of the Ultimate Tensile Strength. However, fatigue
failure occurs at stress levels below the ultimate tensile strength. This is caused by the gradual
accumulation of fatigue damage with each stress cycle. As the range of stress (the difference
between the maximum and the minimum stress level in the cycles) decreases, more stress cycles are
required before the failure occurs. This phenomenon continues till the stress range reaches a point,
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where no further fatigue occurs. This range is known as rail’s “Fatigue Strength”. Its value for
new normal quality rails is about 45% of the ultimate tensile strength i.e. 320 N/mm² .
The fatigue strength of rail steel is established at about 2 million stress cycles, and for this stress
range and below this the fatigue life of the rail steel may be considered to be infinite.
The fatigue strength of the rail may appear to be high compared to nominal bending stress in the
rail. However, the rail presents many localized high stress areas (stress concentration), where these
nominal stresses are substantially increased. These stress concentrations are caused by features,
which disturb the smooth flow of the stress contours. Some are caused by the design of the rail itself
such as:
1.
Fish-bolt holes.
2.
Radii between the head and web and foot and web.
Other stress concentrations may be caused during the manufacturing process:
1.
Hydrogen shatter cracks.
2.
Non-metallic inclusions.
3.
Roller guide marks.
4.
Scores and scratches.
5.
Pits caused by indented mill scale.
Some stress concentrations are caused intentionally by the user:
1.
Drilled holes for cables and other attachments.
2.
Stamp marks.
Stress concentrations are also caused during use of rail:
1.
Damaged hole-surface caused by poor drilling or using crow-bars or badly filled bolts.
2.
Rail-surface damage caused by hitting rail with unsuitable tools.
3.
Wheel burn cracks.
4.
Plastic flow of the rail-head
5.
Foot galling.
6.
Corrosion pitting.
Apart from stress concentrations, other features occur in track, which raises nominal stresses.
These include:
1.
Track irregularities such as bolted and welded joints.
2.
Wheel burn depressions.
3.
Poor support conditions.
4.
Rail-head depressions caused by dripping water in wet tunnels.
Residual or locked-in stresses, which are originally produced during rail manufacture (roller
straightening) and subsequently modified by service loadings, also play a role in determining the
fatigue performance of the rail and possibly add to the stress causing final fracture of the rail.
Fracture toughness is measured in tests based upon the principles of fracture mechanics, and it is
found that it decreases with decreasing temperature and, in general, decreases with increasing
loading rate. Consequently, fracture will occur in a fatigue cracked rail more readily at low
temperatures and with impact loads (caused for example by wheel flats and badly dipped joints).
As noted above, the only practical way of controlling rail fatigue failure in service is by
ultrasonic inspection. Any periodic ultrasonic testing policy should:
1. Ensure that detection techniques will detect cracks, which are less than the critical size.
2. The time period between inspections should not allow a crack to grow to its critical size.
3. Sizing of cracks should be accurate enough to allow logical withdrawal criteria to be
determined.
Development in steel technology has reduced and in some cases eliminated some traditional
fatigue failure types, while improved ultrasonic test methods and a better understanding of fatigue
mechanism and fatigue life prediction are helping to contain the problem in service.
2.38

CLASSIFICATION OF RAIL FAILURES

A rail is said to have failed if it is considered necessary to remove it from the track due to its
defects, except when it is replaced after it has completed its normal service life in track.
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For the convenience of classification and easy processing of statistical data the reporting of
failure is done in a codified form. The code comprises two portions. The first portion consists of
three code letters and the second portion of three or four digits. The three code letter in the first
portion denotes (a) the type of rail being renewed, (b) the reason for withdrawal of the rail and (c)
the probable cause for the failure of the rail. The digits in the second portion of the code denote the
location and characteristic of the fracture. Fig. 2.25 shows the typical types of defects occurring on
the rails:

Fig. 2.25: Defects occuring on Rails
2.38.1 First Portion of the Code
1. Type of Rails being renewed:
Type of Rails
Code Letter
0
(a) Plain rail:
(b) Points and crossing rail:
X
2. Reasons for Withdrawal of Rail:
Code Letter
(a) Fracture Rail: A rail, which has broken into
two or more portions or pieces:
F
(b) Cracked Rail: A rail, which actually has not split into
two or more portions in the track but has developed a
visible external crack on any part:
C
(c) Defective Rail: A rail removed from track for defects, which
do not fall under any of the above two categories:
D
3. Probable Cause of Failure:
Code Letter
(a) Inherent in the rail:
R
(b) Fault of the rolling stock:
S
(c) Excessive corrosion:
C
(d) Badly maintained joint:
J
(e) Other maintenance conditions:
M
(f) Derailments:
D
(g) Associated with welding:
W
4. Other Causes:
(a) Inherent in the Rail (R): The defects include unsatisfactory chemical composition,
harmful segregation, piping, seams, laps, guide marks, flakes etc..
(b) Fault of the Rolling Stock (S): Such defects include shelling, black spots, scabbing,
wheel burns etc.. These can be reasonably associated with abnormal traffic effects
such as flat spot on tyres, skidding or slipping of wheels etc..
(c) Excessive Corrosion (C): Corrosion may reduce the rail-section to the extent of
warranting its withdrawal from the track. It may lead to cracking or fracture of the
head web, head-foot junctions or bolt holes, which are regions of high stress
concentration on the rail-section.
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(d) Badly Maintained Joints (J): These failures invariably occur at the rail-ends and take
the form of horizontal longitudinal split through the head web, foot junctions, diagonal
cracks from bolt holes etc..
(e) Other Maintenance Conditions (M): Generally speaking, failures falling under this
category are due to combinations of factors, and it is not always easy to determine the
relative importance of bad maintenance vis-à-vis other factors.
(f) Derailments (D): These are failures, which develop as a result of derailment.
(g) Associated with Welding (W): These are failures, which occur through or adjacent
(within 10 mm) to a weld joining two rails or close to a welded attachment, i.e. a bond
terminal.
(h) Other Causes: These are failures, which are not due to defects mentioned form (a) to
(g).
2.38.2 Second Portion of the Code
This portion of the code consisting of three or four digits gives the location of failure in the rail
as well as its characteristics as explained in the following section.
The locations of fractures on the length of the rail or failure, which occur due to special reasons,
are indicated by the first code figure:
Code Figure
Meaning of Code
1
Within fishplate limits.
2
Other location on the rails.
3
Failure arising from damage done to rail.
4
Failure that can be reasonably associated with welding
(within 10mm of a weld).
5
Corrosion.
The second code figure gives the position in the rail-section from which failure has started
except in the case of failures associated with welding:
For case not associated with welding:
Code Figure
Meaning of Code
0
Origin of failure unknown
1
Within rail-head
2
On surface of rail-head
3
In web
5
In foot
For cases associated with welding:
Code Figure
Meaning of Code
1 Flash-butt joint
2 Thermal joint
3 Electric arc joint
4 Oxy-Acetylene joint
7
Building up by welding
Traction bond
8
The third code figure is interpreted in relation to the first figure, such as given in Table 2.9.
Case (a): If the failure is due to an internal defect (first Figure 4 or second Figure 1, 3, 5),
it shows the direction of the crack of fracture.
Case (b): If it is a surface defect (second Figure 2, 3 or 5), it shows the nature of the
defect.
Case (c): If failure is by damage (first Figure 3), the cause of the damage is known.
The fourth code figure is employed, where it is necessary to provide for further subdivision,
which may be seen from the list of failures – subdivision. This may be seen from the list of failures
– code groups.
On the basis of the above system of classification a list of the failures – code groups to be
followed - is given in Table 2.12 with the meaning of the codes:
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Table 2.11: List of Failures

Table 2.12: List of Failures
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2.39

RAIL-FLAW DETECTION

A case of rail failure is been shown in Fig. 2.26. The classification of the defect as per code
number has also been mentioned under the Figure for guidance.
Rails with flaws, if allowed to remain in track, may fracture, which at times can have
dangerous consequences. Detection of these flaws is therefore important being increasingly adopted
by railways throughout the world. Both visual and instrumental methods are employed.
1. Visual Method: Rails in track are subjected to searching examinations by trained men.
Rail-ends, particularly the area around bolt holes, are examined more thoroughly. For this
purpose the fishplates are removed, the area is cleaned with kerosene oil and cracks are
located with the help of magnifying lenses. Reflecting mirrors and torches are also used.
Whenever a crack is noticed, the rail is replaced at the earliest opportunity. Such inspections
by trained men have a marked effect in the reduction of rail failures in service.
2. Instrumental Method: A more efficient and effective method of rail-flaw detection works
with ultrasonic rail-flaw detecting instruments as discussed in the succeeding Paragraphs.

Fig. 2.26: Bolt-Hole Crack; PMCMedia
2.39.1 Ultrasonic Rail-Flaw Detection
These instruments use ultrasonic waves to detect rail flaws. The ultrasonic (at a frequency higher
than detectable by human ear) examination is carried out on a regular basis by manual operators or
by a rail borne ultrasonic testing unit. Both methods operate by similar principles as follows:
Ultrasonic waves are generated, transmitted to the rail and received from the rail by small pieces
of piezoelectric transducers, which are fitted in probes moved over the rail. For the generation of
ultrasonic waves the transducers need electric energy, which is supplied from a storage battery.
The manually operated trolley mounted instruments consists of the following:
1. A transistorized circuit capable of producing, transmitting and receiving electric current to
and from the probes and depicting them in the form of bright peaks or echoes on an
oscilloscope screen.
2. Probes, which hold transducers and move over the rail. Probes are of two types:
(a) Normal probes, which transmit waves at right angles to the surface of contact.
(b) Angle probes, which transmit waves at an angle. Angle probes are useful for detecting
flaws not located by normal probes.
3. A storage battery for supplying current. The battery is required to be charged at certain
intervals.
4. A jar containing water, which serves as a couplant to avoid air gap between the probe
surface and the rail-table.
Ultrasonic waves transmitted form the probes get reflected backward whenever they encounter
any change in medium. On a flawless rail the waves are reflected from the rail-table and later from
the rail-bottom. The reflections appear on the oscilloscope screen in the form of two peaks. The
distance between the two peaks is equivalent to the time interval between the reflections, which
indirectly represents the rail height.
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On a defective rail the waves are reflected from the table and then from the flaw surface. They
seldom reach the rail bottom. In this case the second peak is nearer to the first peak, and the interval
between the peaks indicates the depth of flaw from the rail-table. With proper calibration of the
instrument it is possible to ascertain:
1. The type of flaw,
2. magnitude of the flaw and
3. location of the flaw.
USRD operators are trained in correct interpretation of peak pattern on the screen to determine the
nature of flaw.
2.39.2 Data Presentation of Ultrasonic Testing
Ultrasonic data can be collected and displayed in a number of different formats. The three most
common formats are A-Scan, B-Scan and C-Scan presentations. Each presentation mode provides a
different way of looking at and evaluating the region of material being inspected. Modern
computerized ultrasonic scanning systems can display data in all the three presentation forms
simultaneously.
● A-Scan Presentation:
The A-Scan presentation displays the amount of received ultrasonic energy as a function of
time. This is the type of presentation presently displayed in the instrument in use on IR.

Fig. 2.27: A-Scan Presentation

Fig. 2.28: B-Scan Presentation

● B-Scan Presentation:
In the B-Scan presentation the time-of-flight (travel time) of the sound energy is displayed
along the vertical axis and the linear position of the transducer is displayed along the horizontal
axis. From the B-Scan the depth of the reflector and its approximate linear dimensions in the
scan direction can be determined.
● C-Scan Presentation:
The C-Scan presentation provides a plan-type view of the location and size of test specimen
features. The plane of the image is parallel to the scan pattern of the transducer. C-Scan
presentations are produced with an automated data acquisition system, such as a computer
controlled immersion scanning system.
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Fig. 2.29: C-Scan Presentation
2.39.3 Sperry Rail ultrasonic Rail Inspection Walking Stick 1020
USFD testing of rails on Indian Railways is undertaken at a frequency of 8 GMT of traffic. The
increase in traffic density and tonnage of vehicles has resulted into the requirement of USFD testing
of rails at closer intervals. With a view to ease the pressure on departmental USFD operators and to
introduce the state-of-the-art testing equipment, capable of testing the full rail-head area and also
having a record of the scanning pattern, outsourcing of ultrasonic work has been started. The
contractors have inducted the modern portable B-Scan Sperry Rail Inspection Walking Stick, which
incorporates wheel probes instead of rubbing probes, earlier provided in the testing equipments;
Fig. 2.30a. The wheel probe, when seated on the rail-head, takes conformal shape of rail-head
resulting in improved and wider acoustic coupling and covering wider areas of rail-head. It is
combined with a complete user friendly audit record. Fig. 2.30 a/b:

Fig. 2.30a: Rail Flaw Detection
with B-Scan Single Rail Walking
Stick 1020

Fig. 2.30b: Probe Coverage of Rail; from L. Marx &
C. Moßmann

The equipment has the following important features:
1. Contains 9 ultrasonic probes for plain rail and jointed track inspection.
2. Examines the rail in both forward and reverse directions in one pass.
3. Inspects 98% of the rail-head.
4. Inspects 100% of the rail web.
5. Couplant storage for 8 hours operation.
6. Electrical power of 8 hours operation.
7. Inspects both new and worn rail.
8. Light weight 19 kg (Water/scope).
Till 2009 ultrasonic testing equipment used on Indian Railways was of analogue type and
recording of the scan pattern was not possible. Sperry Testers are all digital and thus have the
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facility to store the scanning pattern of defects and super-impose the new scan over the stored scans
so as to monitor the rate of growth of defects in track.
2.39.4 Mobile Ultrasonic Rail Inspection Vehicle (Sperry SRS 200 Series); Fig. 2.31a and Fig.
2.31b
Rails on Indian Railways are getting exposed to more severe operating environment. Under such
conditions increased numbers of flaws are occurred, and their rate of growth is also increasing. The
requirement of rail-flaw detection has thus considerably increased. Indian Railways have therefore
decided to deploy mobile ultrasonic rail inspection vehicles. With their deployment an integrated
approach for quick identification and rectification of defects will be followed employing both
mobile and manual rail inspection units.
Main features of this vehicle are as follows:
1. Full calibrated Non-Stop Inspection System up to 200-300 km of track per day at an
inspection speed of 75 kmph.
2. Records every mm of track inspected.
3. Inspection technology based on Sperry UX9 (98% coverage of rail-head).
4. Tests through Switches and Crossings.
5. Has a 85-95% Hit Rate (suspect/defect).
6. An efficient fuel and couplant usage.
7. Reporting location accuracy of less than 2 m (DGPS).
8. Tests through corrugation.

Fig. 2.31a: Sperry SRS 200 Series; Pict.: Sperry

Fig. 2.31b: Inspection System; Pict.: Sperry
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2.39.5 The integrated Approach of Rail-Flaw Detection
A core requirement of any safety critical inspection system is to be able to ensure the reliability,
repeatability and integrity of the inspection process. This is even more crucial when the proposed
system is reliant on the co-ordinated operation of both mobile and manual ultrasonic inspection
systems especially where any variability will have a significant impact on whether a suspect
indication in track is beginning or growing and developing into a defect. To address this
requirement Sperry utilized its unique “Integrated Approach”, which provides a comprehensive
unified, traceable, calibrated and closed loop inspection system for both the mobile and manual
inspection processes used within the loop.
The “Integrated Approach” is primarily based on the concept of using high speed mobile
inspection vehicles equipped with the Sperry RSU technology to perform the bulk of the track
inspection with the inspection vehicle operating as a data capture unit. The captured data is then
uploaded to Sperry’s off-line analysis centre for processing (within 24 hours). The suspect
information is then downloaded to the manual ultrasonic field operators (provided by the Railway
or Customer), who then ultrasonically inspect the track at the reported locations using the same
RSU technology but installed in a Sperry Walking Stick to determine, if the suspect is an actionable
defect, a beginning indication or a track feature. If it is an actionable defect, then it is classified,
logged and reported to the railways. All the verified data is then uploaded to the Sperry Analysis
centre to be included the Sperry Rail Database. The database information is used to generate various
customer reports. The database not only stores all the detected defect information but also the data
from all the prior inspections, that have occurred on a particular customer’s railway network, and
this along with the Sperry Data Management System (SDMS) is the key to providing the customer
with pro-active defect management information.
The key to the success of Sperry’s “Integrated Approach” is based on the following
key “Binders” that ensures the collected, analyzed and verified defect data are capable of being
bound together in to a unified data management system no matter how or when or by whom
it was collected. The common core “Binders” are detailed below:
(a) Common Calibration Systems (Manual and Mobile).
(b) Common or Seamless Inspection Technology (Manual and Mobile).
(c) Common Defect Detection Standards (Manual and Mobile).
(d) Common Defect Reporting Standards (Data Capture, Analysis and Verification).
(e) Common Data Location System (Manual and Mobile).
This process has now been further refined by Sperry through their “Complaint Testing” process
to enable railways to gradually optimise the use of the manual ultrasonic verifiers. In the longer
term with the improvements in track mapping and increased location accuracy it is envisaged that if
the mobile inspection technology can inspect the track frequently enough (say: daily or weekly) by
integrating it on service trains and utilizing the Sperry “Complaint Testing Concept” it may be
possible to significantly reduce or even eliminate the requirement for manual ultrasonic verification.
2.40 EDDY-CURRENT RAIL-FLAW DETECTION SYSTEM
Modern ultrasonic rail-flaw detection instruments are quite efficient in detecting most of the
rail-flaws in the rail-head, but their efficacy in detecting and evaluating defects at the rail-surface,
particularly at the running edge area of the rail, is rather limited. This limitation is on account of the
presence of couplant (water), which blurs the ultra sound inputs from the rail-surfaces.
In view of the increasing concern from rail rolling contact fatigue defects eddy-current
measuring system is being adopted for detecting rail-surface defects. Eddy-current testing is an
electromagnetic method of detecting defects, which uses eddy-currents induced into the rail being
tested by means of a small coil, which is fed with an alternating current. When the rail contains a
surface defect, the eddy-currents around the defect are altered to the extent that they can be detected
by the coil. This makes the instrument capable of detecting and evaluating the defect.
Modern eddy-current measuring system incorporated in the rail-flaw detection vehicles covers
an area of approximately 0.2 to 25 mm on the running edge of the rail with four sensors on each
rail. Due to the measuring range of the sensors and their arrangement along the running edge of the
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rail an easy classification of head-checks according to the international standard is possible; Fig.
2.32:

Fig. 2.32: Eddy Current Measuring
In addition to this classification, a statement about the depth of the head-checks can be made
using the amplitude of the eddy-current signals. Taking into account the different initial angels of
the cracks, a measurement of the damage depth of approximately 2-3 mm is possible, sufficient to
initiate action to contain further development of the defects.
2.41

FREQUENCY OF NEED BASED ON TESTING OF RAILS AND WELDS

After the initial testing of rails in rail manufacturing plant, the first retesting needs not normally
to be done until the rails have undergone 15% of the service life in GMT as given in the Table 2.13
below. For rails rolled in April 1999 and later the test free period shall be 25% instead of 15%.

Frequency of testing for all BG (rail-head centre and gauge-face corner) and MG routes is
given as under in Table 2.14. For other sections Chief Engineer of the Railway may adopt a
frequency at his discretion.
Through Weld Renewal should be planned after the welds have carried 50% of the stipulated
GMT of rails. Among the various sections, due for Through Weld Renewal (TWR) as per this
criteria, Chief Track Engineer will decide inter se priority based on incidences of defects detection
and weld failures.
● Flash-Butt Welds: In case of flash-butt welds normally there is no need for hand testing
(with 45o and 70o probes). However, Chief Engineer may order hand probing with this probe in
case failure rates are high in his opinion.
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Digital double Rail Tester is to be used for testing of ‘D’ marked rails at reduced interval to be
decided by Chief Track Engineer of Zonal Railway.
Testing of AT welded joints shall comprise of testing by probes as per Table 2.15 below:

The frequency of testing of AT welds with above listed probes shall be as under Table 2.16:
S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Table 2.16: Frequency of Testing at Welds
Types of Welds
Types of Testing
Conventional AT Weld
periodic Tests
SKV Weld
Acceptance Test
first periodic Test
Further Tests on Routes having GMT of
>45
>30 < 45
>15 < 30
0-15

Testing Schedule
every 40 GMT
immediately after
Welding
1 year
Frequency
2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years

The testing interval of USFD testing of defective AT welds should be reduced to 50% of the
normal testing interval for AT welds as provided in the Table 2.15 given above to avoid fractures of
defective welds.
2.41.1 Classification of Defective Rails
Depending upon the nature of flaw the defective rails are classified into the following categories:
1. IMR Rails (Immediate Removal): These are rails, which indicate defects warranting their
immediate removal from track. The defects of these rails are marked with red paint.
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2. OBS Rails (Observe): These are rails, which have defects not warranting their removal
from track. But the rails are to be kept under observation to watch the development of flaw.
These defects are marked with yellow paint on the rail.
2.41.2 Classification of Rail/Weld Defects under Need Based Concept of USFD
For Rail Defects see Table 2.17:
Table 2.17: Classified of Rail and Weld Defects under need based Concept of USFD
1. For Rail Defects
Note: “Any sweeping signal on horizontal baseline, which does not exceed 2.5 divisions of the left
edge of the screen or vice-versa, should be recorded as Gauge Corner Cracking (GCC) and not as
OBS”!
S.No.

Probe used

Nature of Defect

1.

Normal
1. Within fishplated Area:
probe 4
(b) Any horizontal defect in head
MHz
web or foot of length equal to
(Sensitivity
distance between rail-end and
set with
first bolt-hole and connected
respect to
with the rail head.
100% back
wall signal
height from
rail bottom). (c) Any horizontal defect
connecting both bolt-holes.
(d) Any defect originating from

bolt-holes and progressing at
an angle towards head-web
junction or web-foot junction.
2. Outside fishplated Area:
(a) Any horizontal defect
progressing at an angle in vertical
plane in the rail at the following
locations in the track:
• In tunnels.
• On major bridges and bridge
approaches (100 m).
• In the vicinity of holes near
the weld 950 mm for old AT
weld and 75 mm for new AT
weld from the centre of weld
on either side of weld).
• Any horizontal defect
progressing at an angle in
vertical plane in the rail at
track locations other than (a)
above.
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Oscillogram Patterns

Classification

No back echo before or
after appearance of bolthole echo with Flaw echo
with or without multiples.
OR
Drop in buck echo before
or after appearance of
bolt-hole echo with flaw
echo with or without
multiples.
No back echo between
bolt hole echo. Flaw echo
with or without multiples.
No back before or after
appearance of bolt-hole
echo with or without flaw
echo.

IMR

IMR
IMR

IMR
No back echo with flaw
echo (shifting/without
shifting) for any horizontal
length. OR
No back echo and no flaw
echo.

No back echo with flaw
echo (shifting/without
shifting) for horizontal
length > 20 mm.
No back echo with or
without shifting flaw echo
for horizontal length < 20
mm.

IMR

OBS

3. Vertical longitudinal Split In case of partial/ complete
loss of back echo, side
(Piping)
probing shall be carried out
with 00 probe, if any flaw
echo with/without multiples
is observed (in any length).
2. 700 2 MHz Centre 1. Any transverse defect in the rail
Probe (Sensitivity head at the following locations in
set with 12 mm
the track.
dia. standard hole • In tunnels.
in rail head 25
• On major bridges and bridge
mm from rail
approaches (100 m).
top).
• In the vicinity of holes near
For non ‘D’
the weld (50 mm for old AT
marked rails on
weld and 75 mm for new AT
double/multiple
weld from the centre of weld
line sections.
on either side of weld).
2. Any transverse defect in the rail
head at track locations other than
1. above.
3. 700 2 MHz Centre
Probe (Sensitivity
set with 12 mm
dia. standard hole
in rail head 25
mm from rail
top and with
additional gain
of 10 dB there
on).
For all single line
sections and ‘D’
marked rails on
double/multiple
line sections.

1. Any transverse defect in the rail

head at the following locations in
the track:
• In tunnel.
• On major bridges and bridge
approaches (100 m).
• In the vicinity of holes near
the weld (50 mm for old AT
weld and 75 mm for new AT
weld from the centre of weld
on either side of weld).
2. Any transverse defect in the rail
head at track locations other than
1. above.
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IMR

4. 700 2 MHz
probes gauge face
and non gauge
face side
(Sensitivity set
on 5 mm FBH).

5. 450 probes
mounted in test
rig (Sensitivity
set to 100% with
respect to
reflection signal
received from
opposite face of
rail head).

1. Any transverse defect in the rail

head on gauge face side/non-gauge
face at the following locations in the
track:

•
•

In tunnels.
On major bridges and bridge
approaches (100 m).
• In the vicinity of holes near the
weld (50 mm for new AT weld
from the centre of weld on
either side of weld).
2. Any transverse defect in the railhead on gauge face/non gauge face
side at track locations other than 1.
above.
1. Any transverse defect, in the
rail-head with scabs/ wheel burn on
top surface, at the following
locations in the track:
• In tunnels.
• On major bridges and bridge
approaches (100 m).
• In the vicinity of holes near the
weld (50 mm for old AT weld
from the centre of weld on
either side of weld).
2. Any transverse defect in the rail
head with scabs/wheel burn on top
surface at track locations other than
1. above.
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Loss of signal height equal
to or more than 20% of full
scale height.

Loss of signal height equal
to or more than 20% but
less than 80% of full scale
height.
Loss of signal height equal
to or more than 20% but
less than 80% of full scale
height.

IMR

IMR

OBS

Annexure II B
(Paragraph 6.5.1)
Weld Defects (AT+FBW)
S.
Probe used
Nature of Defect
No
1. Normal
1. Any horizontal defect progressing
probe 4 MHz at an angle in vertical plane in the rail
(Sensitivity
at the following locations in the track:
set with
• In tunnels.
respect to
• On major bridges and bridge
100% back
approaches (100 m).
wall signal
• In the vicinity of holes near the
height from
weld (50 mm for old AT welds and
rail bottom).
7 5 mm for new AT welds from
the centre of weld from the centre
of weld (50 mm for old AT weld
and 75 mm for new AT welds
from the centre of weld on either
side of weld).
2. Any horizontal defect progressing
transversely in the rail at track
locations other than 1. above.
0
2
70 2 MHz
1. Any transverse defect in the railcentre probe head at the following locations in the
(Sensitivity) track:
set with 12
• In tunnels.
mm dia.
• On major bridges and bridge
standard hole
approaches (100 m).
at rail head
• In the vicinity of holes near the
25 mm from
weld (50 mm for old AT welds and
rail top).
7 5 mm for new AT welds from
the centre of weld from the centre
of weld (50 mm for old AT weld
and 75 mm for new AT welds
from the centre of weld on either
side of weld).
2 Any transverse defect in the rail at
track locations other than 1. above.
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Oscillogram
Patterns
No back echo with
flaw echo (shifting
or without shifting).

Classification
IMRW

No back echo with
flaw echo (shifting
or without shifting)

OBSW

3. 700 probes gauge
face and nongauge face side
probe
(Sensitivity set
on 5 mm FBH).

1. Any transverse defect in the rail-head
on gauge face/non gauge face side at the
following locations in the track:
• In tunnels.
• On major bridges and bridge
approaches (100 m).
• In the vicinity of holes near the
weld (50 mm for old AT welds and
7 5 mm for new AT welds from the
centre of weld from the centre of
weld (50 mm for old AT welds and
75 mm for new AT welds from the
centre of weld on either side of
weld).
2. Any transverse defect in the railhead on gauge face/non-gauge faces
side at track locations other than 1.
above.

4. 700 probes gauge

1. Any transverse defect in the rail head
on gauge Face at the following locations
in the track:
• In tunnels.
• On major bridges and bridge
approaches (100 m).
• In the vicinity of holes near the
weld (50 mm for old AT welds and 7
5 mm for new AT welds from the
centre of weld from the centre of
weld (50 mm for old AT welds and
75 mm for new AT welds from the
centre of weld on either side of
weld).
2. Any transverse defect in the rail
head on gauge face/non-gauge faces
side at track locations other than 1.
above.

face and nongauge face side
probe
(Sensitivity set on
5mm FBH).

2.41.3 Action to be taken after Detection of Defects under need based System
Following action shall be taken in respect of defective rails and welds; Table 2.18:
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2.41.4 Action to be taken after Detection of Defects in AT Welds; Table 2.19
Action to be taken for defects in AT welds shall be same as at Paragraph 2.41.3 above, and in
addition following shall also be applicable for welds classified as defective (DFWO/DFWR) in
periodic testing of AT welds with 0°- 2 MHZ, 70°- 2 MHz, 45°- 2 MHZ, 70°- 2 MHZ SL probes and
45°- 2 MHZ Tandem Rig.
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Action to be taken for flash-butt and gas-pressure weld defects shall be same as given in
Paragraph 2.41.3 above.
2.42 REPORTING OF RAIL FAILURES
Any failure of a new rail within 10 years of its laying in track is analytically investigated.
Permanent-Way-Inspectors are therefore required to submit a detailed rail-fracture report of such
rails on a proper proforma. Sketches indicating the gauge face and illustrating fractures usually
accompany failure reports. Where metallurgical examination is needed, fractured rail pieces are sent
to the chemist and metallurgist along with a copy of the report.
2.43

RAIL LIFTING AND HANDLING

The high carbon and alloy steel used in the manufacture of 90 and higher UTS rails renders the
rails very sensitive to shock or impact loading, bruising, notching, or marking on the surface, and
point or line loading. This is especially true in handling the longer rails being produced in the rail
mills welding plant. The staff handling such rails are required to:
1. Use strings made of flat link chains. Use of magnetic devices is preferable.
2. Use multipoint slinging for lifting rails. Recommended locations for lifting points for
various lengths of rails are given in Table 2.20.
3. Stack the rails on firm, levelled and well drained ground.
4. Place rails of shorter length in upper layers.
5. For flame cutting preheat minimum of 10 cm of rail length of either side of the cut about
250 -350° C by uniform movement of the heating torch.
6. Handle the rail gently without sudden impact.
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7. Use protective clothing, gloves and helmet of distinguished colour.

ANNEXURE
“WHEEL ON RAIL” Contact Area – RCF on Increase; by F. Wingler
TORSIONAL VIBRATION OF POWERFUL ASYNCRONOUS AC TRACTION IS
PROBABLY THE MAIN CULPRIT FOR THE ROLL-CONTACT-FATIGUE (RCF) ON
INCREASE
In the latest DER EISENBAHN INGENIEUR, EI, 12/15, there are two interesting articles
on the contact area and on the adhesion between wheel and rail, by Dr. Rainer Fleiss,
page 12-19, and Dr. Dieter Jaenichen, page 20-24.
Rail and Wheel have different arched surfaces. A un-worn wheel has a conic wheetreat and a un-worn new rail has a prismatic rail-head.
Rail head and wheel treat lose their original shape under wear with traffic load. This makes
the geometrical determination of the shape of the contact area complex. Under normal
straight running conditions the centre of the contact area is shifted from the middle line of
the rail head towards the gauge side as delineated by the following Graph:

The geometry of the contact area or patch changes drastically with
transverse displacement in curvatures and with the angular wheel trailing in curves.
The contact geometry depends on the cant-value of the rail. Some Railways cant
their rails 1 in 40, others 1 in 20.
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On a straight track, where the wheel-set is trailing central, the contact area (A) of a unworn new conic wheel treat on un-worn new prismatic rail runs not on the centre line of
the rail head but shifted to the gauge side. The contact area resembles more to an
Isosceles Trapezoid or a Pyramidal Patch than to an Ellipse; see also Paragraph
2.17.3 and 20.7.2:

Wheel-on-Rail Contact Area of un-worn Wheel and Rail Profiles
But the geometrical shape of the contact area varies strongly with the wear/surface
deformation of wheel and rail. The target is to keep the contact patch wide for lower
stress by an optimum wheel and rail profiling; see ”Track Research”: Tracking down
the Origin of Squats in Railway Gazette International, January 2016, p.39.
The following Picture demonstrates the running contact of a worn wheel with a hollow tire
trailing on a worn rail profile. The wheel runs on two contact bands:
:

Rail-surface and wheel-treat surface deform under the load called “Hertz Squeeze” in the
range of 600 N/mm² at a wheel load of 80 kN (8t). Contact and relative movements are
taking place between the partners in the contact area or patch. These movements finally
lead to adhesion and deforming processes.
Traction of a locomotive wheel yields in a power-input into the rail qualified by the slip in
the range of 200 W/mm². Modern “High Adhesion” Locomotives control the traction
power of the motors electronically with Wheel-Slip Controllers to keep the traction at the
boundary between Wheel-Stick and Wheel-Splip/Wheel-Spinning. This leads to the
maximum possible energy-input into the steel in order to bring the propulsion to the
maximum of frictional wheel-rail connection. The trend goes to asynchronous AC traction
motors instead of DC traction. In case of Electric Locomotive the 1 x 25 kV 50 AC
input from the overhead catenary contact wire is converted on the locomotive by
TRACTION
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CURRENT CONVERTER of the INSULATED GATE BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR (IGBT)
technology.
The first Indian locomotive with an IGBT type converter and with brushless asynchronous
AC traction motors had been the Diesel-electric WDG-4 evolved by EMD, USA:

WDG-4 (EM: GT46 MBC) Diesel-Electric Locomotive with IGBT Convertor for three
phase asynchronous AC Traction
With modern high powered Locomotives with three phase asynchronous AC traction the
energy-input is increased by torsional vibration with about 80 Hz at 100 kmph and vibration
amplitude of about 0.25o with an oscillating circumferential velocity of 0.175 m/sec. This
additional energy input by the torsinal vibration of three phase asynchronous AC traction
lead to an overall energy input, which succeeds obviously the input the rail-steel can
tolerate. This is probably the MAIN CAUSATION for ROLL CONTACT FATIGUE (RCF),
which manifests in Head Checks.
With the powerful WAP-5, WAP-7 and WAG-9 as well with the envisaged new High
Tractive-Effort GE Evolution WDG-4G and ALSTOM Locomotives with three phase
asynchronous AC traction in the power range from 3600 to approx. 9000 kW for the
Freight Haulage on the new Dedicated Freight Routes the RCF damages will definitively
increase also in India.
Remedies are tougher steel alloys as for instance with DOBAIN® rails (see Paragraph
2.14.9) and/or more frequent preventive/target Rail Grinding (see Paragraph 2.24 - 2.26).

“Manual Rail Grinding”
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Cartoon by Plasser&Theurer
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4-Hole Fish-Plate Rail Joint Assembly by IRCON, India
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Chapter

3

Rail-Joints
3.1

NEED FOR RAIL-JOINTS

As explained in the previous chapter, rails are manufactured in standard lengths. After laying
on the track, they are joined together to provide a continuous track. Over the years several methods
have been tried out to obtain joints to provide continuity equal to that of the rail.
Rail-joints throughout the world employ presently two solid steel bars called “Fish-Plates”.
Together with fish-bolts and nuts the rails get fasten to length. The rail-ends between the fish-plates
are held at the time of fastening in required position vis-à-vis their horizontal and vertical planes.
3.2

REQUIREMENTS FOR RAIL-JOINTS

An ideal rail-joint should perform the following functions:
1. It should hold the rail-ends in the correct position, both in the horizontal and vertical planes.
2. It should provide elasticity equal to that of the rail.
3. It should allow free expansion and contraction of the rail.
4. As the contact surfaces wear out under traffic, necessary adjustment in the joint should be
possible to retain level and line.
5. The joint components, i.e. fish-plates, bolts and nuts, should not be very heavy.
6. It should be easy to maintain and the cost of maintenance should be minimal. The cost
factor should always be borne in mind because nearly 25 % of the track maintenance cost in
other than LWR tracks is for the joints alone.
7. It should permit easy replacement of any single rail from the track.
Some of the above mentioned requirements are at variance with each other. Efforts for the best
possible design are made.
3.3

DESIGN OF FISH-PLATED JOINTS

The structural objective of a fish-plated joint is to transmit the bending moment and shearing
force developed in the rails by the action of external loads from one rail to the other. If the
combined moment of inertia of the fish-plates is equal to that of the rails on either side or the
connections between the fish-plates and the joint rails are 100% efficient, then the bending moment
and shearing force in the fish-plates will be such as though the beam is continuous. For obvious
reasons, when rails are butt jointed, it is impracticable to attach plates to the head or foot of the
rails, and the size and shape of plates to be attached to the web is limited by the need to keep them
out of the way of the wheel flanges. Consequently no one has yet succeeded to design a fish-plated
joint, which has more than a small fraction of the moment of inertia of the rails. The moment of
inertia of a pair of fish-plates for 60 kg UIC rails is 875 cm4 (cm² x cm²) as compared to the moment
of inertia of 3055 cm4 (cm² x cm²) of the rail.
The bending moment actually transmitted across a standard fish-plated joint - assuming that the
connections are 100% efficient - is 90% or thereabout of what it would be, if the rails were
continuous. The bending moment of the fish-plate in the gap between the rails is produced by a
couple of the rail under wheel-load exerted on the fishing surfaces and vice versa as shown in Fig.
3.1:
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Fig. 3.1: Couple exerted on the Fishing
Surfaces by Wheel Load

Fig. 3.2: Pressure Distribution on Fishing
Surface under Wheel Load

The forces across the fishing surface are in practise not concentrated at a point but are distributed
along the fishing surface. This distributed force varies in intensity, in somewhat triangular fashion,
as shown below in Fig. 3.2, above.
These forces are applied across the fishing surfaces and are balanced by an equal and opposite
force provided by the fish-bolts. It is important to realise that the total force in the fish-bolts is
established, when the bolts are torqued up; and it is the change in the distribution from uniform to a
triangular pattern with no change in the tension in the bolts, which provides the resistance moment
to balance the bending moment produced by the wheel load. The peak value of the pressure depends
upon the general condition of the joint, and it reverse with the passage of each wheel. It is this
features, which leads to wear and crushing of the fishing surface, and to correct this rail-joint shims
have been designed. Provided that bolts are properly torqued up to their full working load, the 25
mm diameter bolts in a standard four-hole 60 kg UIC fish-plated rail-joint provide sufficient
clamping force to develop the bending moment required to be transmitted across the joint. If the
number of bolts is reduced to two and the fish-plate halved to match, the capacity of fish-plate will
be reduced to a quarter of the strength of the four bolt plate. Similarly, if the joint is adequate with
four bolts, there is no reason to increase the number of bolts to six.
3.4

FEATURES OF FISH-PLATE DESIGN

The fish-plate develops the necessary bending moment at the gap between the rails depending
on the clamping force exerted by the bolts. It is emphasised that it is not at all intended that the
couple should be developed by interaction between the bolts and the holes in the rail web. For this
reason and to make provision for thermal expansion and contraction to take place the holes in the
rail web are made to 32.0 mm diameter about 7 mm larger in diameter than the diameter of bolts.
For similar reasons the fish-bolt-holes are also made larger than the bolts. In the current standard
design they are drilled to 27 mm diameter. The degree of slope of the fishing surface is an important
parameter. This numeral data makes clear that the shallower the slope, the larger the force across
the fishing surface for the same bolt tension, and therefore, the more efficient the joint. On the other
hand, the shallower the angle, the greater is the pull required to maintain the clamping force when
the fishing surfaces wear.
In most modern fish-plates the fishing angles slope at about 1:2.5 to 1:2.75 (the angle 60 kg
UIC rail is 1:2.75). This angle has been found by experience to be a better compromise between
good initial performance and maintainability. The top- and bottom-surface slopes are at the same
angle, as it has been observed that if they are different, the fish-plates pull is irregularly ambiguous.
The torque applied to standard fish-bolts during tightening is not usually monitored or controlled by
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a torque limiting spanner. It has been found that when the bolt is tightened to refusal by a man of
average strength using ordinary fish-bolt spanner, a torque of about 500 Nm can be applied. This is
sufficient to develop the required bolt tension as indicated above. High strength bolts should be
tightened with a torque limiting spanner set at 900 Nm, unless specified otherwise.
3.5

STANDARD FISH-PATED JOINTS

Fig. 3.3a to Fig. 3.3e and Table 3.1 to 3.5 give the details of the fish-plated joints standardized
for various rail sections in the Indian Railways. Their broad features are discussed below:

Fig. 3.3a: Fish-Plates for 50 R, 60 R, 75R and 90R Rails; refer Table 3.1; Graph by RDSO
3.5.1 Fish-Plates
Whereas Indian Railways has adopted the “Revised British Standard” rail sections, the British
Standard Fish-plates designed for these sections have not been considered sufficiently strong for
adoption as a standard by Indian Railways. For this reason stronger and heavier fish-plates have
been designed and standardised. Extra metal has been provided at the top and bottom of the plates
to lend additional stiffness and strength. For 90 R and heavier rail sections 610 mm long fish-plates
are used. Longer fish-plates give added strength to the joints and reduce bolt-hole stresses:

Graph by RDSO

Fig. 3.3b: Fish-Bolts and Nuts for 50 R, 60 R and 75 R 90 R and 52 kg Rails; refer Table 3.2

Fig. 3.3c: Fish-Plate for 52 kg Rails; refer Table 3.3; Graph by RDSO
M-37 carbon steel billets with minimum UTS of 570 N/mm² are used for re-rolling into fishplates. The bolt-holes in the fish-plates can be either drilled or hot punched. The holes should be
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clean and without burrs on either side. The following tolerances are permitted in the positioning and
diameter of the bolt-holes:

Graph by RDSO

Fig. 3.3d: Fish-Bolts and Nuts for 60 kg Rails; refer Table 3.4

Fig. 3.3e: Fish-Plate for 60 kg Rails; refer Table 3.5; Graph by RDSO
1. Position of the holes:
2. Diameter of the hole:

− 0.4 mm
+ 0.4 mm
+ 0.8 mm
− 0.0 mm

3.5.2 Fish-Bolts and Nuts
Due to vibrations fish-plates are apt to get loose, and unless timely action is taken to tighten
them, considerable wear occurs at the fishing planes. To prevent the bolts from getting loose,
thicker nuts with thickness about 1 x 1/3 times the diameter are used. Some railway systems use
spring washers or lock nuts along with ordinary nuts for this purpose. The diameter of the holes in
the fish-plates is kept 2 mm more than the bolt diameter. The diameter of the corresponding holes in
rails is kept 7 mm more than the bolt to allow for free expansion and contraction.
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In India bolts have square heads, which can be held by a second spanner while tightening. In
practice, the second spanner is often dispensed with by putting a wedge, consisting usually of a dog
spike, between the bolt head and the rail foot.
Over-tightening of the nuts causes jamming of fish-plates and a higher bolt-hole stresses. It
should therefore be avoided. Fish-bolt spanners of standard length, i.e. 680 to 760 mm for BG and
530 to 610 mm for MG, are prescribed.
2
The UTS of the steel used for the manufacture of bolts should be between 550 and 650 N/mm
2
and of the nuts should be between 470 to 630 N/mm .
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3.6 PROBLEMS OF RAIL-JOINTS

Fig. 3.4a: 6-Hole Fish-Plate Joint Assembly Fig. 3.4b: 4-Hole Fish-Plate Joint Assembly
by IRCON, India; Pict. by F. Wingler
by IRCON, India; Pict. by F. Wingler
3.6.1 Bolt-Hole Rail Failures
The continuity of the rail is broken at the joint, and even the best fish-plated joint is hardly able
to make good the loss of continuity. The strength of a pair of fish-plates in bending does in practise
exceed 30 % of that of the rail. The rail-joints are subjected in addition to severe knocking with the
passage of each wheel. The condition is further worsened by (a) loose joint sleepers, (b) loose or
over-tight fish-bolts, (c) wearing of the fishing planes, (d) battering and hogging of rail-ends and (e)
excessive expansion gaps. Under such adverse conditions, when the stresses induced in the rails at
the joints are otherwise excessive, fish-bolt-holes act as stress raisers and serve as a focal point for
the start of fatigue failure of rails. It has been estimated that rail-ends failures account for more than
60 % of the total rail failures in fish plated tracks, and quite a large number of these failures are due
to bolt-holes.
The remedial measures include: (a) Efficient drainage, (b) correct spacing of sleepers, (c)
quality of packing, (d) maintenance of gauge and cross levels, (e) effectiveness of fastenings (f)
tightening of fish-bolts to optimum level,(g) use of shims or re-pressed fish-plates, (h) welding of
battered rail-ends and de-hogging of rails, (i) proper lubrication of rail-joints and (j) adjustment of
gaps.
In addition, fatigue resistance of the rail and the bolt-holes is improved in the following ways:
1. Reducing the stress concentration at the rail hole. This is possible by increasing the fishplate length and by reducing the bolt-hole size. For BG in the Indian Railways fish-plate
length has been increased from 460 to 610 mm.
2. Increasing the fatigue resistance. For this purpose two methods are being adopted:
(a) Chamfering: This is achieved by applying a pressure of 12.5 tonnes on both sides of rail
holes with the help of a hard rounded tool. The tool when compressed rounds up the
sharp corners of the hole and introduces compressive stresses in that region. With this
method fatigue life of the rails at the hole has shown an increase of three to four times. A
simple screw type arrangement for applying adequate pressure has been developed, with
which it is possible to do the job in the track itself.
(b) Cold Expansion of bolt-holes for fatigue improvements: The RailTech system
developed by M/s Fatigue Technology Inc. (FTI) is based on their so-called “Split
Sleeve Cold Expansion Technology”.
The cold expansion process increases the life of a bolt-hole by producing a zone of residual
compressive stresses around the hole. This is achieved by drawing an oversized, tapered mandrel
through an internally pre-lubricated split sleeve in the hole; see Fig. 3.5. When the mandrel passes
through the hole, the combined major diameter of the mandrel and thickness of the sleeve enlarge
the hole yielding the material directly around the hole and creating the protective zone of residual
stress. This zone protects the hole from the stresses applied to the rail-end and significantly
decreases the probability of fatigue cracks. The cold expansion process, when applied to typical rail
stock, increased the life of the bolt-hole by at least 3:1.
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Fig. 3.5: Split Sleeve Cold Expansion Technology
The flexibility of system enables it to be easily applied to track as part of routine maintenance.
Rail with small fatigue cracks can be reworked and safely returned to service. The system can be
used additionally during the manufacture of rails, crossings and switches.
The RailTech process consists of the following steps:
1. Measure the diameter of the hole using the Mandrel selection Gage.
2. Slide the internally pre-lubricated split sleeve over the selected mandrel.
3. Insert and seat the mandrel/sleeve assembly into the hole ensuring that the tang end of the
Mandrel is on the outside of the rail.
4. Place the nose-cap of the puller unit down onto the tang end of the mandrel. Make sure the
nose-cap is flush against the rail.
5. Active the puller unit to pull the mandrel through the sleeve and cold expand the hole.
6. Remove the used sleeve from the hole and discard.
3.6.2 Wearing-out of the Fishing-Planes
When wear takes place at the planes of rails and fish-plates, the joint dips down. The wear is
generally maximum at the centre of the top of fish-plates and minimum at the ends.
Two types of devices are used for compensating the wear of the fishing planes:
1. Re-pressed fish plate: The re-pressed fish-plates are those, which are hot-forged to form a
bulge in the middle part of the fish-plate.
2. Tapered Liners or Shims: Tapered Shims are steel plates shaped to fit the usual pattern of
wear between the two finishing surfaces. These are made in varying thicknesses. Each size
is designated in mm according to the wear, and this size between the fishing surfaces is
multiplied by 10. Thickness of Shim is varied in the multiples of 0.5 mm from 1.5 to 4.0
mm. Length of the Shims is determined by the actual wear pattern of different sections of
rails. Fig. 3.6. indicates the type of tapered Shim recommended for use in the Indian
Railways:

Fig. 3.6: Tapered Shim
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3.7 LUBRICATION OF RAIL-JOINTS
The purpose of lubricating rail-joints is to facilitate expansion of rail and to retard wear on the
fishing planes of the rails and fish-plates. Reduced wear is one of the preventives for low joints.
A thick paste of plumbago (graphite) and kerosene oil in the proportion of 3:2 is used as a
lubricant. Black oil or reclaimed oil is used for oiling fish-bolts and nuts.
Rail-joints are lubricated once a year during the winter months. The procedure to be followed is
as under:
1. Unscrew the nuts and remove the fish-bolts.
2. Clean the fishing surfaces of the fish-plates and rail with a wire brush.
3. Inspect the rail-ends for cracks, and fishing surfaces of rails and fish-plates for wear. Select
appropriate size of shims, it is readily available and considered necessary.
4. Lubricate the fishing surfaces of the rails and fish-plates and replace the latter with shims in
case shims are to be provided.
5. Oil the fish-bolts and nuts and put them back in the reverse position. Tighten them using a
standard fish-bolt spanner; the inner two bolts being tightened first.
If the traffic conditions so warrant, an alternate procedure of lubrication is adopted wherein at
no time during the operation is there less than one fish-plate and three fish-bolts without nuts
connecting the two rails.
3.8 SUSPENDED OR SUPPORTED JOINTS
On the basis of sleeper spacing adopted at the joint rail-joints are classified into the following
categories:
3.8.1 Supported Joint
In this type the rail-ends are supported directly on a single sleeper or on two sleepers bolted
together. Some railway systems use a common bearing plate for the two joint sleepers; Fig. 3.7a:

Fig. 3.7a: Supported Joint

Pict. by RDSO

Fig. 3.7b: Suspended Joint

3.8.2 Suspended Joint
In this the rail-ends project beyond the joint sleepers. Usually, enough space is available for
packing the joint sleepers from both sides; Fig. 3.7b, above.
3.8.3 Bridging Joint
It is a joint where a bridging plate is placed between the rail and joint sleepers. The joint is
similar to the suspended joint in all other aspects: Fig. 3.7c:

Fig. 3.7c: Bridging Joint

Fig. 3.7d: Semi-supported/suspended Joint
Pict. by RDSO
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3.8.4 Semi-supported/suspended Joint
This is a kind of joint wherein the joint sleepers are brought closer to each other, but the railends remain suspended between the bearings; Fig. 3.7d, above. This type of joint has been adopted
as standard in the Indian Railways. On BG wooden joint sleepers, the suspended length of rail with
and without bearing plates is 45 mm and 25 mm respectively:
Which type of joint gives better performance? This will remain a debatable issue. The
supported joints can stand more maintenance neglect, but they slow down the output of tamping
machines and cause greater incidence of rail-end batter. Suspended joints provide greater elasticity
to the track and cause fewer disturbances to the wave motion of the track, but they require more
maintenance. The semi-supported joints adopted in the Indian Railways provide perhaps a good
workable via-media.
3.9 EXPANSION GAPS AT RAIL-JOINTS
Expansion gaps are the gaps, which are left between the rail-ends at the time of laying the rails
in a track. It is done with the object to permit expansion from heat when the temperature rises.
For single rail fish-plated track the width of expansion gaps depends upon the length of the
separate rail, temperature at the time of linking the track and the maximum annual rail temperature.
The expansion gap should correspond to the linking temperature. If the gap is less than required,
the track may buckle in hot weather. Contrariwise, if the gap is more than required, the rail-ends
may get damaged.
Expansion gaps are kept in such a way that even at maximum rail temperature the rail-ends have
a gap of 1 mm. Expansion gaps at other temperatures are calculated by the formula as follows:
e = L α t  103
e = expansion in [mm]
L = length of the rail in [m]; (say: 13 m)
α = coefficient of expansion of rail steel, which is equals to 0.00001152
per degree centigrade
t = change in temperature in centigrade.
Assuming a max. rail temperature of 70 °C, the expansion gap at 40 °C will be:
3
= 1 mm + (70 – 40)  0.00001152  13  10 mm
= 1 mm + 30  0.01152  13
= 1 mm + 4.5 = 5.5 mm.
Data representing the expansion gaps vis-à-vis change at every 5 °C rail temperature are
tabulated and given to Junior Engineer/Senior Engineer (Permanent Way) in charge of linking.
These JEs/SE (P. Way) are provided with steel liners of varying thicknesses. Each liner is stamped
to indicate the expansion gap in millimetres. The liners corresponding to prevailing rail temperature
are inserted between the rail-ends at the time of linking; Table 3.6:
Table 3.6: Expansion Gaps for 13 m Rails
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The expansion gaps are to be provided with rail free fastenings such as dog spikes/screw spikes
on wooden sleepers. No change is required to be made in other fastening systems, because the total
resistance offered by the sleepers in those systems gets neutralized, and the rail behaves as a free
rail.
3.10 STAGERING OF RAIL-JOINTS ON CURVES
Rail-joints are called “square”, when a joint on one rail is exactly opposite to the joint on the
parallel rail. With square joints on curves, there is a tendency for shoulders or kinks to form at the
joints. This happens due to the inherent weakness of the track at the joint, because the centrifugal
force tends to push out the track more at the joint than elsewhere. On sharp curves the rails always
have a tendency to spring back and form kinks at the joints. To mitigate this tendency, joints on
sharp curves with radius of less than 400 m on B.G. and 300 m on MG. are often staggered. The
joint at one rail is kept facing the centre of the opposite rail, also called “mid-staggered”. This
reduces the possibilities of forming shoulders or kinks at joints and indeed reduces the vertical
disturbance of wheels at the joints. With staggered joints the number of impacts at joints is doubled
but their intensity is halved. The number of sleepers per rail length is also increased by one.
Staggering of joints on straight track is not favoured as it is reported to cause excessive rolling
of vehicles.
3.11 AVOIDANCE OF RAIL-JOINTS
To obtain better running surfaces, rail-joints are avoided in (a) at level crossing, (b) within 3 m
of the approach of a bridge abutment and (c) on bridge spans of 6 m and below. Rail-joints on ashpits are provided without any expansion gaps.
3.12 COMBINATION FISH-PLATES
When rails of different sections have to be joined together, special fish-plates are used. These
are known as combination, junction or compound fish-plates.
The Indian Railways Standard (IRS) combination fish-plates have been designed with an
adequate thickening up of the section in the middle portion, where the change in rail section takes
place. Another feature of these designs is the elimination of the expansion gap, i.e. the rail-ends are
made to butt. This helps in making the joint considerably stronger than would be the case with
ordinary joints.
A uniform system of marking the right or left hand and the inner or outer fish-plates has been
adopted. This illustrated in the key plan; Fig. 3.8:

Fig. 3.8: Key Plan
The IRS design of combination fish-plates comprises two main groups or sections:
Group I: Where the rails to be joined have the same head width. The combination fish-plates in
this group have identical IL and OR or OL and IR fish-plates. These are 90 R – 90 BS,
75 R – 75 BS, 52 kg – 90R, 52 kg – 90 BS, 52 kg – 60 kg.
Group II: When the rails to be joined have different head width. All the plates, i.e. IL, OR, OL
and IR in this group, are different. These are 90R – 75R, 90R – 75, BS, 75R – 60R, 75R
– 60 BS, 60R – 50R.
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IL – inside left
OL – outside left

IR – inside right
OR – outside right

3.13 COMBINATION WELDED RAIL-JOINTS
Combination welded rail-joints provide a good substitute to combination fish-plates. For a
combination weld it is desirable to have rail pieces of 4 m length each of the two rail sections.
Thermit welding process is usually employed for making the combination weld. The mould and the
portion used for the thermit weld are specially designed. Special moulds ensure the continuity of
gauge face and evenness at the rail table. The 8 m long combination rail so formed can be thermit
welded to normal rails at either end.
It is preferable to have a longer combination rail of standard rail length with half rail length
pieces welded together; particularly when the rail-ends are to be fish-plated. The longer length helps
in minimizing the effect of rail-end disturbances on the rail stress at the combination weld, which
are usually high because of the change of modulus.
Flash butt welding can also weld rail sections that are not much different. In fact, the strength
and durability of these welds exceeds that of thermit welds.
3.14 JOGGLED FISH-PLATES
Joggled fish-plates are usually made out of old/released standard fish-plates by providing a
suitable bulge in the central part of the plates; Fig. 3.9. This helps in avoiding interference with the
weld collars of thermit welds. Elongated holes are made in the fish-plates to take care of varying
degrees of gaps, which may exist at the weld fractures. A full complement of four clamps is
provided for firm grip at the rail-ends in case of un-drilled rails.

Fig. 3.9: Joggled Fish-Plates and Clamps for Rail Fractures, BG for BS No. 90R; Graphs by RDSO
Joggled fish-plates are commonly used at:
1. New thermit welds till it is ultrasonically tested and additional support of wooden blocks is
given at the welded joint. If weld is categorised as ‘good’ the joggled fish-plates and
wooden blocks are removed. In case the weld is declared defective and placed in IMR or
OBS category, the joggled fish-plates are left permanently in the track to ensure safety in
train operation in the event of sudden fracture of the weld.
2. Old defective weld categorised as IMR or OBS after ultrasonic testing.
3. Weld fractures where joggled fish-plates are used to hold the rail-ends together and pass
the traffic at restricted speed until proper repair work is carried out.
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3.15 INSULATED RAIL-JOINTS
Modern signalling system depends on track circuits wherein a portion of the track is insulated
from the adjoining track. This is accomplished with the help of insulated rail-joints. Various types
of insulating joints being used presently by Indian Railways are described here.
3.15.1 Conventional Insulated Joint
The standard fish-plates have to be skimmed on the fishing planes to accommodate the channel
type insulation between the rail and the fish-plates; Fig. 3.10a/b. Other insulating features are an
end post between the rail-ends and bushes around the fish-bolts. Nylon/fibre glass is used as an
insulating material.

Graph by RDSO

Fig. 3.10a: Insulated Rail-Joint
An important designing feature of these insulation joints is that there is no allowance for
expansion/contraction of rails; in other words: Fishing is prohibited.) Conventional insulated joints
require considerable care vis-a-vis their track maintenance during service. Joint packing and creep
has to be specially looked after. These joints should not butt against an SWR, but have at least one
rail length on either side and it should be box anchored.

Fig 3.10b: Conventional 4-Hole insulating Fishplate Joint with insulating Plates
Pict. by F. Wingler

3.15.2 Glued Insulated Joints
Glued insulated joints consist of special web fitting fish-plates glued to the rails by a high
strength adhesive. High tensile steel bolts are used to ensure that rail and fish-plates behave as one
monolithic mass under high frequency vibrations. Although glue gives sufficient insulation separate
fibre glass insulating liners are used to give additional safety margin. Suitably designed fibre glass
end-post is used between the rail-ends. Fish-bolts are provided with fibre glass insulating sleeves;
Fig. 3.11. After the glue is fully set, no relative movement between the rail and other component is
possible, and thus for all practical purposes the joint behaves like a welded joint.
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Graph by RDSO

Fig. 3.11: Glued insulated Rail-Joint for BG BS No. 90R G-3 (L)
● All bolts shall be tightened to 20 tonnes tension.
● All radii shall be 2 mm except where otherwise shown.
● All dimensions are in [mm].
Two types of joints meant for different location are in use:
1. G3 (L) for use with LWR/CWR track: 1-m Long fish-plates with 6 HTS bolts are used on
this joint. It has pull-out strength of more than 1600 kN and can safely carry high thermal
forces of LWR/CWR through the joint.
2. G3 (S): This is similar to G3 (L) but has a smaller fish-plate with only 4 HTS bolts. It has
pull-out strength of about 1000 kN and is best suited for fish-plated and SWR track.
Great care is required to be exercised in the preparation of glued joints. Detailed guide
lines issued for the selection of rails, sand blasting, chemical cleaning and proper
assembling of joint should be scrupulously followed.
3.16 MODERN DEVELOPMENTS OF INSULATED RAIL-JOINTS
The advanced railway systems have developed two kinds of insulated rail-joints to meet the
specific functional requirements in track. They are easier to install, economical to maintain and give
long years of trouble free service life.
3.16.1 Category I
These are high strength bolted and bonded insulating rail-joints fit for continuous welded rail
(CWR) on heavy density lines. These are fabricated in workshops and are delivered as a fitting
piece having 4 m overall length; Fig.3.12a/b. The insulating joints can also be fabricated with
thicker fish-plates for use on heavier axle load lines. The joint assembly is made with six highstrength bolts for all applications.
Measures adopted to improve service life are:
• Head hardening of rail-ends.
• High quality polymer for end-post and bushes.
• Superior glue technology.
• Cold expansion of bolt-holes for improving fatigue life.
• Forged fish-plates of thicker section and superior steel.
• Improved thermit welding techniques.
With these measures, the service life of the glued insulated joint is claimed to be comparable to
the service life of the parent rails themselves. The joints are taken out of the track only at the time
of rail renewal, thereby leading to considerable savings in track maintenance. Furthermore, these
joints reduce the incidence of traffic disruptions.
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Fig. 3.12a: Modern (British Rail) glued insulating Fish-Plate Joints with six highStrength Bolts; Pict.by F. Wingler

Fig. 3.12b: Modern Indian glued insulating Fish-Plate Joint with six high-strength
Bolts, Konkan Railway, Madgaon; Pict.by F. Wingler
3.16.2 Category II
These are non-bonded type of insulated rail-joints, where the fish-plates are non-conducting.
These are supplied as web fitting fish-plates with 4 or 6 fish-bolts and can be fitted in track in place
of ordinary fish-plated joints. There is no application of glue or additional insulating liners except
the insulating end-post between the butting rail-ends.
Two kinds of non-conducting fish-plates are used presently in rails all over the world. These are
made of:
1. Solid fibre-glass reinforced plastic, scotch-ply, polyamide or polyurethane. Their service
life is more than 10 years. The joints are used in their four-hole fish-plate version in yards
and sidings by some developed railways; Fig. 3.13a/b. The author has seen one such fishplated joint in Helsinki railway yard Finland performing satisfactorily albeit on derailment
over this joint, steel core encapsulated with rubber, polyurethane, resin or such other high
strength non- conducting materials.
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Fig. 3.13a: Non-conductive Fish-Plate
Rail-Joint; Graph by RDSO

Fig. 3.13b: Non conductive 4-Hole FishPlate Rail Joint, UK; Pict. by F. Wingler

Fig. 3.13c: Non-conductive Polyurethane 6-Hole insulating Fish-Plate Rail-Joint
The longer, i.e. six-holed non-conductive fish-plates can be used in place of glued insulated
joints in LWR territory; Fig. 3.13c. They derive their longitudinal resistance on account of surface
friction, which is enhanced by the roughness of their contact surfaces, besides the shear strength of
the bolts. The use of such fish-plates provides an economical alternative to the glued joint on lines
subjected to less arduous conditions.
3.17 MAINTAINABILITY OF RAIL-JOINTS
The following guidelines have been laid down for achieving better maintainability of rail-joints
on BG tracks:
1. Fish-plated joints will have wooden and concrete sleepers. The spacing of joint sleepers
will be 300 mm for wooden and 340 mm for concrete sleepers. Wooden sleepers will be
provided with rail free fastenings usually of canted bearing plates with full complement of
four rail screws. Concrete sleepers at joints will be provided with ERC-J clips (RDSO T4158) specially developed for use at rail-joints.
2. Welded joints will have normal sleeper spacing i.e. the same as at mid rail.
3. Defective welds, both in OBS category, will be provided with joggled fish-plates, and IMR
category weld to be removed within three days of detection.
4. Glued joints will have normal sleepers spacing with a joint gap symmetrical to the
adjoining sleepers.
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"Joining Rails"
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Sleepers
Under Sleeper Pads for Heavy-Haul Lines:
They are gentle to the ballast and cut Life-Cycle Costs.

Graphs and Picture by Getzner, Austria

Under-Sleeper Pads (USP) increasing the Ballast-Sleeper Contact Area to over 30% for more
Elasticity, Ballast-Stone Protection and Sleeper Stability
Great benefits were identified by using Polyurethane “SYLOMER” USPs, especially in
stiffness-transition zones and approaches to turnouts, bridges and tunnels. Following years of
experience and due to an increase in the volume of concrete sleepers being installed, the use of
UPS’s is becoming common practice with infrastructure managers of DB (Germany), SNCF
(France), ÖBB (Austria with the Projects “Innotrans” and RIVAS), ADIF (Spain), INFRABEL
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(Belgium), REFER (Portugal), SBB (Switzerland) and on the Heavy-Haul Iron-Ore MALBANAN
(Sweden) and OFOTBANEN (Norwegian).
The track quality improvements are as follows:
• Ballast Protection against Ballast Degradation; the improvement in track quality almost
doubles the intervals between levelling, lining and tamping.
• Reduced ballast thickness from 30 to 20 cm due to a better load distribution.
• Fewer rail-corrugation especially in tight curves; grinding intervals may be more than
doubled.
• Mitigate the effects of local discontinuities such as differences in track settlement, hanging
sleepers and differences in soil stiffness ect..
• Ideal use in stiffness transition zones to mitigate settlement differences or stiffness-step
changes.
• Can be used on the approach and running-off areas for bridges, transitions between track
construction types, rail expansion joints and to control short bridges responses.
• Better track quality in turnouts.
USP increase the resistance against lateral sleeper displacement. It leads to significant reduction
of the Overall Life Cycle Costs of the track structure, especially on heavy used routes with tight
curves.
Those benefits have a direct impact on the track maintenance costs, as USPs will reduce the
maintenance activities such as tamping, ballast clean and grinding. A reduction of 32% in the life
cycle costs has been estimated for tangent tracks fitted with USPs and subjected to more than
70,000 gross ton per day.

Revised by Dr. Frank Wingler, JANUARY, 2016
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4

Sleepers
4.1

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Sleepers in Railway tracks perform two important functions: (a) Hold the track to gauge and
(b) transmit and distribute the oncoming loads to the ballast underneath.
The first sleepers in the past consisted of slabs of stones or longitudinal timbers laid
continuously under the rails. With the evolution of better rail designs it was not considered
necessary to give a continuous support to the rails. Intermittent supports with a positive means of
holding the gauge were found to be more advantageous. This led to the adoption of cross sleepers,
which were first introduced in Britain in 1835, and are now employed universally.
4.2

REQUIREMENTS

Modern railway systems require much more of the sleeper than mere load distribution or
holding of the gauge, although these remain the most important functions of the sleeper.
The main requirements are:
1. Good Hold over Track Geometry: The sleepers should be able to provide good hold on
the track geometry and retain in perfect order the five essential track parameters, viz. gauge,
cross-level, longitudinal levels, alignment and twist. Sleepers should afford easy adjustment
of gauge whenever considered desirable.
2. Fitness for modern Track Structure: Sleepers should be fit for use in LWR/CWR track.
Essential requirements for their fitness are: (a) Heavy weight to lend stability to packing to
track, (b) fastenings, which have adequate continuous toe load, and (c) long retentivity to
packing to avoid frequent attention to track.
3. Maintenance with modern Methods: It should be possible to maintain the track with
modern methods of track maintenance such as shovel packing and on-track tamping
machines. The retentivity of packing with modern methods should also be reasonably good.
4. Ability to absorb Energy and Vibrations: Modern high-speed trains transmit
considerable amount of impact energy to the track. High frequency vibrations are also
generated in the rails. Thus sleepers should be able to absorb the impact energy and damp
the vibrations to a considerable extent and transmit the rest to the ballast to take care of.
5. Long life: To obtain full benefits of LWR track, sleepers should have life span equal to
rails, if not more.
6. Economical in annual Costs of Service: The sleeper should prove economical vis-à-vis the
initial cost, cost of maintenance, the longevity and the scrap value. The machinery and plant
required to manufacture sleeper should not be very costly.
7. The Methodology of Transport and laying of sleepers, should be simple and economical.
8. The fastenings should be secure enough to forestall Theft and Sabotage. The fastening
should permit easy release of rails for distressing of LWR.
9. Should provide good Track Circuiting.
10. Should have as few Components as possible.
11. Should be able to withstand Derailments without excessive damage.
It would be seen that some of the requirements are at variance with each other. Therefore the
search for an optimal sleeper design has to continue.
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4.3 SLEEPER SPACING AND SLEEPER DENSITY
The Sleeper spacing provided on a particular railway line depends upon (a) the strength of the
rail, (b) the type and design of sleeper, (c) depth of the ballast cushion, (d) the bearing capacity of
the formation and (e) the axle-loads, volume and speed of traffic.
The sleeper density on a standard track structure is based on the volume (GMT) of traffic and
the maximum permissible speed, the two factors which affect the maintainability of track. Although
closer sleeper spacing is considered desirable, in some cases this spacing proves too narrow to allow
effective use of maintenance tools in-between the sleepers.
The sleeper density is denoted as M + 1, M + 2, M + 3 and so on, where M represents a rail
length in metres. It is also expressed as a number of sleepers per kilometre of track. For a standard
13 m rail M + 4 density would mean 17 sleepers per rail length including the joint sleepers. It is also
equivalent to 1308 sleepers per km of track.
The minimum sleeper density to be adopted on all future track renewals, as laid down on Indian
Railways, are given in Chapter 20 .
Closer spacing is provided at the joint sleepers of the fish-plated track and between the joint
sleepers and the shoulder sleepers. This helps in providing adequate sleeper support at the joints,
and it improves their maintainability.
The following sleeper spacing has been standardized; Table 4.1. For track laid on metal
sleepers it is preferable to use wooden sleepers at the joints.

4.4 TYPES OF SLEEPERS
For decades, wood alone was used for railway sleepers, but the scarcity, escalating prices and
shorter longevity of good timber gave way to other materials for making sleepers.
Sleepers now commonly used are (a) wooden sleepers, (b) metal sleepers, further divided into
cast iron sleepers and steel sleepers, and (c) concrete sleepers. New developments use for the
manufacture of sleepers, in USA called “Cross-Ties”, synthetic polymers and composites utilising
recycled polymer plastics.
4.5

WOODEN SLEEEPERS

Wooden sleepers are mostly made from logs of hard wood. Depending upon the girth of log,
one to four cross-ties are made out of a single log. As regards the life of a cross-tie it depends upon
its ability to resist (a) wear from the rail/rail-seat and rail to sleeper fastenings, (b) wear caused by
the track maintenance tools, (c) decay and (d) attack by vermin.
Timbers most commonly used for sleepers in India are sal (hardwood), chir and deodar
(softwood). Softwood sleepers are treated in a creosoting plant before putting them in service,
whereas sal sleepers are generally used untreated.
The old classification of hard and softwood sleepers or durable and non-durable sleepers has
now been changed in Indian Railways into untreated (U) and treated (T) sleepers.
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4.5.1 Size of Wooden Sleepers
The depth of the sleeper governs its stiffness and the length, and width provides the necessary
bearing area on the ballast. Width also plays its part in offering adequate bearing area to the rails.
A sleeper is not packed with ballast throughout its length; hard packing is done under the railseat only. The overall packed length extends from the rail to the end of the sleeper with an equal
distance to in the inner rail space; see Fig. 4.1. Each rail is thus supported uniformly on either side.
In India, a 275 cm long sleeper is assumed to have 46.2 cm bearing length on either side of the
gauge face of the rail. This gives a bearing area of 4645 cm² per sleeper. The 7.5 cm at the ends are
not considered effective; Fig. 4.1.
The standardized size of the wooden sleepers for use on various gauges in Indian Railways is
given in Table 4.2:
Table 4.2: Standard Size of INR Wooden Sleepers

Sleepers of 16 cm and 18 cm thickness are used at points, crossings and bridge girders
respectively for BG; and of 13.5 cm and 15 cm thickness for MG.

Effective Bearing-Area of A1 + A2: 4645 cm2
Fig. 4.1: Wooden Sleeper Dimensions [cm]
4.5.2 Merits and Demerits of Wooden Sleepers
● MERITS
1. With its natural elasticity, it has good energy and vibration absorption capacity, which
helps in obtaining longer retentivity of packing and which is essential on stiff ground with
a high support modulus like on bridge and level-crossing abutments, concrete bridges and
fly-overs; see Paragraph 4.8.3. Wooden sleepers can do with a thinner ballast cushion on
old narrow formations with lower bearing capacity. That is one reason, why in West USA,
where Timber is still available, CWR tracks are still laid on wooden sleepers on old
formations, whereas concrete sleepers for CWR rail-roads need formation rehabilitation
(widening resp. – upgrading).
2. Ballast stones can penetrate into the wood increasing the grip by an increased contact area
between wood-base and stones. The friction between the sleeper base and the supporting
ballast is higher than with concrete sleepers.
3. The fastening system is simple and easy to maintain.
4. Track circuiting can be done.
5. Mechanized maintenance and MSP are possible.
6. It can be obtained in different sizes and lengths for easy adaptability at special locations
such as bridges, points and crossings, washable aprons, ash pits etc..
7. Gauge widening is possible with wooden sleepers.
8. With a large bearing area, it has an edge over other types of sleepers, when used over
yielding formations.
9. Damage is less during derailments.
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Due to the elasticity merits, wooden sleepers are still widely in use for CWR tracks in North
America and in European Countries, where the production is in an economical and environmental
balance.
● DEMERITS
1. Procurement of wooden sleepers by railways is leading in some countries to denudation of
forests. This is not acceptable from environmental considerations. Therefore on Indian
Railways there is nowadays a virtual ban on the use of new wooden sleepers.
2. For modern LWR track it is a lighter sleeper.
3. Needs special chemical treatment for fire protection and attack my microbes.
4. Less or nearly no scrap value.
5. High prize and in many countries non- accessibility of timber.
4.6

CAST IRON SLEEPERS

4.6.1

Salient Features

CST-9 cast iron plate-sleepers have been extensively used by Indian Railways in the last seven
decades. It is essentially a composite sleeper with cast iron plates jointed by a flexible steel tie-bar.
This sleeper is the last of the series of experimental sleepers tried out by Indian Railways between
the year 1926 and 1935 under the recommendation of the Track Standard Committee; and its name
CST-9 is an abbreviation of Central Standard Trail No. 9. The sleeper has the best features of its
forerunners and also includes the unique feature of pockets for retaining packed ballast. Its
satisfactory behaviour had at one time resulted in the withdrawal of all previous designs.
Some of the salient features of the CST-9 sleepers are as follows; Fig. 4.2:

Fig. 4.2: CST-9 Type Assembly of Cast Iron Sleeper
1. Long Tie-Bar: It has a long through tie-bar, which is fastened to the plates with the help of
four standard cotters. Long tie-bars prevent tilting of plates, and thus the gauge is not much
disturbed while packing. Adjustment in gauge to the extent + 5 mm is possible with the help
of cotters. Slight tilting of bowls by over-packing at the outer or inner ends can also help in
minor gauge adjustments. Gauge widening of curves has not been provided in the design.
2. Small Rail-Seat: The rail-seat, which is canted to 1:20, is only 114 mm wide along the rail,
and this narrow bearing tends to reduce the rocking of the sleeper-plate under the wave
motion of the rail.
3. Two-Way Keys: A single two-way key is provided on the gauge side jaw. By virtue of the
double tapered jaw and the two-way key the direction of the key can be fixed to arrest creep
in the track.
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4. Central Keel: Apart from the lateral stability provided by the keying up of the ballast in the
pockets, a keel is provided centrally along the rail to give an additional anchorage.
5. Sleeper Bearing Area: The bearing area on the ballast provided by the sleeper is
approximately equal to the effective bearing area of the standard mainline wooden sleeper.
6. Reverse Jaw-Sleeper: The reverse jaw sleeper has been designed with the key side jaw
reversed in position, i.e. on the outside of the rail. When a few of these are introduced in
each rail length, they provide effective anti-sabotage, but on account of the ease with which
it can be dismantled and assembled, its transport and laying is not difficult.
7. Easy Transport and Assembly: Although the CST-9 sleeper is heavier than a wooden
sleeper, but on account of the ease with which it can be dismantled and assembled, its
transport any laying is not difficult
8. Longitudinal and lateral Resistance: When properly packed, the cast iron pots dig into the
ballast and provide good longitudinal and lateral resistance, enough for LWR tracks.
9. Sturdy Sleeper: It is a sturdy sleeper, which can tolerate considerable amount of rough
handling. The shape is well suited for beater packing. The skill required for track
maintenance is minimal.
10. Depth at Rail-Seat: Sleeper depth at rail-seat is 140 mm for BG sleepers, which compares
favourably with that of wooden sleepers. Interchange of sleepers from one to the other type
is thus possible without disturbance of ballast or rail levels.
11. High Scrap Value: The sleeper has a high scrap value. The same material can be recycled
without any extra burden on the natural resources of the country.
12. Free from Fire Hazard: Erratic dropping of fire by steam engines does not affect the
sleeper much.
4.6.2 Service Life
The life of CST-9 sleeper is reckoned to be 35 to 50 years. Measures that should be taken to
obtain full service life from the sleeper are:
1. Proper Packing: Imperfect packing is the cause of the majority of breakages of cast iron
plates. The packing of plates from all sides should be uniform and firm.
2. Clean Ballast: The ballast should have sufficient resilience to reduce shock loads on
individual sleepers. Periodical deep screening of ballast is necessary for this purpose.
3. Use of standard Keying Hammer: A standard keying hammer (weight 1.8 kg) should only
be used for driving the keys. Heavy hammers can damage the jaws.
4. Use of oversize Keys: After the jaws and the rail-seat get worn out and the standard size
keys do not hold on to the sleeper, the life of the sleeper in track can be prolonged with the
use of oversized keys.
5. Proper Splitting of Cotter: Cotters should be properly driven through the hole and then
split to prevent the cotter from working loose and getting out.
6. Coal-Taring of Tie-Bar: Tie-bars tend to corrode under adverse climatic conditions. Coaltaring of tie-bars should be done where corrosion tendency is noticed.
4.6.3 Limitations
1. Poor Retention of Packing: With its rigid fastenings it is a poor damper for high frequency
vibrations generated by the moving loads at high speed. They shake up the whole assembly
and disturb sleeper packing.
2. Poor Joint Sleeper: Rails have longer unsupported length when CST-9 sleepers are used at
joints. The impact caused by the moving wheels at the joints, poor retentivity of sleeper
packing and longer overhang of rails, all lead to battering and ultimately hogging of railends. To counter this problem, use of wooden sleepers at the joints of metal road is
prescribed in the Indian Railways.
3. Wear at Rail-Seat: Small bearing area at the rail-seat, difference in hardness of rail and
sleeper metal and un-damped high frequency vibrations this all cause early wear of the
sleeper at the rail-seat. This results in the falling of keys. There can be under such conditions
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no reliability of the sleeper’s hold on the rail, which is an important requisite for modern
LWR track.
Unsatisfactory for LWR Track: CST-9 sleeper track has adequate longitudinal and lateral
resistance against buckling when fully packed. This resistance however gets considerably
reduced under routine maintenance operations such as lifting, levelling and packing. This
makes the sleeper unsatisfactory for LWR track.
Not suitable for modern Methods of Maintenance: The sleeper cannot be maintained by
MSP. The standard of maintenance with on-track tamping machine is also not of high order.
Longer Time for Consolidation: After complete track or sleeper renewal the track takes as
long as six months for proper consolidation. During this period the track behaviour even
under SWR is so erratic that conversion into LWR is out of question.
Misalignment Correction is difficult: The keel and bowls provided in the sleeper do not
permit easy realignment of track. Any significant re-alignment operation much be preceded
by lifting and followed by firm packing.
Damage during Derailment is excessive with CST-9 sleepers. Time required for
restoration is also long.
It is not fit for Track electric Circuiting because the sleeper is all metal.
STEEL SLEEPERS

Non-availability of durable timber besides the poor life of wooden sleepers in tropical regions
led to the laying of lengths of track with steel sleepers in Africa. Since decades steel sleepers do
their service in Germany, Switzerland (22 % of the rail tracks are laid with Steel Sleepers), Turkey,
Alaska, Great Britain, Corsica, India, Africa (Congo, Eritrea) and in Far East Asia. Nowadays Steel
Sleepers have found their way back with track rehabilitation on several routes in England in the
Highlands, East Anglia, Wales, West Cumbria, Cornwall, Pennines and Midlands, in Alaska,
Corsica, Congo and in Sri Lanka, because they tolerate a thinner and narrower ballast cushion and
troublesome formations. The Pandrol Fast-Clip Fastening contributes to the come-back.
Steel sleepers are of two types: 1. Steel-Trough Sleepers for use on main lines and 2. Steel
Sleepers for turnouts.
4.7.1 Steel-Trough Sleepers for Main Lines
These are made from rolled trough sections of steel, cut to proper length and hot pressed to
obtain the desired shape and Cant of 1:20 at the rail-seats. There are three different rolled sections
of sleeper-plates, wherefrom the standard sleepers for various BG and MG rail sections are pressed.
1. Plate 13 mm thick at rail-seat for 52 kg and 90R rails (BG), weighing 28.66 kg/m length;
total weight: 79 kg.
2. Plate 11 mm thick at rail-seat for 75R rails BG, weighing 26.15 kg/m length; total weight:
72 kg.
3. Plate 9 mm thick at rail-seat for 75R, 60R and 50R rails (MG) weighing 17.55 kg/m length;
total weight: 33 kg.
In these sleepers holes are drilled and punched in the plate to accommodate loose jaws or
modified loose jaws. Standard two-way keys are used with loose jaw type of sleepers. Oversize
keys are used when holes get elongated. Elastic rail clips are used with modified loose jaws. In
England, Corsica and Sri Lanka Pandrol Fast-Clips are used for recently new laid steel sleepers.
The weight of the sleeper, with part numbers for 52 kg/90R/75R for BG and 75R, 60R, 50R for
MG sleepers, are given in Table 4.3; Fig. 4.3:
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Graph modified by F. Wingler

Fig. 4.3: BG and MG Steel Through Sleepers
Table 4.3: Part Numbers and Main Dimensions of Indian Steel Sleepers

4.7.2 Salient Features
The salient features of steel-trough sleepers (main line) are as follows:
1. The sleeper holds the gauge firmly, much better than wooden or cast iron sleepers. Gauge
widening for curves can be provided in the fastening-hole distance; with the Indian loose
jaw/key fastening, see Paragraph 5.2, minor gauge correction can be done by adjusting the
position of the four keys. Manufacturing specifications permit a tolerance in gauge of +2.0
mm and -1.5 mm.
2. It is a good anti-creep sleeper while the keys are held in position.
3. Being in one piece, the Rail-Cant is well maintained. Manufacturing tolerance permit a
tolerance in Cant from 1 in 18 to 1 in 22, but rails usually adjust themselves to position
within this tolerance.
4. The sleeper offers good longitudinal, lateral and frame resistance, ample to meet the needs
of the LWR track.
5. Spring steel loose jaws along with steel sleepers provide some degree of elasticity, and thus
the menace of falling of keys is not as serious as with CST-9 sleepers. With modified loose
jaws, rubber pads and Pandrol Clips (e-Clips as well Fast-Clips) the position is considerably
improved. In several countries ( England, Sri Lanka, Corsica) modern tracks with troughsteel sleepers use nowadays the Pandrol Fast-Clip System; Fig. 4.3b:
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Fig. 4.3b: New Steel Sleeper with Pandrol
Fig. 4.3C: Pre-assembled Fast-Clip System
Fast-Clip with Insulator-Toe after Track
on Steel Sleeper, UK; Pict.: F.Wingler
Rehabilitation, Cornwall, UK; Pict.: F.Wingler
6. The behaviour on yielding formation is good as compared to wooden sleepers.
7. Steel sleeper is sturdy enough to withstand beater packing and can be maintained without
much skilled labour. Despite certain limitations, the results of mechanized maintenance on
these sleepers have been reported to be satisfactory.
8. It occupies comparatively less storage space and being similar to the wooden sleeper in
shape, the track labour finds it easier to handle during transport and laying.
9. It has a long life of 30 to 40 years, and can be reconditioned to have a fresh lease of life.
10. Easy and economical to manufacture.
11. Free from fire hazard.
12. Good scarp value.
4.7.3 Service Life
The life of steel-trough sleepers has been estimated at over 40 years. On the Kalka-Shimla Track
Steel Sleepers are now nearly 100 years in service. In Sri Lanka British Steel Sleepers perform their
duty since 1922. In Africa we can find German and Italian steel-sleepers with the same long service
time. In India instances of their premature withdrawal from track are not uncommon. Measures,
which help in obtaining full service life, are as follows:
1. The holes and the loose jaws, which go into them, are the most sensitive parts of the sleeper.
Overdriving of keys damages both. The use of a standard keying hammer (weight 1.8 kg)
should therefore be insisted upon.
2. Once the holes get elongated, they should be fitted with liners to obtain further lease of life
from the sleeper. These liners can be easily manufactured from thin steel sheets in P. Way
depots.
3. If standard keys are unable to hold, oversize keys can be used to prolong the service life of
the sleeper.
4. Earth, sand, ash or dirty ballast besides the industrial gases conduce to corrosion of sleepers,
thereby reducing their life. Therefore, exposure to corrosive conditions should be avoided,
and painting with coal-tar resorted to. This will help sleepers to combat corrosion.
5. Rail-seat, bottom and sides of sleeper are subjected to abrasion and wear. Absence of play at
the rail-seat and firm packing of sleeper help to reduce wear. Use of rubber pads at rail-seat
are quite effective and reducing wear.
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6. Cracks generally originate from the holes. Rounding of the sharp corners of the hole reduces
crack formation.
7. Old worn out sleepers can be reconditioned by welding new plates at the rail-seat. BG
sleepers badly damaged at the rail-seats and at the ends can be converted into MG and NG
sleepers.
8. The mentioned limiting hole-factors for the service live can be overcome with rigid boltscrew fastenings (Germany, Switzerland, Africa and in India on the Matheran Hill Railway)
and with the elastic Pandrol Fast-Clip fastenings.
4.7.4 Limitations
1. Key type fastenings subjected to high frequency vibrations under the influence of traffic get
loose and need frequent tightening. This results in enlarged holes, opening of the jaws and
play between rail and the sleeper, affecting the track geometry quite adversely. Use of
modified loose jaws, rubber pads and Pandrol Clips (e-Clips as well Fast-Clips) help to
overcome these limitations.
2. Steel Sleepers have a tendency to centre binding as the central portion is lower than the ends.
3. In India manufacturing tolerances in the positioning of holes and canting of rail-seat are not
usually found within close limits to produce track of high standard. Modern Steel Sleepers
are of much higher quality. In UK-Midlands new steel sleepers with Pandrol Fast Clips are
installed on a modern 200 kmph CWR track.
4. Steel sleepers with their close spacing at the rail joints are difficult to pack. Their poor
packing conditions coupled with longer rail overhang cause greater knocking at the joints
resulting in battering and hogging of the rail-ends. To overcome this problem, wooden
sleepers are recommended at joints of steel sleeper tracks.
5. Results obtained with on-track tamping machines are satisfactory, but retentivity of packing
is less than with wooden or concrete sleepers.
6. Rubber-Pads and Insulators are needed for track circuiting. Modern steel-sleeper tracks use
for track occupation detection axle-counters.
7. Excessive damage in case of derailments.
8. Prone to corrosion.
4.7.5

Steel Sleepers for Turnouts
In Indian Railways rails are laid on turnouts vertically without Cant. Steel turnout sleepers are
made from special rolled sections of steel, no processing is done except for flaring out the ends.
Considering the extra vertical and lateral loads to which they are subjected to during service, the
steel sections used for BG turnout sleepers is 35.5 kg/m and that for MG 23.60 kg/m. Main features
of these sleepers are given in Fig. 4.4a:

Rolled Section for Broad Gauge Turnouts
Rolled Section for Meter Gauge Turnout
Fig. 4.4a: Steel Sleepers for Turnouts; BG and MG; Dimensions in [mm]
4.7.6 Steel Sleepers with Elastic Fastenings
Much of the shortcomings of steel sleepers are overcome with the introduction of elastic
fastenings. The methods employed in the Indian Railways are
1. with the use of modified loose jaws and
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2. with a welded-on base.
These methods are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
In England, Sri Lanka and Corsica on new Steel Sleepers Pandrol Fast-Clip units are inserted
with their hook into the drilled holes.
Steel-Trough Sleepers have in Europe a comeback thanks the Pandrol Fast-Clips. British Rail in
England rehabilitates old tracks with Steel-Trough Sleepers and Pandrol Fast-Clips on routes with
less traffic density to avoid costly track-bed widening and formation rehabilitation. Latter is
necessary to suit the needs of concrete sleepers. Steel-Trough Sleepers can do with a shallow and
less wide ballast cushion. In England the Fast-Clip with pre-assembled pulled-on insulating toe
(Two-Part insulating Liner) is common; see Fig. 4.3b above.
DB, Germany, brought in South Germany Steel-Trough Sleepers back on routes on
troublesome formations with less traffic. A Base-Plate for the K-Fastening is welded on. For trackoccupancy monitoring axle-counters are used. Track circuiting is then not needed.
4.8

CONCRETE SLEEPERS

Concrete sleepers appeared as a viable alternative to wooden sleepers after the Second World
War. Monier, a Frenchman, patented his concrete sleeper design earlier in 1884 but without much
consequence.
The advent of modern track in the form of long welded rails, wherein the heavy weight of the
sleeper became a positive asset, filliped the development of concrete sleepers in countries like
France, Belgium, Spain, Morocco, Britain, Austria and West Germany.
Mass scale production of concrete sleepers in India has started in 1967-68. The figure touches
presently 9 to 10 million sleepers per year.
4.8.1 Type of Concrete Sleepers
The majority of concrete sleepers produced in India are mono-block pre-stressed sleepers though
the design for the production of two block reinforced concrete sleepers, suitable for use in yards, is
available. Mono-block sleepers are of different designs. They differ in their strength characteristics,
method of manufacture, quality of pre-stressing steel and in the pre-stressing method.
The depth of sleepers at the rail-seat also varies, which is of significance while carrying out
sleeper renewals. Though the elastic rail clip (earlier known as Pandrol Clip) fastening system has
been adopted in all designs of concrete sleepers, the trials with other fastening systems continue.
Typical BG mono-block sleeper is shown in Fig. 4.5a and Fig. 4.5b:

Fig. 4.5a: Typical Mono-Block Concrete Sleeper

Half sectional Elevation

Half sectional Plan
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Graph modified
by F. Wingler

Profiles at Rail Seat and Sleeper Centre
Assembly at Rail Seat
Fig. 4.5b: Dimensions of Mono-Block Concrete Sleepers
Table 4.4: Main Dimensions of Mono-Block Concrete Sleepers
Rail
Drawing Type of
Dimensions [mm]
Volume of Weight per
Section Number Sleeper ---------------------------------------------- Concrete Sleeper without
A
B
C
D E
F
G Sleeper [m3] Fastening [kg]
60 kg UIC RDSOT-2496 PCS-14 1922.5 494.5 880.5 211 178 25 -75 163
52 kg
T-2495 PCS-12 1902.5 497.5 877.5 197 175 25 149

0.109
0.109

282
282

4.8.2 Advantages
1. Heavy Weight: Concrete sleepers are heavy, thus they lend stability to track. This is a
salient feature for their use in modern LWR track. Heaviness is due to materials like sand,
gravel, cement and steel. It is steel that provides the necessary cohesion, resistance, strength
and elasticity to the whole mass but represents only a small part of the total weight.
2. Good longitudinal and lateral Resistance: The sleeper offers good longitudinal and
lateral resistance, ample to meet the requirements of the LWR track.
3. Flat Bottom: Because of their flat bottoms, modern methods of track maintenance like
MSP and machine maintenance can be applied with advantages.
4. Long Life: Concrete sleepers are neither inflammable nor vulnerable to termite or
corrosion. Their long life enables the permanent way engineers to draw full benefits out of
expensive LWR track. Rail and sleeper renewals can be matched. Assuming a life of 50
years, CTR can be done at 50 years interval with an intermediate rail renewal after 25 years.
5. Better Track Geometry: Concrete sleepers with their elastic fastening system provide
better safeguard for all track parameters, viz. gauge, cross-level, twist, alignment and
longitudinal level unevenness.
6. They can be used in track circuited areas.
7. They can be mass produced from local resources.
4.8.3 Disadvantages
1. The manufacturing of concrete sleepers, their transport, laying and maintenance requires
superior technology, which is not readily available in developing countries. The
manufacturing plants generally have a heavy initial outlay.
2. The sleeper being heavy, complete mechanization in handling, laying and maintenance has
to be resorted to.
3. Damage during derailment is excessive.
4. Nearly no scrap value. Discarded sleepers can be used as ballast-shoulder retainers.
5. Less elastic than wood on poor or stiff formations like on concrete bridges, fly-overs,
abutments, level crossings; pumping may occur; see Paragraph 4.5.2.
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4.8.4 Basic Design Requirements
The design of concrete sleepers is determined by fundamental requirements arising from the role
that the sleeper component plays in the entire track structure. The dimensional requirements for
mono-block sleepers are as follows:
1. The sleeper underside must be such that the average ballast pressure under full load not
exceeds a certain value, normally 6 kg/cm².
2. The end faces should be preferable of a size and shape to provide maximum resistance to
lateral movement.
3. As the pre-stressing wires (tendons) are straight (i.e. parallel to the bottom surface), the
cross section can be varied so that the geometry of a particular section may be used to
provide pre-stress eccentricity to best match the bending moments, positive or negative.
Consequently the shape of sleeper body is tapered from both ends to the centre in height and
sometimes width gentle changes of sectional profile to prevent stress concentrations.
From the above requirements it is clear that the role of the sleeper is not only to distribute the
vertical load from the train, but also to take care of the lateral movement induced by the train and in
the track itself due to temperature variations. The main factor involved in lateral stability is friction
between the sleeper base and the supporting ballast. There is also a significant contribution from
compacted ballast shoulders at the sleeper ends and compacted ballast in the cribs.
4.8.5 Design Philosophy
Railway sleepers are probably unique in the way in which they act as structures. First, they are
not subject to self-load stresses during their working life as the static self-weight of the rail is only
in the order of 0.1% of the total design load. They only ever see significant loads as dynamic loads.
Sleepers rest on the ballast but are not tied down to it, thus the impact load is able to make the
sleepers oscillate. At the points support side a wide range of support reactions are found. These
depend on the nature of the ballast and formation below it as the vehicle well as on the form of
ballasting and the quality of maintenance. The point of loading also defines the points of maximum
moment and shear as coincidental. (wagon/coach) applies its load to the track through axle and
wheels. Axle-load depends on the design of the vehicle and its maintenance. Ascertaining the load
coming on an individual sleeper generating a ballast pressure involves the consideration of track
stiffness, sleeper spacing, ballast packing, and maintenance condition of the track and the shape of
the bottom profile of the sleeper. The load coming on the sleeper must also account for dynamic
augment due to speed, rail-wheel irregularities and track defects etc.. The Design sleeper moments
are assessed from the sleeper loads and ballast pressure. Finally, a sleeper is designed with given
material strengths. Many factors are difficult to be determined, quantified and maintained in the
long term in practice, therefore much design development relies on a probabilistic approach taking
into account what has gone before.

4.8.6 Design Criteria of PSC Sleepers
Based upon above discussions and experience, the design criteria being followed on Indian
Railways for the design of PSC sleepers is as under Table 4.5:
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Fig.4.6: Centre Binding Coefficients
Graph modified by F. Wingler
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4.8.7 Testing of PSC Sleeper
It is necessary to test the concrete sleeper during and after manufacturing for various quality
control and acceptance tests. The PSC sleepers are tested in accordance with Indian Railway
Standard Specification for pre-tensioned pre-stressed concrete sleeper IRS/T-39-85. The various
tests are summarized below:
1. Visual and Dimension Check:
Every sleeper is visually inspected for surface finish. No sleeper should have surface
defects. Sleeper dimensions are checked by gauges as listed below:
(a) Critical dimensions are toe gap, location of inserts, distance between inserts at rail
seat, distance between outer most inserts and slope at rail-seat.
(b) General dimensions are depth of sleeper at centre, rail and end of sleeper, width of
sleeper at top and bottom, length of sleeper, camber at rail-seat and position of high
tensile steel wires at ends.
2. Tests for Static Bending Strength of Sleepers and Failure Moment; Fig 4.7:
For checking bending strength of the sleeper against cracking, static bend tests is carried
out as per following arrangement for centre top, centre bottom and rail-seat bottom. The
sleepers are gradually loaded gradually with 30-40 kN/min. up to the specified load, which
will be retained at this level for one minute for observing cracks, if any. For the purpose, a
crack is defined as one, which is barely visible to the naked eye and is at least 15 mm long
from tension edge of the sleeper.
3. Fatigue Test:
The sleeper is tested for the fatigue before field trials. The fatigue test is done on three
sleepers between loading ranges of 2.5 t to 24 t at 560 mm test span for 22.5 t axle-load with
frequency of loading 8.33 Hz for 2 million cycles without failure.
Testing Arrangement for static Bending-Strength Test for
pre-stressed
Mono-Block Concrete Sleepers for BG and MG

Fig. 4.7: Bending Strength Test
Graph modified by F. Wingler
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Table 4.6a: Dimensions vis-á-vis Fig. 4.7

4.8.8 Areas of further Improvement in Design Methodology
Indian Railways is carrying out study of all the technical parameters and aspects, which can be
further rationalized and reviewed for optimum design of concrete sleeper. For this purpose, a
project has also been undertaken with UIC so that it will be possible to further optimize the design
of sleeper. Project is also undertaken with IIT/Kanpur and IIT/Chennai for studying some of the
design parameters and use of alternative material.
The areas, where design methodology and factors can be further improved and rationalized, are
as under:
4. Load distribution factor.
5. Dynamic augment.
6. Ballast reaction zone and the value of ballast reaction coefficient.
7. Attenuation and damping due to rubber pad.
8. Pre-stressing force and loss of pre-stress force due to various factors.
9. Alternative material e.g. use of fly-ash in lieu of cement and low relaxation wire.
10. Manufacturing method including method of curing.
4.9

TYPES OF SPECIFIC PSC SLEEPERS DEVELOPED

On Indian Railways, PSC sleepers have been developed for various types of Turnouts
(Switches and Crossings), Diamond-Crossings and Scissor Cross-overs etc. as well as for special
locations such as curves, SEJ, shallow sleeper, mixed gauge for BG/MG as well as BG/NG. A list
of these sleepers along with drawing numbers is as under Table 4.7 and Table 4.8:
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4.9.1 Concrete Sleepers for Rail Joints
The following guidelines have been laid down for the use of standard concrete sleepers as joint
sleepers:
1. Centre-to-centre spacing of sleepers will be 340 mm for BG tracks.
2. Rubber pads shall be affixed to the sleepers with a glue of approved specifications.
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3. Special elastic rail clips ERC-J, Logwell G-J, which have a low toe load and do not foul the
fish plates, will be used at joint sleepers.
4. Track packing will be done with machines or MSP.
4.9.2 Concrete Sleepers for Curves: Fig. 4.8:

Fig. 4.8: IRCON laid Broad Gauge Curve on Concrete Sleepers in SL; 6 Degree BG Curves
without Curve Check-Rails; Pict. by F.Wingler
RDSO has evolved designs and issued tentative drawings for the manufacture of concrete
sleepers for use on curves. The board features of these designs are:
1. Four types of sleepers, each providing a gauge of 1675, 1677, 1679 and 1681 mm (without
check rail) to drawing no RDSO/T-4170 is 4173 for 60 kg rails, and similar four types for 52
kg rails, have been developed; Fig 4.9 and Table 4.6.
2. Sleeper profile is similar to PSC sleeper for normal track except – H.T.S strand disposition
and inserts location.
3. Gauge widening can also be achieved by using special sleepers of wider rail-seats for curves
with the combination of liners of different thickness.
4. Instruction with respect to gauge widening on curves are as under Table 4.9:
Table 4.9: Instructions for Track Widening
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Fig 4.9: Concrete Sleepers for Curves
Table 4.10: PSC Sleepers for providing Slack Gauge on Curves (identical Sleepers different
Liners)

4.9.3 Wider Concrete Sleepers for Heavy Density Routes
Track standards laid down for heavy haul routes, where 22 metric ton axle-load wagons ply,
prescribe a sleeper density of 1880 sleepers per km. For such routes RDSO has come up with a
better techno-economic solution with the design of a wider concrete sleeper, which could be laid to
standard density of 1660 sleepers per km. These sleepers can also be used on comparatively weaker
formation, where the use of concrete sleepers was hitherto prohibited.
RDSO’s drawing No. RDSO/T - 3735, evolved for the manufacture of wider sleepers, has the
following main features; Fig. 4.10:
1. The design is only for use with 60 kg 90 UTS rails.
2. Special track type inserts, 10 mm thick rubber pads and 8 mm thick liners are used in the
fastening system.
3. Sleeper density will be 1660 per km.
4. A cushion for 30 cm ballast, preferably mechanically crushed, is prescribed.

Fig. 4.10: RDSO T - 3735; Wider Concrete Sleeper
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4.9.4 Concrete Sleepers for Turnouts; Fig. 4.11:

Fig. 4.11: BG 1:12 Turnout on Concrete Sleeper Set with Approach Sleepers, Londa,
Karnataka; Pict.:by F.Wingler
The main features of the design are as under:
1. Trapezoidal sections have been adopted, with the following main dimensions:
Width (top):
240 mm
Width (bottom):
260 mm
Thickness:
210 mm
Length [m]:
2.75 to 4.90
2
2. Concrete with cube strength of 6 kN/cm at 28 days has been specified.
3. 10 x 9.5 mm diameter 7 ply (43.5 kN/m) or 27 x 3 x 3 (44.8 kN/m) are used as pre-stressing
steel.
4. Mild steel stir-ups 6 mm at 250 mm c/c are provided.
5. MR (tm) is 3.21 at bottom and 2.35 at top. Mf (tm) is 6.00.
6. Sleepers are laid on the switch portion perpendicular to the main line. Same design of
sleepers can be rotated in the horizontal plane and used for left hand and right hand turnouts.
7. In the lead portion, the sleepers are arranged equally inclined to straight and turnout tracks.
This means that all the sleepers shall be in a fan shaped pattern.
8. In the crossing portion, the sleepers are laid arranged perpendicular to the bisecting line of
the crossing.
9. At some locations, where the two rails come very close and two MCI inserts cannot be
provided, only one insert is provided. The rails at such locations are held at alternate
sleepers.
10. Five approach sleepers are used in the approach track to run out the Cant from 1 in 20 to
level and for installation of lock-bar arrangement at switch end. Similarly on the crossing
end, four special exist sleepers are to be provided for each of the diverging track to
accommodate the change of Cant; see Fig. 4.11.
11. Since 1673 mm gauge is provided in turnout also, no transition is assumed for change in
gauge value.
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4.9.5 Concrete Sleepers for Level Crossings
A design has been evolved for fixing the guard-rails to the concrete sleepers with the help of
steel brackets and plate-screws. With this arrangement standard concrete sleepers can be used at
level crossings. As may be seen from the Fig. 4.12, the foot of the guard-rail is cut to avoid
interference with the Pandrol Clips. Polythene dowels for fixing the plate-screws can be installed at
the time of casting of sleepers. The brackets can be fixed as an alternative to the concrete sleepers
by drilling holes at site and using grip expansion bolts. Conventional check-blocks have been
replaced by CI distance-brackets to avoid drilling of holes in the running rail.

Sketch: RDSO

Fig. 4.12: Bracket for Guard-Rail
4.9.6 Concrete Sleepers for Guard-Rails; Fig. 4.13
Following are the salient features of these sleepers:
1. These are suitable for 60 kg/52 kg running rails with 52 kg/90 lb guard-rails.
2. Base plan and thickness at rail-seat is same as that of normal sleeper. Top surface in central
portion of sleeper has been made level and grooved rubber sole plates are provided under
guard-rails for limiting the difference in rail levels of running and guard-rail up to 25 mm.
3. For fixing guard-rails, dowels are provided. To protect sleeper top against damage due to
derailed wheel, provision of mild steel protecting plates is made.
4. Flared portion of guard-rail on bridge approaches will span on total of eight sleepers.
Dowels are provided at different locations on each sleeper to achieve the desired flare of
guard-rails. These eight sleepers are to be treated as a set of approach sleepers for the
purpose of ordering, manufacturing, transporting and laying in track.
5. Both ends of sleepers are out-fitted with dowels for fixing MS strips to maintain squareness
of sleepers.

Fig. 4.13: Concrete Sleeper for Guard-Rails
4.9.7

Shallow Sleeper
Design of shallow PSC sleeper has been developed for use under ROBS/FOBS in the
electrified areas to avoid their raising during track renewals, where existing 52 kg rails with wooden
sleepers are renewed with 60 kg rails on concrete sleepers and full ballast cushion is provided.
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Shallow sleeper (RDSO/T-4858) has a depth of 160 mm at rail-seat as against 210 mm of
normal sleeper.
The reduction in depth has been compensated by increasing the width of section to
accommodate the required number of HTS strands. Even with the additional width, additional
quantity of HTS and by using M-60 concrete the shallow sleeper has a lower factor of safety than
the standard BG sleeper.
4.10 MANUFACTURING OF CONCRETE SLEEPERS
Concrete Sleepers are manufactured in well established depots, where facilities are provided for:
Storage of raw materials, installation of concrete mixing plant, covered space for the casting and
steam curing of sleepers, laboratory facilities for testing, storage facilities for sleepers manufactured
and suitable arrangements for mechanical handling and loading of sleepers in railway wagons.
In India, following two methods of manufacturing have been adopted:
4.10.1 Short Stress Bench Method; Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15:

Fig. 4.14: Bench Method

Fig. 4.15: Bench Method
A short stress bench is used in this method for the casting of sleepers. The bench is rotated from
one work place to another for completing the manufacture. Table 4.11 delineates the process flowdiagram:
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Table 4.11: Flow-Diagram of Concrete Sleeper Manufacture; modified by F. Wingler

4.10.2 Long-Line Method; Fig. 4.16:

Fig. 4.16: Long-Line Method
The sleepers are cast on a long stress bench, which can accommodate 40 to 50 sleepers and even
more. All operations are carried out on this long stationary bench, and in the final operation the
sleepers are cut apart from the long-line by electrically operated rotary flex-cutters.
With the first manufacturing method the space required for depot is less and the capital
investment for setting up the manufacturing depot is also moderate. The second method requires
more space and is capital intensive. But the economy of scale brings down the production cost. The
raw material is as more economically used and better quality control can be exercised with the latter
method.
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4.11 TWIN-BLOCK CONCRETE SLEEPERS; Fig. 4.17:

Fig. 4.17: Twin-Block Concrete Sleepers
Two reinforced concrete blocks are connected to each other by a rigid steel beam. They are
being extensively used in France and some other west European and North African countries. On
Indian Railways, a design of two blocks RCC sleeper for BG Yard, as per drawing number:
RDSO/T-2521, has been finalized.
RDSO has also issued drawings of two block concrete sleepers for use in MG yards.
Twin-Block sleepers have the following advantages:
1. High resistance to lateral displacement.
2. Elastic behaviour; no centre-bound sleepers.
3. Low weight and easier to handle.
4. The sleeper is successfully in use on French high speed TGV tracks.
They suffer however from the following disadvantages:
1. Sagging of the sleepers during handling, manual tamping or tamping using heavy-duty
tamping machines.
2. Defects due to corrosion or fatigue of the steel bar and related track gauge defects.
3. In India, in the absence of sophisticated mechanical handling equipment, bending and
breaking of tie-bars during handling transport and laying has been quiet pronounced. The
sleepers are therefore not generally favoured for use even in yards.
4.12

OTHER TYPES OF SLEEPERS IN USE ON WORLD RAILWAYS

4.12.1 Frame-Sleeper; Fig. 4.18:

Fig. 4.19a: ThyssenKrupp Y-Steel Sleeper ;

Fig. 4.18: Frame Sleeper

Pict. by ThyssenKrupp; see L. Marx & C. Moßmann
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The Frame Sleepers have been developed in 1999 at the Technical University of Graz (Austria)
by Dr. Klaus Riessberger. They are under trials on main lines of Austrian Railways. The FrameSleeper track has been found to retain its geometry much better than with conventional concrete
sleepers.
4.12.2 Y- Steel Sleepers; Fig. .4.19a above and Fig. 4.19b/c below:
The Y-Steel Sleeper has been developed by ThyssenKrupp, Germany, now firming under
ThyssenKrupp Schulte GmbH. The following features of the Y-Steel Sleeper railway tracks have
been highlighted.
Special Features of Y- Steel Sleeper Railway Tracks:
• Highly economical due to optimized ballast bed and low sleeper requirement for initial
investment.
• Tolerate a shallow and narrow ballast cushions. The ballast demand is reduced.
• High resistance against lateral displacements. Excellent retention of curve geometry.
• Low maintenance cost.
• Long service life of sleepers.
• Outstandingly suitable for recycling.
• Advantages in line layouts with tight curvatures and difficult substructures.
• Due to the high geometry retention in the track bed and the structural rigidity of the grid,
MG tracks can be continuously welded at radii of less than 100 m; see new Fig. inserted
below.
• Full electrical insulation possible.
• Low construction height.
• Great flexibility in the use of different fastening systems.
The ThyssenKrupp Y-Steel Sleepers have been laid in Germany, Switzerland and Italy on
Mountain-Railways with tight curvatures in Standard as well Meter-Gauge (latter with our without
pinion). They retain the curve geometry in an excellent way. On Meter Gauge Tracks, 45 meter
(36.5 Degree) curves can be laid with CWR. The use on a High-Speed ballast-less track embedded
in asphalt failed in Germany due to corrosion.

Fig. 4.19b: 45 Meter CWR Curve on MG with Fig. 4.19c: ThyssenKrupp Y-Steel Sleeper
ThyssenKrupp Y-Steel Sleeper without
on 160 kmph SG Track, Germany;
Check-Rails, Bernina Railway, Switzerland
Pict.by F.Wingler
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4.12.3 FFU-Synthetic Sleeper; see also Chapter 16.1.9: Fig. 4.20:

Fig. 4.20: Sekisui FFU-Synthetic Sleepers for Turnouts, Crossings and Bridges
Pict.by Sekisui Chem.

Fibre-Reinforced Foamed Urethane (FFU) sleepers have been developed 1980 in Japan by
Sekisui Chemical Co. as an effective and long-living substitute for wooden sleepers. The material
can be cut and drilled like wood and has the same density as natural timber. It can be manufactured
as long logs, up to 24 m in length, which can be cut like wood to the needed length. Until 2015
more than 1400 km track around the globe have been laid with FFU as mono- or bi-block sleepers.
The sleepers use continuous glass-fibre reinforced rigid polyurethane foam as structural material.
They are used in Japan and Europe on Bridges and Turnouts/Crossings capitalising the low weight
and the flexibility to design different tailor made turnout geometries.
The holes for the fastening systems can be drilled to any needed geometry requirements. The
higher strength of “FFU-Timber” has made it possible to capitalise in the higher strength of the
synthetic material by installing thinner sleepers of 100 to 120 mm thickness in order to reduce the
height of the track structure in a growing number of applications.
Following advantages of FFU Sleepers have been claimed over the wooden sleepers:
● Long life time

reduces total costs.
● Quick installation

reduces construction costs.
● Rapid track adequacy 
meets speed-up policy.
● Easy care/repair

minimizes maintenance.
● Plenty of variations
in design and length

allows optimum designs.
● Ecology

bears social responsibility.
4.12.3 Composite Sleepers; Fig. 4.21:

Fig. 4.21: Composite Sleepers on Bridge Structure
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These sleepers are made using recycled raw materials such as used Rubber Tyre etc.
Composite sleepers have been offered as a substitute for wooden sleepers, particularly for use on
steel girder bridges. In USA Composite sleepers are used in stiffness-transition zones at levelcrossings.
PATIL GROUP OF INDUSTRIES in India have offered Composite sleepers for trials, and they
have the following features:
● Individual sleepers are identical in size, weight and dimensions.
● Lasts longer and retains properties longer than wooden sleepers.
● Normal life is approx. 40 years and can be prolonged to 50 years as against only 7 to 10
years life of wooden sleepers.
● Not susceptible to insect infestation, rupture and decay.
● Made from 80% recycled materials.
● Made from waste products not otherwise recycled viz. used rubber tire, etc.
● No future hidden disposal costs-product; can be recycled again.
● Reduces worldwide deforestation of hardwood trees.
● Environment friendly. Low Carbon dioxide balance
● Laying method and tools for notching, grooving, drilling holes are same as for Wooden
Sleepers.
● Fastening for Composite Sleepers are same as those used for Wooden Sleepers.
● Longer lasting, sound pollution free, 100% insulation and no end binding required.
4.13 UNDER-SLEEPER PADS (USP`s); Fig. 4.22a, 4.22b and 4.22c:

Fig. 4.22a

Fig. 4.22b

Fig. 4.22c: Under-Sleeper Pad; Graphs and Pict. by Getzner, Austria
Under-Sleeper Pads (USP´s), made out of the Polyurethane “SYLOMER”, represent an
important and interesting development within the classic elastic components of rail tracks. They are
installed on the bottom surface of the sleepers and increase the degree of vertical elasticity in the
track super-structure.
USP`s provide a simple way to modify the stiffness of ballasted tracks with an attractive costbenefit ratio. The effective installation of Under-Sleeper Pads slows down the process of track and
ballast stone degradation in the following ways:
• Distribution of the load over a larger number of sleepers.
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•
•
•
•

Increase of the contact-surface between sleeper and ballast stones to over 30 %.
Diminish the dynamic forces, pressure and vibrations in the ballast.
The interaction between the ballast stones and the pad further reduces contact-stress.
The effective use of Under-Sleeper Pads results in a reduced pressure on the ballast stones.
This in turn reduces ballast break-up, degradation and abrasion. The longevity of ballast is
increased. USP keeps ballast-layer healthy.
Great benefits were identified by using USP`s, especially in stiffness-transition zones on
approaches to turnouts, bridges and tunnels. Following years of experience and due to an increase in
the volume of concrete sleepers being installed, the use of UPSs is becoming common practice with
infrastructure managers of DB (Germany), SNCF (France), ÖBB (Austria; Projects INNOTRACK
and RIVAS), ADIF (Spain), INFRABEL (Belgium), REFER (Portugal) , SBB (Switzerland) and on
the Heavy-Haul Iron-Ore (Dedicated Freight Corridor) MALBANAN (Sweden) and OFOTBANEN
(Norwegian).
The track quality improvements are as follows:
• Ballast Protection; the improvement in track quality almost doubles the intervals between
levelling, lining and tamping.
• Reduced ballast thickness from 30 to 20 cm due to a better load distribution.
• Fewer rail-corrugation especially in tight curves; grinding intervals may be more than
doubled.
• Mitigate the effects of local discontinuities such as differences in track settlement, hanging
sleepers and differences in soil stiffness ect..
• Ideal use in stiffness transition zones to mitigate settlement differences or stiffness-step
changes.
• Can be used on the approach and running-off areas for bridges, transitions between track
construction types, rail expansion joints and to control short bridges responses.
• Better track quality in turnouts.
USP`s increase the resistance against lateral sleeper displacement. USP`s lead to significant
reduction of the Overall Life Cycle Costs of the track structure, especially on heavy used routes
with tight curves.
Those benefits have a direct impact on the track maintenance costs, as USP`s will reduce the
maintenance activities such as tamping, ballast clean and grinding. A reduction of 32% in the life
cycle costs has been estimated for tangent tracks fitted with USP`s and subjected to more than
70,000 gross ton per day. USB`s have been tested with great success on the Dedicated Heavy
Freight Corridors of the Iron Ore MALBANAN (Sweden) and OFOTBANEN (Norway).
4.14

SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS IN LAYING AND MAINTENANCE OF CONCRETE
SLEEPERS

Permitted Locations: In the Indian Railways, concrete sleepers are not permitted to be laid at
the following locations:
• On new formation in banks unless specially consolidated.
• On track in cutting, unless minimum ballast of 300 mm in depth has been provided
• On un-ballasted lines in yards.
• On troublesome formations.
• Near ash pits and other locations where drivers disgorge fire.
• Concrete sleepers are not to be used on un-ballasted bridges. They may however be used on
arch bridges with a minimum ballast cushion of 1 m. For slab bridges the minimum ballast
cushion should be 300 mm.
• Two-block sleepers should not be laid on locations where excessive corrosion is expected.
Ballast Section: Ballast section shall be the same as prescribed for LWR. In tracks with two
block RCC sleepers, a central trough in the ballast section, about 1033 mm wide at the top, is
desirable for reducing the possibility of corrosion of tie-bar.
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The spacing of concrete sleepers shall be the same as for conventional sleepers under identical
conditions. BG concrete sleepers at the joints will have centre-to-centre spacing of 340 mm.
Laying: Mechanical equipment will be used for the laying of concrete sleepers. Manual laying
shall executed only in exceptional circumstances. For manual laying interlacing method should not
be adopted, as concrete sleepers when handling are likely to get damaged and by the uneven bearing
on disturbed ballast. The existing rails and sleepers will be completely removed and the concrete
sleepers laid on well prepared ballast bed. The work should be done under traffic block.
Packing Procedure after Laying: Packing will be done with on-track tamper. For the first two
rounds “design lifting” and packing will be attempted instead of ‘smoothening’ tamping, which is
normally done during maintenance operations. After the initial rounds of packing the traffic shall be
allowed to pass at a speed of 70 kmph. The next rounds of ‘on track’ tamping and lining shall be
undertaken after 6 to 10 days or after laying LWR and of speed restriction removed.
Maintenance: Concrete sleepers shall be maintained as far as possible by on-track tampers
only. When on-track tamping is not practicable for some reason, MSP shall be adopted.
In case signs of corrosion are seen, the ends of HTS wires of mono-block sleepers shall be
painted with anticorrosive paints. Exposed tie-bars of two-block sleepers showing signs of
corrosion shall be repainted with one coat of red iron-oxide paint.
Rail to sleeper fastenings shall be periodically inspected and timely action taken for damaged
or missing fastenings.

FFU Sleepers on Bridge ; Pict.: Sekisui Chem.
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Pict. by Rahee Industries Ltd., Kolkata

Steel Bridge Assembly with Mark-III ERC Clip, RDSO T-3701; a left-handed Version with an
anti clock-wise spatial Bend derived from Pandrol PR 401 Series Clips
It has become common practise in India to call in case of a right-handed Version the Middle-Part
between first and second Arch of an ERC “HEEL” and the End-Part “TOE”, and in case of a lefthanded Version to call the same Middle-Part “TOE” and the same End-Part “HEEL”.

Mark-III Assembly with the Clip Middle-Part clamped on the Liner of the Rail-Foot and the
Clip End-Part on the Shoulder-Insert Plate; Belgaum-Londa, Karnataka
Pict.: F.Wingler

Revised by Dr. Frank Wingler, JANUARY, 2016
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PREFACE by F. Wingler
Geometry and Designation of self tensioning Pandrol-Type Elastic Rail Clips (ERC)
The worldwide commonly used Pandrol e-Brand Clips are of a socalled “right-handed”
design: The first arch after the centre-leg takes a clock-wise bend to the rigtht side. When
inserted from right to left into the tunnel of the shoulder-plate the middle part of the the
spatial bended steel-rod comes on the shoulder plate and the end part comes on the
liner/rail-foot. By tradition the middle part resting on the shoulder plate is named “HEEL”
and the end part clamping the liner/rail-foot is named “TOE”. By tradition the clamping
force is called “TOE-LOAD” although is is actually a “Clamping Force” and not a
“Load”. A “Load” is generated by a “Mass”. The Clamping Force of an ERC is
generated by the deflection of the elastic steel clip-rod measured in [kN] and not by a
Load. This means, to mesure the Toe-Load in kg or metric tonnes is nowadays incorrect:

Graph modified
by F. Wingler

Pandrol e-Brand Clip; Pict. by Pandrol

Assembly of “right-handed” Clip
(Pandrol e-Brand; Logwell-G)

The Indian ERC is originated from the socalled “left-handed” Pandrol PR 401 Clip
keeping the first arch lower and the second arch higher. The first arch after the centre-leg
takes an anti clock-wise bend to the left side. When inserted from right to left into the
tunnel of the shoulder-plate the middle part of the the spatial bended steel-rod comes on
the liner/rail-foot and the end part comes on the shoulder plate. But since the Indian Track
Men are used to call the force, which clamps the liner/rail-foot, “Toe Load” , they name
the middle part of their left-handed clips a “TOE” and not as with the right-handed Pandrol
e-Brand clips “HEEL”:

Indian Mark-III “lefthanded” ERC

Assembly of “left-handed” ERC

Pict. by F. Wingler

Graph by F. Wingler

The designation of the Indian ERC clip-parts is not defined by the geometry-structure but
governed by the application with what clip-part clamps the rail. This creates sometimes
confusion and is unusual in the scientific technical world.
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5.1

CONVENTIONAL FASTENING SYSTEMS FOR WOODEN SLEEPERS

The conventional fastenings of Indian Railways for wooden sleepers are divided into the
following three main systems:
1. Direct laying and direct fastening.
2. Indirect laying and direct fastening.
3. Indirect laying and indirect fastenings.
5.1.1 Direct Laying and direct Fastenings Systems
In this system (Fig. 5.1) the rail is laid and fixed on the sleeper directly with spikes, screws or
bolts. No bearing-plate is used between the rail and the sleeper. The low costs are the main
advantages. Its disadvantages are:
(a) In the absence of a bearing-plate there is abrasion between the rail-foot and the sleeper, the
rail tends to cut into the sleeper.
(b) The vertical load on the rail is directly transmitted to the sleeper only over the area covered
by the rail-foot. The compressive forces on the sleeper are therefore relatively high causing
crushing of wood particles underneath
(c) The lateral forces are directly transmitted to the fastening, which they are unable to resist for
a long period, thus affecting the track gauge.
Indian Railways has adopted direct laying and direct fastening systems with hardwood (U)
sleepers only on plain tracks (not on points and crossings). Direct fastening of rail to sleeper is
accomplished either with dog-spikes or rail-screws:

Fig. 5.1: Direct Fastening for Turnout

Fig. 5.2: Dog-Spike Dimensions

● Dog-Spikes:
Fig. 5.2 above shows the broad dimensions of the dog-spike used by Indian Railways. On the
spike’s head, lugs are provided for extraction. It is on account of this shape that the spike is
known as “Dog-Spike”. The head and point of all sizes of dog-spikes are identical, and the
shank is a uniform 16 mm square section. The length under the head varies to suit sleepers with
or without bearing-plates for various gauges, viz. broad, metre and narrow.
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To nail a dog-spike into a sleeper, a hole is bored with augers right through the sleeper.
Hole sizes of 16 mm for hardwood (U)-sleeper and 14 mm for softwood (T)-sleepers have been
standardized for Indian Railways.
The wave-motion of the rail under traffic pulls up the spikes slightly. If there is no prising
up of the head by more than 3 mm, the spike is not to be driven back, because the frequent
hammering of a spike loosens its grip. When the spike becomes too loose, it is pulled out, the
hole is plugged with a wooden plug, another hole is bored and the spike is re-driven.
Wooden sleepers hardly exist anymore on INR tracks. One can find a margin left on some
MG and NG tracks. Due to the large deforestation India and environmental issues and awareness
new wooden sleepers are banned in India.
In North America and Canada the ecological awareness is less progressive than in India,
since timber production and consumption are in balance. Therefore the use of Timber is of a
minor ecological issue. And where timber for cross-ties is still available (especially in the NorthWest), there are thousands of heavy-haul kilometres for axle loads of up to 3t t with wooden
sleepers, mostly with bearing plates providing the rail-cant and with dog-spikes, called in USA
“cut-spikes”. Fig. 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 shows the standard track system used in USA, Canada,
Mexico, Australia and as well in Sri Lanka. For CWR tracks in USA plenty of anchors are fixed
against creep. In England elastic spikes are in use for direct Fastening on wooden Sleepers; Fig.
5.5. Wooden sleepers provide an inherent elasticity and are by far friendlier to the ballast stones
than inelastic concrete sleepers. In USA the conversion of wooden sleeper heavy-haul tracks to
concrete sleeper tracks goes along with a lavish strengthening of the formation (sub-grade/subsoil).

Fig. 5.3: Standard USA canted Track Bearing Plate with Rail-Seat for spiked wooden
Sleepers (Fig. from B. Lichtberger, Track Compendium)

Fig. 5.4: CWR Track in USA on
Sleepers with “Cut-Spikes” and Rail Anchors

Fig. 5.5: LWR Track in England on
wooden Sleepers with elastic Spikes

Pict. by F. Wingler
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● Rail-Screws
Fig. 5.6 shows the broad dimensions of a rail-screw used by Indian Railways. With railscrews rails are fastened onto the sleepers. They are an alternative to dog-spikes. Rail-screws re
more effective, and the pull-out resistance is almost double to that of dog-spikes. The head and
the point of all sizes of rail-screws are identical, and the shank is of uniform 22 mm diameter.
The overall length under the head and the length of the unthreaded portion are varied to suit
sleepers with or without bearing-plates for various gauges. The rail-screw is provided with
greater head-width and under its head with a sloped surface to get a better hold on the rail.
Indian Railways prefer rail-screws over dog-spikes because of the firmer grip.

Fig. 5.6: Dimensions of Rail-Screw
5.1.2 Indirect Laying and direct Fastening
This common fastening fixes the bearing-plate to the sleeper body and the rail to the bearingplate; Fig. 5.7. The bearing-plate, whether of cast iron or steel, serves to distribute the load of the
rail over a large area of the sleeper. This limits the compressive stress on the sleeper. The bearingplate is essential for softwood (T)-sleepers and advantageous for hardwood (U)-sleepers:

Fig. 5.7: Flat MS Bearing Plate on
Turnout

Fig. 5.8: Anti Creep Bearing Plate

Because of the friction between the bearing-plate and the sleeper the lateral forces on the spikes
are reduced. This improves the gauge retention of the sleeper.
5.1.3 Indirect Laying and indirect Fastening
The bearing-plate is fastened to the sleeper with plate screws and round spikes, but the rail is
fixed to the bearing-plate with two-way keys; Fig 5.8, above. With this arrangement the rail grip is
not affected by the wave action of the rail. It is therefore an effective anti-creep fastening. The
lateral forces coming on to the spike is less, thereby improving its gauge holding capacity.
Cast iron anti-creep bearing-plates used with this system are (a) one-key bearing-plates and (b)
two-key bearing-plates.
One-key anti-creep bearing-plates have a single two-way key provided on the gauge side jaw
only. On pre-bored sleepers these plates do not permit any gauge adjustment. As railways
experienced difficulties in obtaining chaired sleeper true to gauge, designs of two-key bearingplates were evolved, which allow adjustment in gauge.
In two-key bearing-plates, plate-screws are used for fastening the bearing-plates to the sleeper.
Two-way keys are employed to fix the rails to the bearing-plates.
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● Plate-Screws:
The broad features of the plate-screws used by Indian Railways are given in Fig. 5.9. Platescrews are now extensively used with all types of bearing-plates to fasten the bearing-plates to
the wooden sleepers. Head and point of all sizes of plate-screws are identical, and the shank is
uniformly of 20 mm diameter. The overall length under head is varied to suit the thickness of
wooden sleepers:

Fig. 5.9: Dimensions of Plate-Screw
● Two-Way Keys:
Indian Railways use the two-way keys with various rail-to-sleeper fastening assemblies for
an effective rail grip. The dimensions and the taper have been adjusted to suit cast iron bearingplates, cast iron sleepers and steel sleepers alike. Their two-way features enables them to be
used both as left-handed or right-handed keys depending upon the direction of creep.
Three sections have been designed for Indian Railways: For 52 kg/90R/75R rails, for 60/50
R rails and oversize two-way keys for 52 kg/90R/75R rails. The horizontal taper in all the
designs is 1 in 32. When the normal size keys are not held in position on account of excessive
wear at the key bearing surfaces oversized keys are required.
● Numbers of Spikes or Screws required:
The number of spikes or screws required per rail-seat with or without bearing-plates are in
Indian Railways as follows:
1. All joint-sleepers, bridge timbers, turnout timbers and ash pit timbers: Four spikes.
2. Intermediate-sleepers, on curves, Group 'A', 'B', 'C' and 'D' lines; on BG and MG trunk-lines:
Two spikes outside and one inside.
3. Intermediate-sleepers on other lines: One spike inside and one outside. These should be
provided as per the arrangement shown in Fig. 5.10:

Fig. 5.10: Two and three Spike Rail-Seat Arrangements in India
5.1.4 Indirect Fastenings of other Railways for Wooden, Steel, Concrete Sleepers as well for
Ballast-less Slab and Plinth Tracks; K-Ribbed Bearing Plate Assemblies;
see also ANNEXURE
On the European and North Asian Continent there are lengthy kilometres of Tracks with wooden
Sleepers, mostly CWR tracks, using indirect Fastenings. The timber comes mostly from local
production being ecological in balance. In Switzerland approximately 30 % of the rails are laid on
wooden sleepers and approx. 25 % on Steel-Sleepers.
The bearing plate providing the rail-cant is attached to the wooden sleeper by four plate screws.
A pad is placed between rail-foot and bearing plate. The rail is fastened by two hook-bolts anchored
in the bearing plate shoulder, each equipped with a rigid clip, spring washer and nut. There is no
need for separate anchors to keep the rail creep under control. The rigid clip provides a relatively
stiff attachment. This German “K-Fastening” with a Ribbed Bearing Plate has been adopted by
many railways around the world, extensively in continental European and as well in Asian
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countries. They are in uses also in Australia. K-assemblies are also used on concrete sleepers; Fig.
5.11, 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14.
The torque of the nuts for the rigid clip is adjusted with a wrench between 180 and 250 Nm so
that the spring-washers are tight with nearly no remaining elastic play; see Fig. 5.62 and ForceDeflection Diagram Fig. 5.63 below. Where more elasticity is needed (especially on concrete
sleepers), the rigid clip is replaced by an elastic Vossloh Tension-Clamp (SKL-12), using the same
ribbed bearing-plate and hook bolt; Fig. 5.13a and Fig. 5.13b; see also Paragraph 5.5 below and
Paragraph 16.1.5 and Fig. 16.2a/b; as well ANNEXURE.
Pandrol has developed an elastic Clip-Fastening “K-Lock” to be inserted instead of the hookbolt in order to provide more elasticity on existing K-ribbed bearing-plates; Fig. 5.14. This
assembly is used on wooden sleepers in Serbia and Montenegro.

Fig. 5.11: K-Ribbed Bearing-Plate with
Fig. 5.12: 140 kmph CWR on wooden
Rigid K-Fastening on wooden Sleepers
Sleepers with rigid K-Fastening, Germany
Pict. by F. Wingler
or Concrete Sleepers (Fig. from B.B. Lichtberger,
Track Compendium)

Graph by Vossloh

Fig. 5.13a: Elastic K-Ribbed Bearing Plate Assembly with Vossloh Tension Clamp SKL 12

Fig. 5.13b: Vossloh Tension-Clamp SKL 12 for
Elastic Fastening on K- Ribbed Plate
Pict. by Gleisbau
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Fig. 5.14: Elastic Pandrol K-Lock Clip
with Insulator for K-Ribbed Plate; Serbia
Pict. by Pandrol

The main feature of the indirect K-Fastenings are a canted Base-Plate (“Ribbed-Plate”) with
two Ribs/Shoulders and a 22 mm diameter hook-bolt with a 32 mm diameter spherical foot housed
in the corresponding Swallow-Tail opening of the Base-Plate (“Ribbed-Plate”). After inserting the
hook-bolt in the shoulder either a rigid clip or an elastic Vossloh tension clamp SKL 12 is slipped
over securing the bolt-foot in the housing. Next comes a spring-washer and a nut. To adjust the
clamping force a torque of 180 to 250 Nm is applied with a wrench; Fig. 5.15. The fastening with
the K Bearing Plate (“Ribbed-Plate”) is still a worldwide universal applied indirect fastening on
wooden, steel and concrete sleepers as well on slab and plinth ballast-less tracks. With an elastic
Ribbed-Plate it is a predominant indirect fastening for turnouts/switches on ballast-less/slab tracks:

(“Ribbed-” Plate with Swallow-Tail Opening)

Fig. 5.15: Components of indirect elastic Rail-Fastening with K Bearing (“Ribbed”)-Plate, K
Hook-Bolt, Spring-Washer and Vossloh SKL 12 Tension Clamp (“Spann-Klemme”)
The K-Plate (“Rippen-Platte/Ribbed-Plate”) with the Hook-Bolt and the SKL 12 Tension
Clamp (“Spann-Klemme”) has reached also India for indirect Rail Fastening on Metro Tracks; Fig.
5.16; see also Paragraph 16.1.5 and Fig. 16.2a/b:

Pict: Vol.-II of NATIONAL TECHNICAL SEMINAR of IPWE;
January 11th&12th, 2013, Chennai

Fig. 5.16: Vossloh Assembly with K Ribbed-Plate, K-Bolt and elastic Tension Clamp SKL
12 on Indian Ballast-less Metro Tracks
5.2 CONVENTIONAL INDIAN FASTENINGS FOR STEEL TROUGH-SLEEPERS
Fig. 5.17 indicates the general arrangement for rail to sleeper fastenings on steel troughsleepers. Spring steel loose-jaws and two-way keys are used. To hold the jaws, the steel sleepers are
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provided with round holes. The jaws are positioned in the holes to provide necessary vertical and
lateral support to the rail-foot with the help of the two-way keys.

Pict. by F. Wingler

Fig. 5.17: Left - BG and NG Steel Trough-Sleeper Fastening; right – Loose Jaw
With the passage of time, spring steel loose jaws open up, and the sleeper holes get elongated,
thus loosening their grip on the keys. Consequently, keys fall out leaving the rail free. Such a
situation can be remedied either singly or in combination by any of the following four methods:
1. Use of over-size Keys: When normal keys start working loose, the use of oversize keys is
helpful, particularly when the looseness is on account of opening of jaws.
2. Use of Steel-Liners: These steel-liners, which are made from plain steel sheets, are so
formed as to fill in the space formed by the elongation of holes. They are provided with lips,
which hold them in position; Fig. 5.18:

Fig. 5.18: Mota Single-Liner
3. Use of over-size Loose-Jaws: These jaws, which are made from thicker metal, make up for
the elongation of holes when placed in position.
4. Use of Rubber or compressed Wood Pads: These pads, when provided under the rails, lift
the rails to a position that the jaws and keys regain their grip despite the opened-up jaws.
The pads also impart elasticity to the track and behave as a good vibration absorption
medium.
The problem of opening-up of jaws usually arises with indiscriminate driving in of keys with
non-standard heavy hammers. The use of standard keying hammers should therefore be insisted
upon.
On the heavy-Haul KK-Line the rails had been fastened on Steel-Sleepers with a rigid T-head
bolt and nut system using steel clips, so-called “A/B/C/D-Clips”. On the NG Matheran Hill
Railway the rails are fasten to the Steel-Sleepers with a similar rigid bolt/clip/nut system; Fig.
5.19a/b:
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Pict. by F.Wingler

Fig. 5.19a: Rigid Bolt/Clip/Nut Fastening for Steel Sleepers

Fig. 5.19b: A-Clip

Pict. by S. Raho

5.3 CONVENTIONAL INDIAN FASTENINGS FOR CAST IRON SLEEPERS
CST-9 cast iron sleepers consist of two cast iron plates jointed together with a tie bar, which is
held in position with the help of four cotters. Rails are fastened to sleeper plates with two-keys.
Cotters and tie bars are the fastenings peculiar to CST-9 sleepers, whereas two-way keys are
common with steel and wooden sleepers.
5.3.1

Tie-Bars

Tie-bars are mild steel flats, which tie the two cast iron plates together with the help of cotters.
Dimensions of the tie bars used for BG and MG sleepers are given in Fig. 5.20. The tie-bar section
for BG is 50 mm x 12 mm and that of MG is 45 mm x 10 mm:

Fig. 5.20: Dimensions of Cast Iron Sleeper Fastening; MS Tie-Bar
5.3.2

Cotters

Cotters are mild steel flats, cut and bent to the desired shape. Fig. 5.21 shows the Cotter-T
432(M) used on Indian Railways:
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Fig. 5.21: CI-Sleeper Fastening with MS Cotters; Dimensions in [mm]
5.4 DRAW-BACKS OF THE CONVENTIONAL FASTENING SYSTEMS
Conventional fastening systems, which rigidly hold the rail to the sleepers, suffer from the
following drawbacks:
1. Rails under traffic vibrate and these vibrations loosen the rigid fastening components
requiring their frequent attention to keep them in position.
2. Once the fastening gets loose the vibrations cause hammering effect resulting in quicker
wear of fastening components. Rail-foot also experiences faster wear. This results in reduced
life of both rails and fastening components.
3. Loose ineffective fastenings allow free movement of rails on the sleepers, leading to
excessive compressive and tensile forces, which can cause rail breakages/buckling of track.
Long welded rails cannot be permitted on such a type of track.
4. Excessive un-damped vibrations in track loosen the ballast particles causing faster
deterioration of track geometry. The track thus requires frequent tamping.
On account of these drawbacks the track structures with rigid fastening systems have a
poor service life.
Elastic fastenings have been able to overcome most of the weaknesses enumerated above,
leading to a strong and stable track structure. With the provision of long welded rails it has been
possible to have high speed/heavy haul operation safely and economically on such tracks.
The phenomenon of rail vibration and the various types of elastic fastening systems are
explained in the succeeding Paragraphs.
5.5 ELASTIC FASTENINGS
5.5.1 Phenomenon of Vibration
Conventional railway fastenings are beset by an inherent flaw. Within a short life- span, when
tightened on the rails, the fastenings work loose resulting in a play between fastenings and the rails,
and the resulting loss of grip on the rail leads to deterioration in the overall track structure. Detailed
studies have revealed that higher frequency of vibrations is the principal cause, when rigid
fastenings work loose. Further investigations revealed that these vibrations are a concomitant effect
of irregularities in the rolling wheel and rail contact-surfaces. It is also found that whatever be the
nature of rail/wheel interacting forces, the track will vibrate corresponding to the natural frequency
of its components. The frequencies are about 800 cycles per second. Their acceleration is in the
order of 100 times of the gravity at moderate speed up to 100 kmph, and they increase rapidly at
higher speeds. Generally the amplitude of vibration in rails is less than 0.1 mm.
● Effect on Track
The high frequency vibrations shake up the entire track assembly. Sleeper packing is the first
to be affected by these vibrations to be followed by the wear and tear of whole track assembly.
Therefore, sleeper packing and other track disorders need to be rectified from time to time to
maintain them at the safety level.
● Effect on Rolling Stock
Vibrations are transmitted to the rolling stock through wheels, leading to bouncing of
vehicles, wear and tear of the rolling stock components and discomfort to the passengers.
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5.5.2 Functions of Elastic Fastenings
Elastic fastenings keep a firm grip on the rail, damp the rail vibrations and rail percussion waves.
Besides, they are quite effective against the rail-creep. These functions of elastic fastenings help the
track to withstand heavy traffic with minimal adverse effects on its assembly.
5.5.3 Ideal Rail to Sleeper Fastening
An ideal rail to sleeper fastening is expected to satisfy the following requirements:
1. Safeguard Track Parameters: The fastenings should provide adequate resistance against
track deterioration, which depends upon the vertical and lateral hold of the fastening on the
rail under static and dynamic conditions.
2. Provide conforming Layer between Rail and Sleeper: Rail-fastenings should prevent the
rail from abrading the concrete sleeper surface thereby helping in obtaining longer service
life from sleepers.
3. Resistance to longitudinal Forces: Fastenings should be rail-creep preventers so that the
rails can safely be welded into a long length. For this purpose, the rail/sleeper creep
resistance is required to be more than the sleeper/ballast resistance. The fastenings must
therefore have sufficient contact pressure, which should not weaken much during the service
life of the rail and fastenings. A figure very much beyond the ballast resistance is obviously
not of much use.
4. Few Components: It should have as few components as possible and easy to install.
5. Easy to maintain: Day to day maintenance should not be needed. The system as a whole
should last the life of the rest of the track form, but any sacrificial components should be
easily renewable. Clips etc. must be able to be removed and reinserted without their
performance being downgraded, and they should be resistant to unauthorized removal.
5.5.4 Essential Components of the Elastic Fastening System; Fig. 5.22a/b
The elastic fastening assembly has two essential components to function effectively:
1. an elastic rail-pad and
2. an elastic rail-clip.
In addition, an insulating liner is often interposed at the edge of the rail-foot to provide an allround insulation of the rail in track circuited areas. The important features of these components are
discussed in details in the succeeding Paragraphs.

1
2
3

Fig. 5.22a: Elastic Fastening with
Logwell-G Clip; Sketch by Logwell

Fig. 5.22b: Elastic Fastening with Pandrol
Brand e-Clip; Sketch by Pandrol

5.5.5 Elastic Rail-Pad or Sole-Plate
Although Rail-Pad is one of the less prominent parts of the fastening assembly, it is the heart of
the system, and an understanding of its functions and behaviour are the key to any understanding of
how rail fastenings work. The essential function of a rail-pad is to cushion the effect of vertical
loading (particularly impact loading). This has two aspects:
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1. By providing a conforming layer between the rail and the sleeper, the pad ensures even
pressure between on the rail-seat area and
2. by acting as a spring the pad reduces the transmission of vibration and impact from the rail
into the sleeper.
The rail-pads possess a special property of absorbing energy by internal friction and dissipating
the same in the form of heat. When placed under the rail, they do not follow the rail vibrations
closely but have a small lag, which is favourable in damping out high-frequency vibrations. To
avoid any hammering effect, they ensure that there is no separation between the rail and the pad
under dynamic conditions.
The pads act as a longitudinal spring to assist in the distribution of traction and braking forces
along the rail.
The pad must at the same time be stiff enough to prevent excessive rail roll-over. It must also
have other properties, if the fastening system is to perform satisfactorily, including:
1. Good electrical insulation.
2. Long life.
3. Consistency of properties (notably its hardness) over a wide range of operating
temperatures.
4. Good resistance to abrasion and to fatigue deterioration under reversals of principal stress.
5. Resistance to deformation and/or any tendency to walk out from under the rail-seat under
load.
6. Resistance to the effects of moisture, ozone, ultra-violet light, hydrocarbons or other railway
related chemicals.
The most common materials from which pads are made include: Natural and Synthetic Rubbers,
either solid or with some means of aeration, such as an admixture of cork granules; Thermoplastics,
e.g. Ethylene-Vinyl-Acetate Polymer (EVA), High Density Polyethylene (HDPL), EthylenePropylene-Dien-Monomer Ter-Polymer (EPDM) in solid ore micro-cellular form or Polyurethane
(PU).
The surfaces in contact with the rail or sleeper may be either plain and smooth or configured in
some way (typically either grooved or studded); Fig. 5.23 and Fig. 5.24:

Fig. 5.24: Grooved Rail-Pad

Fig. 5.23: Studded Rail-Pad

Pict.: See Google “IMAGES for STUDDED RAIL PADS”

5.5.5.1 Pad Design to reduce Vibration and the Effect of Impact
EVA, HDPE and PU have proved as very satisfactory materials for tracks, where axle-loads are
high and speeds are low, as on many heavy haul railway lines. Where speeds are high (say above
l10 kmph), impact and vibration forces, generated by wheels and rail-head irregularities, become
with EVA or HDP-Pads damagingly severe. To counter these effects pads of much greater
resilience and lower vertical stiffness have been developed. The difference in stiffness is illustrated
in Fig. 5.25a in a compression force versus deflection diagram. The Sleeper Bending-Strain
differences under impact on the pads between a plain 5 mm thick EVA-Pad (material A in Fig.
5.25a) and a 10 mm thick configured Rubber-Pad (material C in Fig. 5.25a) is shown in Fig. 5.25b:
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Fig. 5.25b: Impact Effects with stiff and
Fig. 5.25a: Typical Load Deflection
Characteristics Re-desigtned and modified by F. Wingler soft Pad
Tests on materials and shape confirm the general statement that impact attenuation is primarily a
function of dynamic resilience. Natural rubber provides the most resiliencies with the least
damping. However as with all elastomers, it is necessary to shape the surface of the pad to produce
dynamic resilience and in-practice. This cannot be achieved adequately with a thickness of less than
about 10 mm. To allow a fast deformation and recovery, necessary to respond to high frequency
forces, a maximum of force free area of groove or space between studs has to be provided, while the
rate of recovery depends upon the resiliencies of the material. The objective is to reflect the energy
back into the rail with a minimum of absorption or damping because absorbed energy is largely
converted to heat at the rail/pad and pad/concrete interfaces, where it can cause depolymerisation
and break-down of the pad material.
In consequence of such works, the use of soft pads has become increasingly widespread on
high-speed railway tracks. Rail-pads used on the TGV, France, and Shinkansen, Japan, dedicated
High-Speed passenger train routes with a pad stiffness in the order of 90 kN/mm. British and
German Railway are now installing pads with a stiffness of 55 kN/mm and with improved impact
attenuation properties.
For heavy haul routes, pads with higher stiffness are used from the durability point of view.
Indian Railways have opted for a pad stiffness of 150 kN/mm on mixed traffic routes.
Considerable degree of expertise is needed in selecting the rail-pad tosatisfy the operational
needs of a particular railway line. A choice has to be made about the material out of Natural
Rubber, High Density Polythelene (HDPE), EVA or new patented materials such as micro-porous
EDPM of M/S Saargummi, Sylodyn of M/S Getzner or Micromax of M/S Tiflex, and about the
shape, which include grooved, studded, bent or flat micro-cellular pads.
H-pads and lipped pads are used to prevent the pads “walking” out under thermal and dynamic
forces.
5.5.5.2 Service Life of Rail-Pads
Rail-pads should have a service life in ideal situation equal to other fastening components and
also to the rail, as the replacement of pads individually is cumbersome, time consuming and
comparatively an unsafe process. Measures taken to have long service life from rail-pads are in
respect to:
1. The design of the rail-pad and its material, shape static and dynamic properties should be in
conformity with the operational requirements of the railway line. As far as possible, its
elastic properties should not get much affected by temperature range and dynamic loading.
They should be weather proof and have low water absorption. They should also have high
ultraviolet rays and ozone stability.
2. Rail surface should be well maintained by periodical grinding. Under rail corrugation, which
induces resonance frequencies of over 100 Hz, no pad material, soft or hard, can last for
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long time or protect the track structure. Poor quality welds also affect the service life of railpads very adversely.
3. Maintaining good track geometry and clean ballast cushion.
4. Avoid loss of toe-load of the rail-clip, which may allow rail to sleeper movement causing
considerable damage to rail-pads.
5.5.5.3 Rail-Pads on Indian Railways
On the Indian Railways pads of 6.0 mm thickness have been induced (introduced) with the
concrete sleepers. They are also being provided with horns, which hold the pad in position
against slippage. Fig. 5.26 delineates the broad dimensions and the tolerances permitted:

Fig. 5.26: 6 mm thick grooved Rubber Pad with Horns
The poor life of rail-pads on Indian Railway has been a matter of concern. Among the causes for
poor service life is:
1. Poor quality of raw material.
2. Inadequate quality control during manufacture.
3. Loss of toe-load of elastic rail-clip in service. Poor toe-load permits rail to sleeper
movement causing severe abrasion of rail-pad.
4. Poor rail-weld geometry causing excessive dynamic loading at rail-pad.
5. Poor surface condition at rail head as no rail grinding was being done. Indian Railways have
since procured two rail grinding trains.
6. Grooves in rubber pad get filled with dust allowing no scope for expansion thereby causing
faster deterioration of rail-pads.
7. High temperature, high humidity and heavy rain fall also cause damage to rail-pads.
In an effort to obtain the desired level of service from rail-pads, new specifications for improved
rail-pads have been issued entitled: INDIAN RAILWAY STANDARD SPECIFICATION FOR
IMPROVED RAIL-PADS FOR PLACING BENEATH RAILS, PROVISIONAL - 2008. This
specification takes into account the development, which has occurred on world railways in evolving
the rail-pads in meeting the wide ranging operational requirements. Indian Railway pads have to
meet the unique requirement of mixed traffic-environment suitable both for high speed passenger
trains and slow moving goods trains. The scope and other important stipulation made in the
specification are reproduced below:
● Scope
This specification has been framed in order to obtain a rail-pad, which would offer a longer
service life of 300 GMT or 8 years whichever is earlier. The qualifying specifications and
criteria drawn are performance based. This standard suggests for the high impact attenuation
pad, which will provide higher degree of impact attenuation to reduce the level of impact
damage and degradation. This specification prescribes the requirements, method of sampling
and tests for new supplies of as well as the criteria for in service testing and evaluation of
improved rail-pads.
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REQUIREMENTS
● Material
The improved rail-pads shall be manufactured using Natural Rubber, Ribbed Smoked Sheet
(RSS) either of grades I to 4 blended with Styrene-Butadiene Rubber (SBR) suitably
compounded and vulcanized so as to conform to the requirements of the properties specified in
the standard.
The improved rail-pads shall have both side studded design, and the dimensions and
tolerances of rail-pads shall be as per the relevant drawing. Unless otherwise specified a
tolerance of ± 5 mm shall be allowed on the length of + 0/-2 mm on width and +0.5/-0.0 mm on
thickness. The dimensions of pads shall be checked with suitable gauges as per drawing
approved by inspecting agency.
PHYSCAL PROPERTIES OF RUBBER
The acceptance criteria for pads are divided into following major parts:
1. Qualifying criteria.
2. In-service evaluation/test criteria.
1. Qualifying Criteria

2. In-Service Evaluation Criteria
The sample pads shall be taken out after five years service life or 300 GMT, whichever is
earlier and would be subjected to the following tests:
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The various test methods have been included in the specification, which are generally as per
norm internationally followed. The new specification apart from other controls lays down the
qualifying criteria in respect to impact attenuation stiffness and durability not available in the earlier
IR Specification.
It is hoped that stringent quality controls and strict observance of provision in the new
specification will bring the performance of rail-pads on Indian Railways at par with the world
standards.
5.5.6
Elastic Rail-Clips/Tension-Clamps
If the rail-pad is considered the heart of an elastic rail fastening assembly, elastic railClips/Clamps deserve to be named as the main muscle of the elastic rail fastening.
The essential functions of an elastic rail-Clip/Tension-Clamp are:
(a) To provide adequate toe-load or clamping force on the rail to ensure that the rail continues
to remain in contact with the rail-pad under all static and dynamic conditions.
(b) The rails experience high frequency vibration under traffic. The most damaging range of
vibrations is found in the frequency range of 800 cycles per second. The elastic railClips/Tension-Clamps keep the rail-pad under compression all the time thereby damping the
rail vibrations effectively. The net result is the prolonged service life of all fastening
components.
(c) The Clip/Tension-Clamp toe-load (clamping-force) on the rail is kept high enough, so that
the creep resistance of the rail on the sleeper is always higher than the sleeper to ballast
resistance. This is an important requirement for LWR track.
It must also have other properties for satisfactory performance of the fastening system, which
include:
(a) The Clip/Tension-Clamp should have a long range of deflection so that the loss of toe-load
or clamping force during service on account of any permanent set due to wear of the
fastening components is minimized.
(b) With a good size of bearing area, the pressure exerted on the insulating liner should be well
within its safety range, ensuring long life of the insulating liner.
(c) In addition to elasticity in the vertical direction, it should have some degree of elasticity in
the longitudinal direction-particularly advantages in heavy haul operation, where
longitudinal forces on account of breaking and accelerating are quite high.
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(d) It should be easy to install and amenable to mechanized working.
(e) It should be not prone to theft and vandalism.
(f) It should not corrode or jam during service.
5.5.6.1 Types of Elastic Rail Clamps/Tension-Clamps
Elastic rail-Clips/Clamps used on world railways are broadly classified by two categories:
(a) In the first a threaded nut/screw with a bolt are used to apply a force to a spring steel clamp;
see Paragraph 5.1.3 above. The spring steel clamp can be a round bar or a plate section.
The clamping force on the rail-foot gets generated and can be adjusted by tightening the
nut/screw. The possibility to adjust the clamping force is a main advantage. The German
Vossloh SKL-Tension Clamps (see also Fig. 5.15 above), the French RN-Clip/Nabla-Clip
and the Japanese Kowa-Clip fall in this category.
(b) Of second category are the self-tensioning or self-stressing Clips. The spring Clip, when in
position, bears at the rail-foot and against some other part of the sleeper. The Clip on
installation deflects and generates a predetermined clamping force on the rail dependending
on the deflection. Of this type are the Pandrol-Clips of U.K., Amsted-RPS Clips of US
America, Elastic Rail-Clips and Logwell-G Clip of India.
Broad features of the fastening systems using these Clips are detailed in the succeeding
Paragraphs.
● Direct Threaded-Screw and Bolt Fastening:
1. Vossloh-Clamps:
Fig. 5.27 and Fig. 5.28 show the Vossloh Rail Fastening System, where the rail is tensioned
by the spring deflection of approximately 13 mm to a clamping force of about 2 x 10 kN. The
middle bend of the Clamp protects the rail from tilting.
Fig. 5.29 shows the Clamping-Force (Toe-Load) Deflection Diagram of the Vossloh
Tension-Clamp SKL 15. The Clamp prevents the tilting of rails, as seen in the diagram.
Vossloh provides the Tension Clamp (“Spann-Klemme”) SKL-B 15 with a lower Clamping
Force of 7 kN to allow a certain amount of Rail-Creep, essential in some cases as at the ends of
Bridges and/or CWR/LWR, to avoid that sleepers move together with rail ends.
The Vossloh Rail Fastening System is been extensively used all over the European
continent, especially in Germany, Austria and in China. It has also been adopted in ballast-less
track systems on many high-speed lines of European and Chinese Railways.

Fig. 5.27: Vossloh SKL 15 Tension Clamp

Fig. 5.28: Direct Vossloh Fastening

Pict./Sketch by VosslohPPi
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Fig. 5.29: Clamping-Force (Toe-Load) versus Deflection Diagram of Vossloh Clip SKL 15
2. RN-Clip/Nabla-Clip:
Fig. 5.30 shows a RN-Clip. Its latest derivatives, the Nabla-Clip is shown in Fig. 5.31. The
Nabla-Clip generates its clamping force by tightening the nut in a controlled degree. The RNClip has been in use in France for many years on wooden sleepers. It is also a standard fastening
for two-block concrete sleepers. The Nabla System is extensively used on French TGV HighSpeed lines.

Fig. 5.31: Nabla Rail-Clip

Fig. 5.30: RN Elastic Rail-Clip

3. Kowa-Clip:
Fig. 5.32 shows the Kowa Rail-Fastening. It is similar to the French RN-Clip with added
facilities to adjust gauge and lateral elasticity. It is the standard fastening system on Japanese
Railways:

1: Hexagonal Bold; 2: Washer; 3: Coil Spring; 4: Spring-Clip; 5: Wedge; 6: Plastic Dowel; 7:
Rail-Pad.
Fig. 5.32: Kowa-Clip
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● Self-tensioning Systems:
1. Self-tensioning Pandrol Elastic Rail Clips: The self-tensioning or self-stressing elastic
Pandrol-type rail clips are manufactured by giving a spatial bend to Silicon-Manganese alloy
spring-steel rods. Their advantage is the simple installation parallel to the rail. Worldwide there are
two types of self-tensioning Pandrol Clips in use:
1. With a clock-wise bended geometry, called also “right-handed” Clips; Fig. 5.35 below.
2. With an anti clock-wise bended geometry, called “left-handed” Clips; Fig. 5.36 and Fig.
5.66 below.
“Right-handed” Clips have the Geometry of the letter ‘G’. “Left-handed Clips have the
Geometry of the letter ‘e’
The term “PANDROL” is derived from the name of the inventor, Mr. Per Pande-Rolfsen, a
Norwegian Permanent Way Engineer. Since 1959 PANDROL BRAND Clips have become a
favourite fastening system on many world railways. In England the Pandrol ‘e’-Series and PRSeries had been once the Standard Clips. In England new Concrete and Steel Sleepers are nowadays
installed with Fast-Clips.
When installed under Deflection of about 14 mm the Pandrol Clips develop a Toe-Load* of
about 12.5 kN. Fig. 5.33 delineates the “Toe-Load” (Clamping-Force) versus Deflection-Diagram
for the main type Pandrol Brand e-Clip 1800/2000 Series and PR 400 Series:

Fig. 5.33: Toe-Load* versus DeflectionDiagram of Pandrol Brand e- and PR
Clips; Graph modified by F. Wingler

Fig. 5.34: Assembly with right-handed 'e'
Clip Type (Pandrol/Logwell-G)
Pict. by F. Wingler

*) Note: The term “Toe-Load” is a traditional term, although it represents actually a ClampingForce measured in the unit of [kN]. The mass of 1 metric ton generates by its earth gravity a force
of 9.81 kN, say: 10 kN.
The Diagram shows, that in order to generate an appropriate clamping-force, a deflection of 11
to 14 mm is needed. Without deflection the clip generates no tension and there will be no clamping
force. The characteristic of self-tensioning clips is that with less deflection less tension is generated,
and the clamping force gets diminished. This can happen due to corrosion, wear of liners, missing
liners and worn pads in the contact areas of the rail-foot; see Paragraph 5.6.1. There is no
mechanism to adjust a drop of tension or clamping-force.
The right-handed Pandrol Clips with clock-wise bended geometry firm as Pandrol Brand e-Clip
Series; Fig. 5.35. When installed the clip-end clamps the rail-foot, Fig. 5.34. The left-handed
Pandrol Clips have an anti-clock-wise bended geometry and firm as Pandrol Brand PR 400 Series;
Fig. 5.36. When installed the middle-part of the clip clamps the rail-foot; similar to the Indian
RDSO evolved rail-clip fastenings; see Fig.5.40, Fig. 5.41 and Fig. 5.53 below. The left-handed
Clips are nowadays predominantly used in England on turn-outs and crossings.
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Pict. by Pandrol, USA
Pict. by Pandrol

Fig. 5.35: Right-handed Pandrol ‘e’ 2003 Clip Fig. 5.36: Left-handed Pandrol PR 401A Clip
The Pandrol Fast-Clip (Fig. 5.37) is the latest development of Pandrol. It has been developed
for preassembly, faster mechanised installation and higher security against dislodging. Its advantage
is that it is not parallel on-switched to the rail but in a right angle, and therefore the clip is far less
vulnerable to become loose by rail-creep movements and/or vibrations.
The Pandrol Fast-Clip assemblies are available in the variants FC 1500 and FC 1600. Pandrol
Fast Clip FC 1500 is made from a 15 mm diameter rod and exerts a toe-load (clamping-force) of
max. 16 kN. Pandrol FC 1600, made from a 16 mm diameter rod, generates a toe-load (clampingforce) of max. 21 kN. It can be easily and fast switched on and off by a hand-puller or by a clipping
machine.

Fig. 5.37: Pandrol Fast-Clip; left Assembly on Concrete Sleeper; right Pre-Assembly on SteelSleeper; Pict. by F. Wingler
The Fig.5.37 shows the clips with preassembled cap-insulators. This Fast-Clip takes a trumped
around the globe especially in England, Germany, France, Poland, Sweden, Estonia, Georgia,
Lithuania, Russia, Serbia, Hungary, Corsica, Sri Lanka, Cambodia, Malaysia, Saudis, Australia,
China and USA. It increasingly supersedes worldwide the Pandrol Brand e-Clips. It is nowadays the
favourite Clip for new installed Steel-Sleepers, and it helped them for a come-back in several
European countries.
The Fast-Clip Sleepers are delivered on site with all components held captive, and the clips with
the toe-insulator are at parked position. Once the sleepers are placed and the rail has been threaded,
the Fast-Clip is simply pushed from the parked to the installed position. The correct load is
achieved automatically.
The Fast-Clip is virtually maintenance free and a true “fit and forget” Rail-Fastening. Even
under harsh conditions the Clip does not dislodge. No key-man is needed to push in regular
intervals clips back, as it is needed for conventional parallel to the rail installed elastic Rail Clips,
which can get loosened by rail-creep and vibration.
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2. Self-tensioning or self-stressing USA Amsted RPS Fastening: Fig. 5.38 shows the Amsted
RPS rail-fastening widely used in USA. It is a self-stressing system with a clamping-force of about
13.5 kN at a deflection of 11 mm. It has a large deflection-range of 20 mm. Fig. 5.39 presents the
clamping-force versus deflection curve, which shows that there is a further margin for deflection as
a safety measure. The Clip has a wide bearing area at the insulating liner, which helps to prologue
the life of the liner. Its advantage is that it is on-switched not parallel to the rail but in a right angle,
and therefore the clip is far less vulnerable to become loose by rail-creep and/or vibration. The Clip
has also some degree of longitudinal elasticity considered advantageous for heavy haul operation.
On North American Railroads, where it is extensively used, the system has a life almost equal to the
life of the rail.

Fig. 5.38: Amsted RPS System
Fig. 5.39 represents the Clamping-Force versus Deflection-Curve of the RPS Amsted
Fastening:

Note: 1000 lbF, pounds-force, or 1 kips equal a force of 4.44 kN; say: 4.5 kN (“kilo Newton”).
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3. Self-tensioning elastic Rail Clips (ERC`s) of Indian Railways: The elastic Rail-Clips used on
Indian Railways have their origin in the self-stressing British Pandrol-Clip of the left-handed PR
401 with an anti clock-wise bended geometry, earlier manufactured by Guest, Keens & Williams;
Fig. 5.36. RDSO has carried out certain changes in the spring steel rod diameter and the spatial
curve geometry keeping the first arch lower and the second arch higher, resulting in various types of
Elastic Rail-Clips for BG and MG. As typical for left-handed clips, the RDSO evolution Mark-III,
Fig. 5.40, clamps with its middle-part the rail-foot; Fig. 5. 41 and 5.42; see also Fig. 5.53 below.
Out of the RDSO evolutions the MARK-III ERC has become the Standard-Clip of INR:

Fig. 5.40: MARK-III ERC

Fig. 5.41 MARK-III Assembly

Pict. by F. Wingler

The distinctive features are
(a) the low first arch or so-called “Front-Arch” - the first arch after the Centre-Leg, on which
by a key-hammer blow from right-to-left the ERC is pushed into the housing (holder, tunnel,
channel, groove) on the shoulder-insert plate - and
(b) the high second arch, called “Rear-Arch”, which is pushed by a hammer blow from left-to
right for removal.
The Indian ERC`s are manufactured from a 20.64 mm steel rod. Typical for MARK-III is the
manufacture stamp on the End-Part. The Clip has a flattened patch below its Middle-Part in form of
a 35 x 12 mm ellipsoid. As the Pandrol PR 401 origin the Clip-End of Mark-III is not round, but is
flattened; see Graph in Fig. 5.42 and 5.43b.
MARK-III develops under deflection a Toe-Load (Clamping- Force) of 8.50 to 11.00 kN and
provides a creep-resistance of 10.00 kN per rail seat.
Once fixed in position, the Clip is expected to maintain its desired toe-load. But it needs
subsequent attention by patrolling key-men. It is applied parallel to the rail and is driven with a keyhammer by blows on the Front-Arch or pulled by a tool usually from right-to-left. It can be removed
with an ordinary hammer with blows from left-to-right on the Rear-Arch or with a simple pulling
device. When driven in, the Centre-Leg of the Clip is housed in the shoulder-groove, and the Clip
deflects from its original shape to exert a high toe-load (clamping-force) on the rail provided the
liner is not missing or worn and the rail-pad develops its full elasticity, The friction grip of the Clip
in the housing is two times that of the Clip on the rail under sound deflection so that the rail-creep
forces will have less influence to dislodge the Clip.
Fig. 5.42 delineates the mode of assembly and the broad dimensions of the RDSO T- 3701 ERC
MARK-III. But note that nowadays the clip-end, resting on the shoulder-plate, is not round as in the
RDSO drawing, but it is flattened at the bottom like on Pandrol PR 401, from where Mark-III had
been originated; see picture from the side of Fig. 5.43b; compare with Fig. 5.36.
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Graph by F. Wingler
RDSO Drawings

Fig. 5.42: Assembly and Dimensions of MARK-III ERC
The Clip has a flattened patch below its Middle-Part in form of a 35 x 12 mm ellipsoid to be
gentle with less damage and wear for the Polymer-Insulator when assembled. By tradition the
Indian Track-Man is used to call this Middle-Part, clamping the Rail-Foot, as “Clip-Foot” and the
End-Part of the ERC, counterbalancing the clamping vector forces on the shoulder-insert plate, as
“Clip-Heel”. The Heel is below flattened; the ERC is catalogued therefore also as “Flat-Toe
ERC”; Fig. 5.43a/b:

Fig. 5.43a: MARK-III from Fig. 5.43b: MARK-III from
below
the Side
Pict. by F. Wingler

Fig. 5.44: MARK-V
Pict. by RDSO

A further development from RDSO for heavy haul tracks is the MARK-V, RDSO 5919 ERC
(Fig. 5.2.44 above) obtaining a higher toe-load (clamping-force) on existing concrete sleeper
fastening assemblies. It is manufactured from a spring steel rod of 25 mm diameter with the CentreLeg machined to 23 mm diameters so that the Centre Leg will fit in the existing cast iron housing of
23 mm calibre. With a toe-load (clamping-force) of 12.00 to 15.00 kN it provides an increased
creep resistance needed for heavy haul tracks.
For the use on fish-plated joints there is a longer version of Mark-III with the length of 127 mm,
designated as RDSO T-4158, Fig. 5.45:
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Cir-Clip
Pict. by F. Wingler

Fig. 5.45: RDSO T-4158 elongated ERC for
Assemblies with (insulated) Fish-Plates

Fig. 5.46: Anti-Theft ERC with
Cir-Clip

The main properties of the various types of ERC`s developed by RDSO are given in Table 5.2:

4. Logwell G-Clip developed by LOGWELL FORGE Ltd.: The Indian Company LOGWELL
FORGE Ltd. has developed a rail-clip, the so-called Logwell-G Clip; Fig. 5.47 and Fig. 5.48. It is
an improved version of the internationally used right-handed Pandrol Brand e-Clips, which are
clock-wise bended from spring-steel rods onward like the letter “G”. The heel, resting in the
assembly on the shoulder-plate, has a more distinctive seesaw-bend than its Pandrol paragon:

Fig. 5.47: Logwell-G ERC

Fig. 5.48: Installation of Logwell-G
Graph by B. Lichtberger, modified by F. Wingler
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The important characteristics of the standard Logwell-G Clip are listed in Table 5.3:
Table 5.3: Important Characteristics of the Standard Logwell-G Clip
1.
Material
251A 58-BS 970
2.
Hardness
44-48 HRC
3.
Toe-Load
10 - 13 kN
4.
Deflection
11.5 mm
5.
Diameter
20.64 mm
6.
Weight
approximately 825 g
7.
Flat Toe bearing Area
15 mm x 36 mm
8.
Ease of Installation
very easy
9.
Suitable design for all Types
of Rails and Sleepers
yes
A comparative chart of important characteristics of Logwell-G, Pandrol Brand e- and RDSO
MARK-III and MARK-V ERC`s is given in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Characteristics of ERC`s
Comparison of Logwell-G Clip, Pandrol ‘e’ Clip, RDSO Mark-III and Mark-V Clips
S.
Characteristics Logwell-G
Pandrol ‘e’
Mark-III
Mark-V
No.
Clip
Clip
Clip
Clip
1.
251 A 58 to
250 A 58 to
55 Si7 to IS:
Same as MarkMaterial
BS 970: Part BS 970: Part
3195-1992 &
III
II: 1998
II: 1998
BS: EN 45A
2.
44-48
HRC
44-48
HRC
40-44 HRC
40-44 HRC
Hardness
3.

Toe-Load*

10-13 kN

10-13 kN

8.5-11 kN

4.

Diameter

20.64 mm

20.0 mm

20.64 mm

12-15 kN*

23 mm, Centreleg Diameter:
20.64 mm
5.
825 g
745 g
910 g
1.08 kg
Weight
6.
15 x 36 mm
15 x 36 mm
12 x 35 mm
12 x 35 mm
Flat Toe
*) The “Toe-Load” is an old traditional term. It is actually a Clamping Force measured according
International Standards of Units (ISU) in [kN]. Sometimes the unit “kilogram-force” [kgf] is in
use. 1 kgf = 1 kp = 9.81 N (say: 10 N).
Note: MARK-V Clip is at the designed stage and is not yet standardized. With a toe-load
(clamping- force) of about 12.50 kN it provides an increased creep resistance needed for heavy haul
operation. After long length trials on Indian tracks the Logwell-G Clip has been cleared for
universal adoption.
5.5.6.2 Manufacture of Elastic Rail-Clips for Indian Railways
The Clips are manufactured from rolled silicon-manganese spring steel rounds conforming to
Grade 55 Si7 of IS: 3195-1992. The Clips are hot formed and are subsequently oil hardened and
tempered to give uniform hardness across the section. The Indian Railway`s Standard Specification
for Elastic Rail-Clips, S.-No. T-31-1992 stipulates among other things the quality of raw materials,
the technical requirements, the inspection and testing procedures for the different designs of Elastic
Rail-Clips (ERC`s). Among the prescribed tests are chemical analysis, hardness test, dimensions
check, toe-load (clamping-force) test and application and deflection test.
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5.5.6.3 Quality Control during the Manufacture of Elastic Clips
Elastic fastening components are subjected to extreme loading conditions, often beyond their
fatigue limit on account of large variations in vertical, lateral and longitudinal forces bearing upon
them. Strict quality controls are therefore exercised during the manufacture of the components.
The quality control is exercised by ISO 9002 on the ERC`s manufacturing companies. The
quality controls on the production of quality ERC`s are indicated below; Table 5.5:

5.5.7 Insulating Liner; Fig. 5.49:

Fig. 5.49: Insulating Liner
Insulating liners form an integral part of the elastic Rail Fastening System for concrete sleepers.
They are interposed between the elastic rail-Clip, rail-foot and the cast iron shoulders. They prevent
electrical contact between the rail-foot and the cast iron inserts, which is an essential requirement in
track circuited areas. In non track circuited areas steel-liners are used to fill in the gap as all the
sleepers are manufactured with a standard rail-foot dimension.
Steel-liners wherever used have caused heavy corrosion of the rail-foot leading to premature rail
renewal. Paintings of rails and other measures to combat corrosion have not been very effective.
British Rail and Sri Lanka Railways continue with the use of nylon insulating liners even on lines
without track circuiting. The insulators serve as a sacrificial wear component to prevent mutual
abrasion of the outer edge of the rail-foot and the shoulder. IR may have to follow British Rail
practice to save their rails from corrosion.
Insulating liners vary greatly in size and shape and are made from plain nylon or glass filled
nylon. Their environment is very harsh, involving exposure to moisture, sun, oil (both fuel and
lubricating), night soil from trains and other pollutants, in addition to being subjected to high
magnitude of track forces.
Indian Railways after having tried nylon and composite liners have now standardized glass
filled nylon liners of a thickness of 8 to 10.5 mm; Fig. 5.49 and Table 5.5
Even with the use of glass filled nylon liners, they have a short life in track and require frequent
replacements. Their cracking in service is common if sufficient care is not taken in driving and
removal of elastic rail-Clips. This phenomenon is quite common on world railways, where PandrolClip type fastening system is in use. Efforts are therefore continuing for developing optimal design
of insulating liners both in terms of shape and material, including their separation into two parts,
one under the Pandrol Clip and the other between the outer edge of the rail-foot and the metallic
insert; compare with the arrangement of the Pandrol Fast-Clip, Fig. 5.37. Fig. 5.50 shows the
Pandrol 'Re' assembly.
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Fig. 5.50: Two-Part Insulating Liner; ”Pandrol 'Re' Assembly”; Pict. by Pandrol
On Indian Railways all the concrete sleepers are cast to a standard dimension suited to 60 kg
UIC rails. When 52 kg IRS rails are laid on such sleepers, insulating liners of varying thicknesses
have to be used on gauge and non gauge site to achieve the required gauge.
Fig. 5.51 with Table 5.6 gives the details of the GFN liners standardized on Indian Railways
for 60 kg and 52 kg Rails.

Fig. 5.51: GFN-66 Liner

5.5.8 Inserts and Anchors for fastening Assembly
To hold the rail in position the elastic rail fastening system is anchored to the concrete sleepers
by a shoulder, which is cast into the sleeper during manufacture. The in-casted anchorages cannot
be renewed. It’s important that they should last as long as the sleeper, and remain securely fixed
throughout their lifetime. These anchored inserts are generally made out of ductile cast iron,
typically out of malleable or SG iron, resistant to corrosion and to be formed into complex
geometric shapes.
Indian Railways have laid down detailed specification for the SGCI inserts, provided in their
fastening system. Fig. 5.52 gives the details of the inserts:
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Drawings by RDSO

Fig. 5.52: SGCI Inserts; Dimension in [mm]
As the toe-load exerted by the elastic rail-Clip gets affected by the geometry and the location of
the shoulder, it is necessary that they are manufactured to close dimension tolerances and anchored
into the sleeper at the proper location and the right position.
5.6 ELASTIC FASTENING SYSTEM FOR CONCRETE SLEEPERS FOR INDIAN
RAILWAYS
From the time of introduction of elastic fastenings Indian Railways have used the Pandrol-type
system. All the concrete sleepers on Indian Railways are provided with these self-tensioning elastic
Rail-Clips (ERC). The assembly (Fig. 5.53) consists of:
1. Two malleable cast iron inserts, which are cast in the concrete during manufacturing.
2. Two elastic Clips.
3. Two insulating Liners.
4. One elastic Pad/grooved Rubber Sole-Plate (GRS).

Graph modified
by F. Wingler

Fig. 5.53: Elastic Fastening with ERC Mark-III on Concrete Sleeper;

Pict. by F. Wingler

At each rail-seat, the rail rests on a resilient rubber pad between two cast iron inserts, which
provide the rail a precise and robust lateral location. Elastic rail-clips, when driven into the housing
of the insert, exert the necessary toe-load on the rail-foot. A nylon insulator is interposed at the edge
of the rail-foot. Rubber pad and nylon insulators together insulate the rail. When a track circuiting is
not needed, a steel-liner of the shape and size of the nylon-liner is substituted.
Long Welded Rail (LWR) tracks in India are always laid on concrete sleepers, The LWR track
demands that the fastenings prohibit any relative movements between rail and sleeper. On the
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breathing lengths, where the rail necessarily expands and contracts, the sleepers will move along
with the rails without any differential movement between them
Experiments conducted on Indian rail-tracks have revealed that concrete sleepers have a
longitudinal ballast resistance of 137.4 N/cm/rail, which is = 137.4 x 60 = 8244 (say 8250 N or 8.25
kN) per rail and per sleeper, assuming a centre to centre sleeper spacing of 60 cm.
To avoid any relative movement, rail to sleeper creep resistance should be over 8.25 kN per
rail-seat all along during the service life of the track. Assuming a loss of 20% during service life of
the fastening system, the initial creep resistance should be in the order of 10.50 kN per rail-seat.
The toe-load (clamping-force) of the elastic rail-clip governs the rail-creep. The rail to rubber
pad friction coefficient [µ] is usually in the order of 0.5 - 0.7. The friction coefficient under Indian
conditions may be assumed to be 0.6. To have a rail-creep resistance on the rubber pad of over
10.50 kN, the toe-load of each elastic rail-clip should therefore be approx. 8.90 kN. This toe-load of
the Clip will have a sufficient margin for any reduction in the value of [µ] during service.
Mark-III elastic rail-clips, standardized on Indian Railways, develop under deflection a toe-load
of 8.50 -11.00 kN. This is sufficient to meet the LWR track requirements on concrete sleepers.
On heavy haul tracks, long trains with heavier axle-loads (25 metric ton or above) will run at
higher speed subjecting the track to much harsher operational conditions, particularly in respect to
higher levels of traction and breaking forces. For a reasonable performance on heavy haul tracks the
fastening system will need to be up-graded from the present Indian Railway Standards.
To meet the heavy haul track requirements, Indian Railways have recently approved the use of
the Mark-V ERC with a toe-load range of 12.00-15.00 kN and Logwell-G Clip with a toe-load
range of 10.00-13.50 kN.
The ERC assembly has no provisions to adjust the gauge and toe-load (clamping-force). Latter
gets ruled by the deflection. Attempts are being made to provide a scope for such adjustments with
insulating liners of varying thicknesses.
RDSO has developed a number of rail-seat assemblies, using ERC-Clips together with various
types of different rail/sleeper combinations. Table 5.7 gives the relevant RDSO drawing numbers
of these assemblies.
Table 5.7: RDSO Drawing Numbers of Assemblies

5.6.1 Maintenance of Elastic Fastenings System for Concrete Sleepers
1. Loss of Toe-Load of elastic Rail-Clips: This occurs either on account of poor quality
control during manufacturing or by over stretching in field. Poor toe-loads lead to:
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(a) Rail to sleeper movement, which can cause buckling of track.
(b) Hammering action on the sleeper, destroying the elastic assembly and damaging the
sleeper.
ERC toe-load can be measured using toe-load measuring device, which essentially consists
of a calibrated helical spring. The pulling force required to lift the toe of the ERC is
indicated by a pointer on a graduated scale. It is necessary that on suspect locations the toeloads of ERC`s are measured and ERC’s with poor toe-loads replaced.
2. Ineffective Rubber Pads: Rubber pads worn out during service get displaced or have a
permanent set. Such pads should be replaced to ensure efficient functioning of the assembly.
3. Breakage of insulating Liners: Insulating liners are comparatively a weaker component of
the elastic fastening assembly. Liners can crack or break if adequate care is not taken during
Clip driving. Cracked liners should be replaced before they affect the track circuiting
operation.
4. Corrosion and Seizure of ERCs with MCI-Inserts: The phenomenon is more noticeable
in the coastal areas. Its remedy lies in the application of grease (IS: 408, 1981) at the contact
area after cleaning them thoroughly
5.7 ELASTIC FASTENING FOR WOODEN SLEEPERS
● Pandrol Rail Fastening Assembly
This consists of Pandrol Rail-Clips, a rubber pad and a steel or cast iron bearing-plate. The
base plate is fixed to the sleeper with standard plate screws of 20 mm diameter. Two PandrolClips are used per base-plate, one on each side of the rail; see Fig. 5.54 and Fig. 5.55:

Fig. 5.54: ERC-Clips on Wooden
Sleeper and with Steel Bearing-Plate

Fig. 5.55: ERC-Clips on Wooden
Sleeper and with CI Baring-Plate

5.8 ELASTIC FASTENINGS FOR STEEL TROUGH SLEEPERS; Fig. 5.36
Indian Railways use Pandrol Clips on steel trough sleepers in the following ways:
1. With Welded Pad-Plates: A steel pad-plate with grooves (Fig. 5.56) is welded onto the steel
sleeper. The pad-plate is of mild steel either pressed or rolled into the desired shape. It has to
conform to rigid dimensional tolerances so that Pandrol-Clips, when fixed in position, give the
desired toe-load.

Fig. 5.56: ERC-Clips on old Steel Sleeper
The method is quite useful in the rehabilitation of old steel sleepers, whose rail-seats have
corroded or cracked. The method is also being employed for making use of new steel sleepers,
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which were earlier rejected on account of dimensional tolerances in respect of location of holes, but
had cant at the rail-seat within accepted limits. Steel sleepers having cant outside the accepted limits
are not welded with pad-plates and are used as such on unimportant lines in the yards.
Steel sleepers with pad-plates and Pandrol-Clips are being extensively used on high-speed lines
in the Indian Railways and are giving good service.
3. With Modified Loose-Jaws: Modified loose-jaws are made from silicon-manganese spring
steel either rolled or forged to the desired shape; Fig. 5.47. They take their position in the
steel sleeper holes meant for ordinary loose-jaws, and they hold the Pandrol-Clips in
position, which in turn exert the desired toe-load on the rail-foot. MLJ’s made of rolled
sections have been found to be weak in fatigue strength. They open out in service affecting
the toe-load of the Clip. A forged section with increased metal at critical points would
provide the right solution.

Pict. by F. Wingler

Fig. 5.57: Modified Spring-Jaw for ERC-Clip; right Castle Rock, Braganza Ghat, Karnataka
5.9 TRACK ACCESSORIES FOR SPECIAL LOCATIONS
5.9.1 Hook-Bolt: There are two types of hook-bolts:
1. With straight lip meant for securing sleepers to plate girders.
2. With sloping lip meant for securing sleepers to joists.
In both cases (Fig. 5.58 and Fig. 5.59) the hook is an integral part of the bolt. With the help of
an arrow head stamped on the top end of the bolt, maintenance staff is able to check the position of
the hook on the underside of the sleeper.

Fig. 5.58: Method of Fastening Wooden
Sleepers on Plate Girder Spans

Fig. 5.59: Method of Fastening Wooden
Sleepers on Joint Spans

5.9.2 Anti-Creep Rail-Anchors
Creep is the longitudinal sliding movement of the rails. It is resisted by (a) the friction between
the rail and the sleeper and (b) the grip of the rail to the sleeper fastening assembly.
When this resistance is insufficient, rail anchors are used. They are secured to the base of the
rail and bear against the side of the sleepers towards which the rails is creeping. Their design is such
that rail to anchor resistance is much more than sleeper to ballast resistance per rail-seat. The
movement of rails vis-à-vis sleeper is therefore completely arrested.
The most widely used anchors are the one-piece spring tensioned friction grip anchors; Fig.
5.60; Table 5.8:
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Fig. 5.60: Dimensions of Rail-Anchor

The creep-anchors are applied to the rail-foot and clipped on with a spiking or other heavy hammer.
Anchors are applied on both sides of a sleeper, when it is necessary to prevent the movement of
rails in both directions as in the cases of short welded rails or breathing lengths of long welded rails.
This is termed “box anchoring”.
There can be no hard and fast rule for a precise number of rail anchors to be applied. Important
is that the rails should hold against movement. And if not so, additional anchors should be applied.
5.9.3 Spring-Washers; Fig. 5.62 and Fig. 5.63
To ensure that track fastenings do not loosen early, spring-washers are used under the nuts or
under the head of plate screws. To make it effective, spring-washers must to have double slope in
their deflection graph. While the coil of the springs close down at a relatively low compressive
force of about 5 kN, the washers retain their elastic properties even under a force of 40 to 50 kN on
account of the bending pitch incorporated in their design. With their use, the fish-bolt nuts do not
work loose under high frequency vibrations. Plate screws maintain their hold better when provided
with spring-washers.

Fig. 5.61: Single, double and triple
Spring-Washers of German Federal
Railway (DB)

Fig. 5.62: Force-Deflection Diagram;
Deflection in [mm]

Based on the German design, two types of spring-washers, viz. single coil (RDSO Drg. No. T10773) and double coil (RDSO Drg. No. T-1878) have been evolved by RDSO for Indian Railways:
1. Single coil spring-washers are to be used at the following locations:
2. In fish-plated joints.
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3. With fittings and fastenings of points and crossings.
4. With plate screws on wooden sleepers.
Double coil spring-washers will be used on ‘K’-type indirect fastenings with ribbed bearingplates (see Fig. 5.15/5.16 above) proposed to be adopted for modern turnout designs; see
ANNEXURE.
5.10 CHECK-RAILS AND GUARD-RAILS
Check-rails and guard-rails are lengths of rails laid parallel to a track. They are either attached
to the track or laid apart at a fixed distance and then fastened to the track.
Check-rails are used in location as follows:
1. On points and crossings at the crossing assembly where they serve the purpose of guiding
the wheels through the narrow clearance (flange-way) at the nose.
2. On sharp curves, where they prevent the curving wheels from causing excessive wear of the
outer rails and to prevent derailments; Fig. 5.64 below.
3. On curved bridge approaches as a positive safeguard against derailment.
Guard-Rails are employed at the under-mentioned as follows:
1. On level-crossings where they help in providing pathway clearance to the running wheels.
The gap between the extended portions of the guard-rails beyond the roadway should be
filled with ballast or other suitable material to level with the contiguous road surface.
2. On all girder bridges, including pre-stressed concrete girder bridges without deck slab, with
open floor.
3. In all major and important ballasted deck bridges as also on such other minor ballasted deck
bridges where derailments may cause serious damages.
4. On high banks or deep cuttings where a derailment could produce serious consequences.
In the case of 2., 3. and 4. guard-rails can prevent derailed rolling stocks to leave the rail-road.
Check-rails and sometimes guard-rails are held to flat-footed running rails with bolts through
distance pieces of cast iron known as check-blocks. The length of the check-block gives the
requisite clearance. The foot of the check-rail is usually machined off on one side for clearance;
Fig. 5.63:

Fig. 5.63: Check-Rail Block

Fig. 5.64: Curve Check-Rail on
Steel-Sleeper with rigid Screw/Bolt
Fastening to lower the Risk of
Derailments, KK-Line; Pict. by M.S. Rao

Re-disigned by F. Wingler

In England by tradition tight curves are provided with check-rails. Check-rail and running rail,
both are accommodated on the same base or holder-plate with the check-rail block clamped
between them, mostly fixed on wooden sleepers and nowadays with several lines on new steelsleepers. The Swiss Manufacturer for turnouts and rail-fastenings SCWIHAG developed an
innovative arrangement for check-rails applied in UK consisting of a fastening block, where on the
gauge side the check-rail and running-rail are assembled by clips, and where on the field side the
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rail-foot of the running rail is clamped by the middle part of left-handed Pandrol Clips. This system
is also applicable for turnout check-rail. This check-rail fastening had been assembled by Story Rail
on wooden sleepers in England; Fig. 5.65:

Fig. 5.65: Curve Check-Rail Assembly on wooden Sleeper with innovative Schwihag ClipFastening Block with left-handed Pandrol Clip; Pict.:Story Rail England
Guard-rails on bridges in India usually consist of old rails at a distance of 250 mm from each
running rail and in the inter rail space. They are fastened to the sleepers independent of the running
rails. The top of the guard-rail is kept at the same level as the head of the running rail; if kept lower
it should not be more than 25 mm below the running rail. Guard-rails are joined together with
fishplates. The two guard-rails converge at each end of the bridge. The ends are bent down to
prevent fouling by hanging parts of the rolling stocks; Fig. 5.66:

Fig. 5.66: Guard-Rails for Bridges
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AN N EX U RE
by F. Wingler
K-Ribbed Bearing-Plate for indirect Fastening Systems
The K-Ribbed Bearing-Plate is one of the most adopted bearing plates for indirect hookbolt/nut rail fastenings by Railways around the globe on wooden, FFU, composite, steel
and concrete sleepers as well on ballast-less or slab tracks. On the canted Base BearingPlate there are two Ribs with a “Swallow-Tail” opening for the Hook-Bolt:

Pict. by Vossloh

With the Vossloh tension clamp SKL12 it is nowadays the favoured elastic rail fastening
for turnouts on concrete sleepers as well on ballast-less or slab tracks in Germany. The
Toe-Load can be adjusted by the torque, which should be in the range between 180 and
200 Nm. The K Ribbed Fastening allows sandwich structures with a thick vulcanised
rubber damping pad between two cast iron plates with the possibility of vertical and
horizontal adjustments:

ThyssenKrupp ECF K Ribbed Bearing-Plates for Steel-Sleepers and Ballastless Track Structures

ThyssenKrupp ECF K Ribbed Bearing-Plate for Steel-Sleepers and Ballast-less
Track Structures
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Recently the tracks of the Cologne, Germany, Hohenzollern Railway Bridge had been
rehabilitated with ThyssenKrupp Steel Sleepers and ECF Ribbed Bearing-Plate Fastening:

Cologne Hohenzollern Rhine Bridge rehabilitated with ThyssenKrupp Steel-Sleepers
and EFC Ribbed Bearing-Plates
In the latest reprint and extended edition of WORK PROCEDURES FOR
PERMANENT WAY MAINTENANCE from L. Marx and D. Moßmann, BFV Bahn
Fachverlag, ISBN 978—3-943214-03-1 the importance of the K-Type Ribbed Plate for
indirect elastic fastenings on ballast-less turnouts is delineated by the following pictures
and graphs:

ECF Ribbed Bearing-Plates for Turnout on M. BÖGLE Slab-Track
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Elastic Ribbed K-Plate Support with Vossloh Tension Clamp SKL12; fully vulcanised
System for Turnouts BWG
The support point stiffness is approximately 17.5 kN/mm. This permits an average raildeflection of approximately 2 mm. The turnout support points can be regulated horizontally
by -12 to +12 mm and vertically by -4 to +26 mm in order to compensate vertical and
horizontal errors. It is now the standard support system for turnouts on ballast-less tracks
in Germany.

Elastic Ribbed K-Plate Support with Vossloh Tension Clamp SKL12; Pad System for
Turnouts, BWG
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This is a simplified version of the vulcanised system, above, but guarantees similar
fundamental characteristics, properties and functions mentioned above. The turnout
support points can be regulated horizontally by -12 to +12 mm and vertically by -4 to +24
mm in order to compensate vertical and horizontal errors.
The indirect elastic rail fastening with K-Ribbed Bearing-Plates and SKL 12
Tension Clamp might gain importance in India for the elastic fastenings of turnouts
on the proposed new dedicated HIGH-SPEED TRACKS. This elastic fastening
system has already arrived on Indian Metro Ballast-less Tracks:

Bangalore Metro

Delhi Metro

Pict.: Vol.-II of NATIONAL TECHNICAL
SEMINAR of IPWE; January 11th&12th, 2013,
Chennai

K-Bolts

Schwhiag Two-Tire indirect Fastening
with K Ribbed-Plate and SKL Tension
Clamp for Ballast-less Track Structures

Jan Shatabdi Express, Kerala, India
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Railway Curves
As far as possible, points should not be laid on curves. It is not desirable to have points located
on curves, especially in similar or contrary flexure; see contribution of Dhanjay Singh in IPWE
Seminar: On Maintenance & Renewal of Points & Crossings on PRC Track, 25th April 2012,
Western Railway Office, Churchgate, Mumbai. Points laid on curves may create maintenance and
safety problems (derailments especially of empty freight wagons). If possible curved turnouts
should be shifted to straight.
See following picture from the Braganza Ghat-Section, Kulem Castle-Rock, with a former curve
turnout shifted (left side) to straight.

Former left Curve-Turnout shifted to Straight; Braganza
Ghat-Section, Karnataka/Goa; Pict. by Dhanjay Singh
It is also unfavourable to combine a left-(or right) handed curvature with a right-(or right)
handed point without a transition of appropriated length in between. Such combinations lead to
higher strain on the curved toung-rail and in consequence to tounge-rail failures; see also
Annexure:
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Unfavourable Combination of left-handed Curvature with a right-handed Point without a
Transition in between; IRCON Track-Upgrade, Coast-Line Sri Lanka; 2014
Pict. by F. Wingler

Revised by Dr, Frank Wingler, JANUARY, 2016
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6

Railway Curves
(Graphs modified by F. Wingler)

6.1

NECESSITY OF CURVES

Rail-roads are constructed as far as possible in straight lines. Where a desired point can not be
reached by a straight line, the change in direction is accomplished by curves. Railway curves
except transition curves are uniform in nature, i.e. for any unit of length travelled round the curve
there is the same amount of change of direction. Railway curves are precisely like the
circumference of a circle. It is expedient to understand the following geometrical terms:
1. Circumference: The outer boundary of a circle is called “Circumference”.
2. Radius: Is a straight line extending from the centre of circle to the circumference.
3. Tangent: A line drawn at right angle to the radius at the point at which it meets the
circumference is a tangent to the circle. For any point outside a circle, only two tangents to
the circle can be drawn, and these tangents are equal in length. The line joining the
intersection points of the tangent and the centre of the circle bisects at right angle the line
joining the tangent points.
4. Chord: Any line drawn across the circle from one point on the circumference to another
point on the circumference is called a “Chord”.
5. Arc: Any unbroken part of the circumference of a circle or other curved line is called an
“Arc”.
6. Versed Sine or Versine: The distance measured at right angles from the middle point of a
chord to the arc is called the versed sine or “Versine” or middle ordinate.
The geometrical terms are shown in Fig. 6.1:

Fig. 6.1: Geometrical Terms
6.2

CLASSIFICATION OF CURVES

Railway curves are classified as:
1. Simple Curve: This has only one radius throughout; Fig. 6.2 under (a).
2. Compound Curve: This comprises two or more simple curves, both curving in the same
direction or with similar flexure; Fig. 6.2 under (b).
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3. Reverse Curve: This is made up two or more simple curves of contrary flexure; Fig. 6.2
under (c).

Fig. 6.2: Classification of Curves: (a) Simple Curve, (b) Compound Curve and (c) Reverse
Curve.
6.3

DEGREE OF CURVES

Railway curves are described by the length of their radius or by the angle subtended at the
centre by a chord of 100 ft (30.5 m); Fig. 6.3. The latter system can be further understood if we
consider the whole circumference of a circle to be made of 360 sections of 100 ft each. The sum of
the total angles subtended by all the chords at the centre of the circle is 360°.

Fig. 6.3: Angle subtended by a 100-ft Chord
In this case each chord of 100 ft subtends an angle of 1° at the centre, and the curve will be
called a “1° (Degree) Curve”.
Circumference in this case =
360 x 100 ft
=
36.000 ft (Chord and arc assumed as equal)
This is also equal to 2πR. Thus 2πR = 36.000 ft
R

=

36.000
---------2π

= 5730 ft

A “One Degree” Curve thus has a radius R1 of 5730 ft or 1750 m. In a similar way, it can be
found that a “Two Degree” Curve will have a radius R2 of 5730/2 ft; a “Three Degree” Curve will
have a radius R3 of 5730/3 ft; and a “D Degree” Curve will have a radius R of 5730/D ft. Thus R in
metre = 1750/D (in Degree) or 1750/D m. Note that Degree of a curve varies inversely to its
“Radius”.
6.3.1 Maximum Degree of Curve
The maximum Degree of curve is the smallest radius on which a railway curve may be laid. It
depends upon:
1. Wheel base of the vehicle.
2. Maximum Super-Elevation, that can be permitted.
3. Increase in operation and maintenance costs of track and rolling stock on sharp curves. The
maximum Degree of curvature as permitted for various gauges in the Indian Railways, are:
Broad Gauge
10° or
175 m radius
Meter Gauge
16° or
109 m radius
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Narrow Gauge (2’ 6”) 762 mm
6.4

40° or

44 m radius

DEGREE AND RADIUS OF CURVES TAKING OFF FROM MAIN-LINE CURVE

Turnout-curves take normally off from the straight Main-Line as shown in Fig. 6.4 under (a).
But there are many situations when a turnout is required to take off from a curved Main-Line:

Fig. 6.4: Curves taking off from Main-Line Curves
Similar Flexure: When the turnout-curve takes off in the same direction as the Main-Line
curve, it is known as a curve of similar flexure; Fig. 6.4 under (b).
Contrary Flexure: When the turnout-curve takes off in opposite direction to the Main-Line
curve, it is known as a curve of contrary flexure; Fig. 6.4 under (c). When the radii of the MainLine and the turnout-curves in the contrary flexure are the same, it is known as a symmetrical split.
For instance let D and R be the Degree and radius of turn-out curve respectively, when taken
from a straight line DM and RM the Degree and radius of Main-Line curve; and DR and RR the
Degree and radius of resultant curve.
From Fig. 6.4 it can be seen that for similar flexure DR = DM + D and for contrary flexure
DR = DM – D.
Since the Degree of curve is in inverse proportion to the radius, the above equations for radii are:
For similar flexure:

For contrary flexure:

1
1
1
------ = ------ + ------; or RR
RR
RM
R

1
1
----- = ----- RR
RM

R x RM
= -------------R + RM

R x RM
1
------ ; or RR = --------R – RM
R

The two standard turnouts, i.e. 1: 8 ½ and 1:12 as used in the Indian Railways have Degrees of
Curvature if 7.855°, say 8°, and 3.95°, say 4°, respectively.
To illustrate an example, if a 1:12 turnout takes off from a 5°curve, the resultant curve will have
a Degree of curvature of 5° + 4° = 9° when laid in similar flexure and 5° - 4° = 1° when laid in
contrary flexure. Their radii will be 1750/9 = 194.4 m and 1750/1 = 175 m respectively.
Points should not be laid on curves as far as possible. Points laid on curves create maintenance
and safety problems (derailments especially of empty freight wagons). If possible curve points
should be shifted to straight.
6.5 REALATIONS BETWEEN THE PARTS OF A CIRCLE
6.5.1 Between Circumference and Diameter
The length of the circumference of a circle is 22/7 times the length of its diameter. This value is
usually denoted by the Greece letter π (pronounced as “pie”), so that the circumference will be πD
or 2πR, where D is Diameter and R is the Radius.
6.5.2 Versine, Chord and Radius
The relations between versine, chord and radius can be derived from Fig. 6.5:
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Fig. 6.5: Relation between Versin, Chord and Radius
OC = R; V = C’B = CD; AD = C/2

From OAD:

OD

=

OC – CD = R – V

2

=

OD + AD

R

2

=

(C)
(R – V) + -----(2) 2

R

2

=

C
2
2
R + V – 2 RV + -----4

OA

2

--- (equation 1)

2
2

2

--- (from equation 1)
2

2

2 RV =

C
2
V + ----4

2

Omitting V , which is relatively very small vis-à-vis R and C:
C2
C²
2RV =
------ or V = --------4
8R
If C and R are in metres and V is to be found in cm, then:
2

V

=

2

C  100
----------8R

=

C
12.5 ------ cm ---- (equation 2)
R

If instead of radius, the relationship is to be found out D°, the Degree of Curve, then:
=

1750
------D°

V

=

C xD
12.5 ----------1750

C

=

11.8 m, then V in eq. 3 will be

R
Substituting for R in Eq. 2, we get:

2

If we choose a chord length:
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--- (equation 3)

2

V

=

12.5 x (11.8)
----------------  D = 1 x D or V = D ,
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where V is in [cm[ and D is in [Degree].
Thus for a 11.8-m chord, the Versine in cm gives the Degree of the Curve. This relationship
is frequently made use of in the field by measuring Versine of a Curve on a 11.8-m chord and
thereby getting the Degree of the Curve.
6.5.3
1.
2.
3.

Other important Relationships; Fig. 6.6
Central angle ∠ AOB = θ°.
Deflection angle ∠ PCB is also equal to θ°.
Intersection angle∠ ACB = 180° - θ°.

Fig. 6.6: Important Relationships
1. Length of the curve = Rθ when θ is in [radians]; 1 radians eaqual to 57.3 Degree
θ x 2π
= R x --------- , when θ is in Degrees,
360

2.
3.
4.
5.

Rxθ°
or
= --------, when θ is in Degrees.
57.3
By definition, a 1 Degree curve has a length of 30.5 m with a deflection angle of 1°.
D° curve with a deflection angle of 1° will have a length of 30.5/D m.
D° curve with a deflection angle of θ° will have a length of 30.5 x θ/Dm.
Tangent-length:
T = R tan θ/2.
Chord-length:
AB = 2 AH = 2R sin θ/2.
Middle ordinate or Versine: FH = OF – OH = R – R cos θ/2 = R (1 – cos θ/2)
Apex distance:
FC = OC – OF = AO sec θ/2 – R = R sec θ/ 2 – R
= R (sec θ/ 2 – 1).

One or more of these relationships are useful, depending upon the method used for setting out
the curves.
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6.6 SETTING-OUT OF CURVES
Simple methods of setting out curves often adopted by permanent way men are described in
the succeeding Paragraphs.
6.6.1 Setting out Curve of Radius R from a Tangent Point T
Method A: Choose a convenient chord of length C (20-m chord is generally adopted). Then
2
Versine V = C /8R (Paragraph 6.5); Fig. 6.7a:

Fig. 6.7a: Setting out Curve; Method A
Take TP = C/2 along the tangent and mark P. Then with string line, mark the point A, which is
C/2 from T and V from point P. The point A is on the curve. From T extend the string to point B, by
making TB equal in length to C and the distance between the middle of the length TB and point A
equal to V. The Point B is then on the curve. Similarly, further points on the curve can be set out.
Method B; Fig. 6.7b: Point A is defined on the curve as in method A. A string is then stretched
from point T and extended to P2 (TP2 = chord length C), P2B = 2 V is marked at right angle to TP2.
B is the point on the curve. Further point C can be marked in the same way. For getting tangent
BP’3 the offset P3 P’3 is taken equal to V and the curve can be further progressed from the tangent
BP’3.

Fig. 6.7b: Setting out Curve; Method B
Method C; Fig. 6.8: A short curve can be set out direct from the tangent line. Calculate the
Versine V for a convenient chord length C. Extend the tangent to A, B and C when TA, AB and BC
are all equal to C/2. At A mark the offset AA1 = V at right angle to TA. The point A1 is on the
curve. The method of fixing the remainder points depends upon the fact that the offset to a curve
from a tangent is within certain limits very nearly proportional to the square of the distance from the
tangent point. Thus BB1 is 4V and CC1 is 9V.

Fig. 6.8: : Setting out Curve; Method C
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6.6.2 Setting-out a Curve from two intersecting Tangents
There are a number of circular curves, which can be set out tangential to two tangents
intersecting at a given angle. However, when one tangent point on a tangent or tangent length is
fixed, only one circular curve can be set out. Similarly, when the radius of the circle is fixed, there
is only one position in which the circle will be tangential to both the tangents.

Fig. 6.9: Setting out Curve from intersecting Tangents
In Fig. 6.9 OS and OS1 are two tangents, which are to be connected by a circular curve. The two
tangent points are T and T1:
Tangent length OT
=
OT1
TP
TM
form the figure ----- =
-----OT
OM
TP = OT x TM/OM.
Radius
=
OT, TM and OM can be measured at site and thus the radius can be calculated.
2
Versine
= V = C /8R
With V known, point A can be marked on the curve. Versines at midpoints X and Y are V/4.
The process can be repeated and more points can be obtained on the curve to mark its position.

6.6.3

Theodolite Method

AC is the tangent with tangent points at A. From Fig. 6.10 it may be seen that for a 30.5-m chord
AD, the deflection angle, is
∠ BAD = D/2 (D is the Degree of the Curve).
Theodolite is set at A reading zero in the direction AC. The theodolite is swung towards E
reading CAE = D/2. With A as centre point, D is located with a string at 30.5 m from A in the
direction AE. D is the point on the curve. Again deflect theodolite by another angle D/2 in the
direction AF. With D as centre and radius of 30.5 m, G is located in the direction AF. The process is
continued further to locate more points on the curve. Similar procedure can be adopted from other
tangent points to meet at the centre of the curve.
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Fig. 6.10: Setting out Curve; Theodolite Method
6.7 SUPER-ELEVATION OR CANT FOR RAILWAY TRACK
A body moving in a straight line continues to do so unless forced to change its direction by an
outside force. The outside force is equal and opposite to the force which arises when a body is
compelled to follow a circular path, against its normal tendency to continue on a straight path. The
force, which is set in the body because of following the circular motion, is called “Centrifugal
Force”. The centrifugal force is equal to the mass ‘M’ of the moving body, multiplied by the square
of the speed (V) of its movement and divided by the radius (R) of the circular curve. This is given
by the formula:
2

MV
Centrifugal Force = -----R
For a steady circular movement, the centrifugal force must be fully balanced by an outside force
called “Centripetal Force”.
In a railway vehicle moving on a curved track, the forces acting on its centre of gravity are:
1. The centrifugal force acting outward.
2. Its weight acting downward.
These forces are indicated graphically in Fig. 6.11a, where X represents the centre of gravity of
the vehicle, XC represents in direction and scale of the amount of centrifugal force for a certain
speed and radius of curve and XW represents in the same scale the weight W of the vehicle. XR
represents by its direction and length, which is the resultant of the force XC and XW:

Fig. 6.11a: Force Vectors of vertical running Rail Vehicle
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The resultant force XR acts toward the outer rail and thus exerts a greater load on the outer rail
than the inner one. Further, if speed V is increased or radius, R is reduced, the centrifugal force will
be greater, XC will be longer, while XW will remain the same and so XR will get nearer to the
outer rail. When the conditions become such that the resultant passes through the outer rail, there is
no load on the inner rail, and the vehicle is on the point of overturning.
In the case of railway vehicles the force, which directs the vehicle along the curved path, is
provided by the pressure of the outer rail against the flange of the leading wheel. This force can also
reach a stage when the wheel starts mounting the rail and gets derailed.
It would not be possible to say which form of derailment would occur first. It has however
been observed that while derailments due to overturning are rare, those caused by wheel climbing
are not infrequent.
The centrifugal force causes an irregular stress on the rails and other track components, both in
the vertical and lateral modes; in the former by increased vertical loads on the outer rail and in the
latter by the curving force. The method adopted for counteracting the centrifugal force is, to make
the plane of the tops of rails normal (at right angles) to the resultant of the centrifugal force and the
weight. This means that the outer rail is raised above the inner rail or that the track is “canted”. The
term “Cant” or “Super-Elevation” is used to represent the amount by which one rail of a track is
raised above the other. It is considered positive when the outer rail on a curved track is raised above
the inner rail and is negative when the inner rail is raised above the outer rail.
Fig. 6.11b indicates the method of determining the Super-Elevation. In this figure

Fig. 6.11b: Determination of the Super-Elevation
represents the centrifugal force,
represents the weight,
represents the Super-Elevation,
is the distance between the centre of rails
2
E
XC
MV
W
---- = ------ = ---------- ; as M = ----RxW
G
XW
g
XC
XW
E
G

2
E
2
W
V
V
---=
------ x ---------- = -----'g'
RxW
'g' x R
G
('g' is the acceleration due to gravity)
2

when

E

=

V
R
g
E

=
=
=
=

GV
-------,
'g' x R
.
Speed in [kmph]
Radius of curve in [m]
2
981 cm/s
Super-Elevation in [mm]
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G
=
1750 mm
The formula is reduced to:

2

V
-------127 R

E=

G is taken for Indian Railways as 1750 mm for BG and 1057 mm for MG. The Super-Elevation
calculated from the above formula is called the “Equilibrium-Cant” for radius R and speed V.
6.7.1 Equilibrium-Speed
It may be seen from the formula that for a curve of radius R the Super-Elevation will vary in
proportion to the square of the speed. When the speed goes up, say from 30 to 60 kmph, the SuperElevation required will be four times. In a section where goods, passenger and express trains run at
different speeds, Cant (Super-Elevation) provided will be in excess for some trains and less for
others.
Excess Cant can cause overloading of lower rail while less Cant causes more weight to be
thrown on the higher rail. Unbalanced radial acceleration causes discomfort to the passengers.
Improper Cant can cause excess wear of rails and greater disturbance to track geometry. The
amount of Super-Elevation thus depends upon the maximum speed of the fastest trains and indeed
on the speed and volume of the slow goods traffic on a particular section. Excess Super-Elevation is
reported to have contributed to overturning of empty goods rolling stock when exposed to high
velocity winds. Therefore, a compromise is required to decide the speed for which Super-Elevation
is to be provided. This speed is called “Equilibrium-Speed” and is arrived at by determining the
maximum speed, which can actually be attained by fast and slow trains at stopping places and
gradients. Gradients markedly reduce the speed of goods trains, while there is no apparent effect on
the speed of fast trains. For determining the Equilibrium-Speed an entire section may be divided
into a number of subsections, on the basis of speeds, which can actually be attained on an individual
subsection. On sections, where all trains run at about the same maximum permissible speeds like on
dedicated freight corridors or suburban sections, it will be preferable to provide a Cant for that
speed.
6.7.2

Maximum Super-Elevation or Cant
The limits of maximum Super-Elevation or Cant as laid in the Indian Railways are as follows:
1. Broad Gauge
● Group 'A', 'B', and 'C' routes: 165 mm.
(A value of 185 mm may be adopted for future planning of works on all
Group 'A' routes).
● Group 'D' and 'E' routes: 140 mm.
2. Meter Gauge: 90 mm (100 mm with special permission on higher-speed routes).
3. Narrow Gauge (762 mm): 65 mm (75 mm with special permission).

6.7.3 Cant-Deficiency
Cant-Deficiency occurs when a train travels at a speed more than the equilibrium-speed. It is the
difference between the theoretical Cant required for such higher speed and the actual Cant provided.
The following values of maximum Cant-Deficiency are permitted:
1. Broad Gauge: 75 mm;
for speeds in excess of 100 kmph on Group 'A' and 'B' routes: 100 mm with special
permission.
2. Meter Gauge: 50 mm.
6.7.4 Cant-Excess
Cant-Excess on the other hand occurs, when a train travels round a curve at a lower speed, less
than the equilibrium-speed. It is the difference between the actual Cant and the theoretical Cant
required for such lower speed. Maximum values of excess Cant as laid down are:
1. Broad Gauge: 75 mm.
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2. Meter Gauge: 65 mm.
Booked speeds of the goods trains should be taken into account when working out the “CantExcess” for a particular section.
6.7.5

Negative Super-Elevation/Cant

If a Branch Line is deviated in contrary direction from a superelevated Main-Line, the inner rail
of the deviated Branch Line at Section X-Y of Fig. 6.12a comes higher than the outer rail since the
deviated Branch Line is laid on the turnout sleepers with the same inclining plane; Fig. 6.12b. The
lower amount of Cant of the outer rail vis-à-vis the inner rail in a Branch line is called “Negative
Cant” or “Negative Super-Elevation”.

Graphs re-designeded by F. Wingler

Fig. 6.12a/b: Negative Super-Elevation of a deviated Branch Line
To ensure that laid down norms for maximum Cant and Cant-Deficiencies are not violated, the
permissible speeds of trains at such junction points, both on the Main-Line and Branch-Line, have
to be reduced. Unless particularly indicated, the Branch-Line speed is assumed as 30 kmph at the
take-off point.
On Main-Lines, such arrangements should be avoided. In Model Railroading this leads to
derailments. This arrangement had led some times back to several coach derailments on the alpine
Gotthard Line in Switzerland. On the Sri Lanka Coast Line such an unfavourable combination had
also led to several derailments of freight wagons. As far as possible, curve points should not be laid
on curves. It is not desirable to have points located on curves, especially in similar or contrary
flexure; see contribution of Dhanjay Singh in IPWE Seminar: On Maintenance & Renewal of
Points & Crossings on PRC Track, 25th April 2012, Western Railway Office, Churchgate,
Mumbai. Curved points laid on curves create maintenance and safety problems (derailments
especially of empty freight wagons). If possible curved turnouts should be shifted to straight; see
Fig. 6.12c, Braganza Ghat Kulem Castle-Rock, with a former curve turnout shifted to straight; see
also ANNEXURE page 223:
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Fig. 6.12c: Former Curve-Turnout shifted to Straight
Braganza Ghat-Section, Karnataka; Pict. by Dhanjay Singh
6.8 TRANSITION CURVES; see also ANNEXURE, Page 223
To counteract the centrifugal forces on the curves, the Super-Elevation has to be provided
throughout the length of the curve. When a circular curve joins the straight track, such a condition
exists at the tangent point, at one moment on the straight no Super-Elevation is needed while in the
next on the circular curve full Super-Elevation is required. It is neither possible nor desirable to
have on the track such a sudden change. The only method to overcome this difficulty is to insert an
easement curve between the straight and the circular curve. In the inserted easement curve the
radius is gradually decreased from infinity (radius of straight line) to that of the circular curve. Such
a curve is called “Transition Curve”, and the usually employed curve has the geometry of a cubic
parabola. In this curve the offsets from the straight increases in cubical proportion to their distance
from the point of origin, and the radius at any point on the curve varies almost inversely as is
distance of that point from the point of origin.
The centrifugal forces starting from straight gradually build up on the transition curve. Thereby
the Cant increases corresponding to the curvature attaining its full value at the commencement of
the circular curve. The centrifugal forces continue to get therefore fully compensated as the radius
changes.
When a transition curve should be inserted between an existing straight and an existing circular
curve, the circular or body curve has to be shifted to a position parallel to its original alignment;
Fig. 6.13:

Fig. 6.13: Shift of Circular Curve
In the figure, the original circular curve is tangential to the straight at T. The curve is shifted to
ZPY, and TZ is the amount of shift (S). The transition curve MNP bisects the shift TZ at N. The
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total length of the transition curve (measured along the straight) is MQ, and MT is equal to TQ. The
3
transition curve being a cubic parabola, the offset Y is in proportion to X . The offset at Q, i.e. QP,
at twice the distance from M, is eight times the offset at T, i.e. TN, or four times the shift, i.e. 4S.
With the known value of the shift the offset at any point from the straight can be found out by
following equation:
Y
----3
X

=

Y1
-----3
X1

,

where X1 = 1/2 transition length and Y1 = 1/2 shift ‘S’.
6.8.1 Length of Transition Curve
Empirical formulae have been laid down for determining the length of transition curves. They
take into account internationally accepted norms for permissible rate of change of Cant, CantDeficiency and radial acceleration.
The desirable length of transition shall be the maximum of the following three values:
1. L = 0.008 Ca x Vm,
2. L = 0.008 Cd x Vm,
3. L = 0.72 Ca,
where
L = Length of transition in [m],
Vm = Maximum permissible sped in [kmph],
Ca = actual Cant on curve in [mm] and
Cd = Cant-Deficiency in [mm].
Formulae 1. and 2. are based on a rate of gain of Cant and of Cant-Deficiency of 36 mm per
second. The third formula is based on the maximum Cant-Gradient 1.4 mm per metre or 1 in 720.
It is generally preferred to make a transition as long as possible, because this will give a margin
for some speed increase at a later date. For designing a curve layout for higher-speed routes, future
higher-speeds (160 kmph for Group 'A' and 130 kmph for Group 'B' routes) may therefore be
considered when determining the transition length.
In exceptional cases, wherethe space is not available to provide the transition length in
accordance with the afore mentioned norms, the length may be reduced to (a) a maximum of 2/3 of
the desirable length worked out on the basis of formulae (1) and (2) and 0.36 Ca, whichever is
greater. This is based on the criteria that the rate of gain of Cant-Deficiency will not exceed 55 m/s
and the maximum Cant-Gradient will be limited to 2.8 mm per metre or 1 in 360. This relaxation
applies to broad gauge only.
6.8.2 Transition for Compound Curves
In case of a compound curve, which is formed by joining two circular curves of different radii
curving in the same direction, a transition curve is provided between the two circular curves. The
length of such a transition is obtained from (a) L = 0.008 (Ca1 – Ca2) x Vm or (b) L = 0.008 (Cd1 –
Cd2) x Vm, whichever is greater, where
L
= Length of transition in [m],
Vm
= maximum permissible speed in [kmph],
Ca1 and Ca2
= Cant for Curve No. 1 and No. 2, respectively in [mm],
Cd1 and Cd2 = Cant-Deficiency for curve No. 1 and No. 2, respectively in [mm].
In case of a reverse curve formed by two circular curves curving in opposite direction, the
transition length between the curves is obtained from (a) L = 0.008 (Ca1 + Ca2) x Vm or (b) L =
0.008 (Cd1 + Cd2) x Vm, whichever is greater.
In compound curves, where the radii of curvature between the two curves differ by more than
20 percent, transition curves should be provided.
For higher-speed routes, a straight with a minimum length of 50 m for BG and 30 m for MG
should be provided between two transitions or reverse curves. If provision for such a minimum
length of straight is not possible, it should be eliminated altogether by extending the transition
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lengths. Speeds over 130 kmph on BG and over 100 kmph on MG should not be permitted, where
afore mentioned stipulations cannot be met with.
6.8.3 Longitudinal Profile of Transition on Reverse Curve
The following three alternatives may be adopted for longitudinal profile; Fig. 6.14.
1. In Case I, the level of one of the rails is maintained and the Super-Elevation is carried out
on the other rail by raising it over half the transition and lowering it over the remaining half.
2. In Case II, the inner rail on the curve acts as the base rail and the Super-Elevation is carried
out on the outer rail. Both the rails are thus raised to full amount of Cant in the portion,
where one of them acts as an outer rail.
3. In Case III, the level of centre line of track is uniformly maintained throughout; Cant is
provided by raising one rail by half the amount and lowering the other rail by the equal
amount.
4. In Cases I and II, the level of the centre line of track gets disturbed whereas in Case III, it
remains uniform throughout. Case II is more widely accepted by field staff for its ease of
adoption in manual maintenance of track.

Graph by RDSO

Fig. 6.14: Profile of Transition on Reverse Curve
6.8.4 Laying Transition
As mentioned earlier, the transition curve is laid out as a cubic parabola, and to accommodate
this, the main circular curve is moved inwards by an amount called “Shift”.
2
Shift is calculated from the formula: S = 4.20 L /R,
where S = Shift in [cm],
L = Length of transition in [m] and
R = Radius of the circular curve in [m].
The offset in centimetres, from the tangent to any point on the transition curve, can be
3
calculated from the formula: Y = 16.70 X /LR,
where
Y = offset from the straight in [cm] and
X = distance from the commencement of curve in [m].
The offset Y at any point X can also be found out from the equation:
3
3
Y/X = Y1/X as explained earlier; Fig. 6.13.
6.8.5 Safe Speed on Curves
1. Fully Transitioned Curves:
The maximum permissible speed for transitioned curves is determined from the following
formula:
_________
(a) Broad Gauge: V = 0.27 √ (Ca + Cd) R
__________
(b) Meter Gauge: V = 0.347 √ (Ca + Cd) R
The above two formula are based on the basic formula:
2

C=

GV
-------127 R

(Paragraph 6.7)
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on the assumption that G, the centre to centre distance between rail heads, is 1750 mm for BG and
1057 mm for MG.
(c) Narrow Gauge (762 mm):
_____
V = 3.65 √R – 6 (subject to a maximum Speed of 50 kmph).
In all the above formulae
V = Speed in [kmph],
R = Radius of curve in [m],
Ca = actual Cant in [mm],
Cd = Cant-Deficiency in [mm].
2. Non-transitioned Curves:
(a) Non-transitioned Curves with Cant on Virtual Transitions: The determination of
maximum permissible speed on curves without transition involves the concept of virtual
transition. A vehicle moving with uniform velocity into angular velocity on the straight tract
begins to change its linear velocity into angular velocity as soon as the front bogie of the
vehicle reaches the tangent point. The change continues till the rear bogie of the vehicle
reaches the tangent. At that stage, the vehicle acquires full angular velocity. The change in
motion of the vehicle from the straight to curved condition takes place over the shortest
distance between the bogie centres, which is considered as the “virtual transition”. Normally
this distance is 14.8 m on BG, 13.7 m on MG and 10.3 m on NG, commencing on the
straight at half the distance beyond the tangent point. The Deficiency of Cant is considered
as being gained in the length of the virtual transition, and Cant has to be gained in the
similar manner; the Cant-Gradient in any case not being steeper than 1:360 for BG and
1:720 for MG and NG. The safe speed is worked out on the basis of Cant, which can
actually be provided on the above basis, increased by the permissible amount of CantDeficiency.
(b) Non-transitioned Curves with no Cant: In such cases, the safe speed is calculated on the
basis of Cant-Deficiency, which can be permitted on the curve.
(c) Curves laid with inadequate Length of Transition: The safe permissible speed is arrived
at on the basis of actual Cant/Cant-Deficiency, which can be provided taking into
consideration limiting Cant/Cant-Deficiency gradient.
The speed as determined above should not exceed the maximum permissible speed of the
section, which may have been laid down on the track or as per rolling stock characteristics of the
section.
6.8.6 Turnouts on Transitions
On the Indian Railways, no change in Super-Elevation is allowed between the points: 20 m on
BG, 15 m on MG, and 12 m on NG, outside the toe of the switch and nose of the crossing
respectively. Consequently, turnouts are not normally located in the transition portion of curve.
6.8.7 Crossover between Curved Tracks
When crossovers are provided between curved tracks, the Super-Elevation and speed on both
the curves are determined by the radius of the inner curve, where the crossover forms a curve of
contrary flexure. Permissible speed and Super-Elevation for the inner curve shall be calculated in
terms of Chapter 6.7. The same speed and Super-Elevation shall be allowed for the outer curve. To
achieve this objective, the top of the formation for the double line shall be laid as an inclined plane.
Where this is not possible, the two curves shall be laid flat without any Super-Elevation.
6.8.8 Diamond Crossing on Curves
Diamond crossings being straight and rigid are not located on curves. They do not take the
curvature, and thus cause a kink in the track. When a diamond crossing exists on a straight track in
the vicinity of a curve, a minimum distance of 50 m must be maintained between the beginning of
the curve and the acute crossing of the diamond. And when a diamond crossing exists on a curve,
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the curve for a distance of 20 m on either side of the diamond crossing must be laid flat without
Super-Elevation. The Super-Elevation of such a curve should be carried out uniformly at the rate
specified in Paragraph 6.8.2 A speed restriction is imposed on such a curve, taking into account
the curvature, Cant-Deficiency and lack of transition; the speed in any case is restricted to 65 kmph
on BG, 50 kmph on MG and 40 kmph on NG.
6.8.9 Examples of Speed on Curves
Example 1: From a BG Main-Line curve of 2° a 1:12 turn out takes off in contrary flexure for a
Branch-Line. Find out the permissible Cant on Main-Line and the speed, that can be permitted on
the Main-Line.
Solution:
Degree of 1:12 turn out curve:
=
4°
Degree of Main-Line Curve:
=
2°
Thus Degree of Branch-Line Curve: =
4° - 2° = 2°
1750
------- = 875 m
2
Speed on Branch-Line:
=
30 kmph
(assumed for all turnouts if not specifically mentioned)
Radius of Branch-Line Curve:

=

2

Cant needed for Branch-Line

1750 V
---------- mm
127 x R

=

2

(1750 x 30 )
----------------- mm = 14.17 mm
(127 x 875)
15 mm.

=
To round off to the nearest 5 mm

=

To ensure that negative Cant for Branch-Line does not increase the limit of Cant-Deficiency of
75 mm, the maximum Cant, that can be permitted on Main-Line = 75 – 15 = 60 mm. This leads to
negative Cant for Branch Line.
Allowing a Cant-Deficiency of 75 mm for Main-Line, maximum speed; that can be permitted
on Main-Line is:
____________
V = 0.27 √ (60 + 75) x 875 = 92.8; say 90 kmph.
Example 2: A 600 m radius curve is introduced between two tangent portions of BG lines
intersecting to form a deviation angle of 70°. The booked speed for goods train in the section is 50
kmph and the maximum sanctioned speed is 110 kmph. Calculate the Equilibrium-Cant, maximum
permissible speed, length of transition and the offsets for setting out the transition curve. Limits of
maximum Cant and Cant-Deficiency are 165 mm and 100 mm respectively.
Solution:
Cant for maximum permissible speed:
2
1750 x (110)
=
------------------ = 277.88 mm
(a)
127 x 600
2

1750 x (50)
----------------- = 57.41 cm
(b)
127 x 600
With a Cant-Deficiency of 100 mm, the Cant required for 110 kmph from (a) is
=
277.88 – 100 = 177.88 m.
(c)
With a Cant-Excess of 75 mm, the Cant permitted in the section
Cant for 50 kmph

=
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57.41 + 75 = 132.41 mm
(d)
=
On excess Cant amount (d) is adopted, rounded off nearest 5 mm = 130 mm
(e)
___________
Maximum permissible speed =
0.27 √R (130 + 100)
(f)
__________
=
0.27 √600 x 230) = 100.3; say 100 kmph
Length of Transition:
1. L = 0.008 x Ca xVm
=
0.008 x 130 x 100 = 104 m
2. L = 0.008 x Cd x Vm
=
0.008 x 100 x100 = 80 m
3. L = 0.72 Ca
=
0.72 x130 = 93.6 m
Maximum value obtained for 1., 2. and 3. is 104 m assuming L = 100 m.
130
1
Cant-Gradient for 130 mm Cant in 100 m Length: = ------------- = ---- i.e. 1:769
100 x 1000 769
Speed in mm per second
Rate of change of Cant at 100 kmph:
= ------------------------------769
1
100 x 1000 x1000
= ------------------------ x ------ = 36 mm/s
60 x 60
769
2

2

Shift:

=

CF in Fig. 6.15 = 600 + 0.7 = 600.7 m
FA
=
OF

=

4.20 x L
4.2 x 100
---------- = ------------ = 70 cm
600
R
600.7 x tan 35° = 420.61 m
L
100
---- = ------- = 50 m
2
2

OA
=
420.61 + 50 = 470.61
The point at the beginning of a transition curve, which is also called “Transition Tangent
Point”, can thus be fixed; Fig. 6.15:

Fig. 6.15: Transition Tangent Point
Deviation angle for each Transition Length is:
1/2 Transition Length
–1 100
--------------------------- = tan
-------- = 4.76
2 x 600
Curve Radius
Deviation angle for circular curve = 70 – 2 x 4.76 = 60.48°
Length of circular curve = R x θ in [radians]; 1 radians eaquals 57.3 degree
∠ FCP = tan

–1
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60.48 x π
600 ------------- m = 633.7 m
180
Offset at every 20 m from transition from the formula:

=

1
Y
Y
-----3 = -------3
X1
X
at X = 50 m (half the transition length) Y1 is 70/2 cm = 35 cm

at X = 0

Y=0

3

35 x 20
-----------= 2.24 cm
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at X = 20 m

Y=

at X = 40 m

40
Y = 35 x -----3
50

at X = 60 m

60
Y = 35 x -----3
50

at X = 80 m

80
Y = 35 x -----3
50

3

= 17.9 cm

3

= 60.48 cm

3

= 143.36 cm

3

100
= 280 cm.
at X = 100 m
Y = 35 x -----3
50
280 cm is four times the shift S. The transition curve can thus be set out by measuring offsets
from the straight.
Example 3: For a BG Main-Line curve of 2°, a 1 in 12 turnout takes off in similar flexure for a
loop. The turnout is immediately followed by a reverse curve. Find out the permissible Cant on the
Main-Line and the speed, that can be permitted.
Solution:
Standard Degree of 1 in 12 turnout-curve
= 4°
Degree of Main-Line curve
= 2°
Degree of 1 in 12 turnout-curve in similar flexure = 4° + 2° = 6°
1750
Radius
= ------- = 291.67 m
6
GV2
Equilibrium-Cant required for a speed of 15 kmph = ------127 R
2

1750 x 15
Assuming speed on turnout track as 15 kmph = ------------------ = 10.63; say 10 mm.
127 x 291.67
Permitting a Cant-Deficiency of 75 mm for the turnout track, the maximum Cant for Main-Line
will be 75 – 10 = 65 mm.
Speed on the Main-Line curve, permitting a Cant-Deficiency of 75 mm for Main-Line track
__________
= 0.27 √ (Ca + Cd) R
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______________
= 0.27 √
1750
(65 + 75) x ------2

= 94.5 kmph; say 90 kmph

6.9 REALIGNMENT OF CURVES
Railway curves lose their original alignment with the passage of traffic. Unbalanced centrifugal
forces generated by the vehicles running at varying speeds are the main cause, but irregularities in
track geometry and defects in suspension system of the rolling stock also contribute considerably in
distorting the curve alignment.
For smooth and satisfactory running on curves, there should not be any abrupt change of
curvature, and the Cant should be proper. To ensure this, surveys are conducted on curves, in which
Versine and Cant are recorded all along the curve at 10 m interval and on 20-m chord. Based on
these surveys, commonly known as Versine surveys, the decision for local correction or complete
realignment of curve is taken.
6.9.1 Criteria for Realignment of a Curve
Imperfect curve conditions get easily reflected in the running quality of rolling stocks. The
curve is checked and taken up for realignment, when as a result of foot plate inspection,
oscillographe car or accelerometer or track recording car runs the curve is found to be
unsatisfactory.
A method for deciding the need for curve realignment is by drawing a cumulative frequency
diagram. It shows the cumulative frequency, indicated as percentage of occurrence of stations
having Versine variation over the average Versine on circular portion and theoretical Versines over
transition. Realignment of curve is taken up, if the cumulative percentage having variations within
the prescribed limit falls short of 80 percent of the prescribed limit. The limits of variations are 4
mm for BG group 'A', 'B' Routes, and 5 mm for Group 'B’ and other Main-Line Routes. After
realignment, the cumulative percentage should come within 90 to 95 percent.
The method lies in having a Versine survey of the curve, and Statement 1 of Table 6.1 is
prepared indicating in various columns, the stations, the measured Versine, the ideal Versine and
the difference between the ideal Versine and the measured Versine. In Statement 2 of Table 6.2,
the number of stations having differences of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 mm etc. are indicated, counting them from
Statement 1. Percentages of stations within each difference limit are found out and the cumulative
percentage totalled. Cumulative frequency curve ‘A’ is then drawn as shown in Fig. 6.16, from
column 1 and 4 of Statement 2:

Fig: 6.16: Cumulative Frequency Curve
The curve ‘A’ in Fig. 6.16 shows that only 76 % of the stations are within Versine difference of
5 mm, and thus curve needs realignment. After realignment the curve should be approximately
equal to the position ‘B’.
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Station
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Table 6.1: Station of Versines; Statement 1
Measured Versine
Ideal Versine Versine Differences
2
3
4 (3-2)
0
1
1
3
2
-1
7
4
-3
5
6
1
6
8
2
7
10
3
6
12
6
11
14
3
14
16
2
15
18
3
19
18
-1
24
18
-6
24
18
-6
24
18
-6
20
18
-2
12
18
6
22
16
-6
12
14
2
12
12
0
10
10
0
10
8
-2
5
6
1
3
4
1
1
2
1
0
1
1
_____
____
_____
272
272
0
Total of Stations =
25

Table 6.2: Station of Versines; Statement 2
Versine (mm) No. of Solutions Percentage of No. Cumulative
Difference
Stations in Column Percentage
2 to total No. of
Stations
1
2
3
4
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

2
8
5
4
0
0
6
____
25

8
32
20
16
0
0
24
_____
100

8
40
60
76
76
76
100
_____

6.9.2 Station to Station Variation of Versines
The service limits for station to station Versine variations for speed groups of. 120 kmph and
above, below 120 kmph and up to 80 kmph and below 80 kmph and up to 50 kmph, should be
considered as tabulated below; Table 6.3:
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Table 6.3: Versine Variations
Speed Range
Limits of Station to Station Variation [mm]
120 kmph and above
10 mm or 25% of the average Versine on circular
curve whichever is more.
Below 120 kmph and up to 80 kmph
15 mm or 25% of the average Versine on circular
curve whichever is more.
Below 80 kmph and up to 50 kmph
40 mm or 25% of the average Versine on circular
curve whichever is more.
The decision for complete realignment shall be taken on the basis of cumulative frequency
diagram or when more than 20% of the stations are having Versine variation beyond the prescribed
limits, otherwise local adjustment may be re-sorted to.
6.9.3 String Lining Operation for Realignment of Curves
The work of realigning of curve consists of the following three main operations:
Operation 1
Survey of the existing curve by taking measurement of Versines:
1. Vesines are Recorded 10 m apart with a 20-m chord. Important points to be kept in view are:
2. The Versine survey should be started at least 3 half-chord lengths ahead of the apparent
tangent point.
3. Versine readings to be taken on gauge face of the outer rail. In case of reverse curve, the
Versine survey should be continuous but transferred to the outer rail at point, where
curvature changes sign.
4. Obligatory points and the maximum slews possible at these points should be noted.
5. Where there are two or more tracks, track centres at intervals should be recorded.
Operation 2
Determination of the revised alignment and computation of slews, including calculation
for correct. The basic principle employed in the computation of slews is:
1. The chord length being identical, the sum total of the existing Versine should be equal to the
sum total of proposed Versines.
2. The slew in any direction at a station affects the Versine at the adjacent station by half the
amount in the opposite direction, when the track is not disturbed at the adjacent station.
3. The second summation of Versine differences represents half the slew at any station.
Operation 3
Slewing of the curve to the revised alignment and provision of proper Super-Elevation. In
this operation care should be taken that:
1. There should not be much time lag between the Versine survey and the final slewing
operation.
2. The slewing is done to 2 mm accuracy and after the operation the actual Versines are taken
again to check up that they conform to the final Versines of the realigned curve.
3.

Along with the slewing of the track to revised alignment, correct Super-Elevation should be
provided at each station with particular attention to the run-off at the transition.

Based on the above principle, various methods have been evolved to obtain the correct slew.
These methods may be tabular, graphical, mechanical or electronic. Computer programmes have
been evolved, which work out a near ideal alignment with minimum slews. In tabular method,
success largely lies on the proper selection of Versines and in applying the appropriate correction
couples. Example illustrated in Table 6.4 shows the process of arriving at the final slews.
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6.9.4 Realignment of Curves on Double or Multiple Lines
On double or multiple lines, each curve should be string-lined independently. No attempt should
be made to realign any curve by slewing it to a uniform centre to centre distance from a realigned
curve of the adjacent track.
6.10 EXTRA LATERAL CLEARANCE ON CURVES
To ensure that vehicles may travel with the same degree of safety all over the system of a
particular gauge, certain minimum lateral clearances have been laid down in the booklet of
“Schedule of Dimensions”. On curves, the centre line of the vehicles moves away from the centre
line track thereby necessitating extra clearance for structures. There is also leaning of vehicle on
account of Super-Elevation and swaying on account of speed.
Extra lateral clearances needed to meet with the above contingencies are worked out as follows.
6.10.1 End-Throw and Over-Throw
Fig. 6.17 gives the position of a bogie on a curve of radius R. L is the end-to-end length of the
bogie and C is the centre-to-centre distance of the two bogie centres.
1. Over-Throw or extra clearance needed at the centre:
2

C
x = Cd = -----8R
2. End-Throw or extra clearance needed at the ends:
2

2

2

2

L
C
L ─C
y = ef = ------ ─ ------ = -------------8R
8R
8R

Fig. 6.17: Position of a Bogie on a Curve

Fig. 6.18: Vehicle Lean

On account of Super-Elevation, vehicles lean toward the inner rail as shown in Fig. 6.18, above.
hxS
Since ∠ θ is equal in the two triangles abs and xyz, effect of lean = ----------G
When h is height of the vehicle; S = Super-Elevation; G = Gauge
6.10.2 Additional Lurch or Sway inside the Curve
Additional lurch or sway on the curves will depend upon the unbalanced centrifugal forces and
how the vehicle suspension system reacts to such forces. These lurches add to the effect of lean
inside a curve. For present day speeds and vehicle, the extra clearance on account of sway has been
empirically laid down as ¼th of extra clearance required on account of lean as worked out earlier.
Lateral Clearance on Curves
1. Thus total extra lateral clearance needed outside the curve are:
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2

End-throw

2

L ─C
-------------8R

=

2. Total extra lateral clearance inside the curve are:
C2
hxs
1
hxs
----+
----+
---x
-----8R
G
4
G

=

For getting the result in mm, all dimensions are taken in [mm]:
R = Radius of Curve in mm,
L = End to End Length of Bogie, which is taken as 21,340 mm for BG and 19,510 mm for MG,
C = Bogie Centres taken as 14,785 mm for BG and 13,710 mm for MG,
H = Height of bogie, taken as 4025mm for BG and 3350 mm for MG,
G = 1676 mm for BG and 1000 mm for MG,
S = Super-Elevation in [mm].
6.10.3 Extra Clearance between adjacent Tracks
Assuming that both the tracks have the same Super-Elevation, lean effect will get nullified.
Thus, extra clearance required will be:
2

C
2x1hxs
Overthrow + twice sway + end throw = ---- + ------ ---- +
8R
4
G

2

L ─C
-------8R

2

6.10.4 Extra Clearance for Platforms
On the straight track, the clearance provided between the vehicle (i.e. the foot boards) and the
platform coping is 152 mm. It is considered that extra clearances based on the above mentioned
calculations would create excessive gap between the vehicle and the platform. It has therefore been
decided that after taking all the extra clearance into account, the clearance should be reduced by 25
mm on platforms situated on the outside of curve and by 5 mm on platforms situated on the inside
of curves on BG. Reduction on the platform situated on the inside of curve has been allowed more
as the sway effect at the centre of the bogie is less than that at the ends. In the case of MG, the
deduction is 25 mm, both on the inside and outside of curves. The deduction is applicable for
heights even beyond the platform height.
Example: Work out the extra clearances needed on high level BG platform (840 mm height) for
inside and outside of 2° Curve and having a Super-Elevation of 50 mm.
Solution:
1750
R
=
--------- x 1000 = 87,5000 mm; S = 50 mm
2
1. Extra clearance on inside of curve:
E1

2

C
= ----+
8R

hs = 51 mm
hs + ----1 x --------G
G
4

taking value of C, G and h = 840 as given earlier
2
50 x 840
(14785)
50 x 840
1
= --------------- + -------------- + ----- x ------------- − 51mm
1676
8 x 875000
1676
4

= 31.22 + 25.06 + 6.26 − 51 mm = 11.54; say 10.0 mm (rounded up)
2. Extra clearance on the outside of curve:
2

E2

=

2

L −C
----------- − 25 mm
8R
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2

2

(21340) − (14785)
= --------------------------- − 25 mm = 33.83 − 25 mm = 8.83 mm; say 10 mm (rounded up).
8 x 875000
6.11 MOVEMENT OF VEHICLES ON CURVES
6.11.1 Slipping and Sliding Wheels on Curves
On straight track and on lean curves (as long the effect of coning fully compensates the
difference in length of the inside and outside rails) for any vehicle with two parallel wheels, it can
be observed that the flanges are both clear of the rails. On a straight track the wheels run central
between them (Fig.19a) and on lean curvatures the outer curve-rail trails nearer to the flange; see
case (a) in Fig. 6.19b:

Graphs re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 19a: Play (σS) between Wheel and
Rail on straight Track

Outer Curve Rail
Inner Curve Rail
(a): Lean Curve; (b): Tight Curve
Fig. 6.19b: Wheel Trailing on lean and
tight Curve

Entering a tighter curve, when the tangent point is passed, the vehicle continues in a straight
line until the flange of the leading outside wheel rubs against the rail; see (b) in Fig. 6.19b. It
continuously bears against the running corner of the rail for the whole length of the curve and is
therefore running on the wheel tread, which is slightly larger in diameter than that of the inside
leading wheel tread, owing to the coning of the wheels.
If the axle could adjusts itself radial to the curve and the effect of coning fully compensated the
difference in length of the inside and outside rails, the axle would run smoothly round the curve in
the right angle, and there would be no tendency to slip. However, neither of these conditions is
realized, and consequently stick-slipping under angular trailing between the tyre and the rail is
inevitable.
To compensate the difference in length of rails, the inside wheel must slip backwards or the
outside wheel must slide forward along the rail. This phenomenon is called “Slipping” and
“Sliding” of wheels on curves and is one of the causes of rail and wheel wear on curves besides the
wear caused by the angular trailing of wheels; see Fig. 6.20.
6.11.2 Gauge Widening and angular Wheel-Trailing on Curves; see also Paragraph 20.3.1
Besides slipping and sliding along the rail, there occurs slipping across the rail trying to keep
the front axle of the bogie at a right angle to the line of motion. On a curvature the wheels of a
bogie trail angular and not in a right angle. The wheels trail in a so-called “Yaw-Angle” “α” causing
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the so-called “Stick-Slip Behaviour” mostly of the inner front wheel !!! One speaks also from the
Angular Attack contributing to the Wheel Squeal. Squeal is likely to occur if the curve-radius is
tighter than 100-times the wheel-base (see M.T.Toward et al. in International Railway Journal,
March 2015, page 47, ISSN 2161-7368, Simmons Boardman Pl. Corp. NY, USA). Wheel Squeal
can be reduced by lubrication of the rail-top. Even water reduces Wheel Squeal. Non-angular wheel
trailing on curvature is only fully achieved by so-called ”Talgo-Trains”, which have only one
stiring axle per coach-shell.
If the radius of the curve becomes tighter, a stage will be reached, where flanges on both axles of
the bogie will begin to touch the rails, and the curve will then be of minimum radius to
accommodate the bogie; Fig. 6.20:

Graph from L. Marx & L. Moßmann

Fig. 6.20: Angular Trailing and angular Attack of Wheels in Curve; see also Fig. 20.3
It would be clear that the wear of flanges will ease the passage of the bogie round the curves,
because it has the effect of increasing the play between the wheel flange and the rail. Widening of
gauge has a similar effect. The easier the passage of vehicle on curve, the less will be the wear and
tear on both the vehicle and the track. However, any excess of gauge widening thereby increasing
the play of the wheel could lead to an increase in the angle of attack of the wheel flange on the rail,
leading again to excess wear of both rail and the wheel.
Therefore to achieve the optimum results a compromise has to be reached upon the gauge
widening on curves.
The gauge on curves is laid and maintained by Indian Railways to the following standards;
Table 6.5:

6.11.3 Check-Rail on Curves; see also WITHER CHECK-RAILS ON CURVES by F. Wingler
for download under http://www.derwingler.com .
Rails laid on curves need more frequent renewals on account of the grinding, slipping and
sliding actions to which they are subjected under moving vehicle. Worn-out outer rails show the
effect of grinding on the running corner of the rail head. The inner curve rail is often spread as a
result of transverse slipping and stick-slipping under angular wheel trailing; Fig. 6.21:
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re-designed by
F. Wingler

from A. Kerr

(a)
(b)
(a)
(b)
Fig. 6.21: Rail Profile Wear on (a) outer Curve-Rail and (b) inner Curve-Rail
The pressure of the flange of the leading wheel against the outer rail leads not only to excessive
wear but also to risk of the flange-climbing up over the rail. To minimize this risk, a check rail is
fixed inside the inner rail and made parallel to it; Fig. 6.22:

Fig. 6.22: Check-Rail Arangement; Graph re-designed by F. Wingler
Check-rails can perform the following functions:
1. Reduce the lateral wear on outer rail on expense of more wear of wheels and check-rails
Check-rails create a lot of pain for no or only little benefits!! A far better remedy against rail
wear in curve is rail lubrication/friction- management; see Paragraph 2.35)
2. Prevent the outer wheel flange from mounting the outer rail.
3. Prevent the vehicle from derailment.
In Indian Railways the check-rails are provided on curves when the radius of curve is 218 m (8°)
and less for BG and 12 m (14°) and less for MG. They may be provided on flatter curves to meet
some specific needs.
Minimum clearance prescribed for check-rail for a curve is 44 mm for BG, and 41 mm for MG
to be increased by not less than half the amount of any difference between the nominal gauge and
the actual gauge to which the curve is actually laid.
For further details see the Technical Railway Paper by F.A. Wingler "WITHER CHECK-RAILS ON
CURVES" for download under http://www.drwingler.com

It should be noted that the Schedule of Dimensions prescribes the minimum check-rail
clearance. Actual clearance on a curve to be provided will depend upon the function that a checkrail is supposed to perform. On the 8° curves of KK-Line on S.E. Railway check-rail clearance has
been increased to 74 mm, where they mainly perform the function of preventing vehicles from
derailment; Fig. 6.22b:
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Pict. by
M.S. Raho

Fig. 6.22b: Check-Rail on 8 Degree KK-Line Curvature for Derailment Prevention
6.11.4 Gain of inner Rail over the outer Rail on a Curve; Fig. 6.23
Let OA be the radius (R) of the outer rail in a curve and G be the gauge. Radius of the inner rail
OB will be (R - G):

Fig. 6.23: Gain of inner Rail over outer Rail
Circumference of outer rail
= 2πR.
Circumference of the inner rail = 2π (R− G).
Difference
= 2πR − 2π (R − G) = 2πG.
This is called the “Gain of inner Rail over the outer Rail“. In length 2πR the Gain = 2πG
2πG x L
G
In length L the Gain
= ------------ = L x ----R
2πR
Example:
On a 2° BG curve and curve length L = 100 m,
1.676 x 100
Gain = ----------------- = 0.192 m
875
The normal practice of Indian Railways is to lay square joints on curves. On sharp curves of
less than 400 m radius on BG, and 300 m radius on MG, mid-staggered joints may be laid on
curves. In the case of square joints, the inner rail is permitted to gain over the outer rail by a
maximum of half the distance between bolt holes, i.e. p/2, if p is the pitch or distance between bolt
holes. When it exceeds the amount, the inner rail is cut by the full pitch. The inner rail then lags
behind till it becomes square by covering a distance of p/2. When it leads the outer rail by p/2, it is
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again cut by the distance p. In this method, the joints on curve can be out of square by a maximum
of + p/2.
For curves provided with transitions, the length L is taken as the length of the circular curve
plus half the length of the transition curve.
With the extensive use of welded rails, the cutting of rails has becomes uncommon. The gainlength is adjusted by welding pieces of rail different lengths, which are usually available in the lot
on account of the tolerance in length permitted in new rails.
6.12 VERTICAL CURVES
When the track laid at different grades meet, sharp summits and sags are formed. To avoid
rough riding of vehicles at the junction point, these summits and sags are required to be remedied
by suitably designed vertical curves. In the Indian Railways, vertical curves are provided at the
junction of grades, when the algebraic difference between grades is equal to or more than 4 mm per
metre or 0.4 %. For example, if 1 in 100 (10 mm/m) rising grade meets 1 in 200 (5 mm/m) rising
grade, the vertical curve will be needed, because the algebraic difference 10 – 5 = 5 mm/m is more
than the prescribed limit of 4 mm/m.
For laying vertical curves, the tangent length is worked out with the help of deflection angle and
the radius. Different points on the curve are then fixed by calculating their reduced level with
respect to tangent points.
The minimum radius for vertical curves is given in Table 6.6:

Group
'A'
'B'
'C', 'D' and 'E'

Table 6.6: Minimum Radii for vertical Curves
MG
BG
Minimum Radius Group
Minimum Radius
4000 m
3000 m
all routes
2500 m
2500 m

6.12.1 Change of Grade and Provision of Vertical Curves
1. Vertical curves or any change of grade must not be provided in the transition portion of
horizontal curves, because then it would be very difficult to maintain track geometry.
2. Turnouts must not take off at locations, where vertical curves exist because the maintenance
of the turnout, especially the tongue rails, would pose a problem. The Schedule of
Dimensions, both for BG and MG, therefore, prescribes that the same gradient in a station
yard must extend for at least 45 m beyond the stock joint of the extreme turnout on either
side and vertical curve, if any, to be provided beyond the point.
3. It is a good practice to avoid a vertical curve of the summit type in the circular portion of a
curve, when the track is with CWR or LWR. Under compression, the welded rails would
then have a tendency of ‘lift off and decrease the stability of track against buckling.
4. A vertical curve of the ‘Sag type’ should not be located in a cutting or a tunnel as drainage is
then affected.
5. Vertical curves must not be provided over un-ballasted deck bridges.
6. A vertical curve of the ‘sag type’ must be well maintained as it is a location, which has the
potential for causing accidents. At such locations, the front portion of a train (working
against gravity) has relatively less speed than the rear portion (moving with gravity
assisting). The wagons at the lowest point of the sag have, therefore, a tendency to bunch
together and get lifted off the track.
7. Vertical curves of the ‘summit type’ must be avoided at the centre of long tunnels. Exhaust
from the locomotives being lighter would tend to collect near the crown of the tunnels
affecting ventilation.
8. A series of rising and falling gradients leads to what is usually termed as “rolling profile”. In
a rolling profile, if sags and summits are too close to each other, they can have an
undesirable effect on train operation, especially on heavy haul operation, as the train may be
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over two or more summits with opposing forces of gravity, slack action of couplings, brake
application and tractive force. The economy obtained in construction from closely changing
grades may get offset by the operating problems likely to arise later.

AN N EX U RE
by F.A WI N GLER

RAI L T RACK GEOM ET RY
Ela bora t ion for a Se m ina r a nd a Ra ilw a y T e c hnology
Ex hibit ion
w it h St ude nt s of t he Ric hm ond H ill Colle ge , Ga lle ,
SRI LAN K A, Oc t . 2 0 1 4 ; Ex c e rpt s

T RAN SI T I ON -CU RV ES
The train should not be suddenly guided from a straight track onto a curved track. This
would exert strong lateral or horizontal forces on rails, wheels and carriages.
The “BODY” or “CIRCULAR” curve begins and ends with the transition curve. Without
latter there would be additional higher lateral acting load factors.
The transition curve is a SPIRAL slowly increasing its tightness on a ramp from straight to
the final angle of the circular- or body-curve and slowly increasing the super-elevation onto
the height of the circular- or body-curve.

The run from straight to the curve-angle has to be guided smoothly, easily and steadily.
The guiding forces have to overcome the torsinal moment of inertia of the rail-vehicles. In
addition the super-elevation or track-cant must be gradually introduced by the so-called
“TRANSITION CURVE”. The Transition-Curve is an easement ramp. With the inserted
transition the radius is gradually decreased from infinity (radius of straight track) to that of
the circular- or body-curve. The centrifugal forces starting from zero on the straight section
build up on the transition. The super-elevation or cant increases correspondingly to the
curvature. At the end of the circular- or body-curve the TRANSITION CURVE runs the
radius and super-elevation smoothly out to the straight track.
The transition geometry is commonly a CLOTHOIDE-SPIRALE or CUBIC PARABOLA
although other types are in use by worldwide railways.
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Up to 4 Degree there is not much difference between clothoide and cubic parabola. The
rate of change of radius with the length does not differ much between a clothoide and
cubic parabola at the begin of the spiral The cubic parabola is a linear ramp, which can be
calculated without advanced mathematic, easy to install and preferred by Indian and Sri
Lanka Railways. European Railways prefer clothoides, which tighten the curvature with the
length like a watch spring. A clothoide starts smoother and ends sharper. The French
High Speed lines have clothoide type transitions.
Length of the transition and tightness on the body-curve determine the PERMISSABLE
SAFE SPEED.
Sometimes it comes more complicated, when the body or circular-curve has to be
designed with two different radii (“COMPOUND CURVE”) or by two circular curves of
opposite curvatures (“REVERSE CURVE”). On the SLR KV-Line and on the Up-Country
Line we can find several REVERSE CURVES without the provision of TRANSITIONS of
appropriate length.
Seldom there is enough room to lay a transition curve of appropriate length. The
Permissible Speed has to be reduced accordingly. On the upgraded Coast Line Track at
the south Gintota Bridge abutment there had been no space for a proper transition. When
entering or leaving the curve the trains exert high forces onto the track and the passenger
inside the coaches can feel the jerk.
Railways have their own mathematical equations, formulas, rule books and data sheets. In
the appendix you find the mathematical equations, formulas, rules and data used in India.

I RCON SL T RACK U PGRADE: U N FAV OU RABLE CU RV E
GEOM ET RY ON SLR COAST LI N E
IRCON from India had been called to upgrade the Sri Lanka Coast-Line Track from Matara
up to Kalutara South. The Politicians had the dream that after the upgrade trains will run
with 100 kmph. But this is can not be realised for several reasons:
SLR has no Rolling Stocks with enough traction effort to accelerate on short distances
(less than 2 to 3 km) up to 100 kmph.
IRCON had to lay the upgraded track on the old curvy trace with 6 to 7 Degree Curvatures,
Reverse-Curvatures and without enough room for adequate transition lengths. There are
only few straight stretches of 3 to 5 km length (Kosgoda, Kahawe, Koggala). Mostly the
Coast line consists of curvatures. The distances between the railway stations and train
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halts are relatively short. There are plenty of risky and tricky Road Level Crossings.
Pedestrians (School Children with Parents and even Teachers) use the track as a footpath.

T he T ra c k Ge om e t ry Pa ra m e t e rs a llow 6 0 k m ph a t Am ba la ngoda , but t he Risk Sit ua t ion
de m a nds 1 5 k m ph for Sa fe t y Re a sons.

Besides, there had been no proper Surface Water Management possible, to drain the
water appropriately out the rail bed and to keep it away from the rail bed. The falling and
rising water levels with the climate seasons are one of the culprits for the “Memory
Effects” of lateral and vertical Track Misalignments.
IRCON did its best to adjust the curve geometry with short transitions for smoother train
running wherever it was possible, although the appropriated length of the transitions could
not be achieved at many sections; see picture above.
At Gintota the needed land acquisition for a new alignment with transitions at the Gintota
River Bridge and at the south entrance to the Railway Station Siding was not possible.
The dilemma with the old trace geometry, not allowing transitions of appropriate length,
can be demonstrated by the following picture:
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Le ft -Curve c om bine d w it h a right -H a nd-T urnout w it hout a T ra nsit ion; w it h a Cha nge of
t he Gra die nt on t he right dive rging Rout e . Gint ot a , Sri La nk a , a ft e r t he I RCON U pgra de

The left curve is combined without any transition with a right-hand turnout. In addition there
is a down-gradient change, a vertical curvature, of the diverging siding starting at the VeeCrossing of the point. This “wrong alignment” has already led to derailments of freight
trains as expected. The US-type freight bogies with only primary coil suspension can not
follow the twist.
A train coming from the south and entering the right siding will exert high forces on the left
tongue rail, which is bending. Trains coming from the south Galle-side should in
consequences not be allowed to enter this siding. The max. permissible speed has to be
restricted anyway.
Mostly track-engineers are not aware of the “OFF-SET” of Coach-ends and its track
distorting factors, when the curve direction of trailing coaches is changed. When coaches
trail in two different directions, it comes at the ends to an OFF-SET as demonstrated with
the 1 in 87 scale Passenger Coach Models:
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The moment, both coaches have proceed few metres on the same curvature and trail
again in the same direction, this OFF-SET closes as delineated by the next picture:

If there is NO TRANSITION between the different curvatures, this opening and closing of
an coach Off-Set causes high momentums, which according the so-called dynamic of
“NEWTON`S LAW MECHANISM“ (Actio = Reactio) exert high forces onto the rails.
Coaches coupled with centre auto-coupler instead of screw coupler can develop jerks, if
the auto-coupler is not properly maintained. This has become now an increasing problem
with Indian Passenger Coaches converted to centre auto-couplers.
The magnitude of the OFF-SET depends not only by the differences in curve tightness and
transition length but also by the distance from the bogy centre to the coupler. In USA, to
keep this Off-Set small and hence the jerks low, this distance between the pivot of the
freight car bogies and the centre-auto-coupler is kept very short. The next picture
delineates models of US Freight Cars, where the centre-auto-couplers are close to the
bogies. The Off-Set on the same reverse curvature becomes smaller, and hence the rail
distorting forces are less:

T he bogie (t ruc k ) a rra nge d c lose t o out o-c ouple r of U S Fre ight Ca rs re sult ing in sm a ll
Off-Se t w he n e nt e ring Curve s a nd T urnout s.
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Off-Se t of U S Fre ight Ca rs

Note: Without a TRANSITION of appropriate length a left-curve should not be combined
with a right-hand turnout and vice-versa a right curve with a left-hand turnout. A change of
gradient (vertical curve) should not be allowed at a turnout!
De line a t ing Gra phs:
.

from A. Kerr
T ypic a l Pa t t e rn of We a r of out e r Curve Ra il (le ft ) on Running Corne r a nd inne r Curve
Ra il (right ) on Ra il T a ble (from A.D. Ke rr, Funda me nta ls of Ra ilw a y T ra c k Engine e ring)

Angula r t ra iling Whe e ls c re a t e V e c t or Forc e s e longa t ing t he inne r Curve Ra il, w ide ning
t he Ga uge a nd le a ding t o Ra il We a r. T he so-c a lle d “Y a w -Angle ” c a use a slip c a lle d
“St ic k -Slip”.
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Whe e l running Sc he m e on out e r a nd inne r Ra il in t ight Curve
(from C. Esve ld, M ode rn Ra ilw a y T ra c k )

Whe e l T ra iling in Curve s w it h diffe re nt c irc um fe re nc e s of c oine d Whe e ls
(from B. Lic ht be rge r, T ra c k Com pe ndium )
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1 in 12 Turnout with Approach Sleepers and MARK-III ERC Fastening
Londa, Karnataka
See also: TURNOUT, Laying Inspection Maintenance; September 2014,
INDIAN RAILWAYS INSTITUTE OF CIVIC ENGINEERING, PUNE
wiki.iricen.gov.in/doku/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=iricen_books:turn...

Revised by Dr. Frank Wingler, JANUARY, 2016
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Chapter

7
Switches and Crossings

7.1

SWITCHES AND CROSSINGS

To facilitate the transfer of trains from one track to another, switch and crossing assemblies are
provided. Fig. 7.1 shows a network of switches and crossings on a busy junction station.

Picture by Railway Gazette com.
Fig. 7.1: Network of Switches and Crossings
All switch and crossing work, however complicated, is built up from three basic units joined
together with necessary plain rails called “Closure or Lead-Rails”. These units are:
1. Switches,
2. Acute-angle or Vee-Crossings,
3.

Obtuse-angle Crossings.

In Fig. 7.2a track B takes off from track A and the arrangement is called a “Turnout”. This
consists of a switch assembly and a Vee-crossing assembly joined with a few closure rails.
In Fig. 7.2b the arrangement provides two Vee-crossing assemblies and two obtuse crossing
assemblies joined with a few closure rails.
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Re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 7.2a: Left-Hand Turnout

Fig. 7.2b: Diamond Crossing
7.2

SWITCH ASSEMBLY; Fig. 7.3

A set of switch consists of four rails, the outer two are known as “Stock-Rails” and the inner
two as “Switch” or “Tongue-Rails”. A stock-rail and a tongue-rail match together to form a switch.
A pair of tongue-rails with their stock-rails is commonly known as a “Point”. The switch rails are
firmly held by stretcher bars and can be set to give a passage for traffic to either one track or the
other. The switch rails pivot about a point is known as the “Heel”.
The switch rails are machined out of plain rail sections and the details of machining vary with
the type of switch. In some modern designs switch rails are formed out of special thick web rail
sections. These have been provided in the new design of high speed passenger turnouts and
discussed separately in this chapter.
For switches, a number of designs exist. Broadly, they fall into the following two categories:
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Fig. 7.3: Switch Assembly
7.2.1 Fixed Heel or Spring Switches; Fig. 7.4
In this design, the tongue or switch rails are rigidly connected to stock-rails at the heel by means
of distance blocks, bolts and nuts. Movements of the switch blades are effected by springing from
the first fixed block.

Fig. 7.4: Fixed-Heel Switch

Pict. by F. Wingler

Fixed heel switches are of two designs:
1. Straight Switches: In this type, the tongue-rail is straight from the tip of the switch to the
heel.
2. Curved Switches: In this type, the switch rail is curved from the tip to the heel followed by
the main turnout curve.
Both in the case of straight and curved switches, the tongue-rail for left and right hand turnouts
are interchangeable. In the case of curved switches, the switch rails are left straight by the
manufacturers and are bent to the appropriate radii when laying in track.
A few designs of partly curved switches have also been developed by RDSO for the MG
system. Curved switches for modern high speed turnouts follow different design methodology
distinctly different from earlier curved switch design.
7.2.2 Loose-Heel Switches; Fig. 7.4
The switch rails pivot about heel joints held by blocks and fishplates. The fishplate holding the
switch rail is given an appropriate bend to permit free movement of switch-rail. In view of
comparatively sharper change of curvature and consequent knocking caused to the rolling stock,
loose-heel switches are not favoured in new layouts. Given this nature of loose-heel switches, the
following important factors are to be borne to determine the length of tongue and stock-rails.
1. It is desirable that a tongue-rail in loose-heel switches should be longer than the greatest
distance between adjacent wheels of four wheeled stock, be these wheels of the same or
adjacent vehicles.
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If this is not so, the switch will tend to rise and gape at the toe every time a wheel load
bears on the heel of the switch.
2. The switch forms a virtual bend in the track and it is desirable to make the switch angle as
small as possible. In straight switches, the longer the switch length, the smaller will be the
switch angle.

Fig. 7.4: Loose-Heel Switch

Pict. by F. Wingler

3. A stock-rail should be of sufficient length to remove the joint from the vicinity of the toe
and heel of the tongue-rail.
Taking into account the foregoing points and other practical considerations such as
expenditures and length of lead in the turnout, the following lengths of straight switches have been
adopted in the Indian Railways:
1. 6400 mm and 4725 mm for BG.
2. 5485 mm and 4115 mm for MG and NG respectively.
Such types of switches are only used in unimportant yards.
7.2.3 Geometrical Classification of Switches; Sketches by IRICEN
The switches may be classified as under based on their geometry:
1. Straight switch; Fig. 7.5.
2. Partly curved switch; Fig. 7.6.

Fig. 7.6: Partly Curved Switch

Fig. 7.5: Straight Switch

3. Curved Switches.
These are further subdivided into the following three types:
1. Tangential type; Fig. 7.7.
2. Intersecting type; Fig. 7.8.
3. Non-Intersecting type; Fig. 7.9.
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Fig. 7.7: Tangential Type

Fig. 7.8: Intersecting Type
Sketches by IRICEN,
modified by F. Wingler

Fig. 7.9: Non-Intersecting Type
7.2.4

Entry and Switch Angle
In the case of straight and partly curved switches, plane of running and non running faces of
the switch rail is straight, and a switch angle is simply expressed the angle between these two faces.
In the case of curved switches, the concept of “entry angle” comes in. The entry angle has been
defined as the angle between the intersection of gauge lines of the switch and the straight. In other
words, it is the angle between the tangents to the switch curve at the point of entry with the gauge
line of the stock-rail. In case of curved switches, the switch angle is the angle between the tangent
to the switch curve at the heel and the gauge line of the straight track. In case of straight switches,
the entry angle and the switch angle have the same value. The concept of entry angle is important as
it plays a significant role in determining the speed potential of a turnout. This dis-aspect is
discussed further in Paragraph 7.6.
7.2.5 Design of Switch
On Indian Railways following two types of switches are generally in use:
1. Overriding Switch: In this type the foot of the tongue-rail is planned to override the foot of
the stock-rail, which is maintained to full section.
Overriding switches (Fig. 7.10) have been the standard in the Indian Railways with the
following advantages:

Fig. 7.10: Overriding Switch

Fig. 7.11: Thick-Web Type Switch

Re-designed by F. Wingler

(a) The stock-rail being uncut is not a source of weakness.
(b) As all the planning is confined to the tongue-rail, its cost is less than planning of tongue
and stock-rails.
(c) Although the tongue-rail in the overriding switch may appear to be weak, it is supported
by the stock-rail for the whole of the weakened portion of its length and the combined
strength of the two rails between sleepers is considered adequate enough.
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In the overriding switch the head of the tongue-rail, for a part of its length, is kept higher
than that of the stock-rail by 6 mm, which reduces the amount of undercut in the foot of the
tongue-rail. This difference in height is adjusted by putting special machined bearing plates
behind the heel. The main defect of overriding switch is its relatively thin blade tip, which is
liable to damage due to lateral forces imposed by the moving wheels
2. Thick-Web Type Switch; Fig. 7.11: It has the following important features:
(a) The tongue-rails for these switches are fabricated from asymmetrical rail sections. For 60
kg UIC rails, asymmetrical rail section ZU-1-60 is used.
(b) The top of tongue-rail is level with stock-rail, thus eliminating the twist.
(c) The tip of tongue-rail is housed in a recess under the head of the stock-rail, which is
formed by machining the stock-rail head. This reduces the shock at the entry and also the
wear at the switch tip.
(d) Stock-rail head is prevented from lateral distortion by the projecting portion of slide
chair elevated plate, which holds the inner foot of the stock-rail. Additionally, sturdy
fittings are used on the outside of stock-rail to minimize the dynamic gauge-widening.
7.2.6 Glossary of Switch Assembly
1. Bending of Stock-Rail: The two stock-rails of a switch assembly converge on the gauge
face side onwards from the actual toe. In order to keep the gauge from the point of the
theoretical toe, the stock rail hast to be bended; Fig. 7.12:

Fig. 7.12: Bending of Stock-Rail;
Throw of Switch

Fig.7. 12b: Bending of Stock-Rail
Pict. by F. Wingler

2. Fixed-Heel: When the tongue-rail does not form a joint with the lead-rail at the heel of a
switch, it is called a “Fixed Heel Switch”.
3. Gauge Tie-Plates: Gauge tie-plates of 12 mm thickness for BG and 10 mm thickness for
MG made out of steel flats are provided over the sleepers directly under the toe of the
switches and under the nose of crossing to ensure exact gauge at these important locations.
4. Heel Divergence: Heel divergence is the shortest distance from gauge line of stock-rail to
gauge line of tongue-rail.
5. Heel of Switch: It is an imaginary point on the gauge line midway between the end of leadrail and the tongue-rail in case of loose-heel switches. It is a point on the gauge line of the
tongue-rail opposite to centre of heel block in case of fixed heel switches. Heel block is the
first block from the toe side fixing the tongue-rail to the stock-rail.
6. Lead-Rails: Plain rails laid in a turnout between the switches and crossings assemblies are
called “Lead-Rails”.
7. Left- or right-Hand Stock-Rails: Tongue-rails, stock-rails and other fittings are called
“left-hand” or “right-hand” according to their position looking in the facing direction of
points.
8. Loose-Heel: When the lead-rails form a joint with the tongue-rail at the heel of a switch, it
is called a “Loose-Heel Switch”.
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9. Mach Switch Protector: The head width of tongue-rail near its toe is very small and is not
strong enough to withstand high lateral forces. The mach switch protector, which is a high
manganese cast steel piece, when fitted to a stock-rail about 50 mm ahead of the toe,
deflects the wheel away from the toe of the switch. Similar objective can be achieved by
providing a special check-rail ahead of the toe of the switch.
10. Points: A pair of tongue-rails and stock-rails with necessary connection forms points.
11. Slide-Chair: These are provided under the tongue-rails to provide smooth lateral movement
of tongue-rails.
12. Spherical Washers: Spherical washers have been designed to take up uneven bearing of the
head or nut of a bolt, where two inclined surfaces are required to be bolted together. In
switch assembly they are used on all bolts in heel and distance blocks behind the heel on left
hand side. They are also used in the crossing assembly.
13. Sleeper-Plates: The difference in height of switch and stock-rails at heel of the switch is run
off toward the lead by the use of stepped plates.
14. Stock-Rail: Stock-rail is a running rail to which a tongue-rail is attached.
15. Stretcher-Bars: Made of spring steel flats, they are fixed to the tongue-rails by brackets and
help to maintain the tongue-rails at correct distance apart.

Pict. by F. Wingler

Fig. 7.12 c: Strecher Bars, Tounge Rails, Sleeper-Plates and Toe of the Switch
16. Switch: A pair of tongue-rails and stock-rails matching together forms switch.
17. Switch-Anchors: They are provided to maintain relative position of switch and stock-rails
longitudinally for efficient interlocking. These are steel flat pieces bent to the shape of
extended Z and bolted to stock and tongue-rails immediately behind the heel of the switch.
18. Switch Angle: Switch angle is the angle between the gauge lines of the tongue-rail and the
stock-rail, when the switch is in the closed position.
19. Switch Length: It is the free length of tongue-rail from the toe to the heel of a switch.
20. Theoretical Toe of Switch: It is the point of intersection of gauge lines of tongue-rails at its
toe, when extended, and the stock-rail.
21. Throw of Switch: It is the distance through which a tongue-rail moves at its toe from its
closed to open position. The throw of any switch is fixed from the consideration of
maximum flangeway clearance obtained between the tongue and the stock-rail at the point
where tongue-rail attains the full head width and is closest to the stock-rail in the open
position, i.e. point ‘P’ in Fig. 7.13. The Throw has been fixed at 115 mm for BG and 100
mm for MG, to get a minimum flangeway clearance of 44 m and 41 mm respectively at
point ‘P’:
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Fig. 7.13: Throw of Switch, Tounge-Rail and Toe of Switch

Pict. by F. Wingler

22. Toe of Switch: The thin tapering end of the tongue-rail is called “Toe.”
23. Tongue-Rail: Tongue-rail is a tapered movable rail, which is attached at or near its thicker
end to a running rail.
7.3 CROSSING ASSEMBLY
The purpose of the crossing is to permit wheel flanges of the rolling stock moving along one
track to pass over one or both rails of the other track with maximum safety and minimum
disturbance. Crossings are generally of two types:
1. Common acute angled or Vee-Crossings with the intersection of two gauge lines form an
acute angle; Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.14a.
2. Obtuse Crossings with the intersection of two gauge lines form an obtuse angle; Fig. 7.2b
and Fig. 7.14a/b:

Fig. 7.14a: Acute Crossing

Fig. 7.15: Cot θ = N = Number of Crossing

Fig. 7.14b: Obtuse Crossing
7.3.1 Number of Crossing; Fig. 7.15, above

The number of a crossing is defined as the ratio of the spread at the leg of the crossing to the
length of crossing measured from its theoretical nose. In the Indian Railways, this number is taken
as the cotangent of the angle formed by the crossing.
The smooth passage of the rolling stock from one track to another depends inter-alia on the
angle of the crossing, which is kept for high-speed traffic on the running lines as small as possible.
Indian Railways use genrally four angles of crossing namely 1 in 8 ½, 1 in 12, 1 in 16 and 1 in 20.
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7.3.2 Classification of Crossing according to Manufacturing Process
● Built-up Crossing; Fig. 7.16:
A crossing consists of point and splice-rails, wing-rails and check-rails suitably held together.
The assembly is made out of rails normally used for track. The point and splice-rails form the Vee
of the crossing. To avoid the junction of these components at the nose, which would obviously be a
weakness, the splice-rail is housed in a notch in the point rail. The point and splice-rails are held
together by turned bolts. Where the point and splice-rails diverge, they are held in their relative
position with the distance blocks and bolts. Wing-rails, which are provided on either side of the Vee
are rigidly held to the Vee at the requisite distance, with distance blocks and bolts, which is 44 mm
for BG and 41 mm for MG. Early damage to the nose of the crossing is prevented by planning up to
6 mm from the top of the rail at the nose and running out the cut in about 90 mm along the Vee. The
lowering of nose affects the wing-rail to support the wheels as they pass over the narrow section at
the nose. Wings have flared ends. Check-rails, which are made from ordinary rail pieces, are
secured to the running rail with distance blocks and bolts.
Welded crossings are on some of the railway systems presently in use. These crossings are made
by welding suitably machined rail pieces and in some cases enclosing a piece of high strength wearresistant steel bar between the running rails. These crossings with less number of loose parts and
made out of tougher steel are supposed to give much longer service life in tracks.
Pict. by
Rahee Ind.

Fig. 7.16: Built-up Crossing with heat-treated Wing and Vee-Nose Rails

Pict. by
F. Wingler

Re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 7.17b: Cast Manganese Steel solid
Crossing (CMS Crossing)

Fig.7.17a: V-Nose Section

Built-up or fabricated crossing has a large number of separate units to which attention must be
paid during service. The Vee formed by the point and splice-rails is weakened by heavy machining
of the head and foot. To provide better resistance to wear and to reduce the cost of maintenance and
frequent renewals, cast manganese steel solid crossings have been developed; Fig.7.17a and Fig.
7.17b, above.
Other advantages of cast manganese steel solid crossings vis-à-vis common fabricated crossings
are as follows:
1. Fabricated crossings demand higher maintenance input to keep the bolts and fastenings
tight.
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2.
3.
4.

When they work loose, high rail stresses develop.
They lack vertical stiffness.
The change of rail-sections is stress raising, which is not compatible with good engineering
practice.
5. CMS crossings are particularly useful in continuous welding of rails through points and
crossings as they do not need any special strengthening necessary for fabricated crossings.
Technologies have been developed for butt-welding of CMS crossings with the plain line rails
by interposing a compatible transition piece of alloy steel. CMS crossings have least life cycle cost
when compared to built-up or welded crossings.
7.3.3

Explosive Hardening of CMS Crossings
CMS crossings with high percentage of manganese, is initially soft, having a hardness value of
180 BHN as compared to the wheel hardness of 250-340 BHN. The crossing hardness increases
with the work hardening under traffic, reaching a value of 300 BHN after the passage of 20 GMT of
traffic and 400 BHN after 40 GMT. During the process of work hardening of the crossing nose gets
depressed by 2 to 3 mm, and this affects the service life of the crossing. A technique called
“explosive Hardening” has been developed in which the CMS crossings are explosive hardened in
the manufacturing process itself. This is achieved by using adhesive strips of explosives, which are
attached to the wear prone areas and exploded in a closed chamber. The shock wave causes the area
to harden to 300 BHN. When such crossings are laid in the track, they do not experience rapid
initial wear and thus have longer service life in track. Incidentally, the explosion also identifies
invisible manufacturing flaws in the crossings, as they manifest themselves in the form of cracks.
Such a crossing can be rejected in the shop floor itself rather than leading to unsafe operation while
in service.
A beginning has been made in India with the use of explosive hardened CMS crossings in
Metros.
7.3.4 Check-Rails; Fig. 7.18
Check-rails are positioned opposite all common crossings to restrain the wheel flange from
passing between the check-rail and its running rail in such a way that the flange of the opposite
wheel passing through the crossing is steered clear of the nose. The clearances at check-rail are so
fixed that the nose of the crossing is protected under all service conditions. For this purpose,
maximum and minimum check-rail clearances for BG have been fixed at 48 mm and 44 mm
respectively. For MG the figures are 44 mm and 41 mm respectively. To ensure safety, it is very
important that track gauge at the crossing, particularly opposite the nose, is maintained exactly. The
provision of gauge tie-plate on the sleeper at the nose helps achieve this.

Fig. 7.18: Check-Rail
Check-rails are designed to give the minimum clearance when used with ‘flare’ at the ends, but
should any appreciable wear take place, the check-rails can be moved toward the running rail by
removing one or both of the 3 mm packing provided with the distance blocks between the check-rail
and the running rail.
The intersection of diamond crossings are almost opposite to each other. Therefore, the checkrails provided in diamond crossings are not as effective as in common crossings. To increase their
effectiveness, check-rails on all 1 in 8 ½ diamond crossings both on BG and MG are raised by 25
mm by welding MS flat over their top table. For diamond crossings flatter than 1 in 8 ½ switch
diamonds are required to be used.
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7.3.5

Special Crossings for Snag Dead-Ends or Sand-Humps

It is common practice to use 1 in 8 ½ symmetrical split layouts for laying snag dead-ends - also
known as “Sandhumps” - to provide isolation and adequate distance for train reception as
prescribed in the General Rules of Indian Railways. On these turnouts the traffic is only over the
loop line and very rarely over the snag dead-end side. This occurs only, when a train runs out of
control after entering the loop. The crossing laid at this point gets worn out on the loop side only
and is replaced when called for. To meet with this situation, a special crossing design has been
evolved. In this design a normal running rail is provided without any gap for the passage of wheels
for the loop line traffic. The other lead-rail is raised by 13 mm when approaching the crossing
position. The wheels going to the snag dead-end pass over the loop running rail in raised position
and land over a raised wing-rail and crossing nose provided on the other side of the running rail.
The life of this crossing is reported to be many times longer than of the normal crossing provided at
these locations.
7.3.6

Spring Crossing; Fig. 7.19

In all normal crossings the wheels have to negotiate a gap in the continuity of running rail
while going on the straight or in turnout direction. With the use of spring crossing the gap in the
straight direction can be avoided. In such a crossing one wing-rail is movable and is held against
the Vee of the crossing with a strong spring. When vehicles pass over the main track, there is no
gap to be negotiated at the crossing nose. In the case of vehicles moving on the turnout track the
sliding wing is forced out by the wheel flanges, and the movement beyond the wing is no different
than on normal crossing.

Fig. 7.19: Spring Crossing
Spring crossings are of great advantage at locations where bulk of the traffic passes over straight
road and only a little slow traffic on the turnout side. Such locations are emergency crossovers on
double lines at wayside stations and slip siding points.
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7.3.7

Swing-Nose Crossing; Fig. 7.2:

Fig.7.20: Swing-Nose (movable Nose) Crossing, left with elastic and right with pivoted Nose
The movable crossing point consists exclusively of rolled profiles with long and short point
rails, whose functioning is based on the same principle as the switch device.
If the swing-nose Vee is imagined to be pair of switches fixed permanently together instead of
via stretcher bars and the wing-rails are regarded as the stock-rails, then the simplicity of the
operating mechanism requirements can be easily visualised
As there is no crossing throat leading to open flange-ways, swing-nose crossings do not need
check-rails, thus eliminating possible shocks to the wheels negotiating the crossing.
Swing-nose crossings provide a continuous running surface throughout the turnout reducing
batter and wear at the crossing point and extending the life of the crossing.
Such crossings with a movable nose have an additional motor-setter for the nose working
synchronous with the motor-setter for the tongue-rail or switch-blade. The Swing-nose crossings
require extra interlocking arrangements. Even with the additional cost for installations and
maintrenances they prove themselves economical on heavy haule and high-speed routes in life cycle
cost. On heavy haul railways, their adoption is considered when the axle-load exceeds 25 tonnes
and the annual traffic density exceeds 50 GMT.
7.3.8 Glossary of Crossing Assembly:
1. Actual Nose of Crossing (ANC): This is a point at which the spread of the gauge lines is
sufficient to allow for an adequate thickness of the point, for consideration of manufacture
and strength. For built-up crossings, the thickness of the nose is generally kept equal to the
web thickness of the rail section used.
2. Flat bearing Plates and Canting of Rails: In Indian Railways, all rails on points and
crossings are kept vertical. Flat bearing plates are therefore used under rails on turnouts.
3. Theoretical Nose of Crossings (TNC): It is the point of intersection of the gauge lines of a
crossing and is used as a reference point for all calculations for turnouts or other track
connections.
4. Throat of obtuse Crossing: It is the point at which the converging elbow rail and the
check-rail of the obtuse crossing are closest; Fig. 7.2b.
5. Throat of Vee-Crossing: It is the point at which the converging wing-rails of the crossing
are nearest to each other; Fig. 7.2a.
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7.4 TURNOUTS; Fig. 7.21
A turnout is a track structure composed of a switch, a crossing and closure rails permitting a
train to leave a given track for branching off to another track.

Fig. 7.21: Single left-Hand Turnout (from B. Lichtberger, Track Compendium; modified)
7.4.1 Glossary of Turnouts
1. Cant Run-off: All rails on points and crossings are kept vertical. It is desirable at either
ends that change-over from vertical to 1 in 20 Cant should be runoff on 3 to 4 sleepers. This
is achieved by providing a gradual reverse Cant on wooden sleepers when using standard
1:20 canted bearing plates. Special concrete sleepers are cast for this purpose; see
Paragraph 4.9.4; Fig.4.11.
2. Lead of Turnout: It is the distance from the theoretical nose of the crossing to the heel of
the switch measured along the straight.
3. Left-Hand Turnout: It diverts a train to the left of the straight main line or of the more
important line in the case of a turnout from a curve. A right hand turnout does the same in
the right direction. In both LH and RH turnouts the built-up crossing used is left handed, i.e.
it has the splice-rail on the left.
4. Overall Length: It is the distance from the end of stock-rail to the heel of the crossing
measured along the straight.
5. Turnout Timbers and Fastenings: Turnout timbers are thicker, i.e. 15.0 cm thick for BG
and 13.0 cm for MG and NG. Fastenings used on these timbers are stronger as compared to
normal sleeper fastenings.

7.4.2

Layout of Indian Railway Standard (IRS) Turnout with Straight Switch

In the calculation for lead and radius, the curve in IRS layouts is placed tangential to the tonguerail at its heel and to the front straight leg of the crossings. In Fig. 7.22:
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Fig. 7.22: Layout of Turnout with straight Switch

In ∆ BMK;
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sin --------------2
G – d – ω sin F
-------------------F+β
sin --------2
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R

=

G – d – ω sin F
------------------------------F+β
F–β
2 sin --------- sin --------2
2

Lead and radius for BG, 90R, 1 in 8 ½ turnout with straight switches, as per above determined
formula, are as follows:
F
=
6°- 42’- 35”, β = 1°34’27”
G
=
1676 mm, d = 136 mm, ω = 864 mm
F+β
(G – d – ω sin F) cot --------- + ω cos F
2
or lead = (1676 – 136 – 864 x 0.1168) + 864 x 0.993 = 20730.13 or say: 20.73 m
Lead

=

Radius =

or

=

G – d – ω sin F
-------------------------------F+β
F–β
2 sin --------- sin --------2
2
1676 – 136 – 864 x 0.1168
---------------------------------- = 222360; say: 22.24 m
2 x 0.07223 x 0.0448

7.4.3 Offsets to Lead Curves of IRS Turnouts with Straight Switches
The lead curve is extended from heel at C to a point ‘A’ so that the tangent to the curve runs
parallel to the gauge line on the main line at a distance ‘Y’ as shown in Fig. 7.23. Point ‘A’ may be
outside the track and in that case ‘Y’ will be negative. The distance AC is denoted by ‘L’:

Fig. 7.23: Offset of Lead Curves
In ∆ OBE;

OB
∠ OEB

=
=

R, ∠ BOE = F°
90°, BE = R sin F
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L

=
=

OD
OD

=
=
=

By equating we have
Y
=
=
For 1 in 8 ½ IRS layout
L

=
=

AC = BE – BK
F+β
R sin F – (G – d - ω sin F) cot --------2
OA + AD = R + ‘Y’
OE + ED
R cos F + G - ω sin F
R cos F + G – ω sin F – R
G – ω sin F – R (1 – cos F)
F+β
R sin F – (G – d – ω sin F) cot ----------2
222360 x sin 6° – 42’ – 35” – (1676 – 136 – 864 sin 6° – 42’' – 35”)

(6° – 42’ – 35”) + (1° – 34’– 27”)
x cot ----------------------------------------2
=
6108.6 mm or say: 6.11 m
‘Y’
=
G – ω sin F – R (1 – cos F)
=
1676 – 864 – sin (6° – 42’ – 35”) – 222360 (1° – cos 6° – 42’ – 35”)
=
52.0716 mm
Offset at every one metre = 1000 mm from heel, can be found out as
2

OIM

=

(L + 1000)
------------------- + Y
2R

To get the values in mm, all figures should be in mm. The Indian Railways Track Manual gives
figures of offset for various layouts. These have been reproduced in Fig. 7.24 and Table 7.1:

RDSO

Fig. 7.24: Off-Sets for Turnouts BG and MG for straight Switches
Table 7.1: Off-Sets with straight Switches
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7.4.4 IRS Layout for Turnout with Curved Switches; Fig. 7.25
The lead curve in these layouts starts at the toe of switch tangential to switch angle and meets
the straight leg of crossing at a distance ‘ω’ from TNC of the crossing.
F+β
AB = (G – t – ω sin F) ----------2
G – t – ω sin F
R = ---------------------------and
F +β
F–β
2 sin ------- sin -----2
2

Fig. 7.25: IRS Layout with curved Switch
The deviation being the same as for straight switch turnouts substituting t (toe thickness) for d
(heel-divergence).
For fixing the position of heel H it is necessary to find the point where offset to the curve from
the gauge face of the main line is equal to heel divergence d. For this, the same principles are
applied as those for finding offsets to lead curve for straight switch turnouts. In this formula d will
also be substituted by t on the same analogy. Thus,
F+β
L = R sin F – (G – t –ω sin F) cot --------2
Y = G – ω sin F –R (1 – cos F)
__________________
2
= [√ 2 R (t – y) – (t – y) ] – L
F+β
= (G – t – ω sin F) cot --------- – Switch length + ω cos F
2

and
Switch length
lead

Offsets are calculated on the same principles as for straight switches except that in this case chord
length is L + switch length + distance from heel. For 1 in 16, BG, 90R, IRS turnout, the results are
as follows:
G – t – ω sin F
R
=
---------------------------F +β
F–β
2 sin ------- sin --------2
2

=
L

=
=
=
=

1676 – 6 – 1377 sin 3°34’ 35”
--------------------------------------2 sin 1° 59’ 31” x sin 1°35’4”
824114.41 mm (exact value 824225 mm)
R sin β
824225 x sin 0° – 24’ – 27”
5860.81 mm
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Y

=
G – [ω sin F + R (1 – cos F)]
=
1676 – (85.8959 + 1605.1)
=
14.9958, say – 15 mm
Offset at heel = 15 + 133 (15 mm being on off side)
OH
=
148 mm
_________
2
Chord =
√2RO – O
_______________________
2
=
√2  824225  148 – (148)
=
15618.58 mm
Hence length of switch,
SL
=
1561.58 – 5860.81
=
9757.77 mm (exact figure in 9750)
lead

=
=
=

F + β – SL + ω cos F
(G – t – ω sin F) cot --------2
(1676 – 6 – 85.89) cot 1° – 59’ – 31”
– 9750 + 1377 cos 3°– 34’ – 25”
37,170.89 (exact figure D is 37,170 mm; say: 37.17 m).

Fig. 7.26 and Table 7.2 enlist Off-Sets for turnouts with curved switches both for BG and MG:

RDSO

Fig. 7.26: Off-Sets of Turnout
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7.4.5 Setting-out of Turnout with Centre Line Method; Fig. 7.27 and 7.28
In Fig. 7.27 the centre lines of the straight track and the turnout track have been marked
intersecting at point P. From simple geometry it is seen that ∠ SPZ is equal to ∠ F.
G
F
Length M = PS =
---- cot ---- ; (G is the Gauge)
2
2

Modified by F. Wingler

Fig. 7.27: Main Dimensions for Setting-out Turnouts; BG, MG and NG

Fig. 7.28: Dimensions for Setting-out Turnouts
K
PW
OW
A

=
=
=
=

Modified by
F. Wingler

SW = back leg of the crossing
M + K = B, denoted by the letter B
turnout length = A + B
OP = turnout length – (M + K) = turnout length – B

Once A and B are known, the urnout can be easily marked. The Indian Railway Standard Track
Manual gives these details in a tabular form for various turnouts, reproduced in Table 7.3:
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7.4.6

Symmetrical Split Turnouts; Fig. 7.29

In this layout the straight track is diverted in two opposite directions using the same radius for
both the tracks of the turnouts. Since the direction is divided equally on both sides, the crossing
centre line coincides with the centre line of the straight track. This is contrary flexure layout in
which the degree of the turnout curve becomes half and the radius doubles up. Lead of the turnout
remains the same. Further details can be worked out by applying the principles of ordinary turnout.
This type of layout is used at wayside stations at the end loop lines to provide sand humps, also
known as “Snag Dead-End”. By using a 1 in end 8 ½ layout, one gets the radius of a 1 in 12
turnout, which is the minimum prescribed for the movement of passenger trains. The sand hump
also diverts run-away vehicles thereby improving the safety on the main line:

Fig. 7.29: Symmetrical Split Turnout
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7.4.7 Cros-sover
The Cross-over between two Straight Parallel Tracks with same angle of Crossing is shown in
Fig. 7.30:

Fig. 7.30: Cross-over
PP2
PP1
X

=
=
=

D
PP2 cot F = D cot F
PP1 – 2 M

=

G
F )
D cot F – 2 M (M = ---- cot ---- )
2
2 )

(as given earlier in Paragraph 7.4.5)
X1
=
D/sin F – 2 M
overall length =
D cot F + 2A
Note: For A and M see Fig. 7.30.
7.4.8 Speed on Turnouts
Tests conducted by RDSO on BG turnouts have shown that the speed potential of the turnout
track can be determined by considering the lateral guiding forces within acceptable limits. It has
also been established that the lateral guiding forces mainly depend upon the switch entry angles.
Based on the test results, permissible speed on BG and MG turnouts is listed in Table 7.4:

Conditions to be fulfilled before permitting 30 kmph or above:
1. All turnouts shall be 1:12 or flatter with curved switches.
2. Such turnouts shall be provided in a continuous stretch on a reasonably long section on all
running lines.
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3. All the turnout joints shall be welded except two joints at ends of tongue-rails and four joints
at ends of crossing (no panel should exceed 3-rail length). The stock joints shall invariably
be welded.
4. Track structure in loops shall be minimum 90R, 3 rail panel M+4 sleeper density with 150
mm ballast cushion, out of which at least 75 mm should be clean.
5. Turn-in curves shall not be sharper than turnout curves.
6. Turn-in curves shall be of same rail section as turnout curves with PRC or ST sleepers at 60
cm (maximum) spacing with extra ballast shoulder of 15 cm on outside of curve. Wooden
and CST-9 sleepers may also be used in turn-in curves subject to provisions of Railway
Board’s letter dated 30.7.93 being fulfilled.
7. A certificate of compliance with above conditions shall be furnished to CRS when
approaching him for raising speeds through loops to 30 kmph.
7.5 OTHER COMMON LAYOUTS
7.5.1 Diamond Crossings; Fig. 7.31
When one track crosses another at an angle, a diamond is formed comprising two acute and two
obtuse crossings:

Fig. 7.31: Diamond Crossing

Fig. 7.32: Square Crossing

7.5.2 Square Crossing; Fig. 7.32, above
When two tracks cross one another at right angles, a square crossing is required. Square
crossings are generally avoided because the gap in the running rail for wheel flanges is opposite to
each other. This causes severe jolt to vehicles leading to rapid wear of the crossings and damage to
rolling stock on account of the heavy impact.
7.5.3 Diamond Crossing with Slips; Fig. 7.33
An arrangement of tracks to allow a train to cross to another track and diverted to that track,
when required, can be achieved by installing diamond crossing slips. This is made by including two
to four pairs of switches with the connecting lead-rails. Such an arrangement is called “Single
Slip”, when the permitted diversion is one way only, and “Double Slips” if it is two ways.

Single Slipp
Double Slipp
Fig. 7.33: Diamond Crossings with Slips
7.5.4 Movable Switch Diamond
A vehicle passing over a diamond crossing is beset by an inherent risk of derailment. This is due
to (a) a large unguided gap at the elbow of the obtuse crossing and (b) the possibility of a wheel,
particularly of a smaller diameter, being deflected to the wrong side of the nose. The position
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becomes worse when the angle of intersection is very acute. The Indian Railways has therefore laid
down that diamond crossings should normally not be flatter and less acute than 1 in 8 ½.
This risk can be eliminated by making the point rails of the obtuse crossing to move in the same
way as the tongue-rail of the switches – these point rails are suitably joined together by stretcher
bars. Such an arrangement is as a “movable Switch Diamond”. With switch diamonds, it should
also be possible to permit the use of diamond flatter than 1 in 8 ½.
7.5.5 Scissors Crossover: Fig. 7.34
When two crossovers overlap exactly opposite to each other, a scissors crossover is formed. It
consists of four turnouts and a diamond crossing. The same function can be performed by two
crossovers following one after the other, but the advantage in scissors crossover is the saving of
space. This is commonly used in busy passenger yards when two trains are dealt with on a single
long platform.

Fig. 7.34: Scissors Crossover
7.5.6 Triangles
Triangles are laid for turning engines or vehicles end to end in place of turntables. These are
laid when space is cheap. Its maintenance cost is less as compared to turn tables. It consists of two
1 in 8 ½ turnouts and one 1 in 8 ½ symmetrical split with connecting rails.
7.5.7 Gathering Lines; Fig. 7.35 and Fig. 7.36
A gathering line or a ladder track is one into which a number of parallel tracks merge. This
layout is commonly used in goods yard.

Fig. 7.35: Triangles
RDSO

Fig. 7.36: Gathering Line

7.5.8 Gauntlet Track
It is an arrangement in which two tracks of the same or different gauges are run together for a
certain length. The arrangement is useful, when both BG and MG track is to be run together on the
same bridge. Gauntlet track has two crossings of the same or mixed gauges, at either ends, without
any switches; Fig. 7.37:

Fig. 7.37: Gauntlet Track
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7.6 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS IN THE DESIGN OF A TURNOUT
At the turnout the travelling vehicle is deflected abruptly resulting in an exchange of high
lateral forces between the track and the vehicle, apart from a high level of lateral acceleration
experienced by the passengers. Further, as the turnouts are generally laid flat, without any super
elevation, unbalanced radial acceleration causes discomfort to the passengers. At the crossings,
there is a discontinuity in track, resulting in the generation of impact loads with their magnitude
depending upon the extent discontinuity both in the vertical and lateral directions.
Taking into account the above mentioned phenomena, the three basic considerations in the
design of turnout are:
● Safety,
● Comfort and
● Economy.
In the design of turnouts, the two important parameters having a bearing on safety and comfort
are:
● Switch entry angle and
● Radius of the turnout curves.
Efforts are therefore made to have the lowest possible entry angle, consistent with the safety
and durability of the switches. While tangential layout permits the smallest entry angle, other types
of layouts, intersecting/nonintersecting types, are also often adopted taking into account the
available technology in the manufacture and maintenance of turnouts.
On comfort consideration the radius of the turnout curve plays an important part. It has to be as
flat as possible to ensure that the laid down Cant-deficiency norms are not violated.
On economy consideration, the overall lengths of the turnouts are generally kept the same as the
existing turnouts on the railway network, as any change will create major financial implications in
yard remodelling works. The economic aspect also comes into picture in the choice of materials for
manufacturing turnout components and to achieve the lowest life cycle cost.
Considerable research and investigation has been carried out by the ORE (Office of Research
and Experiments) of UIC and also by the RDSO of the Indian Railways to determine the best entry
angle and the turnout radius for various levels of speeds on turnouts. In these investigations, the
level of forces exchanged between the track and the vehicles and the acceleration experienced at the
turnout were monitored.
Based on the research and the investigations carried by ORE, the recommendations made by
them for the design of turnouts of standard gauge track are as under Table 7.5:

While designing the turnouts of Indian Railways, the ORE recommendations in respect to the
switch entry angle are generally followed, which are in agreement with the investigation carried out
by RDSO.
For turnout curve, the speed is limited on the basis of the Cant-Deficiency prescribed in the
Indian Railway Permanent Way Manual, which is 75 mm for BG track.
The parameters adopted in the various new design of turnouts evolved in Indian Railways have
been discussed in the Paragraphs 7.10 and 7.11.
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7.6.1 New Trends of Turnout Technologies on World Railways
The following measures are being taken on world railways in meeting the challenges of
heavier axle-loads, increased traffic density and ultra high speed trains on the turnout performance:
1. As a Part of overall Track Technology Up-Grading:
(a) Continuity of Canting of Rails through the Turnout Assembly: Apart from obtaining
increased life from turnout component, this step brings down the level of vertical and
lateral accelerations experienced on the turnout assembly.
(b) Carrying continuous welded Rails through the Turnouts: This helps in increased
service life of turnout components, lowers down the maintenance effort and bring better
comfort; Fig. 37 a:

From J.S. Mundrey RTE 4e

Fig. 37a: LWR through Points and Crossings. “W” = welded Joint, “F” = Fish-plated Joint
2. As an Improvement to Turnout Geometry:
(a) Adoption of flatter entry angle, thereby reducing the angle of attack. This reduces lateral
forces resulting in, better maintainability and a improved passenger comfort.
(b) Having tangential lay outs permitting higher speeds through turnouts.
(c) Introduction of transitioned turnout curves improving turnout maintainability and
achieving a better travelling comfort.
(d) Use of curved crossings (frogs), helping in achieving bigger turnout radius
(e) Kinematic Gauge Optimization (KGO) in the switch portion facilitating easy transfer of
load increases the service life of the switch assembly.
3. By improved Structural Soundness in:
● The Switch Portion:
(a) Use of asymmetrical profile section (ZU-1-60) forged to standard rail profile (UIC 60) at
the end.
(b) Use of higher UTS steel, further hardened to reduced wear.
(c) Effective holding of stock-rail with specially designed spring clips incorporated in the
slide-lide chairs.
(d) Use of coated slide chairs/provision of rollers; no need for periodical greasing.
(e) Use of specially designed synthetic rail-pads for reduced vibration of switch assembly.
(f) Housing of switch operating rail mechanism and the detection rods in a hollow steel
sleeper of the size of a standard concrete sleeper, which is a big advantage in
mechanized track tamping through the turnout assembly.
(g) Provision of thermal restraints to arrest differential thermal expansion of stock and
tongue-rails.
● The Lead Portion:
(a) Provision of well-designed under sleeper pads to avoid abrupt changes in track modulus
values at turnouts.
(b) Adoption of sturdier elastic fastenings throughout the turn out assembly.
(c) Provision of glued insulated joints where necessary.
● The Crossing (frog) Area:
(a) Use of CMS crossings explosive hardened to avoid early deformation.
(b) Use of special alloyed steel junction pieces for welding of crossing legs with standard
rails.
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(c) Crossings forged and welded from special steel blocks (BWG design/ThysenKrupp
design).
(d) Surface hardening of load bearing areas.
(e) Use of swing-nose crossings, housed in specially designed fabricated/cast-steel cradles.
4. With the Employment of sophisticated Monitoring Techniques:
Computer aided monitoring systems have been evolved for acquiring periodic data about
the health of the turnout. Preventive maintenance can be made, to avoid any service failures
of the system, thereby improving the safety and the reliability of track at the turnouts. This
system has been further explained in the succeeding Chapters:
● Electronic Control of Turnouts:
On IR inspections at turnouts are carried out manually and at regular intervals. The system
of inspection and control has been laid down in good details and implemented in the best
possible manner. In view of inherent limitations of manual inputs electronic recording
system for monitoring turnout conditions has been evolved by some of the turnout
manufacture companies.

Fig. 7.38: Roadmaster Turnout Condition Monitoring System by VOESTALPINE
One such system is VOESTALPINE Roadmaster 2000. Fig.7.38 gives a broad idea of
the working of the monitoring system. In this system, measuring values at the critical
locations of a turn out are obtained by electric measuring methods and recorded via
specially designed censors. These values are micro-processed and then tele-transmitted.
Measurements are recorded in respect to:
1. Working of the switch setting mechanism.
2. Condition of the tongue-rails.
3. Condition at the crossing.
4. Measurement of critical clearances.
5. Bolting conditions at important locations.
A computer system is used for the acquisition of analogies and digital data. The up-todate measurements of data are fed into the graphic system. When the limit values are
exceeded an alarm printer is activated. Roadmaster 2000, the electronic inspection and
control system, has been installed by many railways, which helps them in ensuring better
maintainability of turnouts with reduced manual inputs.
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7.7 DESIGN OF TURNOUTS FOR HIGHER-SPEED ON INDIAN RAILWAYS
The policy laid down by the Railway Board specifies standardization of four designs of BG
turnout from the consideration of permissible speed:
1. Turnout for goods yards to permit a speed of 25 kmph.
2. Turnout for passenger yards to permit a speed of 50 kmph.
3. Turnout for the outskirts of big yards to permit a speed of 75 kmph.
4. Turnout of the junction between single and double line to permit a speed of 100 kmph.
Of the four designs, the turnout for passenger yards is of considerable importance. With the
maximum speed of 130-150 kmph on the main line and its prospects of going up to 160 kmph, a
speed of 50 kmph only on the turnout to be used in passenger yards is too low. A major constraint
in their design is however the overall length, which has to be kept at per with existing 1 in 12
turnouts to avoid large scale re-modelling of passenger yards. Similar is the constraint in the design
of new 1 in 8 ½ turnout for goods yards.
7.8 NEW 1 IN 12 TURNOUT FOR PASSENGER YARDS
A 1 in 12 turnout for passenger yards with a speed potential of 50 kmph has been developed by
RDSO. Its salient features are:
1. Its overall length is almost equal to the present standard 1:12 turnout, affording advantage of
easy replacement.
2. Thick web tongue-rail has been used to provide high lateral rigidity and longer life.
3. The top of the tongue-rail is at level with the stock-rail, eliminating twist at the switch
assembly.
4. The stock-rail head is prevented from lateral rotation by using a special spring leaf clip to
fasten the inner foot of the stock-rail. Additionally, sturdy fittings are used on the outside of
stock-rail to minimize dynamic gauge widening; Fig. 7.39. The main features of the turnout are
given in Table 7.5:

Fig. 7.39: Main Features for new Passenger Yard 1 in 12 Turnout
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7.9 NEW GENERATION OF TURNOUTS ADOPTED BY DELHI METRO
Delhi Metro in their turnouts has adopted a number of new features to obtain superior riding
quality and longer service life, both 1 in 12 type and 1in 8.5 type turnouts. Main technical
specifications of the turnouts are as under:
1. General:
● Gauge: 1673 mm.
● Rail section: UIC 60.
● Speed potential on curved track.
(a) 1 in 12 type turnout : 50 kmph,
(b) 1 in 8.5 type turnouts: 25 kmph.
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● Designed to take the LWR through turnouts.
● Laid with canted rails with an inward rail-slope of 1 in 20.
2. Basic Geometry of Turnouts:
• 1 in 12 Turnouts: The design is tangential with a switch entry angle of 0° 10’ 42”. The
radius of turnouts is 412 m; 671 m (outer rail) through out. The distance between StockRail Joint (SRJ) and actual toe of switch is 1.14 m. The distance between SRJ and
theoretical nose of crossing is 37.10 m. The crossing is straight. Overall length of the
layout from SRJ to end of the crossing is 42.20 m (measured along the straight). The length
of stock-rail and switch rail is 15.30 m and 13.58 m respectively.
• 1 in 8.5 Turnouts: The design is secant with a switch entry angle of 0° 36’ 7”. The radius of
turnouts is 218.00 m (outer rail) throughout. The distance between SRJ and actual toe of
switch is 1.50 m. The distance between SRJ and theoretical nose of crossing is 26.29 m.
The crossing is straight. Overall length of layout from SRJ to end crossing is 31.27 m
(measured along the straight). The length of stock-rail and switch-rail is 12.65 m and 10.70
m respectively.
3. Switches:
• All switches (stock-rail and switch-rail) are of 1080 grade Head Hardened rails suitable of
being welded by alumino-thermic welding.
• Slide-chairs in the switch portion are given a coating based on Ni-Cr, so as to reduce the
point operating force and to eliminate the requirement of lubrication of sliding surfaces
during service.
• The minimum flange way clearance in switch portion is not less than 60 mm and is provided
with second drive arrangement for 1 in 12 turnouts, whereas 1 in 8.5 turnouts are without
second drive. The opening of switch at toe of switch is kept as 160 mm.
• In the switch portion, the stock-rail is held down by the elastic fastenings on both sides of
the flange of the stock-rail. The outside fastening clip is Vossloh SKL-12, whereas the
inside elastic clip is provided through in the slide chairs to have a toe-load of at least 1100
kg per elastic clip.
• The switches are designed with an anti-creep device at the heel of switch.
4. Crossings:
• CMS crossings are provided with welded leg extensions of UIC 60, 1080 grade head
hardened rails. This is achieved by flash-butt welding of a buffer transition rail piece
between CMS crossings and leg extension.
• The wheel load transfer surfaces of CMS crossings are artificially hardened by explosive
hardening to achieve a minimum hardness of 340BHN before installation.
• The provision of rail-cant is taken care of on the top surface of the CMS crossings, and the
bottom surfaces of all CMS crossings are flat.
• The CMS crossings used on Delhi Metro have longer lengths as compared to Indian
Railways standard crossings. With weldable legs and the continuation of the continuously
welded rails through turnouts, a much better riding quality is achieved. The comparative
lengths of the Indian standard crossings and those adopted by Delhi Metro are given in
Table 7.7:

5. Check-Rails:
• The check-rail section is UIC 33 without any direct connection with the running rails.
Check-rails have facility for the adjustment of check-rail clearance up to 10 mm over and
above the initial designed clearance. Each check-rail is end flared by machining.
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• All the check-rails are higher by 25 mm above the running rails.
6. Concrete Sleepers:
• The PSC sleepers are fan-shaped through out the layout of the turnout.
• Indian Railways standard sleepers for turnouts have been adopted except that the positions
of the fastening on the sleepers have been changed to match the new geometry.
• 1 in 20 Cant on rails has been achieved by providing a canted HD polythene pad between
the rail-pad and the PSC sleepers. SGCI inserts at these locations are suitably modified for
getting the desired toe-load on the rails.
7.10 INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF SWITCHES AND CROSSINGS
At turnouts the continuity of the track structure is broken to permit the rolling stock to move in
different directions. Although the present turnout assembly has reached a high degree of perfection,
both in respect to its strength and durability achieved over years of research and development, it
still remains the weakest link of the track network. To ensure its safety and reliability, Railway
administrations have laid down detailed guidelines for their inspection, maintenance and renewals.
The whole turnout assembly is inspected periodically by competent track men. Main emphasis is on
the condition of various components, particularly at switches and crossings, which bear the
maximum brunt of the diverging traffic. At these locations it is important to ensure that desired
clearances between turnout components are ensured for the safe and smooth running of vehicles. In
addition the critical components are repaired, reconditioned or replaced well before they create any
unsafe condition.
On Indian Railways, following stipulations have been laid down with respect to the repair and
maintenance of switches and crossings tongue-rails:
Tongue-Rails: Tongue-rails should be replaced reconditioned, when vertical/lateral wear
exceeds the values laid down. The wear shall be measured at a point with 13 mm head width and at
the point where tongue and stock-rails are at same level; Table 7.8:
Table 7.8: Wear Measurements
– 8 mm for 60 kg
Vertical Wear
– 5 mm for 52 kg and 90R
– 3 mm for 75R and 60R
– 8 mm for 60 kg
Lateral Wear
– 6 mm for 52 kg and 90R
– 5 mm for 75 R and 60R
Wear on stock-rail shall not exceed the laid down limits.
Crossings: The maximum permissible vertical wear for crossings on wing-rails or nose shall be
10 mm. However on Rajdhani/Shatabdi routes, as a good maintenance practice crossing and the
wing-rails are planned for reconditioning/resurfacing by welding on reaching the following wear
limits:
● Built up/welded crossing: 6 mm.
● CMS crossings: 8 mm.
In case of CMS crossings, following dimensions should be deducted (to account for slope in
casting of wing-rails to 1:20 Cant) from the observed wear measurements to find out the actual
wear:
● For 52 kg section: 2.0 mm.
● For 60 kg section: 2.5 mm.
Schedule of Inspection: On IR following schedule of inspection of points and crossing by
trackman at various levels has been laid down:
1. PWI’s Inspection: PWI in charge and his PWI/Gr III should carry out inspections of points
and crossings on passenger lines once in three months. On other lines they should inspect
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once in six months by rotation and once a year and on 10 percent of other points and
crossings every year.
2. Sr. DEN/DEN’s Inspection: Should inspect all such points and crossings in running lines, as
recommended for renewals besides a random check.
3. All inspections should be done as per the performa laid down for this purpose.
7.11 REBULDING AND RESURFACING OF SWITCHES AND CROSSINGS
As per existing provision in the Indian Railways Permanent Way Manual the maximum vertical
wear on wing-rail and on the nose of the crossing is not permitted to exceed 10 mm. Once this wear
occurs, the crossing will need replacement. To prolong the life of the crossing, resurfacing of
crossings is done on extensive scale. It is executed by depositing metal from welding rods either by
gas welding or by electric welding process. Easier though it is to weld at sites, it lacks quality due to
non-availability of proper traffic blocks. Hence electric welding at depots is being resorted to more
and more. Crossings are removed from track, when the wear reaches the prescribed limit, and they
are taken to the welding depots. Wings and noses are separated in the depots and resurfaced, and
vertical bends, if any, are removed and the crossing reassembled. Worn out or broken switches are
also rebuilt with the help of properly designed templates. Quality entails:
1. Method of welding advocated by the electrodes supply company should be scrupulously
followed.
2. Welders should be trained by the company with certified fitness for welding.
3. Product of one company should not be mixed with that of another.
4. Electrodes meant for use with normal crossings should not be used for CMS crossings or
vice versa.
A manual for reconditioning of points and crossings, both of MM steel and CMS, has been issued
by RDSO for guidance.
7.12 TURNOUT RENEWALS AND PROVISION OF NEW TURNOUTS
The following methods are generally adopted for renewals of turnouts and provision of new
turnouts:
1. Slewing of complete Turnout in Position: When enough space at the site and when
sufficient traffic blocks are available, this method of assembling and slewing it in position is
followed. For renewals ballast cleaning is executed in advance.
2. Replacement by Parts: This method is followed, when sufficient traffic block is not
available or no space for preassembling can be found close by or it is difficult to get
sufficient labour for complete slewing. In this method the sleepers are changed by
interlacing with the old sleepers and other parts are replaced one by one during short traffic
blocks.
It has been noticed that in both these methods it is difficult to obtain the standard of perfection
required for the laying of switches and crossings. The kinks formed at the time of laying are a
source of perennial trouble throughout the life of the turnout. Much of the rough riding, which is
experienced on higher speed runs, is on badly laid turnouts. It is therefore desirable to lay the
turnouts as accurately as possible. On many advanced railway systems switches and crossings
assembly depots are established, where complete layout is accurately assembled under competent
supervision. After necessary checks the turnouts is divided into convenient panels, which are loaded
into flat bogie wagons. The old assembly is accurately replaced at the laying side by the new one
with the help of cranes.
7. 13 TURNOUT RENEWAL WITH T-28 MACHINE
Indian Railways with their distinct techno-economic advantages have an ambitious plan of
laying increasing number of turnouts with concrete sleepers. These sleepers are heavy, each
weighing 346 – 700 kg, and can get damaged if not handled carefully.
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Indian Railways have procured for mechanized laying of points and crossings T-28 type of
machine sets from Ameca of Italy. Each set comprises:
1. Two of crawler mounted portal cranes, which can move on rails as well as on ballast as on
firm earth.
2. Each portal crane weighs 26.24 t and is fitted with diesel engine of 175 HP with about 40 –
50 t lifting capacity. Each portal crane has two crawlers for movement on other than rails
and four small size railway wheels for movement on rails.
3. Two motorized trolleys with rotating platforms with up to 10 Degree either side, which can
move on rail. Each weighs 1466 kg with 25 t carrying capacity.
4. Two non-motorised trolleys, which also move on rail, each, weighing 1466 kg with 35 t
carrying capacity.
The weight of one BG 60 kg rail 1 in 12 turnout with PSC sleepers is about 62 tonnes. A pair of
Ameca Portal-Cranes can easily lift the whole fully assembled turnout in one lot. The equipment
can be sued for dismantling the old turnouts and for placing the new turnout in position. For this
purpose it is necessary to select a suitable site in the vicinity of the renewal site for assembling the
new turnout and to move it into position with the help of the T-28 machines.
The machine can perform the following functions:
1. Two Portal-Cranes of the T-28 machines together can lift the entire turnout weighing about
62 tonnes and move on rough ground on crawlers at a speed of about three kmph.
2. For movement of assembled turnouts, trolleys – two motorized and two non-motorised –
are used. They can travel at a speed of about 10 kmph.
3. Both the Portal-Cranes and the trolleys have the capability of shifting the turnout laterally up
to a maximum of 1 m in the lifted condition and also have some degree of rotation.
Maximum lift of turnout is so restricted as not to require any power block in traction
territory.
4. The complete renewal of a turnout can be accomplished in a traffic block of 2 to 2 ½ hours.
If the old turnout is manually dismantled the requirement of traffic block is reduced by
about 1 to 1 ½ hours.
At many locations of Indian Railways old turnouts are manually dismantled because
1. it is difficult to find a suitable nearby place, where the old turnout can be lifted and stored,
even temporarily,
2. the duration of the traffic blocks is generally less than two hours.
A sketch of the Ameca Machine is given in Fig. 7.40:

Fig. 7.40: Sketch of Ameca Machine
Although there is emphasis on laying of concrete sleeper turnouts by using T-28 machines only,
alternate methods using road cranes and dip-lorries are still in vogue at many locations. There are:
1. Assembly of the complete turnout near the relaying sites and moving the assembly into
position with the help of road cranes or rollers. This method demands the available adequate
open space near the work site and 4 to 6 hours traffic blocks.
2. Transporting the assembled turnout part by part on the dip lorries and carry out replacement
during block period of 4/5 hours duration using rail/road mounted cranes.
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The quality of work with such methods is generally not very satisfactory. The concrete sleepers
might get damaged during handling and laying.

"Assembling a Turnout"
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Cartoon by Plasser&Theurer
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8
Ballast, Formation and Drainage

Dimensions for Sub-Soil Drainage System
(Graph from B. Lichtberger, Track Compendium)

Fundamentals of Rail Road Engineering
By F. Wingler

Water is the Enemy of the Rail Track and Rail Road; proper Drainage is essential.
Ballast is the Blood of the Rail Track; Ballast has to be kept clean from impurities
otherwise it loses its elasticity; proper Ballast Management is essential.
Track Quality is no Luxury.
A lower Quality Track deteriorates faster than a high Quality Track.
A Measure for Track Quality is the Deterioration-Rate – the Loss of Alignment
Parameters over the Time under given Traffic Load.
Capital and Engineering Investments in initial High Track Quality cut overall Life
Cycle Costs.
The Track interacting Components have to be treated in their Entity rather by the
individual and particular constituents.
Without a well bearing and well drained Blanket, Sub-Soil, Sub-Grade and Formation
there will be no stable Rail Road.
A Blanked develops its Benefits only if it is kept dry. A wet Blanked exacerbates the
situation creating Memory Effects for Misalignments.
The Stability and Longevity depends in a high extent if the Water can be taken out
and kept away from the Track-Bed
One has to manage effectively the all-important Wheel-Rail Interface.
Political Interference and Corruption may wreck Quality.
Revised by Dr. Frank Wingler, JANUARY, 2016
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Chapter

8

Ballast, Formation and Drainage
8.1

LOAD TRANSFER IN TRACK

The track has the purpose to transfer in a satisfactory manner the train load to the formation.
During this transfer it has to be ensured that the track components are not subjected to loads beyond
their bearing capacity. The conventional track consists of rails, sleepers and ballast bed. Load
transfer works on the principle of stress reduction layer by layer, as depicted schematically in Fig.
8.1:

Fig. 8.1: Principle of Load Distribution of the Wheel Force Q through the individual System
Components of the Track
The greatest stress occurs between wheel and rail. The stress is in the order of 42 kN/cm2.It has
to be gradually brought down to about 10 N/cm2 at the formation level. Ballast in railway track
performs an important function in order to bring down the stress to a level, which the formation can
safely bear without any undue settlement.
8.2

STANDARD TRACK NOMENCLATUR

Below is a set of terms defined and used for ballast and formation illustrated in Fig. 8.2, which
shows a plan and a cross-section for a railway track.
1. Track-Structure: Rails, sleepers, their fastenings and ballast constitute the track structure.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Track-Foundation: The blanket and other constituents placed between track structure and
the sub-grade to avoid failure of sub-grade below constitute the track foundation.
Ballast: It is a high quality crushed stone with desired specifications placed immediately
beneath the sleeper.
Ballast-Section: A section of the ballast, taken perpendicularly across the track in between
the sleepers brings out the ballast section.
Ballast-Profile: The diagram indicating the ballast position with respect to the formation
and the track component is called the “Ballast Profile”.
Ballast-Cushion: The depth of ballast below the bottom of the sleepers, normally
measured under the rail seat, is termed as the ballast-cushion (d in Fig. 8.2).
Cess: It is that part of the formation, which lies between the toe of the ballast and the edge
of the formation.
Crib-Ballast: Ballast provided in between sleepers, i.e. in the sleeper cribs, is called “Crib
Ballast” (Cb in Fig. 8.2).
Formation: It is the surface on which the ballast is laid. It is also known as the roadbed.
Formation-Level: It is the level of the prepared surface on its centre line, including the
blanketing material, if any.
Formation-Width: It is the distance between the edges of the prepared surface.
Shoulder-Ballast: Ballast provided beyond the sleeper edge is called “Shoulder-Ballast”.
The distance by which the ballast top line projects beyond the edge of sleeper is called
“Shoulder Width of Ballast”.
Side-Slope: It is the inclined surface of an embankment on cutting.
Side-Slope of Ballast: The slope at which the ballast top line at the shoulders meets the
formation line is termed as side slope of the ballast. It is usually kept as 1.5:1.
Sub-Grade: It is the part of embankment cutting on which track and its foundations are
supported, and it is made of the same material as that of the embankment or the sub-soil in
cutting.
Sub-Soil: It is the soil immediately under the natural ground level.

Re-designed by F. Wingler

Re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 8.2: Plan and Cross-Section of a Railway Track
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8.3

BALLAST

Ballast is an important constituent of conventional track structure. It is the granular material
consisting usually of broken stones or bricks, shingles or kankar, gravel or sand placed and packed
below and around the sleepers to transmit load from sleepers to the formation and at the same time
allowing drainage of the track. It provides a suitable foundation for the sleepers and also holds the
sleepers in their correct level and position, preventing their displacement by lateral or longitudinal
thrusts.
Granite, quartz, trap, sandstone, limestone etc. have been used as stone ballast in India. The
shape of the ballast should be cubic and/or angular. This will be automatically achieved, if the
parent rock material is non-stratified and has a good compressive strength.
Even earth and ashes are used as packing material on some unimportant lines and sidings;
however, these are not relevant to a normal track structure.
Ballast performs the following important functions in a track:
1. Carries the load and distributes it safety on to the formation.
2. Provides a firm, level and resilient bed for the sleeper.
3. Facilitates easy drainage.
4. Fills inequalities on the formation.
5. Provides lateral and longitudinal stability to track.
6. Protects formation against rains and winds.
7. Protects the sleepers from capillary moisture of formation.
8. Does not allow free vegetation growth.
9. Provides a medium for energy absorption of all impact forces coming from rolling stocks by
undergoing a temporary change in composite contact relationship among the ballast particle.
The ballast particles can be lifted back to their normal level by manual packing or
mechanical tamping. This is one of the most vital functions that the ballast performs in the
track.
8.4

STRESS IN BALLAST

The transmission of the pressure from the sleepers to the ballast depends upon the elastic
properties of the sleepers, the degree of compaction and the nature of the ballast bed. Bigger cess
and a greater section of sleeper with longer sleeper length will result in decreased pressure on
ballast and formation. Fig 8.3 shows the typical pressure distribution in ballast section.

Modified by F. Wingler

Fig. 8.3: Distribution of Pressure in Ballast Section
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8.5

BALLAST SPECIFICATION ON INDIAN RAILWAYS

8.5.1 General
1. Basic Quality: Ballast should be hard durable and as far as possible angular along
edges/corners, free from weathered portions of parent rock, organic impurities and inorganic
residues.
2. Particle Shape: Ballast should be cubical in shape as far as possible. Individual pieces
should not be flaky and should have generally flat faces with not more than two rounded/sub
rounded faces.
3. Mode of Manufacture: Ballast for all BG main lines and running lines, except on 'E' routes
but including 'E' special routes, shall be machine crushed. For other BG lines and MG/NG
routes planned/sanctioned for conversion, the ballast shall preferably be machine crushed.
Hand broken ballast can be used in exceptional cases with prior approval of Chief Track
Engineer/CAO/C. Such approval shall be obtained prior to invitation of tenders.
4. On other MG and NG routes not planned/sanctioned for conversion hand broken ballast
can be used for which no approval shall be required.
8.5.2 Physical Properties
Ballast samples should satisfy the following physical properties in accordance with IS: 2386
Pt.IV-1963 when tested as per the procedure laid down in Table 8.1a:
Table 8.1a: Physical Properties of Ballast

*) In exceptional cases, on technical and/or economic grounds, relaxable up to 35% and 25%
respectively by CTE in open line and CAO/C for construction projects. The relaxation in Abrasion
and Impact Values shall be given prior to invitation of tender and should be incorporated in the
tender document.
The ‘Water Absorption’ tested as per IS 2386 Pt.III-1963 should indicate not more than 1%.
This test is to be prescribed at the discretion of CE/CTE for open lines and CAO/Con. for
construction projects.
8.5.3 Size and Gradation
• Ballast should satisfy the following Size and Gradation:
1. Retained on 65 mm square mesh sieve 5% maximum.
2. Retained on 40 mm square mesh sieve* 40%-60%.
3. Retained on 20 mm square mesh sieve not less than 98% for machine crushed and not less
than 95% for hand broken.
*) For machine crushed ballast only.
• Oversize Ballast:
1. Retention on 65mm square mesh sieve: A maximum of 5% ballast retained on 65mm sieve
shall be allowed without deduction in payment. In case ballast retained on 65mm sieve
exceeds 5% but does not exceed 10%, payment at 5% reduction in contracted rate shall be
made for the full stack. Stacks having more than 10% retention of ballast on 65mm sieve
shall be rejected.
2. In case ballast retained on 40 mm square mesh sieve (machine crushed case only) exceeds
60% limit prescribed above, payment at the following reduced rates shall be made for the
full stack in addition to the reduction worked out at 1. above:
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3. In case retention on 40 mm square mesh sieve exceeds 70%, the stack shall be rejected.
4. In case of hand broken ballast supply, 40 mm sieve analysis may not be carried out. The
executive may however ensure that the ballast is well graded between 65 mm and 20 mm
size.
• Under Size Ballast:
The Ballast shall be treated as undersize and shall be rejected if:
(a) Retention on 40 mm square mesh sieve is less than 40%.
(b) Retention on 20 mm square mesh sieve is less than 98% (for machine crushed) or
95% (for hand broken).
• Method of Sieve Analysis:
1. Sieve sizes mentioned in this specification are nominal sizes. The following tolerances in the
size of holes for 65, 40 and 20 mm nominal sieves sizes shall be permitted:
(a) 65 mm square mesh sieve plus minus 1.5 mm,
(b) 40 mm square mesh sieve plus minus 1.5 mm and
(c) 20 mm square mesh sieve plus minus 1.0 mm.
2. Mesh sizes of the sieves should be checked before actual measurement. The screen for
sieving the ballast shall be of square mesh and shall not be less than 100 cm in length, 70 cm
in width and 10 cm in height on sides.
3. While carrying out sieve analysis, the screen shall not be kept inclined, but held horizontally
and shaken vigorously. The pieces of ballast retained on the screen can be turned with hand,
to see if they pass through, but should not be pushed through the sieve.
4. The percentage passing through or retained on the sieve shall be determined by weight.
8.6

BALLAST PROFILES, SECTIONS AND DEPTH OF BALLAST-CUSHION

8.6.1 Depth of Ballast-Cushion
One of the important functions of the ballast is to distribute the load coming onto the sleeper
safely into the formation. The pressure from the sleeper spreads through the body of the ballast. For
coarse, rough, dry and clean ballast this angle is about 45°, but becomes smaller for moist and dirty
ballast. This brings out distinctly the advantage of clean ballast-cushion in reducing the formation
pressures.
To obtain wider distribution of the wheel loads upon the formation, it is advantageous to have
the longest and the broadest sleeper possible. The quality of the ballast should be such as to provide
the widest possible angle of pressure spread and deep enough to distribute the oncoming loads to
the maximum area at the level of the formation.
Although the lines of equal pressure in ballast brought in by the wheel loads are in the shape of
a ‘bulb’ (refer to Fig. 8.3) yet for simplicity purpose the load dispersion can be assumed at 45º to
the vertical. For uniform distribution of load on the formation the depth of ballast should be such
that the dispersion lines do not overlap each other. From simple geometry of Fig. 8.4 the depth of
ballast can be calculated as below:

Re-designed by
F. Wingler

Fig. 8.4: Minimum Depth of Ballast
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Sleeper Spacing (S) – Width of Sleeper Density (W) + 2 x Depth of the ballast (Db) or S = W + 2 x
Db.
S-W
Db = ——— = minimum Depth of ballast
2
For example, with a sleeper density as (n+7) ,a sleeper spacing of 65 cm and a width of sleeper
of 25 cm the minimum depth of ballast from the above formula works out to be 20 cm, which is
minimum depth of ballast generally prescribed on Indian Railways.
The depth of ballast-cushion as prescribed for various groups of tracks on Indian Railways is
given in Table 8.1b:
Table 8.1b: Depth of Ballast-cushion

Note:
(a) In case of SWR the recommended depth is 200 mm.
(b) Whenever primary renewals are carried out even on 'E' routes, the minimum depth of ballast
of 200 mm shall be provided.
(c) Minimum depth of ballast under the rail seat of the sleepers shall be 150 mm except under
PRC sleepers, where it shall be 250 mm.
(d) Wherever 22.1 t axle-load rolling stocks are nominated to run, the minimum depth of ballast
shall be 350 mm.
8.6.2

Ballast Profile

It is mainly determined by (a) Ballast-Cushion, (b) Shoulder-Ballast, (c) Crib-Ballast and (d)
Side- Slope of Ballast. Deeper ballast-cushion ensures better distribution of load onto the formation.
The main purpose of shoulder ballast is to retain the lateral movement of track. Crib ballast
gives resistance to the longitudinal movement of track. To retain the ballast to a certain section, it is
essential to provide some stable side slopes. Years of experience of track maintenance and the
results obtained from research and experiments have helped the railways to arrive at the optimum
ballast profiles for various track gauges and the types of sleepers.
On curves, extra ballast on the outer shoulder helps the track structure to cope with the
centrifugal forces generated by the moving vehicles. In LWR, ballast plays a vital role in lending
longitudinal and lateral stability to track under locked-up compressive and tensile forces. To meet
this situation, curves and LWR tracks are heaped up with extra ballast.
Ballast profiles recommended for adoption for various groups of BG and MG (other than
LWR/CWR) are given in Fig. 8.5/Table 8.2 and Fig. 8.6/Table 8.3.
Ballast profiles recommended for adoption on LWR/CWR tracks are given in Chapter10.
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RDSO; re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 8.5: Standard Ballast Profile for BG Track: other than LWR/CWR
Table 8.2: Requirements of Ballast Depth/Quantity for BG Fish-plated Track; other
than LWR/CWR
Group
Recommended
Quantity of Ballast [m3] required per Meter Track
Depth of Ballast
on Straight and Curves of
on Curves of Radius tighter
Cushion [mm]:
Radius flatter than 600 m:
than 600 m:
'A'
300
1.586
1.634
'B' and' ‘C'
250
1.375
1.416
'D'
200
1.167
1.202
'E'
150
0.964
0.996
Note:
1. On ordinary fish-plated tracks: To be increased to 400 mm outside of curves tighter than 600
m.
2. On short welded panel tracks: To be increased to 400 mm outside of all curves flatter than
875 m and to 450 mm on curves tighter than 875 m.
3. On turnouts in passenger yards: To be increased to 550 mm on the outside of the turn in
curves.
4. On SWR the minimum of ballast-cushion should be 200 mm.

RDSO; re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 8.6: Standard Ballast Profile for MG; other than LWR/CWR
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Table 8.3: Requirements of Ballast-Depth/Quantity for MG Fish-plated Track; other than
LWR/CWR
________________________________________________________________________________
Routes
Recommended
Quantity of Ballast [m3] required per Meter Track
Depth of Ballast
on Straight and
on Curves of
Cushion [mm]:
Curves of Radius
Radius tighter
flatter than 600 m:
than 600 m:
'Q' Routes, 100 kmph:
300
1.170
1.145
'Q' Routes, < 100kmph:
250
0.965
1.033
'R'-1 Routes:
250
0.965
1.033
'R'-2 Routes, where LWR
is contemplated:
250
1.033
0.965
'R'-2 Routes, where LWR
is not contemplated:
200
0.817
0.905
'R'-3 Routes:
200
0.817
0.905
'S' Routes:
0.673
0.725
150
Note:
1. On fish-plated tracks: To be increased to 400 mm outside of curves tighter than 600 m.
2. On short-welded panels: To be increased to 330 mm on all curves flatter than 600 mm.
3. On junction turnouts of passenger yards: To be increased to 550 mm on the curve-outsides.
4. On SWR tracks the minimum cushion-depth shall be 200 mm.
8.7

FORMATION

8.7.1 Purpose of Formation
The formation is required to serve the following purposes:
1. To provide support for a stable track structure, i.e. cumulative settlements under repeated
loadings should be as uniform as possible and within acceptable limits.
2. To provide desired line and level for track.
3. To provide a smooth and regular surface on which ballast and track can be laid.
8.7.2 Definition
1. Track Foundation: Constitutes blanket and sub-grade, which is placed/exist below track
structure to transmit load to sub-soil.
2. Ballast: Crushed stones with desired specifications placed directly below the sleepers.
3. Sub-Ballast: Sub-ballast is a layer of coarse-grained material provided between
blanket/sub-grade and ballast and confined to width of ballast section only. Sub-ballast is
not in vogue on Indian Railways.
4. Blanket: Blanket is a layer of specified coarse, granular material of designed thickness
provided over full width of formation between sub-grade and ballast.
5. Sub-Grade: It is part of embankment/cutting provided above sub-soil by borrowed soil of
suitable quality up to bottom of blanket/ballast.
6. Cohesive Sub-Grade: Sub-grade constructed with soils having cohesive i.e., shear strength
is predominantly derived from cohesion of the soil and is termed as cohesive sub-grade.
Normally, soils having particles finer than 75 micron exceeding 12% exhibit cohesive
behavior. As per IS classification, all fine-grained soils and GM, GM-GC, GC, SM, SM-SC
& SC types of soils exhibit cohesive behaviour. Brief details of soil classification as per IS:
1498, are given at Annexure-I.
7. Cohesion-less Sub-Grade: In sub-grades constructed with cohesion-less or coarse-grained
soils i.e. the shear strength is predominantly derived from internal friction of the soil. This is
termed as cohesion-less sub-grade. Soils having normally less than 5% particles finer than
75 micron exhibit cohesion-less behaviour. As per IS Classification, GW, GP, SW & SP
types of soils fall in this category.
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8. Other Types of Soils, which have soil particles finer than 75 micron between 5 to 12%,
need detailed study for ascertaining their behaviour.
9. Dispersive Soil: Dispersive clayey soils are those, which normally deflocculated when
exposed to water of low salt content. Dispersive clayey soils are generally highly erosive
and have high shrink and swell potential. These soils can be identified by Crumb, Double
Hydrometer, Pin Hole and Chemical Tests.
10. Formation Top: Boundary between ballast and top of blanket or sub-grade (where blanket
layer is not provided).
11. Cess: It is part of the top of formation from toe of ballast to edge of formation.
12. Formation: It is a general term referring to the whole of blanket, sub-grade and sub-soil.
13. Sub-Soil: Soil of natural ground below sub-grade.
14. Unstable Formation: It is yielding formation with non-terminating settlement including
slope failure, which requires excessive maintenance efforts.

8.7.3

Earthworks for Formation

To keep the permitted gradients and to avoid too frequent changes of gradient, it is usually
necessary in different places for the level of formation to be below or above the natural ground
level.
The natural ground is lowered, where it is high. Where the natural ground is low an embankment
is made. In extreme cases, where the depth of cutting would be excessive, tunnels are made through
the ground. And where an embankment is not possible, the track is supported on bridges or
viaducts.
When a new railway line is planned, soil surveys and exploration must be undertaken. An effort
is made to locate it in such a manner that the amount of material excavated from the cuttings is
sufficient to form the necessary embankments. If this can be done, the expense of disposing of
surplus excavated material or of obtaining material for embankments from other sources will be
avoided.
If the material from excavation is not sufficient to form the necessary embankment, the required
material will generally be obtained from borrow pits located close to the railway alignment. In low
lying flood prone country, the formation level is kept well above the highest known flood level of
the site by forming an embankment with material obtained by excavating borrow pits on either sides
of the railway line.
The land purchased for the construction of the railway line is generally enough to accommodate
the slopes, the borrow pits and the spoil banks and for some margin between the toe of the bank and
the borrow pits/spoil banks; Fig. 8.7a and Fig. 8.7b:
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Fig. 8.7a: General Cross-Sections showing Width of Land to be taken-up for BG; Length
Dimensions in [m]

Fig. 8.7b: General Cross-Sections showing Width of Land to be taken up for MG; Length
Dimensions in [m]
8.7.4 Soil Exploration and Survey
Objectives of constructing a stable formation can only be achieved, if soil exploration is
undertaken in right earnest, and precautions are taken to design bank and cutting against likely
causes, which could render troublesome during service.
Objectives of Soil Exploration
Main objectives of soil survey and exploration work are:
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1. To determine soil type with a view to identify their suitability for earthwork in formation and to
design the foundation for other structures.
2. To avoid known troublesome spots, unstable hill sides, swampy areas, soft rock areas and peat
lands etc..
3. To determine method of handling and compaction of sub-grade.
4. To identify suitable alignment for embankment and cutting from stability, safety and economy
in construction and maintenance considerations.
5. To identify suitable borrow areas for desired quality and quantity of sub-grade and blanket
material.
6. To determine depth of various strata of soil and bed rock level.
7. To determine ground water table position and its seasonal variation and general hydrology of the
area such as flood plains and river streams etc..
8. To determine behaviours of existing track or road structure natures and causes of geo-technical
problems in them, if any.

8.7.5 Design of Railway Formation
In order to construct a formation, that gives trouble free service under the most adverse
conditions of loading, maintenance and weather, it is necessary that sub-grade in bank or cutting is
structurally sound so as not to fail in shear strength under its own load and live loads, and secondly
any settlement due to compaction and consolidation in sub-grade and sub-soil should be within the
permissible limits.
• Various Aspects of Designing a Sub-Grade and Sub-Soil:
Sub-grade should be designed to be safe against shear failure and large deformations.
Adequacy of sub-soil against shear strength and settlement should also be examined.
•
Deficient Shear Strength of Sub-Grade and/or Sub-Soil leads to:
1. Bearing capacity failure of sub-grade, resulting into cess and crib heave. Deep ballast
pockets are formed as a result of such failures. Inadequate cess width is also
responsible for initiation and enhancement of bearing capacity failure of sub grade.
2. Interpenetration failure or mud pumping failure, resulting into vitiation of clean
ballast-cushion, and
3. Slope failure, if factor of safety against slope stability is not adequate. Therefore,
sub-grade/sub-soil should be designed to ensure not to allow any shear failure.
• Various Aspects of Designing a Sub-Grade and Sub-Soil:
Sub-grade should be designed to be safe against shear failure and large deformation.
Adequacy of sub-soil against shear strength and settlement should also be examined.
• Deficient Shear Strength of Sub-Grade and/or Sub-Soil leads to:
1. Bearing capacity failure of sub-grade, resulting into cess and crib heave. Deep ballast
pockets are formed as a result of such failures. Inadequate cess width is also
responsible for initiation and enhancement of bearing capacity failure of sub grade.
2. Interpenetration failure or mud pumping failure resulting into vitiation of clean
ballast-cushion.
3. Slope failure, if factor of safety against slope stability is not adequate. Therefore,
sub-grade/sub-soil should be designed to ensure not to allow any shear failure.
•
Large Deformation without Shear Strength Failures of Soil can be due to:
1. Poor compaction during construction and consolidation (primary and secondary) of
sub-grade and/or sub-soil.
2. Settlement and heave due to shrinking and swelling characteristics of sub-grade
and/or sub-soil. The swelling and shrinkage characteristics of sub-soil shall be
significant in cases where bank height is less than 1 m or it is in cutting.
These aspects should be taken into account at the time of construction to avoid large settlements
causing maintenance problems and leading to formation failure.
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8.7.6 Top Width of Formation
1. It should be adequate enough to accommodate track laid with concrete sleepers and standard
ballast section and have minimum 900 mm cess width on either side. Formation widths
adopted in the Indian Railways are given in Fig. 8.8 and Table 8.4:

RDSO; re-designed by F. Wingler

RDSO; re-designed by F. Wingler

RDSO; re-designed by F. Wingler

RDSO; re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 8.8: Minimum Formation Widths for Bank/Cuttings for Concrete Sleeper Tracks:
Dimensions in [mm]
Table 8.4: Minimum recommended Formation Width [m]
for Concrete Sleeper Tracks

Notes:
1. All dimensions in the diagrams of Fig. 8.8 are in [mm].
2. On BG and MG double lines the minimum formation width is based on the distance
[S] between track centres of 5.30 m and 4.96 m respectively.
3. In flat terrains the height of the bank/depth of cuttings should preferably be not less
than 1 m to ensure good drainage, formation stability and to avoid trespassing.
4. These dimensions are based on a ballast-cushion of 30 cm.
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5. The dimensions are also applicable in case of all new lines in case of the later use of
concrete sleepers.
6. On curves the formation width shall be increased as follows:
(a) For extra ballast-cushion on outside of single line curves an 15 cm increase and a
30 cm increase on the outside of double line curves including 15 cm increase of
track centre distance.
(b) For extra clearance required for double lines due to super-elevation ect. as
stipulated in the RDSO appendix to the schedule of dimensions for BG and MG.
7. The formation widths have been calculated according an assumed ballast side slope
of 1 in 1.
8. Additional width of formation will have to be provided to cater for increase in extra
ballast on the outside of curves.
9. Adequate drainage must be ensured for the worst in service conditions. The top of
formation should have a cross slope of 1 in 30 from centre of track towards both
sides.
10. The design should provide for a suitable and cost-effective erosion control system
considering soil matrix, topography and hydrological conditions.
11. It will be necessary to keep borrow pits sufficiently away from the toe of the
embankments to prevent base failures due to lateral escapement of the soil. The
distance of borrow pit from the bank will have to be decided in each case on its
merits. Existing borrow pits close to toe of bank may be filled or its depth should be
taken into account in analysing slope stability of the bank.
12. In the case of embankments/cuttings in highly cohesive clayey soils, special
treatment may be necessary to ensure a stable formation. Such measures will have to
be determined after thorough investigation and study of the soil properties.
13. Special investigation will also be necessary in regard to high fill construction on
swampy ground or marshy lands and deep cuttings.
14. In case of all new constructions minimum height of embankment should not be less
than 1 metre to ensure proper drainage, avoid organic matters and trespassing.
15. Soils prone to liquefaction falling in gradation zone as per sketch at Annexure-II
and having coefficient of uniformity Cu < 2 should be adequately designed to take
care of this.
8.7.7 Design of Embankment Side Slopes
1. Slope stability analysis should be carried out to design stable slopes for the embankments.
Usually slopes of 2 : 1 of embankment up to height of 6.0 m would be safe for most of the
soils. However, this analysis has to be carried out in detail for any height of embankment in
following situations:
(a) When sub-soil is soft, compressible and of marshy type for any depth.
(b) When sub-grade soil (fill material) has very low value of cohesion C such that C/ H
(where H is the height of the embankment and is bulk density of soil) is negligible,
i.e. in the range of 0.01 or so.
(c) When highest water table is within 1.5 x H (H is the height of embankment) below
ground level, then submerged unit weight of soil below water level should be taken.
2. In cutting slopes, softening of soil occurs with the passage of time, and therefore long term
stability is most critical and should be taken into consideration while designing the cuttings.
3. Detailed slope stability analysis should be carried out as per procedure laid down for this
purpose.
8.7.7 Materials for Construction
Construction of embankment is to be carried out normally with soil available in nearby area with
proper design of slope and desired bearing capacity. However, there are some soils, which are not
normally suitable to be used in construction of new lines as detailed below:
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1. Organic clays, organic silts, peat, chalks, dispersive soils, poorly graded gravel and sand
with uniformity coefficient less than 2.
2. Clays and silts of high plasticity (CH & MH) in top 3 m of embankment.
8.7.8 Execution of Formation and Earth Works
Execution of work has to be carried out in systematic manner so as to construct formations of
satisfactory quality, which would give trouble free service. Important activities in the execution of
earthwork are as follows:
1. Compaction of earth work.
2. Placement of back-fills on bridge approaches and similar Locations.
3. Drainage arrangement in banks and cuttings.
4. Erosion control of slopes on banks and cuttings.
8.7.8.1 Compaction of Earth Work
Performance of the embankment would depend to large extent on the quality of compaction done
during execution. Need to ensure proper compaction and precautions/guidelines for this have been
given as follows:
Advantage of Compaction: Compaction is the process of increasing the density of soil by
mechanical means by packing the soil particles closer together with reduction of air voids and to
obtain a homogeneous soil mass having improved soil properties. Compaction brings many
desirable changes in the soil properties as follows:
1. Helps soils to acquire increase in strength in both bearing resistance and shear strength.
2. Reduces compressibility, thus minimizing uneven settlement during service.
3. Increases density and permeability, thereby reducing susceptibility to change in moisture
content.
4. Reduces erosion.
5. Results in homogenous uniform soil mass of known properties.
6. Reduction in frost susceptibility in cold regions.
7. While compaction of earthwork is a necessary condition to achieve a stable formation, it
does not help in checking against the following causes, which needs to be taken care during
the design of bank or cutting:
(a) Excessive creep or slipping of slopes.
(b) Swelling and shrinkage characteristic of soils due to variation in moisture content
because physical-chemical properties of a soil do not change on compaction.
(c) Mud-pumping at ballast soil interface.
(d) Settlements due to consolidation of bank and sub-soil, which can occur even few
years after construction of the bank.
Methods of Compaction: The methods of compaction can be divided into three groups, viz.:
1. Suitable for sandy or silty soils with moderate cohesion; these soils on drying do not form
hard lumps of soils, which could create difficulty in breaking under rollers.
2. Cohesive soils such a clayey sands (SC), clayey gravels (GC), silty sand mixture (SM), silty
gravel mixture (GM) and other soils having predominantly clay fraction, which form hard
lump of soil on drying and are difficult to break under rollers and
3. suitable for cohesion-less soils, which remain loose under dry and wet conditions.
The classification between the first and the second categories largely depends on the percentage
of plastic fines and their properties.
Compaction of sandy or silty Soils with moderate Cohesion:
1. For soils with moderate cohesion, compaction in layers by rollers is most effective.
Vibratory rollers have been found more effective than static rollers, and greater thickness of
layers can be allowed.
2. Water content and densities obtained in the field trails should conform to IS: 2720 (Pt. VIII)1983 to determine thickness of layers, dry densities to be achieved and the optimum
moisture content. Densities should be around maximum dry densities obtained during these
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tests and form the basis of specifications and control. The moisture content controls may not
be specified, and 98% of such densities as achieved in field trails are only specified.
Compaction of Cohesive Soils (Clays):
1. The main objectives to compact predominantly clayey soils are, to achieve an uniform mass
of soil with no voids between the chunks of clays, which are placed during the earthwork.
Rollers will tend to sink into the soil if the moisture content is too high, while chunks will
not yield to rolling by rollers if the moisture content is too low. Maximum dry densities and
optimum moisture contents should be ascertained from laboratory tests for heavy
compaction as specified in IS: 2720 (Pt. VIII)-1983. The laboratory results may only be
used to determine those practically achievable values of densities and optimum moisture
contents as obtained from the field trails as per IS: 10379-1982.
2. Sheep foot rollers are most effective in breaking the clods and in filling large spaces. The
layer thickness should be equal to the depth of the feet of roller plus 50 mm.
Compaction of Cohesion-less Soils:
1. An effective method of compacting cohesion-less soils is to use vibratory compaction.
Moisture content control being redundant is not necessary. However, the railway
embankments may show small settlements during the initial stages of traffic after the line is
opened. Moreover, introduction of new type of stock with different vibratory characteristics
and axle-loads etc. may also result in small settlements due to the embankment soil
undergoing further compaction. These settlements would be small and may not present
much problem. As such, there does not appear to be much gain in compacting the whole
embankment formed of purely cohesion-less soils except in the top 1 m layer.
2. Poorly graded sands and gravels with uniformity coefficient of less than 2.0 should not be
used in earthwork for the banks to safeguard against liquefaction under moving loads or
especially due to an earthquake tremor.
3. IS Code No. 2720 (Pt. XIV)-1983 should be followed for compaction in cohesion-less soils.
Minimum 70% relative density must be achieved during compaction, which shall be done in
layers of uniform thickness not exceeding 60 cm.
8.7.8.2 Placement of Back-Fills on Bridge Approaches and similar Locations
The back fills resting on natural ground may settle in spite of heavy compaction and may cause
differential settlements, vis-à-vis abutments, which rest on comparatively much stiffer base. To
avoid such differential settlements, while on one hand it is essential to compact the back fill in the
properly laid layers of soil, on the other hand the back fill should be designed carefully to keep:
1. Settlements within tolerable limits.
2. Coefficient of sub-grade reaction should have gradual change from approach to the bridge.
Fill material being granular and of sandy type soil need to be therefore placed in 150 mm or
lesser thick layers and compacted with vibratory plate compactors. When placing backfill material
benching should be made in approach embankments to provided proper bonding.
8.7.8.3 Drainage Arrangement in Banks and Cuttings
Drainage is the most important factor in the stability of bank/cutting in railway construction.
Effective drainage of the rainwater in the monsoon season is very important to safeguard
bank/cutting from failures. Railway formation is designed for fully saturated condition of soil. Flow
of water should not be allowed along the track as it not only contaminates ballast but also erodes
formation. Stagnation of water for long time on formation is not desirable. Drainage systems should
be therefore efficient enough to prevent stagnation and it should allow quick flow of water. Some
guidelines on this aspect are as follows:
• Drainage of Embankment:
Cross slope is provided in bank from center towards end to drain out surface water. Normally
there is no need of side drains in case of embankment. There are however situations, where
height of bank is such that blanket layer goes below normal ground level. Side drains may
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require to be constructed in such a case along the track at suitable distance so that track
alignment does not become a channel for flow of ground surface water.
In case of double line construction, open central drains between the tracks should be avoided
to a possible extent, even if it means to resort additional earthwork to facilitate the flow of
water). It is not only difficult to construct Central drains, but it is also difficult to maintain them
due to the continuous vibrations caused by the traffic and by problems of proper curing of
concrete etc.. Only in very rare situations, when drainage of water is not possible without
construction of a drain, suitable arrangements for construction of drains with pre-cast concrete
channel/sub-soil drains along with a proper outfall should be made. If the distance between
adjacent tracks is large enough, suitable slopes should be provided on ground to make rain water
flow in the natural manner. Wherever there is a level difference between two adjacent tracks,
suitable non-load bearing dwarf wall may be constructed to retain earth.
• Drainage in Cuttings:
1. Side Drains: In case of cuttings, properly designed side drains of required water carrying
capacity are to be provided. If height of the cutting is less (say 4 m), normally only side
drains on both sides of the track are to be provided. In case of deep cuttings, catch-water
drains of adequate water carrying capacity are also required along with side drains. It is to
be noted that blanket material is to be placed like fill/embankment, and the top of side drains
has to remain below the bottom of blanket material.
2. Catch-Water Drains: Surface water flowing from top of hill slope towards the track in
huge quantity needs to be controlled on safety considerations. It is also not possible to allow
water from the hillside to flow into the side drains, which are not designed for carrying a
huge quantity of water. It is therefore essential to intercept and divert the water accordingly
coming from the hill slopes. Accordingly catch-water drains are provided running almost
parallel to the track. It may be required to divert the water from the catch-water drains by
sloping drains and to carry the water across the track by means of culverts depending on site
conditions. In some situations depending on topography of the cutting top, there may be
required to construct a net of small catch-water drains, which are subsequently connected to
the main catch-water drain so that there is no possibility of water stagnation/ponding up to a
distance of approximately three times depth of cutting from its edge. Catch-water drains
should be pucca lined with impervious locally available flexible material.
3. Considerations when designing Catch-Water Drains: These should be properly designed,
lined and maintained. If catch-water drains are kuchha/broken pucca drains, water percolates
down to the track through cracks, dissolving the cementing material resulting in instable
cuttings. Catch-water drains should be located slightly away (as per site conditions) from the
top edge of the cutting, and water flow should be led into the nearby culvert or natural low
ground. Some additional salient features to be observed are as follows:
(a) Catch-water drains shall have an adequate slope of 1 in 200 to 1 in 300 to ensure
development of self-cleaning velocity.
(b) Water drains shall not have any weep hole.
(c) The expansion joints, if provided, shall be sealed with bituminous concrete.
(d) Regular inspection and maintenance work, especially before onset of monsoon,
should be carried out to plug seepage of water.
(e) Catch-water drains shall have well designed out-falls with protection against tail end
erosion.
Though capacity and section will depend on terrain characteristics, rainfall etc. but following
parameters are important for design of catch-water drains:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Intensity and duration of rain fall.
Catchment area-shape, size and rate of infiltration etc.
Velocity of flow which should satisfy the Manning’s formula.
Minimum gradient of drain should be in range of 1 in 400 to 1 in 700.
Normally catch-water drains should be of trapezoidal cross section.
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(f) Catch-water drains should not be given gradient more than about 1 in 50 (but in no
case more than 1 in 33) to avoid high water velocity and possibility of washout of
lining material.
(g) Rugosity coefficient should be about 0.03.
Alignment plan, longitudinal section and soil survey records of catch-water drains should be
updated from time to time as per development in the area of influence. Further details about track
drainage along with the recommended cross-sections are given in Paragraph 8.10.
8.7.8.4 Erosion Control of Slopes on Banks and Cuttings
Exposed sloping surfaces of bank/cutting experience surface erosion. It is caused due to the
action of exogenous wind and water, resulting into loss of soil. This further leads to development of
cuts and rills/gullies, adversely affecting the cess-width. This also disturbs the soil matrix,
steepening of slopes etc.. Its severity depends on the type of soil, climatic conditions, topography of
area and length of slope etc..
Erosion control measures are commonly classified in following categories:
1. Conventional non-agronomical systems,
2. Bio-technical systems,
3. Engineering systems and
4. non-conventional hydro-seeding systems.
Most common methods used are the Bio-technical and Engineering System. Appropriate
methods need however to be decided depending on site conditions.
8.8

PROVISION OF BLANKET LAYER

To avoid failure of track formation due to inadequate bearing capacity and to safeguard against
swelling and shrinking, adequate blanket thickness must be provided in all cases at the time of
construction of new lines, permanent diversions, raising of formation, in cuttings etc. or while
rehabilitating a failing track formation.
8.8.1 Need for Provision of Blanket Layer and its Functions:
1. A blanket material develops its benefits only, if it is well drained and if the water can be
kept away. A wet and badly drained Sub-Ballast (Blanket, Formation Protective Layer) may
aggravate the situation. This can lead to “Memory Effects” for misalignments. When laying
and compacting a blanket layer the water content should be around 7 % by weight.
2. It reduces traffic-induced stresses to a tolerable limit on the top of sub-grade, thereby
prevents sub-grade failures under adverse critical conditions of rainfall, drainage, track
maintenance and traffic loadings.
3. It prevents penetration of ballast into the sub-grade and also prevents upward migration of
fine particles from sub-grade into the ballast under adverse critical conditions during
service.
4. Its absence or inadequate thickness results in yielding formation and instability. This
necessitates high maintenance inputs and leads to increased cost of maintenance. Moreover,
crippling speed restrictions may have to be imposed, which adversely affect the throughput.
5. Its absence may result in bearing capacity as well as progressive shear failure of sub-grade
soil, thereby endangering safety of running traffic.
6. It restricts plastic deformation of sub-grade caused due to cyclic stresses induced by moving
loads.
7. It results in increased track modulus but only if well drained; wet sub-ballast has an adverse
effect on track modulus/stiffness parameters. I dry blanket reduces track deformations.
Consequently due to reduction in dynamic augment, stresses in rails as well as sleepers are
reduced.
8. It facilitates drainage of surface water and reduces moisture variations in sub-grade, thereby
reducing track maintenance problems.
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9. It prevents mud pumping by separating the ballast and sub-grade soil. Thus accumulation of
negative pore water pressure in the soil mass is avoided which is responsible for mud
pumping.
10. It ensures that the induced stress in sub-grade is below the threshold stress of sub-grade soil.
11. It ensures dissipation of excess pore water pressure developed in sub-grade on account of
cyclic loading and leads to increase in shear strength of sub-grade soil.
12. It obviates the need for formation rehabilitation work under running traffic at prohibitive
cost.
13. It leads to enhanced performance of sub-grade as sub-grade can serve designed functions
more efficiently and effectively.
The quality and depth of blanket material, which would carry out the above functions
satisfactorily under Indian conditions, have been brought out in the following Paragraphs.
8.8.2 Depth of Blanket Layer
Depth of blanket layer of specified material depends primarily on type of sub-grade soil and axleload of the traffic.
1. Depth of Blanket to be provided for axle-loads up to 22.5 t for different types of sub-grade
soils (minimum top one meter thickness) is indicated in Paragraph 18. In case more than
one type of soil exists in top one meter of formation, then soil requiring higher thickness of
blanket will govern its depth.
Note: Symbols used below for classification of soil at top of sub-grades for deciding blanket
depth is as per IS Classification are given in IS: 1498. For details refer Annexure - I.
Following soils shall not need blanket:
(a) Rocky beds except those, which are very susceptible to weathering e.g. rocks
consisting of shales and other soft rocks, which become muddy after coming into
contact with water.
(b) Well graded Gravel (GW).
(c) Well graded Sand (SW).
(d) Soils conforming to specifications of blanket material.
Note: Soils having grain size curve lying on the right side of the enveloping curves for
blanket material like cobbles and boulders may or may not need blanket. In such cases the
need of blanket and its design should be done in consultation with RDSO.
Following soils shall need minimum 45 cm thick blanket:
(a) Poorly graded Gravel (GP) having Uniformity Coefficient more than 2.
(b) Poorly grade Sand (SP) having Uniformity Coefficient more than 2.
(c) Silty Gravel (GM).
(d) Silty Gravel – Clayey Gravel (GM – GC).
Following soils shall need minimum 60 cm thick blanket:
(a) Clayey Gravel (GC).
(b) Silty Sand (SM).
(c) Clayey Sand (SC).
(d) Clayey silty Sand (SM-SC).
Note: The thickness of blanket on above type of soils shall be increased to 1 m, if the
plasticity index exceeds 7.
Following types of soils shall need minimum 1 m thick blanket:
(a) Silt with low plasticity (ML).
(b) Silty clay of low plasticity (ML-CL).
(c) Clay of low plasticity (CL).
(d) Silt of medium plasticity (MI).
(e) Clay of medium plasticity (CI).
(f) Rocks which are very susceptible to weathering.
2. On Soils having fines passing 75 micron sieve between 5 and 12% i.e. for soils with dual
symbol e.g., GP-GC, SW-SM etc. thickness of blanket should be provided as per soil of
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second symbol (of dual symbol). For example, if the soil of the sub-grade over which the
blanket is to be provided is classified as GP – GC, then the blanket depth for GC type of soil
should be i.e. 60 cm.
3. Use of Geo-Synthetics can be considered at places, where it is economical to use geosynthetics in combination with a blanket as it reduces the requirement of thickness of
blanket. It may be particularly useful in cases of rehabilitation of existing unstable
formations and in new constructions, where availability of blanket material is scarce. Use
and selection of geo-synthetics should be done in consultation with RDSO.
4. For heavier Axle-load Traffic above 22.5 t and up to 25 t and above 25 t up to 30 t,
additional blanket thickness of 30cm and 45cm respectively over and above as given in
Paragraph 8.8.2.1 should be provided. This additional blanket will consist of superior
quality material, shown as upper blanket layer in Fig. 8.9.
5. Blanket in new Lines of light Traffic Route: Blanket ensures an important function of
reducing induced stresses to acceptable value at top of sub-grade. In cohesive sub-grades
even 100 cycles of repeated load in excess of threshold strength (permissible strength) of
sub-grade soil will cause failure of formation resulting into large plastic deformations.
Therefore, blanket of adequate depth should be provided even for predominantly passenger
lines with light traffic.
8.8.3 Specifications of Blanket Material
The blanket material should generally conform to following specifications:
1. It should have a water content of 7 %.
2. It should be coarse, granular and well graded.
3. Skip graded material is not permitted.
4. Non-plastic fines (particles of size less than 75 micron) are limited to maximum 12%,
whereas plastic fines are limited to maximum 5%.
5. The blanket material should have a particle size distribution curve more or less within the
enveloping curves shown in Fig.8.9. The material should be well graded with Cu and Cc as
under:
(a) Uniformity Coefficient, Cu = D 60/D 10 > 4 (preferably > 7).
(b) Coefficient of Curvature, CC = (D 30) 2/D 60 x D 10 should be within 1 and 3.
6. The material for upper blanket layer shall be well-graded sandy gravel or crushed rock
within the enveloping curves for upper blanket layer as shown in Fig.8.9:

By RDSO

Fig.8.9: Enveloping Curves for Blanket Layer
8.9 UNSTABLE FORMATIONS
The main problems caused by unstable formations are:
1. Variation in track levels particularly during extreme hot or wet season causing the
need for speed restriction or increased maintenance.
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2. Loss of ballast, which sinks into the formation.
3. Instability of bank slopes resulting in slips and consequent disruption of traffic.
8.9.1 Causes of Formation Troubles
If any formation is suspected of giving trouble, the first step should be to investigate the cause
of the trouble. To do so, ballast penetration profiles and other relevant data along with the history of
section and the trouble should be obtained and analysed keeping in view various features of the site
and probable causes of failures in the area or stretch.
In most cases the basic cause of trouble is found in deficient track structure, especially in the
inadequate and clogged ballast-cushion. The remedy lies in deep-screening the ballast to recoup the
ballast-cushion, preferably by raising the track instead of cutting into the formation on hardened
layer of ballast-ash and soil.
In relation to instability, when formation too is a contributory factor in the chain of factor
mentioned below, then instability entails remedial measures:
1. Instability problems due to railway cuttings and embankments not being stable resulting in
excessive creep deformations.
2. Excessive swelling and shrinking of bank soil causing large volumetric changes, disrupting
the track levels and alignment.
3. Bearing capacity failures are due to:
(a) Inadequate cess width and/or bank slopes.
(b) Inadequate thickness of ballast and blanket.
4. Other causes such as loss of formation soil caused by porcupines, ants, rats and seepage etc..
5. Whatever be the cause, the problem aggravates due to faulty drainage during monsoons. The
rain water impairs the soil strength by wetting and higher pore water pressures. Hence the
track foundations should be designed to be adequate.
In Fig. 8.10 typical cumulative settlements are shown for stable and unstable sites. The small
exponentially linear settlements for stable sites have been observed at several sites. This pattern of
behaviour is used for:
1. Checking stability of a formation site.
2. Evaluating the efficacy of a treatment.
3. Predicting maintainability problems with heavier traffic or axle-loads.
4. Checking the comparative behavior of two sub-grade materials including the blanket
material.

Re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 8.10: Typical cumulative Settlement of Formation on stable and unstable Sites
It is necessary to treat any unstable formation as early as possible due to the following:
1. To eliminate the probability of disruption of traffic due to blockade or speed restrictions.
2. To economize in track maintenance.
3. To maintain track quality.
4. To avail full life of track components and to avoid untimely renewals, replacements and
recoupments.
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5.
6.

Systematic track maintenance is possible only over stable formation.
Any modernization of track such as introduction of concrete sleepers, LWRCWR, machine
maintenance and high speed turnouts etc. would succeed only on stable formation.
Due to the above reasons, requirements of blocks and speed restrictions etc. will be reduced
automatically.
8.9.2 Formation Treatment Methods
One or more of the following methods are employed depending on the situation:
1. Provision of a 30-100 cm deep blanket of coarse grained material.
2. Grouting of formation and bank with:
a) Cement and sand-slurry.
b) Lime-slurry pressure injection.
3. Slope and cess repairs with sub-surface drainage to provide a stable base for track
foundation, i.e. ballast and blanket.
Grouting with cement or lime provides temporary relief for a few years only and would require
repletion for re-stabilisation.
Several other methods had been tried in the past, but did not give satisfactory results. To mention
a few:
1. Lime piles.
2. Vinyl drains.
3. Sand drains.
4. Moorum blanket.
5. Cationic bitumen emulsion.
6. Polyethylene sheet.
7. Maxphalt-crete.
8. Pouring sand on ballast section.
9. Geotextiles to check sub-grade failures.
It may be noted that vertical or surface sand drains, moorum blanket and geotextiles are useful
civil engineering tools to tackle foundation and earthwork problems, and their judicious
employment should be done if warranted in a project or at a location.
Main causes of formation trouble and remedial measures found effective are tabulated in Table.
8.5:
Table 8.5: Main Causes of Formation Trouble and remedial Measures
Remedial Measures suggested; based on the Site Investigations and Soil Testing the relevant
remedial Measures should be formulated.
Some of the remedial Measures suggested for the Formation Troubles generally encountered are
listed below:
1.Track level variations due to:
Suggested treatment (any one or in conjunction):
(a) Inadequate drainage due to high cess and Improve side drainage by lowering the cess and
dirty ballast.
screening of ballast.

(b) Weakening of soil at formation top on
contact with rain water resulting in mud
pumping.

(a) Cationic bituminous emulsion below ballast.
(b) Provision of moorum/sand blanket of 20-30
cm depth below ballast.
(c) Laying of geo-textiles
(c) Strength failure below ballast cause (a) Provision of 30-60 cm deep blanket below
heaving of cess or between sleepers.
ballast.
(b) Provision of sub-ballast.
(d) Seasonal variation in moisture in
(a) Treatment with lime slurry pressure injection.
formation top in expansive soils causing
(b) Moorum blanket 30-45cm with moorum
alternate heaving shrinkage of formation.
lining.
(f) Gradual subsidence of the bank core
(a) Cement grouting of ballast pockets if ballast
under live loads due to inadequate initial
pockets are permeable.
compaction/consolidation of embankment. (b) Sand or boulder drains.
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(g) Gradual consolidation of earth below
embankment.
(h) Creep of formation soil.
2. Instability of bank/cutting slopes due to
(a) Inadequate side slopes causing bank
slips-after prolonged rains.
(b) Consolidation/settlements of sub-soil
causing bank slips.
(c) Hydro-static pressure built up under
live loads in ballast pockets containing
water causing bank slips.
(d) Creep of soil.

(a) Lime piling in sub-soil.
(b) Sand drains in sub-soil.
Easing of side slopes

Treatment:
Flattening slopes and provision of berms
Improvement in drainage.
Provision of sand drains to expedite consolidation
(a) Draining out of ballast pockets by sand or
boulder drains.
(b) Cement sand pressure grouting of ballast
pockets.
Reducing stresses by provision of side berms or
flattening the slopes.
Flattening side slopes.

(e) Swelling of over consolidated clay side
slopes in cutting causing loss of shear
strength and slipping.
(f) Erosion of banks.
Provision of turfing mats etc.
R.D.S.O.’s help wherever necessary, may be taken for formulating the remedial measures.
8.10 TRACK DRAINAGE; see also "WATER THE ENEMY OF THE RAIL TRACK"
by F.A. Wingler for download under http://www.drwingler.com
8.10.1 Introduction
“The worst enemy of track is ‘water’, and the further it can be kept away from the track or
the sooner it can be diverted from it, the better the track will be protected. Therefore, the first and
most important provision for good track is drainage”.
The above statement comes from the first paragraph of a book titled “Rules and Instructions for
the Government of the Employees of the Maintenance of Way Department of the Chesapeake and
Ohio Railway” by H. Frazier, Supt. Maintenance of Way, dated October 1, 1889.
Today, one hundred and twenty five years later, this statement still applies and has probably
even gained in importance as current rail traffic is seeing increased wheel and axle-loads and higher
speeds.
In Paragraph 8.7.8c under the heading “drainage arrangement in banks and cuttings”, the need
for properly designed drains for the stability of the track structure has been emphasized.
Water penetrates from above into the rail track by rain fall, it can seep from the side banks, it can
often flow as surface water together with mud particles from adjacent grounds on same level or
from higher level from cutting slopes, it can creep up from the ground by capillary forces and can
even percolate as ground water like a spring not seldom from adjacent higher water leading
formation layers or stratus; Fig. 8.11:

Fig. 8.11: Water Flow Scheme at Track Bed (from Cl. Göbel and Kl. Lieberenz; Handbuch Erdbauwerke der
Bahn; modified)
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8.10.2 Types of Drainages
The types of track drainages fall under two broad headings:
1. Surface-drainage.
2. Subsurface-drainage.
8.10.2.1 Surface-Drainage
Surface-drainage works consist of trench type open drains. These remove surface run-off water
before it enters the track structure, as well as carrying off water percolating out of the track
structure.
The two types of surface drains used are:
1) Cess-drains.
2) Catch-drains.
Another form of surface-drainage is the basic grading of the ground on either side of the tracks
so that it falls away from the track and allows water flowing out of the track structure to be
removed.
Grading may be used in very flat areas, where it is difficult to get sufficient fall for either
surface or subsurface-drains.
● Cess-Drains
Cess-drains are surface-drains located at formation level at the side of tracks, to remove
water, that has percolated through the ballast and is flowing along the capping layer towards the
outside of the track formation. They are most frequently found in cuttings where water running
off the formation cannot freely drain away; Fig. 8.12:

Re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 8.12: Typical Cess-Drain Dimensions
Cess-drains should be constructed with a minimum grade of 1 in 300 and at a minimum
distance of 150 cm away from the field side rail not to cause formation yielding. Surface-drains
can be constructed at flatter grades, as they are easily cleared of any sediment which may collect
in them.
● Catch-Drains
These may also be called “Top-Drains” or “Surface-Drains”. The purpose of catch-drains
is to intercept overland flow or run-off water before it reaches the track and causes damage to
the track or related structures, such as cuttings or embankments.
For example, catch-drains are generally located on the uphill side of a cutting to catch-water
flowing down the hill and remove it prior to reaching the cutting. If this water was allowed to
flow over the cutting face, it may cause excessive erosion and subsequent silting up of cessdrains; Fig. 8.13:
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Re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 8.13: Catch-Drains
This type of drain may also be used on the uphill side of other track formations, such as
embankments. Catch-drains may be used to remove water and prevent ponding at the base of
embankments or alongside tracks that cut across a slight downhill grade.
8.10.2.2 Sub-Surface Drainage
Adequate sub-surface drainage is necessary for maintaining the integrity of the track formation
and ensuring the stability of earth slopes. Sub-surface drainage is used, where there is not enough
room for open cess-drain systems, as for example at through platforms, under multiple tracks or at
narrow cuttings.
Sub-surface drainage is used for:
1. Drainage of the track structure.
2. Control of ground water.
3. Drainage of slopes.
These requirements may overlap considerably in any given drainage system.
● Function of Sub-Surface Drains
Sub-surface drainage systems perform the following functions:
1. Collection of infiltration water, that seeps into the formation (capping layer) as shown in
Fig. 8.14.
2. Draw-down or lowering of the water-table as illustrated in Fig. 8.15a/b.
3. Interception or cut-off of water seepage along an impervious boundary as illustrated in Fig.
8.16.
4. Drainage of local seepage such as spring inflow as shown in Fig. 8.17:

Re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 8.14: Collection of Water seeping into Ballast Structure
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Re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 8.15a: Lowering the Water-Table

Fig. 8.15b: Dimensions for lowering the Water-Table with Sub-Soil Drains in [cm]
(from Cl. Göbel and Kl. Lieberenz; Handbuch Erdbauwerke der Bahn; modified)

Re-designed by F. Wingle
Re-designed by F. Wingler

Type 1: Filter-Gravel, Geotextile and slotted Pipe Drain

Re-designed by F. Wingler

Type 2: Geo-Textile Drain
Fig. 8.16: Interception and Cut-Off of Seepage Water
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Fig. 8.17: Drainage of local Seepage
● Types of Sub-Surface Drains
Sub-surface Drains can be classified into three types according to their location and geometry:
1. Longitudinal drain; Fig. 8.18.
2. Transverse drain; Fig. 8.19.
3. Drainage blankets; Fig. 8.20.

Re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 8.18: Typical longitudinal Drain Arrangement
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Fig. 8.19: Typical Traverse-Drain

Re-designed by F. Wingler

Re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 8.20: Typical Drainage Blanket
8.11 INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
It is most important to inspect the track drainage system periodically followed by regular
maintenance operations consisting of:
1. Weed control.
2. Removal of debris from other track maintenance activities.
3. Removal of sediment.
4. Re-grading.
5. General repair and maintenance.
6. Cleaning of sub-soil drainage pipes in regular intervals.
Fig. 8.21 shows a Man-hole provided at regular intervals for inspection and cleaning of sub-surface
drains.
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Fig. 8.21: Seepage Pit/Dry-Well/Man-Hole/Inspection Pit

(from Cl. Göbel and Kl. Lieberenz; Handbuch Erdbauwerke der Bahn; modified)

8.12 SUB-STRUCTURE MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT USING GROUNDPENETRATING RADAR (GPR)
Track sub-structure is the term used to describe the different layers of rock and soil under the
sleepers including the ballast, sub-ballast – or formation protection layer – and the sub-grade soil.
Poorly performing sub-structure not only leads to high rates of track geometry degradation but also
promotes higher rates of wear of the rail, sleepers, fastenings and other track components.
Sub-structure problems are typically associated with poor drainage, fouled ballast, sub-grade
failure or deformation and longitudinal variation of conditions. Correction of chronic problems
requires the root causes to be determined – typically one or more of the mentioned above. Ground
penetrating radar technology can be used to assess the condition of track sub-structure and produce
quantitative indices for use in the management of track maintenance.
8.12.1 How it works
The GPR method transmits pulses of radio energy into the subsurface and then receives
returning pulses, which have reflected off layer boundaries below the track surface. GPR antenna
pairs, consisting of transmitter and receiver pairs, are moved along the track with a continuous
series of radar pulses giving a profile of the subsurface. Reflections of the GPR pulse occur at
boundaries in the sub-surface, where there is a change in material properties. Only a portion of the
pulsed signal is reflected at a layer boundary, and the remaining part of the pulse travels across the
interface to be reflected again back to the receiver from another interface boundary. The time, the
pulse takes to travel through the layer and back, is controlled by the thickness and properties of the
material.
The data produced by GPR helps to identify in an easy way the substructure problems such as
poor drainage, fouled ballast, sub-grade failures and deformation or longitudinal variation of
conditions. An optimum solution to the problem can then be found.
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ANNEXURE – I
BRIEF DETAILS OF SOIL CLASSIFICATION; see also Chapter 18
(Ref: IS: 1498-1970)
Background and Basis of Classification:
The Geotechnical Engineers/Agencies had evolved many soil classification systems over the
world. The soil classification system developed by Casegrande had been subsequently modified as a
standard and named as “Unified Classification System”. It got revised in 1970. According to BIS
classification system soils are primarily classified based on dominant particle sizes and its plasticity
characteristic. Soil particles mainly consist of following four size fractions:
1. Gravel:
80 - 4.75 mm.
2. Sand:
4.7 mm – 0.075 mm (75 micron).
3. Silt:
75 - 2 micron.
4. Clay:
less than 2 micron.
Particle size distribution of a soil determined by a combination of sieving and sedimentation
analysis as per procedure detailed in IS: 2720 (Part 4) – 1985 and its plasticity characteristics are
determined by Liquid Limit and Plastic Limit as per procedure detailed in IS: 2720 (Part 5) – 1985.
Symbols used in Soil Classification:
Symbols and other soil properties used for soil classification are given below. Brief procedure
for classification of soil has been explained in tabular form and flow chart. Plasticity chart required
for classification of fine grained soils has also been given:

Other soil parameters required for soil classification:
• Cu: Coefficient of Uniformity = D60 /D10.
• CC: Coefficient of Curvature: (D30)2/D60* D10).
• D60/D30 and D10 are particle sizes, below which 60, 30 and 10 percent soil particles by weight are
finer these sizes.
• Plasticity Index, PI = Liquid Limit (LL) – Plastic Limit (PL).
• Coarse grained soils: Soils having fines (particles of size less than 75 micron) < 50%.
• Fine grained soils: Soils having fines more than 50%.
Brief Procedure for soil Classification:
Conduct Sieve analysis and Hydrometer analysis on soil sample and plot particle size gradation
curve and determine Cu and Cc.
Conduct liquid limit and plastic limit test on soil samples.
Based on above soil parameters, classification should be done as per procedure explained in the
following table/flow chart. The Classification should be done in conjunction with the Plasticity
Charts given below:
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RDSO: re-designed by F. Wingler

ANNEXURE-II

Clean and un-fouled Ballast is the Blood of the Rail Track
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Chapter 9
Welding of Rails
9.1 GAP BETWEEN RAIL-ENDS
Rail joints have been since inception the bug-bear of every permanent way-man. Considering
that the gap between the rail ends should be proportional to the length of rails to allow the metal to
expand free with increasing temperature during hot weather, the amount of clearance between the
rail ends should be double for twice the given length.
The gaps between rail ends were generally thought to be the prime cause of impact at joints.
Although the provision of longer rails would lead to a reduced number of joints, it was disfavoured
due to the increase of impact-density, if proportionately wider gaps were to be provided at the ends.
To weld rails in long lengths was therefore technically disinteresting.
It was realized later that the intensity of impact is not directly proportional to the width of the
gap, and the gap itself must not be exactly proportional to the length of the rail because the rail does
not really behave as a free rail when laid in track. With this realization any reduction in the number
of joints was welcome, as it had the prospect to minimize, if not completely eliminate, the problems
connected with the jointed track.
With this background the welding of rails into 3 rails, 5 rails and 10 rails was started on Indian
Railways. The welded panels have been named “Short Welded Rails” (SWR) as distinct from
“Long Welded Rails” (LWR).
The experience with short welded rails has been that joints with panels of length more than 3
rails cause more damage to track than the proportional advantages derived from the elimination of
joints. Welded rails panels longer than 3 rails (39 m for BG and 36 m for MG) are therefore no
longer in use on the Indian rail tracks.
Rails, welded into long strings of 200 m or more, denominated as LWR/CWR, behave
differently at the joints and are governed by their own inbuilt system as discussed in Chapter 10.
With the introduction of concrete sleepers efforts are made to have continuously welded track to
the extent possible, as jointed track on concrete sleepers is beset with many maintenance problems
including the structural failures of concrete sleepers at joints.
9.2 PRINCIPLE OF RAIL WELDING
An ideal ‘Rail Welding Process’ joins the rail ends in such a way that the interface, after
coalescence (fusion), has the same physical, mechanical and metallurgical properties as the parent
rail at other locations. This aim is however seldom achieved in full; the quality of welds produced
by different processes varies. Before examining specifically the results obtained with different
welding processes, it is necessary to understand, as to what happens at the weld interface and the
adjoining parent metal region before and after welding.
Metals in solid state consist of crystalline grains joined through grain boundaries. Grains consist
of atom/molecules, which are packed at specific inter atomic distance between them called the
“Equilibrium interatomic Distance”. Many of the physical and mechanical properties associated
with the solids arise from this atomic structure. While within a grain, the atoms are in equilibrium,
those near the boundaries are not. An interface consists therefore of grain boundaries with metallic
atoms/molecules, which are not completely surrounded by other metallic atoms/molecules, thereby
exhibiting a tendency to bind with other atoms (oxygen) available near the surface.
Theoretically therefore, to produce a weld, atoms on the opposite metallic surfaces should be
brought close enough to establish atomic bond; i.e. the interface should be brought within the
equilibrium inter-atomic distance for spontaneous attraction and coalescence to take place. For this
the surface of the interfaces should be chemically clean and smooth to the level of inter-atomic
distances. Even the smoothest surface, when viewed under a microscope, reveals surface roughness
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many times the atomic size. In addition, the surface is always covered with a metal-oxide layer as
oxidation of surface continuously takes place. An adsorbed vapour (moisture) layer on the top of
oxide layer also exists as shown in Fig. 9.1:

Modified by F. Wingler

Fig. 9.1: Magnified View of a ‘smooth clean’ Surface
When two extremely smooth surfaces are brought together they come into contact only at a few
isolated locations and not across the entire interface. The contact can at best be only between the
metal oxide layers and not with the metal surface as shown in Fig. 9.2. The atomic bond between
metal-oxide atoms are much weaker. Such joining does not lead to the welding of the interfaces.

Modified by F. Wingler

Fig. 9.2: Interface Contact

One of the methods to establish metal to metal contact (i.e. bringing metallic atoms within
equilibrium inter-atomic distance) is to apply pressure across the interface. Application of pressure
across the interface results in:
1. Puncturing of the brittle oxide layer,
2. establishing metal to metal contact over `contact bridges´, the areas on which the amount of
forces exerted will depend,
3. and the ductility (yield stress of metal).
Atoms within such “contact bridges” come within the equilibrium inter-atomic distance leading
to fusion. The process, however, does not yield a strong weld since the fusion is limited only to the
area of contact bridges and not over the entire interface. Further, even though within the contact
bridges fusion has taken place, due to stress level at these small areas being much above the yield
stress of the metal, at the adjacent location the material is in the elastic stress zone, which will try to
pull apart the fusion-region the moment the external pressure is released as shown in Fig, 9.3:
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Fig. 9.3: Cold Pressure Weld

Fig. 9.4: Reduction in Yield
Strength with increasing
Temperature

Re-designed by F. Wingler

Such a method cannot be used for rail welding since the level of force required to ensure
adequate fusion of the interface will be extremely large. In order to work within a reasonable level
of pressure and yet achieve complete fusion, the only alternative is to reduce the yield stress of the
material near the interface. This is achieved by ‘heating’ the interface as heating softens the metal,
i.e. reduces the yield stress as shown in Fig. 9.4 above.
Coalescence of rail end interfaces can be achieved by:
1. Cleaning the interface of impurities/oxides layers, which may otherwise get entrapped,
preventing metal to metal contact.
2. Smoothening the interface to a level, that ensures metal to metal contact across the entire
interface for the level of heating and/or force application contemplated.
3. Heating the interface to reduce the yield-stress of the metal, that is commensurate with the
degree of smoothness of interface and the level of force application contemplated.
4. Application of force to appropriate magnitude across the interface and commensurate with
surface smoothness and degree of heating so as to achieve metal to metal contact over the
entire area.
9.3

DIFFERENT RAIL WELDING PROCESSES

The three important, interdependent parameters to be chosen for achieving sound welds are
surface smoothness, degree of heating and level of force application. Such welding processes
belonging to this category are generally known as “Pressure Processes”, “Oxgene-Acetylene”,
“Gas-Pressure Welding” and “Flash-Butt Welding”. Development of pressure across the rail
interface for welding involves clamping and forcing mechanisms. Till recently (before the
introduction of Mobile Flash-Butt Welding plants) pressure processes of rail welding had been
performed by large in workshops or plants rather than at field site.
Of the three welding parameters viz. smoothness, heat and pressure and reduction in any one
has to be compensated by an increase in the other two to achieve proper fusion of interface. As
application of pressure is difficult for in-situ welding, the level of heating of the interface is
increased to melt the metal so as to achieve the objective of bringing the atoms within the
equilibrium interatomic distance. The surface smoothness of liquid being to atomic level, the
necessity to apply pressure does not arise. As moving the interfaces after heating to liquefying
temperature without dimensional defect is difficult, a filler material in liquid state is used in in-situ
welding processes to bridge the gap. Such processes are termed as ‘Fusion Processes’ ‘AluminoThermic Process’ and ‘Manual Electric-Arc Welding Process’ come in this category. The filler
material chosen has to match in chemical composition with that of the interfaces to be joined, i.e.
rail-steel.
For rail welding the following four methods are adopted; the level of the three important
welding parameters used is shown; Table 9.1:
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Table 9.1: Welding Methods
Process Level of Heat Approx. Temp. Source of Whether
Surface
Application
[o C]
Heat
Pressure required Preparation
GasSoftening of
Chemical
Pressure Metal:
800 - 1000
Energy
yes
very high Degree
FlashSoftening of
Electrical
Butt
Metal:
1400
Energy
yes
high
Electric- Liquefying of
Electrical
moderate
Arc
Metal:
2500
Energy
no
Alumino-Liquefying of
Chemical
minimal
Thermic Metal:
2500
Energy
no
These different methods do not give a weld with the same characteristics. Whether welding has
been done in a plant or at site under traffic conditions is one important factor, which affects
strength. While it is feasible to adopt better technology and control in various stages of welding in a
plant, it is not so for in-situ welding executed under traffic conditions. In site welding, weather
conditions and pressures caused by working in restricted block times lead to work being done with
process parameters at non-optimum levels and is often inconsistent with specifications. The
likelihood of subsequent failures of such welds will depend on how tolerant the process is to such
parameter variations. One parameter, which is extremely sensitive to variations, is ‘heat
application’.
9.3.1 Effects of Heat Application in different Welding Processes
Heating of rail-ends is required in all the four welding processes. However, the maximum
temperature, up to which the interface is heated and the tune for which heating is done to reach that
temperature, is different in the different processes. While heating is done with the aim of reducing
the yield stress of the material at the interface (in fusion processes, the heating done is up to melting
when the yield stress becomes zero, requiring no pressure), certain associated side effects, which
are not desirable, also arise. These side effects of heating, if not properly taken care of, can
adversely affect the quality of the joint and the adjoining region in the parent rail. If the instructions
laid down are obeyed implicitly, such adverse effects can be avoided or minimized. Non adherence
results in poor quality welds, especially in the case of in-situ welding processes. The extent of
adverse side effects will vary in the different processes depending upon the level of heat
application. They are briefly described below to appreciate the importance of instructions:
1. Effect on Oxide Layer: Metallic surfaces continuously undergo oxidation due to the
presence of oxygen in air. For example, a perfectly cleaned surface of steel accumulates
rust when exposed, the thickness of which increases with the time. And when the metallic
surface is being heated, the rate of growth of the oxide layer increases with the temperature.
One sees this happen in the form of black thick skin developing over the surface when a
blacksmith heats a piece of iron. This is nothing but an oxide layer, which would not have
grown so thick in such a short time, had the piece not been heated but left at room
temperature.
As earlier stated, the oxide layer at the interface prevents perfect fusion leading in poor
weld quality. The sources of oxide layer at the interface are:
• Immediate bonding with oxygen in the air after thorough cleaning at ambient
temperature, the thickness of which increases with time, and
• accelerated accumulation during heating of the interface, which depends upon the
temperature-time characteristics of heating.
Every rail-weld process must therefore employ certain methods to expel this oxide layer,
which builds up rapidly under heating. Longer the time of heating or higher the temperature,
greater will be the development of oxide layer. Different welding processes adopting
different time-temperature characteristics of interface heating appropriately tackle this
problem.
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2. Metallurgical Transformations: Steel when heated beyond a certain level and
subsequently cooled to ambient temperature undergoes a transformation of its grain
structure depending upon the cooling rate followed. This, in turn, changes the physical and
mechanical properties as are associated with the new grain structure. Typically, steel cooled
at a faster rate may end up with martensitic grain structure while a slower rate may result in
pearlitic grain structure.

Fig. 9.5: Time-Temperature-Transformation ("TTT") Diagram; Copyright by PMCMedia
Martensite is associated with coarse grains and high hardness with low fracture
toughness, whereas pearlitic steel exhibits fine grains, lower hardness and better fracture
toughness. Metallurgists study such changes in characteristics with ´Time-Temperature
Transformation` (TTT) Diagrams for particular steel. A typical ´TTT` is shown in Fig. 9.5.
Medium Manganese rails have pearlitic alloy-structure, which gets transformed to
unfavourable molecular structure in the Heat Affected Zone (HAZ). Higher the UTS of rail,
more is the sensitivity of steel to such transformation.
For 90 UTS rail steel, the minimum cooling time to 500 °C required to achieve
transformation to pearlite, is 50 sec. The special grade alloy steel with chromium and
manganese requires 210 sec. for complete transformation into pearlitic stage. If, after
welding, depending upon the conditions prevailing, the rails cool down in less than the
minimum cooling time, martensite may form locally, which may lead to rail-failure.
3. Heat Affected Zone (HAZ): When the interfaces are heated to the desired temperature for
welding, the temperature distribution along the length of the rail may be as shown in Fig. 9.6:

Re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 9.6: Temperature Distribution at Interface
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Different welding processes will have different values for ‘lmax’ = the length over which
the heat influence is felt, depending upon the time-temperature characteristics adopted in
heating the interface. Steel needs to be heated beyond certain critical temperature, say 700°
C, for metallurgical transformation to take place on cooling. The length over which the
temperature is above 700° C is shown as ‘l’. While the heat influence is over the length
‘lmax’, metallurgical transformation occurs only over ‘l’. Depending upon the timetemperature characteristics of interface heating, ‘lmax’ and ‘l’ will differ in different rail
welding processes. Typically for a flash butt weld, both ‘lmax’ and ‘l’ will be comparatively
less than in the thermit process as the maximum temperature, and the duration for which the
interface is heated are much lower in the former process.
The length l on either side of the joint, over which the heat effect changes the rail
characteristics, is termed as the Heat Affected Zone (HAZ). In thermit welding, it can be
observed that the temperature at different points achieves different maximum temperatures
and cooling rates. This results in variation in grain structure over the HAZ. The physical
effect of this is to change the hardness of the parent rail with a resultant changes in fracture
toughness and wear characteristics.
While the heat affected zone adjoining the weld will have coarse weld structure with
high hardness, the zone at the other end will have fine ‘grained structure with lower
hardness than parent rail. The welding process, therefore, should take into account the
changes in grain structure, which occurs in the heat affected zone, depending upon
chemistry of the rail steel, and stipulates adequate precautions to guard against harmful
changes in properties. Many welds, especially thermit welds, fail due to weakness in the
heat affected zone rather than in the weld zone indicating the severity of this side effect.
The final grain size in the HAZ depends on many factors. In thermit welds it is chiefly
the maximum temperature reached and its duration. In pressure processes, however, an
additional factor comes into play. After heating the rail ends are butted together under
pressure and the metal hot worked. This working breaks down the Austenite grains to
smaller size resulting in a faster subsequent transformation, and requires adequate control of
the rate of cooling or alternatively post welding heat treatment. Either of these is possible
since pressure processes are mostly plant processes. Further in these processes, much of the
hottest metal is squeezed out as upset and stripped off, thus expelling the most affected
metal. On the other hand in alumino-thermic welding, no such upsetting or expelling of
highly heated parent metal takes place. Pressure process welds have therefore a much
narrower HAZ without the presence of very high hardness zones and inherently have
superior fatigue properties. Even among the pressure processes, in Gas Pressure Welding,
after welding ‘normalising’ is done by reheating the weld to a lower temperature for a
certain specified duration and allowing it to cool normally, thereby improving even further
the metallurgical properties in the HAZ.
4. Internal Stresses: As the rail cross-section is not uniform, differential shrinkage occurs
during cooling after welding. The head cools at a slower rate than the flange and the web.
The differential cooling results in Contraction at the flange and web location, and the
welded joint ‘sags’ after complete cooling. In the case of a shop weld like the flash butt,
such distortions can be effectively eliminated by post-straightening before final grinding.
Thermit being an in-situ process does not lend itself for such a correction. Initial ‘humping’
of the joint is, therefore, incorporated in the process to compensate for this thermal
distortion. Any inaccuracy in providing the exact ‘hump’ initially results in a geometrical
defect over the welded joint.
Accurate humping of the rail ends prior to welding is thus important. The finish grinding
should also be carried out only after the weld has cooled down to atmospheric temperature.
These steps help to minimise the effect of dynamic augment of wheel loads over geometric
imperfections at the welded joint, which many a time reduce the fatigue life.
In the case of in-situ thermit welds, there is yet another cause for internal stresses to
arise. The rail ends expand during preheating by a certain amount depending upon the
duration and temperature of heating. As the rails are fastened to the sleepers and the sleepers
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are restrained by ballast, this expansion is mostly accommodated in the joint gap provided
for welding. The cooling of the hot molten metal and rail-ends take place with associated
contraction after formation of the joint. Such contraction, however, is resisted by the newly
formed welded joint resulting in an internal contraction stress across the joint. The quantum
of the stress depends upon the duration of preheat, maximum temperature reached, volume,
temperature of the filler metal poured to form the joint and the unrestrained length of rails
on a either side of the joint.
Greater the unfastened length of rails, lesser will be the strain and hence the resultant
stress. The thermit welding procedure, therefore, stipulates unfastening of rails on either side
on at least 5 sleepers to minimize the internal stress. In a shop welding process (i.e. FlashButt), the entire length of rail is freely supported on rollers when contraction takes place,
and no internal stresses arise.
5. Bolt-Holes: Another adverse effect of heating the rail-ends is its influence on the ‘bolthole’ regions. It is well known that drilling holes in rail causes fine visible separations in
grain boundaries, which in course of time due to dynamic loading grow wider and
propagate into cracks. Majority of bolt-hole failures of rails are due to such crack
propagations. A dormant incipient crack, which might have otherwise taken a longer time
to grow into a visible crack by dynamic wheel load, deteriorates faster due to heating of the
zone. Heating the rail-ends for welding, therefore, has the tendency to fatigue failure
through bolt-holes (or bond wire holes), especially in the case of rails already in service.
The Indian Railways Flash-Butt Welding Manual, therefore, stipulates cropping of 450
mm of rail ends for welding of released rails with bolt-holes. Thermit welds are more often
done at fish-plated joints already in service, and such a provision for elimination of fish boltholes, therefore, ‘does not exist. The Indian Railways Manual for Alumino-Thermic
Welding stipulates a minimum distance of 30 mm to the nearest bolt hold and the use of
thermal plugs in bolt-holes during welding.
9.4

FLASH-BUTT WELDING OF RAILS

Flash-Butt Welding of rails is being carried out on Indian Railways using Stationery Flash-Butt
Welding plants of different makes. Fig. 9.7a shows a modern Flash-Butt Welding Machine and
Fig.9.7b the resulting weld:

Pict. by Schlatter

Fig. 9.7a: Stationary Flash-Butt Welding Machine
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Pict. courtedy Plasser&Theurer

Pict. by F. Wingler

Fig. 9.7b: Flash-Butt Weld performed in
Plant of Rail Manufacturer

Fig. 9.7c: Modern mobile on-Track Flash-Butt
Welding Machine;

Mobile Flash-Butt Welding Machines capable of in-situ Flash-Butt Welding of rail joints are
also in operation, particularly on new construction projects; Fig. 9.7c, above.
Indian Railways have issued a manual on Flash-Butt Welding of rails. The manual brings out in
details, the procedure to be followed and the precautions to be taken in obtaining the rail welds of
high quality standard in the following Chapters important provisions of the manual have been
brought out.
9.4.1 Selection of Rails to be welded
1. Section of Rails: Capacity of the individual plant will determine the heaviest section and
type of rail that can be welded. New as well as released but serviceable rails of same type
(section and metallurgy) shall only be welded together. Minimum length of old but
serviceable rails for welding shall be six metres.
2. Welding of old Rails: While welding old rails, it shall be ensured that only serviceable rails
are welded. Old rails to be welded shall preferably be match marked before releasing from
track to achieve maximum uniformity of profiles in weld zone. Ends of old rails with
fishbolt-holes/bond wire holes shall be cropped by a minimum length of 450 mm before
welding.
9.4.2 Suitability of Rails for Welding
9.4.2.1 Old Rails
1. Defective Rails: Rails having cracks or other defects such as heavy corrosion pits or which
are worn by more than 2 mm depth at rail seat shall not be welded.
2. Permissible vertical wear of Rails to be welded: The vertical wear in old rails to be
welded shall be within the limits specified below; Table 9.2:

3. Permissible lateral wear of rails to be welded: Old rails to be welded shall preferably
show similar pattern of side wear and the minimum width of rail-head shall be as specified
below; Table 9.3:
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4. Rails with cyclic wear shall not be welded.
9.4.2.2 Difference in Height of Rail-Ends to be welded
The individual rail-ends for new rails may have a maximum difference in height of 1.2 mm at
the welded joints. Rails may have a maximum difference in height of 1.5 mm. The difference in
height shall be transposed to the foot of the rail.
9.4.2.3 Difference in Width of Rail-Heads to be welded
The difference in the width of rail-heads of two rails to be welded shall not exceed 1.0 mm for
new and 2.0 mm for old rails. For new rails it is preferable to restrict the difference in width of rail
heads to 0.5 mm.
Any difference in the widths of rail-heads at the welded ends, in case of both new and old rails,
shall be transposed to one side of the head keeping the other side as perfectly aligned as practicable.
The aligned side of such welded panels shall be distinctly marked. To facilitate pairing of panels,
aligning on operator side as well as non-operator side may be resorted to.
9.4.2.4 Rail-End Geometry
Rail-ends to be welded shall meet following geometrical standards:
1. End-bends in the vertical plane not greater than 0.7 mm on a 1.5 m straight edge; sagging
ends not permitted; Fig. 9.8a.
2. End-bends in the horizontal plane not greater than + 0.7 mm on a 1.5 m straight edge; Fig.
9.8b.
3. Deviation of the end from the square not greater than +0. 6 mm.

Elevation

Modified by F. Wingler

Fig. 9.8a: Tolerance on the End-Bends in the vertical Plane

Modified by F. Wingler

Fig. 9.8b: Tolerance on the End-Bends in the horizontal Plane
9.4.2.5 Needed Inspections
A thorough inspection shall be carried out at the plants with a view to avoid welding of rails
with visible surface defects such as rolling/guide marks, wheel burns etc..
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Rail should also be inspected to ensure that there is no chisel mark or dent of any type on bottom
flange of the rail as this constitutes the tension zone.
9.4.3 Preparation of Rails to be welded
● Pre-Straightening of Rails: Rails not meeting the geometrical standards and stipulated in
Paragraph 9.4.2 are to be rectified before welding using a pre-straightening machine so as to
conform to the standards:
(a) In order to minimize the difference in head width of rail ends to be welded, actual head
width of rails shall be checked using template: The deviations shall be marked on the rail
head so that rails with same or minimum relative deviations are selected for welding.
(b) End-Cleaning: Before welding, end faces of the rails to be welded and electrode contact
locations shall be thoroughly cleaned of loose scales, rust, paint etc. by brushing and shot
blasting/grinding. Oil and grease, if present, shall be removed by Benzene; Carbontetrachloride earlier used is a heavy health hazard. It should not be allowed anymore.
9.4.4 Procedure of Welding of Rails

Fig. 9.9a: Procedure of Flash-Butt Welding
•

Electrical Contact: The Copper/Melloroy electrode in the welding machine must be
cleaned by compressed air pistol to ensure freedom from loose oxides and other foreign
matters so that no arcing takes place at the contact points on the rail, and to eliminate the
possibility of rail failure near joints due to Copper penetration and formation of brittle
martensite structure.
• Rail Alignment: The running surfaces of rails at interface shall be aligned carefully to avoid
any ‘step’ defect except as provided in Paragraph 9.4.2.3, the gauge face corner generally
being the reference line.
• Welding Sequence: The Stationary Flash-butt Welding Plants adopt following welding
sequence:
- Aligning (along with de-twisting, if possible),
- Initial burn off,
- Preheating,
- Flashing,
- Forging (upsetting), and
- Stripping.
The mobile flash-butt welders, however, give continuous flashing instead of initial burn off,
preheating and flashing cycles separately.
Air pressure and voltage/current recommended by the manufacturer must be ensured throughout
the welding cycle.
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•

Initial Burn-off: Relevant to the specifications of rail and welding machine, controls shall
be adjusted so that at the end of this phase weld interface has good overall contact.
• Preheating: The rail-ends are brought into contact to allow a low voltage high amperage
current flow, which preheats the rail ends. Lower voltages are preferred to minimize crater
damage on the rail ends. The movable rail is alternatively moved backward and forward
producing a series of electrical contacts with the fixed rail end. The objective is to heat the
rail-faces uniformly by flashes up to the red hot stage. The rail-ends are brought in and out
of contact for certain duration a number of times depending on the specifications of the
welding plant, the section and the metallurgy of the rail. This pre-heating cycle is executed
in a fully controlled automatic mode once the parameters are selected.
• Flashing: Flashing consists of moving the rail in continuous manner initially at a fired speed
but during the last few seconds at an accelerated rate. The flashing speed is so arranged that
the rail ends burn-off without short circuiting or giving rise to an open circuit condition.
• Forging (upsetting): Immediately following flashing, the pattern movement is accelerated
so that the rail-ends are butted together to a stage of fusion under a heavy butting force
whose magnitude depends on the make of the welding plant. The welding current
automatically gets cut off during the later part of the forging operation. The joint should be
left undisturbed in clamped position for ten seconds after the welding cycle.
The recommended butting pressure for different types of rails is indicated below:
(a) 72 UTS rails: 50 N/mm2 (50 Pa) on cross sectional area.
(b) 90 UTS rails and head hardened rails: 60 N/mm2 (60 Pa) on cross sectional
areas.
(c) 110 UTS rails: 70 N/mm2 (70 Pa) on cross sectional area.
The heaviest rail section, which can be welded on plant, should be decided on this basis.
• Stripping; Automatic Stripper: A stripper, which may be integral with the welding plant
or installed either just adjacent to welding machine or at 13/26 m distance from it, shall strip
the hot upset metal all round the rail section in such a way that minimum grinding is
required to achieve final finished profile at weld.
Fig. 9.9b illustrates the Flash-Butt Welding principle characterized by current, travel and
pressure. These welding parameters will depend upon the section and metallurgy of the rail to be
welded and are prescribed by the manufacturers of the welding machine:

Re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 9.9b: Flash-Butt Welding Principle
•
•

Post Weld Treatment: 72 UTS and 90 UTS rails do not require any special post weld heat
treatment. However, alloy steel rails of 110 UTS and head hardened rails need post weld
heat treatment to ensure variation in hardness within acceptable limits in heat affected zone.
Post Weld Straightening: A post straightening machine shall be installed at suitable
distance from the welding machine for straightening the joint if required to achieve required
geometrical tolerances in vertical/lateral alignment.
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•

Water-Cooling: It is desirable to do post weld straightening after the weld has cooled down
to ambient temperature. Water spray cooling shall be done at such suitable distance from the
welding plant where the temperature of the weld is not more than 350° C, which normally is
achieved in 7-8 standard rail lengths.
• Finishing: The top, side and bottom surfaces of the rail head shall be ground smooth so that
the weld surface is absolutely flush with the parent rail surfaces. Particular care is necessary
to ensure that fish grinding does not burn or notch the rail surfaces. After grinding, the top
table and the sides of the rail head shall comply with the geometrical standards given in
ANNEXURE 1/A-B.
• Marking of Joints: Every joint shall have distinctive marks indicating the weld number,
month and year of welding and the code of the plant as shown below. This should preferably
be done by punching on an Aluminium strip, which should be fixed to the web of the rail
with suitable epoxy adhesive beyond 300 mm from joint.
XXXX MM YY AAA
The first four digits indicate the weld number starting from 0001 for first weld of every
month, the next two digits month of welding followed by last two digits of the year of
welding. The letters end the end shall be code of the Welding Plant. For example: 32810891
MGS indicates that the particular weld is 3281st weld of August 1991 of Mughalsarai FlashButt Welding Plant.
9.4.5 Testing of Weld:
1. Test for every Joint
Every joint will be tested by:
1. Visual Inspection.
2. Dimensional Check.
3. Ultrasonic Test (USFD).
2. Test on Sample Joint
Sample test joint shall be made on pieces of rails of similar section and conforming to the
same specification as the rails being welded. These sample joints will be subjected to hardness
test and transverse test. Micro-Examination of one for every 5000 joints shall also be carries out.
The values of minimum breaking-load and deflection in transverse load are given in Table 9.4:
Table 9.4: Values of minimum Breaking-Load and Deflection in Transverse Load Test
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9.4.6 Record of Welds
Record of all the joints shall be maintained in a register as per prescribed per-forma. For those
welding plants, which are equipped with automatic weld recorder, the chart of the weld recorder
shall be analysed every day with respect to voltage, current, upsetting force and platen travel for
each weld. Any parameter not conforming to the standard parameter should be set right. The chart
shall also be preserved in addition to the register to facilitate investigations in case of defective joint
and joints failing in service.
9.5 MOBILE FLASH-BUTT WELDING
Initially, flash-butt welding was limited to stationary welding depots only. Mobile flash-butt
welding was introduced by Plasser&Theurer in 1973. It is today a well proven technology for in-situ
welding of rails.
● APT 500 Mobile Flash-Butt Welding Machine; Fig. 9.10:

Pict. courtesy Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 9.10: APT 500 Mobile Flash-Butt Welding Machine
APT, a Mobile Flash-Butt Welding Machine consists of welding head with integrated shearing
unit. It is available in the flowing two versions:
1. Self-propelled unit with standard railway vehicle characteristics.
2. Container type Flash-Butt Welding Machine.
Both the machines follow microprocessor controlled welding process and are equipped with
electronic recording unit for assessment of quality of each weld based on recorded magnitude of
current, upset forces, upset distance and time. They are provided with crane, which facilitates 2 x
90° swivelling as well as lifting, lowering and storing of welding head.
The machines are capable of welding rails inside, pre-deposited between the rails, or outside
(on shoulder or on cess), as well as welding semi-stationary in a temporary depot established in a
yard. Each of the machines has a diesel engine and AC generator, providing the requisite power
pack for carrying out welding and other ancillary functions. It has been provided with flood lights
for night works.
• Post Weld Heat Treatment of Head hardened Rails: The ‘Air Quenching’ process is
adopted to achieve a better crystalline structure, thereby a better hardness curve in the
welding area of head hardened rails. It is able to achieve approximately the original value of
hardness in head hardened rails.
• APT 1500 R Flash-Butt Welding Robot: In 2009, European Railways published an
upgraded Flash-Butt Welding Standard, EN 14587-2. Plasser&Theurer developed a new
Mobile Flash-Butt Welding Machine ‘APT `1500 RA Welding Robot’ to comply with the
new EN standards.
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Pict. courtesy Plasser&Theurer

Fig 9.11: APT 1500 RA Flash-Butt Welding Robot
Some of the important features of the new welding robot include:
• The process of aligning the rails has been included in the automatic work sequence to
very high accuracy thereby eliminating the time-consuming manual alignment associated
with the earlier welding head. Auxiliary clamping jaws raise the rails and automatically
and accurately align the rail ends to the required upward inclination using a total of eight
distance transducers. The rails are also horizontally aligned using a horizontal-action
centring device. The upward inclination is required to ensure that the rail top remains
within the specified fine tolerance in the longitudinal level after cooling down. Due to the
shape of the rail and the irregular volumetric distribution of material over the cross
section, the rail foot and base will cool down first while the thicker rail crown will take
longer to cool. The natural consequence is a depression of the rail in the longitudinal
plane over the weld, which can be avoided by welding the rails at a slight inclination.
• The rail clamping jaws grip the rail with a 3.20 MN clamping force using four hydraulic
cylinders.
• The electrodes that transfer the current to the rail are independent from the rail clamping
jaws that hold the rail in position. This together with the design of the rail clamping jaws
eliminates the need to remove rail markings from the rail web before welding, reducing
preparation time.
• A unique design feature and a first for flash-butt welding is the 1000 Hz frequency used
for the current supply from a 400 V alternating current generator. The transformers on the
welding robot rectify the alternating current into direct current and transform the voltage
down to low voltages at very high amperage. The high frequency produces a very low
residual ripple of the electric welding voltage, which has a very positive effect on the
welding quality. The continuous welding current is 26,000 A with a maximum welding
current of 75,000 A.
• Due to the incorporation of the pulsation welding process, by applying current under
constantly oscillating rail ends, it is possible to shorten the time required for welding (at
around 90 seconds it can be up to half of the time required by the earlier welding head)
along with shorter burn-off lengths (15 to 30 mm depending on the process). It also
reduces the length of track where rail fastenings have to be loosened.
• During trimming of the excess upset, the weld is held in compression by all the rail
clamping jaws, which remain closed. The rail clamping jaws and trimming tools are
positioned so that it is possible to trim the weld immediately after the upset stroke
without having to open the rail clamping jaws. The trimming tools are also designed to
apply the load on the welded joint in the compression direction. This fulfils one of the
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important requirements of the EN standard. The trimming tools perfectly follow the
contours of the rail.
An integrated contact-less temperature-measuring device allows monitoring of the rail
cooling temperature after welding to ensure that high-alloy rails, such as chrome
manganese rails, can be made to follow a specific time-temperature-transformation
cooling curve after welding, therefore ensuring the desired pearlitic crystalline structure
of the rail material form unhindered. No post heating material or blankets are required
since the cooling rate is slowed down by the welding robot using current pulses.
For the accelerated cooling of head-hardened rails, there is a device incorporated that
supplies a stream of air directly to the area of the rail head (air quenching).
The most important new and unique feature of the APT 1500 is its ability to perform
closure welds (the last weld to connect two sections of continuous welded rail) without
an additional pulling device, thereby eliminating a thermit-weld. The pulling cylinders
exerts a traction force of 1.50 kN at stroke distance of up to 20 m, which allows welds to
be made at rail temperatures up to 20° C below neutral rail temperature. After closure
welding at below neutral temperatures, the rails are held by the rail clamping jaws until
the weld can withstand the pulling forces in the rail. Since the rail clamping jaws and
trimming tools work independent from one another, trimming can take place directly
after the upset stroke without releasing the rail clamping jaws.
A programmable control system is used to guide the process, which meets the stricter
hardware requirements (extended temperature and oscillation resistance ranges, etc.) in
compliance with EN 501 55. Welding programs, which include all parameters for fully
automatic welding, are pre-programmed for many different types of rails and can be
extended at any time. Flash-Butt welding is therefore not subjected to operator errors.
During welding the parameters are monitored constantly, and if the specified tolerance
thresholds and quality values are exceeded, welding is aborted automatically.
All data relevant to the weld, such as operator, line, rail type, temperature etc., are
entered using the keypad and are stored simultaneously in the log in the same way as the
machine parameters. The logs contain the text section and a recording of the weld in
graph form. This data is available at any time and continuous monitoring is carried out
during the welding process. The software compares the actual data with the target data
and shows the operator the state of the weld. The log is protected from manipulation and
can be used on standard computers without additional troubleshooting software.

9.6 ALUMINO-THERMIC WELDING (Thermit-Welding); Fig. 9.12
The alumino-thermic reaction, discovered and patented in 1885 by Professor Hans Goldschmidt,
is based on the reduction of heavy metal oxides by aluminium. It was found that once the reaction
had been started using a suitable heat source the aluminium reacts with the metal-oxide to form
Al2O3, liberating the metal from the oxide and generating sufficient heat to raise the temperature to
approximately 25000 C, so that both the metal and the Al2O3 are in liquid form. The heavy metal
separates from the less dense Al2O3, which floats to the top of the reaction vessel. The process can
be described by the general reaction:
3MeO + Al = Al2O3+ 3Me + Heat
When applied to the reduction of iron-oxides the following reactions can occur:
Fe2O3 + 2Al = 2Fe + Al2O3 + 760 kJ
3FeO + 2Al = 3Fe + Al2O3 + 760 kJ
The generation of a liquid metal and a large amount of heat means that it can be used as a method
of welding materials. For making welds, the work-pieces are clamped and held with a gap at the
joint. A refractory mould is placed around the joint and the thermit portion is ignited in a refractory
crucible positioned above the moulds. The portion is a combination of powders, which after
reaction will produce a weld metal, which matches the chemistry and metallurgy of the rails, which
are being welded. When the reaction is complete, the crucible is tapped, and steel pours into the
moulds to form the weld; Fig. 9.12:
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Fig. 9.12: SKV Thermit-Welding Process
On Indian Railways Alumino-Thermic welding with short pre-heating process by using high
silica sand mould (carbon dioxide dried) is being followed at present for welding rails of different
chemistry and sections. The process has been standardized for 75R, 90R and all higher rail sections.
Conventional Alumino-Thermic welding process, which requires a preheating time of about 30
min and utilizes green sand mould, has been banned on Indian Railways.
Manual for Alumino-Thermic Welding: The RDSO have issued a manual for welding of rail
joints by the alumino-thermic process. In this manual, guidelines for welding by short preheat/SKV
have been given. Important guidelines from the manual are given below:
9.6.1 Selection of Rails to be welded:
• For both new as well as second hand rails, before welding, it should be ensured that the
end bends of the rails are within +0.5 mm, 0 mm in vertical and + 0.5 mm in lateral
direction, when checked with one-metre straight edge.
• New Rails: Rails to be welded shall conform to the tolerances stipulated in Indian Standard
specification for flat bottom rail (T-12-2009).
• Second-Hand Rails: For conversion of existing single rails/short welded panels into
SWP/LWR/CWR or during secondary rail renewal, old serviceable rails may be welded
subject to the following conditions:
• Rails shall be free from corrosion or excessive wear. The height of rail and width of railhead shall not be less than the values as indicated in Table 9.5 given below:
•

•
•

The limit of lateral wear in the rail head as laid down in Table 9.5, viz. 6 mm may be
followed subject to uniform gauge without any abrupt change.
Rails shall be tested before welding, with ultrasonic flaw detector apart from visual
inspection, so that rails having cracks and internal flaws are excluded from welding in order
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to achieve satisfactory running on welded rail panels, rails with excessive scabbing, wheel
burns, corrugations and wear of rail seats shall not be used for welding. The rail flange
bottom shall be visually inspected to ensure freedom from defects like dent, notch,
corrosion, etc.
Even where cracks/flaws have not been detected during visual/USFD examination before
welding, the ends of second hand rails should be suitably cropped so as to eliminate fish
bolt-holes.
The rail ends shall be cut by sawing or using an abrasive disc cuter and not by flame cutting.
Second hand rails shall be match-marked before releasing from track to enable matching of
the rail ends at the time of welding. If any kinks in the rails they shall be removed before
welding.
The rolling marks on the web of rails shall be checked before welding to ensure that
generally rails of different qualities are not welded together. In unavoidable circumstances
however, where rails of Grade 710 (72 UTS) rail chemistry and that of Grade 880 (90 UTS)
chemistry are to be welded, the portion of Grade 880 (90 UTS) chemistry shall be utilized
for welding.
While using second hand rail panels for secondary renewal, released from LWR/CWR
sections, the ends should be cropped to eliminate fish bolt-holes. If rail-ends do not have
bolt-holes, the ends may be cropped to a distance of minimum 150 mm for A.T. welds and
85 mm for flash-butt welds from the centre of welded joint to eliminate heat affected zone of
welds. End cropping may be suitably increased so as to ensure that rail ends are within the
tolerances as specified in Paragraph 9.6.1.
In case of repair of fractured rail/defective weld with wide gap (75 mm gap) weld, the rail
shall be cut from centre of rail fracture/defective weld 37-38 mm each side for making a
suitable gap of 75 mm, provided bolt-holes do not fall within 40 mm from cut faces.

9.6.2 Execution of Joints at Site
9.6.2.1 Preparation of Rail-Ends to be welded
The rail-end face and adjacent sides at foot (top and bottom), web and head up to 50 mm shall
be thoroughly cleaned using kerosene oil and brushing with wire brush to remove all dirt, grease
and rust before welding. Any burrs at the rail ends shall be removed by chiselling or grinding. No
alumino-thermic welded joint shall normally be located closer than 4 m from any other welded or
fish plated joint.
9.6.2.2 Gap between Rail-Ends:
The two rail ends to be welded shall be held in position with a uniform and vertical gap as per
gap specified for the particular welding technique. The uniformity and verticality of the gap shall be
measured by a gauge prior to welding. In case of wide gap 50 + 1/75 + 1 mm welding, for repairing
fractured/defective welds, it shall be ensured that the end faces are vertical. In LWR/CWR territory,
hydraulic/mechanical rail tensor of suitable and approved design should be used for maintaining
correct rail gap during welding.
9.6.2.3 Preliminary Work prior to Welding
• In case of in-situ welding the rail fastenings for at least five sleepers on either side of the
proposed weld shall be loosened. The sleepers adjacent to the joint to be welded shall be
shifted to obtain a clear working space of 250 mm on either side to accommodate the
moulds, clamps, preheating equipment, etc. The rails shall then be properly aligned, both
horizontally and vertically.
• When the welding work is carried out on cess, full rail length shall be levelled by supporting
on at least ten wooden blocks on either side. The rails shall be properly aligned in horizontal
and vertical direction and held in position.
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9.6.2.4 Alignment of Rail-Ends before Welding
The rail-ends to be welded shall be aligned in horizontal and vertical planes to the dimensional
limits indicated below:
• Lateral Alignment: The two rail ends, after alignment shall be within +0.5 mm when
checked with a 1.0-m straight edge at rail-ends. Any difference in the widths of rail heads
shall always be fully kept on the non-gauge side, correctly aligning the rail ends on the
gauge face.
• Vertical Alignment: The joint shall be kept higher by 3 to 4 mm for 72 UTS rails and 2 to
2.4 mm for higher UTS rails when measured at the end of 1.0-m straight edge (as a
compensation against sagging caused by differential shrinkage on cooling). This shall be
achieved by wedges applied on the rail supporting blocks on both sides of the joint.
• Gap between Rail-Ends may be rechecked after completion of alignment. Datum marks
shall be made on foot of both rails as well as on joint sleepers in order to observe any
longitudinal movement of rails. If excessive longitudinal movement occurs during preheating and produces a welding gap outside the prescribed limits, the welding of joint shall
be temporarily abandoned and joint allowed cooling.
9.6.2.5 Fixing of Mould
• Only prefabricated moulds supplied by the portion manufacturer shall be used for welding.
The prefabricated moulds shall have adequate permeability for escape of mould gases and
adequate reinforcement to avoid mould crushing during transportation and welding.
• During fixing the moulds, it shall be ensured that the centre line of the rail gap coincides
with the centre line of the mould to avoid cross joint. The mould jackets/shoes holding the
re-fabricated mould in a snug fit condition, after fixing, shall be tightened by the application
of adequate pressure. The moulds should touch the bottom of rail foot to ensure proper size
of collar at the bottom.
• After fixing the moulds, the gap between mould and the rail shall be packed firmly with
luting sand to prevent leakage of liquid weld metal. To protect the rail top table from metal
splashes during reaction, the adjacent rail surface on either side of the moulds shall be
covered with metal cover or smeared with luting sand up to 15 cm on either side.
9.6.2.6 Preheating
• After fixing and luting of the moulds, the rail ends shall be uniformly pre-heated throughout
the rail section. The pre-heating shall be done from the top of the mould box for stipulated
period for welding technique adopted, so as to achieve a temperature of around 600 + 200 C.
• Preheating Time: Preheating time would be about 10 to 12 minutes, 4.0 to 4.5 minutes and
2.0 to 2.5 minutes for Air-petrol, compressed Air-petrol and Oxy-LPG preheating
techniques respectively. The actual preheating time would depend upon the rail section and
welding technique adopted.
9.6.2.7 Welding
• The crucible lined with refractory material (magnesite/crushed alumina slag) and fitted with
bottom stone and thimble shall be preheated before making the first weld of the day to
ensure freedom from moisture.
• The crucible shall be positioned relative to the pouring gate with respect to its height from
the mould after it has been placed on the stand mounted on the rail head. The tap hole in the
crucible shall be sealed with closing pin, asbestos powder and slag powder. The portion
shall be coned to the centre of the crucible and a sparkler be placed at the top. The crucible
shall then be brought to the proper position over the mould in line with the pouring gate of
the mould with a vertical distance of about 50 mm between the tap hole and sand core/top of
the pouring gate.
• After pre-heating the rail joint, the sparkler shall be ignited and inserted in the portion at the
centre top to start the reaction. The reaction shall not be vigorous or boiling. By the time the
reaction is complete, the burner shall be removed quickly and the gap closed with a dried
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sand core in case of central pouring to prevent loss of heat and turbulence during flow of
metal. In case of manual tapping, the time period between removal of burner and tapping of
metal should be as minimum as possible. After the reaction subsides, about three seconds
shall be allowed for the separation of slag from the metal, which may be judged by looking
into the crucible through coloured glass. Thereafter, the molten steel shall be tapped into the
mould by striking the closing pin with a tapping rod.
After pouring, molten metal shall be allowed to cool and solidify with mould intact for
stipulated time (mould waiting time) depending upon the rail section and ambient
temperature. In case of alloy steel rails, full rail section up to 300 mm on either side of the
joint shall be heated by using burner during this period. The mould shoes shall be removed
just prior to completion of mould waiting time. The mould waiting time is generally four to
six minutes for 25 mm gap joints and 12 minutes for 75 mm gap joints. After the mould
waiting time has elapsed, the trimming should be done by using weld trimmer of suitable
and approved design without knocking out the mould.
During the trimming operation, it shall be ensured that the wedges used in aligning are in
their proper places without loosening, and they are not removed for at least 20 minutes after
stripping. The runner and riser must not be removed until cold and that too only by knocking
towards the rail.
No welding shall be carried out if it is raining. In case, the rains start while the joint is under
execution, immediate arrangement to adequately cover the site shall be made.

9.6.3 Operations subsequent to Welding
1. Post Weld-Cooling:
In case of welding of head hardened rails, the average hardness of the HAZ of the rail becomes
considerably less than the parent rail hardness. This lower hardness is due to transformation of rail
steel occurring at cooling rate much lower than that achieved during the original head hardening
operation. Such a hardness difference can lead to differential plastic deformation during wheel rail
contact, which may cause localized cupping. Head hardened rails, therefore, must be subjected to
controlled quenching for a specific time by the arrangement approved for the technique.
2. Post Weld-Packing of Sleeper:
Before the passage of traffic the wedges used for aligning should be removed, and joint
sleepers, which were shifted to obtain the clear gap of 250 mm on either side, shall be re-shifted to
the original location and repacked. Packing of these re-shifted sleepers should be carried out
gently and carefully.
3. Passing of Traffic:
The first train should be allowed to pass on the newly welded joint only after 30 minutes have
elapsed since pouring of weld metal. Necessary speed restriction shall be observed until the
grinding operation is over.
4. Grinding:
• After the excess metal is trimmed off, the grinding of the remaining metal on the rail table
and the sides of the rail head shall be carried out only with rail profile guided grinding
trolley of approved design. In the case of in-situ joints, the grinding shall commence only
after the sleeper fastenings are re-fixed, after the removal of wedges. The rail table shall first
be ground down to original profile and checked by a one metre straight edge. This should be
followed by grinding of the sides of the rail head. The accuracy of grinding shall be checked
by using 10 cm straight edge. While grinding, only light pressure should be applied and
grinding wheel should be moved to and fro to avoid local over heating.
• Tolerances on finished Welds: All the finished joints shall be checked to ensure that the
joint geometry is within the following tolerances:
(a) Vertical alignment: Variation not more than +1.0 mm, -0.0 mm measured at the end
of 1-m straight edge.
(b) Lateral alignment: Variation not more than +0.5 mm measured at centre of 1-m
straight edge.
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(c) Finishing of top surface: +0.4 mm, -0.0 mm measured at the end of 10-cm straight
edge.
(d) Head finishing on sides: + 0.3 mm over gauge side of the rail-head measured at the
centre of 10-cm straight edge.
5. Marking:
Each joint shall have a distinctive mark indicating month, year, agency, welder’s code and
weld number of the welded joint in the following manner:
**
**
***
***
***
Month
Last two
Agency
Specific
Weld No.
Digits of Year
Person Number
This should be done by punching on an aluminium strip of suitable thickness and dimension
of 30 x 100 mm, which should be fixed to the web of the rail with epoxy adhesive at
approximately 300 mm from the joint immediately after welding.
6. Painting of Thermit-Welds:
• Painting of weld collar should be done on all welds to protect them against corrosion
immediately after the welding.
• In service painting (maintenance painting) of thermit-welds should be carried as per
following frequency:
(a) Once in four years in areas not prone to corrosion.
(b) Every year at locations prone to corrosion. The frequency may be increased depending
on the site conditions.
9.6.4 Acceptance Tests
• Visual Inspection: All the welded joints shall be cleaned and examined carefully to detect
any visible defect.
• Dimensional Check: All finished joints shall be checked for dimensional tolerances, which
should be within the tolerances as specified.
• Ultrasonic Flaw Detection Test: All the fusion welded joints shall be ultrasonically tested
as per the provisions of ‘Manual for Ultrasonic testing of rails and welds’. This testing shall
be completed as early as possible but in any case before the welding team is shifted. A
thermit welding done in-situ shall be joggle fish plated with two clamps till tested as good
by USFD.
9.6.5
•

Sample Test Joint
One out of every 100 joints welded shall be selected at random by the purchaser or by the
inspecting officer within one month of welding and subjected to hardness, transverse
load/deflection tests and porosity as per clause 4.2 of IRS: T-19-2012. Important items of
the test are as follows:
• Hardness Test: The Brinnel-Hardness survey should be carried out at the welded zone, heat
affected zone and parent metal of the rail. The average hardness should be:
(a) Weld metal + 20
}
of the parent rail hardness
(b) Heat affected zone + 20 }
The average hardness of IRS T-12 medium manganese rails is 230 and that of UIC 860 Grade A
90 UTS is 280.
The minimum values of the load in tonnes and deflection in mm at rupture are tabulated in Table
9.6:
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Table 9.6: Minimum Load – Deflection Values

9.7 WIDER GAP ALUMINO-THERMIC WELDING
For the replacement of the defective welds, it is necessary to cut out a 4 m rail piece, 2 m long
on either side of the weld. A new 4 m rail piece is then introduced by having two new welds. Thus
one defective weld has to be replaced by two AT welds. Apart from increasing the population of AT
welds, this process is time consuming, needing more traffic blocks.
A 50 mm and 75 mm wide gap welding has been developed, where only one weld is made in
replacement of the defective weld. In this process, the existing defective weld is flame cut and a gap
of 50 + 2 mm or 7 mm + 3 mm is created in its place. The rest of the procedure of welding is the
same except, special portion and moulds are used for the job, which are formulated and tested for
their specific requirement.
9.8 SINGLE-USE CRUCIBLE ALUMINO-THERMIC WELDING
1. General
There are three types of crucibles for use with thermit portions:
1. Long Life.
2. Light Weight.
3. Single-Use.
The Long Life and Light Weight Crucible are similar to each other, but differ in their service
life. A range of equipment has been developed to adapt these crucibles for different uses. The
Single-Use Crucible (Fig. 9.13) with a life of one thermit-weld has been developed to give the
following advantages:
1. It is supplied ready for welding.
2. It is simple to use.
3. It has a low weight.
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4. It requires minimal ancillary equipment.
5. The spent crucible can be used to transport waste from site.

Fig 9.13: Single-Use Crucible
The Single-Use Crucible also provides ergonomic advantages for the welding crew.
2. Features
The crucible consists of a refractory lined steel container, which is provided with a carrying
handle. The base incorporates a device for automatic tapping and the unit is completed by a ceramic
crucible cap.
No other accessories are required. The cap is packed inside the crucible to form a very compact
package for transport and storage.
It is not necessary to dry the crucible before use as it is supplied as an hermetically sealed unit.
The 10-15 % of oxygen and propane gas cylinder capacity that is saved can be used for pre-heating
rail ends.
The thermit portions used with the single use crucible have quiet reactions and are labelled as
SKV- 1 W.
The crucible charged with the thermit portion is located centrally over and close to the upper
part of the mould by placing it onto specially designed mould shoes. A new simplified clamping
device is made possible by the lighter weight of the single use crucible. After the weld has been
finished, the crucible can be used as a bucket to transport waste such as steel risers and slag to an
approved point for disposal in accordance with environmental regulations.
9.9 SMART WELD CONTROL FOR THERMIT-WELDING PROCESS

Fig. 9.14: Smart Weld Control Equipment
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Smart weld control is a specially designed tool, which increases weld quality, reliability and
application safety through precise monitoring and documentation of the preheating and welding
process. The welding settings are pre loaded to assist the welding supervisor with the preparation
and operation of the welding process. It has the following functions:
1. Controlled preheating process.
2. Assists the welder with correct preparation and operation of the welding process.
3. Remote transmission of key weld and site information and uploading of weld data to secure
server.
The benefits derived are:
1. Superior welding quality and accurate records.
2. Reduces risk of incorrect welding procedure.
3. Reduces manual input required for weld records and reporting documents.
This equipment is being increasingly deployed by track engineers for obtaining higher quality
standards in thermit-welds.
9.10 GAS-PRESSURE WELDING
Gas-Pressure Welding is a pressure welding method utilizing gas flame for heating rails. Fig.
9.15 illustrates the principle of gas-pressure welding.

Fig. 9.15: Principle of Gas-Pressure Welding
•

•

•

Welding Process: This is a welding method in which a joint section and its neighbourhood
are heated by gas while the butted rail-end faces are pressurized toward each other. The
welding process consists of a pressurizing and heating process, a forging process, and a
trimming process. As the closeness of contact of the faces to be welded significantly
influences the weld quality, the end faces are ground by specially installed grinders prior to
welding.
Pressurizing and Heating Process: Heating is done while rails are pressurized toward each
other at their end faces. An Oxygen-Acetylene gas is used for heating, and the heating
operation is carried out manually by a welding operator. The end faces as the centre of the
weld section and their neighbourhood are heated to a high temperature and the surface
temperature around the end faces reaches as high as 1200-1300° C finally. The pressure at
the end faces remains usually constant, 20-30 MPa, throughout the entire processing. The
load is approximately 180 kN in the case of 60 kg rail.
Forging Process: The rails undergo around the end faces plastic deformation. And therefore
they shrink in the longitudinal direction. Simultaneously, the-rail end faces expand. The rail
ends are forged by this processing. The length lost because of the shrinkage by forging is
approximately 20-40 mm.
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•
•

Trimming Process: A bulge produced during the forging process is removed in a hot state
by a trimmer equipped with a rail-profiled blade and operated by a hydraulic system.
Welding Time: The welding time varies, depending on the profile of a rail. In the case of
the 60 kg rail, the welding time is 6-7 min.

9.11 ENCLOSED ARC-WELDING
Enclosed Arc-Welding is a field welding method specifically developed in Japan during the
construction of the New Tokaido Trunk line. It is a shielded metal-arc welding method requiring
significant skill. Similar to thermit-welding, it is a fusion welding method that does not cause any
change in the rail length because of the welding. This equipment is simple and has excellent
mobility; it is applied to field welding in new trunk lines and to field welding for turnouts or the like
where the working space is insufficient. The narrow space, enclosed by the copper shoes, which
cover the rail web up to the head, and by the rail end faces, is filled in by welding. This method is
called therefore “Enclosed Arc-Welding”. Although a high quality rail weld can be obtained with
this method, the problem is that the welding process needs almost 60 minutes or longer per weld. A
semiautomatic welding method has been developed to reduce the welding time, and there are
reports that with its adoption the welding time is reduced by 30 minutes.
9.12 WELD STRENGTH WITH VARIOUS WELDING TECHNIQUES
The weld strength of various welding techniques was evaluated by the Japanese National
Railway, and the results are summarized below in Table 9.7:
Table 9.7: Weld Strengths of different Techniques

9.13 SHORT WELDED RAILS
Unlike LWR, SWR track is likely to creep. If on account of provision of insufficient gaps at the
time of laying or due to creep, the gaps of SWR track close at a temperature lower than the mean
annual rail temperature, the thermal force generated at the maximum rail temperature is likely to be
greater than that in LWR track. Under such high compressive forces, the fish-plated rail joints in
SWR with their inherent weakness can trigger off the process of buckling. Further, at low
temperatures the tensile forces developed in SWR at the minimum temperatures have to be
withstood by fish-plated joints, which is not the case with LWR. Thus the degree of uncertainty of
the knowledge of forces and their effects in SWR is more than that in the case of fish-plated or
LWR track. It is for this reason that the laying and maintenance instructions for SWR have to be
specially stipulated for.
The RDSO have brought out a manual of instructions for laying and maintenance of short
welded rails (SWR). The instructions in the manual are applicable for 3 rail panels SWR, i.e. 39 m
long rail for BG and 36 m long rail for MG.
With the universal use of concrete sleepers and the supply of single rails in a minimum of 26 m
length, new installations of SWR on Indian Railways are no longer being carried out.
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Pict. by F. Wingler

“Ribbons”, long welded Rail Track on wooden Cross-Ties with Cut-Spike Fastening and Rail
Anchors; USA, Denver-Limon
See: MANUAL OF INSTRUCTIONS ON LONG WELDED RAILS; Second Reprint 2005, RDSO
Revised by Dr. Frank Wingler, JANUARY, 2016
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Chapter 10
Long Welded Rails
10.1 LONG WELDED RAILS
A Long Welded Rail (LWR) is a rail, whose central part does not undergo any longitudinal
movement with temperature variation; Fig. 10.1.
The minimum length of a rail to function as an LWR depends upon the range of temperature
variations, the section of the rail, resistance offered by the rail-sleeper fastenings to the longitudinal
movement of the rail and the resistance offered by the ballast to the sleepers. Normally any length
greater than 250 m on BG and 500 m on MG will function as LWR. Thus a LWR of more than 250
m length on BG will move under changing temperature at either ends on a length of only about 60100 m depending on the track structure. This length on either ends is called “Breathing Length”.

Fig. 10.1: Long Welded Rail

Graph by RDSO
GGraph

10.1.1 Theory of Long Welded Rails and Continuously Welded Rails
Temperature is the governing factor in the behaviour of long welded rails. Any change in
temperature produces forces in the rail, which must be controlled to achieve a stable track.
A lay observer may well ask ‘How come that expansion gap has to be provided at the joints
between relatively short rails, whereas a continuously welded rail of a kilometre or more requires
none? If a 13 m rail requires 8 mm of expansion gap, a 130 m rail should need 10 times as much’.
The fallacy in this approach lies in the fact that it only applies to a completely unrestrained
(unstrained) rail. The rail is secured in practise by rail fastenings to the sleepers, which in turn are
embedded in track ballast, and both restrain longitudinal movements. In fact, movement of a long
rail due to temperature change continues until the sum of the individual restraint provided by the
fastenings and sleepers equals the expanding or contracting force. With typically varying BG rail
fastenings of sleepers and ballast, complete restraint is achieved in about 70 to 100 m of track or
100 to 150 sleepers.
Considering a fully restrained rail and neglecting the creep effect of the metal, one can say that
the force P due to temperature change in a rail is:
P = E x A x α x t, where
E = Modulus of Elasticity of rail steel = 21,500 kN/cm².*)
A = Cross-sectional area of rail in cm2
α = Coefficient of liner expansion of steel = 0.00001152/° C
t = Temperature change in Centigrade.
The cross-sectional area of a standard 52 kg/m rail is 66.15 cm², thus the force exerted by each
Degree change of temperature for 10 C is
= 21,500 x 66.15 x 0.00001152 x 1 = 16.38 kN.
It should be noted that the rail length does not influence the forces generated by rising and
falling temperature. The minimum rail temperature to be encountered is about 0° C and the
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maximum about 70° C. The temperature difference generates considerable forces in the LWR rails.
One would therefore fix down the rails at some temperature between those two extremes equally
between compression and tension. An equilibrium temperature in the order of 35° C seems ideal.
And in fact the LWR rails in Northern India are distressed at 350 C or thereabout.
The maximum compression and tensile forces generated in the rail are in the order of 16.38 x 35
= 573 kN for a temperature change of 350 C.
Investigations of some railways have revealed that the sleeper embedded in ballast is able to
resist the longitudinal force of about 10 kN, i.e. 5 kN per rail seat. The total force generated in each
rail will thus be balanced by the resistance offered by about 104 end sleepers; Fig. 10.2.
Once the locked-up forces are fully balanced by about 104 end sleepers, the rest of LWR
remains theoretically clamped with hardly any movement under the varying temperature conditions.

Fig. 10.2: Locked-up Forces

Modified by F. Wingler

The ‘Breathing Lengths’ are the two short lengths at the end of the LWR, which can move
under temperature variations.
The behaviour of the LWR track over varying temperature ranges and particularly the effect of
small misalignments in the track on buckling have been studied at various research centres with the
following general conclusions:
1. The rails, the sleeper fastenings and the ballast, each of these three components contribute to
resistance in buckling.
2. The contribution of rails depends on the section of the rail and does not alter appreciably
with age or wear. It represents about 15 percent of the total resisting force.
3. The contribution of the sleeper fastenings is influenced by the torsional resistance of the
fastenings and consequently by the number of sleepers in any given length. This can
represent 30 percent of the total resisting force.
4. The contribution made by the ballast at the end of the sleepers, the sides and underneath
represent about 55 percent of the total resistance to buckling, the ballast underneath the
sleeper being responsible for about half of this.
The value of the latter two can deteriorate considerably with age or poor maintenance so that the
total resistance to buckling can vary considerably. Thus a very high standard of workmanship at the
time of installation and of subsequent maintenance is essential to achieve a reasonable factor of
safety.
10.2

SOME IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS

1. Long Welded Rail (LWR) is a welded rail, the central part of which does not undergo any
longitudinal movement due to temperature variations. A length of greater than 250 m on
Broad Gauge (BG) and 500 m on Metre Gauge (MG) will normally function as LWR: Fig.
10.1. The maximum length of LWR under Indian conditions shall normally be restricted to
one block section.
2. Continuous Welded Rail (CWR) is a LWR, which continues through station yards
including points and crossings.
3. Short Welded Rail (SWR) is a welded rail, which contracts and expands throughout its
length.
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4. Breathing Length is that length at each end of LWR/CWR, which is subjected to
expansion/contraction on account of temperature variations. The breathing lengths in BG
and MG for different types of sleepers-cum-fastening with a sleeper density of 1540 per km
and for different temperature zones are given in Table 10.1 (source: LWR Manual):

5. Switch Expansion Joint (SEJ) is an expansion joint installed at each end of LWR/CWR to
permit expansion/contraction of the adjoining breathing lengths due to temperature
variations; Fig. 10.1 and Fig. 10.13.
6. Buffer Rails are a set of rails provided at the ends of LWR/CWR to allow
expansion/contraction of the breathing lengths due to temperature variations. These may be
used as a temporary alternative to SEJ`s.
7. Rail Temperature is the temperature of the rail at site as recorded by an approved type of
rail thermometer as laid down. This is different from ambient temperature, which is the
temperature of air in shade at the same place.
8. Mean Rail Temperature (tm) for a section is the average of the maximum and minimum
rail temperatures recorded for the section.
9. De-stressing is the operation undertaken with or without rail-tensor to secure stress free
conditions in the LWR/CWR at the desired/specified rail temperature.
10. Installation Temperature (ti) is the average rail temperature during the process of
fastening the rails to the sleepers at the time of installation of the LWR/CWR.
11. De-stressing Temperature (td) is the average rail temperature during the period of
fastening the rails to the sleepers after de-stressing LWR without the use of rail-tensor. If
rail-tensor is used, td for all practical purposes is equal to to as defined in Item No. 13.
below.
Note:
• td = tm to tm + 50° C for all rail sections lighter than 52 kg and all rail temperature
zones.
• td = tm + 50° C to tm + 100° C for 52 kg and heavier rails for all zones.
• Breathing lengths given are indicative, likely to vary with sleeper density and other
side Conditions.
12. Prevailing Rail Temperature (tp) is the rail temperature prevailing at the time when any
operation connected with de-stressing is carried out.
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13. Stress-free Temperature (t0) is the rail temperature at which the rail is free of thermal
stress. When tensors are utilized for the de-stressing operation the work has to be carried out
at tp, which shall be lower than stress-free temperature. The extension to be applied by the
tensor shall be calculated from the following formula:
Extension = L x α (t0 - tp),
where L is the length of segment of the rail to which the extension is applied and
α is the coefficient of linear expansion of rail steel.
14. Rail-Tensor is a hydraulic or mechanical device used for stretching the rail physically.
15. Anchor Length (La) is the length of track required to resist the pull exerted on rails by the
rail-tensor at temperature tp. For practical purposes, this may be taken as equal to 2.5 m per
Degree Celsius of (t0 - tp) for BG and 4.5 m per Degree Celsius of (t0 - tp) for MG.
16. Hot Weather Patrol is the patrol carried out when the rail temperature exceeds td + 2000 C.
17. Cold Weather Patrol is the patrol carried out during cold months of the year in specified
sections as per laid down instructions.
18. Consolidation of Track is the process of building up ballast resistance to the tendency of
movement of sleeper either initially before laying LWR or making up subsequent loss of
resistance by anyone of the following:
(a) For track structures consisting of sleepers other than concrete sleepers:
• Passage of at least 300,000 gross tonnes of traffic on BG or at least 100,000 gross
tonnes of traffic on MG when compaction of ballast is done using hand operated
compactors/consolidators or rammers.
• Passage of at least 50,000 gross tonnes of traffic on BG or at least 20,000 gross
tonnes of traffic on MG or a period of two days, whichever is later, when
compaction is done by means of mechanized shoulder and crib compactor.
(b) For the track structure consisting of concrete sleepers, passage of at least 50,000 gross
tonnes of traffic on BG or at least 20,000 gross tonnes of traffic on MG or a period of
two days whichever is later.
(c) At least one round of stabilization by Dynamic Track Stabilizer (DTS).
(d) For newly laid LWR/CWR at least three rounds of packing, last two of which should
be with on-track tamping machines.
10.3

MEASUREMENT OF RAIL TEMPERATUR

Rail temperature plays an important role in the installation and maintenance of LWR. It is
therefore necessary to measure rail temperature with approved thermometers only. They are:
1. Embedded Thermometer: In this an ordinary thermometer is inserted in a cavity made in
a separate rail piece, which is about 75 mm long and consists of rail head section only; Fig.
10.3a. After placing the thermometer, the cavity is filled with mercury and sealed. When the
rail piece embedded with thermometer is exposed to the same condition as the rail in the
track, it takes 25 to 30 minutes for the thermometer to attain the temperature of the track
rail.

(a) Rail embedded Type Thermometer
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(b) Dial Type Thermometer

(c) Continuous Rail Temperature
Recorder

Fig. 10.3a, 10.3b and 10.3c: Approved Rail-Thermometers
1. Dial Type: This thermometer is of bimetallic type and has a magnet for attaching it to the
track rail; Fig. 10.3b. The thermometer is attached on the shady side of the rail-web, and it
takes about 8 minutes to reach a steady temperature.
2. Continuous Recording Type: Basically, it is an embedded type thermometer with an
attachment to furnish a continuous record of the temperature on a graph paper for a long
period of time; Fig. 10.3c.
3. Nowadays easy to handle pen-size contactless Pocket IR Thermometers of high accuracy
are available measuring surface temperatures within seconds.
It is desirable that rail temperature records are maintained for each PWI’s section using a
continuous recording type thermometer. The highest and lowest rail temperatures for over a
continuous period of at least 5 years shall be ascertained and the mean rail temperature (tm) for the
section arrived at. The temperature record shall also be analyzed to assess the probable availability
of time during different parts of the year for attending to track maintenance, de-stressing operation
and to provide guidance for track patrolling requirement.
10.4 PERMITTED LOCATIONS FOR LWR/CWR
10.4.1 General Considerations for Laying LWR/CWR
1. As a rule, complete track renewals (primary) shall provide for LWR/CWR wherever
permissible. Also existing rails on permitted locations may be converted into LWR/CWR.
2. New constructions/doublings/gauge conversions/retired alignment/permanent diversion shall
be opened with LWR/CWR wherever permissible.
3. If the conditions of all the track components are generally sound without any deficiency, the
rail joints of goods-lines, goods yards, reception yards and classified yards may be welded to
form a LWR track; subjected if in each specific case approved.
10.4.2 Alignment
1. LWR/CWR shall not be laid on curves sharper than 440 m radius both for BG and MG.
2. LWR/CWR may be continued through reverse curves not sharper than 875 m radius. For
reverse curves sharper than 1500 m radius, shoulder ballast of 600 mm over a length of 100
m on either side of the common point should be provided.

10.4.3 Gradients
The steepest permitted grade is 1 in 100. At change of gradient, where the algebraic difference
between the grades is equal to or more than 4 mm per m, i.e. 0.4 %, vertical curves of the following
radii are recommended; Table 10.2:
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10.5 TRACK STRUCTURES FOR LWR/CWR
10.5.1 Formation
LWR/CWR shall be laid on stable formation. Formation width shall be conforming to the extant
instructions.
10.5.2 Ballast Cushion and Section
A minimum clean stone ballast cushion (below the bottom of the sleeper) of 250 mm shall be
provided at the time of installation of LWR/CWR. Where speeds over 130 kmph on BG or 100
kmph on MG are to be introduced, at least 300 mm ballast cushion or 200 mm ballast cushion over
150 mm of sub-ballast shall be provided. The profile of ballast section shall be as shown in Fig.
10.4a to Fig. 10.4d and Table10.3a to Table 10.3d. The ballast section and cushion provided for
LWR/CWR shall be continued over SEJ and up to 3 rails beyond it wherever it is followed by SWR
and fish-plated track.
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RDSO; Modified by F. Wingler

Fig. 10.4a: Ballast Profile for Single Line; BG

Note:
1. The minimum clean stone ballast cushion below the bottom of the sleeper is A = 250 mm.
2. For routes with speed over 100 kmph: A = 300 mm or 200 mm along with 150 mm of subballast.
3. * On outer side of the curves only.
4. Suitable slope should be given for side slope of ballast profile.
5. Dimension for formation width (F and F1) are given for straight portion only. This should be
suitable increased taking into account extra ballast shoulder on the outside of curves and for
super-elevation.
6. All dimensions are in [mm].
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Fig. 10.4b: Ballast Profile for Single Line; MG

RDSO; Modified by F. Wingler

Note:
1. The minimum clean Stone Ballast Cushion below the bottom of the Sleepers is A = 250 mm.
2. For routes, where speed is over 100 kmph, A = 300 mm or 200 mm along with 150 mm of subballast.
3. * On outer side of curves only.
4. Suitable slope should be given for side slope of ballast profile.
5. Dimension for formation width (F and F1) are given for straight portion only. This should be
suitable increased taking into account extra ballast shoulder on the outside of curves and for
super-elevation.
6. All dimensions are in [mm].
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Fig. 10.4c: Ballast Profile for Double Line; BG

RDSO; Modified by F. Wingler

Note:
1. The minimum clean Stone Ballast Cushion below the bottom of the Sleepers is A = 250 mm.
2. For routes, where speed is over 100 kmph, A = 300 mm or 200 mm along with 150 mm of
sub-ballast.
3. * On outer side of curves only.
4. Suitable slope should be given for side slope of ballast profile.
5. Dimension for formation width (F and F1) are given for straight portion only. This should be
suitable increased taking into account extra ballast shoulder on the outside of curves and for
super-elevation.
6. All dimensions are in [mm].
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RDSO; Modified by F. Wingler

Fig. 10.4d: Ballast Profile for Double Line; MG

Note:
1. The minimum clean Stone Ballast Cushion below the bottom of the Sleepers is A = 250 mm.
2. For routes, where speed is over 100 kmph, A = 300 mm or 200 mm along with 150 mm of subballast.
3. * On outer side of curves only.
4. Suitable slope should be given for side slope of ballast profile.
5. Dimension for formation width (F and F1) are given for straight portion only. This should be
suitable increased taking into account extra ballast shoulder on the outside of curves and for
super-elevation.
6. All dimensions are in [mm].
10.5.3 Sleepers and Fastenings
Following types of sleepers and fastenings are approved for use in LWR/CWR:
1. On Broad Gauge
(a) Concrete sleepers with elastic fastenings.
(b) Steel trough sleepers with elastic fastenings for speeds not exceeding 130 kmph (as
an interim measure speed up to 160 kmph may be allowed); see Notes below,
Paragraph 10.5.3.2.
2. On Metre Gauge
(a) Concrete sleepers with elastic fastenings:
(b) Steel trough sleepers with elastic fastenings:
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Preferably for speeds above
75 kmph, but a must for
Speed above 100 kmph.

(c) Steel sleepers with keys:
(d) CST-9 sleepers with keys:

For speeds not exceeding 100
kmph.

Notes:
(a) LWR/CWR already existing on steel trough sleepers and CST-9 sleepers with keyfastenings for speeds up to 130 kmph on BG, if behaving satisfactorily, may be
continued.
(b) On steel trough sleepers with key fastenings, the breathing lengths shall preferably
be provided with elastic fastenings.
3. Sleeper Density
The minimum sleeper density (number of sleepers per km) in LWR/CWR shall be as
follows; Table 10.4:

10.5.4

Rails
1. Rails to be welded into LWRTCWR
(a) In one LWR two different rail sections are not permitted. In case of any change in
rail section, LWR should be isolated by providing SEJ.
(b) Rails of the following sections shall be welded into LWR/CWR; Table 10.5:

2. While converting existing fish-plated/SWR track into LWR/CWR, following
precautions shall be taken:
(a) The rails shall be tested ultrasonically and all defective rails replaced before
conversion into LWR/CWR.
(b) Rail-ends, which are bent, hogged, battered or having history of bolt-hole cracks,
shall be cropped before welding for conversion into LWR/CWR.
3. New Rails used in LWR/CWR shall as far as possible be without fish-bolt holes.
Joining of rail-ends temporarily during installation of LWR/CWR shall be done by 1
metre long fishplates with special screw clamps/joggled fish-plates having slotted
grooves and bolted clamps as in Fig. 10.16 with speed restrictions indicated. Fish-bolt
holes, if any, shall be chamfered.
10.5.5 Miscellaneous
1. Continuity of Track Structure: Wherever LWR/CWR is followed by fish-plated track and
SWR, the same track structure as that of LWR/CWR shall be continued for three rail lengths
beyond SEJ.
2. Level Crossings: Level crossings situated in LWR/CWR territory shall not fall within the
breathing lengths.
3. Points and Crossings: LWR/CWR shall not normally be taken through points and
crossings. Three normal rail lengths shall be provided between stock rail joint (SRJ) and SEJ
as well as between the crossing and SEJ. These normal rail lengths shall be provided with
elastic rail clips/anchors to arrest creep. However, where concrete sleeper turnouts are laid,
instead of three normal rail lengths, one three rail panel shall be provided between SEJ and
SRJ as well as between heel of crossing and SEJ.
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4. Turnouts of new Design, which permit the continuity of CWR have been designed and are
being progressively installed. Their installation will not be subjected to the provisions made
in Item 3 of Paragraph 10.5.5 above.
5. Glued Insulated Joints: All insulations for track circuiting in LWR/CWR shall be done by
providing glued insulated joints - G3(L) type.
6. Location of SEJ: The exact location of SEJ shall be fixed taking into account the location
of various obligatory points such as level crossings, girder bridges, points and crossings,
gradients, curves and insulated joints. SEJ with straight tongue and stock shall not be located
on curves sharper than 0.5 Degree (3500 m radius) as far as possible. SEJ shall not be
located on transition of curves.
7. Bridges with Ballasted Deck (without Bearing): LWR/CWR can be continued over
bridges without bearings such as slabs, box culverts and arches.
8. Girder Bridges with/without Ballasted Deck: They should qualify as follows:
(a) LWR/CWR shall not be continued over bridges with overall length for BG and not
more than 20 m for MG.
(b) Girder bridges on which LWR/CWR is not permitted or provided shall be isolated on
either side by a minimum length of 36 m well anchored track.
9. Girder Bridges provided with Rail free Fastenings (single Span not exceeding 30.5 m
and having Sliding-Bearing on both Ends): In such cases the overall length of the bridge
should not exceed the maximum prescribed in Table 10.2 with following stipulations:
(a) Rail free fastenings shall be provided through-out the length of the bridge between
abutments.
(b) The approach track up to 50 m on both sides shall be well anchored by providing any
one of the following:
(c) Sleepers with elastic fastenings.
(d) PRC sleepers with elastic rail clips with fair T or similar type creep anchors. The
ballast section of approach track up to 50 m shall be heaped up to the foot of the rail
on the shoulders and kept in well consolidated and compacted condition during the
months of extreme summer and winter.
10. Girder Bridges provided with Rail free Fastenings and partly box-anchored (with
single Span not exceeding 30.5 m and having Sliding-Bearings at both Ends): An
overall length of the bridge not to exceed the maximum prescribed in Table 10.2 with
following stipulations:
10.5.6 Miscellaneous
1. Continuity of Track Structure: Wherever LWR/CWR is followed by fish-plated track and
SWR, the same track structure as that of LWR/CWR shall be continued for three rail lengths
beyond SEJ.
2. Level Crossings: Level crossings situated in LWR/CWR territory shall not fall within the
breathing lengths.
3. Points and Crossings: LWR/CWR shall not normally be taken through points and
crossings. Three normal rail lengths shall be provided between stock rail joint (SRJ) and SEJ
as well as between the crossing and SEJ. These normal rail lengths shall be provided with
elastic rail clips/anchors to arrest creep. However, where concrete sleeper turnouts are laid,
instead of three normal rail lengths, one three rail panel shall be provided between SEJ and
SRJ as well as between heel of crossing and SEJ.
4. Turnouts of new Design, which permit the continuity of CWR have been designed and are
being progressively installed. Their installation will not be subjected to the provisions made
above.
5. Glued Insulated Joints: All insulations for track circuiting in LWR/CWR shall be done by
providing glued insulated joints - G3 (L) type.
6. Location of SEJ: The exact location of SEJ shall be fixed taking into account the location
of various obligatory points such as level crossings, girder bridges, points and crossings,
gradients, curves and insulated joints. SEJ with straight tongue and stock shall not be located
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on curves sharper than 0.5 Degree (3500 m radius) as far as possible. SEJ shall not be
located on transition of curves.
7. Bridges with Ballasted Deck (without Bearing): LWR/CWR can be continued over
bridges without bearings such as slabs, box culverts and arches.
8. Girder Bridges with/without Ballasted Deck: They should qualify as follows:
(a) LWR/CWR shall not be continued over bridges with overall length for BG and
not more than 20 m for MG.
(b) Girder bridges on which LWR/CWR is not permitted/provided shall be isolated
by a minimum length of 36 m well anchored track on either side.
9. Girder Bridges provided with Rail free Fastenings (single Span not exceeding 30.5 m
and having Sliding-Bearing on both Ends): In such cases the overall length of the bridge
should not exceed the maximum prescribed in Table 10.2 with following stipulations:
(a) Rail free fastenings shall be provided through-out the length of the bridge
between abutments
(b) The approach track up to 50 m on both sides shall be well anchored by providing
any one of the following:
• Sleepers with elastic fastenings.
• PRC sleepers with elastic rail clips with fair T or similar type creep
anchors.
(c) The ballast section of approach track up to 50 m shall be heaped up to the foot of
the rail on the shoulders and kept in well consolidated and compacted condition
during the months of extreme summer and winter.
10. Girder Bridges provided with Rail free Fastenings and partly box-anchored (with
single Span not exceeding 30.5 m and having Sliding-Bearings at both Ends): An
overall length of the bridge not to exceed the maximum prescribed in Table 10.6 with
following stipulations:
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11. Welded Rails from Pier to Pier: Welded rails may be provided from pier to pier with railfree fastenings and with SEJ on each pier. The rail shall be box anchored on four sleepers at
the fixed end of the girder if the girder is supported on rollers on one side and rockers on the
other. In case of girders supported on sliding bearings on both sides, the central portion of
the welded rails over each span shall be box- anchored on four sleepers; Fig. 10.5:

Fig. 10.5: Welded Rails on Bridge (Pier-to-Pier); by RDSO
12. LWR/CWR over Girder Bridges: LWR/CWR may also be continued over a girder bridge
with the provision of SEJ at the far end approach of the bridge using rail-free fastenings over
the girder bridge; Fig. 10.6. The length of the girder bridge in this case, however, will be
restricted by the capacity of the SEJ to absorb expansion, contraction and creep, if any, of
the rails.

By RDSO

Fig. 10.6: LWR/CWR on Bridge with SEJ at the far End Approach

The length of the girder bridges with the above arrangements, which can be permitted in
various rail temperature zones for LWR/CWR with SEJs having maximum movement of
120 mm and 190 mm are given in Table 10.7:
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10.6 JUSTIFICATION FOR THE ADOPTION OF RAIL FREE FASTENINGS ON
GIRDER BRIDGES
As a result of thermal variation the girder has a tendency to expand or contract being provided
with bearings. On the other hand the central portion of the LWR is fixed in position irrespective of
the temperature changes that occur. This results in interplay of forces between the girder and the
LWR, the magnitude of the force being dependent upon the nature of fastenings being provided
between the rail and sleeper. To clarify this aspect of interplay of forces between rail and girder,
consider the case of a girder bridge provided with fastenings between the rail and sleeper with a
creep resistance equal to the value of p kg per rail seat. The bridge sleepers are rigidly fixed to the
top flange of the girder by means of hook bolts. On variation of temperature due to the creep
resistance of the fastenings, free expansion/contraction of the girder is prevented. Consequently
additional forces are developed both in the girder as well as in the rail. The magnitude of this force
developed depends upon the value of p (creep resistance) and orientation/nature of the bearings
provided in each span of the bridge.
The following cases have been considered:
1. Single span bridge:
(a) One end fixed and other end free.
(b) Both ends of girder with free bearings.
2. Multiple span bridges:
(a) One end fixed and the other free with dissimilar bearings on a pier.
(b) One end fixed and the other free with similar bearings on a pier.
(c) Free bearings at both ends.
The forces developed in the rail and girder for each of the five cases mentioned above are given
in Fig. 10.7a to Fig. 10.7 d. The LWR force diagrams indicate:
1. For sliding-bearings at both ends of the girder, the increment of force in the LWR is np/4,
where ‘n’ is the number of sleepers per span with creep resistant fastenings and ‘p’ is the
creep resistance per rail seat; Fig. 10.7a. This increment of force will remain the same
irrespective of the number of spans of the bridge; Fig. 10.7d.
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Expansion due to
Temperature Rise

Extra Force
in LWR

Extra Force in
LWR

n = No. of Sleepers per Span

p = Creep Resistance per Railseat
Fig. 10.7a: Increment of Forces

Fig.10.7b: Increment of Forces
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n = No. of sleepers per span
p = creep resistance per rail seat
Fig. 10.7c: Increment of Forces
N

f l

Fig. 10.7d: Increment of Forces

Fig. 10.7e: Increment of Forces
2. In girders with one end fixed and the other end free the increment of force in the LWR at the
roller end is np/2 for a single span bridge, where n = number of sleepers in the span with
creep resistance of p kg per rail seat; Fig. 10.7b.
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3. If it is a multiple span bridge with ‘m’ number of spans, the increment of force in the LWR
at the roller end will be m x n x p.
The resultant LWR force diagram is shown in the sketch of Fig.10.7c. This is the case
when on a pier bearing for one girder is a fixed bearing while the bearing of the other girder
is a free bearing.
4. There could be a situation, where a pier supports similar nature bearings i.e. the bearings of
the two girders are either fixed or free. In this case there will be no cumulative build up of
force and the resultant LWR force diagram will be as indicated in Fig. 10.7e.
5. In order to avoid interplay of forces between the LWR and girder a possible solution would
be to provide rail free fastenings between rail and sleeper on the girder bridge. It is with this
assumption that the provisions for laying an LWR over bridges have been framed in the
LWR manual.
10.7 GAP IN RAIL-FRACTURE
Consider an LWR laid on normal formation with the usual force diagram A B C D. In the event
of fracture at location ‘F’ the stress in the LWR is released at that location, and two new breathing
lengths B`-F and C`-F are created on either side of the fracture location; Fig. 10.8:

Fig. 10.8: Fracture Location
The gap g1 at the fracture location will be given by the eq. (1) above, assuming equal movement
on either side of F.
R` represents the longitudinal ballast resistance mobilised at the time of the fracture, which is
generally about 50% to 60% of the normal R value, due to the sudden nature of occurrence of a
fracture.
However, if the same fracture had occurred in the approach of a bridge provided with LWR and
rail free fastenings, the modification of the force diagram will be as given in the Fig. 10.9:

Fig. 10.9: Fracture Location
In this figure, ABCDEFGH represents the altered force diagram. Gap at fracture in this case will
be as delineated by eq. (2) above, where L0 is the span length of the bridge provided with rail free
fastenings.
Expressions (1) and (2) indicate that the gap at fracture is enhanced by an amount equal to L0.α.t,
when a girder bridge with rail free fastenings is located in the central portion of the LWR. Indian
Railways have fixed the permissible gap at fracture as 50 mm, where by expression (2) becomes
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This expression is applicable for both BG and MG tracks. However, as the wheel diameter of
MG stock is smaller than BG, the fracture gap of 50 mm is more critical for MG.
Over the years attempts have been made to increase the value of L0 by adopting various
techniques:
One way could be to increase the value of R, the longitudinal ballast resistance mobilized at the
fracture. This could be done by:
(a) Compacting the ballast in shoulders and cribs of the bridge approach sleepers.
(b) Enhancing the sleeper density to 1660 sleepers per km in the bridge approach.
(c) Heaping up of ballast in the bridge approach starting from the foot of the rail.
(d) Box anchoring sleepers wherever required.
These measures have to be taken in the bridge approaches 50 m on either side.
10.8 LAYING OF LWR AND CWR
1. Survey: A foot by foot survey of the sections, where LWR/CWR is proposed to be laid,
shall be carried out in regard to the following:
(a) Locations, where LWR/CWR cannot be executed due to such constraints as bridges
having sub-structure/super-structure in a distressed condition, gradients, points and
crossings, unstable formation etc. Such stretches of track shall be isolated from the
remaining portion of LWR/CWR by providing SEJs at either ends.
(b) Locations where following preliminary works are required to be carried out shall be
identified for completion before laying of LWR/CWR:
• Replacement of conventional insulated joints by glued insulated joints.
• Realignment of curves.
• Lifting or lowering of track to eliminate sags and humps.
• Introduction and improvement of vertical curves.
• Stabilization of troublesome formation.
• Rehabilitation of weak bridges involving removal or lifting of rails or introduction
of temporary arrangement.
• A detailed plan shall be made showing the exact locations of SEJs and of various
other features mentioned in (with the details of the plan in Fig. 10.10) in scale of
1:50 000.
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Fig. 10.10: Proposals for Laying Long and Continuous Welded Rails
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By RDSO

Fig. 10.11: Rail Temperature Zones of India
2. Temperature Records: The maximum daily variation of rail temperature and the mean rail
temperature (tm) for the section shall be ascertained from the temperature records
maintained by the PWI over the last five years.
If rail temperature records of preceding five years are not available, the mean and range
of rail temperatures shown in the Map of Rail Temperature Zones of India shall be
adopted; Fig. 10.11.
3. Material Required: Laying of an LWR entails the following materials; Fig. 10.12a to Fig.
10.12c.
(a) Four numbers of 6.5 m or longer rail pieces of the same rail section as LWR.
(b) Two sets of SEJs with sleepers and fastenings.
(c) Adequate numbers of 1 m long fishplates with special screw clamps/joggled fishplates
with slotted grooves and bolted clamps as in Fig. 10.16.
(d) The slotted fishplates with fish-bolts may be used in exceptional cases.
(e) Rail closures of suitable sizes.
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(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

1-m and 10-cm straight edges.
Callipers and feeler gauges (2 mm to 0.1 mm).
Rail cutting equipment.
De-stressing equipment i.e. rollers, mechanical/hydraulic rail-tensor, mallets and siderollers for curves.
(j) Alumino-thermic/mobile gas-pressure welding equipment and consumable materials.
(k) Equipment for protection of track.
(l) Equipment for night working.

Fig. 10.12a

Fig. 10.12b: Hydraulic Rail-Tensor

Fig. 10.12c: Wooden Mallet

4. Preliminary Works: The under mentioned preliminary works are prerequisites to the laying
of an LWR.
(a) Deep-screening of ballast along with lifting or lowering of track, if required, should
precede laying of LWR/CWR. Standard ballast section as stated in Chapter 10.5 for
LWR/CWR shall be provided.
All other preliminary works mentioned under Survey (b) in Paragraph 10.8
shall also be completed before laying of LWR/CWR.
(b) If any of the preliminary works cannot be completed before installation of
LWR/CWR, such stretches should be isolated by providing SEJs. On completion of
these works, such stretches may be welded, distressed and jointed with LWR/CWR.
5. Welding of Rails to form LWR:
(a) Rails shall normally be welded into sufficiently long panels of 10 to 20 rails lengths
or more by flash-butt welding/gas-pressure welding, either in the welding depot or
on cess or in situ. Only in between joints shall be welded by alumino-thermic
welding (SKV Process).
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(b) While unloading 880 grade (90 UTS) or higher grade rails, handling instructions as
laid down should be followed.
(c) Before laying long welded panels and/or before welding of rails, two complete sets
of SEJs one at either end of the proposed LWR/CWR shall be inserted at
predetermined locations with gaps in mean position as mentioned under
“Preliminary Works”; see above. Closure rails of 6.5 m or longer length shall be
provided at LWR sides and sides of SEJs to facilitate adjustment of gaps during destressing operation.
(d) Laying of welded panels and/or welding of joints at site can be done at any time of
the year. But after welding into sufficiently long panels of about 1 km or longer, destressing as per Item 7., below, shall be undertaken as soon as possible. Under
unavoidable circumstances, where de-stressing can be done neither soon after nor
within a reasonable period, a strict vigil shall be maintained on the prevailing rail
temperatures, and if the rail temperature rises more than 20° C above the rail
temperature at which welding of rails/laying of welded panels was done, temporary
de-stressing shall be undertaken at a rail temperature of 10° C below the maximum
rail temperature likely to be attained until final de-stressing. If the rail temperature
falls appreciably, cold weather patrolling as per instructions should be introduced.
Final de-stressing shall be done after consolidation of track as suggested under Item
7., below.
(e) Temporary speed restriction as indicated in shall be imposed on the length of track,
where welded panels are joined by 1 m long fish-plates with special screw clamps
or joggled fishplates with slotted grooves and bolted clamps.
6. Gaps at Switch Expansion Joint (SEJ):
(a) Gaps at SEJ shall be adjusted at the time of laying/subsequent de-stressing of
LWR/CWR as illustrated in Fig. 10.14 and shall be as under:
Gap to be provided at td
Rail Section laid
52 kg/60 kg
40 mm
others
60 mm
(b) The Gaps of SEJ at various Rail Temperatures shall not differ by more than + 20
mm from the theoretical range as shown in Table 10.8 for 60 kg rails and PR
Sleepers.

Pict. by F. Wingler

By RDSO

Fig. 10.13: Switch Expansion Joint
Table 10.8 delineates the Gaps between the Reference Mark and Tongue Rail Tip/Stock Rail
Corner of SEJ for various Temperatures in [mm] for BG, 60 kg, PRC Sleeper, 1660 Sleepers per
km, Value of R (Ballast Resistance) assumed = 13.74 kg/cm/Rail and td .
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Table 10.8: Gaps of SEJ at various Rail Temperatures in [mm]

Note: The above values have been calculated with initial setting of gaps at SEJ as 40 mm. Where
SEJs had initially been set with a gap of 60 mm, 10 mm should be added to each of above values for
comparison of gaps at site.
(c) Where fish-plated or SWP track is jointed on one side of SEJ, the gap between the
reference mark and tongue rail tip/stock rail corner on LWR/CWR side shall not differ by
more than + 10 mm half the theoretical range as shown in Table 10.8.
7.

De-stressing of LWR:
(a) General.
•
The work of de-stressing shall be done during a traffic block under the personal
supervision of PWI.
•
It is preferable to impose a speed restriction of 30 kmph before actually obtaining the
traffic block and to loosen/remove fastenings on alternate sleepers to reduce total duration
of the traffic block.
(b) De-stressing Operation of LWRs and CWRs Panels without the use of Rail-Tensor:
•
A traffic block of adequate duration should be arranged at such a time that the rail
temperature will be within the temperature range specified for td in Paragraph 10.2, Item
10 during the fastening down operations. The entire work shall be done under personal
supervision of the PWL.
•
Before the block is actually taken, a speed restriction of 30 kmph should be imposed and
fastenings on alternate sleepers loosened.
•
When the block is taken, the closure rails shall be removed, the SEJs adjusted as per Item
6. under Paragraph 10.8 and fastened.
•
The remaining sleeper fastenings on both running rails shall be loosened/removed starting
from the proximal ends of the SEJs and proceeding towards the centre. The rails are lifted
and placed on the rollers at about every 15th sleeper to permit rails to move freely. While
de-stressing on curved track, provision of side rollers may be adopted. The rails shall be
struck horizontally with heavy wooden mallets to assist in their longitudinal movement.
•
The rollers shall then be removed, the rails lowered to correct alignment and fastenings
tightened, starting from the middle of LWR and proceeding toward both ends
simultaneously. The tightening of fastening shall be completed within the temperature
range for td as specified. The actual range of temperature during the period of tightening
shall be recorded by PWI along with the time and date.
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•

(d)
•
•

•

•

The tightening of fastening and the arrangements for insertion of cut rails between the
SEJ and LWR shall be simultaneous. The four gaps shall be measured individually and the
rails of required length cut by saw keeping the required gaps for AT welding. The cut rails
shall then be placed in position, fastened to the sleepers and welded at each end.
Fastenings for 20 metre on each end of the LWR shall be removed before welding. Joints
shall be clamped for 20 minutes after welding.
De-stressing Operation of LWR with the use of Rail-Tensors:
For de-stressing of LWR with the use of rail-tensor, the following procedure shall be
adopted:
During the first traffic block, create a gap of 1 m at location B i.e. centre of LWR; Fig.
10.14. Introduce rail closure as required and fasten with special fishplates and clamps.
Allow traffic at restricted speed.
Mark the anchor length A1, A2 and C1, C2 each equal to ‘La’ at either end of the length
A2, C2 to be de-stressed; Fig. 10.14.
Note: The anchor length ‘la’ should be determined on the basic of the lowest value of tp
at which the de-stressing is likely to be carried out.
Erect Marker pillars at W0, W1 etc., on each of the length A2B and C2B. Transfer the
marks W0 into the rail foot; Fig. 10.14.
Note: The distances W0 -W2, W1-W2 etc. shall be marked at 100 m intervals or there
about the distance from the previous pillars and the last pillar. WB may be less than
100 m.
During the second traffic block, when tp is less than to ((b) in Fig. 10.14), de-stressing
operation shall be carried out for the lengths A2B and C2B as described as follows:

RDSO

Fig. 10.14: De-stressing of LWR with the Use of Rail-Tensor
● Remove the closure rail from location B. Unfasten and mount on rollers the portion fromAβ - Cβ
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●
●

●
•
•
•

.
Fix the rail-tensor across the gap at B and apply tension to obtain some movement at Wo to
remove any kinks or misalignment and to minimize the friction in the rollers etc. Release
the tension and note the movement Yo at W0.
Transfer marks W1 and W2 onto the rail foot and the note temperature tp. Calculate
the required movement at W1 as under:
Movement at W1 = Y0 + elongation of length W0 - W1 (L) due to temperature
difference (t0 – tp) = Y0 + L a (t0 – tp).
Calculate the required movement at W2 as under:
Movement at W2 = Movement at W1 + elongation of length W1 - W2 (L) due to
temperature difference (t0 – tp).
Similarly, calculate the required movements successively at each of the remaining points.
Mark the above calculated extension with respect to the transferred marks referred above on
the rail foot on the side away from the tensor.
Apply the tension by means of rail-tensor till the mark of required extension comes opposite
to the mark on the marker pillar W1 Fasten down the segment W0 - W1. Then check at W2
bring the mark of required extension at this location opposite to the mark on the marker
pillar W2 by adjusting the tensor either by reducing or increasing tension and fasten down
the segment W1 - W2. Similarly check the remaining marks, adjust the tension as required
and fasten down each segment before proceeding to the next.

Note:
Table 10.9 gives the value of Lα x (t0 –tp) for different values of L and (t0 –tp).
• Only one value of tp has to be taken at the time of marking W1, W2 ect. on the rail foot. The
value of tp is not required to be taken thereafter. The variation of temperature, if any, during
the distressing operation shall automatically be taken with care reducing or increasing the
tensile force from the tensor, while coinciding the reference mark on the rail with the
corresponding marks in the pillars.
• If for any reason both lengths A2 - B and C2 - B cannot be fastened down simultaneously,
the final adjustment of the fastenings over the portion marked L and also over the anchor
length on tapping should be performed with wooden mallets ect.. Fasten down the rails and
restore the traffic.
• After the fastening down of the last length A2 - B and C2 - B is completed, make a paint
mark near the free end of one rail at a distance of (6.5 m + 2 x 25 mm – 1 mm), measured
from the end of the other rail across the gap spanned by the rail-tensor.
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Remove the tensor, close the one metre gap temporarily and allow traffic at restricted speed
(c) in Fig. 10.14.
• During another traffic block, cut the rail at the paint mark, insert a rail closure of length
adequately equal to 6.5 m and weld one end thereof. If the gap at the other end is also 25
mm, it can be welded in the same block. Otherwise, fasten with special fishplates and
clamps and allow traffic at restricted speed. In the latter case, during a subsequent block,
when tp is not greater than to release rail fastenings on either side to the required extent and
pull the rails with rail-tensor to get the desired gap of 25 mm, refasten the rail and weld the
joint. Release the tensor after the lapse of a minimum of 20 minutes after pouring of the
weld metal.
• During a subsequent traffic block, when tp is less than to, equalize the forces in the rail by
releasing the fastenings over a length of 100 m on either side of location B and tapping with
wooden mallets etc. Fasten down the rail-end and allow traffic.
• During another traffic block, when to is within the range of temperature specified for td in
Item 7. in Paragraph 10.8 de-stress the end of 100 m from SEJ. Thereafter, weld the
closure rail next to SEJ duly ensuring setting of the SEJ.
Note: Side rollers shall also be used while undertaking de-stressing on curved track.
Side supports on the inside of curve should be spaced at every 2nth sleeper,
Radius of curve (R) x No. of sleepers per rail length
where n = --------------------------------------------------------------50 x (t0 – tp)
• Outside supports shall be used in addition at the rate of one for every three inside supports.
• In case the rail temperature at the time of de-stressing is within the range specified in
Item 7. in Paragraph 10.8, detailed procedure as given in (b) without using
rail-tensor, may be adopted.
8. Joining LWRs into CWR:
Detailed procedure for joining of LWRs into CWR is as follows:
• Replace the existing SEJ and buffer rails between the LWRs with ordinary rails of which
there are two temporary rails about 6.5 m long for each left and right sides. Leaving the
temporary rails fish-plated weld the other rails.
Note: Where fluctuations of temperatures during the period of joining are likely to be
small, only one temporary rail instead of two may suffice.
• Provide W0 marker pillars for each of the LWRs at a distance of 100 m from the Centre of
temporary rails to mark the ends of the breathing lengths.
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Fig. 10.15: Conversion of existing LWR into CWR
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Keep ready two rails of standard length. Measure their lengths L correctly to the nearest
millimetre.
Transfer the marks W0 to the rail flange for both the LWRs.
During the first traffic block when tp is less than desired to remove the fishplates and fishbolts connecting the temporary rails to the breathing lengths, release the fastenings of LWRs
between the W0 marks, mount the rails on rollers and note the movement Y0 and Y0´ at the
marker pillars W0 for LWRs 1 and 2 respectively.
Note: The movement of Y0 and Y0´ should be away from the ends of LWR, if the
LWRs are in a state of correct de-stressing.
Note tp and mark the anchor length on either side as shown in Fig. 10.15.
Make a paint mark near the end of the LWRs at a distance of l + Lα (tp – t0) + Y0 + Y0‘ + 2
x 25 – 1 mm measured from the end of the other LWR. Here L = 200 m, 25 mm is the
allowance for each thermit weld and 1 mm is the allowance for a saw cut. The value of La
(tp0 – tp) may be read from Table 10.5, e.g. for (t0 – tp) = 10° C, L x La (t0 – tp) = 23 mm.
Remove the rollers, fasten down the length L, introducing closure pieces necessary and
allow traffic.
During the second block. (d) in Fig. 10.15, cut the rail at the paint mark, remove the
temporary rails, insert the rail of length L and weld one end of it. If the required 25 mm gap
is not available, fasten the rails with fishplates and clamps and allow traffic at restricted
speed.
During the third block, (e) in Fig. 10.15, weld the other joint if the gap is 25 mm. If the gap
is more than 25 mm, release the rail fastenings on either side to t he required extent and pull
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the rails with rail-tensor to get the desired gap of 25 mm. Refasten and weld the rail. Release
the tensor after the lapse of a minimum 20 minutes after pouring the weld metal.
During the fourth and final block, (f) in Fig. 10.15, equalize the forces in the rail by
releasing the fastenings over the portion marked L and also over the anchor lengths on either
sides and tapping with wooden mallets, etc.. Fasten down the rails and restore traffic.

9. Reference Marks:
Reference marks shall be fixed at each SEJ and at the centre of LWR/CWR on the reference
pillars erected for this purpose. While the reference marks on the reference pillars shall be saw
marks, on the running rails they shall be paint marks on the non-gauge face of the rail. In no case, a
saw mark shall be made on the running rail. Reference marks are required to be fixed immediately
after de-stressing of LWR/CWR and shall not be shifted or tampered with, thereafter. Additional
reference marks in fixed portion and breathing length may be provided to know the behaviour of
LWR/CWR.
10.9

MAINTENANCE OF LWR and CWR

An important prerequisite for proper functioning of LWR/CWR is its initial laying to a high
standard and its subsequent maintenance by trained personnel. Regular track maintenance of
LWR/CWR entails (a) general maintenance, (b) mechanized maintenance, (c) manual maintenance,
(d) casual renewal of sleeper, (e) renewal of fastenings, (f) maintenance of SEJs and buffer rails.
Regular track maintenance in LWR/CWR includes following operations:
1. Tamping and packing.
2. Lifting.
3. Lining including minor realignment of curves.
4. Shallow screening/shoulder cleaning.
5. Casual renewal of sleepers.
6. Renewal of fastenings.
7. Maintenance on SEJs and buffer rails.
10.9.1 General Instructions
1. Regular track maintenance in LWR/CWR shall be confined to the hours when the rail
temperature is between td + 10° C and td – 30° C and shall be completed well before onset of
summer. If rail temperature after a maintenance operation exceeds td + 20° C, then during
the period of consolidation a speed restriction of 50 kmph on BG and 40 kmph on MG shall
be imposed when shoulder and crib compaction has been done and 30 kmph and 20 kmph,
respectively when shoulder and crib compaction has not been done, in addition to posting of
mobile watchman.
2. Ballast section shall be properly maintained, especially on pedestrian and cattle crossing,
curves and approaches to level crossings and bridges. Cess level should be correctly
maintained. Dwarf walls may be provided on pedestrian and cattle crossings to prevent loss
of ballast. Replacement of ballast shall be completed before onset of summer. Shortage of
ballast in the shoulder at isolated places shall be taken care of by the gang mate by taking
out minimum quantity of ballast from the centre of the track between the two rails over a
width not exceeding 600 mm/350 mm and a depth not exceeding 100 mm/75 mm for
BG/MG respectively.
3. Sufficient quantity of ballast shall be collected to provide full ballast section before
commencing any maintenance operation, specially lifting.
4. When crow bars are used for slewing, care shall be taken to apply these in a manner as to
avoid lifting of track.
5. Special attention shall be paid to the maintenance of track at following locations:
(a) SEJs/breathing lengths.
(b) Approaches to level crossings, points and crossings and un-ballasted deck bridges.
(c) Horizontal and vertical curves.
6. Special attention shall be paid to maintenance of fastenings in LWR/CWR.
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7. All fastenings shall be complete and well secured.
10.9.2 Mechanized Maintenance
1. Maintenance Tamping: Tamping in LWR/CWR with general lift not exceeding 50 mm in
case of concrete sleepers and 25 mm in case of other sleeper including correction of
alignment shall be carried out during the period when prevailing rail temperatures are as
suggested in (1) under General instructions together with precautions laid down therein.
2. Lifting of Track: Lifting where needed, in excess of 50 mm in case of concrete sleepers/25
mm in case of other types of sleepers shall be carried out in stages with adequate time gap
between successive stages to achieve full consolidation of the previous stage.
3. Cleaning of Shoulder Ballast: Mechanized cleaning of shoulder ballast shall be undertaken
when prevailing rail temperatures are within the limits prescribed in Item 1. under General
Instructions, Paragraph 10.9.1, together with the precautions mentioned therein.
10.9.3 Manual Maintenance
1. At no time, not more than 30 sleeper-spaces in a continuous stretch shall be opened for
manual maintenance or shallow screening with at least 30 fully boxed sleeper spaces left in
between adjacent openings. Maintenance operation in between lengths shall not be
undertaken till passage of traffic for at least 24 hours in case of BG carrying more than 10
GMT or two days in case of other BG and MG routes.
2. For correction of alignment, the shoulder ballast shall be opened out to the minimum extent
necessary and that too, just opposite the sleeper end. The ballast in shoulders shall then be
put back before opening out crib ballast for packing.
10.9.4 Casual Renewal of Sleepers
Not more than one sleeper in 30 consecutive sleepers shall be replaced at a time. Should it be
necessary to renew two or more consecutive sleepers in the same length, they may be renewed one
at a time after packing the sleepers renewed earlier, duly observing the temperature under General
Instructions Item 1. in Paragraph 10.9.1 together with precautions mentioned therein.
10.9.5 Renewal of Fastenings
The work of renewal of fastenings shall be carried out when rail temperature is within the limits
specified in 1 under General instructions with following additional precautions:
1. Renewal of fastenings not requiring lifting: Fastenings not requiring lifting of rails, shall
be renewed on not more than one sleeper at a time. In case fastenings of more than one
sleeper are required to be renewed at a time, then at least 15 sleepers in between shall be
kept intact. Work shall be done under supervision of key-man.
2. Renewal of fastenings requiring lifting: Fastenings requiring lifting of rails, i.e. grooved
rubber pads, etc, shall be renewed on not more than one sleeper at a time. In case
fastenings of more than one sleeper are required to be renewed at a time, then at least 30
sleepers in between shall be kept intact. The Work shall be done under supervision of a
gang-mate.
10.9.6 Maintenance of SEJs/Buffer Rails
1. Once in a fortnight SEJs shall be checked, packed and aligned if necessary. Oiling and
greasing of tongue and stock rails of SEJ and tightening of fastenings shall be done
simultaneously. Movement of SEJs shall be checked and action taken for de-stressing, if
necessary.
2. During daily patrolling, key-man shall keep special watch on the SEJs falling in his beat.
10.9.7 Renewal of defective Rails and Welds
The procedure laid down in Paragraph 10.9 for track repairs after Rail-Fracture shall be
followed.
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10.9.8 Special Track Maintenance
1. Deep-screening/mechanized cleaning of ballast.
2. Lowering/Lifting of track.
3. Major realignment of curves.
4. Sleeper renewal other than casual renewals.
5. Rehabilitation of bridges and formation causing disturbance to track.
● Deep-Screening/Mechanized Cleaning of Ballast
Following precautions shall be taken while carrying out deep-screening of ballast:
1. Ballast Cleaning Machine (BCM), tamping machine and Dynamic Track Stabilizer (DTS)
shall, as far as possible, be deployed in one consist.
2. Temperature records of the sections, where deep-screening is to be undertaken, shall be
studied for the previous and the current year. The maximum and minimum rail temperature
attainable during the period of deep-screening and during the period of consolidation shall
be estimated. Any of the following three methods may be adopted for carrying out the work
of deep-screening/mechanized cleaning:
(a) If range of rail temperature falls within td + 10° C, to td – 20° C, deep screening
may be done without cutting or temporary de-stressing.
(b) If range of rail temperature falls outside (a) above, temporary de-stressing shall be
carried out 10° C below the maximum rail temperature likely to be attained during
the period of work. CWR shall be cut into LWRs of about 1 km length with two
temporary buffer rails of 6.5 metre long clamped with special 1.0 metre long
fishplates.
(c) Wherever rail renewals are being carried out, LWR/CWR may be converted into
three rail panels and deep screening done.
3. Constant monitoring of rail temperature shall be done during the progress of work. Should
the temperature rise more than 10° C above td temporary de-stressing temperature, adequate
precautions shall be taken including another round of temporary destressing.
Note: Deep-screening shall be undertaken within 15 days of temporary de-stressing
failing, which temporary de-stressing may become due again, if the range of rail
temperature varies appreciably.
4. During the period of deep screening, if there is any possibility of minimum temperature
falling 30° C below td temporary de-stressing temperature, cold weather patrol as per
prescribed instructions should be introduced to detect/guard against Rail-Fractures.
5. Sequence of operation:
(a) Deep screening of LWR may be done from one end of LWR to another end.
(b) After deep screening and consolidation de-stressing of LWR shall be undertaken as
per Item 7. in Paragraph 10.8
10.9.9 Other Special Maintenance
This includes the following:
1. Jobs like lowering of track, major realignment of curves, renewal of large number of
sleepers or rehabilitation of formation/bridges causing disturbance to track. For carrying out
such maintenance, the affected length of track may be isolated from LWR/CWR by
introducing SEJs or buffer rails as needed.
2. Temperature records of the section shall be studied and action taken in accordance with
Paragraph 11.6, “Deep-Screening”
3. After completion of work, the affected length of track shall be de-stressed at the required destressing temperature and jointed with the rest of the LWR/CWR.
10.9.10 De-stressing During Maintenance
The above exercise is undertaken apropos of Item 7. in Paragraph 10.8, when an LWR/CWR
behaves abnormally. Such behaviour is characterized by the following circumstance:
1. When the gap observed at SEJ
(a) Differs beyond limits.
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(b) Exceeds the maximum designed gap of SEJ.
(c) When stock and tongue rail cross the mean position.
2. After special maintenance operations.
3. Any unusual occurrence after restoration of track.
4. If the number of locations, where temporary repairs have been done, exceed three per km
De-stressing of CWR shall be done by cutting the rails into LWRs of about 1 km length,
which shall be jointed after de-stressing.
10.9.11 Special Equipment for Maintenance of LWR/CWR
Besides the trained personnel required for maintenance of LWR/CWR, following additional
equipments are also necessary:
Additional Equipments with the Gangs:
1.
A pair of joggled fishplates with bolted clamps; Fig. 10.16:

By RDSO

Fig. 10.16: Details of Joggled Fish-Plate and Position of Clamp
2.
3.
4.

Rail thermometer with markings for temperature ranges for maintenance.
Special 1-m long fishplates with screw clamps; Fig. 10.11.
Rail closure pieces.

10.9.12 Rail Scan Equipment; Fig. 10.17
LWR tracks are fixed in position at neutral temperature so that thermal stresses in the rail, both
compressive and tensile, remain within acceptable limits. It has been noticed that during service rail
often get subjected to very high thermal stresses, mainly on account of rail creep caused by
ineffective fastenings or when work of rectification of rail/weld fractures is carried out in a careless
manner; see Fig. 10.17 below.
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At present, Indian Railways rely on the judgment of the permanent way staff in determining the
criticality of thermal stresses. This is an unreliable system and often leads to buckling of rail or
rail/weld fractures.
Many world railways particularly the Hungarian and Italian railways use rail scan equipment
for determining thermal stresses in long welded rails. This equipment works in a non-destructive
manner, similar to the working of ultrasonic rail flaw detection equipment. The thermal stresses by
this equipment are determined by evaluating Barkhausen noise, which has a direct correlation with
the stresses in long welded rails. Other similar equipments have come in the world market, which
can be usefully deployed to know about the thermal condition of LWR tracks.
10.10 MOVEMENT OF RAIL-ENDS BY THE SEJ-HYSTERESIS EFFECT
In a rail, free from any constraint, say resting on frictionless rollers, the movements at the railends are directly proportional to the rail length and the change in temperature. The relationship
between the movement at the rail-ends and the temperature is, therefore, linear. This is not so in the
case of rails fixed in tracks, which are held by sleepers embedded in ballast. In this case, for the first
few Degree changes in the temperature, there is no movement at the rail-end as the thermal forces
get fully balanced by the restrictive forces. As the temperature rises, thermal forces start
overcoming the resistance offered by the sleepers at the rail-end. With further rise in temperature,
additional length of the rails at the ends starts moving. The relationship between the movement of
the rail-ends and the change in the temperature in such a case is not linear but follows a parabolic
path. The relationship is shown in Fig. 10.18:

Fig. 10.17: Rail Scan Equipment

Fig. 10.18: Hysteresis Movement of SEJ

It may be seen from the Fig. 10.18 that at any one temperature rail-ends can have two positions,
and as long as the rail-ends at the SEJ are within the range indicated in the figure, the rails are in
correct state of de-stressing. This non-linear relationship between the rail movement and
temperature is also termed as ‘Hysteresis Effect’ on the rail movement, and the diagram is called a
“Hysteresis Diagram”. Table 10.4 gives the gap at a SEJ in a specific Track combination of CWR,
as derived from the hysteresis diagram, and it can be used in deciding the need for de-stressing of
LWR. Different set of Hysteresis Diagrams are formed with change of track structure, fittings and
gauge (last one affecting sleeper length and so the ballast resistance).
10.11 RECTIFICATION OF RAIL-FRACTURES
10.11.1 Equipment Required
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1. Screw clamps, joggled fishplates for fractures at welded joints and special 1.0 m long
fishplates. See Fig. 10.16 and under special equipment for maintenance of LWR/CWR;
Paragraph 10.9.11.
2. Steel tape reading to 1mm.
3. Thermit welding equipment.
4. Punch hammer.
5. Equipment for de-stressing.
6. 6.5 m long sawn rail cut pieces of the same section.
7. Rail closure of suitable lengths.
8. Equipment for protection of track.
10.11.2 Procedures for Repair
Emergency Repairs: The fractured rails shall be joined by using suitable special fishplates and
screw clamps. Rail closure may be used if the gap is extensive. Traffic may be resumed at 10 kmph.
Temporary Repairs: Two points on either side of the fracture shall be punched on the rail at a
distance equal to the length of the available rail cut (not less than 4 m), plus two gaps required for
welding (25 m x 2), plus the measured fracture gap minus 1 mm for each saw cut. In a traffic block,
the rails are to be cut through these points by saw and the new rail piece to be inserted and jointed
on both sides by special fishplates and screw clamps. Traffic can then be permitted at 30 kmph.
Permanent Repairs with or without the use of Rail-Tensor: A welding party is arranged, and
the traffic block is taken at a time when rail temperature is less than td. One side weld is then made.
The gap in the other side of the rail piece is then observed. If the gap is excessive, i.e. more than 25
mm, the rail will be allowed to be heated by sun rays. Second weld is made when the required gap
is obtained. The fastenings are then loosened for a distance of 100 m on each side to equalize the
locked up stresses.
Rail-tensor can also be used for getting the required gap. In that case method used for pulling the
rails is described already under ‘De-stressing operation of LWR with the use of Rail-Tensors’.
10.12

SHEDULE OF SPEED RESTRICTIONS OF VARIOUS WORKS

Scheduled speed restrictions after various works are listed in Table 10.10:
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Pict. by F. Wingler

“MUD-PUMP” of a badly maintained Track
“Quality cuts Costs”

Revised by Dr. Frank Wingler, JANUARY, 2016
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PREFACE

by F. Wingler

PROACTIVE LIFE CYCLE COSTS MANAGAMENT CONSIDERATIONS
“PROACTIVE LIFE CYCLE COST MANAGEMENT” had been a topic of the 20th
International
Convention:
OPTIMIZING
THE
WHEEL/RAIL-SYSTEM
–
TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS FOR SAFETY, COST-EFFICIENCY AND RELIABILITY
- , held at Salzburg, Austria from 15-17th September 2015 by the Österreichische
Verkehrswissenschaftliche Gesellschaft, ÖVG. The tenor of the convention has been:
“QUALITY CUTS COSTS”
A Rail Track can behave like a sturdy Elephant. An Elephant can tolerate for a longer
period a certain amount of ill-treatment. If the ill-treatment lasts too long, suddenly the
Elephant takes revenge and runs berserk. A Rail-Track can show the same behaviour. But
than maintenance becomes expensive and Life Cycle Costs will explode (Prof. P.Veith,
Technical University Graz, Austria).
The main Life Cycle Costs Drivers are
1. Tight Curvatures,
2. Turnouts, especially the Vee-Crossings, and
3. Water.
See also Michael Mach, Integrated Management of Permanent Way at ÖBB Infrastructure
in ETR, Eisenbahntechnische Rundschau, 12/2015, p. 81, eurailpress.
The remedy for 1. is: FRICTION MANAGEMENT with TARGET RAIL PROFILING for
low friction of wheels on rails and with RAIL LUBRICATION, either by patrol-men or
automatically, on rails with Friction Modifiers or by wheel-flange lubrication; see
Paragraph 2.34/2.35. The following Picture delineates typical running corner wear of a
non-lubricated outer 6 Degree curve rail.

Pict. by F. Wingler

The remedy for 2. is: A Vee-Crossing made of harder material, in India elaborated from
Cast-Manganese-Steel (CMS); see Paragraph 7.3. But this solution is not without
problems. Caused by inferior production procedures there appear alloy defects, especially
at the Vee-Nose resulting in early corrosion, which can be detected all over the Indian Rail
Network:
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Typical Wear Marks on Nose and Wing-Rails of Indian CMS Vee-Crossing
with Spallings and Material-Ablation; Pict. by F. Wingler
There are also dimensional defects at the rail-joints to inner and outer lead-rails to be
observed:

Typical Profile Defect at Indian
CMS Crossing; Pict. by F. Wingler

Build-up Crossing
manufactured from
Heat-hardened Rails by Rahee
Industries for Bangladesh

To avoid this problem in India there are CMS-blocks with weld-able legs under trial, but
this creates difficulties when welding rail-steel onto to the CMS-alloy. Build-up Crossings
(see Paragraph 7.3), manufactured from heat-hardened rails, are sometimes a better
maintainable solution. Rahee Industries, Kolkata, prefers such crossing for its track works
in Bangladesh, see above.
The inherent and unsolved problem of a wheel jumping at fixed Vee-Crossing from the
Nose onto the Wing-Rail or vice-versa is the different spinning velocity of the coined wheel
on the flange side and the outer wheel-treat side. Due to this impact caused through the
transition of wheels, the fixed crossings are subjected to high mechanical stress.
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Wheel trailing Pattern when trailing from Lead-Rail to Nose of a Turnout; see Dr. Ing.
Ulf Gerber et al. in ETR, Eisenbahn Technische Rundschau, Jan.-Feb.2015, p.36;
ISSN 0013-2845, DW Media Group, Hamburg, Germany
Trials with elastic suspended Vee-Crossings have been reported on the ÖVG.
The remedy for 3.: Comprehensive Drainage Methods taking the Water out and to keep
the Water away from the track-bed. Water is always the enemy of the Rail Road; see
Paragraph 8.10. Water disturbs the bearing capacity of Blanket-Layers, Formation, SubSoil and Sub-Grade, and water is often the root of “memory effects” for track
misalignments. A comprehensive Surface-Water Managements becomes essential;
especially for new Rail-Roads.

Pict. by F. Wingler

Pict. by F. Wingler

Water is the Enemy of the Rail Road
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INCREASING ROLLING CONTACT FATIGUE DEFECTS
POWERFULL AC TRACTION:

CAUSED BY MODERN

Unluckily the technical developments of Rolling-Stocks ↔ Rail has run apart. Nowadays
heavier and more powerful Locomotives with insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT)
converter and three phase asynchronous AC Traction are preferred because of a more
favourable friction-adhesion coefficient and a higher energy efficiency. The cause is most
probably a torsion vibration (about 80 Hz at 100 kmph). With the arrival of heavy haul AC
Locomotives with asynchronous traction motors the Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) and
Head-Check Rail Defects are on increase; see Paragraph 2.22 and Annexure to
Chapter 2. This makes earlier preventive rail grinding necessary. Another solution had
been offered by Voest Alpine, Austria, with low wear chrome bainite steel and/or Ultra High
Carbon (400 UHC®HSH®) Rails. But to weld bainite steel rails there are still some welding
problems not yet solved to full satisfaction; see also Markus Ölfinger, Technological
Progress in Welding of Rails, in ETR, Eisenbahntechnische Rundschau, 12/2015, p. 85,
eurailpress; see also Paragraph 2.14.9.
Indian Railways have recently made a joint-venture deal with GE, USA, for the evolution of
6000 hps heavy haul Diesel-electric locomotives and with ALSTOM, France, for twin
section AC electric locomotives with IGBT Traction control rating up to 12000 hps. These
high tractive effort Locomotives will increase the RCF and head-check problems on Indian
Tracks.
PROACTIVE MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES
Modern Track assets management strategies collect as many as possible data as
essential components for a PROACTIVE APROACH to ensure predictability of
infrastructure behaviour. Anticipation of futures behaviour has great potential for shifting
the focus of maintenance from “REACTIVE” to a “PROREACTIVE” Policy. The vision of
a future orientated maintenance is based on the capability to identify damage before it
actually develops to become dangerous for traffic and costly for maintenance and repairs.
The basic of a proactive Life Cycle Cost Management Approach is to define the right
intervention at the right time and to deal with the near future. Leading Railways are the
Austrian, Swiss and Germany Railway operating together under the “DACH” (“Roof”)
project.
Since long “OVERALL LIFE CYCLE COSTS CONSIDERATIONS” are ruling over
Investment, Repair, Maintenance and Renewal of leading world Railways. Much money
can be saved, if the live span of a track and its assets can be elongated. What also counts
are also the so-called “AGGREGATED HINDERANCE COSTS”, the socio-economical
costs generated when trains are not running, running only a reduced speed or with low
restricted route capacity. Those costs are often forgotten by politicians and managers.
“Quality is no Luxury” under “OVERALL LIFE CYCLE COSTS CONSIDERATIONS”.
An Initial High Quality Track deteriorates much slower, loses its alignment properties over
the time under given traffic load with a lower deterioration rate, than a Low Quality Track
(Prof. P. Veith, Technical University Graz, Austria). The Track-Deterioration Parameters,
the loss of alignment with the time under given traffic load, represent the TRACK
QUALITY; see P. Veith in RTR Special July 2007, Maintenance and Renewal, p.8, ISBN
978-3-771-0367-9, eurailpress.
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ONLINE DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING TRAIN BASED IN-SERVICE
MONITORING for TARGET PLANING OF MAINTENANCE
The prerequisite for a proactive Life Cycle Cost Management Approach with the evolution
of the development prognosis is the all-encompassing data collection of the continuous
online condition monitored on all track assets; see K.U.Wolter et. al. in
Eisenbahntechnische Rundschau, ETR, 7+8, p. 32-36, 2014, eurailpress, Hamburg,
Germany.
The continuous surveillance of Rail Tracks with Recording and Monitoring Systems
mounted on regularly running trains is on increasing focus. The Institute for Transport
System Technology of the German Aerospace Centre (DLR) conducts the development of
modern Data Management Systems for collecting, transferring and telemetry. The data
must be precisely geo-referenced according the track locations. On lines with sufficient
global satellite reception the monitoring cars communicate directly with the central databank. The data can also be locally stored and transmitted in intervals by WILAN over the
internet at Stations or Depots. For lower data volumes the mobile telephone networks can
be used. The System is under trial on Swiss Sections; Lars Johannes et. al. in DER
EISENBAHNINGENIEUR, EI, 11, November 2015, p. 12, eurailpress.

The “Continuous Track Alignment Parameter Monitoring” in programmes for TRAIN
BASED IN-SERVICE MONITORING for TARGET PLANING OF MAINTENANCE
make use of NEWTON`s Law Mechanics.
Newton`s FIRST LAW suggests that any change of velocity of a body under
consideration must be associated with the counter-action of a resultant force, which acts
on his body. This in turn suggests a relationship between the resultant force and the
acceleration of the body. Newton assumed by his SECOND LAW the very simple relation
that the resultant force, which acts on the body and causes acceleration, is linear related.
The THIRD LAW is the LAW OF ACTION AND REACTION. It states that to every action
or force there is an equal and opposite reaction or force. In other words, when a body
(rail- vehicle) exerts a force on a second body (rail-track), in consequence the second
body (rail-track) exerts a numerically equal but opposite force on the first body (railvehicle). The laws are useful to analyse mutual track-vehicle interactions and to
determine
track
irregularities
and
track defects
by
vehicle
mounted
ACCELEROMETERS.
This means, by measuring vehicle accelerations, the cause in form of track irregularities
can be determined. And by continuous track monitoring with repeated runs over the
same track, the development of track- defects and track-irregularities, the
development over the time of such defects and irregularities can be measured and
the point of necessary interactions by repair or maintenance can be forecasted.
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Eurailpress

German Railways equipped one of its Intercity Trains with acceleration-sensors mounted
on the axle-box for transmitting during scheduled train runs in-service monitoring data of
vertical and horizontal alignment defects as so-called “TRAIN BASED IN SERVICE
MONITORING for TARGET PLANING OF MAINTENANCE”. This ICE transmits daily
the acceleration rates cum position on its route. The computer evaluates a history
diagram, from which a forecast for the further deterioration rate can be estimated.

By Eurailpress

Axle-Box mounted Accelerometer
By the wheel/bogie acceleration rates values the running trains will transmit in future to
the IPW-Engineer the telemetric data of developing track defects with their exact location,
how the defects develop with the time under given traffic load and with what rates
(dynamic of deterioration). The IPW will get alarm, when he will have to interfere by repair
or maintenance. This method includes also the monitoring of turnouts.
The standard passenger coaching stock of INR is commissioned for a maximal speed of
110 kmph. The new stocks of LHB coaches, commissioned for 160 kmph, with the
Bombardier/Fiat Bogies, have a different oscillation frequency, and the vertical and
horizontal sways are better damped; see Paragraph 20.12.4. The problem with the
standard passenger coaches is the “nosing” in resonance with horizontal track alignment
irregularities of welded 13 m rail panels. If one sleeps in a sleeper coach at one of the
ends, one get often terrible disturbed by these oscillating horizontal movements (nosing
jerks). In Response according Newton’s Third Law: “ACTIO = REACTIO” the track
alignment gets lateral and horizontal disturbed.
The nosing of the Indian standard passenger coaches is a big problem for the INR
Tracks. The remedies are longer milled rails, better aligned welds and new longer
coaches with better damped more track friendly bogies. But exchanging the fleet of a
stock of over 1 lakh cannot be performed in short period. On LWR/CWR, constituting of
welded 13 m rails (often poor aligned welds), Speed Increase is hampered because of
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the track unfriendly running quality of the standard Coach stocks on those LWR/CWR.
Not the longer new LHB coaches with Fiat type bogies disturb the track at up to 150
kmph, but the old standard coaches running max. 110 kmph are the track distorting
culprits when running at the lower speed of 80 to 90 kmph.
Following the “NEWTON`S LAW MECHANISM” the acceleration rate ‘g’ values can be
measured by an accelerometer, positioned as close as possible over the centre of the
bogie or better direct on the axle box. They transmit INDICES for the TRACK
DISTORTING FORCES the rolling stocks are exerting onto the rails. If a value of 0.35 ‘g’
for the horizontal acceleration is measured, this means that at the relevant speed a 120
tonnes locomotive will exert with its relevant bogie a horizontal (lateral) counter vectorforce of 60 x 0.35 x 10 = 210 kN onto the rail (note that 1 metric ton generates a force of
say 10 kN). The cumulative track torturing forces of consecutive running trains can print
dangerous UNDULATIONS into the track, as demonstrated by in Chapter 15 by Fig.
15.4 and 15.6. Once this self-destroying Rail-Wheel process had been initiated by a
certain degree of lateral and horizontal track distortion, the deterioration process
continues with increasing (logarithmical) rate (velocity). Short wave length undulations as
depicted by the Fig. 15.4 and Fig. 15.6 are therefore the most dangerous. Measuring of
accelerometer indices with schedule passenger trains is a most valuable, effective, cheap
and easy mode in order to describe the quality, state-of-affairs and the development of
defects over the time of a track. The positioning can be determined with GPS location
detection.
According US Standards horizontal acceleration indices over 0.35 ‘g’ and vertical indices
over 0.5 ‘g’ of rolling stocks, especially of heavy locomotives, are regarded as unhealthy
for the track.
Since the acceleration rates are speed dependent, train-speed has to be reduced, when
the rates become intolerable high.
What counts is not so much the absolute value in mm of a misalignment measured by a
TRACK RECORDING CAR, but what counts is the effect of the misalignment or track
defect on the running wheel at given train speed, how the wheels jump over the defects
and respond with what acceleration and deceleration values (in terms of corresponding
extra impression forces measured in [MN/m²] inflicting according the Newton`s Law
Mechanism further damage to the track in vertical as well in horizontal directions.
The DYNAMICS of the Rolling Stocks on the Track is what counts!!
TRACK SUB-STRUCTURE DIAGNOSTICS
Short wave vertical deviations have mostly their reason in poor ballast conditions; long
wave vertical deviations are mostly caused by formation defects. Ground Penetration
Radar is a method to detect formation troubles.
NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING METHODS FOR RAIL DEFECTS
Test Methods for Rail Defects are
1. Ultrasonic Testing with Test Trains.
2. Eddy-Current Testing with Test Trains.
3. Video Recording with Tests Trains.
Those Methods are described in Chapter 15.
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Chapter 11
Track Maintenance
11.1

TRACK STRUCTURE AND ITS MAINTENANCE NEEDS

Most of the civil engineering structures such as buildings, bridges, dams and viaducts have
solid foundations, which do not get unduly strained with oncoming loads. As compared to this,
railway track rests on a floating foundation of ballast, which is not anchored to the ground.
In the general civil engineering field, the structures are massive and the live loads imposed on
them are small, while in the case of track the structure is a tiny thing, compared with heavy high
speed vehicles that run over it. This makes obvious the difference in the maintenance needs of the
track vis-à-vis other civil engineering structures.
In the conventional track, the impact force of running trains is absorbed by way of a change in
the composite contact relationship along the ballast particles. The change is cumulative in nature.
Therefore the major work in the track maintenance entails correcting the surface geometry by
rebuilding the deformed ballast. In common parlance this is termed as “Packing of Track”.
The heavy moving loads cause attrition and loss of ballast and wear and tear of track
components, which need attention. The elements of nature such as rains, floods, winds, temperature
variations etc. compliment the maintenance needs for the track structure and its components.
11.2

MAINTENANCE OF TOP, CROSS-LEVEL AND LINE

This chapter describes the processes of maintaining the longitudinal profile, cross-level and
alignment of track. The subjects dealing with the maintenance of individual track components may
be referred to.
Most of the Indian Railway Track is presently laid with concrete sleepers. The concrete sleeper
track can best be maintained with on-track tamping machines. The principles involved, the method
adopted and the instructions issued for mechanized maintenance of track are discussed in the
following Paragraphs.
11.2.1 Maintenance of longitudinal Profile
Irregularities in longitudinal profile or top arise from differential settlements of the track, and
the top maintenance operation consists in the correction of these differential settlements by lifting
the over-subsided length of track so that it is level with the rest. The objective of top maintenance
operations is to produce a quality of top, which meets the standards laid down for the speed and
tonnage of traffic using the line. However, the quality achieved must also be durable, and to achieve
this, account must be taken of the state of the ballast and rails. The work to be done and the
equipment to be used will depend on the circumstances and the availability or otherwise of the
mechanical tools. Whatever the works and however the fundamental principles involved are, for the
location of those lengths of rails, which have subsided relative to the remainder, the amount of lift
required has to be determined. The lifting of the rails together with the sleepers to the required level
will be achieved by the insertion of ballast into the voids under the sleepers to bring the track the
correct supported level.
The track tamping machines used by Indian Railways combine on one machine the functions of
correcting top un-evenness, cross-level and aligning with, and normally all corrections on concrete
sleeper tracks are carried out during the one pass of the machine.
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An isolated dip in the track (often termed as a “Slack”) may be located by eye, but it is not
possible to identify by eye errors in top, where these are numerous and/or have a long wave length,
relative to their amplitude, and/or extend over changes in gradient.
The tamping machines measures and corrects the longitudinal levels by a mechanical form of
sighting boards, in which the line of sight is replaced by a tightly stretched wire. The tamping can
be carried out in two ways by smoothing tamping or design tamping. In the smoothing tamping the
tamper takes the track “as found” and improves its longitudinal profile. In the design tamping the
information about the existing and proposed level at every sleeper is fed computerised into the
machine. This information is obtained by carrying out a survey work prior to the deployment of the
tamping machine.
The methodology used for the lifting, levelling and tamping of track by various types of tamping
machines is discussed in details in Chapter 12.
11.3

DEPLOYMENT OF TRACK TAMPING MACHINES ON INDIAN RAILWAYS

On Indian Railways, following instructions had been issued for the deployment of tamping
machines for track maintenance work:
1. General: Mechanical maintenance of track involving use of “on-track machines” should be
planned on long continuous lengths.
2. Pre-Requisites to Introduction of mechanical Maintenance:
(a) A minimum depth of 150 mm of clean ballast is recommended for the proper functioning
of the tie tampers. Adequate ballast should be available in the shoulders and cribs.
(b) For this purpose, planning and execution of deep-screening of ballast, where required, as
well as running out of ballast should be done well in advance.
(c) These machines require line occupation and availability of blocks for their working. For
better working it is desirable for these machines to be given a single block of at least 4
hours per day or two separate blocks of 2½ hours each. It is necessary to have longer
blocks, so that the net available time for working on the line is as high as possible. On the
double line section, temporary single line working may be introduced whenever possible.
Diversion of some trains along alternative routes may also be resorted wherever possible.
An ideal situation would be to provide for time allowance for working the machines in the
working time table. The block time should be interpolated in the master chart for
passenger and goods trains that is prepared with every change in time table.
3. Pre-Tamping Attention: To achieve good results the following preparatory work should
be carried out before taking up the tamping work:
(a) Ballasting where there is shortage of ballast.
(b) Heaping up of ballast in the tamping zone, to ensure effective packing.
(c) Making-up of low cess.
(d) Cleaning of pumping joints and providing additional clean ballast where necessary.
(e) Attending to hogged joints before tamping.
(f) Tightening of all fittings and fastenings like fish bolts and keys and replacement of
worn out fittings.
(g) Renewing broken and damaged sleepers.
(h) Squaring of sleepers and spacing adjustment; re-gauging to be done as necessary.
(i) Adjusting creep and expansion gap in rails.
(j) Examination of rails for cracks etc.
(k) Realigning of curves, which are badly out of alignment.
(l) Clearing of ballast on sleepers to make them visible to the operator.
(m) All obstructions such as signal rods, cables, pipes, level crossing check rails, etc. likely to
be damaged by the tampers, should be clearly marked and made known to the tamping
operator before he starts work. Tight overhead clearance should also be brought to his
notice. The beginning and end of transitions should be marked. Super elevation should be
marked on every second sleeper so that it can guide the operator for levelling up correctly.
4. Attention during Tamping: The following points should be observed by the machine
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operator and the Permanent Way Inspector:
(a) The tamping depth i.e. gap between the top edge of the tamping tine and the bottom edge
of the sleeper in closed position of the tamping tool should be adjusted depending on the
type of sleepers. This is particularly important in the case of steel trough sleeper because
of its shape. Care should be taken to ensure that tamping tools are inserted centrally
between the sleepers into the ballast to avoid any damage to the sleepers.
(b) The tamping (squeezing) pressure should be adjusted according to the track structure as
per recommendations of the manufacturer.
(c) The number of insertions of tamping tools, per sleeper tamped, varies with the type of
sleeper. For Concrete Sleepers, generally one insertion is adequate. Two insertions may be
necessary if the lift is above 30 mm.
(d) The shoulders should be compacted along with tamping, where separate provision for
shoulder compaction is available.
(e) A run-off ramp of 1 in 1000 should be given before closing the day’s work.
5. Post Tamping Attention: The Permanent Way Inspector shall pay attention to the following
points:
(a) As some of the rigid fastenings might get loose, tightening of fittings should be done
immediately after tamping.
(b) Any broken fitting should be replaced.
(c) It is preferable to check gauge and do gauging, wherever necessary, after tamping.
(d) Proper quality check of work done by tamping machine is important. Immediately after the
tamping work, the track should be checked in respect to cross levels and alignment and
work repeated if not conforming to laid-down standards.
(e) The ballast should be dressed neatly and proper consolidation of ballast between the
sleepers should be done.
11.4 OVERHAULING OF TRACK AND SHALLOW-SCREENING
The term “Overhauling of Track” carries different meanings on various railway systems. In
Indian Railways parlance, the overhauling of track entails the following sequence of operations as
follows:
1. Shallow-Screening and Making-up of Ballast
(a) In the case of manual maintenance, unlike deep-screening, the crib-ballast between sleepers
is opened out to a depth of 50 to 75 mm below the bottom of sleepers, sloping from the
centre toward sleepers end. For machine maintained section the crib-ballast in the shoulders
should be opened out to a depth of 75 to 100 mm below the bottom of sleepers, sloping from
the centre toward the sleeper end. The ballast in the shoulders opposite to the crib and the
sleepers is removed to the full depth. A slope is given at the bottom sloping outward from
the sleeper end. The ballast is then screened and put back. Care should be taken to see that
the packing under the sleepers is not disturbed and the muck removed is not allowed to raise
the cess above the correct level.
(b) Two continuous spaces between sleepers should not be worked at the same time.
(c) Screening should be progressed in alternate panels of one rail length. Under no circumstance
should several rail lengths of track be stripped of ballast.
(d) Where drains across the track exist, they should be cleaned and filled with boulders or
ballast to prevent packing from working out and forming slacks.
(e) After screening, full ballast should be provided on the full section with extra ballast being
run out previously. Work should be commenced after making sure that the ballast will not be
deficient. Any deficiency, if allowed in the central portion of sleeper, should be made up
soon.
2. Through Packing of Track
It is performed as described in Paragraph 11.2.1 under methods of packing.
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3. Making-up of Cess
Cess, when high, should be cut along with overhauling and made up wherever low. A
template should be used for this purpose.
Overhauling in general should be completed before the onset of summer, i.e. before the end
of March. In case of LWR and SWR special precautions as laid down are to be taken.
On concrete sleeper track, the quantity of ballast to be handled precludes manual operation,
and therefore this operation is carried out with the deployment of shoulder-ballast cleaning
machines. The details about the working of these machines have been brought out in Chapter
12.
11.5 PICKING-UP SLACKS
Slacks are locations in track, which require more frequent attention than that provided by
systematic through packing or overhauling. Slacks generally occur at the following places:
1. Approaches to level crossings, girder bridges, portions of transition curves and approaches
to curves, points and crossings and their approaches.
2. Rail-joints with excessive gaps.
3. Places where drainage conditions are poor.
4. Poor ballast conditions and unstable formations.
5. At such places as platform lines, gauntlet tracks, etc. where packing to the desired standards
cannot be carried out due to some inherent drawbacks.
Attention to ‘slacks’ is to be need based, the need being determined by inspections and results of
track recording. Multipurpose tampers should be deployed for picking-up slacks. Wherever tampers
are not available, the work may be carried out manually by beater packing.
11.6 DEEP-SCREENING OF BALLAST
● General
1. Drainage is a basic requirement for the success of any track maintenance programme. For
this purpose periodic overhauling of track is carried out as described in Paragraph 11.4. In
the course of time the ballast gets crushed by the moving loads and the tools used for
packing of track. Brake dust, dirt and dust particles also get mixed with ballast and may
form with water to a slurry, thus creating a so-called “Mud-Pump”; Fig. 11.1a:

Fig. 11.1a: Mud-pumping Concrete Sleepers; Pict. by F. Wingler
2.

On un-treated poor formation ballast gets coated with soil particles. The whole structure
gradually turns into a compact mass thereby losing its valuable property of elasticity and
drainage so essential for the maintenance of proper track geometry. In such a situation it
becomes necessary to screen the entire ballast right up to the formation level and top of the
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blanket level. Such screening is called “Deep-Screening” as distinguished from shallowscreening, which is done during overhauling.
3. Deep-Screening is usually carried out in the following situations by providing full ballast
cushion:
(a) Prior to complete track renewal.
(b) Prior to through sleeper renewal.
(c) Where the caking of ballast makes difficult to maintain the track geometry. The presence
of 30% of fines of less than 22 mm size in the ballast generally reflects this position.
(d) Before the introduction of machine maintenance, unless the ballast was screened in the
recent past.
(e) Before converting existing fish-plated or SWR track into LWR.
(f) In the case of bad formation a formation treatment should as far as possible be carried out
along with deep-screening.
11.6.1 Procedure for Systematic Deep-Screening
● Survey
Before deep-screening of a section is undertaken, it is necessary to survey the section. This
consists of the following operations:
1. A longitudinal section of the track should be taken indicating the rail levels at every 30 m as
also at changes of grades and obligatory points like culverts, bridges, over-line structures,
tunnels, level crossings, signal gantries, points and crossings etc..
2. In station yards, on run through lines and cross-sections at every 50 m should be taken and
plotted including platform levels, rail-levels and clearance to underside of over-line
structures.
3. On the basis of the longitudinal and cross-sections the final levels will be decided keeping in
view:
(a) The depth of ballast cushion to be provided;
(b) the relative implications of lifting or lowering of track and
(c) the possibility of eliminating humps, sags and unevenness in the existing longitudinal
section.
It is not necessarily intended to restore the original longitudinal section of the line.
● Preliminary Works
1. Cess should be brought up to correct level vis-à-vis the final rail level.
2. Pegs should be provided at intervals of 30 m to indicate the final rail level.
3. Slewing of curves should be done in advance.
4. Sleeper renewal as necessary should be carried out in advance.
5. Additional ballast should be available for recoupment.
11.6.2 Screening Operations
Presently, all work of deep cleaning of ballast is being carried out with the ballast cleaning
machines. The detail about the working of these machines is brought out in Chapter12.
Ballast cleaning machines are immediately followed by tamping machines, ballast regulators and
dynamic track stabilizer to make the track fit for operation in the least possible time. With the
proper deployment of these machines, along with the recoupment of ballast where needed, it should
be possible to restore the track to normal operation at a speed of about 70 kmph in a single traffic
block. The speed can be further raised to the sectional speed after carrying out another round of
tamping and stabilizing.
11.7 PHENOMENON OF CREEP IN TRACKS
11.7.1 General
Rails have a tendency to move gradually in the direction of the dominant traffic. It is believed to
be caused by the ‘ironing out’ of yielding track by the moving load augmented by braking loads. In
fish-plate jointed SWP track, it may also be caused by the impact of the wheels on the running-on
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ends of the rails, particularly at times when they are in a state of expansion or contraction. Among
the trouble caused by ‘creep’ are:
1. Sleepers getting out of square.
2. Distortion of gauge.
3. Loosening of joints.
4. Shearing and breaking of spikes, bolts and fishplates.
5. Rail and weld fractures.
6. Buckling in extreme cases.
11.7.2 Causes
The following are some of the avoidable causes to which creep is attributed:
1. Inadequate toe load of the rail to sleeper fastenings with rails not secured properly to
sleepers.
2. Inadequate ballast resistance to the movement of sleepers due to poor or insufficient ballast.
3. Inefficiency or badly maintained rail-joints in jointed and SWR track.
4. Light rails vis-à-vis the traffic load.
5. Cracked sleepers and/or uneven spacing of sleepers.
6. Lack of proper drainage.
7. Yielding formation resulting in uneven cross-levels.
8. Loose and uneven packing.
11.7.3 Precautions
1. To reduce creep, it must be ensured that the rails are held firmly to the sleepers and that
adequate ballast resistance is available. All fastenings are effectively driven, the sleepers
properly packed and crib and shoulder-ballast compacted. Rail anchors should be provided
wherever necessary. In the case of sleepers, where elastic fastenings and other fastenings
with adequate toe-load are used, no trouble is normally experienced.
2. A vigil should be kept for a series of jammed joints, which should not exceed six jammed
joints in a row in the case of jointed tracks. In case of SWR not more than two consecutive
jammed joints should be permitted at rail temperature lower than tm in the case of Zone I
and II, tm -5 in the case of Zone III and IV.
3. On girder bridges, adjustment may be necessitated at regular intervals. Anti-creep devices
should be provided on the approaches of girder bridges for adequate length. Normally no
creep should occur in a well fastened LWR track. In case it is noticed, the remedy lies in destressing of LWR.
11.7.4 Creep Indication Posts
Creep indication posts square to the track should be created on either side of the track on the cess
at intervals of about 1 km. These may be unserviceable rail posts with chisel mark square to the
joints. The top of the posts should be about 25 mm above the rail level and the amount of creep, one
way or the other, measured with a fishing chord stretched over the chisel marks.
11.8 BUCKLING OF TRACKS
Buckling of track occurs when high compressive forces are created in the rails associated with
inadequacy of lateral resistance in the track at that place. A special watch should be kept on the
junction of two stretches of track, one liable to creep and the other held against creep. As one side
of such a junction point is held firmly against creep, the movement of rails due to creep from the
other side is resisted resulting in heavy compressive force being exerted, which will tend to buckle
the track.
11.8.1 Conditions inducing Buckling
The following conditions create high compressive forces in the rail:
1. Introduction of excessive length of plug-in rails while rectifying rail and weld fractures
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in LWR track.
2. Movement of rail independent of sleeper in LWR track.
3. In-adequate expansion gaps.
4. Failure to counteract creep in time.
5. Non-lubrication of rail-joints
6. Failure to remove rail closures from track.
The lateral resistance gets impaired due to inadequacy of ballast and carrying out of such
operations as deep-screening, lifting of track and slewing of track without adequate precautions.
11.8.2 Action on Buckling of Track
If buckling occurs or appears, the track should be protected immediately with hand signal and
detonators as per the protection rules laid down. The track should be slewed to a flat reverse curve.
On curves, the track should be slewed outwards. On double lines, the track centres should first be
increased. Clearance to structures and signals should be checked carefully. After verifying that none
of the rails or joints is crippled by buckling, traffic can be resumed at reduced speed over the
affected portion. It may not be possible to do anymore until the temperature drops, when the joints
must be adjusted and the track restored to proper alignment. Particular care must be taken to see that
the factors, which contributed to buckling, are controlled.
11.9 MAINTENANCE OF RAIL-JOINTS
11.9.1 Blowing Joints
This means a joint covered with a fine layer of dust and indicates that the joint sleepers are loose
and indeed the ballast underneath is not clean. The situation is aggravated by battered rail ends,
unserviceable joint sleepers and wide expansion gaps.
Remedy lies in cleaning the dirty ballast, through packing of joint sleepers and tightening of
joint fittings. Improvement of battered rail ends, replacement of unserviceable sleepers and
reduction of expansion gaps may also be necessary.
11.9.2 Pumping Joints
In rainy season blowing joints get converted into pumping joints; see Fig. 11.a. Improvement in
drainage, besides the already mentioned remedies for blowing joints, becomes necessary.
11.10 RAISING AND LOWERING OF TRACK
11.10.1 Lifting of Track
1. To keep a good top, lifting of the track often becomes necessary during re-grading and for
elimination of minor sags, which develop because of improper maintenance or yielding soil.
2. Correct level pegs should be fixed at suitable intervals, before lifting is commenced.
3. Heavy lifting should always be carried out under suitable speed restriction and under the
protection of corresponding engineering signals. Lifting should not exceed 75 mm at a time
to allow proper consolidation. The easement gradient for the passage of trains should not be
steeper than 25 mm in one rail length of 13 m. The operation should be repeated until the
required level is attained when the track should be finally ballasted, through packed, boxedup and the cess being made up to proper level.
4. Lifting should commence from the downhill end and carried out in the direction of rising
grade in case of single line. It should be commenced in the opposite direction of traffic. In
case of double lines care must be taken not to exceed the easement grade.
5. When lifting the track under bridges and overhead structure and in tunnels, it should be
ensured that there is no infringement of standard dimensions.
6. In case of curves, it is usual to set the inner rail to the correct level and grade and to raise
the outer rail to give the required super-elevation; care being taken to see that the cant
gradient is within the permissible limit.
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11.10.2 Lowering of Track
1. Lowering of the track should be resorted to under inevitable circumstances when so it
should be affected under suitable speed restriction and protection of engineering signals.
2. When lowering is to be done, trenches should be made across the track at every 30 m to the
final level to give a clear indication that the work is in progress. The ballast should be
removed sufficiently away from the track to prevent its mixing with excavated material.
3. The procedure is to clear the spaces between the sleepers, then slightly lift the track, break
the core beneath and level it into the space between sleepers. The material is then removed
and the operation repeated until the final level is reached. The road should then be ballasted,
through packed, boxed-up and the cess being cut down to proper level.
4. Lowering as in the case of lifting should be restricted to a maximum of 75 mm at a time, and
the grade for passage of trains should not exceed 25 mm in a rail length of 13 m. As opposed
to lifting, lowering should be carried out in the direction of the falling grade. Work of lifting
or lowering of track should be carried out in the presence of a Permanent Way Inspector.
11.11 MAINTENANCE OF TRACK CIRCUIT AREAS
To promote safety in train operation, at some specific location track circuited areas are provided.
In these areas, the two rails of the track are electrically insulated from each other with the use of
sleepers made of non-conductive material. These lengths of track are also electrically insulated from
the adjoining lengths with the use of insulated joints. When any vehicle comes over the track
circuited areas, the electrical circuit gets closed through the vehicle, and the track occupation is
signalled to the station cabin or movement authority/centralised traffic control. Through a system of
mechanical or electronic gadgetry, it is ensured that once a vehicle or train occupies a track
circuited area, no other vehicle or train can enter the area.
Permanent Way staff is required to take the following precaution while maintaining track in
track circuited areas.
1. No. P. Way tool or metal object should be placed across or touching two rails. This may
cause short circuiting.
2. All gauges, level, trolleys and lorries on track circuited lengths should be insulated.
3. While carrying out track maintenance operation care should be taken to see that no track
circuit fittings, i.e. rail bonding wires, lead wires, jumper wires, etc, are damaged. Signalling
staff should be associated with the maintenance work when considered necessary.
4. Proper drainage should be ensured as the accumulation of water touching the two rails can
cause failure of track circuit.
5. Ballast top should be at least 50 mm below the rail foot. In rainy season, wet ballast can
cause track circuit failure if touching the rails or rail fastenings.
Various types of insulated joints in use in the Indian Railways have been described in Chapter
11.12 TRACK MAINTENANCE IN ELECTRIFIED AREAS
In electrified routes, while overhead conductors carry high voltage electric currents for feeding
the traction motors of the electric locos or EMUs, the return current flows through the track rail
fully or partially. To ensure reliable continuity in the electrical circuit and proper earthen in case of
leakage of current, various types of traction bonds such as longitudinal rail bonds, cross bonds (in
DC area), etc. are attached to the rails. To avoid any disruption in rail traffic and ensure personal
safety, the following precautions need to be taken by track maintenance staff while carrying out
track maintenance work on electrified routes.
1. No damage should be caused to any of the traction bond. For maintaining the continuity of
track during renewal of track, rail fractures, removal of fishplates, etc. temporary metallic
jumpers of approved design should be provided.
2. The distance between the track components and the electric masts and the OHE wires should
be maintained within the prescribed tolerances. Special care thus need be exercised in
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realigning of curves, changing of super-elevation, deep-screening of ballast and relaying of
track etc.
3. No work should be carried out within a distance of 2 m from the live parts unless a power
block is taken.
4. Sometimes, owing to the phenomenon of induction, there is a build-up dangerous voltage
potential in long metallic bodies laying along the track. Such structures should be earthed.
For similar reasons, new or released rails lying along the track should have a gap of about
300 mm. To avoid electric shocks from high induced voltages, permanent way staff is
advised not to have contact with the track when an electrically hauled train is within 250 m
of the place of work.
5. Permanent Way Tools (insulated and un-insulated) along with gloves shall be used in the
approved manner.
11.13 ENGINEERING SIGNALS FOR PROTECTION OF TRAINS
11.13.1 Categories of Engineering Works
Engineering works are broadly divided into three categories, which are as follows:
1. Category I Works of routine maintenance, which require no speed restriction, no
necessitating exhibition of hand signals and evolving no danger to trains or traffic, include
routine maintenance such as through packing-up slacks and overhauling of track etc..
2. Category II Works of short duration, viz. casual renewal of rails and sleepers, adjustment
of creep and lubrication of rail-joints, that are completed by sunset and require no speed
restriction thereafter. Hand signals, banner flags and fog signals shall be used at specified
distances to afford protection to trains.
3. Category III Works such as relaying, bridge construction and diversions, which extend
over a few days or weeks during which period continuous restriction of speed is to be in
force are termed as works of long duration.
Temporary engineering signals in the form of caution, stop, speed and termination indicators are
used at specified distances to afford protection to trains; Fig. 11.1b. These works will be carried out
to a programme, about which all concerned will be advised in advance.

11.13.2 Positioning of Signals and Indicators
The type of signals and indicators used and their placement have been indicated with the help of
diagrams for the various situations that are met with in Fig. 11.2 to Fig. 11.5.
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By RDSO

Fig. 11.1b: Indicators for temporary Restrictions

By RDSO

Notes:
1. In the case of MG Sections, where the trains run at a speed of more than 75 kmph, the
distance of hand signals and detonators shall be increased suitable as per approved special
instructions.
2. In the case of Single Line Sections both sides will be protected.
Fig. 11.2: Works of short Duration requiring Stop-Dead Restrictions
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By RDSO

Notes:
The intermediate flag-man will keep the Banner-Flag until the speed of the train has been
reduced, after which the Banner-Flag will be removed and trains are hand-signalled to move
again.
Fig. 11.3: Works of short Duration providing Protection by reduced Speed

By RDSO

Fig. 11.4: Fixture of Engineering Indicators for Dead-Stop Restrictions outside
Station Limits

By RDSO

Fig. 11.5: Works of long Duration providing Protection by reduced Speed outside Station
Limits
11.13.3 Temporary Signals in Emergency
1. Due to any obstruction on a line or for any other reason, when a Railway servant deems
necessary to stop an approaching train, he shall plant a danger signal at the spot and proceed
with all the haste in the direction of the approaching train with a danger signal (red flag by
day and red light by night) to a point 600 m for BG and 400 m for MG and NG from the
obstruction and place one detonator on the line; after which he shall proceed further for not
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less than 1200 m for BG and 800 m for MG and NG from the obstruction and place three
detonators on the line 10 m apart. He should than take a stand at a place not less than 45 m
from where he can have a good view of the approaching train and continue to show the
danger signal until recalled. If recalled, he shall leave down the three detonators and on his
way back and pick up the intermediate detonator showing the danger signal all the while. In
case of those MG sections, where the maximum speed is more than 75 kmph, these
distances will be as per approved special instructions.
2. On a single line, the line must be protected on either sides of the obstruction.
3. Where there are adjacent lines and it is necessary to protect such lines, action should be
taken on each such line in a similar manner.
11.14 DIVERSIONS
Shifting of track alignment laterally, for a limited period of time, is called “Diversion”. These
are often required to bypass traffic from a certain portion of track, which is not usable on account of
an obstruction caused by an accident or some construction work such as building of a new bridge or
rebuilding of an old bridge.
11.14.1 Types of Diversions
There are two kinds of diversions:
1. Temporary Diversions: Such diversion as are not likely to be in use for more than 10 days.
All trains must ‘stop dead’ before entering a temporary diversion and proceed at a speed of
10 kmph. These are usually laid when line is obstructed due to a train accident.
2. Semi-permanent Diversions: It is laid for a special purpose of carrying out some
construction activity and is likely to be in use for a period of more than 10 days. On a semipermanent diversion trains may proceed at a non-stop reduced speed after adequate period of
consolidation.
11.14.2 Curvature and Gradients
As far as possible, the radius of curvature on the diversion should not be less than 450 m, 300 m
and 45 m for BG, MG and NG respectively. Gradient should not be steeper than 1 in 100, 1 in 80
and 1 in 40 on BG, MG and NG respectively, compensated for curvature. No super-elevation is
provided on a temporary diversion. Semi-permanent diversion may be provided with superelevation for the permitted speed.
11.14.3 Calculation for Setting out Diversion
The following formula is adopted while setting out diversion; Fig. 11.6
___________________
L
T

=

√C2 + 4 RD – D2

=

RD
----------------L – S/2 + C

+ S/2

By RDSO

Fig. 11.6: Setting-out of a Diversion
All measurements to be taken in the same units, where:
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AB = Portion of existing line to be diverted.
L = Length of half the diversion, measured along the original alignment.
D = maximum Distance of diversion from original alignmen.t
S = straight portion of diversion.
C = length of straight between reverse Curves, usually kept as 30.5 m .
R = Radius of curves.
T = length of Tangent.
11.14.4 Opening for Traffic
The diversion track should be adequately consolidated and tested by locomotives and wagons
before opening to traffic. The most vulnerable portion of the diversion is the junction of the old
bank with the new bank. To avoid slippage and benching of slopes on the old bank earth for the
diversion track should be put at the junction. Cross-levels should be checked after passage of every
train and rectified till the track got stabilized.
11.14.5 Examples
Example 1: A BG main-line is required to be diverted for carrying out long duration repair works.
Design an economical semi-permanent diversion 15 m away from the main track. The diversion
should be laid with a radius of 450 m and a gradient of 1 in 100.
Solution:
Data:
D
=
15 m
R
=
450 m (about 4° curve)
C
=
30.5 m
S
=
30.0 m
Gradient G
=
1%
L
=
half length of diversion along the straight
______________
L

2L
T=

=

[√4 RD + C

=

[√ (4  450  15) + (30.5)

=

363 m

2

2

]

–D
+ S/2
___________________________
2

RD
------=
S
L - --- + C
2

2

– (15)

] + 30/2 = 181.5 m

450 x 15
---------------------- = 34.26 m
30
1815 - ----- + 30.5
2

Total diversion length along curve
=
(8T + 2C + S)
=
(8 x 34.26 + 2 x 30.5 + 30) = 365.08 m.
Offset where existing main track ends on diversion:
O =

Formation width + Track Gauge
6.10 + 1.676
-------------------------------------- = --------------- = 3.39m
2
2

Hence the distance from take-off of diversion to the point where main track ends on diversion
_______
_____________
X
=
√2 x 0 x R = √2 x 3.888 x 450 = 59.15 m.
Length of diversion where grade is to be provided on either side
=
(4T + C – X) =
(4 x 34.26 + 30.5 – 59.15) = 108.39 m.
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Compensating gradient on curve @ 0.04 % per degree of curvature:
Compensated gradient = 1 percent – (4 x 0.04) % = 0.84 %
Hence, maximum lowering of bank of diversion that can be permitted
108.39 x 0.84
=
------------------ = 0.91 m; say: 0.9 m
10
Example 2: Design the layout of a 1.5 m high BG semi-permanent diversion for rebuilding a
distressed 3 x 6.1 m bridge on 4 m high main line bank. Adopt economical values; Fig. 11.9:

Fig. 11.9: Diversion Design Layout
Solution:
Data:
Let

R
C
Gradient
Grade compensation
Height of main bank
Height of diversion bank
Hence, difference in height of bank
Minimum S
Minimum D

L

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

450 m (about 4° Curve)
30.5 m
1 percent
0.04 percent per degree of curvature
4m
1.5 m
2.5 m
(30.5 + 3 x 6.1 + 30.5) m
79.3 m, say 80.0 m
(2 x 4 + 2 x 1.5 + 6.10) m
17.1 m
_____________

[√4 RD + C – D ] + S/2
2

2

______________________________

T

=

[√ (4 x 450 x 17.1) + (30.5)

=

217.25 m; 2L = 434.5 m

=

RD
-------------- =
L – S/2 + C

2

450 x 17.1
------------------------217.25 – 80/2 + 30.5

As worked out in example 1,
O
=
3.888 m and X = 59.15 m
Hence, length of diversion where grade to be provided on either side
=
(4T + C – X)
=
(4 x 37.04 + 30.5 – 59.15) = 119.51 m
Compensated gradient
=
1 %.
Hence, permissible lowering of bank of diversion
=
119.51 x 0.84/100 = 1.004; say: 1.0 m.
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2

– (17.1)

] + 80/2
= 37.04 m

Therefore, (2.5 – 1.0) = 1.5 m height will have to be adjusted in the portion of diversion length
running straight and parallel to the mainline. Hence, length required to cover 1.5 m height at 1
percent gradient
=
1.5 x 150 m.
Therefore, total diversion length along the curve
=
8T + 2C + S + (2 x 150)
=
(8 x 37.04) + (2 x 30.5) + 80 + (2 x 150) = 737.32
Hence, revised total diversion length along the straight:
2L’
=
2L + (2 x 150) = 434.5 + 300 = 734.5 m.
11.15 SYSTEMS OF TRACK MAINTENANCE
Historically, the regular track maintenance on Indian Railways was carried out by sectional
gangs. The gang with a jurisdiction of 7-8 km is centrally located and carries out its activities,
walking to the place of the work. Beaters, shovels, crowbars and ballast forks were the main tools
employed.
Over the last three decades, concrete sleepers have replaced the wooden and metal sleepers, and
the track is getting converted into long welded/short welded panels. Such tracks cannot be
maintained effectively with hand tools used by sectional gangs.
For the maintenance of concrete sleeper tracks, on-track tamping machines have been deployed.
Presently most of the through-tamping operation is being carried out with heavy on-track machines.
It is realized that with the change-over to heavy track structure, track maintenance on Indian
Railways shall have to be fully mechanized, following the practices adopted by the developed
world. With this background the following types of track maintenance systems are under trial.
11.16 3-TIER SYSTEM OF TRACK MAINTENANCE
3-Tier System of Track Maintenance consists of the following tiers:
1. On-track Machines (OMU).
2. Mobile Maintenance Units (MMU).
3. Sectional Gangs.
On-track Machines for Track Maintenance (OMU) include: Tie-tamping machines for plain
track and points and crossings, shoulder-ballast cleaning machines, ballast cleaning machines,
ballast regulating machines and dynamic track stabilizers. These machines shall be deployed to
carry out the following jobs:
1. Systematic tamping of plain Track as well as Points and Crossings;
2. Intermediate tamping of plain Track as well as Points and Crossings;
3. Shoulder-ballast cleaning;
4. Ballast profiling and redistribution;
5. Track stabilization;
6. Periodical deep-screening.
Mobile Maintenance Units (MMU): The mobile maintenance units shall consist of two groups:
1. MMU-I: Communication Equipment;
(a) Rail-Cutting and Drilling Equipment;
(b) Rail-Welding Equipment; one for each PWI's section.
2. MMU-II: One for each sub-division.
The functions of MMU shall be as below:
• MMU-I will operate from a rail mounted vehicle, based one with each PWI in charge, with
a jurisdiction of 40-50 km double line or 90-100 km single line. It will perform the
following track maintenance functions:
1. Need based spot-tamping;
2. In-situ rail-welding;
3. Casual renewal and repairs except planned renewals;
4. Overhauling of level-crossings;
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5. Replacement of glued joints;
6. Rail cutting and drilling and chamfering;
7. Permanent repairs to fractures;
8. Creep or gap adjustments involving use of machines:
9. De-stressing of LWR/CWR;
10. Loading and unloading of materials.
• MMU-II, based on a road vehicle; one with each sub division. It will perform the following
track maintenance functions:
1. Reconditioning of turnouts;
2. Minor repairs to the equipments of MMU.
The MMU shall be equipped with the following equipments:
These equipments shall be used according to the working instructions, as and when issued.
List of Equipments for MMU-I:
2. Spot Tamping with Lifting Lining. Presently this work is being carried out with offtrack equipment, which is not very effective. Multipurpose on-track tamping machines,
which can tamp both plain line and points and crossings, have been deployed.
3. De-stressing Equipment;
4. Inspection Gadgets;
5. Material Handling Equipment;
6. Safety and Protection Equipments;
7. Gas Cutting Equipments with accessories.
List of Equipments for MMU-II:
1. Points and Crossing Reconditioning Equipment;
2. For minor Repairs Equipments.
Sectional Gangs: The sectional gangs, under 3-tier system of track maintenance, shall perform the
following functions:
1. Patrolling of track:
(a) Key-Man's daily patrol;
(b) Hot and cold weather patrolling;
(c) Monsoon Patrolling.
2. Watching vulnerable locations.
3. Attention of emergencies viz. temporary repairs of fractures.
4. Need-based attention to bridges, turnouts, SEJs and approaches of level crossings.
5. Greasing of ERCs, lubrication of joints, casual changing of rubber pads and other
fittings.
6. Minor cess repairs.
7. Cleaning of drains and boxing of ballast.
8. Attention to loops.
9. Creep and gap adjustment not involving use of machines.
10. Cleaning of crib-ballast for effective cross drainage.
11. Pre- and post-tamping attention.
12. Assistance to MMU and OMU as required.
11.16.1 Maintenance of Concrete Sleeper Track under 3-tier System of Maintenance:
1. The annual maintenance programme has been laid down as under Indian Railways
Permanent Way Manual, Advanced Correction Slip No. 67, 24.04.2001, Chapter XIV,
Paragraph 1408.
2. On-track tamping machines will carry out through-tamping of track. The frequency of
tamping will be once in two years or after a passage of 100 GMT of traffic, whichever is
earlier.
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11.17

KONKAN RAILWAY SYSTEM FOR MECHANIZED TRACK MAINTENANCE

Konkan Railway, a new Railway line on the west coast of India, has adopted a fully mechanized
system of track maintenance, where manual labour contents have been considerably brought down
by deploying modern track maintenance machinery. This system, with local variations, has been
approved for adoption on new lines on Indian Railways. Main features are as under:
11.17.1 Mandatory Provisions in General Rules (G.R)
While developing the system following mandatory provisions of GR have been kept in view.
They are listed below in Table 11.2:
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11.17.2 Broad Framework of the System
● Top Tier
A group of machines consisting of:
1. Ballast Regulator,
2. 09 type continuous Tamping Machine,
3. Ballast re-Profiler,
4. Dynamic Track Stabilizer and
5. Switch and crossing Tamper.
● Middle Tier
These consist of two units:
1. On-track Tampers for isolated spots.
2. Mobile Multi-purpose Gangs (MMG) with an on-track multi-purpose gang lorry.
The MMG will carry out the following jobs:
(a) Repair of rail/weld fractures;
(b) Reconditioning of switches and crossing;
(c) Adjustment of SEJs;
(d) Replacement of switches and crossings components
(e) Spot renewals of rails and sleepers;
(f) De-stressing of LWR;
(g) Tamping of a few sleepers with off-track Tampers;
(h) any other work incidental to track maintenance, which cannot be carried out by the
sectional gangs (TMMG).
11.17.3 Gang Lorry and its Equipment (MMG)
Gang lorry is to be provided for the mobility of the unit. Equipment to include:
1. Portable generator.
2. Rail cutter.
3. Rail driller.
4. Jacks.
5. Thermit welding equipment.
6. Off-track Tampers (BOSCH).
7. Switches and crossings resurfacing equipment.
8. Trolleys.
9. De-stressing equipment.
10. Hoist 1 tones capacity.
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11.17.4 Strength of the MMG and its Composition
Each MMG will have a crew of about 8 persons excluding the PWI (M), who will be overall in
charge of the unit. The crew will consist of:
1. Motorman-cum-track-man;
1
2. Motor-mechanic;
1
3. Welder-cum-blacksmith;
1
4. Electrical fitter;
1
5. Mechanical fitter;
1
6. Semi-skilled track-men.
1-3
All the crew members as a group will be trained to carry out the track jobs jointly. For example,
while carrying out welding of rails, the welder will be assisted by the other crew members in
carrying out welding operation.
PWI (M) in charge of the gang will be trained to work as motor man to drive the gang lorry, if
required.
● Base Tier
Track Monitoring and Maintenance Gangs (TMMG)
Each TMMG unit will consist of:
1. TMMG-mate.
2. Key-man.
3. Track-man.
4. Level crossing gate-men and RG gate-man.
Note: There will be reserve track-men with each sectional PWI, which can form a
multipurpose gang.
11.17.5 Duties and Responsibilities
1. Patrolling of the gang length.
2. Ensuring safety.
3. Inspection duties.
4. Measurement of track geometry.
5. Maintenance of fitting and fastenings of the track.
6. Assistance to other maintenance unit.
7. Attention to level crossings;
8. Action during emergencies.
● Jurisdiction
(a) Jurisdiction: 7 to 10 km.
(b) Headquarters: At Stations (present and future).
● Strength and Composition
All the persons will have technical qualification. The level crossing gate-men should be
technically qualified like track-men.
Detailed guidelines have been issued for the working of the various Track Maintenance Units.
The system shows a great promise for achieving a high standard of track maintenance at a
considerably less cost.
11.18 MODERN TRACK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (TMS)
Under conventional track maintenance the track is attended systematically from one to the other
end. Track renewals are carried out on age-cum-condition basis. Aggregate GMT carried by the rail
is also an important consideration.
Modern Track Management systems deal with the track structure in totality. Inputs in all track
operations such as track construction, maintenance, monitoring and renewals are to be analysed to
arrive at the most cost-effective solution to provide the desired level of service. Track renewal in
becomes an extension of track maintenance and has to be justified as an economic alternative.
Appropriate price tags are to be attached to passenger discomforts, transit delays, safety hazards and
other factors, besides direct costs to work out the cost-benefit analysis.
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11.18.1 Basic Requirements of a Track Management System
1. Reasonably sound Track Structure: A track, which needs constant attention even to keep
it in safe condition, would not qualify for the adoption of the Track Management System
(TMS). The track should therefore be free from weak formation, inefficient drainage, poor
ballast condition, high percentage of unserviceable sleepers, weak turnouts, over-fatigued
rails, etc. Old and impaired track will obviously need a complete renewal before any Track
Management System, worth the name, can be contemplated.
2. Complete Data Base: All updated information about track structure in track maintenance
unit (usually 200 m length for plain track) and additional information about other features
such as turnouts, curves, transitions, bridges, etc) should be available and easily accessible
to the central computer. This will include:
(a) Formation conditions;
(b) depth of ballast cushion, type of ballast and when last deep-screened;
(c) drainage condition;
(d) type of sleepers and date of laying;
(e) type of rail to sleeper fastenings;
(f) type of rubber pads, if any, when last changed;
(g) type of rail, make and date of laying;
(h) straight, curve transition and degree of curvature;
(i) jointed or LWR/CWR, joint sleepers;
(j) traffic misc., passenger, freight, axle load and bogie design;
(k) speed spectrum;
(l) annual GMT and accumulated GMT.
3. An objective Track Evaluation System: This consists of a track recording car and
ultrasonic rail testing car. Some of the track recording cars used on advanced railway
systems for track management system have the following features:
(a) They can record the track geometry, vehicle acceleration and ride index values at the
maximum permissible speed of the section.
(b) All the recording is on inertial profile; irregularities on any wavelength relevant for
the operation of a particular rolling stock can be obtained.
(c) Contact-less sensors are used so that there are no wearing components to be looked
after.
(d) They pick up the track location with great accuracy with the help of track
transponders. Track irregularities can, thus, be easily pin-pointed.
(e) They can be attached to any fast train for recording. More frequent recordings are
therefore possible without encroaching upon the line capacity of the section.
(f) They are equipped with powerful on-board computers, capable of analyzing all the
input data on real time basis. The current recordings can be compared with the
earlier recordings and stored in the computer memory. The data can be transferred to
the central computer through tapes or discs for further use in the Track Management
System.
4. Threshold Values for Track Parameters have been fixed by each of the Railway
Administration for different category of lines.
5. The Track Maintenance planning Cell is provided with necessary computer hardware and
software support, to interact with the inputs obtained from data bases, track recording cars
and other track monitoring systems, threshold values for track geometry and track
components, in order to indicate (a) the nature of the track maintenance works to be carried
out, (b) the location of faults and (c) the methodology for rectifications.
6. Track Degradation Models: It has been possible to develop track geometry degradation
models, track components wear and replacement models in the track management system.
These are useful for future planning of track maintenance and renewal works. It is also
possible to generate cost modules for upgrading of track structure and for upgrading of track
geometry.
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11.18.2 Track Maintenance Planning and Control under Track Management System
The track maintenance planning and control under track management system is carried out at
three levels.
1. Zonal Level (Chief Track Engineer’s Level): The TRC data, ultrasonic rail car data and
the data obtained from field inspections is processed here in close interaction with the
threshold values of track maintenance, track standards, degradation modes, cost models and
traffic projections. The planning for track maintenance, track renewal, deployment of heavy
duty track machines, allotment of track materials, ballast procurement etc. is made on the
basis of the reports obtained from the computer.
2. Divisional Level (or Regional Level): Planning of all track works such as casual renewals,
welding, de-stressing, attention to switches and crossings, special attention to vulnerable
spots.
3. Chief PWI Level: Patrolling of tracks and only emergent repairs with the help of small
mobile gangs. All planned repair and maintenance work is executed by the divisional or
zonal controlled units.
11.19 TRACK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (TMS) ON INDIAN RAILWAYS
The TMS entails the following.
1. Database: The evolved data base TFMS (Track Features Measuring System) can store
information about track structure, track geometry, track condition and about operating
environment. In this system a motor trolley is equipped with a route measuring device, and
the data is manually fed and stored on a tape during the run.
2. Track Monitoring System: The existing track recording cars have been upgraded by
providing contact-less sensors. Some of the cars can be attached to fast trains and can
record track parameters, with a considerable degree of accuracy at high speed. OMS
(Oscillation Monitoring System) is being deployed on a fixed schedule to get the desired
information about the riding quality of the track.
3. Threshold Values: In the initial stages it was decided to follow the threshold values
presently prescribed for high speed routes for carrying out track maintenance operations.
They include threshold values in respect to track geometry and accelerations. The
inspection notes regarding running quality of track and other track faults can also be
incorporated in addition into the system.
4. A Computer Hardware and Software System has been developed, which runs on an
interactive programme for printing-out the locations requiring attention. In the programme,
interaction is provided between (a) database, (b) track monitoring results and (c) threshold
values. The output comes in the form of work programme sheets, indicating the track faults
and their locations. Detailed guide lines have been issued to the Permanent Way Officers
for dealing with these work sheets and for feeding back the information about the repair
and maintenance works carried out.
11.19.1 Track Maintenance Units
The maintenance work is carried out through the following three modules:
1. Mechanized units consisting of on-track machines for carrying-out programmed
maintenance works, generally from one end to another.
2. Semi-mechanized mobile units for isolated attention to track including casual renewal,
welding, rail and weld fractures, etc.
3. Sectional Manual Gangs for routine upkeep of fittings and fastenings and for patrolling.
11.19.2 Advantages of TMS
Although the implementation of TMS is still in initial stages and the system is facing teething
troubles, the following advantages are becoming increasingly visible.
1. Optimization of labour and material inputs in track.
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2. Optimum deployment of heavy on-track machines.
3. Timely planning for replacement of track components and complete track renewals.
11.20 RATIONAL FORMULA FOR MANPOWER REQUIREMENT FOR TRACK
MAINTENANCE
Sectional gangs have been the back-bone of track maintenance system on Indian Railways.
Their role in track maintenance was very significant in view of the following facts:
1. Most of the track maintenance work was being carried out manually with conventional track
tools. Jointed track needed almost continuous attention throughout the year.
2. Various types of track patrolling require throughout the year the deployment of large
number of gang-men.
To carry out the above mentioned activities in an effective manner and to have a degree of
uniformity in the gang strength, working at various locations, gang strength formulae were evolved.
The formulae had an inbuilt mechanism to quantify the track work to be carried out in a particular
gang length, and the manpower required to carry out the work. Maflin-Formula was one of them.
With the change of track structure, increased traffic density and progressive mechanization of
track maintenance operations, the work required to be carry out by the sectional gangs had
undergone a change. The special committee formula was evolved to reflect that change, a
modification of Maflin-Formula.
Presently, Indian Railway track generally consist of long welded rails, laid on concrete sleepers.
All through-tamping work is being carried out with on-track tamping machines. Other track
machines have been deployed for ballast screening, ballast regulation etc. In such a situation
normally the work required to be carried out by sectional gangs should get reduced drastically.
However, the situation is not as bright. Poor quality control in the execution of rail laying and
welding and in the manufacture of track components has led to their frequent failures. Track
patrolling, to ensure the safety of track has become a major activity. The increased traffic density
and introduction of faster running trains need more track maintenance effort in ensuring the desired
track geometry standards.
Under this scenario, the need was felt to make further rationalization of gang strength; and a
committee on “Manpower and Cost Norms for Track Maintenance (MCNTM)” was formed for
this purpose. The committee studied the actual deployment in various sections under different
traffic conditions and came out with a rationalized gang strength formula. While submitting their
report, the committee acknowledged that much of the manpower presently being deployed may not
be needed, once the track structure improves and track maintenance activities are fully mechanized.
The committee has therefore recommended further review of gang strength from time to time.
The new rational formula takes into account a large number of variables for determining the
manpower requirement for various classes of track. A software programme has thus been developed
for working out the gang strength, in which the variables pertaining to a particular section are
adopted.
The committee in their report has also mentioned about a number of track activities, which can
be outsourced and their scope may vary from time to time.
With the fast changing situation, particularly in respect to the soundness of track structure, and
with the large scale introduction of track machines the rational formula presently being used may
not reflect the ground realities and thus may have to undergo a major change.
In not so distant a future, the maintenance gangs on Indian Railway tracks will follow the system
adopted by developed Railways. In those systems, the departmental gangs are utilized only for
carrying out the urgent repair work leaving rest of the track maintenance with the specialized
mechanized maintenance units departmental or contractual.
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URM-700 the Multi Talent Machine for Ballast Cleaning;“Non-stop through Turnouts”
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Pict.: Robel

Low Vibration Off-Track Hand-Tamper for Spot Maintenance

Revised by Dr. Frank Wingler, JANARY, 2016
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Chapter 12
Mechanised Track Maintenance
12.1

MECHANISED TRACK MAINTENANCE

The modern railway traffic with higher axle loads, higher speed and increased density demands
sturdy and durable track structures of HIGH QUALITY. “QUALITY IS NO LUXURY!” Modern
tracks with Initial High Quality cut overall LIFE CYCLE COSTS. Quality Tracks matching the
Traffic Load they have to carry are laid with heavier 60 kg/m rails continuously welded together
welded and laid on concrete sleepers resting on deep ballast cushions.
To construct and maintain Modern High Quality Track Structures heavy on–track machinery
is needed. Conventional manual beater packing has become an inadequate maintenance option.
Apart from its inadequacy it damages the concrete sleepers as well the ballast stones and reduces
the service life of sleepers and ballast.
Measured Shovel Packing, which at one time was considered a viable method for the
maintenance of concrete sleeper tracks, is not any more used because of the safety hazard, which
might evolve on Long Welded Rail (LWR) tracks.
Till 1953 track geometry maintenance generally remained a manual operation until the two
Engineers from Austria Franz Plasser and Josef Theurer presented their first hydraulic track
tamping machine. The basic machine design is of a vibration drive via balance weights, excenter
oscillator and hydraulic squeeze of tamping tines; Fig. 12.1a:

Pict.: Pl&Th

Fig. 12.1a: Plasser&Theurer Tamping Machine 1955
The development of mechanization and rationalization in track maintenance, started by
Plasser&Theurer in Austria and as well by Matissa in Switzerland, is still going on. Major
improvements and up-gradations over the years are:
1. Introduction of combined levelling-lining and tamping machines.
2. Developments of ballast regulators and compactors.
3. Introduction of turnout tamping machines.
4. Introduction of dynamic track stabilisers.
5. Invention of the continuous action tamping.
6. Development of 3-sleeper tamping systems.
7. Latest introduction of the 4-sleeper 109-4X Dynamic Tamping Express (see Fig. 12.34).
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In India the current practice is to maintain the track exclusively with the use of on-track tamping
machines, which correct unevenness, cross-levels and alignment. Where manual work is still being
continued for spot attentions, compacting is being gradually replaced with multipurpose machines
like with the UNIMAT Sprinter.
Indian Railways presently hold a large fleet of track machines, which include tamping expresses,
work site tampers, ballast cleaning machines and dynamic track stabiliser etc..
This chapter describes the track machines deployed for the maintenance of track geometry. For
information about the maintenance of individual track components the reader is referred to the
relevant Chapter 11.
12.2

TRACK TAMPING MACHINES

The present day track tamping machines lift, level and align the track fully automatically. A
simple Plasser&Theurer single sleeper track tamping machine as illustrated in Fig.12.1b consists of
the following essential components:

Graph courtesy Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 12.1b: Simple Tamping Machine, Plasser&Theurer Unimat
● Tamping Units
Two independent tamping units (banks) are mounted on the machine by means of vertical guide
columns. A total of 16 tamping tools (or tamping tines) are provided and placed in pairs to cover all
the eight tamping sides of the sleeper. The tamping is carried out by the Plasser&Theurer nonsynchronous vibratory squeeze tamping system. Lifting and lowering of the tamping unit is done
with a servo controlled hydraulic cylinder. Vibration is caused by an eccentric shaft driven by a Vbelt drive with mechanical transmission from the engine. There is one eccentric shaft for each
tamping unit. The closing and opening of the tamping tools for squeezing action is done
hydraulically. Each pair of tools has its own individual hydraulic squeezing cylinder and therefore
moves individually as circumstances dictate. This results in non-synchronous tamping of sleepers.
This non-synchronous system of vibratory squeezing of ballast under the sleeper has the
following advantages:
1. The sleeper is tamped from all sides with equal pressure.
2. The sleeper can have effective tamping even when it is not perfectly square.
3. The sleeper can get reasonably good tamping, even if one pair of tamping tools gets stuck
against some obstruction.
The tamping pressure can be adjusted according to the track conditions. The opening width of
the tamping tools can be increased so that double sleepers at the joints can also be tamped.
Fig. 12.2a shows the schematic representation of tamping unit and Fig. 12.2b illustrates the
stepwise working of the tamping unit on a sleeper:
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Graph courtesy Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 12.2a: Graph of Tamping Unit

Fig. 12.2b: Tamping Process; Copyright by PMCMedia
● Lifting and Levelling System
A roller lifting device is mounted on a vertical guide column for each rail. The roller clamps can
be swivelled to allow exact centring above the rail. A lifting cylinder, whose position-rod is
connected with the frame on the lifting clamp, causes the lifting of the track.
The lifting and levelling process gets initiated simultaneously and automatically and has also the
option of the operation for additional feed to meet some extra local requirements. Lifting and
levelling stop automatically, when preset lifts and levels have been reached, and feelers cut off the
circuit.
The level of each rail is sensed separately with the help of rollers at three points:
1. In front of the leading bogie.
2. In the tamped area.
3. In front of the rear bogie.
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Fig. 12.3: Lifting and Levelling System
The reference line for longitudinal levelling is a steel chord stretched over each rail from the rear
reference point to the front one.
The equipment rolling over the tamping area carries sensors, which scan the height of the
reference chords with respect to each rail. The signals from the sensing device get amplified and act
on a servo system, which controls the lifting cylinders.
Cross-level is also controlled by the two steel chords. The front reference point carries an
electronic precision pendulum, which automatically controls the cross-level of the two reference
steel chords. In this way, cross-level is always set to the desired value. The proportional levelling
system allows working to smoothening system or to achieve absolute profile.
In the smoothening system, a prescribed general lift is decided. The track gets during tamping
the desired lift along with the reduction in irregularities in longitudinal levels. In the second
method, a pre-marked, correct longitudinal level is achieved.
In both the cases, cross-level faults are completely corrected.
● Lining System
The new generation of Plasser&Theurer Track Tamping machines make use of the single chord
measurement system for alignment corrections. The lining system is suitable for adoption in the
following ways:
1. The Compensating (Smoothening) Method taking the 4-Point Measurement: The track
in this method is measured at four points and two versines are compared to control the lining
system. The existing errors are reduced and the continuous real time interaction between the
two versine values through electronically circuitry brings out the much improved alignment.
The measuring and lining system operates fully automatically at straight and circular curves.
For transitions, predetermined values are required to be fed in the system.
The 4-point system is mainly used when the track alignment is to be smoothened and
brought within the accepted norms; similar to versine surveys. By this method, it is also
possible to slew the track to the specified slewing values.
2. Precision Method and the 3-Point System: The track in this method is measured at three
points, and lined accordingly to achieve specific theoretical versines.
The three-point precision method is mainly used, if
(a) the track is to be lined according to fixed points or specified radii or versines;
(b) the lining system is used in connection with a sighting device and a remote control
equipment or a laser.
● 4-Point System; its Geometrical Principles; Fig. 12.4 and 12.5
In a circular curve, two versines of a chord are related in a ratio depending upon the measuring
point distance. This versine ratio ‘i’ is independent of the radius of the circular curve and is always
constant. It is also valid for straights, which can be regarded as circles with infinite radii.
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Modified by F. Wingler

Fig. 12.4: 4-Point System
The track is measured at four points. The versine H2 at point B represents the measuring base.
At point C, the lining slew is made till the versine H1 is in correct ration to H2; (H1 = H2 x i).
It may be seen that the ratio “i” is independent of the radius of the circle.
1. Error Reduction according to the 4-Point System; Fig. 12.5:
The points A and B are on the already lined track, behind the machine. The front-end of the
chord, point D is at the lining error F, resulting in a new versine H2 at B. The point C is now
moved laterally until H1 is in correct ration to H2.
Depending upon the measuring point distances, the remaining error FR at C is equal to
F/n, where “n” is the error reduction ratio:

Modified by F. Wingler
AD x BD
n = ------------- (from Fig. 12.4)
AC x B C
Fig. 12.5: Error Reduction according 4-Point System

The constant versine ratio is only for tracks with constant curvature, e.g. circular curve,
straight. Changes in the curvature, e.g. in transition, the versine ratio is adapted to the
curvature by the input of correction values. The correction values and their sequence can be
obtained from the tables available with the machine. On the standard machine, the
correction values are introduced manually. With the additional ‘G.V.A.’ (Track Geometry
Value Adjustment Automatic) the correction values are calculated automatically by the
computer on board and fed into the lining system.
● 3-Point System – Its Geometrical Principles; Fig. 12.6
The versine H2 at point B is not measured. The track is measured at three points. The lining
versine H1 at point C is specified according to the radius of the curve. The lining mechanism
continues to work until the theoretical versine, as per the degree of curvature, is achieved. Using the
3-point system, the chord is generally fixed at point B, which results in a reduction of the length of
the measuring chord. The versine is thus measured on B - D, as shown in Fig. 12.6.
In the 3-point measuring system, the lining equipment can be set to either of the working mode of
error reduction or error elimination:
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Modified by F. Wingler

Fig. 12.6: 3-Point Measuring
1. Lining with Sighting Device and Remote Control:
In this case, a sighting device is fixed on the track in front of the machine. A sighting
board is fitted at the front end of the machine, in which is incorporated a device capable of
manipulating the front end of the measuring chord. The front end of the measuring chord is
this case does not represent the position of the track at the front end of the machine, but an
adjusted position, as per the signals received from the sighting device through the sighting
board. This system represents a theoretical extension of the measuring chord – between the
machine and the position of the sighting device. The resulting error reduction ratio is, thus
improved considerably.
The distance between the sighting device (a telescope) and the machine is dependent on
the visibility conditions at the time of the working of the machine.
2. Lining with Laser Beam:
The difference between the Laser system and the system with the sighting device is that
the sighting device and the sighting board are replaced by the Laser receiver and a laser
transmitter. The laser system operates fully automatically and is able to cope with distance
up to 300 metres.
● Compensating Correction in the Lining System of 09-Series of Track Machines
In case of 09-series of tamping machines, there is relative motion between the satellite and the
rest of the machine. When lining correction is taking place, the position of lining bogie keeps on
changing. This change is taken care of through an electronic circuitry, which transmits signals,
corresponding to the position of the satellite at a particular moment, as that when the final lining
signal is fed to the lining circuit, it is not vitiated by the satellite movement.
● On-board Geometry Computer
The development of on-board track geometry computers first aimed to enable automatic work in
all forms of curves. With the development of the ALC, on-board track geometry computer for
tamping machines, a system has been made available, which enables the input of any design data.
The main components of the ALC are an industrial personal computer specially adapted and built
for tamping machines with a colour plasma monitor and a keyboard with a touch pad.
The incorporated hard disk, 31/2 in. disk, and ZIP drive enable the extensive electronic storage of
track geometry data. The PC is powered by an operating voltage of 24 V. An internal battery backup system is available so that in the event of an interruption of the current supply operation of the
PC can be maintained for 30 minutes.
The ALC can be used both when the target geometry is known and unknown. When the target
geometry is known, the target data of the geometry such as lengths of transition curves, radii of
curves, super-elevation ramps, etc. are entered in the computer either manually or by floppy disk
(e.g. from a data base). While the tamping machine processes the calculated correction values, the
computer interpolates automatically between the adjacent input points depending on the path
travelled.
The track geometry data are displayed on the monitor both in tabular and in graphic form in a
Windows application.
When the target geometry is unknown, a measuring run is performed by the tamping machine,
and subsequently transition points as well as versine correction values are calculated by the
computer and used for automatic track correction when tamping.
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12.3

TAMPING PARAMETERS

The most important factors influencing the quality of tamping are: Frequency, amplitude,
tamping pressure, squeezing time (0.8—1.2 sec.) and the squeezing speed of the tamping unit. A
lifting force and a lasting lift occur at frequencies around 35 Hz. The sleeper position will actually
be lowered at higher frequencies (because of the plasto-elastic behaviour of the ballast). The ballast
movement is inhibited at significantly lower frequencies. Not only a force, but also a certain time
period is required for the individual ballast stones to rearrange themselves. The actual compacting
energy during tamping is transmitted by a short impulse of the positive half-wave sine in the short
phase of the squeezing movement of the tine.
The tamping depth is of great practical importance to achieve high-quality compaction of the
ballast below the sleeper. If the depth is insufficient, the tamping tines hit the sleepers; if it is too
large, the sleeper support is compacted unevenly and incompletely. The optimum range of the
tamping depth is 15 mm free space between the top of the tamping tine plate and the sleeper base.
The tamping depth of modern tamping machines is electronically controlled within millimetre
accuracy.
The optimum vibration frequency of the tamping tines is 35 Hz. The best compaction values and
the highest durability of the track position are achieved at this frequency. At frequencies higher than
35 Hz “liquefaction’ of the ballast occurs (see Fig. 12.7), which corresponds to poor compaction. At
frequencies above 40 Hz the ballast flows past the tamping tine.

Fig. 12.7: “Liquefaction” of Ballast at Frequencies over 40 Hz.

The optimum minimum impulse duration of 5 milliseconds (ms) for the rearrangement of the
ballast particles, which is absolutely necessary for ballast compaction, can only be achieved at
tamping frequencies around 35 Hz; Fig. 12.8. At higher frequencies, the squeezing speed would
have to be increased significantly to ensure that there is a sufficiently long compaction impulse.
Due to the ballast resistance this is very difficult to achieve.
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Fig. 12.8: Compacting Action during Tamping
The maximum durability of the track position, that can be achieved by compaction (minimum of
plastic deformation) is reached only at frequencies around 35 Hz; Fig. 12.9. The transferable
compaction energy is more than twice as high at 35 Hz as it is at 45 Hz.

Fig. 12.9: Ballast Deformation under Dynamic Load
Only a directional vibration, like that occurring during non-synchronous uniform-pressure
tamping, ensures the required compaction under the sleeper. Directional vibration means that the
vibration is applied in the direction of squeezing and thus supports the compacting effect. The
typical working parameters of tamping units are:
Frequency:
f = 35 Hz.
Tine amplitude:
A0 = 3-5 mm.
Tamping pressure: p = 115-125 bar.
Squeezing time:
t = 0.8-1.2 s (0.8 s for new track; 1.2 standard value for maintenance).
Tamping depth: 15-20 mm free space between lower edge of the sleeper and upper edge
of the tamping tine plate.
12.3.1 Optimum Lifting
When the tamping tines penetrate the ballast bed, they have to displace the volume of the
tamping tines in the ballast bed. If very low lifting values are applied, this impedes the penetration
of the tamping tines.
Fig. 12.10 shows the dependence of the residual lift on the lifting values. It can be easily
understood from the diagram that no lasting track corrections will result if lifting values are below
15-20 mm. However, if a lifting value of 40 mm is applied, the defect will only be 20 mm when the
next maintenance is carried out, and over time it will be entirely removed, provided “optimum”
lifting values are applied. If not, effects will occur, which used to be called the track’s “Memory”
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(“Memory Effect”). It describes the phenomenon that after tamping the track returns to almost the
same misalignment as before.

Fig. 12.10: Track Lift Values versus Settlement; Copyright PMCMedia
12.3.2 Controlled “Design Over-lift”
In order to produce a well-compacted sleeper support, the ballast stones under the sleepers are
compacted in a horizontal direction. But the train load is exerted in a vertical direction. The ballast
stones rearrange themselves during the initial stabilisation phase of 0.5—2.0 x 106 metric ton of
traffic until they reach a stable position. This stable position is characterised by a state of
equilibrium in which sufficient force transmission paths exist between the stones to transfer the
vertical loads down into the subsoil. This first phase of stabilisation shows an exponential and very
rapid period of settlement. The higher the previous lift, the larger will be the proportional
settlement. The idea of controlled over-lifting or “design tamping” is to apply higher lifting values
than are strictly necessary to achieve the zero position in areas where high settlement values are
expected; Fig. 12.11. It is expected that the longitudinal level will then continue to improve under
traffic.
The advantage of this method is that it achieves a very stable and durable longitudinal level.
This method can be further improved by the use of a dynamic track stabiliser producing a controlled
settlement or “design settlement”. The settlement, which can be achieved by the dynamic track
stabiliser, depends on its operational settings and the actual lifting values of the tamping machine.
The settlements can be calculated with an empiric formula. They are added to the lift-value of
the tamping machine for a controlled over-lifting. When followed by a pass of a dynamic track
stabiliser the result will be a very straight, durable and long-living longitudinal alignment.

From B. Lichtberger Track Compendium

Fig. 12.11: Schematic Representation of controlled Over-Lifting (“Design Tamping”)
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The concept of the 09-3X Dynamic Tamping Express complies with this method to a very
large extent, as the tamping machine is equipped with an integrated stabilising trailer able to
perform any settlement required.
The advantage of this technology is obvious. As opposed to trains, the dynamic track stabiliser
achieves a very even and controlled settlement and increases the durability of the track. Dynamic
track stabiliser and its working are discussed in detail later in this chapter.
12.4 POSSIBLE LIFTING VALUES FOR TAMPING MACHINES
The limiting factor for the amount the track can be lifted is the tension, which can be induced
in the rail. This is to be limited 45 kN/cm2 on UIC 60 kg, 90 UTS rails, based on European
standard. The induction of tension in the rail is controlled by the location of the lifting point and its
location between the axles of the vehicle. Furthermore, the machine’s lifting capability is dependent
on the strength and power of the hydraulic lifting cylinders. Fig. 12.12 shows the possible range of
lifting values depending on the wheelbase of the machine. The diagram indicates the tensile stresses
induced in the rail at different lifting values. It may be seen from the Fig. 12.12 that the 09-3X
Tamping Express can safely lift the track up to 10 mm or even somewhat more.

Fig. 12.12: Lifting Value versus Rail Stress depending on their Wheelbase of
Tamping Machine; Copyright PMCMedia

Modified by F. Wingler

Fig. 12.13: Lifting Forces depending on the lifting Value and the Axle Base of the Tamping
Machine
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Fig. 12.13 shows the lifting forces, which are generated with differing machine axle bases at
various lifting values. The values are for a track with UIC 60 rails and concrete sleepers. The design
strength of the machine frame determines the lifting limit for a particular machine.
12.5 TRACK SURVEYING VEHICLE: EM-SAT
Extensive survey with sighting instruments will be involved, when the track has to be brought
back to the design of the former geometry or when new design parameters are to be adopted. In
curves fixed reference points on monuments or on catenary masts are marked. The position of the
track in relation to the fixed points has to be checked. Versines in-between have to be measured and
corrected.
The EM-SAT track survey car enables fully mechanised measurement of the actual track
geometry using laser reference chords; Fig. 12.14. It consists of a main machine with the computer
system and the laser receiver and an auxiliary trolley (‘satellite’), which carries the laser transmitter.
Measurements are taken in a cyclic sequence. The machine moves forward along the laser
beam, and deviations from the target geometry are measured and recorded. Every 50 to 150 m it has
to stop at a fixed point, and then the laser satellite is moved forward again. The average measuring
speed (including all stops) is 2.5 km per hour, and besides the displacement and lifting values superelevation and gauge faults can also be measured.
The recorded data and the calculated correction values are displayed on the computer screen in a
similar manner as on the ALC screen and can be reprocessed on-board or off-board as necessary.
Electronic transmission of data to a tamping machine equipped with the ALC automatic guiding
computer guarantees highest precision and at the same time prevents any transmission faults, which
can occur in manual measuring.
The EM-SAT is not only used for track geometry survey when preparing for tamping of the
track, it is also used on track relaying and rehabilitation sites and for the acceptance of newly built
tracks. It can also be used to establish a track geometry data bank.

By Pl&Th

Fig. 12.14: Track Geometry Survey with EM-SAT
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By Pl&Th

Fig. 12.15: GPS-based Track Measurement
12.5.1 GPS; a Substitute to the fixed Points
With the EM-SAT mechanised measuring of track geometry at long chords has become a
reality. The absolute accuracy of EM-SAT measurements is better than 1 mm. To determine the
chord position and hence the actual and target track geometry in a co-ordinate system, fixed points
are necessary. The drawback of fixed points is their inconstancy (in an absolute sense, they are not
‘fixed’), they are complicated and expensive in terms of measuring work and maintenance, and they
slow down the work progress of mechanised systems.
GPS provides an elegant method of replacing fixed points; Fig. 12.15. The achievable accuracy
in line of ± 6 mm and ± 9 to 12 mm in level is enough for these purposes. Simultaneous
measurement of the actual track using laser reference chords and GPS makes it possible to
transform the highly accurate relative laser reference chord data into absolute co-coordinative data.
This also serves to check the quality of the GPS data.
For high precision GPS measurements (10-20 mm) it is necessary to have fixed GPS reference
stations (10-20 km apart), e.g. in stations or GPS reference networks.
12.6 IMPORTANT FEATURES OF MODERN TAMPING MACHINES
The requirement for high performance within short track possessions or train intervals
guaranteeing at the same time high quality work makes the following features necessary for
today’s plain-line tamping machines:
(a) Short set-up and close-down times,
(b) correction values accurate to within a millimetre,
(c) precise automatic computer-controlled guiding of the measurement and working systems
of the tamping machines,
(d) high transit speeds and driving speeds when self-propelled
(e) and the highest possible working speed.
For improving the performance of the tamping machines, the important steps that have been
taken are:
(a) Improvement in the travelling speed of the machines.
(b) Improvement in the output per working time.
The measures that have significantly improved the output of the tamping machines are:
1. Introduction of continuous-action Tamping System:
Traditional .tamping machines work in a cyclic action. To advance from one sleeper to the
next the entire machine has to be moved forward. In the 09-CSM continuous tamping
machine, only 20% of the total mass of the machine is accelerated and decelerated, while in
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conventional tamping machines the entire mass of the machine has to be accelerated and
braked at every cycle. This has been possible by positioning the tamping, lifting and lining
units on a separate under-frame. With this arrangement only the actual work units are moved
in working cycle from sleeper to sleeper. The main frame of the machine moves forward
continuously.
Continuous-action tamping machines have the following advantages when compared to
traditional machines:
(a) Their performance is up to 40% higher,
(b) their energy costs are lower, as it is not necessary to accelerate the entire machine to
advance from one sleeper to the next, but only the tamping satellite,
(c) the stress on the frame, the driving unit and the brakes is lower, which results in
reduced wear,
(d) there is no need for acceleration during start up and braking, which means ergonomic
advantages for the personnel,
(e) vibration and noise levels on the main machine are lower and
(f) it is possible to integrate other continuous operations, such as ballast regulation and
track stabilisation.
2. Increasing the Number of Sleepers tamped per Cycle:
The working of a tamping unit of a sleeper is illustrated in Paragraph 12.2. The first
generation of tamping machines were able to tamp a single sleeper per cycle. Over the years
the tamping machines have been equipped to tamp two sleepers and then three sleepers and
the latest to tamp four sleepers per cycle. Fig. 12.16a shows the tamping layouts for the four
typs and Fig. 12.16b the Dynamic Tamping Express 09-4X:

Single Sleeper

Three Sleepers

Two Sleepers

Four Sleepers
Fig. 12.16a: Tamping Unit Layouts
Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer
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Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 12.16b: Dynamic Tamping Express 09-4X
The main features of the tamping machines in use on Indian Railways are described later in this
chapter.
12.7 TURNOUT TAMPING UNITS
In turnouts the working space for the tamping tines is quiet restricted in turnouts, particularly in
the switch portion. The sleepers in the crossing area are also not placed at right angle to the main
line track. For the tamping of turnouts, specially designed tamping units are adopted to ensure
complete coverage for all turnout sleepers. Basically, two designs are used in the form of tilting
tines and split tamping units:
1. Tilting Tines:
Tamping units equipped with tilting tines avoid hitting rails, that may obstruct one set of
tines by tilting those tines out of the way; Fig. 12.17. These units are available in 4 and 8
tine configurations.

Fig. 12.17: The use of Tilting Tines to avoid Tines hitting Turnout Rails;
Copyright by PMCMedia
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2. Split Units :
Split tamping units are in principle longitudinally divided in two (field side and gauge
side) and can be raised and lowered individually for unparalleled versatility (vertical split);
Fig. 12.18:

Fig. 12.18: Use of Split Units to avoid Tines hitting Turnout Rails; Copyright PMCMedia
Each one of the total of four units can be lowered and put into action separately from
the other. Furthermore, some split units can individually be displaced laterally as well
(horizon split) to find the best area in the restricted track to enter the ballast. The split units
can be locked together, in which case they will act like conventional main line tamping
units.
3. Split Units with Tilting Tines:
The two technologies can also be combined to provide the ultimate in reaching the
restricted space in a turnout, i.e. split tamping units with tilting tines.
12.7.1 Specialised Tamping Unit Frames for Turnout Tamping
1. Slewing Tamping Unit Frames:
Though tilting or split units prevent tines from hitting obstructions in turnouts, the
areas between the obstructions must also be tamped for which universal tamping machines
need slewing tamping unit frames. This allows the tamping units to slide laterally across the
track to find the best place in the track to enter the ballast.
Depending on the machine model, the tamping unit frames slide on guide columns to
allow either double slewing or single slewing reach. On double slewing systems the guide
columns are mounted to an auxiliary frame, which can be slewed beyond the frame of the
machine. Refer to Fig. 12.19 for the typical maximum reach achieved with double (a) or
single (b) slewing tamping unit frames.
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Fig. 12.19: Maximum Reach of universal Tamping Machines to the Turnout Section: (a)
Double Slewing Reach (Unimat) and (b) Single Slewing Reach; Copyright PMCMedia

x

y
Fig. 12.20: Maximum Distance Single Slew (x) and Double Slew (y); Side-Reach of the
Tamping Unit from the straight Section; Copyright PMCMedia
For high production in turnouts, double slewing tamping unit frames are required to
reach the turning out portion while the machine is standing on the straight portion of the
turnout.
2. Rotating Tamping Unit Frames:
An additional feature of modern universal tamping machines is that of rotating the
tamping units through the angle of the skew of the sleepers of the turnout.

Fig. 12.21: Skew Sleepers in the
Crossing Section;
Copyright PMCMedia
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These tamping units are mounted to a turntable, which facilitates effective packing of
skewed sleepers of the turnouts.
12.8 DYNAMIC TRACK STABILISER (DTS)
Dynamic Track Stabiliser (DTS), Fig. 12.22a and Fig. 12.22b, produces fast, accurate and
controlled settlement of the track, following levelling, tamping and lining work as well as ballast
cleaning or track laying.
For stable track geometry, the stability of sleepers in the ballast bed is of great importance. The
stability drops down to about half when the track is packed by track tamping machines (lifting,
tamping and lining). As the trains move on the tamped portion, it reaches about 70% of its original
value after 105 tonnes of traffic load, and full original value is reached after a load of around 3
million tonnes. The settlement of track under train load is not uniform, and this induces
irregularities in track geometry soon after they are rectified during the tamping operation. With the
DTS, using a combination of horizontal vibration with a static vertical load, the unavoidable initial
settlements can be achieved by dynamic stabilization in controlled manner directly in the course of
the track maintenance work itself. The track is lowered uniformly, and the integrity of the improved
track geometry is well preserved. The ballast particles are packed together more closely with
broader contact surfaces. The consolidation of the ballast bed raises the lateral resistance
considerably and has been found to be equal to about 105 tonnes of traffic load.
Fig. 12.22a: Dynamic Track Stabiliser

Pict.: Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 12.22b: Dynamic Stabilising Unit
The dynamic stabiliser DGS 62-N has two 2-axle bogies and cabins at both ends of the machine
(distance between bogie pivots 12 m, weight 60 t). Underneath the main frame between the bogies
guided on the track, the two stabilizing units grip the rail head with 8 flange rollers and on the
outside with four roller discs. The two synchronised oscillation units put the track into horizontal
oscillation. The vibration frequency varies from 0 to 45 Hz. At 35 Hz; the size of the dynamic force
is about 14 t. The most favourable frequency to stabilize a track after deep screening is 33 Hz. The
track is loaded automatically with the pressure necessary for the required settlement (max. 36 t) by
four vertical hydraulic cylinders, which are jointed on to and supported against the vertical frame.
Fig. 12.23 depicts a schematic representation of the DTS stabilisation units:
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Sketch Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 12.23: Schematic Representation of the DTS Stabilisation Unit

The working speed of the DTS is 1 to 1.5 km per hour. In order to lower the track structure in a
controlled way, the DTS is steered by a proportional chord levelling device. A steel chord is
spanned over each rail between feeler rods, which are jointed to the inner axles of the two bogies of
the machines. These chords form the reference base for the measuring system of the longitudinal
level. The lowering is controlled and monitored by a feeler rod between the stabilizing units.
The measuring equipment needed to monitor the quality of work and the track geometry is
located in the measuring trailer. The following parameters are recorded using a 6-chanel recording
unit:
1. Longitudinal level of the left rail.
2. Longitudinal level of the right rail.
3. Super-elevation before DTS.
4. Super-elevation after DTS.
5. Track twist.
6. Track alignment
Tests made with the use of DTS have shown that its deployment immediately after maintenance
tamping brings about the desired degree of compaction with one pass only. However to achieve a
stable and durable longitudinal level, the procedure of controlled “Design Overlift” may be
adopted as explained earlier in Paragraph 12.3.2. This helps in obliterating the past memory of the
track and ensures the new durable track levels.
On new track “Design Over-lift” is most effective if used in the following manner: After the
penultimate tamping operation the ballast bed is compacted by applying a uniform load without
controlled lowering. Then after the last tamping pass the controlled lowering is carried out with
variable loading. With this method of work the areas with varying thickness of ballast are
eliminated during the first dynamic stabilization. This contributes greater durability of track
geometry. By this process the track lowering by DTS is approximately 15 mm with uniform load
without control and approximately 10 mm with variable load and controlled application.
On bridges and in tunnels the DTS should be worked with half the load pressure on the
stabilizing units compared to tracks on earth formation.
12.8.1 Measurements of Lateral Track Strength
The DTS stabilizes track by applying horizontal oscillations with constant amplitude of about
2 mm. The energy exerted by the hydraulic oscillation unit of the DTS is proportional to the lateral
track resistance. Lateral track strength attained during stabilisation can thus be derived from the
measured working pressure of the hydraulic drive motor. The system provides an effective method
of determining the quality of stabilisation achieved by the DTS. Taking the lateral resistance of
track before tamping as 100%, the following values were obtained during a test carried out by
Swedish Railways: After tamping: 75 %; after stabilization: 84 %.
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12.9 RANGE OF TAMPING MACHINES OF THE WORLD MARKET
Over six decades Plasser&Theurer and Matissa have developed, designed and built track
machineries. These tamping machines range from light weight and portable tamping machines to
highly productive, continuous action, four sleeper, lifting, lining and tamping machines with
integrated stabilization units. The machines belong to the following categories:
1. Lightweight tamping machines.
2. Self- loading and road/rail tamping machines.
3. Tamping machines for special tasks.
4. Multi-purpose machines.
5. Tamping machines with full sound insulation.
6. Universal tamping machines.
7. Continuous action track tamping machine.
8. Track tamping machine with stabiliser.
12.10 TRACK TAMPING MACHINES WORKING ON INDIAN RAILWAYS
12.10.1 Plassermatic 08 Unomatic and Duomatic Track Tamping Machines; Fig. 12.24
These machines belong to the 8th-Series of Plasser&Theurer track tamping machines, while
Unomatic machines have 16 tamping tines and can tamp one sleeper at a time, the Duomatic
machines have 32 tamping tines and can tamp two sleepers per cycle. The machines can perform
the following five functions automatically:
1. Lifting.
2. Levelling.
3. Tamping.
4. Aligning.
5. Shoulder consolidation of ballast; wherever installed.
Basically, the system/units installed in the machines perform the above mentioned functions, as
has been explained in Paragraph 12.2 and 12.3.
The sleeper-end consolidators compact the ballast at the sleeper ends. As the lining unit moves
the sleepers laterally, it produces a gap at the sleeper ends, which is closed by the consolidators.
Laterally arranged sleeper-end consolidators are fitted on tamping machines, so when the tamping
machine advances during working mode, the sleepers remain fixed in their new horizontal position,
and the rails and sleepers of the tamped area cannot spring back into their old position. In its action
the sleeper-end consolidator increases the tracks resistance to lateral displacement. The density of
the ballast at the sleeper ends increases and consequently the resistance to lateral displacement rises.

Graph Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 12.24: Duomatic Track Tamping Machine
12.10.2 09-CSM Continuous Action Tamping Machine
The machine is available in the options of 16 to 32 tamping tines. With the 09-CSM continuous
acting tamping machine a tamping output of 30% - 40% higher than with the conventional tamping
machines has been achieved on Indian Railways.
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Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 12.25: 09-32 CSM Continuous Action Tamping Machine
12.10.3 Tamping Express 09-3X
The Tamping Express has the basic design features of 09-CSM Series, but is provided with the
tamping system, which can tamp three sleepers simultaneously. This increases its output by 30 to 40
percent compared to the continuous action 2-sleeper tamping machines of the CSM series. The
Tamping Express can be utilized:
1. For track maintenance work and tamping newly laid track.
2. As a continuous action 3 sleeper tamping machine
3. As a continuous action one sleeper tamping machine and
4. If required for cyclic tamping.
With a peak output of 2.20 km per hour the continuous action three-sleeper tamping machine
achieves high performance and excellent quality of work. Dynamic Track Stabilisation is the ideal
complement. In conjunction with tamping, the stabilisation raises the track`s resistance to lateral
displacement and enables maximum line speed immediately after completion of work. The
combination of these two processes reduces track occupation time. The modern machine concept of
the 09-3X Dynamic Tamping Express produces an enormous rise in quality and shorter
deployment time; Fig. 12.26a/Fig. 12.26b:
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Fig. 12.26a: Plasser&Theurer 09-3X continuous acting Three-Sleeper Dynamic Tamping
Express cum Dynamic Track Stabiliser; Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig.12.26b: Three Sleeper Tamping Unit with Tamping Tines; Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer
12.10.4 Unimat 08-275 3S Switches and Crossing Tamping Machine; Fig. 12.27
Points and crossings assemblies are subjected to high level of lateral forces when the moving
vehicles take the turnout tracks. Break in the continuity of rails at the crossing, constraining forces
at the check rails and the difference in cross-levels at the points, all cause faster deterioration of
track geometry at the points and crossings. Heavy track structure and closer sleeper spacing makes
it difficult to lift, align and pack the tracks at points and crossings. Points and crossings tamping
machine can maintain the assembly automatically bringing the track to much superior condition
than can be achieved manually.
With the development of the Unimat 08-275 3S an innovative step has been made for the
treatment of modern high performance switches and crossings. The Unimat 08-275 3S has the
following features, which guarantee a careful and effective treatment of modern types of permanent
way:
1. Synchronous three-rail lifting for the careful treatment of sleepers and fastenings in switches
and crossings with concrete sleepers.
2. Pivoting suspension of the tamping units for optimum treatment of slanting sleepers
3. Longer spacing between bogie pivots.
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Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 12.27: Unimat 08-275 3S Switches and Crossing Tamping Machine
12.10.5 Unimat 08-475 4S; Fig. 12.28
Essentially the Unimat 4S has adopted all the features of its predecessors, but brings additional
advantages, which offer a further dimension in the treatment of switches and crossings in addition
to the three-rail lifting and the four-rail tamping.
Prominent features are four tamping units each with four tilting tamping tines. The two outer
units can be slewed out so that the branching line of the switch is also tamped. The pivoting
suspension of all units permits adjustment to slanting sleepers in the entire area of the switch.

Fig. 12.28: Unimat 08-475 4S

Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

12.10.6 Multi-Purpose Tamping Machine; Fig. 12.29
While the heavy on-track tamping machines of the 09-Series are being deployed on Indian
Railways for periodical attention to concrete sleeper tracks, a need is felt for a multipurpose
tamping machine, which can attend to isolated patches of rundown tracks. The track maintenance
gangs are also facing problems in the transport of men and material to carry out urgent track repair
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works. To fulfil these demands, Indian Railways have purchased multi-purpose tamping machines,
which have proved as a great success.

Fig. 12.29: Multi-purpose Tamping Machine

Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Unimat 08-16 Split Head is a powerful levelling, lining and tamping machine, which is
specially equipped for spot fault elimination. This machine works not only on plain lines but also on
switches and crossings. The model built in India incorporates an integrated material car with a
loading platform and a hydraulic loading crane for picking up switch sections, rails and small
appliances etc..
Enlarged cabins provide space for twelve persons. The driving and monitoring cabin for
travelling forwards offers six seats (for driver, operator and four additional persons). The rear driveand-work cabin offers ten seats (for driver, operator and eight additional persons).
12.10.7 Ballast Cleaning Machines; Fig. 12.30a:

Fig. 12.30a: Ballast Cleaning Machine

Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

To improve track drainage, retain elasticity of track and to prolong the life of the track materials,
periodical ballast cleaning is necessary. On Indian Railways all trunk routes and main lines are to be
deep screened once in 12 to 15 years. Track tampers cannot work effectively in dirty ballast, and the
sections, which are put under mechanical maintenance, should have at least 150 mm of a clean
ballast cushion.
Fig. 12.30b shows a section through fouled ballast:
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Fig. 12.30b: Fouled Ballast

Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 12.30c: Cross Fall Re-Installation by Cutter-Bar

The main advantages of Ballast Cleaning Machines are:
1. The quality of ballast cleaning is extraordinarily good, too difficult to get from manual
work.
2. The required slopes can be given to the formation; Fig. 12.30c above:
3. The loss of ballast is negligible. There is a saving of 10 to 15% of the ballast, which
normally goes waste with manual screening.
Ballast cleaning machines perform the following operations:
1. Screen the excavated material and return to the track all the good ballast immediately behind
the excavating mechanism.
2. Grade mark ballast into various sizes and distribute them as per requirement.
3. Discharge the spoil from the front of the machine to keep the track free behind the machine
for re-ballasting and tamping operations.
4. Can excavate all the materials in the ballast bed without screening, if required.
5. Can provide a sand blanketing between subgrade and ballast, if required.
● The Broad Features of the modern Ballast cleaning Machine RM-80 manufactured by
Plasser&Theurer for broad gauge tracks of Indian Railways are as follows:
Length (ready for work):
32.80 m.
30.60 m.
Length over buffers:
Height above rail top:
4.25 m.
Width (for transit):
3.15 m.
Wheel diameter:
900 mm.
Total weight:
91 t.
Maximum working speed:
1000 m per hour.
Maximum speed when self-propelled :
80 kmph.
Excavation width:
3.96 m
Maximum excavation depth:
1.00 m below rail wheel.
Engine: Air-cooled Diesel
333 kW (446 HP) each engine.
(two number):
Screens:
Mesh-size upper screen:
80 mm.
Middle screen:
50 mm.
Lower screen:
25 to 30 mm.
Super-elevation equalization:
up to 150 mm.
Lifting and slewing unit lift:
up to 250 mm.
Output:
650 m3 ballast per hour.
● Traffic Block Requirement: The machine can work only in complete traffic block. A minimum
block of 4 to 5 hrs is necessary to have an effective working period of 3 to 4 hrs approx. The
machine can effectively work at night as well. Ballast cleaning operation should generally be
followed by unloading of fresh ballast, tamping by ‘on-track tamping machines’ and a track
stabiliser.
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12.10.8 Other Ballast Cleaning Machines and associated Equipments
• RM 76 Ballast Cleaning Machine for Switches, Crossings and Plain Track:
While the RM-80 is a machine designed to work on plain tracks, the RM-76 is meant for
cleaning the ballast on the main lines and the turnout tracks simultaneously. The excavation
width is extended in this machine up to about 7.7 m by inserted additional links in the cutter
bar.
• FRM 80 Shoulder Cleaning Machine:
The shoulder cleaning machine FRM-80 is a specially designed machine to clean the
ballast on the two shoulders of the sleepers. On Indian Railways, shoulder cleaning forms an
integral part of the Track Overhauling Manual. To clean manually the shoulder ballast is a
very fatiguing for the trackman on concrete sleeper long welded rail tracks on account of the
large volume of ballast to be screened. Shoulder cleaning machines perform such works most
efficiently and effectively.
While working with the FRM-80 on double line tracks it is necessary that cross drainage is
also assured for the discharge of the water collected in the shoulder drain cut out between the
two lines. The output of the FRM-80 may vary from 500 m to 3 km per hour depending upon
the site conditions.
• MFS 40:
The MFS, Fig. 12.31, units (material conveyor and hopper unit) are deployed to transport
the spoil released during ballast cleaning. At many locations it is no longer possible to dump
the spoil along the track. It has to be transported to defined dumping places.

Sketch Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 12.31: MFS-40Material Conveyor and Hopper Unit

•

The MFS units are open high sided wagons of standard railway vehicle design provided
with conveyor belts with a floor and a transfer conveyor belt at the front of each unit. The
conveyor belts are powered hydraulically. Power is supplied by an installed Diesel engine.
The MFS-40 units purchased by the Indian Railways have a capacity of 40 m3 per wagon.
Universal Ballast Distribution and Grading Machine USP 2005; Fig. 12.32
The USP 2005 machine is able to grade and distribute the ballast on the track with the
hydraulic plough blades adjustable at suitable angles. To pick up the excess ballast and to
store it in the attached hopper a sweeper unit is provided. By picking up the excess ballast and
distributing it in deficient areas considerable economy can be achieved.
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Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 12.32: Universal Ballast Distribution and Grading Machine USP 2005
12.11 AHM 800-R FORMATION REHABILITATION MACHINE

On Indian Railways long length of tracks are under permanent speed restrictions due to weak
formation. In addition several temporary speed restrictions are imposed during monsoon on a
considerable length for the same reason.
It has been found that 95% of formation problems are due to sub-grade failure, which can be
overcome by introducing a layer of blanket of appropriate thickness and composition under the
ballast. There is a limited progress presently in the formation rehabilitation work on account of the
difficulties being experienced in carrying out the work manually.
Indian Railways are planning to procure one AHM-800 R, see Fig. 12.33, formation
rehabilitation machine for carrying out the work more efficiently and effectively. The AHM-800 R
performs the following stages of work in one operation:
1. Removal of the upper layer of ballast.
2. Crushing this ballast and returning it.
3. Producing the finished sand-gravel mixture while checking the moisture content.
4. Excavation of the remaining ballast material and the upper layer of the subsoil.
5. Smoothing the new earth formation.
6. Installation of protective materials such as geo-textiles, styrofoam, plastic sheeting or geomeshing.
7. Installation of the formation protective layer.
The smaller chain at the front picks up from the top layer 20-25 cm of old ballast over a width
of 4000 mm. This material is transported on conveyor belts to a crushing unit in the front section of
the machine. Before the material enters the crushing unit, a magnetic separator removes any
possible iron parts. The crushing unit breaks the ballast to a grain size of 0 to 35 mm. The crushed
stones are now prepared in the mixing plant with fresh material and water to a finished sand-gravel
mixture for the formation protective layer. The moisture content of the mixture is measured
continually and the quantity of water to be added is dosed accordingly. The exact moisture content
is a decisive factor for the ideal degree of consolidation of the FPL. The moisture content should be
optimal 7 %. Only suitable material may be re-used.
The second and larger excavating device excavates the remaining ballast bed material and the
upper layer of the subsoil. The working width can be adjusted according the sleeper spacing from
4050 to 6000 mm. Then the new formation is smoothed. If required, a geotextile can be rolled over
or Styrofoam slabs laid down. It is also possible to insert geotextiles and styrofoam slabs
simultaneously or to lay plastic sheeting or geo-meshing. The prepared sand-gravel mixture is laid
on top of this using the slewing conveyor belt to distribute it under the track skeleton over the entire
width. The regulating unit distributes the material evenly and the six vibrating plates following
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behind compact it to form the finished formation protective layer. The track skeleton is laid down
on top. The machine is guided by a reference wire.
The maximum thickness of the protective layer inserted in one operation is 500 mm.
All materials are transported on conveyor belts within the machine. The spoil excavated by the
large excavating chain is loaded into the MFS material conveyor and hopper units pushed by the
machine and taken away.
The material train, which transports the skips with new material for the formation protective
layer, and the water tank wasgon are pulled by the machine. The necessary tractive force is
provided by the rear 4-axle bogie of the excavating machine and the two 2-axle bogies of the power
wagon.
A gantry crane empties the skips into the buffer store, which is incorporated into the front
section of the power wagon. The power wagon and the skip transport wagons are provided with
continuous crane rails.
The AHM-800 R can also be designed so that the new FPL material is carried in MFS material
conveyor and hopper units and taken from these.

Fig. 12.33: Formation Reinforcement Machine with integrated Material Recycling
The average progress achieved with this machine is 30 to 70 m per hour. In addition to the
AHM-800 R, Plasser&Theurer offer a few more types of formation rehabilitation machines. The
RPMW-2002-2 cleans the used ballast with a star screen and a high pressure water plant, sharpens
the ballast in a crushing plant and screens it before putting it back into the track. The PM-200-2 R
uses an initial grid screen for pre-cleaning before the ballast is sharpened, screened again and finally
washed. It also includes a clarification plant to treat the waste water. The washing of used ballast
ensures the removal of almost all fine particles attached to the stones, especially when the excavated
material is damp. The cleaning efficiency is almost 100%.
12.12 NEW GENERATION TRACK MACHINE WITH HIGH PRODUCTIVITY
12.12.1 109-4X Dynamic Tamping Express
This versatile machine consists of three sections: The tamping section, the stabilization section
and the ballast regulating section. The four sleeper tamping units are the main features of this
machine. The machine is equipped with a sensing mechanism, which determines the position of the
sleepers and directs the tamping unit to the right place without any input from the operator.
With a working speed of 2600 m per hour and combining all the three function i.e. tamping,
stabilising and ballast regulating it is presently the most productive tamping machine in the world;
Fig. 12.34:

Animation Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 12.34: 109-4X Dynamic Tamping Express
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12.12.2 Unimat 09-475/4S-N; a Dynamic Turnout and Track Maintenance Machine
These multipurpose machines combine the functions of ballasting, tamping, regulating,
stabilizing and recording at turnouts and plain tracks; Fig. 12.35:

Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 12.35: Unimat 09-475/4S-N, Dynamic Turnout and Track Maintenance Machine
12.12.3 URM-700; a Multi Talent Machine for Ballast Cleaning
The new excavating unit can vary the excavating width considerably. There is no need to dig an
entry area for the guide bar preparation normally required in the presently used ballast cleaning
machine-no doubt, a time consuming process and requiring considerable amount of manual input.
This is a universal ballast cleaning machine for turnouts and plain tracks; Fig. 12.36:

Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 12.36: URM-700; the Multi Talent Machine for Ballast Cleaning
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12.13 STRATEGY FOR DEPLOYMENT OF RIGHT TYPE OF TRACK MAINTENACE
EQUIPMENTS
Modern heavy track machines require complete traffic blocks while working and thus eat away
valuable operating time. The cost of the traffic block on a railway system varies from section to
section, depending upon a large number of factors, the most important being the traffic density and
the sensitivity to the loss of time of the trains operating on that section.
With the availability of wide range of track maintenance equipment, a strategy needs to be
evolved in deploying the right type of track equipment in deriving the best techno-economic
advantage.
The Institute for Railway Traffic, Planning and Operation of the Technical University of
Hanover (Germany) has developed computer programmes optimizing the deployment of track
maintenance equipment. Highly productive costly machines are deployed only in the sections,
where the traffic interruptions carry the highest price tag.
On Indian Railways, till some better methodology is evolved, the tracks may be divided into the
following four categories:
1. 'A'; Routes with capacity utilization of 80% and above, and traffic density of over 50 GMT
2. 'B'; Routes with capacity utilization of 50-80%, and traffic density of over 10 GMT.
3. 'C'; Other routes, which do not fall in the above mentioned categories
4. 'D'; Industrial sidings and yards.
On 'A' category routes new generation track machine of high productivity can be deployed. For
'B' category track MDZ (Mechanized Track Maintenance Train) a group of track machines
consisting of tamping machines, a dynamic stabiliser and a ballast regulator can be deployed. For
'C' category track individual track machines may be deployed to meet with the specific track
maintenance requirements. For 'D' category track portable track tamping machines, which can travel
both on rail and road, can be used. There are large lengths of track in India, which exists in steel
plants, thermal power plants, port railways and other industrial units, which are not being properly
maintained due to non-availability of a suitable tamping machine. Portable track tamping machines
of the type shown in Fig.12.37 will provide the best techno-economic option for such tracks.

Fig. 12.37: Portable Track Tamping Machine;Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer
12.14 MANUAL TAMPERS
Mobile maintenance gangs are have often tamp isolated sleepers during spot repairs,
rectification of rail/weld fractures, replacement of switch expansion joints, tamping of turnouts,
picking up of the slacks etc. For such works these gangs are equipped with hand-held tamping
machines. The following two types of tampers are being tried out on INR:
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1. Off-Track Tie Tamper Set “BOSCH”; Fig. 12.38:

Fig. 12.38: Off-Track Tie Tamping Set
2. Low Vibration Petrol driven Off-Track Tie Tamper “COBRA” and Robel Low
Vibration vertical Oscillation Hand-Tamper 62-05; Fig. 12.39a/b:

Fig. 12.39a: Cobra A - Low Vibration Petrol
driven Off-Track Tie Tamper Set

Fig. 12.39b: Low Vibration vertical Oscillation
Hand-Tamper; Robel

These hand-tampers are advisable substitutes for packing-beaters. For successful operation track
lifting, lining and levelling has to be carried out in advance using track jacks.
The hand-held tampers get their power from a portable generator or from an engine mounted on
the tamper itself. They are best transported in a mobile maintenance vehicle to the work site.
12.15

SMALL TRACK MACHINES

A large number of small track machines have been deployed on Indian Railways for track
maintenance operations. They are useful to speed-up track works and to reduce the manual fatigue.
Following is a list of the machines:
1. Rail Drilling Machine.
2. Rail Cutting Machines (Saw Type) and Abrasive Rail Cutter.
3. Hydraulic Rail Bender (Jim Crow).
4. Hydraulic Extractor for Jammed Pandrol/ERC Clips.
5. Power Rail Hauling System.
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6. Portable Ballast Cleaner (semi-mechanised).
7. Double Action Weld Trimmer.
8. Rail Profile Weld Grinder.
9. Rail Tensor (mech.)/Rail Tensor (hyd.).
10. Portable Shoulder Ballast Compactor.
11. Toe Load Measuring Device.
12. Hydraulic Track Jack.
13. Hydraulic Sleeper Spacer.
14. Rail Creep Adjuster.
15. Concrete Sleeper Drilling Machine.
16. Portable Track Lifting and Slewing Device (TRAILS).
17. Jib Crane attachable to BFR/BRH for handling Concrete Sleepers and PSC Turnout
Sleepers.
18. Hydraulic Rail Joint Straightener.
For efficient work it is necessary to give the following aspects of operation due consideration:
1. Transport facilities; best as a part of mobile maintenance gang equipment.
2. Facilities for repair and maintenance.
3. Deployment of trained manpower.
With the new fully mechanised track maintenance system in operation on Konkan Railway
those problems have been overcome.

ANNEXURE: Picture Gallery;Pict.: Plasser&Theurer
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Chapter 13
Track Renewal
13.1 GENERAL
Track renewals are carried out either due to wear and tear of existing track components or when
they are unable to cope with the increasing traffic demands. The term track renewal implies
replacement of existing rails, sleepers or other track components, either separately or together by
new or second hand serviceable material. The term ballast renewal is not used as in almost every
case new ballast material is used, and this process is termed as ballast replacement. In most cases it
is a partial replacement of ballast when the old ballast is re-used after cleaning.
13.2 CLASSIFICATION OF RENEWALS
1. All track renewals can be classified generally into one of the following categories:
(a) Fitting Renewal (TFR).
abbreviated as C.T.R. (P).
(b) Complete Track Renewal (Primary);
abbreviated
as C.T.R. (S).
(c) Complete Track Renewal (Secondary);
abbreviated as T.R.R. (P).
(d) Through Rail Renewal (Primary);
abbreviated as T.R.R. (S).
(e) Through Rail Renewal (Secondary);
abbreviated as T.S.R. (P).
(f) Through Sleeper Renewal (Primary);
(g) Through Sleeper Renewal (Secondary);
abbreviated as T.S.R. (S).
(h) Casual Renewals.
(i) Through Turn-out Renewal (TTR).
(j) Through Weld Renewal (TWR).
(k) Through Bridge Timber Renewal (TBTR).
(l) Scattered Renewal.
2. Primary Renewals:
For this case only new materials are used and secondary renewals are those where released
serviceable materials are used.
3. Scattered Renewals:
In this case, unserviceable rails, sleepers and fastenings are replaced by identical sections of
serviceable and nearly the same vintage track components. These are carried out in isolated
locations and not more than 10 rails and/or 250 sleepers in a gang beat in a year. Such renewals
are a part of normal maintenance operations.
4. Casual Renewals:
In this case, unserviceable rails, sleepers and fastenings are replaced by identical sections of
serviceable and nearly the same vintage or new track components. These are carried out in
isolated locations of continuous but small stretches. Such renewals are not a part of normal
maintenance operations and cannot be covered under scattered renewals.
13.3 FACTORS GOVERNING PERMANENT WAY RENEWAL
13.3.1 Criteria for Rail Renewal:
The following criteria are to be considered in connection with the criteria of rail renewals:
• Incidence of rail fractures/failures.
• Wear on rails.
• Maintainability of track to prescribed standards.
• Expected service life in terms of gross million tonnes carried.
• Plan based renewals.
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1. Incidence of Rail Fractures/Failures:
A spate of rail fractures on a particular section having 5 withdraws of rails per 10 km in a
year due to fractures and/or rail flaws detected ultrasonically fall in the category of IMR &
REM. This will have priority for the decision of rail renewals. In case that rail failures at fishplated/welded joints are pre-dominant, end cropping with or without welding could be
considered.
2. Wear on Rails:
(a) Limiting Loss of Section:
As a criterion for recommending rail renewals the limiting loss in rail section shall be as
under Table 13.1:

Rail wear may be determined by actual weightment, taking rail profiles at ends after
opening of the joints and taking rail profiles with special profile measuring gadgets.
(b) Wear due to Corrosion :
Corrosion beyond 1.5 mm in the web and foot may be taken as the criterion for wear due
to corrosion. Existence of localized corrosion such as corrosion pits, especially on the
underside of the foot, acting as stress raisers from the origin of fatigue cracks, would
necessitate renewals. Cracks would also need necessary renewal.
(c) Vertical Wear:
When the reduction of the depth of the rail-head reaches a point beyond which there is
a risk of wheel flanges grazing the fish-plates or fish-plate bolts/nuts, such rails should be
renewed. The limits of vertical wear at which renewals are to be planned are given as
below; Table 13.2; Fig. 13.1:

A typical profile showing the measure of vertical wear of the rail is given in Fig. 13.1:

By RDSO

Fig. 13.1: Vertical Wear
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Vertical wear is to be measured at the centre of the rail either by measuring the height
of the worn out rail by callipers or by plotting the profile. In the first case, the wear is the
difference between the height of the new rail and the height of the worn out rails.
(d) Lateral Wear:
Limits of lateral wear from relaying considerations are as listed in Table 13.3; Fig. 13.2:

A typical profile of the worn rail showing the measurement of the lateral wear is shown in Fig.
13.2:

By RDSO

Fig. 13.2: Lateral Wear
Lateral wear is to be measured at 13 to 15 mm. below the rail top table. Worn rail profile
should be recorded and superimposed over new rail profile to find out the lateral wear.
3. Maintainability of Track to prescribed Standards:
There may be cases, where renewals may be necessary on the following considerations viz.:
(a) Poor running quality of track in spite of extra maintenance labour engaged for
maintaining the same.
(b) Disproportionate cost of maintaining the portion of track in safe condition.
(c) The condition of rails with regard to hogging/battering, scabbing and wheel burns and
other conditions such as excessive corrugation of rail as can be ascertained by visual
inspections, which affect the running quality of track, and make the track maintenance
difficult and uneconomical, should be taken into account while proposing renewals.
(d) Renewals of rail due to hogged and battered rails ends should be considered only if
other remedies have not been found to be effective
4. Renewals on Consideration of Service Life in Terms of total GMT of Traffic carried:
The rail shall be planned for through renewal after it has carried the minimum total traffic as
shown in Table 13.4:
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The service life in terms of total GMT of traffic carried for considering a through rail
renewal in approaches (up to 100 m on either sides) for all the important bridges and of major
bridges, where the height of bank is in excess of 4.0 m, as well through rail renewal in all
tunnels and their approaches (up to 100 m on either side) shall be half of the GMT specified
above.
5. Plan based Renewals:
Renewals to predetermined plan with the objective of modernizing the track structure on
selected routes in the quickest possible time may be planned even if it involves premature
renewals.
13.3.2 Secondary Rail Renewals
1. In the case of Secondary Renewals, if the condition of rail is satisfactory, it is a good
practice to crop the rail ends and weld them into SWR and use them in lesser important
lines. The rails should be ultrasonically tested before use.
2. Building up of chipped rail ends by welding will also improve the service life.
3. The rails released from primary relaying and not fit for use in secondary re-laying should be
used in sidings.
13.3.3 Criteria for Renewal of Sleepers:
Generally a sleeper is serviceable if it can hold gauge, provide satisfactory rail seat and permit
rail fastenings being maintained in tight condition and retain the packing underneath the sleepers.
Such sleepers, which are not likely to fulfil the above functions even after reconditioning, should be
renewed. Where re-sleepering only is justified this should be carried out in continuous stretches.
The released serviceable sleepers are utilised for casual renewals elsewhere. The conditions
indicative for the need for renewal of sleepers are given in Chapter 4.
On girder bridges when several sleepers are defective, renewals should be carried out for the full
span and the released serviceable sleepers being used for casual renewals on the other spans. Before
reusing the sleepers, they should be reconditioned.

13.4 PLANNING OF RENEWALS
Renewals may be planned in as long and continuous lengths as practicable within the available
resources with priorities, to meet the projected traffic. Short isolated stretches of 10 km and less, not
due for renewal on condition basis may be programmed along with the adjoining lengths, if these
stretches do not confirm to the required standards. Priority in planning renewals should be given to
busy and important lines.
The justification for track works shall be prepared on the basis of factually correct data and
submitted in a form given at Annexure 13/1. It shall include an abstract estimate of the cost of
work and detailed narrative justification covering technical and financial aspects.
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13.5

TRACK STANDARTS FOR RENEWALS

1. Rails
The recommended section of rail to be adopted for track renewals shall be in accordance with
Paragraph 13.3.1.
2. Sleepers and Fastenings
The recommended types of sleepers and fastenings to be adopted for track renewals should
be as given below:
1) All primary renewals in future shall be carried out with 60-kg PRC sleepers.
2) PRC or ST sleepers may be used on loop lines and private sidings.
3) ST sleepers used on loop lines and private sidings may be with elastic or rigid
fastenings.
4) All renewals on Metre Gauge shall be with concrete, steel and CST-9 sleepers (new or
second hand).
2. Sleeper Density and Sleeper Spacing
Sleeper density for various groups on Broad Gauge and Metre Gauge will be in accordance
with Paragraph 13.3.3.
The spacing of sleepers for Broad Gauge and Metre Gauge shall be in accordance with the
provisions in Paragraph 13.3.3.
13.6 SPEED RESTRICTIONS
The speed restrictions to be imposed during various sequences of work are given in Table 13.5
and Table 13.6:
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13.7 PROJECT REPORT FOR TRACK RENEWAL WORKS
Systematic and meticulous planning for various items of execution of track works is essential for
achieving quality, economy and timely completion of works. For every sanctioned track work, e.g.
CTR, TSR, TRR, deep screening, bridge timber renewal etc., a detailed project report should be
prepared. The report should inter alia cover the following aspects:
• Details of Work.
• Existing track structure mainly based on Permanent Way diagram.
• Classification of track material for proper storage and disposal of released materials.
• Proposed track structure; this will conform to the laid down track standards.
• Existing/proposed gradient profile
• Realignment of curves
• Method of execution.
The work should be executed "bottom upwards" i.e. sequence of execution of works will
be in the following order:
Formation → Ballast → Sleepers → Rails
• Formation:
(a) Repair and Widening of Cess: The project report should indicate the requirement
of and plan for widening of formation in both banks and cuttings wherever
necessary. Provision of proper drains in cuttings should also be planned.
(b) Formation Treatment: Areas needing formation rehabilitation should be identified
and a study for possible solutions and method of execution of the rehabilitation
scheme should form part of the project report.
• Ballast:
The requirement indicating bifurcation of cess supply and depot supply and the source
and means of each should be spelt out clearly. The Mode of providing ballast cushion, i.e.
deep screening or lifting, should be identified along with sketches of cross sections present
and proposed. Sleeper renewal would normally not be started unless adequate arrangements
for supply of ballast have been made.
• Transportation of Permanent Way Materials:
The mode of transportation of material is to be indicated.
• Welding:
Welding requirement and method of execution is to be spelled out.
• Renewal of Turnouts, Bridge Timbers etc.:
The project report should cover the details of the turnouts, bridge timbers, level crossings
etc.
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13.8

Use of Machines:
The requirement of the machine for deep screening, track relaying, tamping, ballast
regulating and stabilising is to be brought out. The requirement of additional lines for
making a base depot should be indicated.
Material Planning:
The arrangement made for the procurement of track materials should be brought out.
Manpower Planning:
Planning for the deployment of supervisory staff should be indicated.
LWR/CWR Plans:
LWR/CWR plans should be got approved.
Requirements of Speed Restrictions, Traffic Blocks and other Material Trains:
The report should indicate the requirements of speed restrictions and traffic blocks
together with their duration.
Monitoring Mechanism:
The list of all activities involved and the time estimation for each activity should be
worked out. These activities should be sequenced and co-related in logical manner and
network diagram prepared using CPM method. The critical activities should thus be
identified. These should form part of the project report.
METHODOLOGY OF TRACK RENEWAL

For modern track structures a renewal with heavy concrete sleepers, each weighing one quarter
of a ton, would create a difficult problem if mechanical means for their handling and laying are not
adopted. It was therefore decided in the early seventies to deploy Plasser&Theurer Quick Relaying
System (PQRS), which is a partially mechanized relaying system for track relaying.
The equipment in one set of PQRS comprises:
Portal cranes:
4 nos.
Sleeper layer:
1 no.
Hand operated rail gantries:
10 nos.
Track jacks:
40 nos.
It was experienced over the years that except for the portal cranes other equipment was not
found to be much useful. Considerable length of mechanized relaying on Indian Railways is done at
present by portal cranes, which helps in lifting the old track panels and lay the new panels in
position.
In the earlier design two portal cranes were needed to handle one 13 m panel of rails holding the
concrete sleepers. Stronger portal cranes have now been developed, which can handle a 13 m
concrete sleeper panel individually. With their introduction it is possible to achieve faster progress
in track renewal works with the same set of equipment.
The broad features of portal cranes and method of relaying with them are discussed in the
following Paragraph.

13.8.1 Portal Cranes
Each crane is a self-driven four wheeled machine. The wheels are double flanged and move on a
track gauge of 3400 mm. For the movement of portal cranes while working, temporary auxiliary
rails on both sides of the track to be renewed are laid, well clear of the track sleepers. The bridge of
the portal cranes is provided with rail and sleeper pick-up mechanism. Each of the portal cranes can
lift a 13 m panel complete with concrete sleepers and load it on a BFR four to five tier high.
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Fig. 13.3a: Portal Crane carrying
Fig. 13.3b: Portal Crane moving Concrete
Concrete SleepersPict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer Sleeper Panels along the Track.
Its sleeper pick-up and release mechanism can lift 10 concrete sleepers at a time, which can be
employed for unloading of concrete sleepers from the wagons/BFRS at the panel fabrication depots;
Fig. 13.3a and Fig. 13 3b.
The portal crane has retractable legs, which enable it to load and unload from specially modified
flat BFR’s without any outside assistance. It is also provided with an arrangement able to turn, so
that after seating on the special BFR, it can turn over at right angles to secure itself properly for
travel within moving dimensions at normal speed.
Other important particulars of the portal cranes are given in Table 13.7:

13.8.2 Operation Connected with PQRS working
1. Since concrete sleepers are laid with LWR/CWR, all preparatory works as required for
LWR/CWR relaying should be carried out before laying concrete sleepers. In addition,
longitudinal section showing the existing rail levels should be plotted and proposed rail level
determined, taking into consideration the following points:
• 300 mm ballast cushion is available below the concrete sleepers. For this purpose, it is
necessary that the deep screening of ballast and its recoupment is carried out well in
advance. The procedure for deep screening of ballast has been explained in
Paragraph 11.6. The working of the deep screening machine has been described in
Paragraph 12.10.7.
While fixing the final rail level in addition to the items, mentioned in
Paragraph 11.6.1, special attention should be paid to the following items.
• Clearances to structures are maintained within the accepted limits.
• The track and the road surface at level crossings are suitably raised and approaches regraded.
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• Where lifting of track is not possible at places like, below over-line structures, on
girder bridges and in yards, etc., suitable ramping out should be done.
2. Auxiliary track should be laid at 3.4 m gauge keeping its centre line same as that of the
existing track.
3. The existing welded rails should be converted into single rail panels of such suitable lengths
that the capacity of the portal crane is not exceeded while handling the old panel. If rails are
to be reused in track elsewhere, single rail/panels shall be made by cutting at welds for rewelding possibility.
13.8.3 Pre-assembly of Panels
Sleepers received from the concrete sleeper plants are unloaded and stacked at the base depot.
Handling of concrete sleepers is done by portal cranes or separate cranes provided for the purpose.
These sleepers are assembled into panels making use of service rails. When assembling the panels,
elastic fastenings, complete in all respects, should be provided and correct uniform spacing of
sleepers should be ensured.
The assembled panels are stacked and are later loaded in BFRs in three to four tiers. Typical
layout of a pre-assembly yard is shown in Fig. 13.4:

Fig. 13.4: Typical Layout of a pre-assembly Yard of Relaying Train
13.8.4 Formation of Relaying Train
The relaying train shall consist of two empty BFRs for loading released track panels, adequate
number of BFRs loaded with pre-assembled panels, BFRs loaded with portal cranes, one equipment
and tool van, one crew rest van and one brake van and an engine. A typical marshalling order of the
relaying train is indicated in Fig. 13.5:

By RDSO

Fig. 13.5: Typical Marshalling Order of the Relaying Train for Site Work
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13.8.5 Actual Relaying
A speed restriction of 20 kmph is imposed at the place of relaying and preliminary works such as
loosening of fastenings, removal of ballast, etc. are carried out in advance. On the day of relaying,
traffic block is imposed, and the relaying train enters the block section. After the relaying train is
positioned, the portal cranes unload by themselves on the auxiliary track. The old track is
dismantled and loaded by the portal cranes on the empty BFRs. The ballast is then levelled and the
preassembled panels are laid in position. The new and existing tracks are joined by closure rails.
After the last panel is laid, a ramp is made in two rail lengths between the existing track and the
new track, to run out the difference in levels. The relaying train returns to the base depot where the
old track panels are unloaded.
13.8.6 Changing of Service-Rails with End Unloading Rakes and other post Relaying Works
In subsequent blocks, the service rails are replaced by welded panels. This replacement should
be done with the help of end loading rakes as far as possible, if kinks in the welded panels and other
damage to the new rails are to be avoided.
To minimize the number of thermit-welded joints the new rails are welded into 15/20 rail panels
at red flash-butt welding plants. Transport and unloading of these panels can be best done with the
help of end-loading rakes. The rails on these rakes rest on rollers, 3/4 tier high, each tier having
about 14 rails. For unloading purpose, two rails at a time are threaded through a special end
unloading threader and tied to the track. The rake is slowly pulled forward by the engine, and rails
are unloaded on both sides of the track. With proper gadgetry the rails can also be directly placed on
the sleepers. Fig. 13.6 shows the end unloading rake and how the rail panels are unloaded from
these rakes on to the track.

Fig. 13.6: Unloading of Rail Panels
The newly laid track is tamped and speed restriction removed as per the schedule mentioned in
Paragraph 13.6. Before resuming the speed to normal, provision of proper LWR ballast profile
should be ensured.
13.9 TRACK RELAYING TRAIN; PQRS AND ITS LIMITATIONS
Track renewal using PQRS is being extensively carried out on Indian Railways for the laying of
concrete sleeper tracks. With the picking-up of the production of MG concrete sleepers, PQRS is
being used for MG track relaying as well. The equipment is being manufactured totally
indigenously, which has helped in organizing proper repair and maintenance facilities for the
equipment.
The system, however, is beset by the following short-cuttings and limitations:
1. Auxiliary track needed for the movement of portal cranes increases the work load
significantly. Labour requirement for its handling, shifting and linking is considerable.
2. Service rails are required for laying panels, which further add to the manpower requirement
during the track relaying operation.
3. In the limited time interval, when the old tracks are picked up and the new track panels are
placed in position, the ballast bed has to be levelled manually. This is a very fatiguing and
hazardous job.
4. Sleeper renewal cannot be done independently with PQRS.
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5. Strict speed restriction of the order of 20 kmph has to be imposed during track renewal
operation. Long lengths of track remain under speed restriction, which affects the mobility
of the section adversely.
6. The productivity per hour of traffic block is low, particularly considering the busy routes,
where traffic blocks cause considerable dislocation of traffic and are therefore difficult to
get.
In an effort to overcome the limitations of PQRS, Indian Railways have procured track relaying
trains. These are deployed on busy routes so that the progress of track renewal per hour of traffic
block can be maximized.
13.10 TRACK RELAYING TRAIN (TRT)-P-811
The Track Relaying Train (TRT)–P-811s has been supplied by Phooltas Harsco Rail
Solutions Pvt. Ltd. It is a high output relaying machine and a step towards complete mechanization
of track renewal process. It does not require any service track and there is no need of fabricating
panels in the base depot as required in case of relaying by portal cranes. Concrete sleepers to be laid
in track are loaded in modified BRH wagons and laid at site one by one after picking each old
sleeper following removal of old rails. New rails unloaded at site in advance are inducted in track
after sleeper renewal.
Distributed over its length in sequence of renewal operations TRT performs the following
functions in crawling motion:
1. Threads out old rails (after unfastening from sleepers).
2. Picks up old sleepers.
3. Levels and compacts ballast bed.
4. Laying new sleepers.
5. Threads in new rails.
6. Places sleeper fittings on sleepers (to fasten the rail).
TRT can be used in one of the following modes:
1. Complete track renewal.
2. Replacement of sleepers only.
3. Replacement of rails only.

Fig. 13.7: Mechanized Picking-up of old Sleepers in TRT
(Graph: MATISSA Machines)
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Fig. 13.8: Mechanized Depositing of new Sleepers in Position in TRT (from L. Marx and
D. Moßmann, Work Procedure for Permanent Way Maintenance; Graph: MATISSA Machines)

Fig. 13.9 shows a picture of mechanised track renewal operation:

Fig. 13.9: Mechanized Track Renewal Operation
13.10.1 Allied Machines; Special Rolling Stock and other TRT Requirements.
In addition to main machine (TRT), following other equipments have also been procured:
1. Two gantry cranes.
2. Lip cutter.
3. Clip applicator.
4. Rail pick-up unit (UTV).
5. Modified BRHs.
• Gantry Crane: Gantry cranes are portal cranes, which run over BRHs on a track of 3 m
gauge. The rails for the track are fastened on the outer sides of the BRHs, which are
specially modified to hold the rails in position. Gantry cranes, which run on the BRHs, feed
new sleeper to the TRT machine and on return carry old released sleepers. In one trip, a
gantry crane can carry about 20 concrete sleepers.
• Lip Cutter: Lip cutter is used to cut reverse jaws of CST-9 sleepers. It has two abrasive
discs and can cut the lip of reverse jaw CST/9 sleepers. Lip cutter is a self propelled
machine.
• Clip Applicator: Clip applicator is a self-propelled machine capable of driving in position
all the four Pandrol Clips of a sleeper simultaneously.
• Rail Pick-Up Unit (UTV): Rail pick up unit is an auxiliary unit for picking up released 13
m long rails. It is a road crane mounted on the floor of a BFR wagon and hauled by a
dedicated locomotive having capacity to pull a load of 300t at a speed of 45 km/h. The crane
has been designed to lift single rails from cess and load the same in an adjoining empty BFR
wagon attached with the unit. It can load 50 rails per hour.
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•

Modified BRHs: Concrete sleepers for working of TRT are loaded on modified BRHs
having auxiliary track of 3 m gauge on the side of BRHs. In each BRH, concrete sleepers
are loaded in two stacks of four layers each. Each layer of sleepers is separated by wooden
battens of 75 mm  75 mm size. Proper gap between two layers of sleepers is necessary so
that jaws of gantry crane can reach between the two layers for picking up of the sleepers.
About 160 sleepers can be loaded on each BRH. To have continuous path between two
BRHs for the movement of gantry cranes, one detachable bridge is provided. This bridge is
fixed at one end and has sliding arrangement at the other end so that it takes care of
movement of BRHs on curves.
• Base Depot: Similar to PQRS depot, one depot is also required for working of TRT. The
base depot required for TRT work should have two lines of about 600 m length and one line
of about 300 m length. In addition, there should be a shunting neck so that for any shunting
work in base depot no running line is required to be blocked. On two lines of 600 m length,
concrete sleepers for about one week’s work are stacked, and on the third line loading of
released sleepers is done. One base depot, centrally located, can easily be used for renewal
of 60-80 km of track on either side.
● Advance Preparations for Working of TRT: Sleepers are loaded in modified BRHs in the
base depot, which are attached to TRT machine. In addition, in one BFR/brake-van, fittings
(ERCs, liners and rubber pads) are loaded. TRT rake so formed is taken to site of work by a
locomotive.
New rail panels unloaded in advance at site of work are pulled so as to close the gap
between two panels. Panels are fish-plated in the length of day’s work. These rail panels are
placed parallel to existing track with rail foot down. Rail panels are placed near the shoulders
of sleepers.
Before the arrival of TRT rake at site of work about 50 % of the fastenings of the
sleepers are removed, and remaining inside fittings are removed after the arrival of TRT rake
at site. The Balance of the outside fittings is removed at the time of working, just before
arrival of power car of TRT machine.
A cut is made in both the rails at a distance of about 9 m from the point of start of
relaying. Crib and shoulder ballast of first eight sleepers from the starting point is also
removed to create the necessary conditions for laying new sleepers after picking up the old
sleepers.
In case a level crossing is falling in the day’s work, the road surface is dug up in between
the rails and up to one metre on either side of rails. Road surface material is removed in this
portion up to top of the sleepers. Also check-rails are removed.
In case any Switch Expansion Joint exists in and old track, it should be replaced by
ordinary rails.
In summers the old rails are de-stressed at higher temperature so that track rails do not
buckle when fitting are removed for TRT working.
● Requirement for Block: Out of the total traffic block, permitted for working of TRT, about
90 minutes of block period out of the total traffic block permitted for working of TRT, is utilized
for following non-productive operations:
1. Running time for TRT rake to the site of work from the
nearest stabling station:
20 minutes
2. Setting of machine in working mode at the start of work:
25 minutes
3. Winding up of machine and restoration of track at the
close of work:
25 minutes
4. Clearing the block section:
20 minutes
Total:
90 minutes
● Staff Requirement: In addition to the staff required for the operation of various TRT
equipments, Permanent Way Supervisors and Gang-Men are required for following operations
of working of TRT:
1. For removing eight sleepers manually at the start of work, supporting rails on rollers,
restoration of track at the close of work, etc.
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2. Removing sleeper fastenings for working of TRT, etc.
3. Fixing of liners and ERCs in position on concrete sleepers, dropping of fittings form
BFR, correcting spacing and squaring of sleepers, etc.
4. Placing rubber pads on rail seats of sleepers.
5. Connecting rails with fishplates.
6. Gas cutting of rails.
● Sequence of Machines: Various other self-propelled machines along with TRT also go to
site of work. They are marshalled in the following sequence on the loop line of the nearest
station, wherefrom these machines enter in the block section:
1. Lip cutter, if working on CST 9 sleepers track.
2. TRT rake with locomotive in the direction of work.
3. Clip applicator.
4. Ballast regulator.
5. Rail pick-up unit (UTV).
6. Tie tamping machine.
7. Dynamic track stabilizer.
● Progress of Relaying by TRT: TRT system has been designed to lay sleepers at a rate of 10
sleepers per minute on an average with peak performance of 16 sleepers per minute. If there is
no interruption during working of TRT, about 1500 sleepers can be laid in a gross block of
four hours.
● Speed Restriction at Work Site: Soon after relaying at TRT work site, trains are permitted
to run at 40 kmph even without tamping of re-laid sleepers. The speed is increased to 75 kmph
on following day after one round of tamping. Trains are permitted to run at normal speed (100
to 120 kmph) after training out of ballast followed by second round of tamping.
● Special Features of TRT:
1. No auxiliary track is required for working of TRT.
2. No power block is required for working in electrified sections.
3. It reproduces existing track geometry. No adjustment/setting is required for working
on curves etc.
4. New sleepers can be laid at desired spacing.
5. Track adjoining high level platform can be renewed without any special efforts.
6. Track centres can be reduced/increased by 100 mm.
In view of the high output per effective traffic block hour and superior geometry of track
soon after relaying works, TRT provides a superior method for relaying of track. Given its
high initial cost, economic benefits from TRT can only be obtained by obtaining regular
traffic blocks for its working.
13.11 PLASSER&THEURER SMD-80
- A complete System for mechanised Track Renewal and Track Laying; Fig. 13.10
Machines of SMD-80 Series, engineered by Plasser&Theurer, represent the state of the art in a
track relaying concept, which excels in terms of performance, flexibility and cost-efficiency. The
machine set has been built according to the modular design system, which allows tailor-made
solutions to be provided for each specific field of application. This machine offers by fast
conversion without additional parts a technology, which can be used both for track renewal and for
laying new track. The SMD-80 had been engineered for operation in short track possessions and is
capable of laying and taking-up all types of wooden, concrete or steel sleepers. When renewing the
track, i.e. rails and sleepers, it is possible to exchange the rails or to re-install the old rails again.
The machine guarantees a high working output and ensures careful handling of the rails and
sleepers.
During track renewal and laying work the SMD-80 is guided by up-to-date controls, which
enable either the existing track geometry to be preserved or the new track to be displaced in
longitudinal level and alignment. All work units and sleeper transporting systems are controlled and
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monitored by freely programmable control electronics with efficient data transmission techniques
(data bus).
A special feature of the SMD system is the crawler track, which drives the machine forward
during operation. It guarantees a high tractive power independent of the weather conditions. This is
a great advantage in wet weather and on gradients.
Conventional standard flat-bed trailers, fitted with crane tracks for the gantry crane, are used to
transport new and old sleepers. The gantry crane serves to supply the laying unit with new sleepers
or to take away the old sleepers. The sleeper train is moved forward during operation by the
machine. A work locomotive is therefore not necessary.
Another great advantage besides the crawler track is that the machines of the SMD Series can be
equipped with a regulating chain plus transverse conveyor belts, which produce a smooth ballast
formation on which to lay the new sleepers, even where large quantities of ballast are to be shifted.
With this regulating chain it is even possible to work in the vicinity of station platforms and on
boxed-in ballast or to lower the new track compared to the old track geometry. Should it only be
required to smooth out the ballast bed, a regulating plough is available.
Another aspect in the development of the SMD 80 system was to achieve short set-up times for
the machine in order to be able to work effectively even in short track possessions. The time
required to set up and close down the machine is only 15 minutes in each case. The staff
requirement has been reduced in addition to a minimum by streamlining the operating functions. If
required, it is furthermore possible to house all workplaces (operating functions) in cabins.
The machines of the SMD 80, Fig. 13.10, series consist basically of three parts:
1. The actual relaying machine with the bogies and a crawler track for working operation.
2. The power unit.
3. The self- propelled gantry crane for supplying the new sleepers and taking away the old
sleepers. The machines can be used for the following work:
• Exchanging sleepers and installing long welded rails.
• Renewal of sleepers without exchanging the rails.
• Removing the old track.
• Laying new track.

By Pl&Th

Fig. 13.10: Plasser&Theurer Track Renewal cum Track Laying Machine SMD-80
13.12 Plasser&Theurer RU-800 S
- A combined Machine for continuous Track Renewal and Ballast Cleaning: Fig. 13.11
It is necessary to have a clean ballast cushion of 300 mm before carrying out the track renewal.
This necessitates the deep screening of ballast in advance of track renewal operation.
Plasser&Theurer have developed a track renewal machine RU-800 S, which combines the function
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of continuous track renewal with the ballast bed cleaning. This machine brings therefore down the
requirement of speed restrictions to half of when the two operations are carried out independently.
The machine can be deployed with great advantage on the busy routes of Indian Railways,
where speed restrictions carry a high price tag.

Fig. 13.11: Plasser&Theurer combined Machine for continuous Track Renewal and Ballast
Cleaning; RU-800 S; Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer
13.13 SLEEPER CHANGER
Indian Railways have purchased for replacement of sleepers in the track few Tie-Replacers
from Kershaw. Tie-Replacer can remove or insert wooden or concrete sleepers up to 5.49 m in
length. Important features of tie replacers are:
1. Tie-Replacer can retrieve and insert ties placed beyond the toe of the shoulder slope.
2. Rail clamping, lifting and tie kicking sequence is automatic when operator presses one
pedal.
3. Single operator control of inserting and extracting ties.
4. The inserter/extractor head can work with optional flipper feature at almost any angle from
the track to allow sleeper insertion/removal over third rails and against steep banks.
5. Excellent visibility of work area.
6. Automatic hydraulically applied brakes in work mode provide easier and quicker indexing
for sleeper insertion/removal.
7. Optional turntable allows turning machine without using crane.
A handling crane is often required to bring the sleepers from the stacking area to the track
sleeper. Indian Railways have therefore purchased tie cranes also to work along with the tie
replacers. The tie crane has a lifting capacity of about 400 kg at 7.5 m from the track centre.
The Tie-Replacer and Tie-Crane are best used for quick replacement of sleepers damaged by a
train derailment. They can be usefully employed for isolated replacement of sleepers as well. The
sleeper changer is shown in Fig. 13.12 and the Tie-Crane in Fig. 13.13:
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Pict. by Knox-Hershaw

Fig. 13.12: Knox Kershaw Sleeper Changer

Pict. by Knox-Hershaw

Fig 13.13: Knox-Kershaw Sleeper-Crane;

Fig 13.14: Kershaw Ballast Regulator
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Pict. by Knox-Hershaw

13.14 METHODS OF MANUAL TRACK RENEWAL
1. In view of the damage, that can occur when manual handling of concrete sleepers, manual laying
will not normally be adopted except under exceptional circumstances.
2. Loading and Unloading:
(a) Concrete sleepers shall be placed perpendicular to the length of the BFR.
(b) Manual unloading shall be done sleeper by sleeper. Wooden sleepers provided with
hooks at the top ends for gripping the side of the BFR shall be used as ramps for
sliding the sleepers down to the cess level. Damage by over-running shall be
prevented by placing the lower ends of the ramps either inside an old motor truck tyre
or between gunny bags filled with wood shavings and the sleeper allowed moving
down the ramp. Two men shall stand on the cess with crowbars planted into the cess
and control the downward sliding of the concrete sleepers
(c) After unloading, the sleepers shall be placed on the cess approximately alongside the
final position. Where the width of the cess is sufficient, the concrete sleeper should be
kept supported by wooden blocks so as to be approximately at the same level as in its
final position in track. Individual concrete sleepers may be transported conveniently
on a rail dolly.
3. Laying Procedure:
The following procedure shall be adopted for manual laying of concrete sleepers in place of
existing fish-plate track:
(a) A speed restriction of 25 kmph shall be imposed just prior to the line block on the
portion to be re-laid during the block, and rail sleeper fastenings shall be removed
from the alternate sleepers. Ballast cribs between sleepers shall be exposed up to
bottom level of sleepers. It shall be ensured that the number of sleepers taken up for
replacement during the line block period shall not be more than that, which can be
given at least one mechanical tamping with ‘on-track’ tamper before the first train is
allowed after the replacement of the sleepers.
(b) After taking the line block, the rails over the length to be dealt with during the line
block period shall be disconnected and removed. The sleepers shall then be taken out,
taking care to disturb the ballast bed only to the minimum extent.
(c) The new concrete sleepers shall then be laid in position by means of sleeper slings
taking care to ensure the correct longitudinal and lateral alignment. When the sleepers
are being placed in position, the prepared ballast bed should be disturbed only as little
as possible. Care should be taken not to damage the edges of the sleepers or to chip the
concrete. After the sleepers are placed, rubber pads shall be placed at the rail seats.
Elastic clips shall be loose-fastened at this stage. If the original rails are to be
continued after relaying, the track rails shall be laid and connected on either side.
(d) After the sleepers are packed, the rails shall be secured in position by inserting the
insulators and elastic fastenings and firmly fastened.
13.15 TRACK LAYING STANDARDS FOR MANUAL LAYING
1. Almost care should be taken during linking to ensure good quality of work, which on no
account should be allowed to suffer.
2. As a good practice, the following laying standards of track geometry measured in floating
conditions during primary renewals for broad gauge and metre gauge should be achieved
(track laid with new materials). The track geometry will be recorded three months after the
speed is raised to normal.
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ANNEXURE
List for Justification of complete Track Renewal
Division ------------ Section ------------- from km ------------- to km
1.
2.
3.
4.

Railway: ------------Total service traffic carried so far (GMT): --------------Present Annual Traffic Density (GMT): Single Line -------------Present Nature of Traffic:
(a) Average No. of trains per day: ---------------(b) Max. permissible speed: --------------(c) Heaviest locomotive in use: Type: -------------- Axle load: -------------5. Present track structure: Rail: -------------- Sleepers: --------------- Density: -------------

S. No. Item

1.

LIST FOR OBSERVATIONS
Running Kilometres from Designation of the
Begin of the
official Recording
proposed Renewal
Observation
(excluding Loops and
Sidings in Yards)
0-1 1-2 2-3 3-4

Rails
(a) Type:
(b) Age:
(c) Percentage wear of rails:
(d) Corrosion [mm]
(also gives condition
regarding pitting etc.):
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2.

3.
4.

5.

(e) Rail failures (during
Last 5 years)
• Rail ends (nos):
• Manufacturing (nos):
(f) Rail ends
• Hogged; % age/km:
• Battered; % age/km:
(g) Scabbed rails; % age/km:
(h) Other defects (corrugation etc.):
Sleepers
(a) Type:
(b) Age:
(c) Condition:
(d) Unserviceable (% age):
Ballast Cushion [m]:
Formation
(a) Soil:
(b) Condition:
(c) Treatment proposed, if any:
Casual Renewal
during last 3 years
(a) Numbers of Rails:
(b) Numbers of Sleepers:

"Rail Laying"
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Cartoon by Plasser&Theurer

J.S. MUNDREY Railway Track Engineering

Chapter 14
New Railway Constructions

359 m high Chenab River Bridge under Construction, Katra-Banihal Link
Cutting Railroads through Landscapes and Terrains is always an Injury to Nature.
Nature will take revenge if the Cuttings are too narrow, not well drained and Slopes not
adequately secured. A comprehensive surface Water Management of the Terrain becomes essential.
Water has to be taken out and kept away from the track-bed; see Technical Railway Paper by F.
Wingler WATER THE ENEMY OF RAIL TTRACK for download under
http://www.drwingler.com.
Proper Planning, Designing and Construction of a new Rail-Road and an appropriate water
drainage management can avoid nasty Train Accidents on the way to come. But this needs the input
of High Initial Capital and Engineering Investments. Initial high Investment for initial high Quality
cuts overall Life Cycle costs. Inclusive the aggregated Hindrance costs, the costs for the socialeconomy evolving when the trains cannot run or can run only at reduced speed or with limited
capacity. But this is often not well understood by political decision-makers as it should be.

Guidance on the choices can be obtained from this RTE book.

Revised by Dr. Frank Wingler, JANUARY, 2016
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PREFACE by F. Wingler
Presently the most ambiguous new line projects in India are the Western and Eastern Dedicated
Freight Corridors, the link KATRA-BANIHAL in Jammu/Kashmir and the new BG Lines to the
Capitals in the North Eastern States ASSAM, NAGALAND, MANIPUR, TRIPURA and
SHILLONG (North-East Frontier Railway):
JIRIBAM-IMPHAL(MANIPUR),
BHAIRABI-SAIRANG-AIZAWL
(MIZORAM),
AGARTALA-UDAIPUR-SABROOM (TRIPURA),
KAMAKHYA-BYRNIATH-SHILLONG
MEGHALAYA), and in the ALIPURDAR DV/SIKKIM: SIVOK-GIELLEKOLA-RANGOO,
and the raillink from RISHIKESH to KARNPRAYAG in UTTARANCHAL, which will host
India`s longest Tunnel with 15,1 km to make Char Dham Yatra more accessible.
Further lines under construction are:
JHANSI DIV: KHAJURAHO- TIGAMGARH; KOLAR-CUDDAPH. BANGALOR DIV/
KARNATAKA: NELAMAGALA- SHRAVANABELAGODA, KOLAR-CUDDAPH, GINIGRARAICHUR, BAGALKOT-KUDACHI. In JHARKAND: RANCHI-RAMGARH-HAZARIBAGH.
In MAHARASTRA: AHMADNAGAR- PARLIVAIGNATH.

Pict. by Railwaygazette

Test with modified WAG-7 in July 2008 with single Phase Pantograph under single
Phase Contact-Wire (Catenary) on Cantilevers positioned 7.54 m above the Rail
Support for the Movement of double Stack Containers on Freight Trailers for the
Western Dedicated Freight Corridor;
Railway Gazette International, May 2009, page 48-50

The Western Dedicated Freight Corridor Railway Line under construction will be electrified
feeding the one phase +25 kV 50 Hz AC overhead catenary contact wire as the power-input for the
Traction-System of the Locomotives by a two phase, 2 x 25 kV (-25 & +25 kV) 50 Hz AC
Autotransformer System; see Annexure below. The contract to electrify the section Vadora to
Newaharla Nehru Port has been awarded to the consortium of L&T Construction and Sojitz Corp.
Japan.
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DFC Construction on Kanpur Section

Dedicated Freight Routes under Construction
planned and proposed

Pict./Graph by Railwaygazette

Animation of the 141 m Pier-Height, 703 m long Girder Bridge under Construction
over the River Iring on the Jiribam-Imphal Line (Manipur); Animation from Paper β7,
IPWE Seminar, Jan. β017, Mumbai

The present alignment of the Katra-Banihal Link of the USB Project has come under scrutiny
because of Safety Considerations: In a jolt to the ambitious project to build the world`s highest
Railway Bridge with 359 m over the river Chenab on the long pending rail link to the Kashmir
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Valley, an official committee headed by E. Sreddharan has expressed in its 31 page report,
submitted to the Railway Minister Suresh Prabhu, “serious reservation on the safety and stability
of
this
bridge”
in
the
earthquake
and
landslide
prone
zone;
see
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Expert-panel-raises-doubts-on-safety-Katra-Banihal-raillink.

Animation of Chenab River Bridge under Construction;
Katra-Beramulla Link
The Engineers got their inspiration from the 1884 completed Railway Viaduct de Garabit in
France, engineered by Gustave Eiffel:

Viaduct de Garabit, France, completed 1884, engineered by Gustave Eiffel
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Chapter 14
New Railway Constructions
14.1

INTRODUCTION

New railway constructions have to follow the path of planning, designing and finally the
construction. In each case, the need for a new railway has to be established. A business brief is next
prepared as a basis for the development of the engineering specifications. Feasibility studies will
identify various route options, and a final choice has to be made among the routes studied. This will
be followed by the designs. The whole process is an iterative one and time consuming. The time
and the money spent in this exploratory work will certainly pay great dividend, when the railway is
finally constructed and operated.
14.2 THE BUSINESS BRIEF
The idea that the construction of a new railway line could be justified springs up from a demand
for transport. The demand may be commercial for a specific commodities like iron ore, coal, oil or
containers etc. between specific points of origin and destination. The promoter could also be a
government or its agency, when the railway is required for improving the transport infrastructure.
Whatever be the circumstances, the first question is about finding a suitable answer to meet the
potential traffic demand.
The form in which such a question is posed is the “Business Brief”. Any transport system is
expensive to construct, and before such a major investment decision is made, it is normal for the
promoter to investigate all the alternative transport modes appropriate to the traffic on offer, such as
roads, pipelines, conveyors, aircraft and ships, all of which can in the right conditions be
competitors with rail. The promoters will want to appraise the relative advantages of the possible
alternative modes in terms of the social-economical aspects and the relative capital investment and
running costs.
The Business Brief will describe the nature and anticipated he quantity of traffic likely to be on
offer, the places to be served and the general commercial requirements. It will indicate the timescale
for construction, any predetermined conditions (e.g., track or structure gauge) and the fiscal and
legislative framework, within which the scheme is to be carried forward.
With this brief, studies will be undertaken and comparisons made not only between one mode of
transport and the other but between the solutions offered by railway technologies, which differ from
one and other in details. Further studies will follow if the railway transport system becomes the
winner.
14.3

FEASIBILITY STUDIES

The first task of a feasibility study is to establish the feasibility of constructing a railway at all
and then to determine, how much it will cost to provide and operate it.
In a less developed area, the study would be based on the available topographical sheets
supported by area and satellite photography and by available geotechnical and hydrological data.
The route must be reconnoitred, preferably on the ground, but if necessary by air. The general
impression of the terrain and local features thus obtained is vital for a proper understanding of the
data obtained.
If the environment is built-up, the choice of routes may be very restricted, and each route in turn
will probably be confined within very narrow limits.
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Even in country areas restrictions will tend to be more political and social than physical, with
the avoidance of private houses, industrial buildings and with environmentally sensitive areas
becoming a major problem. Gas, water, electricity, sewerage and other services must be
accommodated or diverted. Suitable crossings of highways, other railways and canals etc. must be
designed to suit the owners’ requirements. Accommodation works will be required for people,
whose properties are cut in two by the railway.
Assuming that the construction of railway line is considered practicable, further work will
proceed towards determining one or more routes. The implications of alternate routes will be
worked out, bringing out as to how the initial costs and the running costs are affected by the choice
of ruling gradient, permitted radius, cant and cant-deficiency, limitations on earthworks and
tunnelling etc.
After completing the feasibility study, a decision can be taken for entering into the next phase of
the project i.e. producing designs, specifications and cost estimates in sufficient accuracy to make
the financial decisions.
14.4 DESIGN
Much more detailed and factual information will be required at this stage about the terrain,
which the proposed railway will cross. Detailed land surveys will be required, covering the
topography of the corridor of land through which the railway will be routed. Geotechnical surveys
will help to define the broad specifications for the railway earthworks, tunnels and bridge
foundations. Sources of track ballast will be identified. Studies by an engineering hydrologist will
help to determine the location and size of bridges and culverts and to contribute to the design of
track drainage, flood protection and area and terrain surface water management. The development
of the final design is a continuous process, which commences during the feasibility study, whereby
many parties including planners, commercial specialists, operators and engineers work on the
tentative alignments and gradients determined earlier and the performance statistics deduced from
them.
The effects of changes in each parameter are closely scrutinized so that eventually the most
appropriate design is arrived at. Suitable computer programs greatly speed up this work and make
possible the evaluation of a far larger number of variants than was ever possible when all
calculation and drawing works had to be done by hand.
At the same time, the civil engineering specification for the scheme will be evolved. No two
railway projects have identical specifications, and major differences both in principle and in detail
may be expected depending upon whether the railway is being designed for developed or
undeveloped territories. The major civil engineering decisions are probably the following:
1. Track gauge.
2. Number of tracks.
3. The trace (i.e., horizontal and vertical alignment, cant and cant-deficiency).
4. Structure gauge.
5. Track structure.
These subjects are discussed in the succeeding Paragraphs.
14.4.1 Track Gauge
The track gauge will often be the gauge of the railway system of which the new line will or
could form a part. If there is no existing railway to which the new line would be likely to be linked,
then the decision, whether broad, standard or one of the narrower gauges will be adopted, depends
on a complex of factors including the type of terrain, the money and time available for construction
and the desired train speeds. A narrow gauge railway can be constructed within a narrower land
width than a standard or broad gauge one, and this has advantages in mountainous territory, where
the track may run on a ledge of a steep mountainside. The quantity of material required to construct
a narrow gauge railway is significantly less than that required for standard or broad gauge. Hence
the civil engineering works will be cheaper and quicker to construct. On the other hand, if a higher
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speed railway is required, it will be much easier to achieve and maintain an acceptable track
geometry with a broad or standard gauge than with a narrow gauge line.
In absence of the above mentioned factors a new rail road would therefore be designed most
likely in standard or broad gauge. In India all new lines to be build are laid nowadays in Broad
Gauge; for the current situation see: INDIAN RAILWAYS LIVING ATLAS – INDA RAIL INFO;
indiarailinfo.com/atlas. For in future to be build High-Speed Lines, India will have probably to
follow Spain, which switched for dedicated High-Speed Lines from the 1668 mm Iberian Board
Gauge to the international 1435 mm Standard Gauge. High-Speed Trains run around the globe on
1435 mm Standard Gauge; see Paragraph 1.3.
14.4.2 Number of Tracks
The choice, whether the railway will have one or more tracks, will depend on the proposed
density and pattern of train services and the signalling system to be used. If single track is to be
adopted, the spacing, length and turnout speeds of the passing loops will also depend on the
envisaged traffic density and traffic control factors.
14.4.3 The Trace
The line, that the railway is to follow in plan and in profile, is sometimes referred to as the trace.
Some remarks on ruling gradient, curvature, cant and cant-deficiency are includes under this
general heading.
The ruling gradient determines the relationship between the locomotive power required and
the weight and speed of trains. It also has an influence on operating practices, since if the track
slopes steeply, precautions are required to ensure safe operation and prevent runaways. Practices
have changed in this respect markedly over the last few decades. It is now recognized that operation
of powerful locomotives and automatic braking systems makes the combination of high speed
passenger operation with quite steep gradients possible. For example, the DB route from Siegburg
to Frankfurt Airport, where the gradients are as steep as 1 in 25 (4 %), has a design speed of 300
kmph. Such a solution is only possible, if the railway is dedicated to operate special High-Speed
Train Sets with power distribution on the rail-cars. Heavy axle-load freight vehicles being normally
operated at speeds of around 100 kmph do not mix well with 160 kmph traffic. And the haulagepower required to maintain 100 kmph on a gradient of 1 in 30, whilst it could be provided, may be
uneconomic.
Where on a predominantly freight railway the direction of laden trains can be clearly identified,
it is often possible to specify different ruling gradients for the loaded and the unloaded directions.
In the case of a new railway, it is important to recognize that the ruling gradient curvature, cant
and cant-deficiency should be determined by a policy decision about the maximum speed of
operation and not vice versa. The rules governing the relationships between speed, curvature, cant
and cant-deficiency are discussed in Chapter 6, but in general terms it should be clear that the
higher the speed the straighter must be the route. This can be expensive. A low cost railway will
have a trace; which avoids heavy earthworks, bridges and tunnels, but in difficult terrain a cheap
trace can entail a combination of sharp curves and steep gradients, which together preclude any
pretensions to speed, as well as likely being considerably longer than the direct line between the
places served. Thus although cheap to build, the railway may prove expensive and inconvenient to
operate. The trace eventually decided upon will be a compromise, which meets as closely as
possible the commercial and operating briefs for the optimum expenditure on construction.
14.4.4 Structure Gauge
The structure gauge to be adopted will be determined from the maximum desired cross-section
of rolling stock plus allowances for dynamic movement of the stock relative to the track. The wider
the structure gauge, the greater will be the cost of any structure over the track, and therefore it may
be expected that there will be strong pressure to keep the structure gauge as small a as possible.
This may prove as a false economy. The structure gauge should not be finalized without giving due
consideration to the long term needs of the route, the possibility of traffic from other routes and to
the desirability of providing for the occasional exceptional load.
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14.4.5 Track Structure
The design of the track structure is discussed in various chapters of this book. All that can be
done here is to indicate the nature of the choices to be made. These concern principally:
1. Rail section and metallurgy.
2. Whether to specify Continuous Welded Rail (CWR) or jointed track.
3. Sleeper spacing, type and design detailing.
4. Fastenings.
5. Turnouts.
6. Ballast depth and specification.
7. Formation design.
8. Maintenance.

Guidance on these choices can be obtained from this book.
14.5 SURVEY
Surveys will be required, covering the topography and general characteristics of the corridor of
land through which the railway will pass. The scale of the surveys produced will depend on the
nature of the terrain. Built-up areas, the locations of large bridges, tunnels and sites in difficult
mountain terrain need to be mapped at a comparatively large scale, perhaps 1:10.000 or greater,
while flat, open deserts can be satisfactorily dealt with at 1:100.000. There are a number of
techniques to produce maps and surveys.
An aerial photography or photogrammetry is a good starting point. Survey stations have to be
put into the ground, suitably located in the vicinity of the connections of the new railway with any
existing network and to any other pre-existing major features. They must form a closed traverse,
which can later be surveyed from the surface. Photogrammetry provides data in three dimensions,
which can be digitized and used in a computer to produce plans, cross-sections and other models of
the existing conditions. The source of data for such preliminary work is increasingly satellite
photography, which has now reached a standard enabling to dispense with the triangulation stations.
Further data can if necessary be added from ground surveys using modern surveying instruments
and techniques as available, to add ground collected data to that from photogrammetry stored in the
computer. The objective is that once all the survey work is complete, a total and complete threedimensional picture of the area should exist in numerical form in the computer memory, which can
be played back either onto a visual display unit or via a suitable plotter as drawings.
14.6 EARTHWORK DESIGNS
Modern design software is available, which allows the designer to specify details such as
standard cross-sections. When this is done, the designer can then input a proposed horizontal and
vertical alignment, and the computer will produce drawings illustrating the effects on the
surrounding area and will calculate the quantities of cut and fill very quickly. The designer is free to
carry out this process any number of times until the optimum design is evolved. Once the
alignments are finalized, the computer will rapidly produce plans, longitudinal sections, crosssections, bills of quantities, setting out data and other information as may be required for preparing
contract documents.
Traditionally in the design of a new railway, a major objective was to balance, cut and fill. This
avoided the need for borrow pits and/or spoil tips at the expense of the cost of transporting the
excavated material from one cut to another fill.
A major factor in the design of a new railway is in today’s context that once the line is open,
maintenance must be minimized. This implies minimizing settlement of the formation. Care must
therefore be taken with the choice of the filling material for embankments and with the methods of
placing and compacting. Railway embankments require much greater strength than highway
embankments since the loading intensity is higher at the formation level. Railways, particularly
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where speeds are high, will tolerate only slight defects in vertical alignment. A high quality fill
material, properly graded and compacted, is therefore essential, and material dug from cuttings is
not necessarily suitable. The suitability of the excavated material will be determined by
geotechnical investigation as the design proceeds.
The designer must bear in mind the effect of local conditions on earthworks design. In hot arid
countries for instance, great difficulty may be experienced in obtaining sufficient water to achieve
optimum consolidation of filling material. There may also be serious logistical problems in building
a new railway across terrain, where the existing transport infrastructure is inadequate or nonexistent. A railway requiring heavy earthworks in these circumstances can be disproportionately
costly and slow to build.
14.7 THE UNDERLYING GROUND
In addition to carefully controlling embankment construction, the design process must ensure
the competence of the underlying ground to carry the dead and live loads involved in the
construction and operation of the railway. This is done by soil mechanics investigation during the
survey and pre-design work. Problem areas are identified and predictions of settlement made. If
problems are anticipated with excessive settlement, various solutions are available including
surcharging, installing drainage and in the last resort a replacement. The behaviour of the
predictions is checked by instruments installed in the underlying material before work starts. Both
settlement and stability must be monitored during construction, especially where progress is rapid.
This is done by a combination of piezometers, inclinometers and settlement gauges. Readings from
these devices can be recorded by data collectors, permitting direct input to a computer, which sorts
the data, stores it and presents it in tabular form.
Thus the engineer can monitor and control his site construction with the aim of ensuring only
minimum residual settlements when the line opens.
14.8 CONSTRUCTION
14.8.1 Setting-Out
Once all the formalities have been completed, the route must be established throughout as
quickly as possible. Computerisation of survey and design brings further benefits at this stage.
Information for setting out the route will often be provided in two complementary forms. Firstly,
points on the centre line are defined by distance and bearing from the primary and secondary
traverse stations. This procedure enables the establishment of principal setting-out stations at
intervals of 400-500 m together with important locations such as intersection points for bridges.
Points at 200 m intervals are set out by distance and deflection angle from the former. The
advantages of using computer generated information are the rapid production of a large amount of
accurate data, the facility to make rapid adjustments and corrections and the ability to introduce new
setting-out points or survey stations into the system.
14.8.2 Infrastructure Construction
Once the route is established, work will start at as many points as possible on the excavation of
cuttings, the tipping and consolidation of embankments and the construction of bridges and tunnels.
It is usual to control the planning and progress of the work as a whole by means of a Critical Path
Analysis or a derivation there from. This includes detailed plans for each self-contained section of
the job being converted into a Bar Chart form for the information and guidance of the engineers in
charge of those sections. It is important that sound systems are established in keeping site diaries by
all key personnel for control of the whole to be established and maintained through regular
meetings.
The actual construction process details will depend on the individual circumstances. This cannot
be detailed here, but it may be emphasized that whatever methods are used, construction traffic
should be prevented from running on the finished formation or on anything above this level, to
avoid rutting causing permanent damage.
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14.8.3 Social Impact
Invariably in developed countries there are restrictions imposed on construction in an effort to
avoid or minimize damage, danger, dirt and noise, which could adversely affect people working on
the site and not least members of the local community. The routes, by which bulk materials may be
moved, and the daily quantities of such materials over these routes are frequently laid down. The
railway authority becomes liable to pay for any damage caused to highways as a result of its
activities. The contractor and the supervising engineer will have to arrange for any local “Health
and Safety” legislation to be complied with.
14.8.4 Junction with existing Works
Any new railway being built to fit into an existing network must connect into it at one or more
points. The joining of the formations has to be done whilst traffic is running at line speed on the
existing route, and this requires special precautions. Some work may have to be done under traffic
blocks. Where existing earthworks are interfered with, soil instrumentation as already described will
enable the behaviour of these earthworks to be monitored, and constant watch must be kept on the
line and level of the running tracks.
14.9

CONSTRUCTION OF EARTHWORK; GENERAL ASPECTS

14.9.1 Execution of Earthwork; General Aspects
1. The spreading of material in layers of desired thickness over the entire width of
embankment should be done by mechanical means and finished by a motor grader. The
motor grader blade shall have hydraulic control suitable for initial adjustment and for
maintaining the same so as to achieve the slope and grade.
2. Thickness of layer is decided based on field compaction trials. As a good practice thickness
of layer should be generally kept as 300 mm for fill material and 250 mm for blanket
material in loose state before compaction.
3. If natural moisture content (NMC) of the soil is less than the OMC, the calculated amount of
water based on the difference between OMC&NMC and quantity of earthwork being done
at a time, water should be added with sprinkler attached to water tanks and mixed with the
soil by motor grader or by other means in order to obtain an uniform moisture content.
When the soil is too wet, it is required to be dried by aeration near to OMC. Efforts should
be made to keep the moisture content level of the soil in the range of OMC ± 2% at the time
of compaction.
4. Fill shall be placed and compacted in layers of a specified thickness of about 30 cm. The
progress rate should be, as far as possible, uniform so that the work is completed to final
level almost at the same time.
5. The rolling for compaction of fill material should commence from edges towards center
with minimum overlap of 200 mm between each run of the roller. In final pass, roller should
simply move over the surface without vibration so that top surface is properly finished.
6. Extra bank width of 500 mm on either side shall be rolled to ensure proper compaction at
the edges. The extra soil would be cut and dressed to avoid any loose earth at the slopes.
This should preferably be done with help of grade cutter.
7. At the end of the working day, fill material should not be left un-compacted. Care should be
taken during rolling to provide suitable slope on top of the bank to facilitate quick shedding
of water and avoid ponding on formation.
8. During construction of formation, there may be rainfall to the extent that rain cuts may
develop on the surface of formation due to erosion of soil. Care should be taken that these
rain cuts are not allowed to develop wide and deep otherwise these locations will remain
weak spots. Provisions should be made in contract conditions to attend and repair such rain
cuts as a regular measure.
9. The top of the formation should be finished to cross slope of 1 in 30 from one end to other
towards cess/drain in multiple lines and from center of formation to both sides in single line.
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10. Once the top surface of the formation has been finished to proper slope and level, movement
of material vehicle for transportation of ballast, sleepers etc. should be avoided, these
movements will cause development of unevenness and ruts on the surface, which will
accumulate water and weaken the formation. The methodology of transportation of
Permanent Way material needs to be planned.
11. In conversion, doubling or rehabilitation projects suitable benching of existing slope shall be
done before new earthwork is taken up to provide proper bonding between old and new
earthworks. It should be ensured that there is no humus material left on the benched slope.
Care needs to be taken to avoid entry of rainwater into the formation from this weak
junction, otherwise this would result in development of weak formation, slope failure and
maintenance problems due to uneven settlement etc.
12. At locations where the water table is high and the fill soil is fine-grained, it may be desirable
to provide a granular layer of about 30 cm thickness at the base above the subsoil across the
full width of formation.
13. At the places where embankment materials are not conducive to plant growth, top soil
obtained from site clearance as well as top layer of borrow pits, rich in organic content and
suitable for plant growth, may be stored for covering slopes of embankment and cutting
after construction or other disturbed areas, where re-vegetation is required, as far as
practicable.
14.9.2 Use of Construction Equipments for Execution of Earthwork
Any manual methods of construction cannot achieve the desired quality of earthwork. It would
be necessary to deploy modern equipments such as earthmover, motor graders, scraper, dumpers,
mobile water sprinklers, vibratory rollers and sheep-foot rollers etc. as per need on all projects so
that the quality of work is as per laid down standards. It would be desirable to maintain records of
work done by various equipments at a particular site to assess the output and quality control.
14.9.3 Construction of new Formation over soft compressible Sub-Soil
Various methods such as pre-loading and stage construction, installation of vertical sand drains
and installation of prefabricated vertical drains are available for strengthening of such weak soil by
expediting consolidation. Selection of a particular method for safe construction of embankment will
basically depend on the rate of construction. Depending on site requirement and techno-economic
considerations, a particular method for construction may be therefore decided.
14.9.4 Sandwich Construction of Banks with Cohesive Soils
Sandwich type of construction may be adopted for construction of embankments with cohesive
soils having very low permeability (less than 10 –2 cm/sec.) and where height of bank is greater
than 3 m. In such situations, a layer of coarse sand (Cu > 2) of about 20 to 30 cm thickness should
be provided at bank height intervals of 2 to 3 m. Before adopting such a construction it may be
necessary to carry out a detailed technical study along with economics of sandwich construction,
depending on site conditions and availability of material; see Paragraph 18.10.4.
14.10 BALLAST BED PREPARATION
It is considered worth spending time and effort to produce prior to track laying a consolidated
top surface to the ballast, which is very close to design in respect of longitudinal levels and crosslevels. This is advantageous in the following ways:
1. To facilitate insertion of fastenings.
2. To obviate manual track lifting and lining.
3. To enable follow-up machines to apply consistent lifts and cross level correction, thus
producing the right conditions for even consolidation by the Dynamic Track Stabiliser.
4. To reduce the amount of attention immediately needed, and (because top class track
geometry can be produced very early in the life of the track) to extend maintenance cycles
and the useful life of all components.
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5. To open the line to traffic at a relatively higher speed.
In order to ensure that no damage occurs on sub-grade level, a ballast layer of approx. 150-200
mm thickness should be applied.
The methods used involve a variety of machines, all producing similar results. The choice of
equipment depends on the individual site, its degree of difficulty of access for plant, the track laying
equipment in use, obstructions, width of ballast formation required and the quantum of work. All
levelling machines should be fitted with laser control or some other form of guidance, as it is not
possible to obtain the consistency of finish in both planes purely by operator skill.

Pict. by Knape/Kirchner

Fig. 14.1: Ballast-Bed Finisher; inserting the Bottom Layer of Ballast
14.11 MAJOR CONSTITUENTS OF TRACK WORKS

Once the sub-grade has been prepared to the desired standard, further track work constitutes of
the following elements:
1. Procurement and placement of stone ballast in layers of appropriate thickness. The provision
of sub-ballast/blanket forms a part of substructure; Paragraph 14.10.
2. Transport, handling and placement of concrete sleepers at appropriate places.
3. Transport, handling, laying and fastening of rails in a coordinated manner.
4. Lifting, levelling, lining and tamping of track (first round).
5. Spreading additional ballast in track in appropriate manner.
6. Lifting, levelling and lining and tamping of track (second round).
7. Further distribution of ballast to form the correct ballast profile.
8. Welding of rails into long/continuous welded rails, followed by de-stressing of rails.
9. Final round of tamping.
14.12 MECHANIZED TRACK CONSTRUCTION
Various methods of mechanized track construction have been adopted by track construction
organizations around the world depending upon the local construction environment, such as:
1. Volume of work.
2. Availability of skilled man power.
3. Desired quality standards.
4. Available track laying equipment.
Most of the track construction work in India has so far been carried out by using simple road
based equipments. Only after the track is manually laid, on-track tamping machines, borrowed from
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the open line track organization, are deployed for giving final rounds of tamping. In this method of
deploying tamping machines there is in spite a considerable degree of compromise on the quality of
track produced.
Manual handling of heavy track materials is not only hazardous for the labour but track
components also get damaged, particularly the concrete sleepers and high UTS long rails. In the
following Paragraphs two methods of mechanized track construction are described. In the first
method simple track machines, which can be transported by road from one construction site to
another, are used. IRCON (International), a public sector company, is progressively using this
method in their railway construction works. The second method makes use of complete track laying
trains, which carry out all automatically track laying operations.
14.12.1 Mechanized Track Construction using simple Portable Track Laying Equipment.
The procedure adopted in this method is as follows:
1. A layer of 100 mm of ballast is placed first on the prepared sub-grade. Road based
equipment is used for the transport, loading and distribution of ballast. Concrete paver type
of equipment is successfully used for the spreading of the ballast. The road dumpers are
used for the transportation of ballast from the ballast stacks to the distributing equipment.
2. New rails, brought on road trailers in single rail lengths or 2/3 rail panels, are brought to the
site and placed gently on the ballast at 3400 mm gauge with the help of road cranes. The
rails are without holes, joined together using fishplates and bolted clamps.
3. Robel’s sleeper laying unit PA 1-20 ES (Fig. 14.2) can be used for the transport and
placement of concrete sleepers in position. The sleeper layer moves on auxiliary rails earlier
laid at 3400 mm gauge. The sleeper layer is supplied with concrete sleepers from the
sleepers stacks with a road crane. Earlier the sleepers are stacked at suitable locations along
the line after transporting them from the concrete sleeper manufacturing plant in road/rail
vehicles; the weight of sleeper layer is 15 t and the progress is 140-160 m per hour.

Fig. 14.2: Robel Sleeper Layer

Pict. Curtesy of Plasser&Theurer

4. After sleeper laying is completed in a certain portion of track, rails are placed on the
sleepers with the help of Robel’s Rail Threader 43.32 (weight 1.5 t) (Fig 14.3) or Robel’s
Rail Movers 43.03 (weight 115 kg) (Fig. 14.4).
5. The next operation is to lift, level and align the track. This is carried out with the help of
Robel’s equipment HGR 47.230 (weight 1.5t) (Fig. 14.5). This is followed by first round of
tamping.
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Fig. 14.3: Robel Rail Threader

Fig. 14.4: Robel Rail Mover

Fig. 14.5: Robel Lifting and Levelling
Equipment

Pict. by Robel

6. For initial lifting, levelling, aligning and tamping of track Plasser&Theurer tamping machine
Minima-2 (weight 7.5 t) (Fig. 14.6) can be deployed; progress 100 - 120 m per hour. This is
followed by spreading of additional ballast using self-propelled rail mounted dumpers.
Further lifting, levelling and slewing of track is again carried out using Robel’s equipment
HGR 47. 230. Second round of tamping of track is then carried out with the Plasser&Theurer
tamping machine Minima-2.

Pict. Courtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 14.6: Minima-2 Tamping Machine
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7. Once the sleepers are well consolidated, welding of rails into long rail lengths can be done
using Mobile Flash Butt welding plants. This is followed by de-stressing of rails. At this
stage a third round of tamping with Minima 2 can be given if required.
8. A ballast profiling machine can be used to obtain the correct ballast profile.
9. For the final round of tamping, self-loading tamping machine Plasser&Theurer 08-275ZW
(weight 34 tonne) can be deployed; Fig. 14.7. This machine can be transported on a road
trailer from one construction site to another. After this tamping operation, the track should
be fit enough for regular operation.

Pict. Courtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 14.7: Plasser 08-275 ZW Lifting, Levelling and Tamping Machine cum Ballast Regulator

14.12.2 Mechanized Track Construction using continuous Action Track Laying Machine
Plasser&Theurer SVM 1000 S (Fig. 14.8) is one of the high capacity track laying machine. The
important features of this machine are as follows:
1. It can place the sleepers automatically at a specified spacing.
2. It carries the rails and can unload them on the track-less area ahead of the machine.
3. During travel from one work site to another, the equipment is conveniently placed on
standard railway flat-bed wagons.

Fig. 14.8: SVM 1000 Track Laying Machine

Pict. Courtesy of Plasser&Theurer

14.12.2.1 Main Components of the Machine
1. Laying Machine
During work the front of the laying machine runs on the crawler track and the rear end is
supported on the transport wagon.
Conveyor belts take the sleepers brought by the gantry crane to the laying unit. The
sleepers are aligned exactly before being laid in the pre-selected spacing. Rail guide clamps
thread the new rails onto the base plates. Guiding rollers and rail conveyor units are mounted
on the laying machine for transporting the new rails in front of the laying machine coming
from the rail transport wagon.
Lifting rams and auxiliary undercarriages enable the laying machine to be unloaded and
loaded quickly and simply at the start and end of work.
A reference wire spanned at the side serves as a geometrical reference base to control the
machine.
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In front of the laying unit there is an enclosed, soundproofed operator cabin, which houses
the control units. Another cabin is located in the area, where the rails are positioned on the base
plates.
The laying machine operates fully hydraulically and is powered by a diesel engine.
Apart from the sleeper laying unit, details of the other individual elements of the laying
machine are as under:
2. Gantry Crane
The gantry crane is used to transport the sleepers from the sleeper transport wagon to the
laying machine. It transports up to 20 sleepers at a time, running on crane rails, which are fixed
on the sides of the wagons and on the rear section of the laying machine.
There are also rail holding devices mounted on the crane. These are used at the start of work
to thread the front ends of the rails into the rail guiding rollers mounted close to the crane rails.
3. Drive Unit
To be able to perform the necessary manoeuvring runs on the worksite without the need for
a work locomotive, it is possible to integrate a drive unit into the SVM 1000S. This consists of
a bridge-shaped frame with a power supply unit and two bogies with 2 axles. Both axles of a
bogie are powered hydrostatically. Due to the special frame design it also offers the possibility
to store rail fastenings and to insert them in this area.
4. Rail Pulling and Conveying Device
With the help of two cable pulleys, a rail support roller and rail guide rollers two rails at a
time are transported from the rail carrying wagons to the rail conveyor units, which push the
rails to the laying machine. Two pairs of rail clamps are positioned to deflect the rails from the
rail conveyor units to the rail guiding rollers mounted on the sides of the wagons.
All drives and movements are powered hydraulically. A separate Diesel engine with
hydraulic plant is installed for the power supply. The individual rail lengths are joined together
just before the rail conveyor units using special clamping fishplates.
At the start of work the front ends of the first rails are threaded into the rail guiding rollers
with the help of the gantry crane.
5. Tractor for pulling long Rails
In the trackless area the long rails are pulled forward by a tractor equipped with rail clamps.
14.12.2.2 Sequence of Track laying Operations with SVM 1000 S
Following will be the sequence of operations for carrying of track with SVM 1000 S track
laying machine:
1. A ballast layer of about 15 cm thickness is created over the sub-grade by using road based
ballast distribution equipment.
2. The track laying train with integrated rail supply unit is moved to the construction site. The
Crawler unit of the track laying train unloads itself from the transport wagon. The rail pulling
and conveying unit pulls the rail from the rail wagons and moves the rails across the track
laying machine to the front of the machine. The rails are pulled forward by a tractor and laid
on the ballast. The machine then starts its work and lays the concrete sleeper at regular
spacing. As the machine progresses with the laying of sleepers, the rails are brought in
position on the concrete sleepers. The track laying machine is continuously fed with concrete
sleepers by the portal crane, which picks up the sleeper from the sleeper wagons and places
them on the conveying belt.
3. After the rails are placed in position, elastic fastenings are tightened using simple track tools.
4. The laying of track is followed by tamping with on-track tamping machines.
5. More ballast is then brought to the laying site and is placed in layers of 10 cm each followed
by further tamping and consolidation.
6. The rails are converted into continuously welded rails and de-stressed once the track is
properly consolidated.
For obtaining good progress, it is desirable to set up track laying depots at regular intervals,
from where the machine will be brought to site for carrying out its operations. The concrete sleepers
can be stacked in these depots, and arrangement for mechanical loading of sleeper is made in these
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depots. The rails can be brought from the rolling mills adopting “Just in Time” concept of supply
of rails.
14.12.2.3 Advantages of the SVM 1000 S:
1. Flexible range of application as units can operate separately.
2. New track is laid in continuous working action.
3. Laying of long rails.
4. Simple unloading of long rails in the trackless area.
5. Exact radial laying of sleepers.
6. Automatic laying of sleepers at the pre-selected sleeper spacing.
7. High tractive force thanks to crawler track.
8. No work locomotive needed during working operation.
9. The SVM 1000 S is mounted and transported on standard flat-bed wagons.
10. Careful handling of the rails and sleepers being laid.
11. Short time needed for setting up and closing down.
12. High performance and high quality standards.
14.13 DEPLOYMENT OF EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY FOR NEW TRACK LAYING
Plasser&Theurer, a leading manufacturer of track equipment and machinery, have their presence
around the globe. They recommend the use of their following equipment and machines for laying of
new track; Figure 14.9.
14.13.1 Equipment and Machines
1. Heavy road trucks for ballast transport. Track bed finisher for inserting the bottom layer of
ballast on the subgrade level, which is then ready prepared for the laying of the track.
2. Robel 40.63 Rail transport and unloading train and a tractor to pull the rails in front of the
SVM 1000. It is assumed that the rails will be delivered in lengths of 260 m.
3. Track laying equipment comprising of (a) SVM 1000 S track laying machine with one
gantry unit and (b) sleeper transport wagons.
4. APT 1500 RA mobile fully automatic rail welding robot with flash-butt welding technology
for welding the rails in situ.
5. Self-discharging hopper wagons (load capacity approx. 60 t).
6. Mechanized track maintenance train (MDZ) comprising of (a) Tamping Express 09–3X
and (b) continuous action levelling, lifting, lining and tamping machine for plain tracks.
7. USP 2010 SWS ballast distributing and profiling machine with ballast hopper
8. DGS 62 N Dynamic Track Stabilizer.
9. GWM 250 rail grinding machine.
10. 2nd Mechanized track maintenance train (MDZ for turnouts and yards) comprising of
Unimat 08-475/4S, cyclic action levelling, lifting, lining and tamping machine for plain
track and turnouts.

Robel 40.30 Rail Transport and Unloading Train

SVM 1000 Track Laying Machine; Pl&Th
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Tamping Express 09-3X continuous Levelling,
Lifting, Lining and Tamping Machine

Dynamic Track Stabilizer DSG 62 N

Rail Grinding Machine GWM 250

USP 2010 SWS Ballast distributing and profiling
Machine with Ballast Hopper

Mobile automatic Flash-But on-Track Rail Welding
Machine APT 1500 RA

Cyclic Action Tamping Machine for Turnouts
Unimat 08-475 4S
Pict. Courtesy of Plasser&Theurer

Fig. 14.9: Equipments and Machines for new Track Laying
14.13.2 Work Sequences of Track Construction
The work sequence for track laying as recommended by Plasser&Theurer is as follows:
1. Preliminary Work:
(a) Distributing and grading the ballast with the track bed finisher, which then forms
the bottom layer of ballast (ballast deliveries for the laying of the track are done
with heavy road trucks).
(b) Marking the line of the track by means of a reference wire, which serves to guide
the SVM 1000 S.
2. Main Work; Rail Unloading (1 Day):
(a) Unloading the rails for Track 1 (2 x 3.64 km) Rail panels in 260 m length or
longer, received from flash-butt welding plants on roller mounted trailers.
(b) Pulling the 260 m long rail sections off the rail transport wagons by means of the
Robel 40.63 Rail transport and unloading train and a tractor for the first track. The
distance between the rails should be approx. 3 m.
3. Main Work; Track Laying (3 Days):
(a) Track laying for Track 1 (approx. 1200 m per day). Laying the sleepers and then
inserting the rails on the sleepers using the SVM 1000 S.
(b) Welding the rails into sections up to 780 m with the APT 1500 RA.
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(c) Attachment of the rail fastenings.
(d) Unloading the ballast with self-discharging hopper wagons for the 1st run of the
MDZ.
(e) Surveying the actual track geometry.
(f) 1st MDZ pass with two insertions of the tamping tines.
(g) Unloading the ballast with self-discharging hopper wagons for the 2nd run of the
MDZ.
(h) Surveying the actual track geometry.
(i) 2nd MDZ pass with two insertions of the tamping tines.
(j) Final welding.
(k) 3rd MDZ pass with single insertion of the tamping tines.
4. Subsequent Machining:
The rails are ground using the GWM 250 rail grinding machine.
5. Progress of Work:
It is assumed that the track construction work of both the tracks of double line (Track-1
and Track-2) will be progressed simultaneously. While rails are being unloaded on Track-1,
track laying train will be placing the sleepers in position followed by other work sequence,
to complete the track construction work on Track-2.
After laying 3640 m of track on track-2, the whole work sequence will be repeated. Rail
unloading work will be carried out on track-2, and SVM 100S track laying train along with
other equipment, will be working on track-1.
This sequence of work of alternating track laying work on Track-1 and Track-2 will
speed up the track laying operation on the double line track considerably.
14.14 TRACK TOLERANCES AS LAID DOWN FOR NEW TRACK LAYING ON
DEDICATED FREIGHT CORRIDOR (DFC)
The track parameters for the completed track works shall be measured by the Contractor and
confirmed by the Engineer in a format acceptable to the Engineer; see also Chapter 18. Track
tolerances as indicated in Item 3, below, are for measurements taken in floating condition of the
track.
All the track measurement shall be taken in the unloaded condition by methods and
equipments approved by the Engineer prior to the commencement of the measurements. The
dimensional tolerances shall comply with the following:
1. Maximum difference of any point in relation to the design:
(a) Vertical: +/- 10 mm;
(b) horizontal: +/- 10 mm.
2. Gauge with reference to 1676 mm:
(a) Maximum variation over the prescribed track gauge + 3 mm to 0 mm;
(b) maximum variation in track gauge from sleeper to sleeper 1 mm/sleeper;
(c) average track gauge over 100 m length + 1.8 mm to 0 mm.
3. Misalignment: +/- 5 mm on 20-m chord base
4. Top +2 mm to -1mm on 20 -m chord base.
5. Maximum deviation of versine on a 20.0-m chord:
+/- 5 mm.
6. Cant/Cross Level:
(a) Straight and curved track:
+/- 3 mm;
(b) Sleeper to sleeper variation of cant/cross level:
+/- 1 mm.
7. Twist:
+/- 1 mm/m;
(a) On straight or circular curved track:
+ 0.5 mm/m over design value
(b) On transition curves:
8. Turnouts:
+/- 15 mm;
(a) Stock rail joint in the longitudinal section:
+/- 10 mm
(b) Nose to nose of X-ings in a cross over:
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(c) Flangeway clearance at the end of the switch
planning:
+ 5.0 mm to - 0.00 mm;
(d) Switch Toe opening:
+ 1.0 mm to -0.0 mm;
(e) Switch Toe squareness:
5.0 mm;
(f) Deviation of measured versine over the design value for the switches, intermediate
track and curved crossings (measured with a 6.0-m overlapping
chord):
+/- 3.0 mm;
(g) Sleeper spacing:
+/- 10 mm;
(h) Sleeper out of square:
+/- 5.0 mm;
(i) Fishplate joint squareness across the track:
+/- 10 mm;
(j) Gauge at SEJs:
+/- 1.0 mm;
(k) Gap at the opening of the SEJs:
+/- 2.0 mm;
(l) Out of squareness of switch rails of SEJs:
+/- 2.0 mm.
The base of the measurement shall be as below:
(a) Gauge checked every 10th sleepers at 14 mm below the head of the rail.
(b) Cross level, twist and cant measured every 3.0 m.
(c) Versines in the lead portion of turnouts every 3.0 m.
(d) Versines in horizontal curves and transitions every 10.0 m with an overlapping
20.0-m chord.
(e) Vertical curves will be checked with a 10.0-m overlapping chord.
No individual component shall exceed the track tolerance limit.
Fig. 14.10 shows the DFC routes under construction, planed and proposed:

Fig. 14.10: DFC Routes under Construction, planed and proposed
Graph by Railwaygazette
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ANNEXURE by F. Wingler
Electric Power Supply/Feeding System for the Western DFC
The Western Dedicated Freight Corridor Railway Line under construction will be
electrified feeding the electric power for the overhead catenary contact wire system with a
2 x 25 kV 50 Hz AC Autotransformer System.
The POWER SUPPLY/FEEDING SYSTEM along the line will be with “2 x 25 kV (+ 25 kV
and – 25 kV) 50 HZ AC”. The + 25 kV phase will run over the Catenary Contact Wire and
the – 25 kV will run over the -25 kV Feeder Wire on the cantilever mast along the line.
There will be in intervals AUTOTRANSFORMERS transforming the 2 x 25 kV = 50 kV for
the contact wire to 1 x + 25 kV.
There will by only ONE Overhead Catenary Contact Wire with one phase, from where
the Traction-Locomotive will take its 1 x 25 kV 50 Hz power input over a ONE PHASE
PANTOGRAPH in the usual way.
The 1 x 25 kV 50 Hz AC input will be converted on the Locomotive with an INSULATED
GATE BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR (IGBT) converter to three-phase AC for the supply of the
TRACTION MOTORS, which are of the three phase asynchronous type (the culprits for
the increase of Head Checks).
The TRACTION of the locomotive will be executed with three phase asynchronous
brushless traction motors fed by the Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) converter.

Test with modified WAG-7 in July 2008 with single Phase Pantograph under single
Phase Contact-Wire (Catenary) on Cantilevers positioned 7.54 m above the Rail
Support for the Movement of double Stack Containers on Freight Trailers for the
Western Dedicated Freight Corridor;
Railway Gazette International, May 2009, page 48-50
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Graphs by Bhupinder Singh Bodh, General Manager Electrical TC-1, DFC Corp. of India.

This system suits the high power-density required for heavy haul traction.

More details one can find in www rail electrica.com/traction-distribution/25 kV power
supply. See also IRFCA Indian Railways FAQ: Electric Traction; RAILWAY GAZETTE
INTERNATIONAL, May 2009, page 48-50; November 2014, page 49-52, ISSN 0373-5346,
DVV Media UL ltd. Sutton, Surrey, UK.

Western Dedicated Freight Route under Construction
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Chapter 15
Track Geometry, Track
Tolerance, Track Inspection and
Track Recording

“A TRACK IS AS GOOD AS ITS WORST SPOT”
In future more and more TRAIN BASED IN-SERVICE MONITORING with Accelerometers -

making Use of NEWTON`s Law Mechanics

will help to monitor the Rates of developments and increase of such “WORST SPOTS” and to
transmit the data’s online on the desk of the responsible Track Inspectors for “Target Planing”.

Revised by Dr. F. Wingler; JANUARY, 2016
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PREFACE by F. Wingler
TRAIN BASED IN-SERVICE MONITORING for TARGET PLANNING OF
MAINTENANCE
“Continuous Track Monitoring” (CTM)
- See also Introduction to Chapter 11 Making Use of NEWTON`s Law Mechanics
Newton`s FIRST LAW suggests that any change of velocity of a body under consideration must be
associated with the counter-action of a resultant force, that acts on his body. This in turn suggests
a relationship between the resultant force and the acceleration of the body. Newton then assumed
by his SECOND LAW the very simple relation that the resultant force, which acts on the body and
causes acceleration, is linear related. The THIRD LAW is the LAW OF ACTION AND REACTION.
It states that to every action or force there is an equal and opposite reaction or force. In other
words, when a body (rail-vehicle) exerts a force on a second body (rail-track), then the second
body (rail-track) exerts a numerically equal but opposite force on the first body (rail-vehicle). The
laws are useful to analyse mutual track-vehicle interactions and to determine track irregularities
and track defects.
This means, by measuring vehicle accelerations, the cause in form of track irregularities can be
determined.
And by continuous track monitoring with repeated runs over the same track, the development of
track-defects and track-irregularities the development over the time of such defects and
irregularities can be measured and the point of necessary interactions by repair or maintenance
can be forecasted.

German Railways equipped one of its Intercity Trains with acceleration-sensors mounted on the
axle-box for transmitting during scheduled train runs in-service monitoring dates of vertical and
horizontal alignment defects as so-called “TRAIN BASED IN SERVICE MONITORING for
TARGET PLANING OF MAINENANCE”. This ICE transmits daily the acceleration rates cum
position of its route. The computer evaluates a history diagram, from which a forecast for the
further deterioration rate can be estimated.
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Axle-Box mounted Acceleration Sensor
By the wheel/bogie acceleration rates values the running trains will transmit in future to the IPWEngineer the telemetric data of developing track defects with their exact location, how the defects
develop with the time under given traffic load and with what rates (dynamic of deterioration). The
IPW will get alarm, when he will have to interfere by repair or maintenance. This method includes
also the monitoring of turnouts.
The standard passenger coaching stock of INR is commissioned for a maximal speed of 110
kmph. The new stocks, commissioned for 160 kmph, with the Bombardier/Fiat Bogies have a
different oscillation frequency, and the vertical and horizontal sways are better damped The
problem with the standard passenger coaches is the “nosing” in resonance with horizontal track
alignment irregularities of welded 13 m rail panels. If one sleeps in a sleeper coach at one of the
ends, one get often terrible disturbed by these oscillating horizontal movements (nosing jerks). In
Response according Newton’s Third Law: “ACTIO = REACTIO” the track alignment gets lateral
and horizontal disturbed
The nosing of the Indian standard passenger coaches is a big problem for the INR Tracks. The
remedies are longer milled rails, better aligned welds and new longer coaches with better damped
more track friendly bogies. But exchanging the fleet of a stock of over 1 lakh cannot be performed
in short period. On LWR/CWR, constituting of welded 13 m rails (often poor aligned welds), Speed
Increase is hampered because of the track unfriendly running quality of the standard Coach stocks
on those LWR/CWR. Not the longer new coaches with Bombardier/Fiat type bogies disturb the
track at up to 150 kmph, but the old standard coaches running max. 110 kmph, mostly 80 to 90
kmph, are the track distorting culprits when running at the lower speed of 80 to 90 kmph.
Following the “NEWTON`S LAW MECHANISM” the acceleration rate ‘g’ values measured by an
accelerometer, positioned as close as possible over the centre of the bogie or better direct on the
axle box. They transmit INDICES for the TRACK DISTORTING FORCES the rolling stocks are
exerting onto the rails. If a value of 0.35 ‘g’ for the horizontal acceleration is measured, this means
that at the relevant speed a 120 tonnes locomotive will exert with its relevant bogie a horizontal
(lateral) counter vector-force of 60 x 0.35 x 10 = 210 kN onto the rail (Note that 1 metric ton
generates a force of say 10 kN). The cumulative track torturing forces of consecutive running trains
can print dangerous UNDULATIONS into the track, as demonstrated by Fig. 15.4 and 15.6. Once
this self-destroying Rail-Wheel process had been initiated by a certain degree of lateral and
horizontal track distortion, the deterioration process continues with increasing (logarithmical) rate
(velocity). Short wave length undulations as depicted by the Fig. 15.4 and Fig. 15.6 are therefore
the most dangerous. Measuring of accelerometer indices with schedule passenger trains is a most
valuable, effective , cheap and easy mode in order to describe the quality, state-of-affairs and the
development of defects over the time of a track. The positioning can be determined with GPS
location detection.
According US Standards horizontal acceleration indices over 0.35 ‘g’ and vertical indices over 0.5
‘g’ of rolling stocks, especially of heavy locomotives, are regarded as unhealthy for the track.
Since the acceleration rates are speed dependent, train-speed has to be reduced, when the rates
become intolerable high.
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What counts is not so much the absolute value in mm of a misalignment measured by a TRACK
RECORDING CAR, but what counts is the effect of the misalignment or track defect on the running
wheel at given train speed, how the wheels jump over the defects and respond with what
acceleration and deceleration values (in terms of corresponding extra impression forces measured
in kN/m²) inflicting according the Newton`s Law Mechanism further damage to the track in vertical
as well in horizontal directions.
The DYNAMICS of the Rolling Stocks on the Track is what counts!!
The IPW-Engineer is mostly fixed on the absolute track irregularity values and not so much on the
dynamic effects of those irregularities on the rolling stocks under given traffic speed. In answer the
rough riding rolling stocks inflict according the Newton`s Law Mechanism further damage to the
track. The track damages/defects increase with the time under this dynamic mutual-interactive
process. The IPW Engineer needs information about the DETERIORATION RATE (the velocity
with which the deterioration (loss of alignment) increases under given traffic load over the time)
with a prediction/prognosis/forecast, when the point of his interference or his anticipation
measurements will be reached before it may come to unwanted bad events.
The TRACK DETERIORATION RATE (the loss of alignment and the increase of defects with the
time under given traffic load and speed) is a direct INDEX or MEASURE related to the TRACK
QUALITY (see publications of Prof. Peter Veith, Technical University Graz, Austria).
The IPW-Engineer has to develop an understanding for the dynamic overall behaviour in its entity:
TRACK ◄-► ROLLING STOCKS. He should well understood what “ACTION CAUSES
REACTION” means.
The message is: The IPW-Engineer must know the time, when he has to intervene before the
wheels of the rolling stock under given traffic conditions will reach vertical, torsional and lateral
accelerations, which develop dangerous/risky movements and which might lead to unwanted bad
events and/or effects.
With the wheel/bogie acceleration rates the running trains will transmit in future online on the desk
of the IPW-Engineer the telemetric data of developing track defects with their exact location, how
the defects develop with the time under given traffic load with what rates (dynamic of deterioration)
and when he will have to interfere by repair or maintenance. This method includes also the
monitoring of turnouts. In-Service Monitoring in addition to scheduled inspections will develop in
next future as a key component for further automation of MAINTAINANCE PLANING.
A coach bogie of the Kerala Sampark Kranti No. 12218, equipped with CTSM could give twiceweekly the track quality information by telemetry to all the Track Inspectors along the routed from
Trivandrum over Madgaon, Panvel, Vadora, Kota, Delhi and Ambala Cant up to Chandigarh.
“A TRACK IS AS GOOD AS ITS WORST SPOT”
TRAIN BASED IN-SERVICE MONITORING will help to monitor the developing and increasing rate
of such “WORST SPOTS” and to transmit the data’s online on the desk of the responsible Track
Inspector.
Consequence for HIGHER-SPEED ROUTES or ROUTES to be ramped-up for HIGHER SPEED
A track for HIGHER-SPEED must be maintained at an alignment level with such tolerances, that
the ROLLING STOCKS running at that particular HIGHER-SPEED experience low vertical and
horizontal ACCELERATION FORCES. If the ACCELERATION FORCES are too high, ROLLING
STOCKS AND TRACK DEVELOP A MUTUAL SELF DESTRUCTIVE SYSTEM ACCORDING
THE NEWTON´S LAW MECHANISM. A track fit over a longer period for HIGHER-SPEED cannot
be achieved with welded 13 m rail panels. Long milled and longer factory flash-butt welded

panels are a prerequisite.
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Chapter 15
Track Geometry, Track Tolerance,
Track Inspection and Track Recording
15.1 TRACK GEOMETRY
Geometry is a field of mathematics concerned with the properties and relations of points, lines,
surfaces and areas.
The two rails of the railway track are held in position on wooden, steel, composite or concrete
sleepers, which are themselves embedded in ballast. Rails undergo under the dynamic forces of
running trains certain vertical and lateral changes in their positions; Fig. 15.1:

Modified by F. Wingler

left Rail
right Rail
Fig. 15.1: Rail-Freedom in X and Y-Directions
Track geometry in its various parameters defines the position of the two rails with respect to
each other and also their relative position in the lateral and vertical directions. The track geometry
parameters, which are relevant for the safety and stability of the track structure, are as follows:
15.1.1 Gauge
The gauge of a track is the distance between the inner edges of the heads of rails in a track,
measured at 14 mm below the top-surface of the rail; Fig. 15.2:

Fig. 15.2: Gauge Defect; Copyright PMCMedia
15.1.2 Horizontal Alignment; Fig. 15.3 and Fig. 15.4
Horizontal alignment (also known as “Versine”) is measured in the middle of a cord. The cord
length may vary in various types of track recording systems.
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Fig. 15.3: Horizontal Alignment
Measurement; Copyright PMCMedia

Fig. 15.4: Horizontal Alignment Defects;
Copyright PMCMedia

Horizontal alignment defect shows both rails having a deviation from a straight line; otherwise
it would be a gauge defect.
15.1.3 Vertical Alignment or Unevenness
Vertical alignment (also known as “Top-Profile” or “Longitudinal Profile” or “Unevenness”)
is similar to horizontal alignment in the way it is measured; i.e. in the middle of a cord. The cord
length may vary in different measuring systems. The measurement shows the vertical relationship
between three points on one rail; Fig. 15.5. Fig. 15.6 shows dangerous alignment defects in form of
short wave undulations:

Fig. 15.5: Vertical Alignment
Measurement; Copyright PMCMedia

Fig. 15.6: Severe vertical Alignment Defects
(short Wave Track Undulation)

15.1.4 Super-Elevation
Super-elevation (also known as “Cant” or “Cross-Level”) is a measurement showing the
difference between the vertical height of the left- hand and right-hand rail crowns at a coincident
point; Fig. 15.7:

Fig. 15.7: Cant Measurement; Copyright PMCMedia
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15.1.5 Twist
While the rolling stock can withstand wide variations in cross-levels, they are sensitive to the
sudden changes in the cross-levels. The change of cross-levels in a certain length of track is called
“Twist”; Fig. 15.8:

Fig. 15.8: Twist Defect; Copyright PMCMedia
15.2 TRACK TOLERANCES
For the safe, smooth and comfortable running of the vehicles over the track it is necessary that
the track irregularities are kept to the bare minimum. The track parameters, which have significant
contribution in this respect, are alignment, cross-levels, twist unevenness and gauge.
Even with the best system of track construction and maintenance it is practically impossible to
ensure that all track parameters remain all the time absolutely true to their requirements. The
variations, which can be permitted for these parameters, have been laid down therefore by various
railways, and they are termed as “Track Tolerances”.
Track tolerances are of various types and depend on the required objectives. Important
tolerances among these are given below. Their graphic illustration represents their interrelation-ship
in Fig. 15.9:

Age of Track →

B. Lichtberger

Fig. 15.9: Track Tolerances
15.2.1 Safety Tolerances
The safety tolerances would furnish the limits of variations in track geometry, which when
exceeded, can lead to unsafe conditions for vehicles, which in turn depend upon so many complex
and indeterminate factors that it has not been possible so far for any railway to lay them exactly
down.
15.2.2 New Track Tolerances
The new track tolerances give the limits of variations in track parameters, which could be
permitted in newly laid track. These are indicated in Paragraph 13.15 and Paragraph 14.14.
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15.2.3 Maintenance Tolerances
Whenever a track maintenance unit works on a particular portion of track, one expects that the
track will be brought to a reasonably good standard. The track standard achieved depends upon the
condition of track materials, the type of tools, the effort of the labour or the operator in case of
mechanical maintenance and the quality control exercised by the supervisor. Maintenance
tolerances would indicate the limits of variations permitted, just after the track is attended to.
No such tolerances have been laid down in the Indian Railways for manual maintenance of track.
For mechanized maintenance with on-track tampers maintenance tolerances of + 2 mm have been
laid down for alignment, cross-level and unevenness, when measured in floating condition.
15.2.4 Service Tolerances and Slow Down Tolerances
Service Tolerances would express the extent of irregularities that can be permitted in the track
geometry at any time during its service. These limits are generally fixed for riding comfort and on
economic considerations and are much closer than what could be permitted purely for safety
considerations. Track maintained to better standards provides a comfortable ride and indeed is
cheaper to maintain, causes less damage to the rolling stock and has a longer life. After detailed
studies conducted in connection with the running of the Rajdhani Express, service tolerances have
been laid down in the Indian Railways for the maintenance of track for general operation of the
WDM-4 Diesel electric locomotives and Indian built ICF all-coil coaching stock, at a maximum
permissible speed of 130 kmph. These tolerances are now taken as guidelines for the maintenance
of all BG trunk routes and mainlines, which have a potential for higher-speed operation. Similar
service tolerances have been laid down for MG 100 kmph routes.
If due to some reasons it is not possible to maintain track according to the service tolerances laid
down for the maximum permissible speed of the section, the trains are required to be slowed down.
Some of the railway systems have laid down track tolerances for various stages of slow speeds.
Such tolerances are named as “Slow-Down Tolerances”. Indian Railways have not laid down any
such tolerances so far.
15.2.5 Index Tolerances
To ensure that the track irregularities in service do not exceed the limit laid down for service
tolerances, it is necessary that the track is attended to sometime before service tolerances are
reached. In directed system of track maintenance, such tolerances have been laid down and are
called “Index Tolerances”. Only the portion of track is attended, where the index tolerances are
exceeded.
15.3

SERVICE TOLERANCES LAID DOWN IN INDIAN RAILWAYS

15.3.1 Broad Gauge
Service tolerances have been laid down as mentioned earlier in the Indian Railways for the
maintenance of the track on Rajdhani routes, and these tolerances are now taken as guidelines for
other BG trunk routes and mainline.
Tolerances for the following track parameters, measured in the manner described below, have
been laid down:
● Alignment
For alignment, the limits have been laid down for the versines measured on 7.5 m base.
When taking ground measurements, a 7.5-m cord is stretched along the running face to the rail,
and the versine at the centre of the chord is measured. Separate tolerances have been laid down
for straight and curved track. These variations can be either on a floating (unloaded) track or on
a loaded track.
● Cross-Levels
The relative difference in the level of the two rail tops at the same location across is
measured with the help of a level board and a sensitive spirit level. To get a realistic picture, the
cross-level is supposed to be measured under load, which is difficult for the sectional gangs.
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● Twist
Twist measurements are made on loaded track by determining the cross-level variation over
an interval of 3.5 m. If, for example, the difference in cross-levels measured at two places on
track 3.5 m apart is 7 mm, the track has a twist of 2 mm per m.
● Unevenness
The vertical depression of a rail at the centre of a given base is termed as unevenness. The
unevenness is measured separately for each rail on a loaded track at a base of 3.5 m. For
measuring unevenness of a rail joint, the relative depression of the joint with respect to the line
joining two points at a distance of 1.75 m on either side of the joint is to be found out under
loaded condition. This is automatically done in the track recording cars and can also be
determined with the help of fleximeters.
● Gauge
The Gauge is measured as the minimum distance between the running or the gauge faces of
the two rails.
The Service Tolerances laid down in Indian Railways for sanctioned Speed above 100 kmph
and up to 140 kmph for Broad Gauge (nominal Gauge: 1676 mm) routes are given in Table 15.1:
Table 15.1: Service Tolerances for BG; 100 to 140 kmph
________________________________________________________________________________
Parameters
Generally
at isolated Locations
1. Alignment; versine measured with 7.5-m Chord:
(a) Straight track:
+ 5 mm
+ 10 mm
(b) Curved track:
+ 5 mm
+ 7 mm
(c) Total change of versine from chord to chord should not exceed 10 mm.
2. Cross-Level:
No special tolerances. The track should be maintained to standards generally superior to
that at present available on mainline track on which unrestricted speeds up to 100 kmph
are permitted.
3. Twist; loaded track; measured on 3.5 m base:
(a) On Straight and curved track:
2 mm/m
3.5 mm/m
(b) On transition curves:
1 mm/m
2.1 mm/m
4. Unevenness; measured on 3.5-m base.
(a) Rail joint depression:
10 mm: at few isolated spots
up to 15 mm.
5. Track Gauge; same as normal track limits, which are:
(a) Straight track:
+ 6 mm/- 3 mm.
(b) Curved track with more than 400 m radius:
+ 15 mm/- 3 mm.
(c) Curved track with less than 400 m radius:
+ 20 mm.
Note: Isolated locations have been taken as not exceeding 10 per km.

The Service Tolerances laid down for 100 kmph Meter Gauge (nominal Gauge of 1000 mm)
Routes are given in Table 15.2:
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Table 15.2: Service Tolerances for MG, 100 kmph

15.4

TRACK INSPECTIONS

15.4.1 Types of Track Inspection
Permanent-Way-Men responsible for track maintenance have been adopting various methods of
inspections to exercise control on the standards of track maintenance and to ensure the safe running
of the rolling stock.
Among the common types of track inspections prevalent in the Indian Railways are:
1. Inspection by Foot
The entire gang length is inspected by the key-men of the gang everyday on foot. the
gang-mate makes the inspection once a week, and the key-man supervises the work of the
gang in his place. This is a safety-oriented inspection, and the main job is to see that all track
fittings and fastenings are in position and are well tightened. If at any location the track is
found unsafe due to some reason, prompt action is required to be taken to stop or regulate the
traffic.
2. Inspection by Push Trolley/Motor Trolley
These trolleys are equipped with instruments to measure track parameters in floating
condition. Besides visual observation, the inspecting official makes a random check of track
geometry and issues necessary directions for the rectification of defects noticed.
While push trolley inspection helps in making more close and detailed observations,
inspection by motor trolley enables long sections being covered. As running of a motor
trolley requires a traffic block, it is becoming increasingly difficult to conduct motor trolley
inspections on busy routes.
All important aspects of safety, track structure, track geometry and implementation of
important track policy directions are expected to be covered during these inspections.
3. Inspection by last Vehicle or Locomotive of a fast Train
Both these inspections are to observe the riding qualities of track. Although the rolling
stock defects also influence the riding quality, one can indicate by experience the type of
track defect, which had led to the poor riding. The field staffs are expected to make a
detailed physical check at site before taking up the rectification of defects pointed out in
these inspections.
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4. Schedule of Inspection
The minimum schedule of inspection laid down for the permanent way inspectors and
engineers in the Indian Railways for covering the entire length of section under their charge
is given in Table 15.3:

Some railways have laid down schedules for inspection during night hours. These are supposed
to be surprise inspections by footplate of an engine to check the lighting conditions of gate lamps,
gate signal lamps, engineering restriction board lamps and alertness of gate keepers and engineering
staff manning the engineering restriction signals.
For efficient track maintenance system, it is not only necessary that all inspections are carried
out as per laid down schedules, but necessary follow-up action is taken to rectify the defects noticed
or the improvements suggested during the inspection.
Detailed guidelines have been issued by the railway for this purpose in the form of maintenance
of inspection diaries or registers and for reviewing the progress through them.
The above mentioned inspections are besides the inspections of specific type of track structures
such as points and crossings, bridges, level crossings, curves etc., for which separate schedules of
inspections at various levels have been laid down.
15.5 TRACK RECORDING
Since the inspection of the railway system by foot, by trolley, on the foot plate of the
locomotive of a fast moving train and by trailing window have been used, these inspections
continue to be important methods of exercising check on the quality of track maintenance even to
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this day. The drawback of these methods is that they are purely subjective and do not provide a
uniform yardstick, which can be applied over the entire system, and by which the results obtained at
different times can be compared. There was general awareness of the shortcomings of these
methods, and the use of track recording machine was a development in this direction.
15.6 TRACK RECORDING CARS
There are two types of track recording cars currently in use in the Indian Railways: One
mechanical and the other electronic. By running the cars at nominated intervals it is possible with
those track recording cars to have a continuous record of the track geometry under loaded
conditions.
15.6.1 Mechanical Track Recording Cars (BG)
1. The recording car has two bogies: One with two axles and the other with three. The
measuring bogie has a base of 3.6 m and has 3 axles with an axle load of 7.0 tonnes. It gives
a continuous record of:
(a) Unevenness, left rail
(b) Unevenness, right rail
(c) Gauge
(d) Twist
(e) Curvature/alignment, left rail
(f) Curvature/alignment, right rail
(g) Speed
2. The manner of recording of each parameter is indicated as follows:
(a) Unevenness: The longitudinal unevenness of rail is measured as deviation in the
vertical plane (depression or rise) of the middle axle of the measuring bogie with
reference to the average position of the two outer axles. The outer axles are spaced 3.6
m for left and right rail separately.
(b) Gauge: The changes in gauge are picked up by spring loaded gauge feelers, which are
in contact with the gauge faces at about 17 mm below the rail table. The recording is
done to a scale of 1:1. The feelers are so made that they can pass without difficulties
over the points and crossings and through check rails at level crossings.
(c) Twist: Twist is measured as the relative out plane position of one of the four wheels
with respect to the plane formed by the other three wheels of the outer axles of the
measuring bogie. If a and b are the movements of the axle boxes of the leading axle
and c and d are the relative movements of the axle boxes of the rear axle then (a + d) –
(b + c) gives the twist on a 3.6-m base. The points, from where these movements are
picked up from the frame connected to the outer axles, are so located as to compensate
for the frame spacing being wider then the gauge. The twist is also recorded to a full
scale of 1:1.
(d) Curvature/Alignment: Curvature is deduced from the angle between two tangents
and a chord of known length at any point of the rail assumed to be circular. Two
spring loaded feelers press against the rails to form the tangents. The line joining the
centres of the pivots of the two bogies forms the chord. By arrangement of cables
attached to these feelers, the differential movement of the feelers with respect to the
chord is transmitted to the recording table. The curvature is recorded as versines in
mm on a 7.2-m chord. This measurement is however somewhat vitiated due to
transverse play existing between the various parts of the vehicle such as between
wheels and rails, between axles and bogie and between bogie and the vehicle. The
magnitude of inaccuracy on this account is of a small order, and the recording gives
general guidance regarding the condition of alignment.
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15.6.2 Electronic Track Recording Car
● For BG
1. The construction features are the same as those of the mechanical car except that the sensing
elements of various track parameters transmit impulses electrically. The electrical track
recorder writes the various track parameters in analogue on a graph paper.
2. With the indigenously modified electronic track recording cars, it is possible to get a
continuous record of alignment of each rail on a 7.2-m chord basis besides the parameters
described in the above Section.
3. With the electronic car the alignment is measured by versines on a chord length of 3.6-m.
The mid-chord processor converts electronically the versines measured on 3.6-m base to 7.2m base. This is according to formula V = V1 + 2V2 + V3, where V1; V2; V3 are the versines
on 3.6-m chord and V = versine on 7.2-m chord basis.
Note: While service tolerances have been laid down for 3.5-m and 7.5-m chord for
unevenness and alignment respectively, the measurement by broad gauge track recording
cars are made at 3.6- and 7.2-m chord basis. This anomaly is expected to be eliminated in the
new design of track recording cars. Similar anomaly does exist in MG track recording cars as
well.
● For MG
1. Construction Features: The MG track recording car is equipped with a measuring frame
similar to the one provided for BG track recording. The transmission is electronic, and the
recording is done on a six channel BNL recorder. The vertical and lateral accelerations are
measured by an accelerometer fitted on the floor of the car.
2. Items of Measurement: For MG an indigenous track recording car is in use to record the
following parameters: (a) Gauge, (b) twist, (c) unevenness-left rail, (d) unevenness-right rail
and (e) speed.
(a) Gauge is recorded at 14 mm below the rail surface to a scale of 1: 1. Feelers are pressed
against the rail surface by a spring loaded arrangement. The relative movements of the
feelers are picked up by Liner Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs) and
transferred to the recording table electrically.
(b) Twist is recorded on a 2.74-m base, the distance between the two outer axles of a three
axle bogie. The relative movements of the outer wheels apropos to the carriage frame are
picked up by LVDTs. The recorded twist it is amplified to give an appreciable record on
the chart. A record of 5 mm on chart is equivalent to twist of 1 mm/m.
(c) Unevenness is recorded on a 2.74-m base. The relative movements of the central axle
with respect to the outer axles connected by a longitudinal beam are picked up with the
help of suitable LVDTs.
15.6.3 Frequency of Track Recording
Track recording cars are run regularly according to the following frequencies:
● Broad Gauge
1. Routes with existing speeds above 130 kmph: Once in two months.
2. Routes with existing speeds above 110 kmph and up to 130 kmph: Once in three months
3. Other 'A' and 'B' Group routes: Once in four months.
4. 'C' and 'D' group routes: Once in six months.
5. 'E' routes and 'E'-special. routes: Once in 12 months.
● M Gauge
Extensive conversion of MG to BG has left only less important routes on MG. The monitoring
of track geometry of MG routes at regular intervals has thus been discontinued.
15.6.4 Analysis of Track Recording Charts
The charts produced by the track recording cars get analysed for the following reasons:
1. Finding out locations where the track needs immediate attention; such places are usually
noted by the Permanent Way staff during the track recording run itself.
2. For finding stretches of track, which have rundown and need early picking up.
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3. For classifying the track to find out the trends of track improvement or deterioration.
Analysis of track recordings is done by counting the number of peaks in each kilometre, going
beyond a particular limit for each parameter. To facilitate this, lines parallel to the base line are
drawn.
RDSO has evolved from these studies the system of track classification based on track recording
charts. The extent of irregularities in unevenness, twist, gauge and alignment for the classification
of track under different categories 'A' 'B', 'C' and 'D' has been laid down.
15.6.5 Classification of BG Track

15.6.6 Classification of MG Track
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15.6.7 Performance Review Charts
Along with the classification of track in 'A', 'B', 'C' and 'D' categories, numerous other analyses
of the track recording results are done to review the performance of an individual Permanent Way
Inspector in bringing up the track geometry. These are in the form of preparation of histograms and
plotting of graphs. Kilometre-wise histograms are plotted for each of the recorded parameters, from
which the results of the various recordings can be compared.
Another method adopted to find out the number of peaks exceeding 'A' Category (i.e., 6 mm for
unevenness for BG and similar value for other tack parameters) for a PWI’s section is to find out
the average number of such peaks per km.
These values when plotted for successive recordings give a good indication of the trends in
track improvement or deterioration.
15.6.8 Track Recoding Index of Performance
As the riding quality of the track depends upon the combined value of various track parameters
recorded, Northern Railways has evolved the following empirical formula for determining the
combined Track Recording Index Value (CTR value) of a particular BG section:
CTR value = 100 – (u + G + T + A)
Where u = No. of peaks exceeding 6 mm unevenness per km.
G = No. of peaks exceeding 3 mm in gauge per km.
T = No. of peaks exceeding 5 mm in twist per km.
A = No. of peaks exceeding 5 mm in alignment per km; peaks of both the rails
are to be counted as in ‘u’ above.
For this purpose peaks on both the rails are counted, including the peaks on points and
crossings, and divided by the length of both the rails.
Track is classified as per CTR value in the following categories:
CTR Value
Classification of Track
Above 80:
Outstanding
between 70 and 80:
Very good
between 60 and 70:
Good
between 50 and 60:
Average
below 50:
Poor
As in the formula, threshold value of 'A' category has been taken; the CTR value obtained
generally reflects the percentage of track in 'A' category in the length analyzed.
15.7

OSCILLOGRAPH CARS

Oscillograph Cars are equipped with a mobile laboratory-cum-instrument compartment located
at the end of the car, in which pen-recording type oscillographs have been installed. These
oscillograph cars record parameters such as vertical and transverse body accelerations, spring
deflections, bolster swing, bogie rotation etc. Separate recording is done for the oscillograph coach
and the loco used during the tests. For controlling track irregularities and for comparing general
track conditions in successive runs, only vertical and lateral accelerations, as experienced on the
foot plate of the loco, are considered. These accelerations are recorded by accelerometers placed in
the loco cab floor.
The accelerations recorded in them are transmitted through electrical circuits to the recording
pen in the oscillograph car.
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The Accelerometer in the Oscillograph Car recording vertical or lateral accelerations consists
of a mass M mounted at the free end of a cantilever AB; Fig. 15.10:

Fig. 15.10: Accelerometer
The mass M and the cantilever A - B are enclosed in aluminium casing filled with silicon fluid.
The accelerometer is placed on the floor of the loco cab, and any acceleration experienced at the
loco floor is registered by the mass M, which deflects the cantilever. The deflection is electrically
transmitted to the recording pens in the oscillograph car. Two accelerometers, one for recording
vertical and the other for lateral acceleration, are used. Both these accelerometers are attached to a
heavy angle iron weight, which is placed at the floor of the loco cab, and with that heavy weight the
accelerometer behaves as a part of the loco body and experiences the same acceleration as
experienced by the loco floor at that place. The record of the lateral and vertical accelerations is
made on a moving graph paper with the help of the recording pens.
Similar accelerometers are placed for recording acceleration of the floor of the oscillograph car
bogie, and similar recordings are made for them. But, for track monitoring purposes, only the
accelerations recorded at the loco cab floor are made use of.
The physical features of the track, i.e. km and TPs, level-crossings, bridges and station-yards etc.
are marked on the recording graph paper manually to facilitate in finding out the exact location of a
particular peak on the ground.
● Analysis of Data
All peaks exceeding 0.2 'g' ('g' is the acceleration due to earth gravity = 9.81 m/sec²) are
marked both for lateral and vertical accelerations. The number of peaks exceeding 0.2 'g' in a
particular section or a particular run is counted, and by dividing them with the number of
kilometres recorded, one can find out the number of peaks per kilometre of track recorded. Any
stretch of track having more than 10 peaks per kilometre is taken as a bad stretch and is
indicated separately in the record. The peaks experienced in the yards are also given separately.
Isolated peaks exceeding 0.3 'g' are specially marked for immediate attention.
● Riding Index
An index of riding comfort termed as “Ride Index” is also computed from the oscillograph
car records to obtain an overall picture of the riding performance of the coach or the locomotive.
Investigations made have revealed that the human body is most sensitive to vibrations in the
frequency range of 4 to 6 cycles per second, and the body remains sensitive to the frequencies of
up to 30 cycles/second. Dr. Sperling of Germany found that depending upon the frequency
range, the sensitiveness of the human body is related to acceleration to which it is subjected to.
He expressed the ride index V for any vehicle as:

where b is the acceleration in cm/s²,
f is the frequency per second
and Q (f) is a correction factor allowing for the effect of different frequencies on the
human body.
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This formula is now widely the “Sperling Formula” for Ride Index. Dr. Sperling has
standardized after extensive experiment the following numerical values for various degree of
riding comforts, which have been approved by UIC (International Union of Railways). It would
be seen from the table that for Delhi-Bombay and Delhi-Howrah routes, on which Rajdhani
Expresses run, the ‘Ride Index’ value should be between 2.0 and 2.5 within the journey time of
about 16 hours.
Table 15.6: Numerical Values for various Degree of Riding Comfort

It is evident that ride index, as an evaluation criterion, is exclusively based on the comfort
consideration of the passengers travelling in the coach. To apply this criterion for the assessment of
the safety of operation of general rolling stock would be too rigid a standard.
Taking on overall view, the following ride index values have been laid for BG system on Indian
Railways; Table 15.7:

The values of accelerations for vertical and lateral direction, both for engines and coaches, are
also limited to 0.3 'g'. The peak value up to 0.35 'g' can be permitted, if the records do not indicate a
resonance tendency in the region of peak value.
Ready Reckoner: Table 15.8 functions as a reckoner to determine ride index values as brought
out in the following example
Example:
Suppose a length of one km is recorded at a speed of 132 kmph and has 8 peaks in the
ranges of 0.15 to 0.20 'g' and 4 peaks in the range of above 0.20 g. Total No. of equivalent
peaks in the range of 0.15 'g' – 0.20 'g' = 8  1 + (2.1 + 4) = 8 + 8.4 = 16.4 say 16 no..
The speed of 132 kmph is in the range of 126 – 135 kmph and accordingly the values in column
4 are to be read. Notice the RIDE INDEX VALUE = 3.88, marked in bold in the Chart of Table
17.8.
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Table 15.8: Table for reading lateral Ride Indices for WDM-4 Diesel Locomotive
Note:
Conversion factors to be applied for two ranges of accelerations noted from the oscillograph are as
follows:
1st range – 0.15 to 0.20 'g': Conversion factor = 1.
2ndrange - 0.2 'g' and above: Conversion factor = 2.1.
P

P

P

P

15.7.1 Portable Accelerometers
Portable accelerometers are convenient and handy to record the vertical and lateral
accelerations. These can also be used for measuring the vertical and lateral ride indices, thereby
checking the riding quality of the track. This is more or less similar to the Hallade Track Recorder
with added features, which has a pre-calibrated records to give very accurately vertical and lateral
acceleration and time measurements.
● Description
The device consists of two pendulums supported in such a way that one of them is sensitive
only to vertical acceleration and the other to lateral acceleration. The movements of the
pendulum are conveyed through a connecting rod and a magnifying rod to the recording pen.
The recording pen records on oil paper the accelerations experienced by the pendulums. The
paper can be moved at 5, 10 or 20 mm per second. The vertical and lateral accelerations are
recorded on two channels with a recording sensitivity of 5.0 mm per 'g' (acceleration due to
earth-gravity). The distance and time marks are also available on the recorder chart in addition
to the vertical and lateral accelerations. The distance marks are obtained by manual press button
system of one flick for telegraph posts and two flicks for km posts.
● Operation
The device should be placed on the cabin floor of a locomotive as close as possible over the
centre of the bogie. To use the same accelerometer and the same vehicular position in successive
runs is preferable. The portable accelerometer should be calibrated before use.
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● Analysis of Recordings
The records obtained from the accelerometer are analyzed in the same way as that obtained
from an oscillograph. Since the speed of recording is important, records obtained only at a
particular speed are comparable. When the instrument is placed in the loco, peaks above 0.2 'g'
are counted and compared. For bogie floor, the threshold value is taken as 0.15 'g'. In addition to
the comparing with previous results, which indicate the trend of track improvement/
deterioration, location of high peaks are examined for track defects and they are attended to as
early as possible.
15.8

PORTABLE OSCILLATION MONITORING SYSTEM OMS-2000

The portable Oscillations Monitoring System OMS-2000 (Fig. 15.11) is a microprocessor
based system for track monitoring by measurement of the following parameters:
1. Speed,
2. Vertical and lateral accelerations on the loco/coach floor and
3. Sperling ride index.

Fig. 15.11: Portable Oscillations Monitoring System OMS-2000
The above three parameters are monitored in real time, and results are produced in the form of
a printout on a numerical printer. Whenever any of the above parameters exceed a preset limit, an
exception report of the excess is printed out. Besides this, the data collected during the run is stored
in a battery backed memory and may be transferred to an IBM PC compatible computer at the end
of the run. OMSLINK software package for transferring and analyzing the data is available as an
option.
The speed of the train is measured using a tachometer, which is driven by a flexible shaft
connected to the wheel. The tachometer generates pulses, which are fed to OMS-2000. The gear
ratio of the driving arrangement of the tachometer should be such that the shaft makes one full
rotation on travelling 24.6 m/s (86.4 kmph). This will generate one pulse every 0.41 m/s on a 60slot tachometer.
The vertical and lateral acceleration levels on the coach floor are monitored using two
accelerometers mounted in a transducer assembly. There is a built-in instrumentation amplifier in
OMS-2000 to condition the accelerometer signals. The same acceleration signals are used to detect
large acceleration peaks and for collecting acceleration peak data for ride index calculations. The
ride index is calculated according to the Sperling formula.
In case a tachometer is connected, the precise location of the excess in terms of the kilometre
and the distance in kilometres from the last km post will be printed in the excess report. If it is not
possible to connect a tachometer, the km and the Telegraph Post from the last kilometre post and
the time of occurrence of peak in seconds (from the last km) will be printed in the excess report.
The time of occurrence of each peak (in seconds, up to 2 decimal places) is also printed. This helps
in precisely locating the faults on the ground. There is a switch assembly with km and TP switches
for entering the km post and the TP information in OMS-2000 during the run.
The equipment is portable: The total weight is about 18 kg including battery and transducer
assembly, which is supplied in two plastic moulded cases for ease of transportation. Thus existing
locos or coaches can be used for the monitoring purpose. The entire equipment runs on a 12 Volt
rechargeable battery.
The reports generated by OMS-2000 can be used for directing the track maintenance efforts to
the exact spots, where high dynamic activity has been noticed.
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●

Monitoring of Riding Quality by OMS
1. Frequency of Recording
1a. On Broad Gauge:
(a) Routes having speed of 100 kmph and above:
Once every month.
(b) Other routes:
Once in 2 months.
2b. On MG:
(a) Routes having speed of 75 kmph and above:
Once every month.
(b) Other routes:
Once in 2 months
2. Recording of Defects: Peak values exceeding the following preset limits for both lateral
and vertical modes shall be recorded for various routes:
1a. On Broad Gauge:
(a) Shatabdi and Rajdhani routes:
0.15 ‘g’
(b) Rest of the routes:
0.20 ‘g’
3. Classification; acceptable Standards in terms of Peaks per km:
Very good
Good
Average
High speed
1.0
1-2
2
Rest of routes
1.5
1.5-3
3

15.9

CORRELATION BETWEEN AMSLER TRACK RECORDING CAR AND
OSCILLOGRAPH RESULTS

Permanent-Way-Men responsible for track maintenance often get baffled by the poor
correlation between the Amsler car and the Oscillograph car results. This can be explained as
follows:
15.9.1 Natural Frequency of Vibration of a Rolling Stock
Depending upon its suspension characteristics, such as spring stiffness, damping system and
mass distribution, every rolling stock has its own natural frequency of vibration, which will be
different for vertical and lateral modes. For example, the coaching stock on Indian Railways has a
natural frequency of around two cycles per second (2 Hz) in the vertical mode. This implies that if a
vertical jerk is given to the coach body, it will start going up and down completing one cycle of
movement every half second and will continue to do so till this movement is damped by its
damping system. If at the end of a cycle, i.e. after 1/2 second, another vertical jerk is given to the
vehicle, the vehicle will get excited further causing discomfort to the passenger travelling in the
coach. In an extreme case, when such jerks are repeated successively a number of times, the vehicle
suspension system can itself get damaged.
15.9.2 Track Irregularities
A Track is never smooth. The track irregularities consist of wavelengths and their associated
amplitudes. Figure 15.12 shows track irregularity in a vertical mode. The actual track irregularity
comprises a large number of defects on different wavelengths and corresponding amplitudes of
track, rail length, track structure etc.. These irregularities will exist both in vertical and lateral
planes affecting track geometry parameters, i.e. unevenness, cross levels, alignment, gauge and
twist.
15.9.3 Vehicle-Track-Interaction
When a coach moves on the track at a speed of 100 kmph, it travels 27.8 m per second. In 0.5
second, which is the natural cycle of its vibration, the coach would move 13.9 m/s. If track
conditions are such that at every 13.9 m the track irregularity is going to generate a vertical push to
the vehicle, the vehicle response will be abnormal and the acceleration experienced by the
passengers will be quite high. Thus the coach when travelling at 100 kmph is very sensitive to those
track irregularities, which have a wavelength of 13.9 m. The track irregularities of other
wavelengths would not matter to the coach at that speed. To have a correct assessment of track
condition relevant to the movement of the coach, the track magnitude irregularities must therefore
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be measured to the base length of 13.9/2, i.e. 6.95 m (say 7 m). If the magnitude of irregularities in
track, when measured at 7.0-m base, are high and are often repeated, the coach will have rough
riding in the vertical mode at 100 kmph. In order to improve the track conditions it is necessary that
the measuring system should produce information about the track irregularities with a base length of
7.0 m. If recording data of measurement is produced at different base lengths, it will not be much
relevance.

Fig. 15.12: Measured Track Irregularity on a 7-m Base
15.9.4 Transfer Function of the Recording System
A track irregularity of a wavelength of 14.0 m has amplitude X mm, which will be obtained
when measured on 7.0-m base. If the same irregularity is measured on a 3.5-m base it will indicate
amplitude of x, which would be 30% of X. The ratio F X/x is termed as a transfer function of a
recording system. It is to be noted that a track recording system with a fixed base of measurement
will have different transfer functions for different rolling stocks and even different for the same
stock running at different speeds. Table 15.9 gives the transfer functions of mid-chord
measurements of three base lengths, viz. 3.6 m, 9.6 m and 12.0 m for various wavelengths of track
irregularities.

15.9.5 Output from Amsler Track Recording Car and Oscillograph Car
On Indian Railways oscillograph car runs are made on high-speed routes to evaluate the riding
comfort. Track locations, where high values of acceleration and ride index are observed, are noted
for immediate attention. These runs are made at the maximum permissible speed of about 130 to140
kmph.
The coaching stock of Indian Railways with a natural frequency of around 2 Hz (2 cycles per
sec.) are at 130 kmph (36.1 m/sec) sensitive to track irregularities with a wavelength of 36.1/2 =
18.05 m.
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From the Table 15.6 it can be seen that for a wavelength of 18.5 m the Amsler car with a base
length of 3.6 m will have a transfer function of 0.19 only. A series of unevenness defects of 10 mm,
occurring on a wavelength of 18.05 m, will give rise to very high acceleration and uncomfortable
ride and will be indicated as such by the oscillograph car. The same defects will be shown as 2 mm
unevenness defects by the Amsler car, as measured on a 3.5-m base, and thus would get ignored.
The situation can be similar with other track irregularities occurring in the lateral or transverse
mode. Low transfer function of the present Amsler track recording car is therefore the main reason
for poor correlation between the results produced by the oscillograph car and the Amsler car.
Microprocessor based track monitoring systems, which record the track profile on inertial
principles and from where track irregularities at any desired wavelength can be obtained, provide
the right solution. With this system, the measurement of track irregularities at the desired base,
which is relevant to a particular type of rolling stock and its operating speed, can be computed. This
can help in identifying clearly the location and magnitude of track defects, which have contributed
to rough riding and need to be attended to.
According US Standards a track should not be exposed to rolling stocks with a vertical
acceleration value of more than 0.5 'g' (1 'g' is 9.8 sec./cm²) and with lateral acceleration values of
more than 0.35 'g'!!.
15.10 STANDART DEVIATIONS AS A MEASURE FOR TRACK IRREGULARITIES
It is not always possible to comprehend properly the analogous records of track geometry
produced in the form of track recording charts. Similar difficulties are experienced in digesting the
digital data presented in the form of number of peaks of different values of the track parameters. For
maintenance requirements the data should be presented in such a manner that it can meaningfully
describe track geometry vis-à-vis the vehicle riding characteristics.
The analysis of the track vehicle system indicates that Power Spectral Density (PSD) description
is most ideal for correlating track geometry with vehicle response. Power Spectral Density (PSD)
brings out the sum total of all defects, big or small, in a given stretch of track. Since PSD
description is complex and not easily amenable to field adoption, the Standard Deviation (SD)
provides the second best alternative to represent the track irregularities.
It has been observed that track irregularities belong to stationary random process and have a
Gaussian (normal) Distribution. Standard Deviation can be used therefore to describe the track
geometry to a considerable accuracy. SD brings out the spread or scatter of the individual values
about the mean value. Since a mean value is of no significance in effecting riding quality, the same
can be removed by averaging.
15.10.1 Concept of Standard Deviation
If X, (i = 1, … , N) be the N samples of data then
N

 xi

1
(means) = ---N
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│
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were SD = Standard Deviation, also known as “Route Mean Square Deviation”.
As already mentioned, it has been observed that distribution of track irregularities about mean
values fit into normal distribution. Normal distribution is described in Fig. 15.13. In Normal
Distribution 64 to 65% of the samples lie within one SD from mean value, 95% of the samples lie
within 2 SD away and only about 2% samples are 3 SD away from the mean. There can be a few
samples which lie more than 3 SD away, but they are not of much significance to affect the running
P

P

P

P

P
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quality of track. High peaks of irregularities can be picked up individually by the Track Monitoring
Unit separately for immediate attention.

Fig. 15.13: Norm Distribution
A sample calculation of standard deviation for a typical track geometry record is brought out in
Table 15.10:

15.10.2 Track Maintenance Standards Based on SDS
Fig. 15.14 shows the normal distribution curves for track twist (TW) in three broad assessments
of track quality, i.e. good, average and bad, indicating the 65% band representing 1 SD away from
the mean value of zero. Fig. 15.15 indicates sample analogous records of 1 km of various track
parameters along with the Standard Deviation values. The record amply establishes the visual
correlation between track geometry roughness and standard deviation.
For the calculation of SD, the length of track for which SD value is to be obtained, has to be
decided. SD on too short a stretch does not give enough statistical confidence in the estimation of
parameters. A stretch too long has the following drawbacks:
1. The isolated bad patches of track are masked in good patches and vice versa.
2. It results in larger maintenance requirements as the whole stretch, where the threshold SD is
exceeded, is required to be attended to.
A length of 200 ms has been adopted presently for Indian Railways. The estimation of SD on
this length is both economical and has the required level of reliability. Extensive monitoring has
indicated that a SD value of 2.0 can be considered good, a value of 4.0 as bad and value above this
indicates a poor track geometry.
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The tentative track geometry standards in form of standard deviations as laid down by Indian
Railway are given in Fig. 15.14:

Fig. 15.14: Standard Deviation as a Measure of Track Quality (TW)

Fig. 15.15: Sample Records with SD

RDSO

15.11 TRACK GEOMETRY INDEX (TGI) FOR STANDART DEVIATION BASED ON
ASSESSMENT OF TRACK GEOMETRY
The assessment of track geometry of Track on Indian Railways was being done traditionally
through Composite Track Record (CTR):
CTR = 100 – (UA + TA + GA + AB)
The CTR formula has the following limitations:
1. No direct correlation with Riding Quality.
2. Very sensitive to minor changes in track geometry.
3. It being a measure of total peaks beyond ‘A’ limits (‘B’ in alignment), it is in no way
correlated to the limiting values of the parameters. Thus a fairly good track, in 'B' category
may show very low CTR value though it is well within the safe limits.
4. It considers only the excess values at isolated locations rather than assessing the continuous
quality of the track.
5. This has equal weightage for all the parameters irrespective of their contribution in RI.
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To overcome the above hazards, a standard deviation based Track Geometry Index has been
evolved. This takes into account the index for different parameters, assessing the condition with
respect to the range defined by best maintained track on one side and the track needing urgent
maintenance on the other side.
The index for individual parameter (e.g. Twist) is worked out as:

TI (Twist Index) = 100 x e –

(SD Measured – SD new Track Standards)
(SD Urgent Maint. – SD new Track Standards)

When the track is as good as a newly laid track, the TI will be 100. When the track is at the
stage of urgent maintenance limit, the TI will be 100/e = 36.
When thus for each parameter the index goes below 36, the SD exceeds the SD value, worked
out for urgent attention for the sectional speed.
Considering the effect of each parameter on the Ride Index, different weightages have been
assigned to different parameters (Unevenness, Twist, Alignment and Gauge), and the composite
TGI is worked out as below:
2UI + TI + 6AI + GI
TGI = ----------------------------10
Assigning a 60% weightage or AI, 20% to unevenness and 10% each to Twist and Gauge the
SD value [mm] adopted for newly laid track and track needing urgent attention is as follows:
Table 15.11: Index Tolerances
Index Tolerance for
New laid Track
Urgent Maintenance
Speed > 105
Speed < 105
kmph
kmph
U (9.6 m)
2.50
6.20
7.20
T (3.6 m)
1.75
3.80
4.20
G -1.00
3.60
3.60
A1 (7.2 m)
1.50
3.00
3.00
The TGI will normally vary from 120 for a very good track to 20 for a very poorly maintained
track. The index for individual parameter and TGI is calculated in blocks of 200 metres each. In the
digital printout generated during the TRC run, the blocks, where SD value exceeds, that laid down
for urgent maintenance, are identified with three stars (***), and the block, where limit for planned
maintenance is exceeded, are identified with two stars (**). The limiting values for these indexes
are:
Above 80
no maintenance required,
80 – 50
need based maintenance required,
50 – 36
planned through maintenance required,
below 36
urgent maintenance required
To attend isolated defects in stretches of an otherwise well maintained track, the report
generated on real time during TRC run gives a digital printout of the size and location of the eight
largest peaks in each km.
The advantages of TGI are:
1. It gives an idea about the health of a continuous length rather than highlighting isolated bad
locations.
2. It gives due weightage to different parameters as per their effect on the Ride Index.
3. The range over which it varies is much smaller and it does not get affected by minor
changes from run to run. A variation of 10 in TGI shows a significant
improvement/deterioration in the track quality.
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15.12 CONTACTLESS INERTIAL NAVIGATIONAL TRACK GEOMETRY
MEASURING SYSTEM
Modern track recording cars are equipped with contact less inertial navigational track geometry
measuring system. The Plasser&Theurer track recording cars measure the following geometric
parameters at 250 mm sampling intervals:
1. Horizontal alignment of the left and right rail (also known as alignment or versine) with
simultaneous display of three space curves and three reference lengths (chord lengths),
selectable by the user.
2. Vertical alignment of the left and right rail (also “Top” or “Profile”) with simultaneous
display of three space curves and three reference lengths (chord lengths), selectable by the
user.
3. Cant (also known as Super-Elevation).
4. Gauge.
5. Twist.
6. Curvature and curve radius.
7. Gradient.
8. Position using differential GPS.
9. Speed.
10. Distance.
11. Events (e.g. tunnels, bridges, etc.).
12. Ambient temperature.
Two separate systems are used for these measurements, namely the Position and Orientation
System for Track Geometry (POS/TG) and the Optical Gauge Measuring System (OGMS).
15.12.1 The Position and Orientation System for Track Geometry (POS/TG)
The POS/TG consists of a rack-mounted computer system, which uses data from the Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU), Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) and the Distance
Measuring Indicator (DMI) to process accurate measurements. The POS/TG provides track
geometry measurements in millimetres as well as standard deviation calculations and a full set of
navigation outputs, consisting of position, velocity, altitude, angular rate and bogie acceleration. No
minimum speed is required.
The IMU is mounted on the measuring frame of the bogie (Fig.15.16) and consists of silicon
linear accelerometers and fibre optic gyros, which sense three dimensional acceleration and rotation
of the IMU. By picking up the changes in angle and movement of the IMU, the IMU supplies
coordinates of a space curve, which represents the exact position of the track in space as illustrated
in Fig.15.17.

Fig.15.16: Corrugation Measuring Unit mounted on measuring Frame Guide
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Fig.15.17: Track Geometry measuring System
The main features of the system are:
1. Measuring frame with fixed vertical distance to the rail surfaces.
2. Inertial measuring unit (IMU).
3. Sensors of the track gauge measurement.
4. Laser beams to scan the track gauge.
5. GPS antenna.
6. Navigation computer.
7. Blue curves: Space curves of both rails derived from the measurements along the track,
synchronised with GPS data.
8. Green line: Track design line.
9. Red arrows (horizontal): Alignment defects, calculated from the space curve.
10. Orange arrows (vertical): Longitudinal level defects, calculated from the space curve.
The DGPS provides an accurate localisation in terms of latitude and longitude at each of the
recorded measurements, which is absolutely essential for useful track recordings. It automatically
adds the exact location data acquired to the measured data. Normal GPS broadcasts from satellites
are not accurate enough. The raw GPS data is therefore corrected using the Differential Global
Positioning System, which provides a maximum accuracy deviation of 400 mm. The DGPS
coordinates come from the GPS receiver or, in areas with no reception such as tunnels, from the
IMU until DGPS reception is resumed.
The DM1 is an external sensor, which is attached to the vehicle wheel converting fractional
wheel revolutions to increments of distance.

15.12.2

The Optical Gauge Measuring System (OGMS)

The OGMS sensors are also mounted to the measuring frame and consist of a set of lasers,
mirrors and cameras, and the sensors measure the horizontal displacement from the centre of the
bogie to the left and right rails. These units tell the Inerial Measurement Unit (IMU), where it is in
relation to the rail through triangulation.
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Fig.15.18: Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and Optical Gauge Measuring System (OGMS);
PMCMedia

15.12.3 Rail Wear
Rail wear is also measured with an optical-measuring system mounted on the infrastructure
measuring car. The system measures the full cross-sectional rail profile and compares the
information with that of a new rail profile in order to produce a rail wear exception report in real
time.
The rail measuring equipment contains lasers and cameras, which create a plane of light, which
surrounds almost the full rail profile. Using a high resolution camera, the image of a full rail profile
is acquired at 250 mm sampling intervals. The computer converts the picture to digital format with
x/y co-ordinates per rail. This image is then superimposed over a new rail profile, digitally
analyzed, and the rail wear is calculated at speeds up to 300 kmph with an accuracy of ± 200 ppm.
The following rail profile parameters are measured:
1. Rail height.
2. Rail weight (rail profile).
3. Rail head width.
4. Rail inclination.
By comparing these measurements in real-time with a defined target profile the following
parameters are calculated for both rails:
1. Rail height and width wear.
2. Wear of the rail crown area given in square millimetres [mm²] or percentage.
3. Wear of the rail for up to 9 user-defined positions across the rail head such as side wear.
The recordings of those points on the rails outside the pre-selected tolerance are marked by the
system and listed in a rail profile exception report. The measured parameters are transmitted to the
on-board computer where they are stored together with the measured track data.
15.13 LATEST TECHNOLOGIES FOR MEASURING TRACK GEOMETRY
PARAMETERS
Table 15.12 shows a list of parameters and the latest technologies for measuring them:
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Measuring wheels or sensors are used for contact measurement. Contactless measurement uses
optical laser-aided triangulation measurement devices, but also laser scanners, video-systems with
image evaluation and inertial measurement systems. Twist can be measured by contact
measurement via directly linked measurement wheels or is calculated from the measured superelevation values over a set distance. Versines can also be recorded by contact measurement via
measuring wheels or a steel measuring chord. The contactless scanning at three points with the
vehicle frame serving as reference, or the calculation of versines from inertial position measurement
according to a given geometry are another possibility. The absolute position of the recording car can
be determined during the run by using a global positioning satellite, DGPS. Today we can
determine the position to an accuracy of up to 0.5 to 1 m. If synchronization points are stored in the
data base of the recording car as absolute coordinates, synchronization of the car’s position can be
carried out automatically by tracking the current position of the recording car by GPS.

"Track Recording Car"
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Cartoon by Plasser&Theurer

J.S. MUNDREY Railway Track Engineering

Chapter 16

Ballast-less Tracks and other special Track Types

By L Marx & D. Moßmann

Ballast-less “Rheda” Slab Track

Pict.: M. Bögle

Ballast-less “Max Bögl” Slab Track
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Fig. 16.b: Rheda 2000 Track Assembly ready for Concreting

(from L. Marx and D. Moßmann, Work Procedures for Permanent Way Maintenance)

Revised by Dr. Frank Wingler, JANUARY, 2016
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Chapter 16
Ballast-less Tracks and other special Types of Tracks
16.1 BALLAST-LESS TRACK
16.1.1 Evolution of Ballast-less Track
The impact forces of running trains change the composite relation-ship among the ballast
particles of a ballasted track. This change is cumulative in nature. The major part of work in the
track maintenance, therefore, consists to correct the surface geometry by rebuilding the deformed
ballast. Unless ballast is replaced by some other materials having true elastic properties, no tangible
reduction in the track maintenance works can be visualized. This has led to the evolution of what is
termed as “Ballast-less Track”. The elasticity characteristics of ballasted track are simulated in this
type of track by providing suitably designed track assemblies in which elastomeric pads play an
important role. Ballast-less track is being increasingly adopted on world railways for Metros and
High-speed Lines. It is also being adopted for viaducts and in tunnels, where concrete foundation
for ballast-less track is naturally available as part of basic structure.
Main characteristics of ballasted and ballast-less track are discussed in the succeeding
paragraphs, which bring out the merits/demerits of adopting ballast-less track structures in
particular situations.
16.1.2
Main Characteristics of ballasted Track
In ballasted track an energy force generated by the oncoming loads is dissipated by the elastic
deformation of ballast and the formation underneath, approximately 50% by each of them. In this
process there is also permanent settlement of ballast and formation. In course of time the ballast
gets pulverized and contaminated loosing its elastic property. Periodical building and recuperation
is required for the ballast to function effectively. Deep screening of ballast is carried out, when finer
particles in the ballast increase the specified limit (more than 30 % passing through a 22.4 mm
sieve).
● Other Drawbacks of ballasted Track particularly for High-Speed Railway Lines are:
1. Track tends to move both vertically and laterally and requires frequent tamping.
2. Only limited uncompensated lateral acceleration possible due to limited lateral ballast
resistance.
3. At the speed of 275 kmph and above ballast churns up damaging both rails and wheels.
4. Elasticity gets affected with pulverization and contamination-periodic, in consequence
deep- screening is required.
● Ballasted Track is quite often preferred on account of the following Considerations:
1. Known and proven method up to a speed of 350 kmph. High-speed lines in France,
Spain and England have been constructed with ballasted track.
2. Low Construction cost.
3. Availability of highly mechanized construction methodology.
4. Good elasticity for efficient absorption of noise and vibration.
5. Reasonably good maintainability with track machines.
6. Less sensitive to construction defects.

16.1.3 Main Characteristics of Ballast-less Track
Ballast-less track rests on solid foundations with no or very little settlement. The elastomerpads replace the elasticity of the ballast. No maintenance is required except periodical replacement
of elastic components after their life span is over. There is considerable scope to reduce the
construction costs for track structures in tunnels or on viaducts.
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 Some Advantageous of Ballast-less Tracks are:
1. High operational availability; time required for maintenance is almost nil.
2. Long lasting good track geometry.
3. Long life of track structure of 40 to 50 years.
4. Predictable behaviour of track components and thus of track geometry.
5. High resistance to lateral and longitudinal forces permitting steeper grade and higher speed.
6. Regularity of the rheological properties.
7. Quiet vehicle running, even at high speed.
● Ballast-less Tracks however suffers from the following Drawbacks:
1. Comparatively higher construction cost, particularly when laid on earth formation.
2. Highly sensitive to construction defects.
3. Less absorption of sound radiations and vibrations.
4. Mechanization of track construction and renewals still in infant stage.
16.1.4 Design Philosophy of Ballast-less Track
Ballasted track assemblies are expected to provide the same degree of elasticity on all
directions as it available in ballasted track. This is necessary to keep the static and dynamic forces
within acceptable limits. Ballast-less track assemblies are also expected to perform the following
two functions:
1. Damping the high frequency vibrations of the rail. All ballast-less track assemblies have for
this purpose an elastomeric rail pad under the rail seat. This is similar to the arrangement
with the concrete sleepers in ballasted track.
2. Distributing the oncoming loads and absorbing the energy generated. These are functions
normally performed by the ballast in the ballasted track. Those functions are performed by
different arrangements in the ballast-less track assemblies.
16.1.5 Ballast-less Track Assemblies commonly in Use
● Plinth Type, single Plate Ballast-less Track Assemblies: Fig. 16.1, 16.2a/b and 16.3.
For laying the ballast-less track assembly a plinth is built with reinforced concrete (RCC) over
the main concrete structure. These track assemblies are called “Plinth Type”. In this category
come the ballast-less track assemblies of Calcutta and Delhi Metros. The M1-A assembly
adopted by Calcutta Metro has the following components:
1. 6 mm thick elastic rail pad.
2. Mark 3 elastic rail clips.
3. Cast iron base plate.
4. 12 mm thick elastic base plate pad.
5. High tensile steel bolts screwed into high density polythene inserts.
6. Triple coil spring washers.
7. Eccentric insulating washers for insulation and lateral adjustment.
8. Steel plates for vertical adjustments.
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Fig. 16.1: M.1.A Assembly adopted by
Calcutta Metro



Fig.16.2a: Vossloh 336 Ballast-less
Track K-Type Assembly with Tension
Clamp SKL 12 on Ribbed Bearing Plate
adopted by Delhi Metro

Vossloh 336 Ballast-less Track Assembly adopted by Delhi Metro is of similar Type;
Fig. 16.2a. Its main Features are:
1. 6 mm thick elastic rail pad.
2. Vossloh elastic SKL 12 Tension Clamp.
3. Malleable cast iron base plate (K-Type “ribbed” bearing plate; see Paragraph 16.1.5)
with hook-bolt and nut.
4. 10 mm thick elastic base plate pad.
5. 5 mm thick plastic pad.
6. High tensile steel anchors cast in concrete.
7. Triple coil spring washers.
8. Eccentric insulating washers for insulation and lateral adjustment.
9. Clamping force (toe-load) can be adjusted by torque on the nut.

Fig.16.2b: Vossloh 336 Ballast-less Track
K-type Assembly adopted by Bangalore Metro;
with two Anchor-Bolts

Fig.16.3: Logwell Ballast-less Track
(LM-1) Assembly

Pict: Vol.-II of NATIONAL TECHNICAL SEMINAR OF IPWE
January 11th&12th, 2013, Chennai



Logwell India has evolved the ballast-less track assembly LM-1, which is similar to
Vossloh-336 assembly, but uses the indigenously designed Logwell-G Clip with a toe-load
of 9.00-12.00 kN, equivalent to the Vossloh Tension Clamp; Fig. 16.3:
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 Plinth Type double Plate Ballast-less Track Assemblies for Mainlines; Fig. 16.4, Fig.
16.5a/b/c and Fig. 16.6
For mainline track stronger plate type assemblies have been evolved. Two cast iron plates
are used in this assembly sand-witching the base plate pad. The anchor bolts in these
assemblies are not subjected to bending stresses and thus have much greater resistance against
lateral forces. Pandrol Vipa Systems and Vossloh 1403 are such assemblies.
Logwell Forge has evolved indigenous ballast-less track assembly for main lines, Fig. 16.6
incorporates the design features of the above mentioned assemblies. In this design, specially
designed clips have been incorporated which exert an optimum toe load of 3.00 kN, necessary
for efficient functioning of the base plate pad. With top to bottom construction, the assembly
provides a very efficient economical and durable track structure for heavy-haul high-speed
lines. With the LH-1 assembly it is possible to provide check-rails wherever required. Main
advantage of this system is that it affords quicker restoration of traffic after any derailment,
when compared to more sophisticated systems.

Fig. 16.4: Vossloh System 1043

Fig. 16.5a: Pandrol VIPA Assembly
with Pandrol Fast-Clip; Pict. by Pandrol

Pict. by Vossloh

Fig. 16.5b: Pandrol Vipa-SB System with
Pandrol Fast-Clips used on Ballast-less
BART DF Track, San Francisco, USA

Fig. 16.5c: VIPA DRS System with Pandrol
Brand e-Clip on Plinth Track Seoul`s
Metro

Pict. by Pandrol
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Fig. 16.6: Logwell Forge System

Fig. 16.7a: Precast Slab-Element of Shinkansen

16.1.6 Ballast-less Track Technologies of High-Speed Railway Lines
Following types of ballast-less tracks have been adopted by various world railway systems on
their high-speed tracks:
1. Slab Track Systems based on precast Concrete Slabs
● Shinkansen Type, Japan; Fig. 16.7a above:
In the Shinkansen system a base of reinforced cement concrete is created over a properly
consolidated soil. Pre-cast cement concrete panels about 5 m long and 2.34 m wide and 160 mm
thick support the rails at their precise locations. A specially designed mortar of cement and
maxphalt, about 50 mm thick, is introduced between the two concrete surfaces of base concrete
roadbed and the top concrete slab-track panel. This mix provides a medium for vertical adjustment
and helps in reducing track vibrations. Rails are fixed on the top slab with the standard KAWA type
fastening system, having a rail-pad and also an elastomeric pad under the base plate. The rail
fastening system allows considerable scope for vertical and latter adjustment. The cement-maxphalt
mortar layer can be suitably adjusted to accommodate any settlement of formation.
● Slab Track Max Bögl: A similar system with certain modifications has been evolved by Max
Bögl, called “FFB –Slab Track Max Bögl”; Fig. 16.7b. The up to 9 t heavy concrete slabs are
produced largely automatically in a production facility: Fig. 17.7c. This generates slabs with
accurate internal geometry for precisely defined installation location. The slabs have to be
transported to the track sides; Fig. 17.7d. After laying and aligning the precast slabs (Fig. 17.7e),
the gap between the lower edge of the slab and the upper edge of the bed structure is sealed all
around with mortar. The slabs are than under-poured using the available openings. Italian and
Chinese railways have also developed similar systems for their high-speed lines.
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Fig. 16.7b: MAX BÖGL Design of pre-fabricated Slab for Ballast-less
Track (from B. Lichtberger, Track Compendium)

Fig. 16.7c/d: Slab Elements Production Plant and Transport

Pict. by M. Bögle

Fig. 16.7e: Aligning and Under-Pouring through Openings
● ÖBB PORR Design: The Design Type ÖBB-PORR (Fig. 16.7c) is a joint development
between the Austrian Federal Railways (ÖBB) and the company POOR AG. It has been intensively
used on Austrian and German high-speed lines, in tunnels and on concrete bridges. As with the
Bögl design the precast concrete slab units are adjusted for height and lateral adjustment. They are
infilled with concrete by means of openings in the slab; Fig. 16.7d. The PORR slab is also available
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as a light element in the spring-mass system. The separation layer is provided in the form of
Polyurethane bounded rubber granulates on the slab underside. Vibration decoupling becomes
essential on concrete bridges.
The slab-element systems are easier to repair and adjust than the following homogenous System.

ÖBB-PORR

Fig.16.7c: ÖBB-PORR precast Slab-Element System

Pict. by ÖBB-PORR

Fig. 16.7c: Laying, Adjustment and Concrete Infilling of ÖBB-PORR System
2. Homogenous Ballast-less Track Structure
● Rheda 2000 Ballast-less Track; Fig. 16.8a: With the Rheda 2000 system the sleeper with
ordinary reinforcement (without pre-stressing) together with the concrete bed, which encloses it,
constitutes a homogenous ballast-less track structure. Various versions of the REHDA system have
been developed. The latest is REHDA 2000. It is installed as a top-down system with the help of
service rails. The sleepers are assembled together with the rails to form a track framework, which is
installed in proper position with the use of special adjustment systems. The track-supporting layer of
concrete is poured only after final alignment and levelling. This system has been used on a number
of high-speed lines in Germany. The Rheda System does not need a precast element production plant
and the transport of the element to the track side. It has also been used recently in the station areas
for turnout installations on Taiwan’s high-speed lines.
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From RTR, Eurailpress

Fig. 16.8a: REHDA Ballast-less Track System

Graph: Vossloh

Fig.16.8b: Details of direct Vossloh Fastening System 300-1 with Tension Clamp SKL 15 on
Rheda System
A similar direct fastening with the Vossloh Tension Clamp SKL 15 is used on the Plinth-Track
of Delhi Airport Metro; Fig. 16.8c:

Fig. 16.8c: Direct Fastening with Vossloh Tension Clamp SKL 15 on Delhi Airport
Metro Plinth-Track; Pict. by F. Wingler
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In this direct Fastening System the bolt is not decoupled from the vibrations of the plinth/slab
beneath. The rail is resting on an elastic pad thus decoupling the rail vibrations from the plinth/slab
vibrations. Both vibrations of plinth/slab and rail meet at the SKL 15 Tension Clamp. On the Delhi
Airport Metro plinth track this created problems. Tension clamps fractured both in tunnels as well on
the elevated structures. Konkan Railways faced similar Tension Clamp Problems with the Rheda
track in tunnels. With the long lever-arm of the Tension Clamp SKL 15 according the “LEVERLAW” the rod develops near the bolt-fastening a high tension. Indirect Fastening Systems with
intermediate damping pads in sandwich structures decoupling both type of vibrations and with
shorter lever-arms of the tension clamp or clip; see Fig. 16.4 and 16.5a/b/c above, do not develop
such problems.

Fig. 16.8c: Rheda 2000 Track Assembly ready for Concreting
Pict. from L. Marx/D. Moßmann in Work Procedures for Permanent Way Maintenance
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3. The Low Vibration Track (LVT System); Fig. 16.9:

Fig. 16.9: LVT Low Vibration Assembly ready for Concreting

The LVT System had been developed by the SNCF, France, Track-work Development
Engineer Roger Sonneville. It comprises high-speed lines with concrete blocks. The concrete
sleeper blocks for each rail are encased in rubber boots to isolate them from the cast second
pour-concrete slab, and a flexible pad (Polyurethane) is placed inside each boot below the
blocks, to provide the necessary degree of elasticity The rails are fixed with the standard French
Nabla elastic clips. Pandrol, Vossloh or other similar elastic fastening system are also in use. An
adjustment in the position of the concrete blocks is after the second concrete pour not any more
possible.
This system has a reputation for of damping vibration from the railway tracks to adjoining
structures. The system is used in the France-UK Channel Tunnel and in Switzerland in the
Gotthard-Base and Lötschberg Base Tunnels as well in tunnels in Taiwan. The rubber-boots
together with the under-block pads made of Polyurethane allow improved optimal vertical
deflection with improved dynamic behaviour of the system. This system allows replacing the
blocks, when it becomes necessary to rectify any damage. The track support modulus/stiffness
is at its optimum with a rail deflection in the range of 1.3 to 1.4 mm under load of a locomotive
at a speed of up to 200 kmph.
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4. Solid Slab-Track System NBO; Fig. 16.10:

Fig. 16.10: NBO Track System
The solid slab “Track-System NBO” is similar to the paved concrete track evolved
sometime in 1970’s, where a specially designed concrete paver was used to lay the concrete slab
to close tolerances. In the NBO system concrete paver leaves a groove in which rails with their
elastic fastening system are accurately placed adopting top-bottom construction technology.
This system does not use sleepers and is claimed to have the following characteristics:
1. Rails resting on single fastenings.
2. Concrete as a long lasting slab having tight tolerances.
3. Laying the rails complete with fastenings.
4. High degree of precision when laying the track.
5. Levelling plates to maintain tight tolerances.
6. High technology surveying instruments for precision in track laying.
7. Use of rapid hardening grout (jointing compound).
8. Environmental impact is considered in the planning and construction.
This system, which is patented by ThyssenKrupp, has been approved by the Technical
University of Munich, Germany, and has been laid on some high-speed lines in Germany and in
South Korea. Needless to mention that formation under the pavement has to be properly
designed and constructed to achieve zero settlement criteria, as the scope for vertical and lateral
adjustment for soils only exists in the fastening system alone.
16.1.7 Floating Track Systems for Metros
Floating slab track systems are adopted at locations, where building and other structures are to
be isolated from the vibration generate at the railway track by rail/wheel inter-action. Such systems
are commonly in use in metros, where it passes through sensitive areas.
Two types of floating slab track systems are in use:
1. Floating Slab Track System with elastomeric Bearing
Fig. 16.11 shows a track with a bearing developed by Tiflex. In this design discreet elastic
bearing buffers are installed under the pre-cast concrete slabs.

Fig. 16.11: Tiflex floating Slab Track
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2. Gerb Spring System for Floating Track
The rails are fixed in this system to a concrete slab by means of a fastening system. The slab is
isolated from the other substructures by individual spring elements isolating the dynamic forces.
Only the dead load of the train and a very small percentage of the dynamic forces are transferred
through the springs into the substructure; Fig. 16.12:

Fig. 16.12: Floating Slab Track in a Tunnel

16.1.8 Edilon embedded Rail Systems
The systems hold the rails in position of correct geometry by a well formulated polymer. The
arrangements provide the necessary degree of elasticity. Grooves are left during construction in the
base concrete at appropriate locations, and the rails are placed in the grooves. The elastomeric
compound is then poured around the rail to provide the necessary fixity and the desired degree of
elasticity.
Such systems are now increasingly adopted in station areas for the provision of a cleaner and
easy to maintain environment; Fig. 16.13:

Fig. 16.13: Edilon embedded Rail System

Fig. 16.14: Concrete Base for embedded Rail System
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16.1.9 Development and Use of FFU Sleepers in Slab Tracks; see also Paragraph 4.12.3
The letters “FFU” stand for “Fibre-reinforced Foamed Urethane”. FFU has far better material
properties than natural timber. It can be handled and processed as easily as natural timber. The
synthetic sleeper has virtually the same specific mass as a natural timber sleeper, yet a very
considerable longer service life. Its weathering properties are also superior.
● Production of FFU Sleepers
The FFU synthetic wood is produced by the so called “Pultrusion-Technique”. Oriented and
endless glass-fiber strands are drawn through a pulling device, coated with Isocyanate-Polyol
components and cured at a higher temperature to result in a particularly high-grade and closedpore Polyurethane material.
● The Use of FFU on Slab Tracks
FFU synthetic sleepers are installed since the 1980-ties on slab tracks, in in stations of the
high-speed track of Shinkansen and well as on some metro tracks in the world; Fig.16.15:

Pict. by Sekisui

Fig. 16.15: FFU Twin-Block Sleepers in Shinkansen Station, Japan
FFU is specially used in the area of switch-points and also at station areas. In metros FFU is
furthermore used on the regular track in tunnels. For example it is installed in Tokyo, Osaka,
Shanghai and Vienna etc..
The installation of FFU on slab tracks of high speed trains or regular trains are similar to the
installations of other non-monolithic slab tracks systems. Generally FFU will be placed in
rubber boots. This rubber boots will be fixed on the sleepers before concreting and finishing the
slab track.
16.1.10 Ballast-Less Track for washable Aprons on Indian Railways
Washable aprons are provided on platform lines, where trains halt for extended periods and
where the track gets littered with human excreta discharged from toilets of the coaches. These
aprons facilitate easy cleaning of the tracks
The present design of washable aprons, as adopted on Indian Railways, is shown in Fig. 16.16a
and Fig. 16.6b:
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Fig.16.16a: Washable Apron Track

Fig. 16.16b: Cross-Section of washable Apron

Pict. from RTR Special, Eurailpress

In this design standard concrete sleepers are buried in the concrete. This has not been
successful as after some time cracks develop around the sleepers allowing soiled waste matter going
into the cracks. The concrete sleepers themselves also start cracking in the middle mainly on
account of centre binding.
In an effort to find a better design, Rheda 2000 ballast-less track system has been tried out but
with not much success.
For successful operation, design criteria of ballast-less track for washable aprons on I.R can be
laid down as follows:
1. Should have a minimum number of steel components, as they would rust when frequently
exposed to humid and toxic environment.
2. Should be easy in installation, replacement and repair.
3. Should be able to hold the track geometry within the acceptable tolerances.
4. Should have a long service life preferably equal to the life of the rail.
5. Should be able to contain the noise and vibration levels within the acceptable limits.
6. Should be easily washable, as human excreta from the carriages are likely to fall on the track.
This requires the track assembly components to be as plain and simple as possible, causing
least obstruction in the washing process.
7. The effluent generated from the washing of the tracks should get discharged into
underground drains.
● Edilon embedded Rail System (Fig. 16.13 and Fig. 16.14) is best suited for washable Aprons
on Indian Railways as:
1. It is easier to wash.
2. No steel component other than the rail.
3. Its service life is claimed to be equal to the life of the rail; the system installed 25 years ago
is functioning satisfactorily. Since then new and more efficient elastomeric compounds have
been developed.
4. It has a good noise and vibration absorption capacity.
The system has been adopted in many station yards such as Madrid (Spain), Amsterdam
(Netherlands) and Taipei (Taiwan). The system has a certification from the Technical University of
Munich. Proper construction and maintenance manuals have been evolved by the user railways.
16.2 BALLAST-LESS TRACK CONSTRUCTION ON DELHI METRO
Ballast-less track once constructed is difficult to be altered in position. Any adjustment in the
horizontal or vertical direction can only be made within the margins available in the fastening
system. A high degree of accuracy is therefore needed during the installation of such tracks.
The ballast less track construction on Delhi Metro has adopted the Vossloh 336 plate
assembly; see Fig. 16.2b. For the construction of this track the following sequence of operations is
followed.
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Provision of shear connectors between 1st and 2nd pour concrete.
Centre line marking, most accurately over total stations.
Establishing bench marks with digital level, accuracy of 0.5 mm.
Marking of plinths taking levels below the rails.
Adequate plinth depth of normally 150 mm should be available.
Rail levels worked out as per designed grades.
Cant provided as per design
Rails laid roughly in position. Rails normally are in 10-20 rail panels.
Rails are held on special frames called “GSFs”, which have provisions for vertical and
lateral adjustment. GSF spacing normally not more than 4.2 m.
10. Rails set to gauge and level.
11. Provisions of prefabricated reinforcement.
12. Placing form work in position.
13. Concreting with M 35 grade concrete.
After Concreting following works are carried out to fix the Rails in Positions:
1. Removal of dummy plates.
2. Adjustment of track geometry parameters and grouting with finer concrete mix.
3. De-stressing of rails.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.



Fig. 16.17 shows the track under construction and Fig. 16.18 shows the final track:

Fig. 16.17: Plinth-Track under Construction
16.3

Fig. 16.18: Final Track

BALLAST-LESS TRACK STRUCTURES ON BRIDGES

On bridge girders the rails are fastened to bridge timbers, which in turn are held to the main
girders or rail bearers. On such tracks and in the absence of ballast, there is a sudden change of
track elasticity, which causes load variation of wheels and induces vibrations in the rolling stock.
Bridge girders deflect under loads, and to compensate this effect, camber is provided in bridge
girders of over 30.5 m span. Track laid over such bridges are likely to experience variations in
longitudinal levels as well.
Rail joints on bridges cause heavy dynamic loadings. It is therefore desirable to avoid them or
locate them at places where they are least harmful.
Both rails and steel girders expand and contract under temperature variations. It is always
advisable to adopt rail-free fastenings on girder bridges so that thermal stresses of rails do not ride
over the girders or vice versa. But to avoid excessive creep in rails or excess gap at the time of rail
fractures, some controlled fixity of rails is needed in the spans and/or on the approaches.
With this background, the following guidelines have been laid down for the installation and
maintenance of tracks on bridges.
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16.3.1 Rail and Rail Joints on Bridges
 Longitudinal Profile of Rails: In standard plate girders no camber is provided. Open web
girders with a span of 30.5 m and above are provided with camber. Track on these bridges
are laid correctly following the camber of the bridge. When re-timbering is done, it should
be ensured that the longitudinal levels of rails follow the camber of girders.
 Rail Cant: The rail should be laid on bridges with an inward cant of 1 to 20 by continuing
the same cant as on the approaches.
 Rail Joints over Bridges: In the case of a small bridge opening with less than 6.1 m, rail
joints should be avoided. For other spans the preferred position of the rail joint is at 1/3 the
span from either end.
 SWR on Bridges: Paragraph 9.72 gives the details required for track for SWR on bridges.
 LWR/CWR on Bridges: In the case of laying LWR/CWR provisions of Paragraph 10.6 are
to be followed.
 Precautions for arresting Creep: Track on girder bridges laid with standard single rails
and fish-plated joints should be isolated from the SWR if existing on approaches on either
sides by providing at least two well anchored standard rail lengths. Similarly, the track on
girder bridges not laid with LWR/CWR shall be isolated from LWR/CWR by a minimum
length of 50 m of well anchored SWR on either side.
16.3.2 Bridge Timbers
Minimum requirement of depth, length and the maximum clear distance between the sleeper for
the three gauges are summarized (nearest to 5 mm) in Table 16.1:
Gauge

Table 16.1: Minimum Requirements for Bridge Timber Sleepers
Clear Distance between Depth of Sleepers
Length of Sleepers
consecutive Sleepers
(executive of notching)
not to exceed [mm]
not less than [mm]

BG
Girder:

510

150

MG
Girder:

305

125

NG
Girder:

125

105

Distance outside of flanges
plus 305 mm but not less than
2440 mm.
Distance outside to outside of
flanges plus 305 mm but not
less than 1675 mm.

Distance outside to outside of
flanges plus 305 mm but not
less than 1525 mm.
Note: The details are for timbers directly resting on longitudinal girders.


Thickness of Bridge Timber: Table 16.2 shows the maximum thickness of timber required
exclusive of notching for various spacing for BG and MG:
Table 16.2: Thickness of Bridge and Timber Sleepers
BG
MG
Centre to Centre of
Thickness of
Centre to Centre of Thickness of Bridge
Girder/Rail Bearer
Bridge Timber
Girder/Rail Bearer
Timber
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
[mm]
1880
150
-------1850
150
1220
140
1830
150
1525
165
1980
190
1650
190
2300
230
2000
230
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Clear Distance between Joint Sleepers: The clear distance between joint sleepers should not
exceed 200 mm both for BG and MG.

16.3.3 Steel Channel Sleepers for Bridges
On Indian Railways steel channel sleepers are fabricated with the use of U-Steel sections and
plates; Fig.16.19a:

Fig. 16.19a: End View of a Steel
Channel Sleeper

Fig. 16.19b: Main Rails and Guard Rails
on Steel Channel Sleepers

Fig. 16.19a shows an end view of such a sleeper. These sleepers are attached to the steel girders
with the help of hook bolts. To provide some degree of elasticity, rubber pads are introduced
between the channel sleepers and the girder.
The rails are fixed to the channel sleepers with a steel clips. The clips in turn are fixed in
position with nuts and bolts. Single coiled steel spring washers are used to ensure that the clips do
not get loosen under high frequency vibrations. The clips hold the rails in position without exerting
any toe-load and thus behave as a zero toe-load fastening system.
Fig.16.19b is a view of steel channel sleepers on a girder bridge along with the guard rails. With
the availability of parallel beams, these beams provide a better option for the fabrication of steel
sleepers for bridges.
16.3.4 Elastic Fastening System for Steel Sleepers on Bridges
Rahee Industries Ltd. Kolkata, has developed an elastic “Zero Restrain Fastening system
(ZRF) for Bridges” with a new shoulder base-plate to overcome the shortcomings of the present
fastening system used by INR on bridges. Rahee`s design of assembly on Steel Channel Sleepers
(Paragraph 16.3.3) or H-Beams meets the requirements of Indian Railways Permanent Way
Manual (IRPWM). The Rahee design uses the standard ERC Mark-III; Fig. 16.20a. The salient
features are:
 Provides no restraints on longitudinal movement of rail.
 Provides rigid lateral support to rail for stability, correct gauge and alignment.
 Provides vertical stability of rail by use of ERC Mark-III, which is standard ERC for normal
track application on Indian Railways.
 Provides high resistance to rail overturning.
 Facility for interchange-ability of rails between IRS 52 and UIC 60.
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Pict. by Rahee Industries Ltd.
Fig. 16.20a: Rahee Industries ZRF Shoulder Base-Plate for elastic Rail Fastening on Bridge
Channel or H Sleepers on Bridges with standard ERC (Mark-III)
ThyssenKrupp, Germany, has engineered an indirect K-type elastic fastening system for steel
sleepers on girder bridges using ribbed bearing plates and vibration damping rubber-pad elements;
Fig.16.20b and 16.20c:

Fig. 16.20b: ThyssenKrupp Steel Sleeper for Bridges with elastic K-Type ECF Ribbed
Bearing-Plate Fastening; Pict. by ThyssenKrupp

Fig. 16.20c: Track Rehabilitation on Cologne Railway Bridge, Germany, with ThyssenKrupp
Steel Sleepers and elastic K-Type ECF Ribbed Bearing Plates
Pict. by ThyssenKrupp
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Fig. 16.21 shows the rails held on a steel bridge in position with the ThyssenKrupp elastic KType ECF ribbed bearing-plate indirect fastening system with elastic Vossloh SKL 12 tension
clamps; see Chapter 5, Paragraph 5.14 and ANNEXURE:

Fig.16.21: ThyssenKrupp K-Type ECF Ribbed Bearing-Plate Fastening
on a Steel Girder Bridge Pict. by ThyssenKrupp
16.4 TRACK AT BRIDGE APPROACHES
At the bridge approaches the track foundation changes from the embankment with soil subgrade to the bridge structure. The bridge may/may not have a ballast layer. In either case the track
on the bridge is typically much different than the track at the bridge approaches. The track and the
bridge approaches may also have even become softer due to drainage problem or embankment
settlement. Transportation Technology Centre Inc. of USA (TTCI) have worked out track stiffness
profiles on bridge approaches with the their track loading vehicle. Fig.16.22 shows a track stiffness
profile. As illustrated, the track stiffness change from bridge to approach is very high,
approximately by a factor of two. Dynamic simulation modelling of the bridge approach conditions
suggests that the combination of stiffness change and running surface defects can generate dynamic
loads of two to three times the static loads at normal train speeds. They can become dangerous at
higher speed. The presence of fish-plated or welded joints at the approaches worsens the situation
further. Fig. 16.23 shows the effect of track stiffness change and track surface effects on dynamic
load:

Fig. 16.22: Track Stiffness Profile
Fig. 16.23: Dynamic Load Factor
To accommodate the difference in track stiffness, many types of transition designs have been
developed. They include:
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1. Reduce Stiffness on the Bridge Side: Technique has included use of softer pads under rail
seat, elastic pads under sleepers and ballast mats. In addition to reducing the stiffness, these
pads or mats acts as mechanical filters to attenuate high- frequency impact loads.
2. Reduce Deformation on the Approach or Ballast Side: Technique have included use of
two additional rails connected to the sleepers between running rails over stiffnesstransitions to help the spread of wheel loads thus reducing deformation on the approach side.
3. Design lift Ballast Tamping has also been used to compensate for larger deformation of
ballast sections.
4. Prevention of Ballast Particle Movement: Use of side retaining walls has been the main
method to prevent ballast particle movement. In addition, use of asphalt on top of approach
slab and even glued ballast has been provided to lock-in ballast particles.
5. Better Track Foundation, Fill, Embankment Design and Construction: Adequate
drainage and compaction of fill and embankment materials are important to control
deformation and settlement. When removal is difficult, stabilization of poor sub-grade
material is often necessary, using conventional soil stabilization techniques such as a stonecolumn and deep soil–mix.
16.5 CHANGES IN TRACK STIFFNESS AT SPECIAL TRACK WORKS
Changes in track stiffness also occur on the approaches to level crossing and turnouts.
At Level Crossings adequate drainage of approaches and more frequent tamping of track will
reduce the degree of change in stiffness. On some of the railway systems, a layer of ballast mixed
with asphalt is provided under the normal track ballast on the level crossing and on some lengths
along the approaches. This has helped in better maintainability of track at level crossings.
At turnouts the changes in track stiffness occur on the approaches to the turnouts and at
turnouts. At turnouts the changes in track stiffness are due to the existence of switch and crossing
assemblies and for the provision of longer sleepers to accommodate stock rails and lead rails.
Getzner, an Austrian Company specialised on rubber pads, offers a combination of different
Under Sleeper Pads (USPs) with varying stiffness for turnout sleepers. The load transmission to the
track structure can be homogenized with these pads. Paragraph 4.13 deals with the benefits of
USPs provided under the sleeper on the sleeper-sole. Differences in deflection are minimized
resulting in smooth running on the turnouts. An even load pattern is also produced, which helps to
mitigate ballast degradation. UPS have been used with great success on Heavy-Hauls line in
Sweden and Norway. Fig. 16.24 shows concrete sleepers with under-sleeper pads:

Fig. 16.24: Under-Sleeper Pads
Pict. by Getzner, Austria
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16.6

RAIL–CUM- ROAD TRACKS AT LEVEL CROSSINGS

The conventional arrangement for rail–cum–road tracks at levels crossing using concrete
sleepers is discussed in Paragraph 4.9.5. The road is built in this arrangement with standard road
building material of stone-metal and tar topping. On such level crossings the road surface is
required to be opened out, when the track requires tamping. The sequence of operation for such
maintenance work necessarily consists of:
1. Arranging road closures.
2. Opening out the road surface.
3. Carrying out track maintenance operation.
4. Replacing the road material and its compaction.
This method is not only costly, time consuming, but also requires lot of coordination with the
road authorities.
Systems have now been developed in which removable panels of concrete, rubber and other
synthetic materials are used for the preparation of road surface at level crossings. The panels can be
fixed in position in much less road closure time and can be easily removed manually or with a light
road crane as and when track at the level needs attention.
This system using rubber panel is under trail on the Indian Railways.
16.6.1 Strail: The flexible Level Crossing; Fig. 16.25a and Fig. 16.25b
This system using rubber panel is under trail on the Indian Railways. The rubber panels are used
to form the road surface. The rubber panels rest on the sleepers and on the specially prepared bed in
the cess area, where there are no sleepers. Different sizes of panels have been made for placement
in the inter-rail space and for the outside area. The panels can be handled manually without any
handling crane, and the whole operation of providing these panels on level crossing can be
completed in a period of 4/5 hours. Other important advantages with the use of rubber panels are:
1. They have a long life. If damaged due to some abnormal occurrence, the panels can be
repaired.
2. The absorb impact loading of road traffic and thus track geometry is less disturbed.
3. Have high electrical resistance.

Fig. 16.25a: Cross Section of Level
Crossing

Fig. 16.25b: Level Crossing with
Rubber Panels

16.7 GUARD-RAILS AT BRIDGES




Location: Guard-rail should be provided on all girder bridges (including pre-stressed
concrete girder bridges without deck slab), whether major or minor. On all flat top, arch and
pre-stressed concrete girder bridges with deck slab, where guard-rails are not provided, the
whole width of the bridge between the parapet walls is to be filled with ballast up to the
sleeper level.
Design of Guard-Rails: The typical arrangement of the guard-rail with the important
dimensions for BG, MG and NG are shown in Fig. 16.26 and Table 16.3. The height of the
guard-rail should not be lower than the running rail by more than 25 mm. In the case of
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bridges on curves with canted track, the difference should be measured with reference to a
straight line connecting the running tables of inner and outer rails:

RDSO

Fig. 16.26: Typical Arrangement of Guard Rails
Table 16.3: Dimensions for Guard-Rails
Particulars
Clearance between Guard-Rail and
running Rail:
Length of Guard -Rail outside Ballast
Wall and mentioned to Clearances
mentioned in the first Item:
Length of Guard-Rails to be bent so as
to be brought together at the middle of
the Track:




Sketch
No. Ref.

BG
[mm]

MG
[mm]

NG
[mm]

“a”

250 + 50

200 + 25

150 + 25

L1

1825

1825

1825

L2

4875

3655

3200

Fixing of Guard-Rails: The ends of guard-rails should be bent vertically and buried and a
block of timber fixed at the end to prevent entanglement of hanging loose couplings. To ensure
that guard-rails are effective, they should be spiked down systematically to every sleeper with
two spikes towards the centre of the track and one spike on the opposite side. Notching of the rail
foot for spikes fixing the guard-rail should be done on every alternate sleeper.
Splaying of Guard-Rails: In the case of through girder bridges on double lines, the guard-rails
should be splayed on both ends on both lines. In the case of bridges other than through bridges on
double lines, the splaying need be done only on the facing direction of the particular line.
However, the non-splayed end should be bent downwards after it is stopped at the end of the
abutment and wooden block provided.
16.7.1 Provision of Walkways
Footways (walkways) should be provided over all girder bridges in the centre of track over
sleepers to help the engineering staff for inspection.
.
16.8 TRACK AT SAND HUMPS AND BUFFER STOPS
16.8.1 Sand Humps
On loops of the railway stations sand humps are generally provided to arrest the movement of
trains not able to stop within the loop length. Sand humps consist of track covered with sand, and
the sand on rails resists the free movement of rolling stocks. Detailed instructions have been issued
on IR regarding the construction and maintenance of sand humps.
The energy absorption capacity of the sand humps is poor and varies with the condition of the
sand layer. Better alternative is to provide a well designed Buffer Stop.
16.8.2 Buffer-Stops
Buffer stops serve as a closer on track connections to prevent trains, group of carriages or
wagons from over–running the end of the track.
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Categories of Buffer-Stops: In general there are four categories of buffer-stops, which are
provided by world railways. They are:
1. Fixed buffer stops; Fig 16.27a.
2. Friction buffer stops; Fig 16.27b
3. Friction buffer stops combined with either hydraulic or elastomeric cylinders.
4. Hydraulic or elastomeric cylinders combined with a fixed structure of steel or
reinforced concrete.
Fixed buffer-stops in India manufactured out of released rails are generally used except at
special locations, where passenger safety is endangered with the use of fixed buffer stops. At
dock platforms of important terminal stations hydraulic buffer stops have been provided. The
fixed buffer-stop construction has no energy absorbing capability. They cause damage to the
striking rolling stock, and in the process it gets destroyed itself.
Broad features of the design of buffer stop are discussed as follows:
● Buffer Stops shall be designed to:
1. Protect passengers and train crew in the event of an overrun of a terminal line by
carefully arresting the train.
2. Protect staff and structures on platform concourses behind buffer stops from the effect of
an overrunning train.
3. Protect train on adjacent running lines in the event of an overrun of a siding.
The design of buffer stops on passenger lines shall take into consideration the following:
1. Type of rolling stock and buffing arrangements.
2. Minimum and maximum train weights.
3. An average retardation rate of 0.15 'g' with a maximum of 0.25 'g'.
4. Maximum likely impact speed (normally a maximum of 10 kmph)
5. Availability for the movement of the buffers to absorb the energy of an impact.
6. Track adhesion conditions.
7. Approach gradient
8. Station or other structures behind the buffer stops.
9. Track circuiting
10. Provision of sand drags
● The Design of Buffer Stops on Freight Lines shall take into account the following:
1. The type of rolling stock and the buffing arrangements.
2. Any structures behind the buffer stop.
A length of straight track greater than the length of the longest vehicle shall be provided
wherever practicable at the approach to a buffer-stop in an order that any vehicle striking the buffer
stop will do so at right angles to the buffer beam.
Buffer-stop on DFC tracks have been designed for a train load of 6500 metric ton coasting at a
speed of 10 kmph, and if required with a further provision for their up-gradation.

Fig. 16.27a: Fixed Buffer Stops
Fig. 16.27b: Friction Buffer Stops
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16.9 TRACKS FOR CARRIAGE EXAMINING AND WASHING LINES
Carriage examining and washing lines are provided with long pits to facilitate examining of the
under carriages. Paved surfaces are provided, under and all around the carriages for the proper flow
and disposal of water used for carriage washings.
● Special Track provided on these Lines have the following Features:
1. Rails are fixed direct to the concrete of the side walls of the examining pits.
2. No of cross sleepers or tie bar is provided to hold the gauge.
3. Rails are held with help of steel plates and loose jaws or with the cast iron anti-creep
bearing plates. In the former case steel case, rag-bolts are used for holding the cast iron
bearing plate in position in the concrete. Fig. 16.28a and Fig. 16.28b show the two types of
the designs:

Fig. 16.28a/b: Cast Iron Bearing-Plates hold with Rag-Bolts
To reduce the impact on concrete, it is advantageous to provide rubber pads between the cast
iron bearing plates and the concrete surface. Nuts used on rag bolts should be provided with double
coil spring washers.

Cartoon by Plasser&Theurer

“Special Rail-Track for Tunnels”
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Chapter 17
Higher-Speed/Semi High-Speed and High-Speed –
Technologies and Tracks
What is feasable for India?

Chinese Long Distance EMU Train-Set with Traction-Distribution for
“HIGHER-SPEED/SEMI HIGH-SPEED” on conventional ballasted
Rail Tracks.
A Solution for India
For India it is prudent to cut first the station-to-station journey-times with “HIGHERSPEED/SEMI HIGH-SPEED” EMU-type trains-sets with traction-power distribution running on
conventional ballasted Broad Gauge Lines of tighter track alignment tolerances, before going for
new dedicated Standard Gauge “HIGH-SPEED” ballast-less Routes.
Longer milled Rail-Panels of 121 to 464 m are a prerequisite for “HIGHER-SPEED/SEMI
HIGH-SPEED” Tracks; see Paragraph 2.20.

Revised by Dr. Frank Wingler, JANUARY, 2016
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PREFACE by F. Wingler
Is India ready for HIGH-SPEED (HS) TRAINS?:
Recently Indian Railways awarded new contracts for feasibility studies into the
construction of High-Speed-Lines as part of the country`s proposed “Golden
Quadrilateral” network.
The study into the Delhi-Mumbai HS-Line will be carried out by a consortium of China´s
Third Railway Survey and Design Institute Group Corporation of China and Lahmeyer
International, India.
The consortium of Systra Ernst & Young and the local partner RITES will carry out the
feasibility study on the Mumbai-Chennai corridor.
The consortium led by Ineco, Spain, has been chosen for the Delhi-Kolkata HS-Line.
New High-Speed Lines in India will be probably build not in the Indian Broad Gauge but
with a dedicated 1435 mm International Standard Gauge network, following the example of
Spain, which switched for the High-Speed Network from the 1668 mm Iberian Broad
Gauge to the International Standard Gauge and Japan, which has switched for its
Shinkansen HS Lines from the 1067 mm Cape Gauge to 1435 mm International Standard
Gauge.
The Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) suggested for India to switch for HighSpeed Lines from the Indian Broad Gauge to Standard Gauge. JICA is currently summing
up in its feasibility study for India`s plan to link Mumbai with Ahmadabad by a 550 km
High-Speed Corridor. The project is estimated to cost 16 billion US $. Given this challenge,
some have argued that it might be more prudent for India to focus on ramping-up the
speed for Semi High-Speed to 200 kmph of conventional Broad Gauge trains on existing
infrastructure of the conventionally build (ballasted) Indian Broad Gauge tracks rather than
taking the idea of running a dedicated High-Speed Network. Bombardier has recently
evolved for China a Long Distance “Higher- Speed/Semi High-Speed” EMU Sleeper Train
for 200 to 250 kmph with an Aluminium Body Light Weight (LW) construction. This would
be also advisable for India`s ambitious plans to increase the speed on its present network.
SNCF of France has begun working with Indian Railways on a one-year project to study
the feasibility of upgrading the 245 km New Delhi - Chandigarh line to permit the operation
of "SEMI HIGH-SPEED" trains up to 200 kmph, and is to support the pilot projects for a
station modernisation programme. On April 05, 2016, India`s first 160 kmph train, the
GATIMAAN EXPRESS, had been launched running between Delhi`s Hazrad Nizamuddin
and Agra Cant. in 1 h and 40 min.

Tight Curvatures in need of Speed Restrictions incorporated in High-Speed
Alignments – a RISK-FACTOR
New HS –Lines should be aligned without tight curvatures in need of Speed-Restrictions =
an unwanted risk-factor. Worldwide, in the last three years there had been three fatal
HIGH-SPEED TRAIN ACCIDENTS. In each case a HS train derailed on a tight Curve
incorporated in the High-Speed Tracks, demanding a speed decrease:
1. Near Santiago in Spain, 24th July 2013; Curve Derailment of a HS Talgo Train:
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2. On 12th May 2015 near Philadelphia in USA; Curve Derailment of an Amtrak HS Train:

3. On 14th November 15 near Strasbourg, France; Curve Derailment of experimental
Double-Decker HS Train on a Trial Run:
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In all three cases the Train Control-System ETCS-Level 2/Positive Train Control had been
switched off for various technical reasons, and the Train Drivers had been distracted by
events to reduce the speed in time before the curves. The application of the emergency
train break at the excessive-speed in the tight curve had worsened the derailment situation
in case 2. (USA). The track gave way under the forces inflicted by centrifugal and
emergency breaking forces.
In case 3. (France) the train driver of the double-decker TGV Eurodublex-Dasey Set (with
a high centre of gravity) on a test-run started the deceleration before the 1.9 Degree
deviation to the new LGV East European, linking Strasbourg with Paris, at 330 kmph 10
seconds to late. This means nearly one kilometre further. The double-decker test-train with
its high centre of gravity entered the deviating curve near Ehwersheim with 265 kmph
instead of scheduled 176 kmph. The wheels on the inner curve side lifted, and the train-set
entangled with the bridge-structure leading over the Rhine-Marne waterway. The whole
articulated train-set got dismantled and the racks thrown onto a field. The front rack landed
in the waterway. On the train there had been 53 technical staff and train crew plus 4
children from railway people. 11 people got killed and 42 injured.
Technical Parameters for Semi-High Speed and High Speed Tracks one finds in the
Chapter 4 for Planning Parameters of Delhi Metro Rail Corporation under:
http://khsrcl.com/downloads/Chapter%204.pdf.

Is Train-Tilting feasible for India? What Tilt Technology achieves:
The Train Tilting allows trains to negotiate curves faster without an increase in passenger
discomfort. But with the speed-up the centrifugal forces increase and hence the wear and
tear on rails and wheels. Curve check-rails cannot be used. Tilting Technology is
sophisticated and will be difficult to maintain under Indian conditions. The geometry of
curvatures has to be adjusted accordingly to allow a smooth run into the leaning position.
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Tilt Technology
Another Technology for “Moderate Speed Increase” on existing infrastructures with curvy
lines evolved with the Spanish “Talgo Trains”. This are coach trains of lighter body
weight with a low centre of gravity using aero plane shell body designs. Each coach rests
only on one TWO-WHEEL SET with individually spinnig wheels. The set is selfadjusting in curves. The wheels trail in a curve always rect-angular without slipping. The
wheels can be automatically adjusted for Broad and Standard Gauge. Talgo Trains run in
Spain on Iberian Broad-Gauge as well on the new Standard Gauge Lines. The cross
border traffic to France is on Standard Gauge. Gauge adjustable Talgo Trains may be a
feasible alternative for India in case Standard Gauge will be additionally introduced for
Dedicated High-Speed Routes.
Whereas for the smooth run of Tilting Trains the curve transition parameters have to be
adjusted, Talgo Trains can run track friendly with higher-Speed on conventional winding
alignments. With their lower weight they generate lower centrifugal forces.
But
passengers are more exposed to the unbalanced centrifugal acceleration when running at
higher-speed.
Talgo Trains on conventional rail-roads have been the fore-runners for “Higher-Speed
Trains” or “High-Speed Trains” in Spain, France, Switzerland and Russia.
Post scriptum:
Nine Light Weight one-axle Talgo Broad Gauge Coaches had been delivered to the
Izzatnagar workshop in Uttar Pradesh for envisaged test runs by RDSO at Semi HighSpeed up to 180 kmph in June 2016 on the Palawal-Mathura Section, haulded by a
WAP-5 (Railway Gazette 19, May 2016). The picturer below shows the Talgo Train-Set
on experimental run in India:

Talgo Train-Set in India
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Indian Railways to order 25 high speed trains
16 Jun 2017

JR East's Series E5 trainsets
operate at up to 320km/h on
the
Tohoku
Shinkansen.
(Photo: Akihiro Nakamura)

INDIA: A 10-car variant of JR East’s Series E5 Shinkansen trainset has been selected to
operate the country’s first high speed line between Mumbai and Ahmedabad, according to
the Ministry of Railways. Indian Railways is expected to order an initial build of 25 trains at
an estimated cost Rs 50 bn.
Construction of the 508 km line is due to get underway in 2018, following a groundbreaking
ceremony which is expected to take place during a visit by Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe later this year. Completion is envisaged for 2023. Geological surveys began in
February, following the signing last December of an accord between the government, the
National High Speed Rail Corp and Japan International Co-operation Agency.
Most of the 1 435 mm gauge line would be elevated, apart from a 21 km underground
section north of Mumbai including a 7 km undersea tunnel. There would be 11 stations, of
which four would be located in Maharashtra and seven in Gujurat.
Each trainset would have 698 seats for standard class passengers and 55 seats for
business class. There would be two wheelchair-accessible toilets and separate facilities for
men and women in alternate vehicles. Baby changing facilities are also to be provided.
Operating at a maximum speed of 350 km/h, ‘rapid’ trains are expected to link Mumbai and
Ahmedabad in 2 h 7 min, with two stops at Surat and Vadodara. Stopping services calling at
all stations are expected to take 2 h 58 min. IR is planning to run 35 services each way per
day, with two per hour off peak and three in the peaks; the line is forecast to carry around 36
000 passengers/day in the first year.
Total cost of the project is put at Rs 1 070 bn, of which 81% will be funded by JICA
through a 50-year low-interest loan. The local contribution will be channelled through
NHSRC, which is a special purpose vehicle owned 50% by IR and 25% each by the two
state governments. IR has already contributed Rs 20 bn to cover preliminary works, and
earlier this year the national government signed an MoU with Gujurat releasing Rs 770 m
for its share.
http://www.railwaygazette.com/news/single-view/view/indian-railways-to-order-25-hi... 21.07.2017
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Chapter 17
Higher-Speed/Semi High-Speed and High-Speed
Technologies and Tracks
17.1 CONCEPT OF HIGH–SPEED TRAINS
The council of the European Union in their directive No. 96/48/EC has defined the term
“High-Speed” covering all railway express services operated at a speed in the range of 200 to 300
kmph. This includes railways lines:
1. Built specially for high-speed generally equal to or greater than 250 kmph and
2. specially upgraded for higher-speed travels of the order of 200 kmph.
The provision of high–speed services is not restricted to the reduction of journey time. Its
success is also due to quality associated with high-speed travel, viz:
1. The frequency of service,
2. regular-interval timetables,
3. a high level of comfort,
4. a pricing structure adapted to the needs of customers,
5. complementarily with other forms of transport,
6. better on-board and station services.
A high–speed system is designed to incorporate the whole range of services, which the
customers expects when travelling on high–speed trains, including pre-travel services (information,
ticket purchasing and seat reservations etc.) as well after-sales services.
High–speed railways providing a high level of mobility for people are a great environmentally
friendly transport mode.
Transport is responsible for 25% of the world’s carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions with 80 to 90%
coming from road cars and trucks and only 2% from rail. Emission levels are increasing faster than
technological progresses due to the total dependence of road and air transport on oil and the
continuing growth of traffic. On high-speed railways the energy consumption per passenger and
kilometre is three and half times less than for buses, five times-less than for air transport and ten
times-less than for the use of private cars.
The social cost of noise, dust, carbon dioxide, nitric oxide and sulphur-oxide emission of highspeed train transport is one fourth of road and one-sixth for air transport. It requires the construction
of an eight-lane highway to provide the same capacity as of a double track high-speed railway line.

Fig. 17.1: Ballasted High-Speed Track of Chinese Railway
Noise and vibration have been a matter of concern in high-speed rail operations.
Measurements such as, damped wheels, structures around the bogies, line side noise barriers and
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special structures at the tunnel portals etc. have kept the noise level within an acceptable limit of 75
dB (A). Table 17.1 gives a list of high-speed lines as operating 2015 at a maximum speed of 200 kmph
and above with a start to stop average speed exceeding 160 kmph.

The best average speed performances in other countries with a joureney speed of less than β00
kmph are listed in Table 17.2. The list gives a proper appreciation of the status of high–speed
technology in the mentioned countries.
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17.2 TECHNOLOGIES FOR HIGH-SPEED OPERATIONS
Following two distinct technologies have been adopted for high-speed and higher-speed
operations:
1. Improvement of the conventional railway operational system. Under this category falls the
modest increase of speed of Indian Railways on some selected routes. Measures adopted by
Indian Railways are discussed in subsequent Paragraphs.
2. Construction of dedicated High-Speed corridors.
17.2.1 Improvements of conventional Railway Operation
The hindrances to operate high-speed trains, which should be removed to a possible extend, are:
1. Tight horizontal Curves: The centrifugal forces generated on the curves vary with the
square of the speed. The curve tightness has be eased to keep the centrifugal forces within a
manageable limit.
2. Vertical Curves: The desirable values of radii of vertical curves for high-speed operation
are much higher.
3. Level crossing/Grade Separations: For high-speed operation all level crossings have to be
replaced by suitable grade separation works.
4. Fencing: On high-speed lines trespassing on tracks cannot be permitted. Thus the entire
high-speed line has to be fenced.
5. Track Geometry: Very close tolerances in track geometry are required to be maintained
requiring sturdy track layouts and sophisticated track maintenance and monitoring systems.
The problems for higher-speed trains in respect to tight curves has been solved in few cases
with the tilting train technology. But Tilting Trains need special adjusted curve geometries and are
costly to maintain and service.
17.2.2 Tilting Train Technology
Since the advent of railway transport the maximum permissible speed on curves has been
governed by the cant (super-elevation) and cant-deficiency values. The development of car body
tilting technology, by which the car shell is tilted depending upon the degree of curvature, has
opened for few lines a new era of higher-speed. The train is tilted with hydraulic, pneumatic or
lately electric/electronic driven levers between bogie and car body; see the illustration of the TiltTechnology in Annexure. As per the latest available information the percentage of vehicles
incorporating the following tilt-technologies is given in Table 17.3:
Table 17.3: Tilt-Technologies

17.2.3 What Tilt achieves
The Train Tilting allows trains to negotiate curves faster without an increase in passenger
discomfort. But with the speed-up the centrifugal forces increase and hence the wear and tear on
rails and wheels. Curve check-rails are prohibitive.
Tilting trains are electric or Diesel-electric Rail-Cars with power distribution over the train set.
They operate without heavy locomotives. This saves train-weight and allows increasing the speed
with less increase of lateral track strain by centrifugal forces. Tilting trains exploit the fact that
speed through curves is principally limited by passenger comfort and not by either lateral forces on
the track or the risk of derailments.
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There are two parameters determining a possible speed-up. The first is the maximum tilt angle
to be provided (θ tilt); this is based upon the engineering design of the vehicle. The second is, what
cant-deficiency the passengers should experience on a constant radius curve (θ CD tilt), which is of
primary importance for comfort.
With these parameters and the value of cant-deficiency, which applies for the non-tilting case
(θ CD non-tilt), one can derive from the following equation the increase of the speed-up:

The maximum track cant is usually 6, and typically 6 of cant-deficiency is specified for a nontilting train. Applying 9 of tilt and with a Cant-deficiency of 6 for the tilting train, the calculation
indicates a speed-increase of 32%.
In the light of the above facts the latest generation of tilting trains with the ALSTOM “Tiltronic
Anticipatory Tilting Technology” (based on Fiat technology), in service in UK on the East Coast
Line (Virgin-Pendolino), can run with high passenger comfort 35 % faster (up-to 250 kmph) than
the classic trains on specially designed windy stretches. It is however important to design the
transition curves properly, so as to ensure the comfort level to be within the acceptable limits and to
allow the tilting technology to tilt the coaches smoothly in the leaning position.

:

Fig. 17.12: Alstom build Tilting Train “Pendolino”, Virgin-Class 390, West-Coast-Line, UK
17.2.4 Dedicated High-Speed Corridors and their Construction Parameters
For High-Speed operation exclusive corridors have been designed and constructed. On these
corridors construction parameters have been appropriately selected for smooth, efficient and safe
operation at the designated speed. The construction parameters, which need special attention, are:
1. Horizontal Curves: Their radius, cant, cant-deficiency etc.. Easiest possible curves are
provided on high-speed corridors.
2. Ruling Gradient: As the High-Speed trains are of less weight and are provided with high
tractive efforts, steeper gradients can be allowed on high-speed lines. The steepest gradients
with 1 in 25 are provided for high-speed trains in Germany and France.
3. Vertical Curves: Smoother vertical curves are provided for better passenger comfort on
high-speed lines as compared to conventional lines.
4. Spacing of Tracks: Provision of wider centre to centre (c/c) spacing for double lines is
important in view of the higher air pressure generated when trains cross. The c/c-spacing
depends also from the loading gauge. The Japanese High Speed Trains are build wider for
their new introduced dedicated Standard Routes than in other countries, where the highspeed trains must run also on old conventional lines.
5. Track Structure: For ballasted tracks the structure as adopted on conventional lines is
considered good enough except that the sub-grade should be more stable and not yield.
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Suitably graded granular material is generally used for the construction of embankments. In
cuttings poor soils have be replaced by good material. Track drainage has to be given
paramount importance.
Ballast-less tracks are now being increasingly adopted on high-speed lines. Japan Railway uses
nowadays ballast-less tracks on all their new Shinkansen lines. Ballast-less tracks have been
provided on high-speed lines in Taiwan, Korea, Austria, Switzerland and Germany. France and
Spain have preferred so far to continue with ballasted tracks. Nevertheless passengers experience at
300 kmph on ballast-less, so-called “Slab-Tracks”, a higher riding comfort.
Comparative merits and demerits of ballast-less track structures for high-speed lines are
discussed in a subsequent Paragraph.
17.3 BALLAST-LESS TRACKS; PREFERRED TRACK STRUCTURES FOR HIGHSPEED OPERATION
While the first dedicated high-speed line, the Tokaido line of Shinkansen, Japan, was
constructed with a ballasted track, followed by TGV of France also with a ballasted track, most of
the new high-speed lines are adopting nowadays ballast-less track structures. After the new Tokaido
line all Shinkansen lines have ballast-less tracks. Ballast-less tracks have also been adopted in
Germany and Italy. Recently constructed high-speed lines in South Korea and Taiwan have long
lengths of ballast-less tracks. The new Chinese Beijing-Shanghai high-speed line has throughout a
ballast-less track indigenously developed.
● The advantages of high-speed lines, that accrue with the adoption of ballast-less tracks,
are:
1. Little or no maintenance required yielding in higher operational availability and lower
maintenance expenditures. For ballasted tracks, apart from normal temping operation,
periodical ballast cleaning is a must.
2. Economy in construction, when adopted in tunnels and on viaducts, on account of reduced
structural height and less static load.
3. High lateral track resistance, which will permit higher-speeds with the introduction of
tilting technology.
4. No ballast turbulence, which is a major drawback in ballasted tracks on high-speed lines.
5. Better rheological properties.
6. Long service life.
7. High retention of track alignment and track geometry parameters.
● In addition to the above mentioned advantages of ballast-less tracks,
there will be other significant benefits in India, which are:
1. With the heavy rainfall during monsoon months it will be difficult to maintain the desired
track tolerance on ballasted tracks. Extensive tamping operations will be needed during
monsoons and after, to restore normalcy.
2. Ballasted tracks at high-speeds are great environmental hazard by raising a huge cloud of
dust following the movement of high-speed trains. Such tracks will be a nuisance for the
habitants residing in the villages/towns located adjacent to the high-speed lines.
3. Ballast contamination by dust and its churning will need more frequent ballast cleaning
operations.
4. In the light of above-mentioned facts high-speed lines in India will necessary have to opt for
ballast-less track structures.
7.4 CONSTRUCTION PARAMETERS AS ADOPTED ON EXCLUSIVE HIGH-SPEED
CORRIDORS
The geometric parameters as adopted by various world railways on their high-speed corridors are
as follows:
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7.4.1 Curves-Horizontals and Vertical
Radius and other curve parameters as adopted in various countries for Standard Gauge Tracks
are tabulated in Table 17.4:
Table 17.4: Curve Parameters

17.4.2 Spacing of Tracks
Minimum distances between track centres adopted by other Railways with standard gauge
high-speed networks are given in Table 17.5:
Table 17.5: Minimum Distances between Tracks
Country
Minimum Distances between
Tracks [m] at the Speed of
300 kmph
350 kmph
France
4.2
4.5
Germany
4.5
4.5
Italy
5.0
5.0
Spain
4.3
4.7
Japan
4.3
4.3
Indian Railways provide for new construction projects on broad gauge (BG) a centre-to-centre
spacing (c/c) of 5.35 m, which is also sufficient for a high-speed corridor.
17.4.3 Ballast
On high-speed lines the depth of ballast cushion varies from 30 to 35 cm. Ballast is laid on a
sub-ballast layer of 20 to 30 cm thickness. Characteristics of ballast and sub-ballast on high-speed
networks in some other countries are given in Table 17.6:
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Table 17.6: Characteristics of Ballast and Sub-Ballast

17.4.4 Rails and Sleepers
Rails for high-speed tracks are not much different from the standards for conventional tracks.
Most of the high-speed networks use 60 kg/m UIC, 90 UTS rails.
Concrete sleepers are designed for high-speed as well for higher-speed. The dynamic augment
will depend upon the suspension characteristics of the rolling stocks and the speed effect on railwheel interaction. Tests conducted by Spanish Railway have shown that dynamic augment on their
high-speed tracks is almost the same as on heavy haul lines, although axle-load on high-speed lines
is limited to about 17 metric ton.
Concrete sleepers are laid at a centre-to-centre spacing of 60 cm. While fastening systems are
generally the same, specification of the rail-pad stiffness is kept within the range of 60 kN/mm. This
helps for better attenuation of impact forces.
17.4.5 High-Speed Lines with ballasted Track
Only few countries in the world have adopted ballasted track structures for their high-speed
lines. On French Railways all high-speed lines have ballasted track. In Korea some ballasted tracks
have been provided on certain lengths of high-speed lines. In Japan the first high-speed line
(Shinkansen) from Tokyo to Osaka was laid on ballasted track. After that few ballasted tracks have
been adopted on high-speed lines in Japan.
17.5 BALLASTED HIGH-SPEED TRACK IN FRANCE AND KOREA
The ballasted track structure on high-speed lines in France use twin block sleepers. They are
formed by two cast concrete blocks held to gauge by a steel-bar. The system is also known by the
names Sonneville or Stedef Track. It has the advantage of being lighter than with standard
concrete sleepers and the four faces of the two blocks resist the (lateral) movement better. NablaClip fastening system is used with the twin block sleepers.
Fig 17.3a shows the two block sleeper and Fig. 17.3b shows a ballasted high-speed track of
French Railways:

Fig 17.3a: Twin Block Concrete Sleeper

Fig 17.3b: Ballasted Track on a High-Speed Line
with Nabla Fastenig in France
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17.5.1 Ballasted Track on Korean High-Speed Lines

Pict.: railway-technology.com

Fig. 17.4: Korean Alstom articulated High-Speed Train on ballasted Track

Fig. 17.4 shows the ballasted track of a high-speed line in Korea. The general track
characteristics of Korean high-speed ballasted tracks are as follows; Table 17.7:
Table 17.7: General Track Characteristics
General Track Characteristics of Korean High-Speed ballasted Track
Ballast:
Sleeper:
Sleeper Spacing:
Fastening:
Raid Pad:
Rail:
Track Gauge:
Speed:
Axle-Load:
Curve Radius:
Cant:
Cant-Deficiency:
Grades:
Vertical Curve Radius:
Transition Curve
Length:
Track Distance:

Crushed stone 31.5 with 50 cm thickness; min. 35 cm.
Pre-stressed concrete mono-block;
L = 2.6 m.
Weight = 330 kg.
60 cm.
Elastic Pandrol e-Clip with a toe-load of 12.5 kN of each clip;
elastic Pandrol Fast-Clip (future) with a toe-load of 10 kN for
each clip.
Studded rubber pad, 10 mm thickness, stiffness: 65-95
kN/mm.
UIC 60, grade 880 N/mm2 (MPa).
1435 mm.
300 kmph (no freight).
17.4 metric ton.
Min. = 7000 m.
Normal = 130 mm.
Max. = 180 mm.
Normal = 65 mm.
Max. = 85 mm.
Normal max. = 1 in 40.
Exceptional max. = 1 in 33.3.
25-40 000 m.
630 m.
5 m.
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17.6

BALLAST-LESS TRACK TECHNOLOGIES FOR HIGH-SPEED LINES

Nowadays ballast-less track structures are being increasingly adopted on various high-speed
lines around the globe using following technologies:
1. Slab track based on the Shinkansen design.
2. Rheda Ballast-less track system.
3. The low vibration track (LVT) system.
4. Solid slab track system NBO.
5. Edilion embedded rail system.
These technologies are explained in Chapter 16. The choice of a particular technology depends
on a number of factors. Important among them are: Availability of appropriate construction
equipments, construction and maintenance tolerances and vibration and sound absorbing capability
etc..
Japan Railway has adopted slab tracks for their high-speed lines. They provide a better scope for
vertical and lateral adjustment and emit a low level of vibrations.
The German Federal Railway prefers the Rheda track system. It can be constructed
mechanically to a high degree of accuracy with less manpower. It requires less maintenance.
French Railways use the LVT the system, particularly in tunnels, where it provides good vibration
absorption capacity.
The embedded rail system is advantageous on platform lines, where the tracks need frequency
cleaning. It has been adopted at Madrid and Amsterdam Railway Stations.
Taiwan has adopted on their high-speed lines all the four types of track systems, viz slab track
on banks and cuttings, LVT system in tunnels, Rheda track system on turnouts and embedded rail
system in station yards.
17.7 ADVISABLE TRACK STRUCTURES FOR HIGH-SPEED LINES IN INDIA
17.7.1 Construction Parameters
India, particularly northern India, consists of an indo-gangetic plain. In this region easy curves
and grades are available to locate a high-speed alignment. Construction parameters, as given in
Table 17.8, can therefore be followed.
Table 17.8: Advisable Construction Parameters for India

17.7.2 Viaducts/Elevated Structures: The better Option
India is a densely populated country. Any new high-speed line will necessarily pass through
the centres of habitation and agriculture land. The construction on elevated structures will provide a
better option in such an environment:
1. The new lines will not create obstruction to the movement of men and materials across the
railway line.
2. The land needed for new lines will be minimal.
3. Noise and vibration generated with high-speed operation can be better controlled on
viaducts.
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4. With the availability of hard concrete bed economical ballast-less track system can be
adopted. Thus the overall cost of construction of new lines on viaducts may only be
marginally higher than for tracks laid on formation.
17.7.3 Track Structures
Paragraph 17.3 delineates that ballast-less track structure is being increasingly adopted by
world railways on their high-speed lines on account of the advantages. Ballast-less tracks for new
high-speed lines in India are almost inescapable in view of the environmental problems likely to be
faced with the ballasted tracks.
Important constituents of ballast-less track structure could be:
1. Sturdy high-speed turnouts with swing nose crossings.
2. Modern glued insulated joints having service life equal to the life of the rail.
3. Discrete support at 60 cm centre to centre.
Regarding construction technology, the systems of advanced countries require heavy
construction and maintenance machineries.
It is desirable to work-out the life cycle costs for the various systems and adopt the best taking
into account the relevant factors including construction cost, maintenance cost and availability of
heavy construction machinery etc.. It may be that more than one ballast-less track systems have to
be used as on Taiwan’s high-speed lines.
17.8

SURVEY AND CONSTRUCTION OF HIGH-SPEED TRACK

For satisfactory running at high-speed and for minimising adverse effect on track it is necessary
to have
1. maximum exactness of longitudinal and lateral level and of alignment,
2. a reduced ground settlement as far as possible and
3. a constant and exactly defined vertical elasticity of the track under the loads of passing
wheels.
The dimensions affecting track layout are required to have an accuracy of 1.0 mm. A flaw-less
reference frame is therefore required to ensure this high level of accuracy. Survey companies have
now come up, which with the help of sophisticated equipment and trained manpower carry out
survey and construction work for the high-speed lines, to ensure satisfactory vehicle running and to
minimise the adverse effects on the track.
Reference frames of different density and precision are needed during the various construction
phases. At the first level, the benchmark points are marked in pairs on the left and on the right side
of the track. The distance between neighbouring pairs is approximately 150 m to 200 m. At bridges
one extra pair is placed close to each abutment and each pier. The benchmarks are marked out as
bolts in existing concrete structures or on specially designed survey pillars, preferably with an
isolation layer to protect the pillar from deformation generated by the sun-induced warming.
The coordinates of the benchmark points are derived from network measurements with total
stations, possibly supported by GPS measurements and by a subsequent network adjustment
calculation.
For the track superstructures the reference frame needs to be more dense, to form a second level
reference frame. The track geodetic points are usually marked on to the catenaries pylons on the left
and right side of the track at a distance of 60 m to 80 m.
A network measurement, additionally integrating the first level reference frame with subsequent
adjustment, is needed to derive the current coordinates of the benchmark points in both reference
frames. This measurement should be conducted, when all settlements of the substructure have
occurred and shortly, i.e. few weeks, before the actual track superstructure work begins.
17.8.1 Formation Design for Ballasted High-Speed Track
The track geometry is required to be maintained within a very narrow tolerance margin. The
earth works for formations and in cuttings have to be so designed with as little settlement as
possible.
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Studies carried out on European Railways have shown that the impact loads of high-speed
trains with comparatively low axle-load of 16-17 tons reaches almost the same value as on heavy
haul routes with an axle-load of 30-35 tons. Formation for high-speed tracks can thus be designed
by following the standard UIC/AAR methodologies.
Indian Railways have designed formations schedules for their heavy haul lines. The results are
brought out in Chapter 18. Similar exercise can be carried out for high-speed lines once the axleloads and other running characteristics of the rolling stocks become available.
17.8.2 Construction of Ballast-less Track
Ballast-less track construction is a much simplified job when laid on concrete sub-structure viz
in tunnels, on bridges and on viaducts. When laid on normal soils, the formation has to be made
almost free of any settlement. On formation the substructure of the ballast-less track has to be
secured down to a depth of at least 2.5 m below the bearing slab by proper earth-work
constructions. It is a challenge therefore for the designer of the ballast-less track, to figure out the
suitable and adequate system of the earth-work construction. The severe requirements lead to higher
construction and material costs in earth-works construction than those for the ballasted track. A
reliable assessment of the long-term settlement of earth-work will result in an increased service life
and decreased maintenance costs.
17.8.2.1 Transitions: Discontinuity in Stiffness
In comparison to traditional ballasted tracks slab tracks have a considerable higher vertical
rigidity. Changes in the rigidity of the sub-structure become more important for the vertical
structural response of the whole track system. Adequate transitions between slab track on bridges to
adjacent slab track on earth-work construction, cuttings and tunnels or even ballasted track sections
have to be designed in order to assure a good riding comfort and to avoid damages due to dynamic
effects.
The settlement differences between structures with a high stiffness, such as bridges, and a low
stiffness, such as embankments, must be reduced by adopting special transition areas. A bridge
structure can be considered as discontinuity in an embankment. The elasticity and settlement
behaviour can differ completely at such points of discontinuity. The settlement of a bridge is mostly
influenced by the stiffness of the pile foundation, estimated to be almost zero or a maximum of a
few millimetres (< 2 mm) under operation. The settlement of an earth-work construction is allowed
to go up to 20 mm under operation. For smoothing this transition area it is important to improve the
subsoil between a stiff and a less stiff structure in the track. Each point of discontinuity in stiffness
needs special transition requirements.
Usually the following transitions areas exist on a high-speed line:
1. Earth-work construction – Bridge.
2. Earth-work construction – Tunnels Viaducts.
3. Earth-work construction - Culverts.
4. Different types of ballast-less Tracks.
5. Ballast-less track – ballasted Track.
Fig 17.5 shows the stiffness profile on various track structures.
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Fig 17.5: Stiffness Profile on various Track Structures
The standard solution for this transitions area are transition slabs situated in between subsoil
and the earth construction and additional elastic layers on the more rigid side. The length of the
slabs should be four times the height of the nearby structure or embankment height or a minimum
of 20 m. The shape of the transition slab is dependent on the subsoil and the attributes of the
subsoil, for example, the bearing capacity of subsoil. Transition areas have to be designed for each
type of the above mentioned situations.
17.8.2 Movement of Bridges
Bridge structures provide the required settlement free base for slab track but in return
movements of the bridge demand detailed considerations. Longitudinal deformation of the bridge
structure is caused by temperature changes. Traffic load causes deflection of the bridge girder and
hence rotation of the section at girders ends. In case of concrete bridges deformations of the
structure due to creep and shrinkage have to be considered.
Girder-end rotation due to traffic load should be limited to 2%. Uplift forces due to bended rails
crossing the joints have to be verified to avoid failure of the fastenings and excess of rails stress
limits. Longitudinal dilatation has to be absorbed without provoking high longitudinal rail stresses.
High up-lift forces in the abutments can be reduced by adapted design of the transitions. This can
be achieved by reducing the distance between the supports or by the reducing the stiffness of the
support. Further structure elements like abutment cantilevers or transitions girders can be adopted to
smooth the transition. Fig. 17.6a, Fig. 17b and Fig. 17c show the uplift and rotation that occur at
the bridge structure:

Fig.17.6a:
High up-lift Forces

17.9

Fig. 17.6b:
Compensation of Girder
End Rotation

Fig. 17.6c:
Compensation of vertical Offset

MONITORING OF HIGH-SPEED LINES

Various types of track monitoring systems are used to obtain timely information about the
condition of track structures so that maintenance work is taken well in time to ensure comfort and
safety of the travelling public. Advances in technology are pushing the boundaries of what high540

speed infrastructure measuring and diagnostic trains are able to achieve. One of the most modern
monitoring trains being deployed will have systems to measure the functions and parameters
tabulated in Table 17.9:
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The exceptional reports of the Monitoring Cars help the maintenance staff to perform their
works more efficient.
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17.10 TRACK MAINTENANCE ON JAPAN’S TOKAIDO SHINKANSEN LINE
On the Tokaido Shinkansen line regular track levelling, lining and tamping is being carried out
by heavy-duty on-track-tamping machines. Plasser&Theurer high performance machine are mainly
used for this purpose. The machines are fitted with a 40 m long measuring chord, which gives good
geometric track quality of work achieved. A multifunctional ballast profiling and compacting
machine is generally used in conjunction with the tamping machines to form a fully mechanized
maintenance train. In addition the track compaction is carried out with dynamic track stabilizers,
supplied by Plasser&Theurer, producing a stable ballast bed by controlled mechanical settlement.
Spot maintenance, which was earlier being carried out by mechanized hand tampers, is now
being done with better quality results with small on-track-tamping machines With the regular
deployment of mechanized maintenance trains, the requirement of such spot maintenance is getting
reduced. For maintenance of turnouts Plasser&Theurer Unimat turnout tampers are being used.
Rail Grinding: Rails are usually grinded on Shinkansen to combat rolling noise and to extend
the service life of rails. Speno grinding trains are used for this purpose. The whole system is grinded
once a year.
Rail Renewal and Welding: 60 kg/m rails have replaced all earlier 53kg/m rails. For rail
renewal, 200 m long rails are carried to the site on rail transport trains. Site welding, which was
earlier carried out by the electric arc method, is now being done with thermit welding, incorporating
the latest technology in this field. Track maintenance tolerances as laid down on Tokaido
Shinkansen are given in Table 17.10:
Table 17.10: Track Maintenance Tolerances
Desired Nomin RidingUnit
al
comfort
Value
Value
Value

Item

Faults

Limit
Value

Longitudinal mm/10 m
Level
Alignment
mm/10 m

<4

6

7

10

<3

4

4

6

Gauge

mm

<+ 2

+6~–4

+6~–4

Cross-Level

mm

<3

+6~–
4
5

5

7

mm/2.5 m
'g'
'g'

<3
---------

4
0.25
0.20

5
0.25
0.20

6
0.35
0.30

Twist
Acceleration Vertical
Horizontal

17.11 NEW CONCEPT OF SMART MAINTENANCE DEVELOPED BY EAST JAPAN
RAILWAY
East Japan Railway has developed a concept of smart maintenance, which brings out the change
from time based interventions to a condition based maintenance regime with the continuous
monitoring of track conditions using trains in revenue services. The new maintenance system takes
into account the following three main areas of development:
1. A shift from a time-based maintenance regime to condition based maintenance supported by
a comprehensive database of asset condition information.
2. A new asset management strategy, which takes more consideration of the cost of repairs as
part of the overall life cycle costs.
3. An expert system using artificial intelligence to learn and pass on a wide variety of
maintenance needs.
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Earlier the repair work was undertaken periodically based on the results of regular run of special
track recording cars. Almost all decisions about repair work or renewals were based on threshold
values, which were set as a result of practical experience or by experimentation. This is not
necessarily optimal in cost terms, because the setting of the threshold values is typically based on
conservative safety standards.
The new track maintenance regime is based on the data obtained from daily monitoring of track.
For example, the information about track irregularities obtained every day indicate the trends of the
deterioration rates of track conditions. This helps to decide the timeliest moment for intervention or
repair.
To this end, two track monitoring devices have been developed and installed on a train, which is
operating in regular commercial service. Fig. 17.7 shows such Track Monitoring Devices.

Fig. 17.7: Track Monitoring Devices
One device is used to measure track irregularities, whilst the other is used for inspecting the
condition of track components. The equipment is mounted directly under the train floor, and both
systems are designed to start and finish their measurement work automatically. Each device has a
built in control and communications system, allowing their performance to be managed remotely
from the track maintenance office, where the data is collected and analysed.
The comparison of repeated runs enables the engineers at the office to monitor the deterioration
rates of the track geometry over the time to take necessary remedial measures. Similarly the
information about track material condition from the images obtained are analysed to take timely
action to avoid any failure of track component.

17.12

STANDARD VALUES FOR MAINTENANCE AND DANGER LIMITS OF
TRACK GEOMETRY ON EUROPEAN RAILWAYS

17.12.1 German Federal Railway
Standard values for maintenance and danger-limits concerning the track geometry as laid down
by the German Federal Railway (DB) are given in Table 17.11. Table 17.12 gives the track
geometry parameters, which are required to be met after maintenance or renewal:
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Table 17.12: Track Geometry Parameters

17.12.2 French Railways
On high-speed lines of French Railways periodical acceleration measurements are carried out.
The safety limits as laid down on by French Railways are given in Table 17.13, and Table 17.14
gives the safety limits and maximum acceleration rates, respectively which can be permitted in
high-speed operation.

In addition to the monitoring of acceleration values on French Railways, the track geometry is
controlled through obtaining standard deviations at various wavebands. Table17.15 gives the target
value and limiting value of standard deviations laid down on French high-speed tracks for 300
kmph.
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Table 17.15: Target and Limit of Standard Deviations for High–Speed Tracks operated at 300
kmph

In view of the lack of precise knowledge about transfer functions of the rolling stocks, power
spectral density functions of the track geometry are calculated. The target spectra for 300 kmph
lines as derived are presented in Fig 17.8. Power spectral density functions further help to monitor
the track geometry.

Fig. 17.8: Target PSD – Function
17.13 MAGLEV GUIDEWAY TRAINS – A TECHNOLOGY UNDER SCRUTINY
Maglev high-speed trains are supported and guided by concrete guide ways, both in the vertical
and lateral direction. They do not run on rails, but run by magnetic levitation over the concrete
surface separated by about 100 mm.
17.13.1 Types of Maglev Technology
There are two primary types of Maglev technology:
1. Electromagnetic Suspension (EMS) uses the attractive magnetic force of a magnet beneath
a rail up-lifting the train.
2. Electrodynamic Suspension (EDS) uses a repulsive force between two magnetic fields to
push the train away from the rail.
While the Japanese system uses EDS technology, the German Transrapid has uses EMS
technology. One of the important differences between the two technologies is that no wheels for the
EMS system are necessary, whereas for the EDS system the vehicles must be wheeled for the travel
at low speeds below 200 kmph.
17.13.2 Japanese Maglev Train
Japanese maglev train in their movement at a speed of up to 600 kmph are more akin in
operation to aeroplanes than to conventional railways. They are provided with retractable landing
wheels and horizontal guide-wheels, which will come into operation whenever the speed comes
down below 200 kmph, the minimum to achieve levitation. The trains are propelled using linear
motor power; the 3 phase coils forming the starter of the linear motor are installed in the sidewalls
of the guide-way. The speed is controlled by varying the frequency of the power passing through
the coils. Fig. 17.9 shows the experimental superconducting Maglev Unit on a test Maglev guideway in the Fuji Mountain/Yamanashi Prefecture in Japan. On April 21th, 2015, the experimental
train set on the 42.8 km test track for 11 seconds a speed record of 603 kmph. It had been envisaged
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that the Maglev Train should go in service 2027 between Tokyo and Nagoya covering the 286 km,
(85 % in tunnels) in 40 minutes. The investment cost will amount 100 billion US$. In recent times
this prestige project has come under scrutiny because of the high investment costs and the unsolved
shortcomings with the turnouts.

Pict.: inhabitat.com

Fig. 17.9: Experimental Maglev Guide-Way Train in Japan under Scrutiny
Various types of braking systems are being tried out to ensure that the trains can stop reliably
from the speed of 600 kmph. Aerodynamic brakes similar to the vertical flaps used in aeroplanes
have been installed over the roof of the train. Other forms of brakes include (a) a regenerative
brake, which reverse the current in the guide-way coils and returns power to the power house, (b) a
rheostatic guide-way brake, which makes the linear motor act as a generator and (c) disc brakes
fitted to the undercarriage of wheels.
The entry to the carriages is from the top. Thus overhead platforms will be built for the
passengers to board the train.
17.13.3 Shanghai Transrapid Maglev Level Train; German Technology
The Transrapid magnetic levitation train is regularly running in China connecting the Shanghai
metropolitan City to its Pudong International Airport. The 30 km distance is covered in just 7 min.
and 20 sec. at an average speed of 250 kmph with a top speed of 431 kmph. The cost of building the
30 km Shanghai maglev was US$ 1.2 billion. Fig. 17.10 shows the Transrapid train at Shanghai:

Pict.: asiaexpatguide.com

Fig. 17.10: Shanghai Transrapid Train
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17.13.4 Environment Issues
The Transrapid is extremely quiet compared with other transport systems. There is no rolling or
propulsion noise. The Transrapid is almost soundless at speed up to 250 kmph. Due to the non–
contact levitation and propulsion technology the noise emission at speeds above 250 kmph is
mainly determined by aerodynamic noise. The pass-by noise levels of the Transrapid have been
measured at the Transrapid test facility in Germany (TVE). The measurements were at a distance of
25 m and at a height of 3.5m. The levels for elevated guide-way compared with other rail systems
are shown in Fig 17.11. For at- grade guide-way, the levels are even lower.

Transrapid

Fig 17.11: Noise Level of High-Speed Trains
The air flow surrounding the Transrapid has been extensively studied at the Transrapid test
facility (TVE). The aerodynamic effects are comparable to a gentle wind. The measured air flow
velocity along the vehicle at a distance of 1 m and a speed of 350 kmph was smaller than 10 kmph.
Vibration measurements at the Transrapid test facility (TVE) have shown that the vibrations at a
distance of 25 m and a speed of 250 kmph, typical in urban areas, are below the human perception
threshold. No vibration is perceivable at any speed at a distance of 50 m. Some comparative figures
of some Railway Systems and the Transrapid are given in Table 17.12:

17.14 INCREASE OF SPEED ON INDIAN RAILWAYS FOR "SEMI HIGH-SPEED"
For many years the maximum permissible speed of Indian Railways was limited on Broad
Gauge (BG) to about 100 kmph. For long the fastest trains where running on MG: Pink City and
Vaigal Express. It was all along thought that increase of speed would necessarily result in
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corresponding increase of stresses on the track components, and thus heavier structures would be
required to introduce higher-speed. Not much of headway could therefore be made toward speed
increase.
From the investigations made by RDSO it had been found that the effect of moving wheel-load
on a straight track is practically independent of the speed, provided the track maintenance standards
are correspondingly improved with the increase in speed. Heavier track structure was considered
not as a basic requirement, and thus initial outlay could be avoided provided ways and means will
be found to maintain the existing track structure to better alignment standards. This opened a new
horizon for achieving higher-speed at low cost.
Safety and comfort at higher-speed is dependent upon the interaction of the track and the
vehicles. Rolling stocks having well designed suspension system can run at an acceptable level of
comfort and stability on a comparatively inferior quality of track. Investigations made by RDSO
revealed that of the existing rolling stock operating in the Indian Railways some types of engines
and coaching stocks have the potential of attaining higher-speed even on the existing track
maintained to usual standards.
The introduction of Rajdhani Express at a maximum permissible speed of 130 kmph about
four decades ago was the direct result of these two new concepts, i.e. the selection of better type of
rolling stocks and the improved track maintenance standards of the existing track.
The conclusions drawn on the basis of the investigations made by RDSO on the various items
concerning higher-speed operation and the action taken on these items, for running the higher-speed
trains, are given in succeeding Paragraphs.
17.14.1 Track Structure and its Maintenance
It was found that the predominant factor influencing loads, deformation and stresses in track
components is the parasitic movements (pitching, rolling, bouncing etc.) of the vehicle on the track.
On a given track structure it is possible to operate the same vehicle at higher-speeds without
imposing any additional loads and stresses on the track provided the standards of maintenance of
track and the vehicles are sufficiently improved to ensure that the extent of parasitic movements of
the vehicles at higher-speed are not more than those of the same vehicles at the lower speed. In
order to minimize the parasitic movements of rolling stocks a straight track alignment is essential.
This could be achieved with the introduction of 120 m long milled rails.
For exercising a control on the standards of track maintenance, service tolerances for the tracks
on Rajdhani routes were laid down, and the tracks are not allowed to deteriorate beyond these
tolerances. The service tolerances prescribed, except in the case of alignment, are very much on the
conservative side from the point of view of safety, stability and riding characteristics for a speed of
130 kmph with WDM-4 loco type bogies or modified WDM-2 type bogies and ICF all coil
coaching stocks. In the case of alignment it was found that, where alignment defects occurred alone
or in combination with other defects, the lateral accelerations had a tendency to reach values, which
were unacceptable in relation to ride indices and/or local peak values.
17.14.2 Measures for improving Track Structure and its Maintenance
To bring the track structure within the prescribed tolerances for its maintenance at that level, the
following measures have been taken by Indian Railways:
1. Frequent Track Recording: Frequent runs of track recording cars and portable
accelerometers are made to find out the location of faults in track geometry or where high
accelerations peaks are recorded. Detailed investigations are made to ascertain the causes
of the trouble, and measures to rectify the faults are taken to avoid their recurrence.
2. Realignment of Curves: As the maximum track geometry irregularities are noticed on
curves, a special operation of curves realignment was launched. For deciding the track need
for realignment, a cumulative frequency diagram of the curve showing the versine
differences between the theoretical and actual versine is plotted, and the curves not
satisfying the laid down criteria are realigned (see Paragraph 6.9.1).
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Improvement at Points and Crossings: Points and crossings, if not maintained properly,
usually figure quite prominently in the high acceleration peaks of the oscillograph car.
These high peaks are mainly due to the following reasons:
(a) Misalignment especially at the toe of the switch and the heel of toe crossing.
(b) Due to the increased wear at the crossing and wing rails.
(c) Unevenness due to ineffective packing in the crossing area.
(d) Excessive wear of track components in the assembly.
(e) Less retentivity of packing due to improper drainage.
Increased attention is given on these issues. While maintaining points and crossings repair
welding, wherever required, is carried out.
4. Welding of Rails: Wherever possible existing jointed track was converted into LWR to
improve its maintainability. All new tracks are being laid as LWR tracks to the extent
possible, with a track structure consisting of 60 kg 90 UTS rails, concrete sleepers, elastic
fastenings and full depth of ballast cushion. The joints at the approaches of level crossings
and bridges have been welded by thermit welding. The welding of straight lead rails of
points and crossings has been done to improve their maintainability.
5. Mechanized Maintenance of Tracks: Almost all the track on high-speed routes are being
maintained with on-track tamping machines. Other small and bigger track machines are
utilized to carry out track maintenance operations.
6. Directed Track Maintenance/Track Management System: For bringing the track within
the prescribed tolerances and for its maintenance within these limits, the directed system of
track maintenance has been introduced. It has been possible to have more frequent runs of
maintenance with this method to control the track irregularities within acceptable limits. A
computerized track management system is presently being introduced for optimum
utilization of resources.
7. Provision of adequate Ballast Cushion: Ballast provides the main anchor on which the
whole stability and maintainability of the track rests. Provision of full depth of ballast
cushion is being given the top-most priority on Rajdhani routes. Deep screening of ballast
is being taken in a big way to improve drainage, track elasticity and to make the track fit
for machine maintenance.
3.

17.15 OTHER REQUISITES VIS-À-VIS TRACKS FOR HIGHER-SPEED/
SEMI HIGH-SPEED
17.15.1 Brakes and Braking Distances
At the time of introduction of higher-speed trains in the Indian Railways, almost all the trains
were having the exhaustive single pipe vacuum brake system. This system did not provide sufficient
safeguards during breaking in emergency. Non exhaustive Twin Pipe Graduated Release
Compressed Air Brakes are now universally adopted on all Indian passenger coach trains.
17.15.2 Signalling System for Higher-Speed/Semi High-Speed
Multi aspect colour-light signalling with double Distant Signals have been provided to give
sufficient warning to the train drivers about the aspect of the proceeding Main Signal. In addition a
Train Protection System as ETCS, Level2, would be advisable.
17.15.3 Strength of Bridge
The increase of speed of a passenger train hauled by a single locomotive from 100 to 130
kmph was not considered very significant, as the bridges are usually designed to cater heavy double
headed goods trains. On a study of the research made by other countries for similar projects, it was
concluded that bridges, over which main line traffic is permitted without speed restriction, would be
quite suitable for the Rajdhani Express to run at 130 kmph. No special bridge rehabilitation work
was, therefore, considered necessary for the introduction of higher-speed trains.
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17.15.4 Curves
The curves and their transitions provided in the Indian Railways are designed for operation at
speeds, which have been prevailing for the last so many years. On a track, which has to carry both
passenger and goods traffic, the super-elevation provided is for equilibrium conditions being
reached at 3/4th of the maximum speed. A cant-deficiency of up to 75 mm is permitted. The length
of the transition is sufficient to permit a cant gradient not exceeding 1 : 720. The rate of change of
cant and that of cant-deficiency is not allowed to exceed 38 mm per second.
Any increase of speed on curves would necessarily need increased super-elevation and longer
transition lengths, if designing criteria remain unchanged. Many advanced countries have been
running higher-speed trains for the past so many years. On the basis of the designing criteria
adopted by other countries for higher-speed operation, the following new parameters given below in
Table 17.17 have been prescribed on Indian Railways for curves on higher-speed tracks.
Table 17.17: Curve Parameters for Tracks with Higher-Speed/Semi High-Speed
Item
1.
2.
3.

Maximum Cant [mm]:
Maximum Cant-Deficiency
[mm]:
Length of Transition:

(a)

Maximum Cant-Gradient:

for Speed
120 kmph

160 kmph

200 kmph

165

185

185

100
100
100
The length of transition shall be the
maximum as obtained from the
provisions given below:
1 in 720
preferred
preferred
1 in 1200
1 in 1500
limiting
limiting
1 in 1000
1 in 1200

(b)

Maximum Rate of Change of
Cant [mm per second]:
55
55
55
(c)
Maximum Rate of Change of
Cant-Deficiency [mm per
second]:
55
55
55
On the basis of the provisions indicated above, the maximum speed over curves would be given by
the formula: V = 4.58 R , where V is speed in [kmph] and R is Radius in [m].
17.16 ‘SHATABDI’ TRAINS ON INDIAN RAILWAYS
Indian Railways have introduced higher-speed Intercity Trains named “Shatabdi Express” in
memory of late Jawahar Lal Nehru, the first Prime Minister of independent India, whose birth
ceremony was celebrated in the year 1988; Fig. 17.12a. Shatabdi Trains run at a speed of 110 to
140 kmph. The Shatabdi Train has the following main features:
 Train:
1. Maximum permissible speed of 140 kmph, booked speed 130 kmph.
2. Vestibuled air-conditioned train with mainly chair cars.
3. Hauled by electric locomotive and with non-exhaustive twin pipe graduated release
compressed air brake system. Presently WAP-5 locomotives are deployed on these trains.
4. Modern LHB coaches form the rack of all higher-speed trains.
Note: LHB coaches and WAP-5/WAP-4 locos have been tested for speed up to 180 kmph on
track maintained to C&M -1 Vol. 1 Standards.
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Fig. 17.12a: Shatabdi Train
 Track
1. Track structure is of Rajdhani standard viz: 52 kg/60 kg rails laid on concrete sleepers.
2. Service tolerances for track maintenance are the same as those for Rajdhani routes.
3. Values of lateral and vertical accelerations and that of Ride indices, both for locomotives
and coach-stock, shall be the same as those for Rajdhani Trains, even at a higher-speed of
140 kmph.
 Signalling and Telecommunications
1. Distant signals are visible from a distance of at least 800 m. Where this visibility is not
available or hindered, the distance signal are shifted to such a locations that the sum of its
visibility distance plus the distance between the shifted distant signal and corresponding
home signal is 1800 m or more. Where this distance is not available, a speed restriction of
120 kmph is imposed.
2. All level crossings are manned and provided with telecommunication.
17.17

INCREASE OF SPEED TO 160 KMPH ON THE EXISTING INDIAN ROUTES

It has been decided to increase the maximum permissible speed to 160 kmph on some of the
important routes of Indian Railways. RDSO has specified the following requirements for the
increase of speed to 160 kmph.
1. Track Structure:
 Track structure will consist of 60kg 90 UTS rails on PRC sleepers with 1660 per km
and with 300 mm ballast cushion bellow the sleeper, which may consist of at least
150 mm clean ballast. On stable and compacted formation the rest could be in caked
up condition.
 The turnouts will have thick Web Switches in facing direction.
 The curvature and transition curves will be fit for 160 kmph.
 The track geometry will be maintained according to standards laid down in RDSO
C&M -1 Vol-1 Report.
 All through fencing barricading of track is considered necessary. To begin with,
fencing can be provided stretches prone to trespassing/cattle crossing.
2. Bridges:

Coefficient of dynamic augment as given in Bridge Rules is valid for speed up to
160 kmph. Further before introduction of speed up to 160 kmph for passenger
services, bridges will have to be monitored for resonance tendency during
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3.

4.
5.

6.

confirmatory oscillograph car run (COCR). Bridges having resonance identified by
COCR, will have suitable speed restriction.
Locomotives:
 WAP-5 electric locomotives are commissioned for a maximum speed of 160 kmph.
Similarly, WDP-4 diesel-electric locomotives (4000 HP) are also cleared for 160
kmph speed. WAP-5 gives a balancing speed of 160 kmph on level track with 18
LHB coaches. For operation with more than 18 coaches and considering the ruling
gradients and curvatures obtained on the proposed sections, double heading may
have to be done for both WAP-5 and WDP-4 locomotives.
 There is a proposal to run higher-speed trains with EMU type powered coaches
instead of locomotive hauled coach trains. They will faster accelerate have thereby
reducing the journey time.
Coaches: LHB EoG coaches and Generator Vans are cleared for regular operation up to a
maximum speed of 160 kmph.
Signalling and Telecommunication:
 Train Protection or Warning System is a prerequisite for operation at higher-speed.
Cab-Signalling is desirable with an automatic train protection system like ETCS
Level 2 (European Train Control System) or ATP (advanced Automatic Train
Protection, UK).
 Another desirable requirement is the mechanism for directly holding closed switch
rail to corresponding stock rail and preventing the points from being unlocked during
the passage of the train (clamp-lock).
 There should be either repeater signals with warning aspects to meet the
requirements the longer braking distance for higher-speed (160 kmph).
 Reliable train radio communication is required between driver and guard and
between drivers and nearest station and/or control room (Movement Authority) for
160 kmph and above.
Level Crossings:
 Level crossing gates are required to be interlocked as per prevailing stipulation.

17.17.1 Criteria for Clearance of Route at 120 kmph and above
The following criteria’s have been laid down for the clearance of routes for rolling stocks at 120
kmph and above:
1. The average number of peaks of vertical and lateral accelerations exceeding 0.30 'g' should
be limited to 0.25 peaks per km. The number of peaks in any one kilometre should not
exceed one, and where this value is exceeded, the track will need attention.
2. At locations, where the peaks of lateral and vertical accelerations at envisaged higher speed
exceed 0.35 'g', the track will have to be urgently attended.

Gatimaan Express, India`s fastest Passenger Train; max. Speed: 160 kmph
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and
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for higher Axle-Load

Container Train on Union Pacific Sun-Set Route, near Palm Springs, California, 2011

Upgraded Rail-Road in USA for HEAVY-HAUL with Axle-Loads of over 30 t

When converting a Heavy Haul Timber Cross-Tie Rail-Road with Dog-Spikes to a Concrete
Sleeper Rail-Road with elastic Fastenings, the Deficit in Elasticity of the Concrete Sleeper CrossTies compared with the Elasticity of Timber Cross-Ties with Dog-Spike Fastening can NOT alone
be fully compensated by any of the available Rail-Pads. The Strategy and Logic of North American
and Canadian Rail-Road Companies are therefore a lavish re-engineering and strengthening of the
Formation (Sub-Soil, Sub-Grade, Blanket) and Ballast-Cushion in order to compensate the loss of
Elasticity.
The Fortescue Railway operates in the deserts of the Pilbara Region to the Port Hedland, West
Australia, some of the longest and heaviest iron ore trains in the world, with up-to 43.5 tonnes
axle-load with a payload of 35.000 tonnes. 45 t axle-load is envisaged for the near future:
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Heavy Haul in Australia with over 43.5 t Axle-Load
The specific tracks should be determined by their TRACK SUPPORT MODULUS in the
unit [N/mm²] or [MN/m²] or [MPa], measured as deflection of the track under given load.
According Prof. A. Kerr, FUNDAMENTALS OF RAILWAY TRACK ENGINEERUING, Simmons- Boardman, Books,
Inc. Omaha, NE 68102, USA, ISBN: 0-911382-40-2, page 89, for a wooden sleeper track with dog spikes a
Modulus of approx. 6 N/mm² is sufficient whereas for a track with the stiff concrete sleepers the
Modulus should be in the range of 40 N/mm². The stiffer concrete sleepers transmit to the sub-grade
a higher pressure and may create sub-grade failures where none existing when wooden sleepers
were used.
Although confirming to the railway`s standards, conventional ballasted tracks may incorporate
large irregular cavities and thus cause uneven settlements leading to defects in track geometry. High
edge pressure acting on the ballast stones produce fine-grained abrasion, which as a contamination
is deposited in the load bearing area. As a result the ballast-cushion becomes harder and harder. The
Track Stiffness increases and the amount of wear increases too, affecting rails and their fastening
systems. Regular Ballast Cleaning is essential to keep the elasticity.
In a Nutshell: Increase in Axle-Load has to be answered by an increase of Formation/SubSoil/Sub-Grade Bearing Capacity. Without a well-bearing Formation (Blanket/prepared SubGrade, Sub-Soil) there will be no stable Rail-Road for Heavy-Haul. Heavy-Haul Rail-Roads
with Concrete Sleepers for higher Axle-Load demand a strengthened and broadened
Formation (Blanket/prepared Sub-Grade, Sub-Soil) and a more frequent Ballast Cleaning.

Revised by Dr. Frank Wingler, February, 2016
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Chapter 18
Track Standards, Track Rehabilitation
and

Guidelines and Specifications for Design of
Formation for higher Axle-Load
18.1 GENERAL
A railway network of any country consists of railway lines with wide variations in traffic
density and the speed of the trains. To achieve an overall economy in the construction and
maintenance of lines, it is necessary that the construction standards of should be commensurate with
their needs. Basic elements of track structures are rails, sleepers, rail to sleeper fastenings, turnouts
and ballast. Laying of track standards thus constitutes laying of guidelines for the type, strength and
quality of these elements for various levels of speed and traffic density.
18.2 FACTORS INFLUENCING CHOICE OF TRACK STRUCTUE
The track structure entails the following factors:
1. Traffic Density: On routes with higher traffic density stronger track structure will be
required to obtain a reasonably long life of the track components.
2. Axle-Load: Higher axle-load, apart from causing higher stresses in track components, lead
to faster deterioration of the track geometry.
3. Wheel Diameter: Smaller diameter wheels cause higher rail-wheel contact stresses
requiring higher surface hardness of rails.
4. Permissible Speed of Passenger and Goods Train: Higher speeds require the track to be
maintained to closer tolerances, which can best be achieved with comparatively heavier
track structures.
5. Traffic mix Pattern: The predominance of heavy-haul trains in the traffic mix would
require heavy track structures to be able to withstand higher stresses.
6. Level of Comfort of Travelling Public: For comfortable travel the track geometry
irregularities will be required to be controlled with in well defined limits, possible only with
strong and durable track components.
7. Method of Track Maintenance: Mechanized track maintenance, to be efficient and
effective, would require, among other things, joint-less tracks with uniform sleeper-spacing
and an adequate clean ballast cushion.
18.3 CHOICE OF RAILS
The choice for rails has to be made about:
1. Type of rail.
2. Weight of rail.
3. UTS of rail.
4. Rail hardness.
5. Head hardened, end hardened, and volume hardened.
6. Length of the rail b longer rolling mill of rails.
7. Weld-ability and methods of welding.
The factors influencing the decision about rail would be:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Traffic density.
Speed.
Axle-load.
Wheel diameter.
Possible wear on curves.

18.3.1 Quantification of Advantages of heavier and stronger Rails
Studies have been carried out by the various railway research organizations on the service life of
rails under varying traffic environment. Some of the important conclusions drawn by them are as
under:
1. Life time GMT carried by rails is proportional to:
(a) (UTS)2.
(b) (Section Weight)3.
1
(c) -------------- 3
(Axle-Load) .
2. Track Geometry Deterioration is proportional to (Axle-Load)2.
3. Weight of Rail: Each additional kg in the weight of rail, saves 3% maintenance cost of track.
4. Hardness Ratio: Ideal rail/wheel hardness ration is 1.
5. LWR/CWR: Reduces fuel cost by more than 5%.
6. Heavier Track Structure: Reduces soil pressure, thereby saving track maintenance costs.
18.4 CHOICE OF SLEEPERS
Railway sleepers are generally made of wood, concrete, steel or cast iron. Polymer Compound
sleepers are also being tried out. The choice will depend upon:
1. Technical Considerations: Long welded rail tracks will have better maintainability with
heavy concrete sleepers.
2. Easy Maintainability: Flat bottom sleepers are easier to maintain.
3. System of Track Maintenance: Concrete sleepers can be better maintained with
mechanized system of maintenance.
4. Traffic density.
5. Quality of sub-grade.
6. Environmental considerations: The use of wooden sleepers can lead to denudation of
forest and is thus considered environmentally unfriendly.
7. Economy: Concrete sleepers are far cheaper than wooden or steel sleepers, but need a better
bearing ballasted track-bed.
On Indian Railways, on account of various technical and other considerations, concrete sleepers
are used in all new tracks and relaying except for bridge timbers.
18.4.1 Sleeper-Density
In designing the track structure, careful considerations have to be given to the sleeper-density.
The sleeper-density will depend upon:
1. Axle-load, speed and traffic density.
2. Strength of rails.
3. Type of sleepers.
4. Depth of ballast cushion and sub-ballast
5. Formation behaviour.
18.5 SWITCHES AND CROSSINGS
In choosing the right type of switches and crossings due consideration has to be given to:
1. Speed on the Straight and Turnout Track: This will determine the entry angle at the
switch and the angle of crossings.
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2. Volume and Tonnage of Traffic: This will decide the structural strength of the turnouts.
Following type of crossing assemblies are generally used on Indian Railways:
1. Fabricated bolted.
2. Fabricated welded.
3. Cast Steel-Manganese Crossings (CMS).
On Indian Railways fabricated crossings are being phased out from busy intersections. They may
continue to be used on unimportant lines and in yards.
The trails conducted with welded crossings have not met with the desired degree of success.
CMS crossings may therefore find an universal use on Indian Railways. On important routes
CMS crossings with weldable legs and thick web rail switches have been prescribed.
On all turnouts, concrete sleepers are generally replacing the other type of sleepers hitherto being
used on Indian Railways
18.6 TRACK STRUCTURE VERSUS SUB-GRADE STRESSES
The bearing capacity of the formation varies between 20 to 40 MPa (MN/m²) on Indian Railways
with certain stretches having a bearing capacity ranging between 20 and 25 MPa (MN/m²) only;
compare with Chapter 8, Fig.8.1. With the track structure of 90 lb rails, N + 3 sleeper-density and
20 cm of ballast cushion, existing rolling stocks generate a formation pressure of up to 0.35 MPa for
locomotives and 0.30 MPa for wagons. There is, therefore, a need o improve the track structure on
this account. Studies made of American Railways have shown that sub-grade stresses get reduced
on account of (a) increasing rail weight from 45.4 to 60 kg reducing sub-grade stresses by 6%; (b)
reduction of the sleeper spacing from 0.66 to 0.56 m reduces sub-grade stresses by 10%; (c) an
increase of the sleeper length from 2.44 to 2.73 m feet reduces sub-grade stresses by 12%; (d)
increasing ballast cushion from 30.5 to 40.6 inches reduces sub-grade stresses by 20%.
Studies made by RDSO on Indian Railways have shown the following results:

where X in [MPa] is the maximum pressure onto the formation having 20.3 cm ballast cushion with
N + 3 sleeper-density. Thus by greater ballast cushion and increased sleeper-density, the formation
pressure is reduced to 0.62 X, indicating their important contribution in the design of Track
Structure.
18.7

CLASSIFICATION OF LINES

In the foregoing paragraphs, the factors contributing in deciding the track structure have been
brought out. Among them, the important influencing factors are speed and traffic density. The
maximum speed, present and future, on a particular railway line is determined by the importance of
the line in the national network and also on the traffic demands. The traffic density reflects the
volume of goods and passenger traffic and is often a barometer of the economic development of the
region in which the line is located. On Indian Railways the quadrangle and diagonal routes
connecting the four metropolises of Delhi, Calcutta, Mumbai and Chennai, carries more than 70%
of the goods traffic. The demand of passenger is also the maximum on these routes. Similarly, there
are other routes having different national priorities and varying economical needs.
To ensure the availability of a minimum track structure on a particular route for satisfying its
traffic needs, it is desirable to classify the railway network into different categories and to lay down
minimum track standards for each of the category.
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18.7.1 Broad Gauge
The BG lines have been classified into seven groups 'A' to 'E' on the basis of the future maximum
permissible speeds, which are as under:
● Group 'A' for Speed of up to 160 kmph:
1. New Delhi to Howrah - Rajdhani Route (via the Grand Chord and Howrah - Burdhwan
Chord).
2. New Delhi to Mumbai Central (Frontier Mail Route).
3. New Delhi to Chennai Central (Grand Trunk Route).
4. Howrah - Nagpur – Mumbai CST.
● Group 'B' for Speed of up to 130 kmph:
1.
Allahabad – Kanti – Jabalpur – Itarsi - Bhusaval.
2.
Kalyan – Pune - Daund - Wadi - Secunderabad – Kazipet
3.
Kharagpur – Waltair – Vijayawada
4.
Wadi – Raichur – Arakkonam – Chennai Central
5.
Howrah – Bandel – Barddhaman
6.
Khanna – Barharwa - Farakka Bridge - Malda Town
7.
Sitarampur – Madhupur – Kiul – Patna – Mughal Sarai
8.
Kiul – Bhagalpur – Sahibganj – Barharwa
9.
Delhi – Panipat - Ambala Cantt. – Kalka
10.
Ambala Cantt. – Ludhiana – Pathankot
11.
Ambala Cantt. –Moradabad – Lucknow – Pratapgarh - Mughal sarai
12.
Arakkonam – Jolarpettai – Salem – Erode – Coimbatore – Ernakulam
13.
Vadodara – Ahmedabad
14.
Jalarpettai – Bangalore
15.
Ahmedabad – Ajmer – Jaipur – Bandikui – Rewari – Delhi
16.
Malda Town – Barsoi – New Jalpaiguri
17.
Chennai Beach – Dindigul
18.
Bangalore – Dharmavaram – Gooty
19.
Ghaziabad – Saharanpur
20.
Chennai Beach – Chennai Egmore 3rd line
21.
Bandikui–Agra Fort
22.
Sawaimadhopur – Jaipur
23.
Bellary – Guntkal
24.
Gudur – Renigunta
25.
Pagadipalli – Nadikudi- Guntur – Tenali
26.
Vijaywada – Gundawada – Bhimavaram – Nidadavolu
27.
Guntkal – Guntur & Guntur – Krishna canal
28.
Manmad – Mudkhed
29.
Secundrabad – Dhond
30.
Renigunta – Tripati Pakala – Katpadi
● Group 'C' for Suburban Sections of Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai and Kolkata as listed below:
1.
CSTM Ravli – Kurla Panvel
2.
Ravali Mahim – Andheri
3.
Churchgate Mumbai Central Borivali Virar
4.
Chennai Central – Basin Bridge – Veysarpadi Arakonam
5.
Chennai Central- Basin Bridge- Washennanpet Chennai Breach Tambaram
6.
Chennai Central Basin Bridge Korukkupet Tondiarpet Tiruvottiyar Gummidipundi
7.
Chennai Beach –Thirumayilai
8.
Sealdah Dumdum Naihti Kalyani –Ranaghat Krishnanagar
9.
Sealdah Sonarpur Baruipur – Lakshimikantapur Namkhana
10.
Ballygunj – Budge-Budge
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Seoraphuli Tarakeshwar
Dum Dum Jn. Barasat Jn- Bangaon Jn.
Howrah Panskura–Kharagpur
Ranaghat – Bangaon
Kalyani- Kalyani Simanta
Ranaghat–Gede
Kankurgachi- Ballygunge
Kalinarayanpur – Shantipur
Barasat–Hasnabad
Sonarpur- Canning
Baruipur- Diamond- Harbour
Dum – Dum Jn. Princep Ghat – ajerhat
Dum- Dum Dankuni
Dum – Dum Jn. Chitpur
Bandel- Naihati
Bandel- Katwa
Liluah – Belur Math
Palval – Okhla Tilak Bridge
Okhla – LPNR – DBSL, DLI- DKZ – DBSI- NDAZ
SBB – DSA- DLI

● Group 'D-Special' for Speed of up to 110 kmph and the annual traffic density is 20 GMT or
more.
● Group 'D' for speed of up to 110 kmph the annual traffic density is less than 20 GMT.
Note: While classifying routes, in case of double and multiple lines, the annual traffic density
on each line shall be considered separately. The route shall be classified based on the highest
GMT on anyone line. List of routes either in group 'D' Spl. or group 'D' are as below. They
shall be re-classified in 'D' Spl. or 'D' routes based on the note mentioned above.
1.
Bina -Katni – Annupur – Bilaspur
2.
Bhopal – Ujjain- Nagda,
3.
Udhna – Jalgoan
4.
Ahmedabad – Viramgaon
5.
Bellary – Hospet
6.
Champa – Gevra Road
7.
Anara – Sini
8.
Kharagpur – Agra
9.
Jharsuguda – Titlagrah Vijaynagaram
10.
Titlagrah – Raipur
11.
Barabanki- Gorakhpur Cantt-Chapra Kacheri
12.
Burhwal – Sitapur
13.
Delhi- Ghaziabad- Hapur- Moradabad
14.
Kanpur – Lucknow
15.
Varanasi- Zafarabad – Sultanpur- Utartia – Lucknow
16.
Haipur- Chapra
17.
Hajipur – Mujjarpur – Samastipur- Barauni
18.
Hajipur – Bachawara
19.
Barauni – Katihar
20.
Gomoh – Chandrapura
21.
Barakakhana – Gevraroad – Sonenagar
22.
Gevra Road – Chopan
23.
Kota – Chittorgarh – Neemuch – Ratlam
24.
Kota- Ruthiyai – Bina
25.
Bayan – Agra- Tundla
26.
Ujjain – Indore
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27.

Viramgaon – Okhla

● Group 'E-Special' for Sections, where the traffic density is very high or likely to grow
substantially in future and where the present sanctioned speed is less than 100 kmph, the following
routes will fall under this category:
1.
Panskura – Haldia
2.
Talcher – Rajatgarh – Salegaon – Nergundi
3.
Cuttack – Paradeep
4.
Radhakishorepur – Rajathgarh – Barang
5.
Kapilas Road – Salegaon
6.
Radhakishorepur – Machapur
7.
Kirandul – Koraput
8.
Rajakharshwan – Dongaposi – Padapahar Barajamda – Gua
9.
Bondamunda – Bimlargarh – Barsuan – Kiriburu
10.
Kandra – Gamharria
11.
Marauda – Dallirajhara
12.
Urkura – Sarona
13.
Bhojudih – Mohuda G-C
14.
Chandil – Muri – Bokaro – Rajbera
15.
Padapahar – Banspani
16.
Barajamda – Bolanikhandan
17.
Muri – Barkakana
18.
Talgoria – Bokaro City
19.
Andal – Sainthia
20.
Hatia – Muri
21.
Mohuda – Gomoh
22.
Koraput – Kottavalasa
23.
Koraput – Singapuram Road
24.
Sambalpur – Angul
25.
Anuppur – Bijuri – Boridand
26.
Boridand – Bisrampur
27.
Durg – Marauda
28.
Londa – Vasco
29.
Dewas – Maksi
30.
Gandhidham – Bhuj
31.
Dornakal – Bhadrachalam Road – Manuguni and Kerapalli – Singereni Collieries
32.
Sanathnagar – Maul Ali (by-pass line)
33.
● Group 'E': All other sections and branch lines with less than 100 kmph.
18.7.2 Metre Gauge
The MG lines have been classified into three categories based on the speed potential and traffic
density in the section, which are as under:
● 'Q'-Routes: These routes consist of routes, where the maximum permissible speed will be more
than 75 kmph. The traffic density will be generally more than 2.5 GMT.
● 'R'-Routes: The routes will have a speed potential of 75 kmph; the traffic density will be more
than 1.5 GMT. 'R'-routes have further been classified into three categories depending upon the
volume of traffic:
1. 'R' with traffic density more than 5 GMT.
2. 'R2' with traffic density between 2.5 to 5 GMT.
3. 'R3' with traffic density between 1.5 to 2.5 GMT.
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● 'S'-Routes: These will be the routes, where the speed potential will be less than 75 kmph and the
traffic density will be less than 1.5 GMT. These will consist of other routes, which are not covered
in Q1, R2.R3 and R routes.
'S'-routes have been further sub-classified into 3 routes viz 'S1',.'S2'., and 'S3'-category. 'S1'-routes
have a through movement of freight traffic. 'S3' routes are uneconomical branch lines and 'S2'-routes
are those, which are neither 'S'1 nor 'S3'-routes.
18.8 TRACK STRUCTURES FOR BROAD GAUGE ROUTES
18.8.1 Rails
The minimum rail sections for the various groups of lines are shown in Table 18.1:
Table 18.1: Minimum Rail Section

18.8.2 Sleeper-Density
Broad Gauge: The minimum sleeper-density (number of sleepers per km) for all future track
renewals (complete track renewals and through sleeper renewals) is recommended and given as in
Table 18.2:
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Table 18.2: Sleeper-Density

Note: On routes for 22.1 t axle-load wagons a density of 1660 sleepers per km should be adopted.
18.8.3 Ballast Cushion and Ballast Profile.
They are given in Table 18.3:
Table 18.3: Ballast Cushion

Note:
1. Increase in ballast cushion, where called for, will be carried out during complete track renewals
of programmed deep screenings.
2. Wherever jointed track is converted into LWR, LWR ballast profile must be adopted; see
Paragraph 10.5.2.
3. On specific locations, additional ballast cushion or sub-ballast may be provided over and above
the prescribed cushion to improve maintainability.
4. A minimum ballast cushion of 30 cm will be provided on routes where Box-‘N’ wagons will ply.
5. When primary renewals are carried out on Group 'E' routes, the ballast cushion should be 20 cm.
18.8.4 Curves
Standard for curves have been prescribed as follows:
1. The speed potential of the curve will be determined purely on theoretical consideration
by the formula.
GV²
E = ---------,
127 R
where E = Super-Elevation,

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

(see Paragraph: 6.8.5)

V = Speed [kmph],
R = Radius of curves [m].
Equilibrium speed of the section should be determined on the basis of the attainable
speeds by the trains in various sub sections.
For group 'A', 'B' and 'C' routes the limiting value of maximum permissible cant will be
165 mm. 'A' limiting value of cant of 185 mm may be assumed for the purpose of
determining lateral clearance of permanent structures located by the side of the curves.
Cant excess on BG shall not be allowed to exceed 75 mm.
Cant deficiency on group 'A' and 'B' routes may be limited to 100 mm.
For speeds up to 160 kmph it will be preferable to aim at a rate of change of cant/cant
deficiency not exceeding 38.1 mm/s. In difficult locations, it shall however be ensured
that the same does not exceed 55 mm per second. For designing of future layout of
curves, a cant gradient 1 in 1200 shall be aimed at.
Minimum radius of vertical curves shall be kept as follows:
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Group
Minimum Radius
'A'
4000 m
'B'
3000 m
'C' and 'D'
2500 m
The vertical curves shall be laid out on the points of change of grade, when the algebraic
difference between grades is equal to or more than 5 mm/m.
18.9 TRACK STANDARDS FOR METER GAUGE ROUTES
The Track Standards for Meter Gauge are given in Table 18.4:
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18.10 DEDICATED FREIGHT CORRIDORS (DFC)
18.10.1 The Project
The Indian Railways' quadrilateral linking the four metropolitan cities Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai
and Howrah, commonly known as the Golden Quadrilaterals, and its two diagonals (Delhi-Chennai
and Mumbai-Howrah), adding up to a total route length of 10,122 km carries more than 55% of the
revenue earning freight traffic of IR. The existing trunk-routes of Howrah-Delhi on the Eastern
Corridor and Mumbai-Delhi on the Western Corridor are highly saturated. The line capacity
utilization varies from 115% to 150%. The surging power-needs with heavy coal movement,
booming infrastructure construction and growing international trade has led to the conception of the
Dedicated Freight Corridors along the Eastern and Western Routes in order to fulfil the demand of
additional capacity for rail freight transportation.
In the first phase, the Government of India has approved the construction of two corridors - the
Western DFC (1500 route km) and Eastern DFC (1845 route km) - spanning a total length of about
3345 route km. The Eastern Corridor, starting from Dankuni in West Bengal will terminate at
Ludhiana in Punjab. The Western Corridor will traverse the distance from Dadri in Uttar Pradesh to
Mumbai - Jawaharlal Nehru Port (JNPT). Fig. 18.1a shows a map for the DFC routes under
construction, planed and proposed, and Fig. 18.1b a picture of a construction side (see also
Chapter 14, Fig. 14.10):

Graph: Railwaygazette

Fig. 18.1a: Map of Dedicated Freight Routes under Construction planed and proposed
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Fig. 18.1.b: Western DFC under Construction
18.10.2 Salient Engineering Features of the DFC Project
1. Predominantly Double Line Corridor (except where Single Line is justified on traffic
considerations) with Electrification and advanced Signaling System facilitating freight trains
to run at a higher speed of up to 100 kmph.
2. The formation and bridge set fit for 32.5 t axle-load, whereas the track structure at present
will be fit for 25 t axle-load, shall provide the infrastructures fit for heavy/long haul
operations up to a trailing load of 13 000 t and train lengths of up to 1500 m.
3. Provision of grade separators with all existing rail/road infrastructure, i.e., ROB/RUBs at
important level crossing gates to avoid any detention to either road or rail traffic.
4. Higher Schedule of Dimensions (SODs) and Maximum Moving Dimensions (MMDs) in
order to run higher and wider stock double stack containers and newly designed wagons so
as to have an improved payload to tare ratio.
5. Track Structure: Ballasted track structure adopted.
18.10.3 Construction and Track Structure Parameters for DFC
Table 18.5 gives the adopted construction parameters:
Table 18.5: Construction Parameters (Double Line)
Details
Sr.No. Description
1.

Gauge

1676 mm

2.

Maximum degree of curvature

2.5 degree (700 m radius)

3.

Curve compensation

At the rate of 0.04% per degree curvature

4.

Ruling gradient

1 in 200 (compensated)

5.

Steepest gradient in yards

1 in 1200, 1 in 400 in exceptional cases

6.

Bank width for double line

13.5 m

7.

Cutting width for double line

14.9 m (11.9 + 2 x 1.5 m for side drains)

8.

Vertical maximum moving dimension

7.1 m

9.

Track centres between two DFC tracks

5.5 m

10.

Track centres between existing and DFC
track

6.0 m

Table 18.6 gives the track structure parameters:
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Table 18.6: Track Structure Parameters

The Heavy-haul Association of the World Railways has defined heavy-haul operation in the
following terms: “Heavy-haul railway operation is defined as a system with an axle-load of 25 t or
greater, a minimum of 20 million gross t annual traffic and/or the operation of train-units in excess
of 5000 t load.” The Indian DFC with their axle-load of 32.5 t and a trailing-load of up to 15,000 t
will come in the category of heavy-haul operation. The Heavy-haul Association (HAA) has made
certain recommendations about track structures and track maintenance issues for heavy-haul
railway lines. Their recommendations for an axle-load of 25-29 t and for 30-34 t are given in
Annexure I and II at the end of this Chapter as general guidelines and guidance in deciding the
track structure and the track maintenance system.
18.10.4 Geometric and Cross–Section Features
1. Top-Width of Formation: The recommended formation top width (measured at the top
of the blanket) for Heavy Axle-Load Track on a straight alignment is 8.5 m for a single
line and 8.5 m plus distance between track centers for a double line section; for DFC
lines the minimum shall be 13.5 m.
2. Pressure on Formation and Sub-Soil: The maximum pressure on formation at bottom
of ballast should not exceed 0.3 MPa or 30 N/cm2, and the pressure on the sub-soil
should generally not exceed 0.1 MPa or 10 N/cm2 (see Fig. 8.1b, below) according the
RDSO “Guidelines and Specifications for Design of Formation of Heavy Axle-Load,
November 2009”, which will be generally followed: see also Chapter 8, Fig. 8.1.
As per these guidelines the Specifications for Design of Formation and Sub-Grade
Layers Thickness for heavy Axle-Loads of 25 to 32.5 t are given in the Tables 18.7, 18.8,
18.9a-c, 18.10a-c and by the Figures 18.3a-c and 18.4a-b.

Fig. 8.2: Pressure acting on the Soil Formation

RDSO

Note: The UNIT for Soil-Pressure is [MPa] (“Mega Pascal”). 1 MPa is equivalent to 1
MN/m² (“Mega Newton per square metre”) or 1 N/mm² or 100 N/cm². Often NonInternational Standard Units (ISU) are still in use, although outdated. The Mass of 1 kg
develops due to its earth gravity on its support a Force of 1 kp (“kilo pond”). Instead of
[kp] one find also the traditional unit [kgf] (“kilogram-force”). The equivalent of 1 kp is 1
kgf. The ISU equivalent for 1 kgf or 1 kp is 9.81 N. It is common practise to say 10 N for
1 kgf (kp). For the dimension of 1 kgf/cm² or 1 kp/cm² (= 1 at) say 10 N/cm² or 10 Pa x
104.
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3. Bearing Capacity of the Formation; Measurement by Plate Load Bearing Test:
The bearing capacity along with the estimated settlement is the foremost aspect to be
considered for the intended axle-loads and the resulting pressure at various levels of the
formation layers. When the bearing capacity is insufficient, application of repeated axleloads will result in plastic settlements of the embankment and sub-soil in due course of
time resulting in track-settlements and degradation.
A typical parameter for the measurement of the Bearing Capacity is the Modulus of
Deformation EV2 derived from a repeated Plate Load Bearing Test. It is used as a qualify
check to quantify the strength of a formation. It is regarded as a critical characteristic for
the behavior of formation and sub-grade materials under repeated loading strain.
The Plate Load Bearing Test measures the settlement of a circular plate with a diameter
of 30 cm under gradual loading and un-loading. The Modulus of Deformation EV2 results
from second loading tests of a soil specimen. It is calculated with the following formula
according to the theory of settlement for a centrally loaded rigid circular plate on an
elastic isotropic half-space with a Poison`s Ratio of µ = 0.21:
1.5 x P x R
EV2 = ------------- ; EV2 --- Modulus of Deformation in [MPa] or [MN/m²],
Y
P
R
Y

--- Mean Soil Pressure [N/cm²],
--- Load Plate Radius [cm],
--- Depression [cm].

4. Sub-Grade-Modulus: This is a measure of bedding-layers stiffness and a parameter
linked to the bearing capacity of the soil as well. It takes in account the deformation
condition. Commonly referred terms determined by plate-load bearing-tests are:
E1 --- Modulus of Elasticity at first Loading,
E2 --- Modulus of Elasticity at second Loading,
EV --- Modulus of Deformation,
EV2 --- Modulus of Elasticity (also of Deformation) at the second plate-load test,
Edyn --- Modulus under dynamic Load; approx. 1.2 to 2.5 times the E2 Modulus;
for cohesive Soils it is in the order of 45 MPa and for non-cohesive Soils 60 MPa,
Er --- resilient Modulus of the Soil-Layer (Sub-Grade, Formation, Sub-Soil Layers).
5. Drainage: Where the alignment is parallel to the existing Indian Railway formation, open
drains shall be provided to ensure satisfactory drainage of the area between the DFC and
Indian Railway’s formation. These drains shall consist of suitable shape, material and
dimensions to provide adequate flow capacity, should permit easy maintenance and an
uniform longitudinal gradient, adequate to ensure a self-cleansing water-flow velocity.
When the formation is in a cutting or where the bottom of the blanket is below the
existing ground level, Pucca side-drains shall be provided at suitable distance for the
proper drainage of the formation. The invert level of the drains shall be at least 300 mm
below the bottom of the blanket at the edge of formation.
Weep-holes of suitable diameter shall be provided at suitable spacing to prevent
development of excess hydro-static pressure on the lining. Weep-holes shall have an
adequate filter zone to prevent the erosion of soils.
For Track-Drainage Systems see Paragraph 8.10.
The Guidelines and Specifications for Design of Formation and Sub-Grade Layers Thickness
for heavy Axle-Loads of 25 to 32.5 t are given in the Tables 18.7, 18.8, 18.9a-c, 18.10a-c and by
the Figures 18.3a-c and 18.4a-b. For the Specifications of Blanket Materials see Paragraph 8.8.3
and for Soil-Classifications see Annexure I of Chapter 8.
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Table by RDSO re-vised by F. Wingler
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Table by RDSO re-vised by F. Wingler
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Graph by RDSO, re-designed by F. Wingler

Graph by RDSO, re-designed by F. Wingler
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Graph by RDSO, re-designed by F. Wingler

Graph by RDSO, re-designed by F. Wingler
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Graph by RDSO, re-designed by F. Wingler

18.10.5 Track at Bridge Approaches
The track at transitions on the approaches to bridges shall provide a smooth passage for railway
vehicles, by a gradual change in track modulus support stiffness, from the bridge structure to the
embankment.
18.10.6 Track Design
● Rails: 60 kg/m, UIC rails will be used.
In view of the many sided advantages of head hardened rails, including its reduced life cycle
cost, such rails are more likely to be used in future. On the western corridor head hardened rails
grade 1080, are already deployed.
The rails will be welded into continuous length as a CWR track. The rail panels used for
CWR track shall be of length not less than 260 m. In situ welding will be carried out with the
use of mobile flash-butt welding plants. Where it is not practicable, single shot, auto-timed
Alumino-thermic (AT) weld process may be used. For rail welding methods see Chapter 9.
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● Turnouts: Turnouts and derailing switches shall be used with the following parameters:
1. Gauge:
1676 mm
2. Crossing angle (on main lines and loop lines):
1 in 12
3. Rail-profile:
60 kg (UIC 60 kg /m)
4. Speed potential on the main-lines:
100 kmph
5. Speed potential on loop-lines
:
50 kmph
6. Speed on other yard lines with dead-ends:
15 kmph
7. Axle-load:
25 t
8. Designed annual traffic:
> 50 GMT
9. Type of web:
Thick web
10. Tangential entry and the switch entry angle:
< 00-20-00
LWR/CWR shall be carried through the turnout assembly. 1 in 20 Cant will be continued
through the turnout.
● Crossing Assembly:
Standard fixed nose CMS crossings shall be provided on all crossings.
All CMC crossing shall have welded leg extensions of (60 kg UIC) 880 grade rails. This shall
be achieved by flash-but welding in the plant, of buffer transition rail piece of suitable thickness
to CMS crossings and leg extension.
18.10.6 Pre-stressed Concrete Sleepers
Mono–block pre-stressed precast concrete sleepers shall be used on all DFC tracks for main lines,
loop lines, sidings, conforming to the following general requirements and parameters:
1. Gauge: 1676 mm.
2. Maximum speed: 100 kmph.
3. Traffic density: > 50 GMT per year.
4. Maximum axle-load: 25.0 t.
5. The track shall be track circuited for which adequate electrical resistance as stated in IRS:T
39-1995 is required.
6. Type of electric power supply/feeding system: 2 x 25 kV (- 25 and + 25 kV) 50 Hz AC.
Over-head catenary: 1 x + 25 kV, 50 Hz AC.
7. Rail-section: 60 kg/m (UIC 60 kg/m).
8. Sleeper-density in main lines: 1660 per km with 1540 per km in loop lines and other yard
lines.
9. Rail to sleeper fastening: Self-tensioning elastic fastening.
10. Ballast cushion below bottom of sleeper: Minimum of 300 mm on main lines and 250 mm in
other lines and in the yard lines. Slope of ballast profile below the sleeper shall be taken as
H:V = 1.5:1.
11. Formation: Well compacted and stable formation as per the accepted design.
12. Design-life: 50 years.
● Rail to Sleeper elastics Fastening:
1. All ballasted tracks laid on PS sleepers shall be equipped with self-tensioning elastic
fastening.
2. Elastic fastening clip will be compatible with the rail/sleeper assembly having a nominal
toe-load of 12.5 kN.
3. The fastening assembly shall be subjected to “design qualification tests” along with the PSC
sleepers for which the acceptance values, derived on the basis of the design, shall be
submitted along with the design details.
18.10.7 Track Construction
The track construction shall be done by using mechanical track-laying methods. This means, to
lay rail panels of 260 m or more, which got flash-butt welded in a plant under controlled conditions.
Track laying at site will be carried out by the use of track laying trains and the deployment of
tamping machines, dynamics track stabilizers, shoulder ballast compactor etc., in order to make the
track fit for the traffic. For modern heavy on-track machinery see Chapter 12 and 13.
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18.10.7.1 Track Construction Tolerances
All the track measurement shall be taken in the unloaded
condition.
The dimensional tolerances shall comply with the following:
1. Maximum difference of any point, in relation to the
design:
(a) Vertical;
(b) Horizontal:
2. Gauge with reference to l676 mm:
(a) Maximum variation over the prescribed track gauge:
(b) Maximum variation in track gauge from sleeper to
sleeper:
(c) Average track gauge over 100 m length:
3. Misalignments:
2. Top:
3. Maximum deviation of versine on a 20.0 m-chord:
4. Cant /Cross Level:
(a) Straight and curved track:
(b) Sleeper to sleeper variation of cant/cross-level
5. Twist:
(a) On straight or circular curved track:
(b) On transition curves:
6. Turnouts:
(a) Stock rail joint in the longitudinal section:
(b) Nose to nose of X-ings in a cross over:
(c) Flange-way clearance at the switch planning:
(d) Switch-toe opening:
(e) Switch-toe squareness:
(f) Deviation of measured versine over the design value
for the switches, intermediate track and curved
crossings: (measured over a 6.0 m-overlapping
chord):
(g) Sleeper spacing:
(h) Sleeper out of square:
(i) Fishplate joint squareness across the track:
(j) Gauge at SEJs:
(k) Gap at the opening of the SEJ`s:
(l) Out of squareness of switch rails of SEJ`s:

+/- l0 mm
+/- l0 mm
+ 3mm to 0 mm
1 mm/ sleeper
+1.8 mm to 0 mm
+/- 5 mm on 20 m-chord base
+ 2 mm to – l mm on 10 mchord base
+/-5 mm
+/-3 mm
+/-1 mm
+/-1 mm/m
+ 0.5 mm/m over design value
+/-15 mm;
+/-10 mm
+ 5.0 mm to 0.0 mm
1.0 mm to - 0.0 mm
5.0 mm

+/-3.0 mm
+/- l.0 mm
+/-5.0 mm
+/- l.0 mm
+/- l.0 mm;
+/- 2.0 mm;
+/- 2.0 mm;

● The Base of Measurement shall be as below:
1. Gauge checked every ten (10) sleepers at l4 mm below
the head of the rail.
2. Cross level, twist and cant measured every:
3.0 m
3. Versines in the lead portion of turnouts every:
3.0 m
4. Versines in horizontal curves and every :
10.0 m with an overlapping
20.0 m-chord
5. Vertical curves will be checked with a
10.0 m-overlapping chord
No individual Component shall exceed the Track Tolerance limit.
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18.11 TRACK STANDARDS FOR METRO RAIL SYSTEMS
18.11.1 General
In India rail based suburban rapid transport system is presently under operation in Kolkata,
Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore, Chennai and Kochi. In a number of other cities survey and construction
work is going on.
While the track in Kolkata and some parts of Delhi are constructed in Broad Gauge (1676 mm),
further tracks in Delhi and other cities are constructed in Standard Gauge (1435 mm). In India, as in
some other countries, such a rail based transport system is called “Metro”, a name, which has its
origin from France.
In Hyderabad the Metro is under construction in Standard Gauge. The track standards adopted
for the Hyderabad Metro are described in the succeeding Paragraph.
The Permanent Way System covers the following Sub-Systems:
1. Rails including rail connections by fish plates, junction rails, welds or other means.
2. Rail to sleeper/rail bearer connections including base plates, rail pads, rail clips, bolts,
insulators etc..
3. Rail bearers/plinth beams including non-ballasted track systems.
4. Sleepers including ballast and drainage.
5. Specials including turnouts, crossovers, switch expansion joints, buffer stops, and
insulated rail joints.
6. Derailment guards.
7. Electric power supply by third rail.
8. Permanent track monuments.
The track shall be compatible with the Coaching system and the operational characteristics.
Track shall be designed to conform to the appropriate load category according to UIC Leaflet 700;
axle-loads of Coach and for a Train speed of 90 kmph and shall enable a level of passenger comfort
as per international standards to be achieved throughout the service life of the Rail System.
18.11.2 Operating Requirements
1. Maximum Speed: The track shall be designed for 90 kmph. However the maximum speed
during revenue service shall be 80 kmph with speed restrictions on curves of 300 m radius and
tighter.
2. Noise and Vibration: Noise mitigation measures shall be employed to ensure that the noise
does not exceed the prescribed noise-limits within the neighbourhood buildings.
18.11.3 Track Gauge
The track shall be laid with standard gauge of 1435 mm. The track gauge is the distance between
the inner sides of the rail-heads measured 14 mm below the top of rails Gauge widening on curves
shall be as per schedule of dimension (SOD).
18.11.4 Track Spacing
• Track spacing or distance between track centers depends on the vehicle dynamic envelope,
the effect of way side factors and running clearances. The clearance envelope should be
developed in relation to the theoretical center line of track at top of rail. Track centers also
depend on whether the two tracks are proposed as concentric or eccentric on curved
alignments.
• The track center distance should provide for extra clearance on curves. Track spacing shall
conform to SOD.
18.11.5 Track Geometry
1. Horizontal Curves:
• Sharp curves shall be limited to the minimum since track maintenance and wheel squeals
drastically increase on small radii/radius curves.
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•
•

•

The minimum curve radius shall match with the characteristics of the rolling stocks,
particularly the distance between the track centers.
The minimum straight length between two transition curves shall be 25 m but preferably 40
m. If this is not possible, for two adjacent curves in the same direction, the cant must stay the
same for at least 30m between the transition gradients. For two adjacent curves in opposite
direction with only one point, where the cant is zero, the cant shall vary continuously from
one direction to the other.
The minimum curve length between two transition curves shall be 25 m.

2. Super-Elevation or Cant:
• The curves shall be designed with a maximum permissible cant of 125 mm and cantdeficiency of 100 mm.
• The Inner rail on the curve shall be taken as the base rail.
3. Transition Curves:
• The transitions should have the shape of a clothoid or cubic parabola; see page 225 in
Annexure of Chapter 6.
• The length of transition curve shall be worked out from cant considerations (maximum rate
of change of cant limited to 28 mm/sec) and from cant-deficiency considerations (maximum
rate of change of cant-deficiency 25 mm/sec).
• The rate of change of lateral acceleration resulting in a lateral jerks should be preferably
limited to 0.2 m/sec², and shall not, in any case, exceed 0.3 m/sec².
• Super-elevation ramps should be preferably limited to 1 : 600 and in any case shall not
exceed 1 : 400.
• Nos. of overlaps shall be allowed between transition curves and vertical curves.
• Transition curves shall be avoided on tracks in platform length.
4. Vertical Alignment:
Grades shall not exceed the following limits:
Station – maximum:
– 0.1%.
Midsection – normal:
– 2%.
Midsection – exceptional:
– 4%.
Grades shall be kept as flat as possible.
5. Vertical Curves:
Vertical curves shall be provided, where algebraic differences of change in adjacent gradients
exceed 0.4%. A parabolic curve provides a constant rate of change in grade and should be adopted
for vertical curves.
The vertical curves shall have a minimum radius given by the following equation:
Rv = 0.4 V²,
where Rv is the minimum radius in [m] of the parabola and V is the maximum speed in kmph.
The radius of vertical curves shall not be less than 1500 m. The minimum length of vertical
curve shall be 20 m.
6. Clearances:
Clearances shall conform to the following UIC codes and shall be as per international practices
as applicable.
18.11.6 Track Structure
Ballast-less track shall be adopted for the viaduct and for inspection lines and washing plant
lines. For remaining areas, the track system can be either ballasted track or ballast-less track.
The ballast-less Track shall be laid to conform to the following Specifications:
• UIC 717-2R: Laying of track on a reinforced concrete deck and
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• UIC-710 R: Slackening of the track gauge on curves.
Chapter 16 describes the ballast-less track-assemblies of Indian Metros.
The ballasted track shall be laid to conform to the following specifications:
1. The minimum ballast cushion under the rail seat between the upper part of the sub grade and
the bottom of the sleeper should be 300 mm except for track in Depot where the minimum
ballast cushion shall be not less than 200 mm.
2. The sub ballast shall comply with UIC Leaflet 719R for Earth Works and track bed layers
for railway lines.
3. Ballast shall conform to Indian Railway specifications for ballast; see Chapter 8.
4. Track structure should have minimum of 52 kg rails laid on PSC sleepers, 1540 numbers per
km (sleeper spacing 65 cm) with ERC Mark-III clips with GR sole plates and GFN liners as
per IRS or equivalent or higher standards.
5. Transition between ballasted and ballast-less track shall be designed adopting special
measures to smoothen out the difference in elastic properties of both track structures. The
design shall take into account forces due to traffic loading and temperature, which must be
transmitted smoothly, and differences in construction height, which have to be transitioned
out.
6. The complete track including the turnouts shall normally be without joints.
7. SEJ`s may be provided at the ends of the corridors, where the ballast-less track joins the
ballasted track. Insulated joints for track circuiting may be provided where required.
18.11.7 Permissible Tolerances [mm]
Maintenance tolerances are the amount by which the track may deviate from the designed
alignment in service before triggering the need for maintenance intervention. Table 18.9 gives the
permissible tolerances, for the ballast-less track.
Table 18.11: Permissible Tolerances [mm]
S.No Parameters
Installation
Maintenance
L1
1.
Gauge
+ 2, -1
+ 4, -1
2.
Cross level on straight track
1.5
± 5 XL
3.
Cant on curved track
± 1.5
± 3 cant
4.
Twist on 3.6 m base
1 : 500
1 : 400
5.
Vertical alignment over 20 m±4
±8
chord
6.
Lateral alignment over 20 m-chord ± 2
±5
On curves – variation over
theoretical versine on 20 m-chord
±2
with half over lapping
L1. Tolerance beyond which maintenance is to be planned.
L2. Tolerance beyond which maintenance is mandatory.

Maintenance
L2
+ 10, -2
± 8 XL
± 5 cant
1 : 300
± 12
±8

7.

±5

±8

18.11.8 Track Components
● Rails:
1. UIC flat Bottom Rails: Grade 900A shall be adopted on main lines and depot lines except
for curves tighter than 500 m, turn outs, and factory insulated glued joints for which Grade
1100(1080 UTS) wear resistant head-hardened rails shall be adopted. Grade 1100 rails shall
be extended for 18 m on either end of curves tighter than 500 m, turnouts and at glued joints.
Rail shall be in accordance with UIC standard section rails.
2. Pre-Curved Rails shall be pre-curved with rail-bending process conforming to any of the
codes or Specifications when used in curves of 500 m and tighter. All rails shall be straight
before pre-curving.
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3. Restraining Rails in Curves shall be provided on all tracks with a centre line radius of 160
m or less. These rails shall be provided adjacent to the low rail with a flange way sufficient
to engage the back of the inside wheel. The restraining rail shall extend over the curve
length including transition curves. Where restraining rails are provided, derailment guards
need not be provided on the restraining rail side.
● Rail Welding:
1. All rail joints shall be welded to provide a joint-less smooth track. The joints shall, as far as
practicable, be welded using a flash butt welding plant. Alumino-thermic welds shall be
used only where unavoidable. The process and quality control system for the Aluminothermic welding system proposed should have an intrinsic reliability equivalent to that of
flash butt welding.
2. The new welds shall have the following minimum acceptance specifications for the
geometric quality:
● Vertical Direction:
(a) Versine on a 1 m-base between 0 and 0.2 mm (hump).
(b) Gradient over 200 mm less than 1:1000.
● Horizontal Direction:
(a) Versine on a 1 m-base between -0.5 and 0.5 mm and
(b) Gradient over 200 mm less than 1:500.
●

Rail to Sleeper Fastenings:
1. The fastenings shall be designed to hold the two rails of the track strongly to the supporting
structure in right position by resisting the vertical, lateral and longitudinal loads and
vibrations. On slab tracks it shall also correct track distortions, act as a buffer and provide
environmental protection from noises and vibrations.
2. The fastenings shall be of a reputed make with a proven track record and shall be designed
in a manner, which incorporates the minimum number of components.
3. The fastenings shall provide insulation to take care of return current in case of the use of a
third rail electric power supply.
4. The fastening shall also provide for retrofitting to enable reduction in noise level
performance requirements of fastenings.
5. The fastenings shall support the vertical loads imposed by the wheels and transmit them to
the underlying structure with a minimum of impact, vibration or damage by abrasion.
6. Hold the rails to gauge and at the correct inclination within certain tolerances laid down
against horizontal forces generated by vehicles in motion especially on curves, wheel set
hunting, alignment irregularities, and thermal forces including buckling in hot weather.
7. Allow small longitudinal movements of the rail under braking or traction forces, and draw it
back after the load is removed.
8. Dampen vibrations, impact and noise to within acceptable limits.
9. Have good electrical properties, to enable the track circuit to work and to limit stray current
leakage to acceptable limits.
10. Be corrosion resistant
11. Permit quick and easy installation and replacement with special tools.
12. Not require frequent maintenance.

● Base Slab:
1. The base slab shall be designed as plinth type ballast-less track structure with RCC
derailment guards. An elastic fastening system with base plate to base plate distance of 650
mm may be used.
2. The base slab, on which the rails are fitted, shall:
(a) Resist weathering, and track forces;
(b) provide a level base for uniform transmission of rail forces;
(c) ensure drainage;
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(d) have geometrical accuracy;
(e) shall be maintainable and construction friendly, and shall be quickly reparable in case of
a derailment. The repair and maintenance methods must be indicated in the Maintenance
Manual, and
(f) any reinforcement used shall not form closed conducting loops, that are likely to interfere
with or distort the signals emitted by track side or train mounted control equipments, that
may be installed to facilitate metro operations.
● RCC Derailment Guards:
Derailment guards shall be designed such that in case of derailment:
1. The wheels of a derailed vehicle under crush load, moving at maximum speed are retained
on the viaduct and
2. damage to track and supporting structures will be minimal.
18.11.9 Special Layouts
● Turnouts:
Turnouts may be selected from UIC Standard arrangements to suit the design alignment and
speeds as follows:
1. On main lines: 1:9 Type turnout with a minimum lead radius of 300 m, providing a
permissible speed on the divergent track of not less than 40 kmph, and
2. on depot lines: 1:9 type turnout with a minimum lead radius of 190 m or 1 in 7 type
turnout with a minimum lead radius of 140 m.
The turnouts shall meet the following further requirements:
1. All joints in the assembly including junction of Cast Manganese Steel (CMS) crossing
shall be welded.
2. Type of fastening used shall be the same as used on the main line.
3. Distance between an insulated joint on the turnout portion and a weld on the approach
track shall be minimum 4 m.
4. In the ballasted track lengths the turnouts shall be resiliently mounted.
5. The assembly must ensure continuous electrical contact on the Train.
6. The motor and drive should be effectively drained.
7. The turnouts shall be designed for placement in CWR track and withstand the axial
forces induced.
8. All the points shall be operated by electric motors.
9. Turnouts for ballast-less tracks shall be designed to achieve the required elasticity.
● Friction Buffer Stops:
On main lines, at each dead end, friction buffer stops shall be supplied, installed, tested,
commissioned and maintained. The buffer stop shall be capable of withstanding impact from a
train of maximum design length running at a speed of 15 kmph without any damage to train or
buffer stop and must stop the train within the distance, as would be required in accordance with
Good Industry Practice.
● Switch Expansion Joints:
Switch expansion joints shall be located 50 m away from points and crossings. Switch
expansion joints conforming to the Specifications and Standards set out in metro manuals shall be
supplied, installed, tested, commissioned and maintained at the two ends of the corridor.
18.11.9.4 Glued Insulated Rail Joints
• Insulated rail joints shall enable rails to be physically connected while remaining electrically
separate to meet signaling requirements. Joints shall be factory prepared glued insulated joints
of 6 bolt type using reinforced bonded fishplates and designed to accommodate base plate
spacing and fastening.
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The insulated joint shall consist of two lengths of head hardened rails rigidly joined by a pair
of forged fishplates, and an insulating end post 6 mm thick (+1, -0 mm) separating the two
rails, and connected using six M24 high strength fasteners and washers, bushes etc., of equal
or better than high Strength bolts. The overall length of the joint shall be of minimum 6.00 m.
• Dimensional checks shall be done on each glued joint. The alignment of the joint shall be
checked both in the horizontal and vertical planes with a 1 m-straight edge. The alignment
tolerances shall be as under:
Vertical ± 0.5mm
Horizontal
± 0.5mm
• Pull-out resistance tests shall be conducted for one out of every 20 joints.
• Electrical resistance in dry condition shall be as per specification, and that under
• wet conditions shall have the values required for meeting the signaling requirements.
18.12. TRACK REHABILITATION
In developing countries, resource constraint often lead to situations, when track overdue for
renewal has to be kept going, even at a restricted speed. Proper understanding and application of the
basic concepts of track technology help in the correct appreciation of such real life problems and in
finding optimal solutions.
Safety has to be the paramount consideration in the rail movement. For safe running on track at
any speed the following three objectives are to be fulfilled.
• Continuity of track or to be more precise, continuity of the two rail surfaces.
• Rails should be held together to a fixed gauge within acceptable tolerances.
• A support system, where the rails should be held reasonably well in vertical, lateral and
longitudinal planes.
The permitted speed on the track will depend on the above mentioned three basic
requirements. In the following paragraphs the problems, which generally arise, and their possible
solutions are given.
18.12.1 General Run–down of the Section
This is reflected in the poor track geometry. There is a marked deterioration in cross and
longitudinal levels with the passage of only a few trains after the track irregularities are rectified.
The remedy often lies in ensuring proper track drainage and providing a full clean un-fouled ballast
cushion. Ballast is the cheapest component of all track materials, but it lends maximum strength to
the track.
● Poor Conditions of Rails. This is exhibited in the form of:
1. Epidemic of rail/weld failures.
2. Excessive wear on curves.
3. Excessive loss of section causing fatigue failure of rails under heavy axle-loads.
4. Battering and hogging.
5. Scales and wheel burns.
6. Corrugation.
● Remedial Measures:
1. If the rails have end fractures, the remedy lies in cropping of the rail-ends by about 30 cm
and welding them into 2/3 rail panels. If mid rail fractures are occurring, it is advisable to
have thorough scanning by ultrasonic rail flaw detector and remove the defective rails or the
defective portion of the rail. Periodic ultrasonic scanning shall have to be done to avoid rail
failures under passing loads.
2. Changing of rails, either (a) end to end, so that gauge face becomes the outer face or (b)
interchanging left and right rails or (c) changing rails to locations away from curves should
be able to solve the problem of excessive wear on curves.
3. Excessive loss of section or lower poundage of rails can to some extent be compensated by
increasing the sleeper-density and depth of ballast cushion. A reduction in the speed of the
section will help to reduce the dynamic augment. This reduces the rail stresses.
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4. De-hogging of the rail ends can be done with de-hogging machines. MSP can also be
effectively used for de-hogging. Ultimate remedy for battering and hogging lies in end
cropping and welding of rails.
5. Scales and wheel burns can be rid off with the help of rail grinding machines. In their
absence, it is advisable to change the rails to new locations, when further damage to rails
can be avoided' The possibility of changing traffic conditions to avoid out of course
stoppage of trains and consequent difficulty in starting, causing wheel burns should be also
investigated.
6. At slow speeds corrugations do not cause many problems except little addition to
maintenance efforts. Increasing the sleeper-density and deep screening of ballast have at
times helped in to remove rail corrugations.
18.12.2 Problems and Remedies of over-aged and worn-out Sleepers
● Wooden Sleepers:
1. The sleepers of a worn down rail seat should be laterally shifted to new position to get a
fresh rail seat.
2. Spike-killed holes can be reconditioned with the help of (a) wooden plugs and (b) filling the
holes with chemical compounds or resins.
3. Sleepers unable to hold gauge can be remedied providing separate gauge fixers at regular
intervals. These fixers, which are made of scarp tie bars or angle iron, hold the rail at the rail
foot at fixed distance apart. Drawings of rail fixers, with or without insulating arrangements,
are available from RDSO.
4. Sleepers with two wooden blocks at either end held with scrap tie bars can be made out of
old wooden sleepers having damaged rail seats. The blocks can be cut out of the central
portion of the worn out sleepers. Such two block wooden sleepers are known to have given
good service at restricted speeds.
● Steel Trough-Sleepers:
1. Wear and depression at rail seat: These two problems can be overcome by providing a
rubber pad, ply wood pad or a Bakelite pad of appropriate thickness. Steel sheets with holes
for the jaw have also been successively tried by some the Railways.
2. Elongation of holes: This problem can be solved by the use of (a) oversize jaws (b) thicker
keys and wooden (c) metal liners at the holes.
3. Development of cracks emanating from the holes, corrosion and widening of presses up
lugs. These problems can be overcome to a limited extent, by repair welding. But the
effective solution lies in reconditioning of sleepers by (a) welding a new steel plate at the
rail seat or (b) welding a saddle plate, cut out of the central portion of the rejected steel
sleepers. Sleepers after such reconditioning are capable to give a good a service as new
ones.
● Cast Iron-Sleepers:
1. Excessive wear at the rail seat.
2. Wear at the jaw.
3. Elongation of slots in tie bars housing cotters.
Problem l. can be solved by using pad plates of steel or with the use of ply wood pads of
appropriate thickness.
Problems 2. and 3. can be tackled by using oversize keys and cotters. Steel-liners can also be
provided at both the places to fill in the extra gap. Coal-tarring and sanding of keys have been
found effective to reduce the incidences of falling keys. Adhesives have been developed, which
when coated on key, reduce the incidences of falling keys.
● Concrete-Sleepers:
1. Loose Pandrol Shoulders: The defect may have its origin at the manufacturing plant but
gets exaggerated during service, particularly under corrugated rails. The defect can be
remedied by injecting epoxy resin under Pandrol shoulders.
2. Deterioration and Cracking of Underside of Sleeper: This is caused by poor quality
ballast, which pulverizes under heavy traffic. In rainy season, this powder turns into a slurry,
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and during summer, the slurry hardens into solid mass. The remedy lies in deep screening
and provision of full ballast cushion of hard stones. Cracks in concrete sleepers could also
occur on account of manufacturing defects, bad handling and improper laying of tracks. The
cracks in concrete sleepers can be treated with water proofing polymer compounds. They
avoid the ingress of moisture into the body of the sleepers. Such concrete sleepers can
continue to provide many years of satisfactory service in tracks.
18.12.3 Other Problems
The problem of gauge holding on steel or CST-9 sleepers, if exists, can be solved by providing
gauge ties at suitable intervals, as indicated in the case of wooden sleepers. The problem of poor
longitudinal hold on rails on steel and CST–9 sleepers can be overcome by rail anchors at suitable
intervals. Box anchoring can be resorted to on single rail sections.
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Cartoon by Plasser&Theurer

"Tamping without Traffick Block"
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Chapter 20

Derailment Investigations

Fatal Derailment of Kalka-Shimla NG Luxury Train near Kalka
September 2015
There are ample well investigated fatal Train Derailments revealing:
Defects in Track and Wheel-Treat Geometry make Trains more prone to Derailment.
Excessive Speed and Sanding in a Curve can increase the Risk of Derailment by Flange
Climbing.
Excessive Speed in Conjunction with Emergency Brake Application in a Curve can lead to a
Derailment.
See Source: "INVESTIGATION OF DERAILMENTS" by IRICEN, AUGUST 2014;
wiki.iricen.gov.in/doku/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=iricen_books...of...
Revised by Dr. Frank Wingler, JANUARY, 2016
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Chapter 20
Derailment Investigations
1.1

ACCIDENTS AND THEIR CAUSES

Rail transport is internationally accepted as the safest mode of transport. Yet accidents do
occur, which lead to loss of human lives and health, bring injuries to passengers, cost money, cause
social and economic losses, cause anguish to rail users and bring bad name to the railways.
Therefore investments made to improve safety records are worth it.
After an accident, the first task is to arrange rescue and relief of the victims and the restoration
of traffic. It is also equally important to find out the cause of the accident. This is to know where the
system has failed and what measures should be taken to avoid the repetition of similar accidents.
Accidents may occur due to the following reasons:
● Natural Calamity: This could be an earthquake, a flash flood, a lightning effect or a tornado.
In such cases, although the cause is beyond control, it has to be ascertained if some timely action
could be taken to stop the train to avoid the accident or reduce the damage.
● Earth-Slips, Rock-Falls, Failures of Abutments of Bridges, unstable Track Formations:
Such failures have led recently in India to nasty accidents especially on the new Konkan
Railway Line. Such train mishaps are based on prevailing unsafe conditions due to not
adequately engineered and maintained cuttings and tunnel portals:

Matsyagantha Train Mangalore-Mumbai crashed on 17th June 2004 near Karanjadi due
to Rock and Mud Falls; see also Pictures in Paragraph 20.15.2.
The following picture is from the 05th August 2015 in Madhya Pradesh crash due to
prevailing unsafe conditions of the not adequate flood proof engineered and inspected bridgeabutments:
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Two Trains derailed in Madhya Pradesh at a Bridge-Abutment washed away by FlashFlood.
● Outbreak of Fires: Fires can be caused by unsafe or criminal acts of passengers or by
technical faults, mostly electric shortcuts in coaches. Fire contributes with about 3.4 % to Indian
Railway Accidents.
● Failure of Railway Components: Signal failures, failures of the train break system, sudden
failure of track components, mostly rail fractures and vehicle or other railway components,
which have contributed to accident, come under this category. Such accidents indicate that the
existing system of preventive checks is not functioning satisfactorily requiring modification,
improvement or replacement.
● Human Error and Failures of Railway Staff: The involvement of the Element HUMAN
ERROR (HUMAN ERROR, MALFUNCTION, NEGLIGENCE and HUMAN LAPSES)
on Indian Railway accidents is still about 40 to 43%, although the total number of Railway
Accidents have come down over the last decades. It is worth finding out as to what prompted
delinquent staff to ignore safety regulations, what are the prevailing latent conditions causing
Human Error, what are the main HUMAN ERROR CAUSATIONS and how the contribution
of the element of Human Error can be reduced; see Arya Bhushan and M.M. Agarwal INDIAN
RAILWAY SAFETY – Ultimate Goal to prevent Railway Accidents, Bahri Brothers, Delhi
2015, ISBN 81-900613-x and James Reason, THE HUMAN CONTRIBUTION, Ashgate
Publishing Company, Farnham, UK, ISBN 978-0-7546-7402-3, 2013. It is now worldwide
understood by safety experts that punitive methods, to pin culprits to be “severely punished”, are
blunt weapons in safety and risk management with little or no effect to bring down the number
of unwanted bad events with Human Error Contribution. What actually helps is repeated
training, education, refresher courses and examinations of the so-called “Front-Line
Personnel” as there are Station Masters, Platform Personnel, Train Drivers and their Assistants,
Head Guards, Control Room Officers. The Awareness for Hazards has to be improved in all
ranks up to the top management. Leading figures in upper echelons can make the worst
mistakes; but mostly such mistakes are shielded (see James Reason).
● Public Lack of Safety Sense and Risk Awareness: The cases such as, persons run over by
trains, accidents at unmanned level crossings, collisions, ignoring the railway right of way, etc.
come under this category. Increased public awareness on the issue through publicity media
could help in reducing such accidents.
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● Sabotage: The investigations about such accidents lie in the domain of state security. The
railway administration has however to find out ways and means of making the railway
installations less vulnerable to sabotage attempts.
● Limitation of the System: Accidents in the form of derailment do sometimes occur, though
rarely, when the wheels of a well maintained vehicle mount over the rail head of a well
maintained track. Such derailments are on account of the inherent characteristics of the rail
wheel interaction. They occur only when a particular type of vehicle, loaded to a particular
extent, moving at a particular speed, meets with wave lengths of track irregularities of a specific
pattern (all within acceptable safety limits) gets sufficient excitation, on account of resonant
phenomenon, to mount and derail. Better understanding of vehicle-track interaction could help
in reducing such accidents.
● Prevailing latent unsafe Conditions with often far reaching History/Failures in the
System: Railways accident investigations in depth revealed worldwide often prevailing latent
unsafe conditions in the technical organization Railway, with often far reaching history, socalled “Failures in the System” as the parents of the unwanted events. Railway accidents are
mostly the outburst of a culmination of a consecutive series of systematic failures and errors
penetrating through safety defence barriers like an arrow (hazard trajectory) through the holes of
a Swiss Cheese (“Swizz Cheese” Metaphor of James Reason).
One of the best investigated fatal Train Accident has been the 06th February 2000
Derailment at Brühl, Germany; see last page.
Modern technical Organizations with a high risk potential in Nuclear or thermal Power
Generation, Space Technology, Aviation, Oil Exploration/Rigging, Railways, Chemical
Industries and Land and Sea Transport make nowadays use of the methodologies, error
management tools and practical guides in MANAGING THE RISKS OF
ORGANISATIONAL ACCIDENTS of James Reason; Ashgate Publishing Company,
Farnham, UK, ISBN 978-1-84014-105-4, 2011. Essential is a so-called “Generative Culture”
with proactive measurements. Engineering a SAFETY CULTURE and an INFORMATION
SYSTEM on observations about unsafe matters are essential tools of a modern Risk
Management. On basis of this methodology British Rail has gained in the last years a
remarkable improvement off its safety records. South African, Canadian, Austrian, Swiss and
German Railways follow this methodology as well on their path to avoid unwanted bad events.
The percentage of accidents of INR by type for the period from 2009 to 2014 is given by the
following chart:

20.2

DERAILMENT INVESTIGATIONS AND MECHANISMS

Of the various categories of accidents derailments are of considerable concern to permanent
way men. Derailments contribute with about 46 % to Indian Railway Accidents.
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Unless the cause is obvious, e.g. a tree or boulder fallen on track, a breach or a wash away, a
formation failure etc. the contribution of track, if any, in causing derailment, has to be investigated.
Some of the important theoretical aspects relevant to investigation of derailments are:
• Derailment mechanism.
• Vehicle oscillations and resonance effect.
• Effect of track and vehicle twist on wheel off-loading.
• Lateral stability of track.
Of the above Derailment Mechanism forms the central theme.
20.2.1 Derailment Mechanism
There are two broad categories of derailment:
(a) Sudden Derailment by wheel-sets jumping off the rails. Such a derailment indicates that
the derailing forces were high enough to suddenly force the wheel off the rail.
(b) Derailment by Flange Climbing i.e. by wheel mounting the rail in a relatively gradual
manner. It indicates that the derailing forces were powerful enough to overcome the normal
stabilizing forces, yet not sufficient to cause a sudden derailment.
It is much easier to arrive at the probable cause if the derailment is established to be falling in
category (a). On the other hand it may be more difficult to establish the cause in the event of the
derailment falling in category (b). To identify the category is the first step in derailment
investigation.
Whereas a derailment occurring by wheel-set jumping hardly requires any theoretical treatment,
one by flange climbing does need a deeper theoretical understanding. Discussion in this Chapter
relates mainly to the category of derailment by classical flange climbing.
20.3 MECHANISM OF FLANGE CLIMBING DERAILMENTS AND NADAL’S
FORMULA
Whatever be the track or vehicle defect or operating feature contributing to derailment, it
manifests itself at the rail-wheel contact, because finally it is the wheel, which mounts the rail. An
understanding of what happens at the rail-wheel interface will lead obviously to a better
appreciation of the manner in which vehicle and track defects and operating features contribute to
derailment proneness.
Because of various reasons e.g. wheel tread conicity, track irregularities, elastic characteristics
of the track, suspension characteristics of the rolling stock, vehicle loading characteristics and
vehicle operation characteristics etc. the wheel-set travels along the track exerting a variety of
oscillations.
20.3.1 Play between Wheel and Rail and angular Wheel Trailing; see also Paragraph 6.11
A wheel-set cannot have a tight fit with the track gauge, as in such a condition the wheel-set will
tend to run at the flange slope rather than at the tread increasing the derailment proneness apart
from straining the track fastenings. In other words, there has to be a play between the wheel-set and
the inner rail corners. It cannot be too small, otherwise movement of the running wheel-set would
not get isolated from the lateral track irregularities, resulting in generation of large lateral forces.
The designed play between a standard wheel-set and normal track gauge is called “Standard
Play” (σ S ); see Fig. 20.1:
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Modified and re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 20.1: Play between Wheel-Set and Track
σs for BG = 1676 – (wheel gauge – 2 × flange thickness for BG)
= 1676 – (1600 – 2 × 28.5) = 19 mm
σs for MG = 1000 – (930 – 2 × 25.5) = 19 mm
The standard play on BG and MG on Indian Railways is 19 mm. The actual play can be different
from the standard play owing to tolerances and wear.
For similar reasons, i.e. to avoid undue strain on vehicle components during movement, there
have to be some longitudinal and lateral clearances at the axle-box level and also a play between the
bearing and journal
Due to availability of such play and clearances the wheel-set is able to trail angular to the rails.
Thus the wheel-set rarely runs exactly parallel to the rails but moves with varying degrees of
angularity. Besides, while negotiating a curve or turnout, the wheels in a rigid wheel-base trail
necessarily angular to the rails; Fig. 20.2:
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Fig. 20.2: Angular Wheel Trailing; see also Fig. 6.20
Normally a wheel-set has a minimum of two and a maximum of three points of contact with the
rails. Two of these points are between the wheel-tread and rail table top on each of the rails. The
third point is located between the flange and the radius of the gauge face of the rail and appears
whenever one of the flanges is in action. On the straight track flange action is intermittent and on
curves continuously.
Due to clearance between the wheel and track gauges and the axle housing and vehicle frame,
an axle may assume any intermediate position between those indicated in Fig. 20.3:
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Fig. 20.3: Angular Position of Axle

The vertical plane of the wheel thus runs obliquely to the long axis of the rail, and the point of
contact may lie ahead or behind the vertical projection of the wheel centre on the rail table
depending on whether the angularity is positive (flange moving downwards) or negative (flange
moving upwards). On curves, wheel obliquity is accentuated in proportion to the ratio of the wheelbase of the vehicle to the radius of curvature.
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To appreciate the configuration of flange contacts in various positions of angularity, let us cut a
horizontal section through the wheel flange at the level of flange contact. The sectional plan will
look as shown in Fig. 20.4:
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Fig. 20.4: Sectional Plan of Wheel Flange at the Level of Flange-to-Rail Contact
As the angularity of the axle changes, the flange contact can be ascertained by accordingly
aligning the above sectional plan.
There are 3 basic configurations of the axle in general:
1. Zero angularity.
2. Positive angularity.
3. Negative angularity.
For ascertaining whether the particular angularity of an axle is positive or negative, it is
necessary to know the direction of motion and whether the flange contact is with left rail or right
rail (as seen in the direction of movement).
1. Zero Angularity: In this the wheel-set is parallel to the rails and thus the angularity with
the rails is zero. This configuration, along with the sectional plan of wheel flange at the
level of flange contact, is shown in Fig. 20.5:
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Fig. 20.5: Zero Angularity (Plan)
The position of tread contact and flange contact are shown. It will be seen that the
longitudinal eccentricity between the two is zero.
2. Positive Angularity: In this the wheel-set is angular to the rail such that the wheel makes
flange contact near its leading edge, as shown in Fig. 20.6
The flange contact leads the tread contact. It is called a “Case of leading Contact”, the
longitudinal distance between the tread and flange contacts being called “Positive
Eccentricity”. Such angularity is called positive angularity, the angle between the wheel
alignment and the rail in this case is called “Positive Angle of Attack” (say α+):
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Fig. 20.6: Positive Angularity (Plan)
3. Negative Angularity: The wheel-set makes flange contact near its trailing edge as shown in
Fig. 20.7.
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The flange contact trails the tread contact. It is a case of trailing contact, and the
longitudinal distance between the two contacts is called “Negative Eccentricity”.
This configuration is called “Negative Angularity”, and the angle between the wheel
alignment and the rail in this case is called “Negative Angle of Attack” (say α-):
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Fig. 20.7: Negative Angularity (Plan)
20.3.2 Safety Depth
Increasing angularity of a wheel shifts the side contact of the flange with rail gauge face down
over the root radius of the flange and also over the conical part Fig. 20.8a. The safety depth is the
amount of Zc a wheel can lift off the rail table before inviting a certain derailment. It is the vertical
distance between the position of the point of actual contact between flange and rail gauge face of an
oblique wheel corresponding to the position of two a point contact (contact both at rail table top and
gauge face), and the position of the point on the bottom of the conical part of flange is lying
vertically below. As seen in Fig. 20.8b, the safety depth reduces with the increasing angle of attack
(Zc3 < Zc2 < Zc1 < Zc0 ):

Fig. 20.8a: Shift in Flange Contact with
Fig. 20.8b: Safety Depth Zc reduced
Angularity
with Increase in Angularity
by IRICEN
20.3.3 Frictional Force
Frictional force is generated when two surfaces pressed against each other (i.e., there is a normal
reaction between them), slide or have a tendency to slide. The direction of this force is opposite the
relative movement and its magnitude is given by f = µ × N, where N is the normal reaction and µ is
the co-efficient of friction.
Let us find out the direction of the frictional force, when the wheel flange comes in contact with
the rail gauge face. First consider the case of positive angularity. A side elevation of the wheel is
shown in Fig. 20.9:
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Fig. 20.9: Positive Angularity (Elevation)
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Point A+ is the tread contact and B+ is the flange contact. As frictional force acts opposite to the
direction of motion at the surface of contact, the direction of motion of the wheel at the flange
contact has to be established first.
The wheel is undergoing translation movements, which is predominantly in the longitudinal
direction, as well as rotational movement. The resultant velocity at any point on the wheel would be
a resultant of the velocities due to these two motions. This can be determined by vector addition of
the two velocities.
Under normal run there is practically no slip at the contact between rail table top and wheel
tread. Therefore,
v=ω×r
where v is the longitudinal speed of wheel (centre), ω is the rotational speed and r is the wheel
radius at the tread – rail-top contact. With v and ω related as above, the resultant linear velocity,
both in magnitude and direction, can be determined at any other point on the wheel.
As there is no sliding movement at the wheel tread – rail-top contact point, this point is
stationary, though momentarily. Hence another approach could be to analyse the motion of wheel
considering this point as the instantaneous centre of rotation.
Now the direction of motion of the wheel at point B+ will be along a line tangential to the circle
drawn through B+ with A+ as the centre. The tangent is directed downward as shown by the dotted
arrow in Fig. 20.9. Consequently the frictional force at B+ acts upwards (as shown by the full line
arrows) opposite to the direction of motion.
Putting it simply, in configuration of positive angularity the wheel flange rubs against the rail
head edge in a downward arcing motion (also referred to as the downward biting action of the
wheel flange) resulting in frictional force acting upward.
Even though the wheel as a whole may be moving upward in the process of derailment, the
frictional force also acts upwards.
Paradoxical though this may seem, it would be clear, if one imagines as to how a car wheel goes
over a small obstruction, say a speed breaker across the path.
The wheel rotation (or tendency thereof) causes a downward biting action into the breaker
resulting in frictional force acting upwards, which assists to take the wheel over the obstruction. If
this friction were reduced by, say, excessive oil spill over the obstruction, one would agree, it would
be more difficult for the wheel to go over it.
Another example is a person walking forward. The frictional force between the foot and the
ground acts forward as the direction of motion of the foot at its contact with the ground tends to be
backward. In fact it is this frictional force, which enables a person to walk.
Proceeding in a similar manner, it will be clear that in the case of negative angularity, or trailing
contact, the frictional force will be directed downwards as shown in Fig. 20.10:
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Fig. 20.10: Negative Angularity (Elevation)

Fig. 20.11: Zero Angularity (Elevation)

In the case of zero angularity the frictional force acts horizontally as shown in Fig. 20.10. This
frictional force apparently has no component in the vertical direction.
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It is seen from the foregoing that the frictional force acts upwards and hence functions as one
of the derailing forces only in case of the positive angularity configuration. In other words,
derailments proneness is higher when the wheel makes a flange contact with positive angle of
attack. Therefore a positive angularity is the most critical of the three conditions of wheel
angularity. Therefore the study of forces in this condition only is relevant. On a straight track a
positive angularity configuration may occur only during certain periods of the motion, whereas on
sharp curves it may occur more or less throughout the period of curve negotiation. On a straight
track all the wheel-set positions as shown in Fig. 20.12 fall under the category of positive
angularity.
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Fig. 20.12: Wheel-Set Configurations with positive Angularity
20.3.4 Mechanism of Wheel Climbing Derailment
The classical case of derailment is by wheel flange gradually mounting the rail and derailing.
Let us first analyse the process qualitatively. The process is illustrated in Fig. 20.13.
In this figure stage (I) shows the normal (ideal) position, where a wheel runs on its tread with
some clearance between the rail gauge face and wheel flange. Under the influence of features such
as a sharp curve, track irregularity, bogie defects, uneven loading etc. or a large lateral force (Y)
may be generated, which may bring wheel flange in contact with the rail gauge face. This condition
is shown as stage (II) in the Fig.20.13.
In case the dispensation of forces is adverse, such as a very large lateral force or a very small
vertical load, the wheel may start exhibited as stage (III).
With loss of contact at rail-table top only a contact left is that between wheel flange and rail
gauge face. In this condition derailment is incipient. The location, where this condition gets
initiated, is called “Point of Mount” (POM). A very large stress gets generated at the point of
contact, resulting in formation of a scratch marks along its path of travel.
If the adverse disposition of forces continues for a sufficiently long duration, the wheel flange
may reach the top of the rail as shown as stage (IV). In this position a derailment is almost certain,
as there is very little resistance to further lateral movement of the wheel. The location, where wheel
finally drops off the rail, is called “Point of Drop” (POD), shown as stage (V) in the Fig. 2.13:
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Fig. 20.13: Derailment by gradual Mounting of Wheel
20.3.5 NADAL’S Formula
Let us now do the quantitative analysis of the process of derailment by gradual wheel climbing.
Stability of a single wheel is analysed. An assumption is made that track is rigid implying that it
does not move. The disposition of forces on the single wheel corresponding to the configuration of
positive wheel angularity and under the condition of incipient derailment is shown in Fig. 20.14:
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Fig. 20.14: Forces at Rail-Wheel Contact with positive Angularity
The train load generates the force Q acting on the wheel, and the lateral force is Y. There are
two other reactive forces viz. normal reaction R from the rail, acting along the normal to flange
slope and a frictional force between wheel flange and rail acting along the flange slope.
Considering that no movement is possible in the direction normal to the flange slope,
R
= normal reaction from rail
= (Q cos + Y sin )
Frictional force acting upward = µR
(µ being the coefficient of friction between wheel flange and rail gauge face)
= Flange angle.
It may be noted that the frictional force µR to be considered is only the component in the vertical
plane across the track. The 3 dimensional frictional forces are shown in Fig. 20.9.
Condition for safety against derailment: Derailing forces < Stabilizing forces.
Resolving the forces along the flange slope (i.e. at angle
with the horizontal) the above
condition implies that Y cos + µ (Q cos + Y sin ) < Q sin :
i.e. for safety against derailment:
This is the well-known Nadal’s formula, which he enunciated in the year 1908. Y/Q is called
“Derailment Coefficient”. Though many later authors have attempted to refine Nadal´s formula,
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due to its simplicity it is the most widely used formula in investigation of derailments. The Formula
provides a very conservative value for Y/Q ratio, and hence it is appropriate to show the
significance of safety.
Nadal´s formula also provides an important criterion for assessment of stability of rolling stocks.
The difference however between the two applications of the formula, viz.
• in investigation of derailments and
• as one of the criteria for assessment of stability of rolling stocks
should be clearly understood.
20.3.6 (Y/Q) Ratio and Shift in Point of Contact
The moment a wheel attempts to part company with the rail, the contact between it and the head
is first broken, and the remaining point begins to travel along the profile of the flange provided the
lateral force to vertical force ratio is high enough to maintain the progressive lift.
The motion proceeds in the following three phases and the lateral force Y required (for a
particular value of Q) is depicted diagrammatically in Fig. 20.15:
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Fig. 20.15: Variation of Y

1st Phase: The point of contact travels down the root radius of the profile to the conical point at
B, and the initial lateral force is small but rises quite steeply.
2nd Phase: The point of contact moves down the conical part of the profile from B to C, and
the lateral force reaches its maximum value and remains more or less constant.
3rd Phase: The point of contact rounds the radius of the crown of the flange from C onwards,
and the lateral force drops to zero and derailment is certain.
The zone of maximum flange force is thus the conical part of the flange (B to C) and the safe
limit of shift of the point of contact is at C.
20.4 APPLICATION OF NADAL’S FORMULA IN DERAILMENT INVESTIGATIONS
It will be seen from Nadal´s formula that for safety to be Y ensured, either the left term i.e. Q
should be smaller or the right term should be larger. This will happen when in a comparative
manner
• Y is low,
• Q is high,
• μ is low.
With regard to the flange angle the issue is more complex. How the right term viz. the
expression:
varies with change in μ and will be clear from Fig. 20.16.
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The formula thus indicates that for safety should be large. Its maximum value could be 900.
But in such a case, even with a minute angularity of the axle, the flange contact would shift to near
the tip of the flange, the safety depth of flange would be almost zero. and derailment proneness
would increase. Fig. 20.17 illustrates the point.

Fig. 20.16: Derailment Proneness
For this very reason a flange slope is provided such that within the possible range of angularity
of axle the flange contact remains away from the flange tip. In fact, the greater the angularity
occurring in vehicle movement the less should be the flange angle. But there is a limit to it, as this
criterion runs counter to what is indicated by Nadal´s formula. On the Indian Railways a flange
slope of β.5 in 1 (tan = β.5 or = 680-12’) is adopted for a new wheel profile of carriages and
wagons. For wheels of diesel and electric locomotives as well as for some of the wheels of steam
locomotives the flange angle of 600 had been provided. The flange angle now provided is however
700 on all BG Diesel and electric locomotives operating Mail/Express trains with a maximum speed
of 110 kmph, based on oscillation trials and service trials. But for speeds higher than 110 kmph the
earlier flange angle of 600 is retained as oscillation trials and service trials with a flange angle of 700
for speeds higher than 110 kmph are yet to be conducted:
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Fig. 20.17: Increase in Eccentricity with Increase in β
With wear only increases and never reduces. But wear causes at the same time the flange to
become sharper, which increases the value of μ (coefficient of friction) through change in the
geometry of the surfaces in contact and by greater biting action, and thus it reduces safety. Besides
as discussed, larger causes the eccentricity to increase and the safety depth to reduce with even
minute values of angularity. Thus, whatever advantage is indicated with increase in value of in
Nadal´s formula, safety is more or less off-set by the adverse effects of such increase. The factor
is therefore left out of further discussions.
A larger positive eccentricity implies that flange contact is nearer to the flange tip. It increases
derailment proneness on two accounts: First the direction of frictional force is such that its vertical
component (upward) is larger, and second, the flange safety depth is smaller.
On this account, effective μ (i.e. μ corresponding to component of frictional force in the vertical
plane ) increases with increasing angle of attack up to a certain limit according to Prof. Heumann
for an angle of attack:
α = 0, effective μ = 0
and for α > 0.0β radians, effective μ = 0.β7.
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For α between 0 and 0.0β radians there is a gradual increase in the value of effective μ from 0 to
0.27.
Since derailment proneness becomes appreciable only with a positive angle of attack, a
condition in which axle moves with a persistently positive angularity is more prone to derailment
than that in which positive angularity of the axle is only intermittent.
It is of importance to note that during derailment investigation there are no means what-so-ever
of knowing the values of Y,Q, μ, eccentricity and the angle of attack at the instant of derailment. No
attempt should therefore be made to apply Nadal´s formula in terms of quantitative values of Y, Q,
μ, , ratio Y/Q, eccentricity or angle of attack. The contribution of track and vehicle defects and
operating features towards derailment should be assessed only qualitatively by studying the
magnitude of the defects and analysing the relative extents to which nature of such defects
contribute towards derailment proneness.
Thus while investigating into a derailment, all track and vehicle defects and features and
operational aspects, which can be shown to cause one or more of the following to occur, viz. :
• Y to increase,
• Q to decrease,
• μ to increase,
• positive angle of attack to increase,
• positive eccentricity to increase,
• persistent angular running of the axle,
should be listed as possible contributory causes. The list of such contributory defects and features
thus arrived at should then be arranged in a descending order of their assessed contribution. This
finally will enable to arrive at the most probable cause or causes of the derailment.
How various rolling stock and track defects and operating features contribute towards derailment
proneness through one or more of the above six effects, is discussed later in this Chapter.
Some general defects and features are discussed below.
20.4.1 Defects and Features, which affect Derailments
Following matters contribute towards increasing µ and hence the derailment proneness:
1. Rusted Rail: This feature becomes particularly critical if occurring on curves or turnouts.
For instance, if new rails received for rail renewal on a curve have been lying on the cess for
quite some time, they would get somewhat rusted. When put in the track, such rails would
cause high value of μ to occur at the wheel flange-rail contact.
Another example is an emergency crossover. Because of infrequent use, such a crossover
gets rusted, increasing the derailment proneness at the time of vehicle movement.
It is therefore a good practice to lubricate the gauge face of the rail in curves and turnouts
as a regular maintenance practice. Care should be taken not to lubricate the rail table as this
would cause adhesion to drop and the wheels to slip or skid.
2. Newly re-profiled Wheels: When a worn wheel is re-profiled, the wheel and flange carry
the tool marks, which get polished off only after some period of running. But during the
initial stages such tool marks cause a high coefficient of friction to occur, thereby increasing
the derailment proneness. Coupled with persistent angularity on curves it can reduce safety
considerably. There have been practical instances of derailments, the cause for which could
be traced to this aspect.
3. Sanding of Rails: On steep gradients sanding is at times applied to develop the requisite
adhesion. Normally steep gradients exist in situations involving tight curves, for example on
ghat/incline sections. As such the increased coefficient of friction due to possibility of sand
particles coming between the flange and the rail, coupled with the positive angularity on
curves, increases the derailment proneness appreciably.
4. Sharp Flange: When the radius of flange tip is reduced to less than 5 mm, the condition is
called a “Sharp Flange” as illustrated in Fig. 20.18a.
In the condition of positive angularity, it is the sharp tip, which rubs against the rail head
edge. The sharpness of the tip increases the biting action against the rail, and thus it
increases the effective µ, thereby increasing the derailment proneness.
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Fig. 20.18a: Sharp Flange
5. Increased positive Angle of Attack: As discussed earlier, up to a certain limit effective μ
increases with positive angularity. Conditions under which positive angularity increases are :
1. Increased play between wheel-set and track, which may be owing to one or more of
the following:
(a) Excessive slack gauge
(b) Thin flange (i.e. a flange worn such that the thickness is reduced to less than
16 mm).
(c) Excessive clearances between axle-box and bogie-frame.
2. Sharp curves and turnouts.
3. On a given curve the outer axles of a multi-axle rigid wheel-base experience greater
angularity as compared to intermediate axle.
Item (a) and (b) above determine the maximum possible angularity of a wheel-set with respect to
track, whereas item (c) decides its maximum angular position compared to the rigid wheel-base.
20.4.2 Defects and Features, which increase positive Eccentricity
As brought out earlier, the positive eccentricity increases primarily through the wheel flange
slope becoming steeper. In this situation the flange contact, even with the same angle of attack,
moves nearer to the flange tip as compared to the condition in which the flange slope is shallower.
This condition is caused by wheel profile defect of ‘Worn Root’; Fig. 20.18b, see also Fig. 20.37:

Fig. 20.18 b: Worn Wheel-Treat Profile trailing on two Points/Bands
20.4.3 Defects and Features, which cause persistence angular Trailing of Axle; see also
Paragraph 20.12
1. Difference in Wheel Diameters on the same Axle: A difference of 0.5 mm only is permitted
between the wheel diameters on the same axle for a new turned wheel (wheel diameter is
measured at a location 63.5 mm from the back of the wheel in the case of BG and at 57 mm in
the case of MG; Fig. 20.19:
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Fig. 20.19: Measurement of Wheel Diameters on the same Axle
If the difference in wheel diameters is more, it will cause the axle to run eccentric, and for a
larger difference, persistently angular to track, as the larger diameter will always try to travel a
longer distance than the smaller one in a given number of revolutions.
2. Incorrect Centralization and Adjustment of Brake Rigging and Brake Blocks: The
above defects in the brake system result in unequal brake pressure on the two wheels of same
axle. Thus the motion of one wheel is impeded compared to the other, and as a result the axle
turns and continues with a persistently angular motion.
This will occur obviously only during the braking operation unless the brakes have jammed,
when this condition would occur throughout the vehicle run.
3. Hot Axle: Hot axle is a condition in which owing to defects of bearing, friction between
bearing and journal increases considerably producing appreciable heat causing the axle to
become hot and even to soften and fail structurally.
These conditions result in one end of the axle being restrained more than other in its rotation
and as a result thereof the axle runs in a persistently angular motion.
4. Longitudinal Twist of Bogie Frame: A bogie frame twisted in plan would result in loss of
parallelism between wheel and rail. This would cause persistent angular trailing.
5. Other Rolling Stock Defects: Rolling stock defects, which result in eccentric application
of longitudinal forces on vehicle body bogie, would generate a turning moment (in plan). This
would cause persistent angular run.
These defects are of buffer, anchor link and traction rod etc., which are discussed in
subsequent Chapters.
6. Tight Curves: Tight curves result in higher angularity by virtue of its geometry. The
magnitude of angularity is larger for sharper curves and higher rigid wheel-base. System of
bogie rotation is provided to reduce this angularity. Defects therein would result in persistent
angular trailing.
20.5 STABILITY ANALYSIS BY RAIL-WHEEL INTERACTION FORCES
It is possible to analyse the critical condition of derailment by considering the forces at rail-wheel
level. Formulae evolved by the researchers Nadal and Chartet come under this category.
For assessing the stability of a particular rolling stock, in relation to above criterion, we can
instrument the vehicle to measure and record continuously the values of flange force Y and wheel
load Q during the test run.
Strictly speaking, Y and Q have to be measured at the rail wheel contact. This is possible only
with a measuring wheel i.e. a specially designed wheel suitably strain-gauged and fitted to the
vehicle being tested. A measuring wheel has since been developed by Indian Railways.
Presently lateral force Hy at axle-box level and force Q at bearing spring level are measured
instead of Y and Q at the rail wheel contact. Hy is measured by placing a load cell between the axle
end and the axle-box adapter. Q is measured by measuring the spring deflections (by means of
LVDTs viz. linear variable differential transducers), which, when multiplied by the spring constant
(spring constant is load per unit deflection of the spring), gives the force Q. Since in this case Y (or
Hy) and Q can be measured, Nadal`s formula can be applied quantitatively.
Coming back to the Nadal`s formula for safety against derailment,
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for majority of wheels on Indian Railways the flange slope is approximately 68 Degree.
The value of co-efficient of friction, µ, depends on the geometry of the surfaces in contact,
condition and roughness of the surfaces etc.
Following are typical values of μ:
Dry rail:
0.33
Wet rail:
0.25
Lubricated rail :
0.13
Rusted rail:
0.6, or even higher
For an analytical treatment of such problems involving steel to steel contact, 0.25 or 0.27 is
adopted universally as the value of μ. On Indian Railways μ in general is taken as 0.25.
Thus for = 680 and μ = 0.β5 the term of Nadal´s equation works out to be 1.4. In other words,
for safety against derailment the ratio Y/Q should not exceed 1.4. This is the threshold value. To
allow for certain margin or factor of safety, a limiting value of 1.0 for the ratio Y/Q has been laid
down on the Indian Railways as one of the criteria for assessment of rolling stock stability, i.e.

This criterion has to be qualified however by a time factor. As stated in the beginning, there are
two broad categories of derailments:
• Sudden derailment by wheel-sets jumping off the rails and
• gradual derailment by flange climbing.
Nadal’s formula deals with the second category viz. derailment by gradual flange climbing.
Although Nadal didn’t specify the time required for gradual climbing of rail to be complete, the
term Y/Q has to remain above the critical value for a certain minimum duration of time for a flange
climbing derailment to occur. A higher Y/Q ratio would be needed to cause a derailment if the
duration for which it acts is less than the mentioned minimum. Research on the world railways has
shown 0.05 sec as the time duration, which approximately delineates the boundary between the two
categories.
The final form of the criterion adopted on the Indian Railways is :
‘The derailment coefficient Y/Q or Hy/Q should not exceed 1.0, the said coefficient being
measured over a duration of 0.05 second.

Fig. 20.20: Limiting Values of Y/Q Ratio versus Time Duration
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20.5.1 CHARTET’S FORMULA
While analysing stability, Nadal did not consider the influence of the other wheel of the wheelset on the subject wheel. This influence was considered by Chartet resulting into refinement in
Nadal’s formula.
To analyse the equilibrium of forces at the moment of incipient derailment, Charted considered
the force pattern at the non-derailing wheel of the same axle in addition to that at the derailing
wheel. When the derailing wheel moves laterally, the non-derailing wheel too will move so, both
being integrally connected. This would cause the wheel tread of the non-derailing wheel to slide
over the rail head, thus generating frictional force, which would act in a direction opposite to the
direction of movement of the wheel.
The direction of this frictional force would appear to be a paradox. To establish this we have to
ascertain the direction of sliding movement; Fig. 20.21. Since critical condition is created only with
positive angle of attack, only this configuration has been considered.
With positive angularity the left hand wheel (wheel 1) would have travelled in the direction
along A1B1 due to rolling. As however explained in earlier Paragraphs, sliding takes place at the
wheel flange – rail gauge face contact, and as a result, resultant lateral movement of the wheel may
be zero (wheel not mounting) or very small (wheel mounting). As the right wheel (wheel 2) is
integrally connected, it also undergoes the same amount of resultant lateral movement. As wheel 2
travels along A2B2 due to rolling of the wheel tread on the rail-top it is concluded that rolling is
accompanied by lateral sliding (along B2C2) on the rail table. This lateral sliding is also called as
“Lateral Creep.”
As a result of the sliding movement the tread frictional force at the non-derailing wheel acts in a
direction opposite to this movement as shown in Fig. 20.21.
This force acts in the same direction as the lateral force Y does on the derailing wheel increasing
the derailing forces in the process. The stabilizing force viz. Q has to be correspondingly increased,
if safety is to be ensured.
It implies that apart from ensuring that the derailment coefficient Y/Q does not exceed the
limiting value, Q itself should not drop below a certain minimum value.

by IRICEN

Fig. 20.21: Direction of Sliding Friction at Tread of non-derailing Wheel.
Note: Due to vertical oscillations and track and wheel defects, such as track twist and spring
defect, wheel load keeps changing. Different wheel loads are defined as below.
• Nominal Wheel Load: It is half the axle load as obtained when defect-free vehicle with
non-eccentric loading stands on level track with perfect geometry.
• Instantaneous Wheel Load: It is the actual wheel load at any given instant of time during
the motion of a wheel-set. It constantly varies with time.
• On-loading of Wheel: When the instantaneous wheel load is greater than the nominal
wheel load.
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Off-loading of Wheel: When the instantaneous wheel load is less than the nominal load,
Chartet has given the following expression to ensure safety:
, where
Y = flange force at the derailing wheel, Q = instantaneous force generated by the wheel load
at the derailing wheel, Q0 = nominal wheel load.
;
µ`= coefficient of treat friction at the rail-on-wheel contact of the non-derailing wheel.
Note: Due of different geometry of surfaces in contact µ` is different from flange friction
.
= tangent of the angle of coining of the wheel treat (for a new wheel profile with 1 in 20
coning = 1/20 = 0.5).
For general values of µ and µ` (for µ = 0.2): K1 = 2 and K2 = 0.7.
For safety: (Y/Q) = 2 – 0.7 Q0 /Q or 2Q > Y + 0.7 Q0.
A careful examination of the above expression would indicate that even when Y becomes
very small (Y = 0), a condition, which would prevail at low speed), the condition for safety
would be: 2Q > 0.7 Q0 or Q > 0.35 Q0.
I.e. the instantaneous wheel-load should not drop below a value equal to 35 % of the
normal wheel-load or the wheel off-loading should not be more than 65%.
The foregoing analysis in quantitative terms has application as one of the criteria for
assessment of stability of the rolling stock. Allowing a margin of safety, the instrument
value of Q should in general be not less than 60% of the force generated by the nominal
wheel-load, i.e:
Q = 0.60 Q0 (against minimum value of 0.35 Q0) or wheel off-loading < 40% (against the
maximum value of 65%).

20.5.2 Further Developments
As discussed above, the angle of attack (α) contributes to lateral creepage through a component
of the wheel-set’s rotational velocity. If the wheel-set has a lateral velocity, in addition to the
component of lateral velocity due to its rotation, the net lateral velocity of the wheel-set at the
contact zone would be resultant of the two. Thus, if the wheel-set is moving towards flange contact
with a positive angle of attack, the lateral velocity tends to reduce the ‘Effective Angle of Attack’.
Further, the force associated with lateral creepage are proportional to the Effective Angle of Attack.
A wheel-set may have a large lateral velocity under the influence of the derailing lateral forces.
At small angle of attack, say up to 5 mrad, the Effective Angle of Attack would be negative. This
would result in generation of a lateral creep force opposing the derailment on the non-flanging
wheel.
Criteria as per Nadal’s equation is therefore conservative at small Angles of Attack.
20.6 TRACK - TRAIN DYNAMICS AND ITS RELATION TO WHEEL-RAIL
INTERACTION
Track-Train Dynamics are normally a consist of a train and not of an individual rolling stock.
Features of this consist of a train, such as their coupling arrangement, system of traction and
braking etc. and the operating features, would have a very prominent effect on wheel-rail
interaction. Therefore, these features of rolling stock and their interaction with features of the track
(geometry and alignment) must be studied for a comprehensive analysis of the theory of derailment.
We may go now into certain specific theoretical aspects of interaction between vehicle and track.
These are:
• Vehicle oscillations.
• Self-excited oscillations effect of wheel conicity; critical speed.
• Effect of cyclic track irregularities and resonance.
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Effect of track or vehicle twist on wheel offloading and related factors.
Lateral stability of track.

20.7 VEHICLE OSCILLATIONS
A vehicle while travelling on a track does not move smoothly but, due to various reasons,
executes a variety of oscillations. These are called “Parasitic Oscillations”, as like parasites they
feed themselves on the forward motion of the vehicle on track i.e. their energy is derived from the
energy of forward motion of the vehicle. The moment the vehicle stops, the oscillations also cease.
These oscillations affect Y and Q values.
For convenience of reference and analysis it is customary to classify these oscillations
according to the 3-axis coordinate system. In reference to any axis an oscillation can be linear or
rotational.
Considering the 3 axes, viz.
X axis: Along the track.
Y axis: Lateral to the track
Z axis: Vertical direction,
and that there are 2 modes pertaining to each axis viz. linear and rotational, there are in all 6
modes of oscillation as noted in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 20.22 :

Fig. 20.22: The six Modes of Oscillation

20.7.1 Self excited Oscillations on Account of Wheel Conicity
Since the inception of the railways the concept of coning has been introduced to provide a
simple guidance system for the wheel-set requiring a minimum use of flanges. With coned wheels,
when a wheel-set shifts, say to the left of the track centre, the left rolling diameter becomes larger
than the right one. The left wheel thus has to travel a long distance for a certain revolution of the
axle, which can happen only, if the wheel moves in a curving motion towards the right. In this
motion the wheel-set crosses the central position due to momentum, and the right rolling diameter
becomes larger than the left one, which makes the wheel go back toward the left and so on. Hence
the wheel conicity makes the wheel-set come back whenever it tries to shift from the track centre,
thus providing a built-in guidance system; Fig. 20.23. Only when the lateral shift is excessive, the
flange will come into play and prevent the wheel-set from derailing.
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Fig. 20.23: Wheel-set Guidance by Tread Conicity through Change in Rolling Data
With cylindrical wheels on the other hand, even with minor cross-level difference, the wheel
flange would hug the lower rail and continue to do so with either the left rail or the right rail,
whichever happens to be lower. This would wear out the rail and wheel flange much sooner.
However with a wheel conicity the resulting motion of the wheel-set is a sinusoidal causing the
wheel-set to oscillate sideways; Fig. 20.24. This is a self-excited motion of the wheel-set. The
motion is called “sinusoidal”, as it is similar to wave formed by a sine curve. It has a definite
period of oscillation, say T seconds, in which the wheel-set comes to the same position with respect
to one rail or the other. The distance pertaining to that period is called “Wavelength”, say L, and the
maximum lateral displacement, that the wheel-set undergoes from its position of equilibrium, is
called “Amplitude”, say a; Fig. 20.25. If V is the speed of the vehicle, then L = VT or T = L / V.
The number of times a periodic motion repeats itself in one unit of time (usually 1s) is known as
frequency say f. It is expressed in cycles per second. As T is the time of one cycle, the number of
cycles per second, i.e. f = 1 / T or f = V / L.

Fig. 20.24: Sinusoidal Motion of Wheel-Set

Fig. 20.25: Sinusoidal Motion of Centre of Gravity of coned Wheel-Set
20.7.2 Relationship between the Conicity of Wheel, Wavelength and Frequency of Oscillation
of Vehicle
It can be established that as the conicity of wheel increases, wavelength decreases and
frequency of oscillation of vehicle increases, causing instability to the moving vehicle. An
excessively worn wheel, which will have greater conicity than 1 in 20, has thus an adverse effect on
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vehicle stability. In derailment investigations the conicity of wheels of the derailing vehicle should
therefore invariably be checked, measured and commented upon.
The conicity is measured between two definite tread contact points, i.e. one when the wheel-set is
central and the other when the wheel is making a flange contact; Fig. 20.26a:

Re-designed by F. Wingler

Fig. 20.26a: Measurement of effective Conicity
Note: On a straight track, where the wheel-set is trailing central, the contact area (A) of a unworn new conic wheel treat on a un-worn new prismatic profiled rail runs not on the centre line of
the rail head but shifted to the gauge side. The contact area resembles more to an Isosceles
Trapezoid or a Pyramidal Patch than to an Ellipse; Fig. 2.11b; see also Annexure of Chapter 2
and Paragraph 20.7.2:

Graphs by F. Wingler

Fig. 2.11b: Wheel-on-Rail Contact Area of new Wheel-Treat and Rail-Head Profile
But the geometrical shape of the contact area varies strongly with the wear of wheel and rail; see
Fig. 20.18b above.
20.7.3 Effect of rigid Wheel-Base on self-exited Oscillations
It has been found that longer the wheel-base the greater is the wavelength of oscillation, and thus
the stability of the vehicle is better. A longer wheel-base is therefore better from the point of view
of running stability on a straight track. A longer wheel-base however creates problems while
negotiating curves, particularly on transitions.
On straight in general, a shorter wheel-base wagon being susceptible to more oscillations, is
more prone to derailment as compared to a larger wheel-base wagon. This does not apply to bogie
vehicles, as bogies are not free to oscillate on account of the rotational friction caused by weight of
the vehicle body carried by the bogie.
20.7.4 Effect of Play on Lateral Acceleration and Lateral Force Y
A wheel-set can oscillate laterally only to the extent of play, which is available between wheelset and the track. In sinusoidal wave motion, the wheel-set has the maximum lateral acceleration
and thus the maximum lateral force, when approaching the place of maximum amplitude. It has
been found that lateral acceleration is directly proportional to the amplitude (a) and varies inversely
as square of wavelength of oscillation (L). The greater the play between the wheel-set and the track,
the greater is the possibility of increased lateral acceleration and hence increased lateral force Y.
The amplitude (a) being directly proportional to conicity of the wheel, greater conicity would
therefore also result in greater lateral acceleration.
An increased lateral acceleration also results in increased vertical oscillation through the effect
of coning. Thus both Y and Q are adversely affected.
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For these reasons the standard play should be as small as can possibly be kept. In the Indian
Railways the standard play on BG is 19 mm, which on account of permissible lateral wear of 12.5
mm on each wheel gets increased to 19 + 2  12.5 = 44 mm causing high lateral and vertical
acceleration. Based on the European practice, on higher-speed routes of Indian Railways, a decision
has been taken to reduce the standard play to 16 mm by adopting a 3 mm tighter gauge.
• Critical Speed: As the speed of vehicle picks up, it may encounter two types of hunting
oscillations:
1. Primary hunting and
2. secondary hunting.
Note: Violent oscillation behaviour of a vehicle normally in a combined rolling and nosing
mode is called “Hunting”.
• Primary Hunting: This type of hunting normally occurs at relatively low speed. In this the
body oscillations are high but the bogie is relatively stable. Primary hunting mainly affects
riding comfort and can be controlled by suitable damping.
● Secondary Hunting: The vehicle body is relatively stable but the bogie oscillations are
very high. This occurs at higher speed. Generally speaking, the amplitude of lateral oscillation
increases with the speed until it is equal to half of the flange way clearance. Beyond this limit
flanging occurs, and as a result the axle rebounds. Lateral movement does not remain harmonic
(sinusoidal) anymore, and it becomes zigzag: Fig. 20.27. The wavelength becomes shorter and
the frequency increases rapidly until it is in the critical range for the rolling stock. and
resonance occurs.
The vehicle speed at the boundary of the stable and unstable bogie running conditions i.e.
the speed at which an initial oscillation just maintains its amplitude, is known as the “Critical
Speed” of the vehicle:

Fig. 20.27: Effect of Flanging
The critical speed depends upon a variety of factors. The single most important factor is effective
conicity of the wheel, the critical speed being inversely proportional to the effective conicity,
whereas other parameters remain constant.
Some of the other factors are:
• Clearances at the axle-box level,
• rotational stiffness of the bogie,
• total mass and its distribution,
• stiffness values of the suspension system in various modes of oscillations, etc.
An awareness of phenomenon of critical speed is important during investigation of derailments.
The speed, which a rolling stock is cleared for, is normally kept about 10 to 15% below the test
speed. Since speed test is normally conducted to ascertain the maximum speed up to which the
particular rolling stock would be stable, the test speed is indicative, in general of critical speed of
the vehicle, which may be taken to be slightly higher than the test speed.
20.7.5. Cyclic Track Irregularities and the Phenomenon of Resonance
Consider a BG fishplate track with standard 13 m rails having a series of low joints; Fig. 20.28.
When a vehicle travels over such a track, it will be subjected to an excitation every time it passes
over a low joint, viz. at the rate of 1 excitation every 13 m. The resulting oscillation of the vehicle
would be in bouncing or pitching mode. If the speed v of the vehicle is 13 m per second (= 47
kmph), the vehicle will have excitation every one second. The frequency of oscillation of vehicle
will thus be 1 cycle per second on low joints. If the vehicle speed is doubled, the frequency of
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oscillations will be 2 cycles per second. So at different speeds a cycle track irregularity would cause
a different frequency of oscillation.

Fig. 20.28: Series of Low Joints – an Example of Cyclic Short Wavelength
Track Irregularity
A vehicle suspension comprises a system of springs, and it has its own natural frequency of
oscillation in each of the six oscillation mode (rolling, pitching, etc). Natural frequency is an
inherent property of a suspension system. When a suspension system is given an initial excitation in
a particular mode by an external force, and if that force is removed, the frequency with which the
system oscillates freely (without any further external excitation) is called its “Natural Frequency”
in that mode. If the forcing frequency in a particular mode equals the natural frequency in that
mode, the phenomenon, called “Resonance,” occurs. If there is no damping in the system, the
amplitude of oscillations at resonance tends to become infinite. This build-up of oscillation
amplitude at resonance can be controlled only by suitable damping. This brings out the crucial
importance of damping in a vehicle suspension system. There can be instances, when cyclic track
irregularities well within permissible limits can excite resonance frequencies in a vehicle leading to
unsafe conditions, when the damping system is not effective, the following irregularities in track
would roughly generate the oscillation indicated against each; Table 20.2:

Thus in derailment investigation it is important to check the condition of damping system in
reference to what is required to be provided and maintained as per the design of the system.
20.8 EFFECT OF TRACK OR VEHICLE TWIST ON WHEEL OFF-LOADING
Another parameter having crucial impact on safety aspect of vehicle-track interaction is the track
and vehicle twist.
20.8.1 Track Twist
In general, twist between any four points is defined as the normal distance by which any one of
the points lies outside the plane formed by the other three points. If all the four points are in one
plane, the twist is zero.
When referring to track, twist is defined as rate of change of cross-levels. Suppose
Cross-level at station A = + 5 mm (left rail is higher than right rail by 5 mm).
Cross-level at station B = – 7 mm (left rail is lower by 7 mm) and A and B are 3 m apart
Track Twist

=

+ 5 – (– 7 m) 12mm
----------------- = ---------3
3

= 4 mm per metre, or more appropriately = 12 mm on 3 m-base.
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20.8.2 Effect on Track Twist
If a spring-less vehicle stands on a track with twist, the station is the same as that of a wooden
table standing on an uneven ground, which keeps on rocking about a diagonal. The same is the
behaviour of a vehicle with infinitely stiff springs.
Now suppose that we introduce springs under the legs of the table; Fig. 20.29. When the ground
under one leg, say D, is lowered, the contact will not be lost, as the spring, which was compressed
under the weight of the table will have a chance to elongate. If the elongation is not total, some of
the load will still be shared by D. A loaded spring has the capacity to compress further or elongate.
Both these factors help a vehicle to negotiate track twist without excessive off-loading. The spring
over the wheel, which encounters twist, elongates and thus helps to keep some load on the wheel.
At the same time the increase in load on the other wheels causes other springs to compress, which
further helps in bringing back some more load on the off-loaded wheel. Thus springs perform a very
important function, i.e. to enable the vehicle to negotiate normal track irregularities in twist
parameter without much off-loading of wheels, thereby ensuring safety: Fig. 20.30.

Fig. 20.29: Table on Ground Level Conditions with Legs resting on Springs instead of directly
on Ground
The question as to how much the track under the wheel of a 4-wheeler can be depressed till the
wheel load reduces to zero or to an unsafe level, is answered in the following equation drawn by
Kereszty:
Zo =f T x (G/a)², where Zo = track twist, which would cause the wheel off-load completely.

Fig. 20.30: Effect of Spring Reflection and hence on Wheel-Load as Rail under a Wheel is
depressed.
T = Total weight of a 4-wheeler.
f = Specific deflection (i.e. deflection per unit load) of the springs.
G = Dynamic gauge (centre to centre of the rail head).
a = Distance between centres of the springs.
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It would be clear from the equation that higher the value of Zo the better it is. This means for a
wheel to off-load completely, a greater track twist would be needed, a condition which is safer.
We know however that derailment conditions are created, when the wheel load drops to 0.35 of
the nominal wheel load. Accordingly, the permissible track twist will be 0.65 Zo.
In general, the greater the value of Zo, greater is the capacity of the 4-wheeler to negotiate a
given track twist. This implies, that in the formula, values of T and the ratio G/a should be as high
as possible. The influence of these three factors is discussed in the succeeding Paragraphs.
● f-Specific Deflection or Stiffness of Spring: For f to be greater, the deflection per unit load
should be high, which means a softer spring is safer from the twist point of view. For practical
consideration, to ensure that buffer heights of wagons do not vary much under empty and loaded
conditions, too soft a spring cannot be used. In a vehicle, if for any reason, the springs become
stiffer, it reduces the extent of twist that such vehicles can safely negotiate. Common causes,
which render a leaf spring stiff, are: (a) Rusting of leaf spring or lack of lubrication, (b)
introduction of thicker or stiffer leaf plate.
● T-Effect of empty or loaded Condition of the Vehicle: In the equation, for Zo to be higher
T, the total weight should be high. Greater load produces greater deflection of the springs and
hence affords greater ability of the vehicle to negotiate a given track twist with a safe residual
wheel load. An empty vehicle is thus more prone to derailment than a loaded one.
G/a-Ratio of dynamic gauge to distance between the spring-bearing on a wheel-set:
Zo is higher with higher value of G/a.
G/a value for common BG and MG 4-wheelers are:

This partly explains why MG 4-wheelers are more prone to derailment as compared to BG 4wheelers.
Apart from the above three factors considered by Kereszty, the following factors have
influence on the extent of twist, that can safely be negotiated from the consideration of wheel
off-loading.
● Variation in Specific Deflection of Springs under a Vehicle: A Spring deflection of
different springs of a vehicle under the same load are rarely the same. Such a variation has
exactly the same effect on wheel off-loading as that of a track twist. The position is worse when
the two diagonal springs of a 4-wheeler have the same defect.
● Torsional Stiffness of Vehicular Under-Frame: A 4-wheeler wagon having a flexible
under-frame would deflect with the track twist. Deflection of an under-frame is similar to the
deflection of a spring. Thus softer the under-frame torsionally the better it is from safety
consideration. In general, torsional stiffness for 4-wheelers are: (a) BG-13 mm and (b) MG-5
mm.
Vehicles with torsional stiffer under-frames are: (a) Wagons with welded under-frames
(revitted under-frame is more flexible) and (b) tank wagons. These are more prone to
derailments.
● Transition Portion of a Curve: Transition curves have in-built twist in them. A 1 in 720
cant gradient will have an in-built twist of 1.4 mm per metre. If permitted, twist on track in 4
mm/m, 1.4 mm/m is taken away by the transition, and the balance margin of 2.6 mm/m would
be available for track maintenance. The track would therefore need more frequent maintenance
to ensure that permissible value of twist, i.e. 4 mm/m is not exceeded on the transition. For the
same reason the flatter the cant gradient on a transition the greater is the safety margin.
On transition curves the problem is more severe with the wagons with longer wheel-base. On
1 in 720 cant gradient a wagon with 4 m rigid wheel will get a twist or track depression of 4 
1.4 mm = 5.6 mm. The longer the wheel-base the lesser is the margin available for track
maintenance. Generally longer wheel-base vehicles are more flexible. Hence some of their
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adverse effects are off-set. But if a longer wheel-base wagon is also torsionally stiff, it will be
more derailment prone on transition curves. Such is the case with tank wagons.
Taking into consideration the influence of various factors, the net track twist Zperm that can
be permitted from safety consideration in reference to wheel off-loading, would be:
Zperm =
0.65 Zo – Zs + Zb (if one spring is defective)
=
0.65 Zo – 2 Zs + Zu – Zb (if two diagonally opposite springs are defective),
where Zo
= Track twist that would cause a wheel to off-load completely.
Zs
= Spring effect expressed in terms of equivalent track twist.
Zu
= Torsional flexibility of vehicle expressed as additional track twist.
Zb
= Twist owing to cant gradient on a transition curve.
Note: If the depth (call if Zf) of the straight portion of the wheel flange viz. 9 mm for BG wheel and
8 mm for MG wheel is also considered, the May Zperm be increased by the said value; Fig. 20.31:

Fig. 20.31: Safety Depth of Flange
Table 20.3 gives values of Zperm for commonly used BG and MG 4-wheeler empty wagons.
From the table it will be seen that the safety margin available for MG empty 4-wheeler is
considerably lower than that for BG wagons.
Table 20.3: Net Values of Zperm
________________________________________________________________________________
Zperm [mm] for empty Wagons
__________________________________________________________________________
Cant
No.
Meter Gauge
Broad Gauge
__________________________________________________________________________
CA
C
KC
C (SWB)
C
KC
1
1 in 720*
12.4 13.8
13.3
13.6
37.0
38.2
2
” **
7.8
9.2
8.7
8.5
31.8
33.0
3
1 in 360*
7.3
9.6
8.2
9.5
30.6
33.3
4
” **
2.7
5.0
3.6
4.6
25.4
28.1
5
1 in 240*
2.2
5.4
3.1
5.6
24.2
28.4
6
” **
(1) 2.4
0.8 (–) 1.5
0.7
19.0
23.2
* 13 mm defect in one spring.
** 13 mm defect in each of the two diagonally opposite springs.
20.9 LATERAL STABILITY OF TRACK
So far we have discussed derailments involving the phenomenon of flange climbing, assuming
the track to be stable. There can be a situation, when under the action of high flange force the track
gives way first, before the flange has a chance to climb. This is called “Track Distortion, which can
become a cause of derailment.
It will be obvious that a track could distort if any of both the following occur (a) the lateral
strength of track reduces or (b) the lateral forces exerted by the vehicle are excessive. In either case
the track distortion occurs, when the lateral forces exceed the lateral strength of the track.
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There are two internationally accepted formulae to determine the lateral strength of a track to
limit the lateral forces within that.
(a) Blondel`s formula.
(b) Prudhomme`s formula.
Indian Railways follow the Blondel`s formula is. The Prudhomme`s formula indicates a much
lower lateral strength of track and has been adopted by many of the world railways for limiting the
lateral forces exerted by the vehicles on track. It may be mentioned that the strength of a track is the
one, which an average track will have after thorough packing including attention by MSP.
In this backdrop one should identify the following at the time of derailment: (a) The defects on
the rolling stock, that could have caused the forces Y to increase and (b) the defects in track, that
could have caused a reduction in its lateral strength.
20.10 SITE INVESTIGATIONS AFTER DERAILMENTS
It is necessary to proceed to the site of derailment quickly, not only for reason of protection of
track, to organize rescue ns restoration, but also for collection of all possible evidence before it is
tampered with or destroyed.
It is most important to locate and examine the wheel mounting marks at the initial point of
derailment in order to identify the category of derailment, i.e. whether the derailment is a sudden
one by wheel jumping off the rail or it is by flange climbing. This enables the scope of investigation
to the narrowed down.
20.10.1 Sudden Derailments
This is characterized by a sudden mark across the rail table or no mark at all. It indicates that
the derailing forces were high enough to suddenly force the wheel of the rail. Once should therefore
look for features, that would cause a sudden development of high flange forces. Probable causes,
acting singly or in combination, may be the following:
1. Sudden shifting of load.
2. Improperly loaded vehicle.
3. Excess over maximum permissible speed on curve or a turnout.
4. Resonant rolling, nosing or hunting.
5. Sudden variation in drew bar pull included by breaking or acceleration.
6. Broken wheel.
7. Failure of vehicle o track component.
8. Obstruction on track.
(above list is illustrative, not exhaustive)
20.10.2 Gradual Derailment by Flange Climbing
A long mark, which may be as long as 10 m or more on the rail, indicates a gradual derailment
by classic flange climbing. In this case it may be relatively more difficult to establish the cause. Yet
it is this category in which Nadal`s formula finds its application in affording all means of going
about the task of investigation.
The standard method of site investigation should cover the following:
1. Identification and critical examination of wheel marks on the rail head, fastenings, sleepers,
and ballast, the wheel trail marks and the corresponding marks on the wheel-set of the
derailed and other vehicles, to identify the wheel-set, which derailed first and to establish the
initial point of derailment.
2. Detailed examination of wheel marks on the rail head, fastening, sleepers, and ballast and at
the initial point of derailment, to establish the category of derailment.
3. Investigation and recording of track parameters and track geometry.
4. Dynamic behaviour of such rolling stock on the above track geometry.
5. Investigation and recording of operation features and analysis of the dynamic behaviour of
rolling stock in reference to the same.
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20.10.3 Accident Sketch
This should be prepared with great care to show all the relevant details of the accident site. The
sketch should be such that a person, who has not visited the site of accident at all, should be able to
get a complete picture of the accident from the sketch itself; Fig. 20.32:

RDSO/IRICEN

Fig. 20.32: Sketches of an Accident Site
20.11 ROLLING STOCK SUSPENSION SYSTEMS
There are three distinct portions of the rolling stock as described here:
● Wheel-Set: Two wheels and an axle form a wheel-set.
● Suspension System: The principle of suspension system embraces two basic features, i.e.
springs and dampers.
● Springs: Springs provide a vehicle the ability to negotiate track twist without much offloading of wheel. The main bearing spring may be provided in a vehicle suspension in either
single or double stage.
● Single Stage primary Suspension: There is only one stage of springs between the wheelset and the vehicle body. The most common example is the ordinary 4-wheeler wagon.
Normally all freight stocks have only a primary single stage suspension.
● Double Stage or primary and secondary Suspension: The springs are provided in two
stages between the wheel-set and the vehicle body, viz. primary and secondary stage.
Primary stage comprises the set of springs, which bears on the axle-box directly or indirectly.
Such springs are called “Primary Springs” and the suspension “Primary Suspension”.
● Secondary Suspension: It consists of a set of springs, which through a bolster (a beam) bear
directly the weight of the vehicle body and transmit it to a bogie frame, which further rests on
the primary springs. Such springs are called “Secondary Springs” and the suspension
“Secondary Suspension”. Coaching stocks have throughout a two stage suspension as well
most Diesel and all electric locomotives.
● Damping System: Damping has an important safety function. Without adequate damping in
a suspension system the amplitude of oscillation would tend to become very large during
resonance. This can lead to dangerous off-loading in the case of vertical oscillation. Such a
situation can arise any time during the vehicle travel being dependent on the vehicle speed, the
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wavelength of track irregularity and the natural frequency of oscillation of the vehicle. When
lateral shock absorbers are provided to control the oscillations in the lateral mode, a defect in
such a damper would cause a build-up of ‘Y’ forces during resonance in lateral oscillation.
In general the suspension system has to perform the following functions:
1. Transmits the vertical load from the vehicle body to the wheels.
2. Hold the wheel-sets (forming a rigid wheel-base) laterally and longitudinally parallel to
one another, at the same time permitting unhindered relative vertical movement between
the suspension system and the wheel-sets to enable the springs and dampers to function
freely.
3. Permits the bogie or truck to undergo unhindered but damped rotation or rotation and
lateral sliding for negotiation around curves and turnouts.
● Vehicle Body: A vehicle under-frame should not have excessive twist. The rectangular
under-frame should not be distorted into a parallelogram.
20.12 ROLLING STOCK DEFECTS
Rolling stock defects, which lead to unsafe conditions, and are more or less common to various
types of rolling stocks, are discussed in the following Paragraphs. The Indian Railway Conference
Association (IRCA) has laid down certain rolling stock tolerances for components having bearing
on safety. Important among these have been reproduced against the relevant rolling stock
components.
● Defects in Wheel-Sets: As per IRCA the following defects in wheel-sets are considered
unsafe in all BG and MG goods and coaching stock:
1. Wheel shifted on axle.
2. Tyre defects namely reduced tyre thickness or flange thickness, worn tread profile
causing hollow tyre and deep flange reduction of flange root radius, formation of sharp
edge on flange and flat spots on the tread.
3. Tyre, loose, cracked or broken.
4. More than one stud deficient or loose on stud fastened tyres. More than four counter
sunk rivets deficient of loose on a Marsell ring fastened tyre (for good stocks only).
● Defects in Wheel Profile: The profile of a new wheel with standard flange commonly used
in the Indian Railways is shown in Fig. 20.33:

Fig. 20.33: Profile of a new Wheel with Standard Flange: (a) BG, (b) MG Wheel (all
Dimensions in [mm]
When such a profile gets worn, it may reach condemning limits to any one or more of the
following conditions: (a) Thin flange, (b) sharp flange, (c) worn root, (d) deep flange and (e) hollow
tyre or false flange. Typical tyre defect gauges for checking the wheel profile of BG and MG are
given in Fig. 20.34:
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Fig. 20.34: Type Defect Gauge: (a) BG, (b) MG
● Thin Flange: When the flange thickness (of BG or MG wheels) reduces to less than 16 mm,
the condition is called “Thin Flange”; Figure 20.35. The thickness of a flange is normally
reckoned at a distance of 13 mm from the flange tip of BG and MG wheels.

Fig. 20.35: Thin Flange
● Effect on Safety: A thin flange implies greater play between the wheel-set and the track,
which increases derailment proneness as under:
(a) Oscillation increase due to greater play adversely affecting Y and Q.
(b) Angularity of axle increases.
(c) Affects flange way clearance at switch assembly.
● Sharp Flange: When the radius of the flange tip reduces to less than 5 mm, the condition is
called a “Sharp Flange”; Fig. 20.36:

Fig. 20.36: Sharp Flange

Fig. 20.37: Worn Root

● Effects on Safety: Derailment proneness increases through the following:
(a) Increase in the value of µ.
(b) Increase of positive eccentricity.
(c) Wheel-set can take two roads at slightly gaping points or a movement over a chipped
tongue rail.
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● Worn Root: When the radius of the root curve reduces to less than 13 mm (BG or MG), the
condition is called “Worn Root”; Fig. 20.37, above; see also Fig. 20.18b, above:
● Effect on Safety: µ (a) Increases with the increase in value of R and (b) increases with
positive eccentricity.
● Deep Flange: When the depth of the flange, as measured from the flange top to a point on
the wheel tread (63 mm away from the track of BG wheel and 57 mm for MG), becomes greater
than 35 mm (BG) and 32 mm (MG), the condition is called “Deep Flange”. In this conditions
the wheel flange coupled with vertical wear of rail seat would tend to ride on the fishplates and
check blocks; Fig. 20.38:

Fig. 20.38: Deep Flange

Fig. 20.39: Hollow Tyre/false Flange

● Hollow Tyre or false Flange: When the projection of the edge of the wheel tread below the
hallow tyre exceeds 5 mm, then the outer edge of wheel is called “False Flange”, and the worn
tread is called “Hallow Tyre”; Fig.20.39, above.
● Effect on Safety: A false flange may split open points while travelling in trailing direction,
as the false flange may tend to get wedged in between the tongue rail and the stock rail. At a
crossing the false flange will ride over the wing rails causing unstable conditions. On diamond
crossings, when check rail guidance is not available through the gap, it may lead to derailments.
20.12.1 Effective Conicity of Wheel-Tread
The effective conicity increases with wear, which has adverse effect on running stability.
● Flat Tyre: The maximum permissible length of a flat on wheel tyre for BG:
1. Goods stock 4-wheeler:
75 mm
2. Goods stock (bogie type):
63.5 mm
3. Coaching stock (BG and MG):
51 mm
Wheel having flat spots on the tyre causes high dynamic augments on the rail and leaf to rail
fractures.
● Difference in Wheel-Tread Diameters; see also Paragraph 20.4.3: The wheel diameter is
measured on the tread at a distance of 63.5 mm from the back of the wheel for BG and 57.00
mm for MG. Two measurements, viz. across the quarter points, are taken for each wheel; Fig.
20.40; see also Fig. 20.19:
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Fig. 20.40: Measurement of Wheel-Tread Diameter
The difference in wheel diameters should not exceed the maximum permissible limits indicated in
Table 22.4. Of greater significance is the wheel tread diameter on the same axle. If the difference
exceeds the permissible limit, the axle will move persistently angular, thereby increasing the
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derailment proneness appreciably. Excessive difference in wheel diameters on different axles of the
same vehicle has an adverse effect on buffer height and slope of the vehicle floor.

● Wheel Gauge: The wheel gauge is the back to back distance on a wheel-set; Fig. 20.41. The
wheel gauge should be checked at quarter points. No variation whatsoever is permitted among
the values of wheel gauge measured at quarter points. Any variation in these values indicates a
bent axle. A bent axle on motion will start wobbling causing severe variations between the
bearing and the journal and consequently greater wear and friction between the two. This would
result in the axles running hot with all the bad consequences; Fig. 20.41:

Fig. 20.41: Wheel Gauge
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Fig. 20.42: Journal

Subject to the above condition, the actual values of wheel gauge can vary from the nominal
values, between + 2 mm and – 1.0 mm for goods stocks and + 1.5 mm for coaching stocks for
both BG and MG.
In case the wheel gauge is outside the permissible tolerances, there would be a possibility of
a relatively new wheel hitting the nose of a crossing, as wheel gauge is one of the parameters
deciding the clearance at the check-rail opposite the nose of the crossing.
● Journal: The portion of the axle, on which the bearing rests, is called the “Journal;” Fig.
20.42, above. The cross-sectional centre of the journal has to be coaxial with those of the axle
and the wheel; otherwise the journal centre itself would revolve causing severe vibrations in the
bearing journal assembly leading to a hot axle. Similar is the position, when the journal’s
sectional wear is uneven. As a journal diameter wears down, a thicker bearing can be used to
maintain the axle-box level.
● Axle-Boxes are basically of two types:
1. Plain Bearing Axle-Box: A bearing brass with its bottom portion formed of white metal
ensures along with lubrication a low coefficient of friction between the bearing and the
revolving journal; Fig. 20.43. The axle-box top-plate rests on the bearing, with a slipper
plate in between for adjustment of levels of the axle-box top. The axle-box contains an
oil soaked packing to lubricate the journal.
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Fig. 20.43: Plain Bearing Axle-box
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Fig. 20.44: Play of Bearing at Journal

Defects, which affect safety, are as follows:
(a) Bearing brass of in correct size to meet the journal.
(b) Bearing brass not seated uniformly on the journal
(c) Axle-box level not adjusted by correct thickness of slipper plates
(d) Oil or packing deficiency.
Any of the above defects can lead to a hot axle condition, which further leads to
persistent angular running of the axle and off-loading with the burning of the white
metal.
2. Roller Bearing Axle-Box: This type of bearing needs less maintenance attention. There
is however a possibility of roller bearings getting fractured and causing a jam, and
lubrication may get inefficient. These defects can lead to hot axle conditions.
● PRO and PR Plates: PRO and PR plates are fitted on the wagon body, which indicate the
date and station, where a particular level of attention was last given to the bearing axle-box.
P stands in PRO for periodical overhaul, R for repacking and O for oiling of the plain
bearing. In PR plates P stands for periodical overhaul and R for re-examination and greasing of
the axle-boxes-for roller bearings. When investigating derailment involving axle-boxes, it
should be checked up as to whether bearings have received their scheduled attention or not.
● Play of Bearing at the Journal: Minimum and maximum lateral play between the bearing
brass and the journal, Fig. 20.44, above, , is as follows:
– 5 mm
- 3 mm
- 3 mm
BG ----------- ; MG ----------- for trolley ;
----------- for 4-wheeler
+ 10 mm
+ 6 mm
+ 10 mm
If the play is excessive than (1) lateral oscillations increase affecting Y and Q adversely, and
(2) angularity of the axle increases.
● Axle Guard and Axle-Box Groove: Axle guard horn cheeks passing through the axle-box
grooves, Fig. 20.45, perform three important functions:
1. To hold the axle in position in a rigid wheel box.
2. To permit unhindered relative vertical movement between the vehicle body and the axle,
to enable the springs to deflect and function freely.
3. To transmit the braking forces to the axle.
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Fig. 20.45: Axle Guard, Horn Cheek and Axle-Box Groove
To ensure the maximum life of the axle guards, a piece called “Horn Cheek” is riveted to
the axle guard. The horn cheek passes through the axle-box groove and rubs against the
groove’s surfaces. On wearing out, the horn cheek can be replaced by a new one without the
need for replacing the entire axle guard. In 4-wheelers the axle guards on either side of the axlebox are connected together by a bridle bar below the axle-box.
● Clearance between the Horn Cheek and Axle-Box Groove: The minimum lateral and
longitudinal clearance between the axle-guard and axle-box or the horn cheek and the axle-box
with plain bearing are indicated in Table 20.5.
● Effect on Safety with increased Clearance: It is as follows:
1. Lateral oscillations will increase causing adverse effect on Y and Q.
2. Increased angularity of axle.

● Defects in Axle Guards considered unsafe as per IRCA. These are given below:
1. Axle guard worn or expanded sufficient to permit either leg to work out of its groove in
the axle-box.
2. Any portion of the axle guard horn cheek broken or deficient.
3. Axle guard so bent as to permit free movement of axle-box.
4. Axle guard cracked.
5. One or more rivets deficient, broken or of wrong size.
6. Any axle guard leg shaking due to slack rivets.
7. Bridle bar broken or deficient
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8. Bridle bar without jaws or turned ends.
● Additionals for Coaching Stock: They are mentioned hereunder:
1. Two or more rivets slack in any one leg of an axle guard.
2. Bridle bar of wrong size.
Note: In some rolling stock, viz., WDM-2 Diesel locomotive, there is no bridle bar.
Any tendency for jamming of the axle guards in the axle-box groove would interfere with
the working of the spring and thus increase the derailment proneness of the vehicle.
When axle-guards transmit the tractive or breaking forces, only one of them can bear against
the axle-box groove wall. If the bridle bar is not there, only one particular axle guard will
transmit the load and may get bent in the process. This would prevent its free movement in the
groove and interfere with the working of the spring. The bridle bar thus enables the two axleguards to share the transmission of tractive and braking forces apart from functioning as a
connecting member between the two axle guards and thus imparting rigidly to them. In some
rolling stocks, where axle guards are extra strong, the bridle bar may not be provided.
20.12.2 Springs
Springs commonly used are of two types:
1. Leaf or laminated Spring: A number of plates of graded length, held together by a spring
buckle, form a leaf spring or laminated spring. The ends of the longest plate are bent into
eyes Fig. 20.51:
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Fig. 20.46: Leaf or laminated Spring; (a) normal (b) inverted
The camber, when the spring is free without any load, is called a “Free Camber”.
Under load the spring deflects and the camber changes. Such camber, which varies with
load, is called the “Working Camber”.
2. Helical Spring: A rod or wire coiled with a certain pitch forms a helical spring. When the
outer coil has one or more inner concentric coils, it is called a “Nest of Springs”.
● Spring Gear Defects and Tolerances: The defective behaviour of a leaf or laminated spring is
determined by checking its free camber and working camber.
● Tolerances permitted in free Cambers are:
1. Locomotive and carriage springs:
– 0 + 3 mm.
2. Goods stock BG:
– 0 + 6 mm.
3. Goods stock MG:
– 0 + 5 mm.
For measuring the working camber of the springs the vehicle should be made to stand on a level
track and then loaded to full carrying capacity ensuring that the load is not eccentric. In case of a
4-wheeler wagon the difference in working cambers between any two of four springs should not
exceed 13 mm. If the defect is in two diagonally opposite springs, the vehicle becomes more
derailment prone.
● Shackle Plates and Scroll Iron: The common assembly by which a vehicle, e.g. 4-wheeler
goods wagons, is suspended from the ends of a laminated spring is known as “Shackle
Suspension”; Fig. 20.47:
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Fig. 20.47: Shackle Suspension of 4-Wheeler Goods Wagon
For such goods and coaching stock suspension the following conditions are ensured:
1. Eye hole is laterally parallel, smooth and free from burrs and not bell mouthed. Eye end
is clear of the top-plate surface by at least 2 mm.
2. Eye holes are parallel to each other on the top-plate.
3. Clearance at the shackle pin:
(a) Initial lateral clearance between shackle pin and shackle plate or between shackle pin
and scroll iron not exceed 1.5 mm.
(b) Initial lateral clearance between shackle pin and spring eye shall not exceed 1.5 mm.
Above clearance (I) after PO. shall not exceed 2 mm, (II) maximum in service will be
4 mm.
(c) Clearance along the length of shackle pin shall not exceed (I) 1.5 mm for shop
tolerance and (II) 3.0 mm during service.
● Defects in Springs and Spring Gears, which are unsafe as per IRCA
1. Any plate of a laminated bearing spring or any coiled bearing spring cracked or broken.
2. Bearing spring buckle loose, broke, cracked and/or packing plate loose or deficient.
3. Any plate or buckle loose and/or displaced from its central position by 13 mm or more.
4. Bearing spring shackle not sitting square in the axle-box housing or crown packing where
fitted.
5. Flange of any wheel within 25 mm of the bottom of a wagon.
6. Incorrect type of bearing spring for a particular design of wagon.
7. Scroll iron fractures, deficient of a rivet or fitted with a loose or a wrong size rivet.
8. Scroll iron shifted or cut of alignment by more than 25 mm.
9. Shackle spring hanger cracked or broken or nut or jib cotter deficient or defective.
10. Bearing spring hanger cracked or broken or nut or jib cotter deficient or defective.
11. On MG wagon bearing spring shoe fractured or with a rivet, bolt or stud, broken or
deficient or bolt or stud of wrong size.
12. Bearing spring eye or shackle plate touching the sole bar in static or dynamic condition.
The defect in dynamic condition can be confirmed by the presence of rubbing mark at the
bottom surface of the sole bar. When a laminated spring deflects, it elongates thereby
causing the shackle plate to more u as shown in Fig. 20.53:
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Fig. 20.48: Bearing Spring Eye/Shackle Plate
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Under load the spring eyes move outwards. For such a movement of the spring eye to be
possible, the shackle plate has to move arcing outwards, which results in a vertical component of
movement.
Thus if the movement of shackle plate is prevented, it prevents in effect the deflection of the
spring and enters in ineffectiveness and hence derailment proneness.
● Additional Defects of Coaching Stocks
1. A variation in the type of bearing spring under the same vehicle, i.e. difference in the
number, thickness or width of the spring plate only. It is however permissible for the topplate of a bearing spring to be thicker by 3 mm than the other plates of the other spring and
the top-plates of the spring of a vehicle. This however does not apply to TLRs, which are
fitted with springs of different sizes on the two trolleys.
3. Side control springs (left type) and/or drag link broken are deficient on BEML type.
● Stiffness of Springs: It should be checked whether the spring leaves are so rusted as to render
the spring stiff, as this condition would reduce the ability of the vehicle to negotiate track twist
without the residual wheel load dropping to too low a value.
● Helical Spring Defects: Common defects in helical springs are:
1. Cracked or broken spring.
2. Shifted spring.
3. Spring fully compressed.
4. Loss of elasticity resulting in the spring getting fully compressed in dynamic condition
causing shocks.
20.12.3 Damping
Damping is of two types:
1. Friction damping.
2. Hydraulic (viscous) damping.
• Friction Damping
As the name implies, the two parts oscillating relative to each other rub against each other at
predetermined surfaces, causing friction, which provides damping. The commonest example of
friction damping is the laminated spring itself. As a laminated spring deflects under load, relative
sliding takes place at inter-surfaces of the various plates causing what is called “Inter Leaf
Friction”. A laminated spring has thus a built-in damping.
Another common example of friction damping is a spring loaded friction snubber, the principle
of which is illustrated in Fig. 20.49. The two rubbing components may be of any shape, and the
rubbing surface may be vertical or horizontal or inclined providing damping in the corresponding
direction. This type of damping is provided in so-called “CASNUB” bogies and in several motive
bogies. Such locomotives will be discussed in subsequent Paragraphs.
An axle guard moving relatively up and down inside the axle-box groove also provides some
measure of friction damping.
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Fig. 20.49: Spring loaded Friction Snubber
• Hydraulic Damping: Telescopic cylindrical guides immersed in oil (commonly known as
“Dashpot”) is a common type of a hydraulic damper. As the two parts of the dashpot move
relatively to each other, oil gets forced through small holes from one chamber to the other.
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Viscous resistance to this flow provides damping; Fig. 20.50. This arrangement is discussed in
detail in the Paragraph on coaches.
Shock absorbers, Fig. 20.51, are another type of hydraulic dampers, being provided in coaches
and locomotives of more recent origin. Although they work on the similar principle of viscous
resistance to oscillation when hydraulic oil is made to flow at a high speed, their design requires
much lesser maintenance:
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Fig. 20.50: Dashpot

Fig. 20.51: Vertical Damper on Fiat Bogie

● Defects in Damping System: Any defect, which tends to reduce the amount of damping in the
system, would contribute to derailment proneness through adverse effect during possible
resonance. In a hydraulic damper the level of oil has to be correctly maintained within stipulated
limits. In the case of ICF the oil level in the hydraulic dash pot is required to be checked every
month, and oil replenished if it is below 80 mm in case of BG and 71 mm in case of MG-ICF
bogies. Overfilling of oil in the dash pot should be avoided as it renders the suspension stiff.
Under IRC rules a broken dash pot on ICF trolleys comes under the unsafe category.
● Significance of Bogie Rotation: A four-wheeler cannot be made too long, as the longer rigid
wheel-base will not be able to negotiate curves and turnouts without developing excessive
angularity and excessively high flange forces.
Thus, when a longer vehicle body is needed to have a higher pay-load, it has to be supported
on two bogies, each of relatively much shorter rigid wheel-base. The two bogies can undergo
rotation in relation to the vehicle body as well as to each other while negotiating curves and
turnouts and avoid thus excessive positive angularity and build-up of flange forces. This is
illustrated in Fig- 20.52:
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Fig. 20.52: Bogie Rotation
The foregoing implies that if on a curve or turnout bogie rotation is hindered and not allowed
to take place freely, it would have the effect of increasing the effective rigid wheel-base, thereby
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causing high positive angularity and flange forces to occur. Besides a bogie having a tendency of
jamming during bogie rotation may get so jammed after some rotation on a curve or turnout that it
may not return to the normal position when coming on to the straight. This will result in persistent
angular running of the axles on the straight.
● System of Bogie Rotation: Connection between the car body and bogie must:
1. Allows the bogie to turn relative to the car body in curves.
2. Transmits the vertical, traction and braking forces.
3. Provides additional control of lateral suspension inputs.
4. Assists in maintaining the stability of the bogie.
5. Provides longitudinal stability of bogie frames and equal distribution of load over the wheelsets (for traction rolling stock).
These problems are solved differently depending on the type of the rolling stock, traction or
trailing, passenger or freight, moderate or higher speed.
● Flat Centre Plate is the most common connection in three-piece freight bogies secured by a
pin pivot at the centre. The plate transmits the majority of the car body weight and the
longitudinal and lateral interaction forces. The pin pivot has large in-plane (horizontal) gaps to the
car body and only provides emergency restraint. The centre plate allows the bogie to rotate in
curves and generates a friction torque, which imparts a yaw stability.
Although simple in construction, there are several disadvantages. Clearances exist in lateral and
longitudinal directions. Relative motion occurs under high contact pressure resulting in significant
wear on the surfaces. When the car body rocks on a straight track, the contact surface becomes
very small, and high contact pressures may lead to cracks in the centre plate. In curves the car
body leans on the side bearer creating an additional friction torque, which resists the bogie
rotation and increases wheel – rail forces. To combat these problems, modern designs use a flat
centre plate combined with elastic side bearers, which resist the car body rock and reduce the load
on the centre bowl.
● In Spherical Centre Bowl Arrangement the car body rests on the spherical centre bowl and
elastic side bearers Fig. 20.53a. Advantage of this design is the lack of clearance in the horizontal
plane and elimination of edge contact during car body roll.
This results in reduced levels of contact stress and increase in the centre bowl service life. A
similar system is provided in CASNUB bogie on Indian Railways.
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Fig. 20.53a: Spherical Centre Pivot
In order to exclude edge contact and increased friction torque to resist bogie yaw, bogies with
centre pivots were developed. Car body mass in this case is mainly transmitted to the side bearers,
and the car body can only turn relative to the bolster about the vertical axis. This design is widely
used for passenger coaches (e.g. ICF All-Coil Bogie).
● Bogie Rotation on Flexi-Coils - Flexi-Float Bogie: A connection of a Car Body to a bolster-less
Bogie without a pivot is a modern design using either as secondary suspension a so-called
“Flexi-Coil” or an air-spring cushion. The pivot-less FLEXI-FLOAT bogie with secondary
Flexi-Coil Suspension had been engineered by Henschel, Germany; see Karl Gerhard Bauer,
BOGIES, EK-Verlag, ISBN-13: 978-3-88255-147-1.
Worldwide mostly all modern Diesel or electric Locomotives are nowadays pivot-less and have
a secondary Flexi-Coil Suspension. The pivot-less suspension can achieve large deflections in
shear providing sufficient large longitudinal displacements to allow the bogie rotate in curves.
Fig. 20.53b illustrates the working principle of a Flexi-Coil Spring with inside cones or spigots
in straight and radial deformed conditions, and Fig. 20.53c shows a so-called “FLEXIFLOAT” traction bogie with flexi-coils and a push-pull-bar (traction-link) transmitting the
tractive and braking forces and as well compensating the traction borne front wheel-set unloading.
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from the bogie to the locomotive frame. Fig. 20.53d shows a modern pivot-less EMU traction
bogie of German Federal Railway with a secondary air-spring cushion suspension.

Fig. 20.53b: Working Principle
of Flexi-Coil

Fig. 20.53c: Flexi-Float Traction Bogie with
Flexi-Coils and Push-Pull Bar

Graph/Pict./Animation by Bombardier

Fig. 20.53d: Pivot-less Traction Bogie with secondary Air-Spring Suspension
In case of an air-spring cushion it is generally arranged in series with an inside rubber-metal
spring to provide some minimum suspension in case the air cushion deflates. Transmission of
longitudinal forces is generally done through a push-pull bar linkage. Bolster-less bogie designs
achieve a reduction of the bogie mass and provide more space for the traction systems.
The EMD designed WDP-4 and EMD G T 46PAC with Flexi-Coil HTSC trucks (bogies)
(Fig. 20.53e) are considered as less track friendly. European Locomotives with this EMD HTSC
bogie, Class 66, are called by Permanent Way Inspectors “Rail-Planers”:

Fig. 20.53e: EMD WDP-4 with HTSC-Bogie
Features of bogie rotation system used on rolling stocks on the Indian Railways are
described below.
● Defects: Hindrance to bogie rotation is an important defect to look for in the event of a
bogie stock involved in derailment. This is particularly important in case of derailment in tight
curves.
Where to look for such defects? Bogie rotation system is constituted either of centre pivot and
side bearers or pivot-less by flexi-coils. The new generation of Indian EMUs and DMUs have
instead of the spring-coil secondary suspension of the pivoted bogie an air-spring cushion; Fig.
20.53f:
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Pict. by F. Wingler

Fig. 20.53f: Secondary Air-Spring Cushion Suspension of pivoted Bogie; Indian
EMU/DMU`s
In case of an air cushion it is generally arranged in addition with an inside rubber-metal
spring to provide some minimum suspension in case the air cushion deflates.
While a bogie rotates, it continues to support the vertical weight of vehicle body. Thus relative
movements take place at surfaces, where the weight of vehicle body is supported on the bogie.
Such surfaces should be checked for any tendency towards jamming or undue hindrance against
bogie rotation.
Possible defects are:
1. Uneven wear Fig. 20.54.
2. Excessive wear.
3. Lack of lubrication (at such surfaces where lubrication is required e.g. at surfaces of
steel-to-steel contact).
4. Ingress of dirt, coal ash etc. and rusting.

Fig. 20.54; (a) Uneven wear in hemispherical Pivot; (b) Uneven Wear in flat Pivot
● Brake Gear: On application of brakes the brake pressure on the two wheels of an axle should
be more or less equal, otherwise the wheel, which is braked less, would tend to travel more
causing the axle to become angular. In such a situation, the axle would run persistently angular
during brake application. The defects, which would cause the above condition to occur, are:
1. Deficient brake block.
2. Incorrect centralization and adjustment of brake rigging and brake blocks.
3. Uneven application of brake power and were in gear.
4. Uneven wear in brake block on the same axle.
The defects, which are unsafe for goods and coaching stock (BG and MG), are mentioned
below:
1. Vacuum-cylinder leaking or bracket broken or any bolt or rivet deficient or welding
failed.
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2. Brake block deficient, broken at the eye, not secured properly by correct size cotter, nut
with split pin and/or leg with split pin, or so worn and thin that the flange of the wheel is
6 mm or less from the brake beam collar on brake application.
3. Any defect in brake rigging preventing application of release of brakes.
4. Any brake rigging pin, split pin or cotter free to work out deficient or broken.
5. Safety hanger or bracket for brake beam or pull/push rod deficient, broken, of wrong
size or not properly secured.
● For Coaching Stock: Beside the above facts vacuum reservoir suspension bracket broken,
deficient or not secured properly are also unsafe defects.
● Twist in Under-Frame
1. Longitudinal Twist: This can be detected by measuring the length of the diagonals joining
the four corners of the under-frame after keeping the vehicle on a level track. A longitudinal
twist would cause the axle to remain persistently angular to the track thus increasing the
derailment proneness.
2. Vertical Twist: The vertical twist is defected by measuring the height of the sole bar at the
four corners of the under-frame above the rail level keeping the vehicle on a level track. A
twist in under-frame is equivalent to a twist in the track and thus will increase the derailment
proneness. A vertical twist of 20 mm can appreciably increase the derailment proneness.
The under-frame defects, which are unsafe as per IRCA Rules in Goods and Coaching Stock
(BG and MG), are as follows:
1. Crack visible on both sides of the web or loose patch on any rolled or pressed section or
built up girder forming part of the under-frame. A weld unsupported by a patch on a web or
a patched member, which shows sign of crippling.
2. Head stock bent so that the centre of the buffer face is displaced in any direction more than
35 mm from its normal position in case of BG goods stocks or 38 mm in case of BG
coaching stocks. However it is strictly to be observed that no packing is permitted on
wagons for repairs.
3. Truss rod brackets deficient or fractured.
● Buffers: Buffer defects have a significant effect on derailment proneness. It is basically due to
the eccentricity of buffing forces caused by such defects. The eccentricity in buffing forces can be
in the following directions:
1. Vertical direction in which case Q values are effected.
2. Horizontal direction, when Y values are effected.
3. Inclined direction, when both Y and Q are effected.
● Examples of such Deficiencies:
1. Defects resulting in vertical Eccentricity of Buffing Forces: (a) Difference in height of
buffers of adjoining vehicles. This can happen at the junction of a set of empty and a set of
loaded wagons Fig. 20.55:
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Fig. 20.55: Effect of vertical Eccentricity in buffing Forces at Junction of a Set of empty and a
Set of loaded Wagons
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Maximum and minimum permissible buffer height in BG and MG stocks (goods and coaching)
are shown below:
Gauge
empty maximum
loaded minimum
BG
1105 mm
1030 mm
MG
585 mm
535 mm
Note: To make up the buffer heights to maximum permissible limits due to reduced diameter of wheels,
a packing piece of required design and size may be interposed between axle-box crown and spring
buckle:

(a) Drooping buffer.
(b) Buffer displayed vertically from its normal position due to head stock being bent
(limits are given in Paragraph 22.8).
2. Defects resulting in horizontal Eccentricity of Buffing Forces:
(a) Buffer deficient.
(b) A dead buffer, i.e. when it is ineffective and when its projection from the head
stock (on BG) is below the prescribed minimum limit.
(I)
Good stock: For long base – 584 mm,
for short base – 406 mm.
(maximum limits are 635 mm and 456 mm respectively).
(II)
Coaching stock: – 584 mm (maximum limit is 635 mm)
Note: Nor more than one dead buffer is permitted on two consecutive wagons of a train. No
dead buffer is however permitted for coaching stocks.
3. Defects resulting in Eccentricity Forces in both Directions: Buffer face displayed from its
normal position in an inclined direction due to head stock being bent. On BG the maximum
permissible displacement of buffer face due to head stock being bent is 35 mm in any direction
from its normal position in case of coaching stocks.
Listed below are also defects in buffing gear, which are unsafe as per IRCA Rules.
● BG Goods Stock:
1. Buffer deficient.
2. More than one dead buffer on two consecutive wagons on a train.
3. More than three rivets or counter sunk bolts missing from a buffer plunger.
4. Buffer spindle broken or nut deficient or of incorrect size.
● BG Coaching Stock:
1. Buffer deficient or drooping.
2. Any buffer dead.
3. Buffer spindle broken or nut deficient.
● MG Goods and Coaching Stock:
1. Wagon fitted with a buffer of other than a screw coupling type.
2. Buffer or its component parts deficient or so defective as to prevent tight coupling.
3. One wing of the buffer face cracked or missing if below level of “U” in the buffer face.
4. Buffer spring deficient, broken in more than two pieces or of incorrect size.
5. Buffer coupling hook bolt not secured according to relevant IRCA rules.
6. Wagons not fitted with buffers of a non-rotatable type or with some form of anti-turning
device other than a liner.
7. Buffer shank worn more than 13 mm through any section or less than 45 mm diameter over
tread.
8. Buffer shank with nut, check nut split pin or cotter deficient or of wrong size (when split pin
is used, a check nut must be fitted).
9. Buffer head cracked 19 mm or more from coupling pin hole.
● Irregular Loading (BG Stock):
1. Difference of height from rail level of more than 64 mm between any two buffers on the
same vehicle measured at the head stock.
2. Flange of any wheel within 25 mm of the bottom of the vehicle.
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20.13 IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE MAIN TYPES OF ROLLING STOCKS USED
ON INDIAN RAILWAYS
At the time of derailment investigation the permanent way officials, who generally form part of
the investigation team, have to comment on the road worthiness of the rolling stock involved in the
derailment. For that purpose, it is necessary that the permanent way officials acquaint themselves
with the functioning of the rolling stock bogie system and the tolerance permitted for their safe
operation.
In the following Paragraphs important features of the main type of rolling stocks, are explained
with the help of sketches. The tolerance limits and the rules framed for their safe movement are also
brought out.
Items and features to be checked for defects during derailment investigation:
Wheel-set: Thin flange, sharp flange, worn root, deep flange, false flange/hollow tyre, flat tyre,
difference in wheel tread diameters, wheel gauge.
Journal, bearing and axle-box, axle guards, horn cheek and bridle bar, horn cheek, axle-box
groove guidance and clearances, laminated bearing springs, free and working camber, scrag test,
general assembly of whole spring gear and clearances at shackle pins, whether rusted, top of spring
eye or shackle plate, whether touching the bottom of sole bar (in static or dynamic condition), scroll
iron, shackle plates and shackle pins,; twist vertical or longitudinal in under-frame, buffing gear
brake gear, Any component of wagon loose, shifted, bent, cracked broken, deficient or missing.

Fig, 20.56: General Suspension Arrangement of conventional 4-Wheeler Wagon

20.13.1 BOX and BOX’N Wagons
The bogie good stocks of Indian Railways mainly consists of BOX and BOX’N type wagons.
BOX wagons are fitted with UIC bogies having only a primary suspension system; Fig. 20.57.
BOX wagons have been giving generally a satisfactory service in Indian Railways for the last three
decades.
To improve the throughput of traffic, BOX’N wagons are being progressively inducted.
BOX’N wagons have a shorter length and a greater height compared to BOX wagons. With the
same axle load, but by obtaining higher loading density, it is possible to accommodate greater gross
trailing load on the existing loops.
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Fig. 20.57: UIC Bogie (Box); all Dimensions are in [mm]
BOX’N wagons are fitted with CASNUB bogies having a secondary suspension system; Fig.
20.58:

By IRICEN

Fig. 20.58: CASNUB Bogie (BOX’N)
To reduce the rail/wheel wear problems, the CASNUB bogie has been modified. The modified
CASNUB-22 (M) bogie has been provided with elastomeric pads at the primary level and side
bearer rubber pads, which have improved its running characteristics.
Comparative parameters of BOX and BOX`N wagons are as follows:
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20.13.2 Items Requiring Examination after Derailment
In addition to the normal examination of wheel-set, suspension system and other bogie
imperfections some important tolerances applicable to BOX and BOX’N wagons are given in the
following Paragraph:
● UIC BOX Bogie: Some important tolerance limits are; Table 20.7:
Table 20.7: Tolerance Limits

● Maintenance Schedule:
1. Trip examination at originating and terminating stations.
2. Routine overhaul once in 18 months at selected TXR depots,
3. and sick line examination depots.
Important Tolerance Limits for BOX’N Wagon are given in Table 20.8:
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● Maintenance Schedule:
Period
12 months
24 months
36 months
48 months

Nature of Overhaul
ROH (Routine overhaul).
IOH (Intermediate overhaul).
ROH (routine overhaul).
POH (Periodic overhaul).

20.13.3 Bogie Coaching Stocks
There are basically four types of bogie coaching stocks in Indian Railways.:
1. IRS-Indian Railway Standard.
2. ICF laminated (Schlieren)-Integral Coach Factory made.
3. BEML-Bharat Earth Movers Ltd..
4. ICF all coil.
Recently the FIAT Bogie (on new LHB coaches) has been inducted on the Indian Railways.
All the above stocks have two stage suspension bogies with primary and secondary suspension:
● Bogie Frame Defects Considered Unsafe as per IRCA Rules: They are enumerated below:
1. Trolley frame visibly out of square damaged.
2. Any member of trolley cracked or welding failed. This shall include knee plates, gusset
plates and diagonal bars with their rivets broken or deficient.
3. Bearing spring hanger bracket cracked or broken.
4. Bolster or spring plank cracked or broken or bolster improperly secured.
5. Bolster safety brackets cracked, broken or its pin or retainer deficient.
6. Rocker bar/swing link broken and/or top or bottom axle displaced, cracked or broken.
7. Pivot plate, casting or pin broken and/or nut deficient.
8. Any part of the side bearer assembly improperly secured or deficient.
9. Bolster rubbing block/plate (on BEML) deficient.
10. Centre bearing corner (on BEML) broken or cotter deficient.
11. Swing bolt or its safety bracket (on BEML) broken or deficient.
12. Bolster top truss (on BEML) broken/damaged and any of its pins deficient, broken or free to
work out.
13. Bolster bottom bars (on BEML) cracked, broken or damaged on its bracket or bracket bolts
deficient.
14. Bolster spring safety bolt (on BEML) broken or its nut deficient.
15. Axle-box holding arm (on BEML trolley) broken or deficient or any of its securing stud/nut
loose or deficient.
16. Anchor link broken or its pin deficient or free to work out.
17. Any safety strap bracket of wrong size or broken, deficient or improperly secured.
18. Equalising stay (on ICF all coil type) broken or deficient.
20.13.4 Fiat Bogie
The first so-called pivot-less “FIAT Bogies” of the LHB coaches had been imported from
Linke-Hofmann-Bush of Germany along with a technology transfer. The bogie is of a Eurofima
type construction, consisting of a Y shaped longitudinal box section beam connected by two
tubular members. The bogie has a two stage suspension. The primary suspension is a combined
effect of nested helical springs, control arm and rubber elements. The axle guidance between
axle and bogie is achieved by a guiding arm assembly. The secondary stage suspension is a
combined effect of nested flexi-coil helical spring, rubber elements and rubber bellows. The
unique feature of the suspension is the fitment of anti-roll bar, which controls the rolling of the
vehicle body without reducing the vertical flexibility and even the stiffens of the secondary
suspension.
The braking forces from bogie to coach body are transmitted through a rocker arm assembly. A
rectangular shaped mounting frame connected with tubular members are housed with longitudinal
and lateral rubber bumps through a flexi-float body-bogie connection above the secondary
suspension through which the body weight is transmitted to the bogie. The bogie is provided
with disc brake
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system, tapered roller bearing and permanent earthing connections to avoid passage of current
through roller bearings. It is also provided with wheel slip protection arrangement.
Fig. 20.59 gives a view on a computer designed animation of the Fiat Bogie. Fig. 20.60 shows
a picture with the general arrangements.

By IRICEN

Fig. 20.59: Fiat Bogie; Animation

By IRICEN

Fig. 20.60: Picture of the general Arrangements

Table 20.9 gives a comparison among FIAT, ICF all coil & IR bogies:

20.13.5 Diesel and Electric Locomotives; see also Tab. 1.2 in Paragraph 1.6.3
WDM-2 Locomotive: Apart from the defects discussed for rolling stock in general, the following
components need special examination:
1. The surface of the centre pivot as well as of the two side bearers should be checked to see if
there is any tendency for causing hindrance to bogie rotation.
2. The condition of spring loaded friction snubbers should be checked to see whether damping
is adequate or not.
3. The equalizing beam should swivel freely at their point of support on the axle-boxes,
otherwise off-loading of one wheel will not be shared by the adjacent wheel or wheels.
WDM-2 Modified: Beyond 115 kmph the WDM-2 locomotive exhibits unsatisfactory riding
characteristics in the lateral mode. To increase potential of this locomotive, resilient trust units have
been provided at the axle-boxes of the outer axle of each bogie. With this modification and some
other minor changes the modified WDM-2 locomotive has been cleared for a maximum operating
speed of 120 kmph.
When the rubber cone in the resilient thrust unit wears out, its beneficial effect is lost, and the
locomotive behaves as a WDM-2 only for which the maximum permissible speed is 110 kmph. For
the modified WDM-2 locomotive the resilient thrust should therefore particularly be checked when
the locomotive is scheduled to run at 120 kmph.
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WAM-4 Locomotive: WAM-4 type AC electric locomotive, designed for operation on 25 kV AC
single phase 50 Hz, rates 3600 Hps. The bogie and the suspension details are identical to those of
the WDM-2 locomotive.
YDM-4 electric Locomotive: The defects to be checked during derailment investigations would
be the same as in the case of WDM-2 locomotive .
WAP-1, WAP-4 electric Locomotives: Under http://www.rdso.indianrailways.gov.in/works/
upload/File/Maintenance one can find the Maintenance Handbook on Flexicoil Cast Steel Mark-I
Bogies of WAP-1 and WAP-4 Locomotives.
20.13.6 Special Bogie Freight Stocks
Broadly there are three categories of such stock in Indian Railways: (a) Box wagons, (b)
diamond frame bogie and (c) three piece truck. All of them have the following features in common:
1. They have a high pay load to tare ratio.
2. Axle-box is of roller bearing type.
3. Suspension is single stage.
4. Body weight is transferred to the bolster primarily through the centre pivot and the two side
bearers (one of them at a time) provide the requisite support during vehicle motion. In all
these stocks, apart from the general rolling stock defects, the surface of the centre pivot
should be checked for any tendency towards jamming or hindrance against rotation.
20.14 OPERATIONAL FEATURES
The followings are the general operational features, which should be checked while investigating
into a derailment:
1. Excessive speed.
2. Eccentric loading or sudden shifting of load.
3. Improper train operation viz., sudden application of brakes or traction forces.
4. Off-loading tendency of 3-axle bogies on sags or humps.
5. Marshalling of the train: (a) A train is derailment prone at the junction of a set of loaded and
empty wagons owing to difference in heights and (b) empty wagon marshalled between two
loaded wagons, can get-off-loaded and derailed.
6. Lateral wheel slip on diamond crossings in the case of Diesel and electric rolling stocks
leading to two road derailment. This is a more common occurrence of EMU rolling stocks.
20.15 TRACK DEFECTS
These are broadly categorized into two types: (a) Defects, which cause discontinuity of running
lines, and (b) defects in track geometry.
In the first category track defects include rail fractures with a gap of more than 50 mm, track
subsidence or obstructions on the track etc.. In such cases the cause of derailment is obvious.
To find out the contribution of defects in track geometry in a particular derailment is a
complicated problem, as the safe running of vehicles on a particular track geometry is dependent
upon a large number of factors. They are:
1. Speed of vehicle.
2. Type of vehicle.
3. Vehicle position in train composition.
4. Nature of defect in track geometry and the frequency of their occurrence on the approach
track.
5. Possibility of the vehicle oscillation in any mode, with the track defect exciting that
oscillation at a particular speed.
6. Behaviour of track under dynamic loading conditions, etc. For the safety of the vehicle, it is
not only the track geometry at the place of derailment, which is important, but the track
defects and the periodicity of their occurrence on the approach also. The periodicity of a
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track defect will have different effects on different types of rolling stock and different
effects even on the same rolling stock, when running at a different speed. In view of these
complications no country has been able to lay down safety tolerance for track.
20.15.1 Safety Limits for Track
The question is often asked as to why there are no safety tolerances for track, when safety limits
for rolling stock components have been laid down. The answer lies in the fact, that the rolling stock
components are factory products, and they can be manufactured to desired tolerances. Their rate of
wear is predictable, and thus schedule can be laid down for their checking, adjustment and repair.
All rolling stocks have to run at a certain speed and therefore made fit to run at that speed. No
individual speed limit can be laid down for the rolling stock depending upon its condition.
As compared to that, a track has a floating foundation. Its conditions vary with the passage of
each train. Its rate of deterioration is not clearly known. A track in its worst state can be considered
safe for vehicles running at a crawling speed and thus speed restriction can be imposed for any track
condition to make it safe for that speed. From the oscillation point of view, wavelength, frequency
of track defects or combination of defects and their magnitudes are all different for different
vehicles and for the same vehicle running at different speeds. This makes it extremely difficult to
lay down safety limits for tracks for all types of vehicles and at all speeds.
20.15.2 Track Tolerances for Good Riding Comfort
Track tolerances for good riding comfort have been laid down by many of the world railways.
Those laid down for the Indian Railways have been discussed in Chapter 17. A track is generally
required to be maintained to these tolerances if unrestricted speeds are to be permitted. These
tolerances are nowhere near the safety limits and thus cannot form the basis of determining the
cause of derailment.
In the study of derailment mechanism we have seen as to how the defects in track geometry
make the vehicle more prone to derailment. This knowledge has to be made full use in determining
the extent to which the defect in track geometry has contributed to a particular derailment. No
quantitative guidelines can be laid down for this purpose, and no railway in the world has been able
to lay them down to some satisfactory standards.

ANNEXURE: Picture Gallery of Train Derailment-Disasters

Fatal Derailment at Brühl, Germany, 06th February 2000.
One of the best public investigated Railway Accidents.
Cause: Failures in the System in Conjunction with Human Error leading to excessive Speed.
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Diva-Sawantawadi Passenger derailed 04th May 2014 in Raigat District, Konkan Railway

Mangalore-Mumbai Matsyagandha Express Crash near Karanjadi, 17th June 2004, Konkan
Railway, due to Rock and Mud Falls of a not adequately constructed and secured Alignment
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0ver 150 killed Passengers, Indore-Patna Express Derailment-Disaster at Pukhrayan; District
Kanpur, 20th November 2016

Derailment of Meerut-Lucknow Rajya Rani Express near Rampur, UP, 15th April 2017
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Derailment Site of Hirakand-Express near Kunera, Andrah Pradesh, 22th Januar 2017

Derailment of Aurangabad-Hyderabad Passenger Train near Sargam/Kalgupur, Karnataka,
21th April 2017
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Indore-Patna Express Derailment-Disaster at Pukhrayan; District Kanpur, 20th November 2016

Uthkal Express Derailment Disaster at Khatauli/Muzaffarnagar, Uttar Pradesh, 19th August 2017
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Last Page
The collection of chapters is based on
a revision of the drafts of J.S. Mundrey,
Rail
Consult
India,
for
the
forthcoming 5thEdition of RAILWAY
TRACK ENGINEERING. The collection
is the result of intensive revision and
modification works inclusive the incorporation
of several new modern aspects, updated
information, illustrating
and
delineating
pictures, many re-designed and glossedup graphs and figures as well corrected and
re-arranged tables. The challenge had been,
to bring the drafts of Mr. J.S. Mundrey
into an uniform, user and reader friendly and
as well in an economical compacted layout.
As far as possible the physical/technical
measurements have been uniformly converted
into International Standards of Units (ISU).
The conversation rates for the outdated units into ISU`s are given.
The Austrian Track Machinery Manufacturer Plasser&Theurer has to be thanked for sponsoring
and for contributing high quality picture material.
Although the elaboration contents many modern aspects, methodologies, standards and
systems of other world railways, Mr. J.S. Mundrey has predominantly mend his work to cater
for Indian Track Men in their daily duties. This book serves also to teach and train Permanent
Way Men and to help decision makers. Permanent Way Men of other World Railways in
developing countries, especially on the Indian Subcontinent, in Middle and Far East, Africa,
Saudi Arabia and Australia will find this compendium helpful in fulfilling their daily duties and in
finding solutions.
The Message of this Compendium is:

Rail-Track Quality is no Luxury. Quality cuts Overall Life Cycle Costs.
Modern Rail-Tracks demand modern proactive and preventive maintenance managementstrategies, methodologies and to optimize the all-important RAIL-ON-WHEEL interaction. Track
Quality has to match the traffic load it has to carry.
To achieve Track Quality modern on-track machinery is of all-importance.
The Track Deterioration Rate – the loss of stability, bearing capacity and alignment
parameters over the time under given traffic load - is a direct indicator for the TRACK-QUALITY.
A low quality track deteriorates by far faster than a high quality track and is therefore by far more
costly to maintain and repair.
OVER-ALL LIFE CYCLE CONSIDERATIONS are nowadays a key-issue of railways over
the globe in maintaining their rail services in an economical way. Quality demands a high input
in investment costs, wich will pay off over the time.
Constructing NEW RAILWAY LINES is a big challenge for India. Future nasty
accidents can be anticipated by appropriate designing and constructing the alignments to become
safe from the beginning or at an early stage. This is often hampered by not adequate funds for
the projects. Important and prestigious projects are linking the Kashmir Valley Railway with the
national grid from the rail-head Katra, the construction of new rail infrastructure in the North-East
Frontier States, the Dedicated East and West Freight Corridors for high axle-load and the envisaged
High-Speed Lines.
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